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Feature Overview
1.1 Simple package installation . . .
1.2 Custom versions & configurations
1.3 Customize dependencies . . . . .
1.4 Non-destructive installs . . . . .
1.5 Packages can peacefully coexist .
1.6 Creating packages is easy . . . .
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Getting Started
2.1 Prerequisites . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.2 Installation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.3 Compiler configuration . . . . . . . . . .
2.4 Vendor-Specific Compiler Configuration
2.5 System Packages . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.6 Utilities Configuration . . . . . . . . . .
2.7 GPG Signing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.8 Spack on Cray . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Basic Usage
3.1 Listing available packages . .
3.2 Installing and uninstalling . .
3.3 Seeing installed packages . .
3.4 Specs & dependencies . . . .
3.5 Virtual dependencies . . . . .
3.6 Extensions & Python support
3.7 Filesystem requirements . . .
3.8 Getting Help . . . . . . . . .
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Workflows
4.1 Definitions . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.2 Building Packages . . . . . . . . . .
4.3 Running Binaries from Packages . .
4.4 Developing Software with Spack . .
4.5 Using Spack on Travis-CI . . . . . .
4.6 Using Spack to Create Docker Images
4.7 Upstream Bug Fixes . . . . . . . . .
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Tutorial: Spack 101
5.1 Basic Installation Tutorial . . .
5.2 Configuration Tutorial . . . . .
5.3 Package Creation Tutorial . . .
5.4 Spack Package Build Systems .
5.5 Advanced Topics in Packaging .
5.6 Module Files . . . . . . . . . .
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Known Issues
223
6.1 Default variants are not taken into account during concretization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223
6.2 Variants are not properly forwarded to dependencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223
6.3 spack setup doesn’t work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 224
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Configuration Files in Spack
7.1 YAML Format . . . . .
7.2 Configuration Scopes . .
7.3 Platform-specific scopes
7.4 Scope precedence . . .
7.5 Config file variables . .
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Basic settings in config.yaml
8.1 install_tree . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.2 install_hash_length and install_path_scheme
8.3 module_roots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Build customization
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11 Modules
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These are docs for the Spack package manager. For sphere packing, see pyspack.
Spack is a package management tool designed to support multiple versions and configurations of software on a wide
variety of platforms and environments. It was designed for large supercomputing centers, where many users and
application teams share common installations of software on clusters with exotic architectures, using libraries that do
not have a standard ABI. Spack is non-destructive: installing a new version does not break existing installations, so
many configurations can coexist on the same system.
Most importantly, Spack is simple. It offers a simple spec syntax so that users can specify versions and configuration
options concisely. Spack is also simple for package authors: package files are written in pure Python, and specs allow
package authors to maintain a single file for many different builds of the same package.
See the Feature Overview for examples and highlights.
Get spack from the github repository and install your first package:
$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack.git
$ cd spack/bin
$ ./spack install libelf

If you’re new to spack and want to start using it, see Getting Started, or refer to the full manual below.

Basics
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Basics

CHAPTER

1

Feature Overview

This is a high-level overview of features that make Spack different from other package managers and port systems.

1.1 Simple package installation
Installing the default version of a package is simple. This will install the latest version of the mpileaks package and
all of its dependencies:
$ spack install mpileaks

1.2 Custom versions & configurations
Spack allows installation to be customized. Users can specify the version, build compiler, compile-time options, and
cross-compile platform, all on the command line.
# Install a particular version by appending @
$ spack install mpileaks@1.1.2
# Specify a compiler (and its version), with %
$ spack install mpileaks@1.1.2 %gcc@4.7.3
# Add special compile-time options by name
$ spack install mpileaks@1.1.2 %gcc@4.7.3 debug=True
# Add special boolean compile-time options with +
$ spack install mpileaks@1.1.2 %gcc@4.7.3 +debug
# Add compiler flags using the conventional names
$ spack install mpileaks@1.1.2 %gcc@4.7.3 cppflags="-O3 -floop-block"

3
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# Cross-compile for a different architecture with arch=
$ spack install mpileaks@1.1.2 arch=bgqos_0

Users can specify as many or few options as they care about. Spack will fill in the unspecified values with sensible
defaults. The two listed syntaxes for variants are identical when the value is boolean.

1.3 Customize dependencies
Spack allows dependencies of a particular installation to be customized extensively. Suppose that mpileaks depends
indirectly on libelf and libdwarf. Using ^, users can add custom configurations for the dependencies:
# Install mpileaks and link it with specific versions of libelf and libdwarf
$ spack install mpileaks@1.1.2 %gcc@4.7.3 +debug ^libelf@0.8.12 ^
˓→libdwarf@20130729+debug

1.4 Non-destructive installs
Spack installs every unique package/dependency configuration into its own prefix, so new installs will not break
existing ones.

1.5 Packages can peacefully coexist
Spack avoids library misconfiguration by using RPATH to link dependencies. When a user links a library or runs a
program, it is tied to the dependencies it was built with, so there is no need to manipulate LD_LIBRARY_PATH at
runtime.

1.6 Creating packages is easy
To create a new packages, all Spack needs is a URL for the source archive. The spack create command will
create a boilerplate package file, and the package authors can fill in specific build steps in pure Python.
For example, this command:
$ spack create http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.13.tar.gz

creates a simple python file:
from spack import *

class Libelf(Package):
"""FIXME: Put a proper description of your package here."""
# FIXME: Add a proper url for your package's homepage here.
homepage = "http://www.example.com"
url
= "http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.13.tar.gz"
version('0.8.13', '4136d7b4c04df68b686570afa26988ac')

4
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# FIXME: Add dependencies if required.
# depends_on('foo')
def install(self, spec, prefix):
# FIXME: Modify the configure line to suit your build system here.
configure('--prefix={0}'.format(prefix))
# FIXME: Add logic to build and install here.
make()
make('install')

It doesn’t take much python coding to get from there to a working package:
from spack import *

class Libelf(AutotoolsPackage):
"""libelf lets you read, modify or create ELF object files in an
architecture-independent way. The library takes care of size
and endian issues, e.g. you can process a file for SPARC
processors on an Intel-based system."""
homepage = "http://www.mr511.de/software/english.html"
url
= "http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.13.tar.gz"
version('0.8.13', '4136d7b4c04df68b686570afa26988ac')
version('0.8.12', 'e21f8273d9f5f6d43a59878dc274fec7')
provides('elf@0')
def configure_args(self):
args = ["--enable-shared",
"--disable-dependency-tracking",
"--disable-debug"]
return args
def install(self, spec, prefix):
make('install', parallel=False)

Spack also provides wrapper functions around common commands like configure, make, and cmake to make
writing packages simple.

1.6. Creating packages is easy
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CHAPTER

2

Getting Started

2.1 Prerequisites
Spack has the following minimum requirements, which must be installed before Spack is run:
1. Python 2 (2.6 or 2.7) or 3 (3.3 - 3.6)
2. A C/C++ compiler
3. The git and curl commands.
4. If using the gpg subcommand, gnupg2 is required.
These requirements can be easily installed on most modern Linux systems; on Macintosh, XCode is required. Spack
is designed to run on HPC platforms like Cray and BlueGene/Q. Not all packages should be expected to work on all
platforms. A build matrix showing which packages are working on which systems is planned but not yet available.

2.2 Installation
Getting Spack is easy. You can clone it from the github repository using this command:
$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack.git

This will create a directory called spack.

2.2.1 Add Spack to the Shell
We’ll assume that the full path to your downloaded Spack directory is in the SPACK_ROOT environment variable.
Add $SPACK_ROOT/bin to your path and you’re ready to go:
$ export PATH=$SPACK_ROOT/bin:$PATH
$ spack install libelf

7
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For a richer experience, use Spack’s shell support:
# For bash/zsh users
$ export SPACK_ROOT=/path/to/spack
$ . $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/setup-env.sh
# For tcsh or csh users (note you must set SPACK_ROOT)
$ setenv SPACK_ROOT /path/to/spack
$ source $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/setup-env.csh

This automatically adds Spack to your PATH and allows the spack command to be used to execute spack commands
and useful packaging commands.
If environment-modules or dotkit is installed and available, the spack command can also load and unload modules.

2.2.2 Clean Environment
Many packages’ installs can be broken by changing environment variables. For example, a package might pick up
the wrong build-time dependencies (most of them not specified) depending on the setting of PATH. GCC seems to be
particularly vulnerable to these issues.
Therefore, it is recommended that Spack users run with a clean environment, especially for PATH. Only software that
comes with the system, or that you know you wish to use with Spack, should be included. This procedure will avoid
many strange build errors.

2.2.3 Check Installation
With Spack installed, you should be able to run some basic Spack commands. For example:
$ spack spec netcdf
Input spec
-------------------------------netcdf
Concretized
-------------------------------netcdf@4.4.1.1%gcc@5.4.0~dap~hdf4 maxdims=1024 maxvars=8192 +mpi~parallel˓→netcdf+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^hdf5@1.10.1%gcc@5.4.0~cxx~debug~fortran+hl+mpi+pic+shared~szip~threadsafe
˓→arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^openmpi@3.0.0%gcc@5.4.0~cuda fabrics= ~java schedulers= ~sqlite3~thread_
˓→multiple~ucx+vt arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^hwloc@1.11.8%gcc@5.4.0~cuda+libxml2+pci+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64
^libpciaccess@0.13.5%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^libtool@2.4.6%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^m4@1.4.18%gcc@5.4.0
˓→patches=3877ab548f88597ab2327a2230ee048d2d07ace1062efe81fc92e91b7f39cd00 +sigsegv
˓→arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^libsigsegv@2.11%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^pkgconf@1.4.0%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^util-macros@1.19.1%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^libxml2@2.9.4%gcc@5.4.0~python arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^xz@5.2.3%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^zlib@1.2.11%gcc@5.4.0+optimize+pic+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64
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2.2.4 Optional: Alternate Prefix
You may want to run Spack out of a prefix other than the git repository you cloned. The spack clone command
provides this functionality. To install spack in a new directory, simply type:
$ spack clone /my/favorite/prefix

This will install a new spack script in /my/favorite/prefix/bin, which you can use just like you would the
regular spack script. Each copy of spack installs packages into its own $PREFIX/opt directory.

2.2.5 Next Steps
In theory, Spack doesn’t need any additional installation; just download and run! But in real life, additional steps are
usually required before Spack can work in a practical sense. Read on. . .

2.3 Compiler configuration
Spack has the ability to build packages with multiple compilers and compiler versions. Spack searches for compilers
on your machine automatically the first time it is run. It does this by inspecting your PATH.

2.3.1 spack compilers
You can see which compilers spack has found by running spack compilers or spack compiler list:
$ spack compilers
==> Available compilers
-- gcc --------------------------------------------------------gcc@4.9.0 gcc@4.8.0 gcc@4.7.0 gcc@4.6.2 gcc@4.4.7
gcc@4.8.2 gcc@4.7.1 gcc@4.6.3 gcc@4.6.1 gcc@4.1.2
-- intel ------------------------------------------------------intel@15.0.0 intel@14.0.0 intel@13.0.0 intel@12.1.0 intel@10.0
intel@14.0.3 intel@13.1.1 intel@12.1.5 intel@12.0.4 intel@9.1
intel@14.0.2 intel@13.1.0 intel@12.1.3 intel@11.1
intel@14.0.1 intel@13.0.1 intel@12.1.2 intel@10.1
-- clang ------------------------------------------------------clang@3.4 clang@3.3 clang@3.2 clang@3.1
-- pgi --------------------------------------------------------pgi@14.3-0
pgi@13.2-0 pgi@12.1-0
pgi@10.9-0 pgi@8.0-1
pgi@13.10-0 pgi@13.1-1 pgi@11.10-0 pgi@10.2-0 pgi@7.1-3
pgi@13.6-0
pgi@12.8-0 pgi@11.1-0
pgi@9.0-4
pgi@7.0-6

Any of these compilers can be used to build Spack packages. More on how this is done is in Specs & dependencies.

2.3.2 spack compiler add
An alias for spack compiler find.

2.3.3 spack compiler find
If you do not see a compiler in this list, but you want to use it with Spack, you can simply run spack compiler
find with the path to where the compiler is installed. For example:

2.3. Compiler configuration
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$ spack compiler find /usr/local/tools/ic-13.0.079
==> Added 1 new compiler to ~/.spack/compilers.yaml
intel@13.0.079

Or you can run spack compiler find with no arguments to force auto-detection. This is useful if you do not
know where compilers are installed, but you know that new compilers have been added to your PATH. For example,
you might load a module, like this:
$ module load gcc-4.9.0
$ spack compiler find
==> Added 1 new compiler to ~/.spack/compilers.yaml
gcc@4.9.0

This loads the environment module for gcc-4.9.0 to add it to PATH, and then it adds the compiler to Spack.

2.3.4 spack compiler info
If you want to see specifics on a particular compiler, you can run spack compiler info on it:
$ spack compiler info intel@15
intel@15.0.0:
paths:
cc = /usr/local/bin/icc-15.0.090
cxx = /usr/local/bin/icpc-15.0.090
f77 = /usr/local/bin/ifort-15.0.090
fc = /usr/local/bin/ifort-15.0.090
modules = []
operating_system = centos6
...

This shows which C, C++, and Fortran compilers were detected by Spack. Notice also that we didn’t have to be too
specific about the version. We just said intel@15, and information about the only matching Intel compiler was
displayed.

2.3.5 Manual compiler configuration
If auto-detection fails, you can manually configure a compiler by editing your ~/.spack/compilers.yaml file.
You can do this by running spack config edit compilers, which will open the file in your $EDITOR.
Each compiler configuration in the file looks like this:
compilers:
- compiler:
modules: []
operating_system: centos6
paths:
cc: /usr/local/bin/icc-15.0.024-beta
cxx: /usr/local/bin/icpc-15.0.024-beta
f77: /usr/local/bin/ifort-15.0.024-beta
fc: /usr/local/bin/ifort-15.0.024-beta
spec: intel@15.0.0:

For compilers that do not support Fortran (like clang), put None for f77 and fc:
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compilers:
- compiler:
modules: []
operating_system: centos6
paths:
cc: /usr/bin/clang
cxx: /usr/bin/clang++
f77: None
fc: None
spec: clang@3.3svn

Once you save the file, the configured compilers will show up in the list displayed by spack compilers.
You can also add compiler flags to manually configured compilers. These flags should be specified in the flags
section of the compiler specification. The valid flags are cflags, cxxflags, fflags, cppflags, ldflags,
and ldlibs. For example:
compilers:
- compiler:
modules: []
operating_system: centos6
paths:
cc: /usr/bin/gcc
cxx: /usr/bin/g++
f77: /usr/bin/gfortran
fc: /usr/bin/gfortran
flags:
cflags: -O3 -fPIC
cxxflags: -O3 -fPIC
cppflags: -O3 -fPIC
spec: gcc@4.7.2

These flags will be treated by spack as if they were entered from the command line each time this compiler is used.
The compiler wrappers then inject those flags into the compiler command. Compiler flags entered from the command
line will be discussed in more detail in the following section.

2.3.6 Build Your Own Compiler
If you are particular about which compiler/version you use, you might wish to have Spack build it for you. For
example:
$ spack install gcc@4.9.3

Once that has finished, you will need to add it to your compilers.yaml file. You can then set Spack to use it by
default by adding the following to your packages.yaml file:
packages:
all:
compiler: [gcc@4.9.3]

2.3.7 Compilers Requiring Modules
Many installed compilers will work regardless of the environment they are called with. However, some installed
compilers require $LD_LIBRARY_PATH or other environment variables to be set in order to run; this is typical for
Intel and other proprietary compilers.
2.3. Compiler configuration
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In such a case, you should tell Spack which module(s) to load in order to run the chosen compiler (If the compiler
does not come with a module file, you might consider making one by hand). Spack will load this module into the
environment ONLY when the compiler is run, and NOT in general for a package’s install() method. See, for
example, this compilers.yaml file:
compilers:
- compiler:
modules: [other/comp/gcc-5.3-sp3]
operating_system: SuSE11
paths:
cc: /usr/local/other/SLES11.3/gcc/5.3.0/bin/gcc
cxx: /usr/local/other/SLES11.3/gcc/5.3.0/bin/g++
f77: /usr/local/other/SLES11.3/gcc/5.3.0/bin/gfortran
fc: /usr/local/other/SLES11.3/gcc/5.3.0/bin/gfortran
spec: gcc@5.3.0

Some compilers require special environment settings to be loaded not just to run, but also to execute the code they
build, breaking packages that need to execute code they just compiled. If it’s not possible or practical to use a better
compiler, you’ll need to ensure that environment settings are preserved for compilers like this (i.e., you’ll need to load
the module or source the compiler’s shell script).
By default, Spack tries to ensure that builds are reproducible by cleaning the environment before building. If this
interferes with your compiler settings, you CAN use spack install --dirty as a workaround. Note that this
MAY interfere with package builds.

2.3.8 Licensed Compilers
Some proprietary compilers require licensing to use. If you need to use a licensed compiler (eg, PGI), the process is
similar to a mix of build your own, plus modules:
1. Create a Spack package (if it doesn’t exist already) to install your compiler. Follow instructions on installing
Licensed software.
2. Once the compiler is installed, you should be able to test it by using Spack to load the module it just created,
and running simple builds (eg: cc helloWorld.c && ./a.out)
3. Add the newly-installed compiler to compilers.yaml as shown above.

2.3.9 Mixed Toolchains
Modern compilers typically come with related compilers for C, C++ and Fortran bundled together. When possible,
results are best if the same compiler is used for all languages.
In some cases, this is not possible. For example, starting with macOS El Capitan (10.11), many packages no longer
build with GCC, but XCode provides no Fortran compilers. The user is therefore forced to use a mixed toolchain:
XCode-provided Clang for C/C++ and GNU gfortran for Fortran.
1. You need to make sure that Xcode is installed. Run the following command:
$ xcode-select --install

If the Xcode command-line tools are already installed, you will see an error message:
xcode-select: error: command line tools are already installed, use "Software
˓→Update" to install updates
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2. For most packages, the Xcode command-line tools are sufficient. However, some packages like qt require the
full Xcode suite. You can check to see which you have installed by running:
$ xcode-select -p

If the output is:
/Applications/Xcode.app/Contents/Developer

you already have the full Xcode suite installed. If the output is:
/Library/Developer/CommandLineTools

you only have the command-line tools installed. The full Xcode suite can be installed through the App Store.
Make sure you launch the Xcode application and accept the license agreement before using Spack. It may ask
you to install additional components. Alternatively, the license can be accepted through the command line:
$ sudo xcodebuild -license accept

Note: the flag is -license, not --license.
3. Run spack compiler find to locate Clang.
4. There are different ways to get gfortran on macOS. For example, you can install GCC with Spack (spack
install gcc) or with Homebrew (brew install gcc).
5. The only thing left to do is to edit ~/.spack/compilers.yaml to provide the path to gfortran:
compilers:
darwin-x86_64:
clang@7.3.0-apple:
cc: /usr/bin/clang
cxx: /usr/bin/clang++
f77: /path/to/bin/gfortran
fc: /path/to/bin/gfortran

If you used Spack to install GCC, you can get the installation prefix by spack location -i gcc (this
will only work if you have a single version of GCC installed). Whereas for Homebrew, GCC is installed in
/usr/local/Cellar/gcc/x.y.z.

2.3.10 Compiler Verification
You can verify that your compilers are configured properly by installing a simple package. For example:
$ spack install zlib%gcc@5.3.0

2.4 Vendor-Specific Compiler Configuration
With Spack, things usually “just work” with GCC. Not so for other compilers. This section provides details on how to
get specific compilers working.

2.4. Vendor-Specific Compiler Configuration
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2.4.1 Intel Compilers
Intel compilers are unusual because a single Intel compiler version can emulate multiple GCC versions. In order to
provide this functionality, the Intel compiler needs GCC to be installed. Therefore, the following steps are necessary
to successfully use Intel compilers:
1. Install a version of GCC that implements the desired language features (spack install gcc).
2. Tell the Intel compiler how to find that desired GCC. This may be done in one of two ways:
“By default, the compiler determines which version of gcc or g++ you have installed from the PATH
environment variable.
If you want use a version of gcc or g++ other than the default version on your system, you need
to use either the -gcc-name or -gxx-name compiler option to specify the path to the version of
gcc or g++ that you want to use.”
—Intel Reference Guide
Intel compilers may therefore be configured in one of two ways with Spack: using modules, or using compiler flags.
Configuration with Modules
One can control which GCC is seen by the Intel compiler with modules. A module must be loaded both for the
Intel Compiler (so it will run) and GCC (so the compiler can find the intended GCC). The following configuration in
compilers.yaml illustrates this technique:
compilers:
- compiler:
modules: [gcc-4.9.3, intel-15.0.24]
operating_system: centos7
paths:
cc: /opt/intel-15.0.24/bin/icc-15.0.24-beta
cxx: /opt/intel-15.0.24/bin/icpc-15.0.24-beta
f77: /opt/intel-15.0.24/bin/ifort-15.0.24-beta
fc: /opt/intel-15.0.24/bin/ifort-15.0.24-beta
spec: intel@15.0.24.4.9.3

Note: The version number on the Intel compiler is a combination of the “native” Intel version number and the GNU
compiler it is targeting.

Command Line Configuration
One can also control which GCC is seen by the Intel compiler by adding flags to the icc command:
1. Identify the location of the compiler you just installed:
$ spack location --install-dir gcc
~/spack/opt/spack/linux-centos7-x86_64/gcc-4.9.3-iy4rw...

2. Set up compilers.yaml, for example:
compilers:
- compiler:
modules: [intel-15.0.24]
operating_system: centos7
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paths:
cc: /opt/intel-15.0.24/bin/icc-15.0.24-beta
cflags: -gcc-name ~/spack/opt/spack/linux-centos7-x86_64/gcc-4.9.3-iy4rw.../
˓→bin/gcc
cxx: /opt/intel-15.0.24/bin/icpc-15.0.24-beta
cxxflags: -gxx-name ~/spack/opt/spack/linux-centos7-x86_64/gcc-4.9.3-iy4rw..
˓→./bin/g++
f77: /opt/intel-15.0.24/bin/ifort-15.0.24-beta
fc: /opt/intel-15.0.24/bin/ifort-15.0.24-beta
fflags: -gcc-name ~/spack/opt/spack/linux-centos7-x86_64/gcc-4.9.3-iy4rw.../
˓→bin/gcc
spec: intel@15.0.24.4.9.3

2.4.2 PGI
PGI comes with two sets of compilers for C++ and Fortran, distinguishable by their names. “Old” compilers:
cc:
cxx:
f77:
fc:

/soft/pgi/15.10/linux86-64/15.10/bin/pgcc
/soft/pgi/15.10/linux86-64/15.10/bin/pgCC
/soft/pgi/15.10/linux86-64/15.10/bin/pgf77
/soft/pgi/15.10/linux86-64/15.10/bin/pgf90

“New” compilers:
cc:
cxx:
f77:
fc:

/soft/pgi/15.10/linux86-64/15.10/bin/pgcc
/soft/pgi/15.10/linux86-64/15.10/bin/pgc++
/soft/pgi/15.10/linux86-64/15.10/bin/pgfortran
/soft/pgi/15.10/linux86-64/15.10/bin/pgfortran

Older installations of PGI contains just the old compilers; whereas newer installations contain the old and the new.
The new compiler is considered preferable, as some packages (hdf) will not build with the old compiler.
When auto-detecting a PGI compiler, there are cases where Spack will find the old compilers, when you really want it
to find the new compilers. It is best to check this compilers.yaml; and if the old compilers are being used, change
pgf77 and pgf90 to pgfortran.
Other issues:
• There are reports that some packages will not build with PGI, including libpciaccess and openssl. A
workaround is to build these packages with another compiler and then use them as dependencies for PGI-build
packages. For example:
$ spack install openmpi%pgi ^libpciaccess%gcc

• PGI requires a license to use; see Licensed Compilers for more information on installation.
Note: It is believed the problem with HDF 4 is that everything is compiled with the F77 compiler, but at some point
some Fortran 90 code slipped in there. So compilers that can handle both FORTRAN 77 and Fortran 90 (gfortran,
pgfortran, etc) are fine. But compilers specific to one or the other (pgf77, pgf90) won’t work.

2.4.3 NAG
The Numerical Algorithms Group provides a licensed Fortran compiler. Like Clang, this requires you to set up a
Mixed Toolchains. It is recommended to use GCC for your C/C++ compilers.
2.4. Vendor-Specific Compiler Configuration
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The NAG Fortran compilers are a bit more strict than other compilers, and many packages will fail to install with error
messages like:
Error: mpi_comm_spawn_multiple_f90.f90: Argument 3 to MPI_COMM_SPAWN_MULTIPLE has
˓→data type DOUBLE PRECISION in reference from MPI_COMM_SPAWN_MULTIPLEN and CHARACTER
˓→in reference from MPI_COMM_SPAWN_MULTIPLEA

In order to convince the NAG compiler not to be too picky about calling conventions, you can use
FFLAGS=-mismatch and FCFLAGS=-mismatch. This can be done through the command line:
$ spack install openmpi fflags="-mismatch"

Or it can be set permanently in your compilers.yaml:
- compiler:
modules: []
operating_system: centos6
paths:
cc: /soft/spack/opt/spack/linux-x86_64/gcc-5.3.0/gcc-6.1.0˓→q2zosj3igepi3pjnqt74bwazmptr5gpj/bin/gcc
cxx: /soft/spack/opt/spack/linux-x86_64/gcc-5.3.0/gcc-6.1.0˓→q2zosj3igepi3pjnqt74bwazmptr5gpj/bin/g++
f77: /soft/spack/opt/spack/linux-x86_64/gcc-4.4.7/nag-6.1˓→jt3h5hwt5myezgqguhfsan52zcskqene/bin/nagfor
fc: /soft/spack/opt/spack/linux-x86_64/gcc-4.4.7/nag-6.1˓→jt3h5hwt5myezgqguhfsan52zcskqene/bin/nagfor
flags:
fflags: -mismatch
spec: nag@6.1

2.5 System Packages
Once compilers are configured, one needs to determine which pre-installed system packages, if any, to use in builds.
This is configured in the file ~/.spack/packages.yaml. For example, to use an OpenMPI installed in /opt/local,
one would use:
packages:
openmpi:
paths:
openmpi@1.10.1: /opt/local
buildable: False

In general, Spack is easier to use and more reliable if it builds all of its own dependencies. However, there are two
packages for which one commonly needs to use system versions:

2.5.1 MPI
On supercomputers, sysadmins have already built MPI versions that take into account the specifics of that computer’s
hardware. Unless you know how they were built and can choose the correct Spack variants, you are unlikely to get a
working MPI from Spack. Instead, use an appropriate pre-installed MPI.
If you choose a pre-installed MPI, you should consider using the pre-installed compiler used to build that MPI; see
above on compilers.yaml.
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2.5.2 OpenSSL
The openssl package underlies much of modern security in a modern OS; an attacker can easily “pwn” any computer on which they can modify SSL. Therefore, any openssl used on a system should be created in a “trusted
environment” — for example, that of the OS vendor.
OpenSSL is also updated by the OS vendor from time to time, in response to security problems discovered in the wider
community. It is in everyone’s best interest to use any newly updated versions as soon as they come out. Modern Linux
installations have standard procedures for security updates without user involvement.
Spack running at user-level is not a trusted environment, nor do Spack users generally keep up-to-date on the latest
security holes in SSL. For these reasons, a Spack-installed OpenSSL should likely not be trusted.
As long as the system-provided SSL works, you can use it instead. One can check if it works by trying to download
an https://. For example:
$ curl -O https://github.com/ImageMagick/ImageMagick/archive/7.0.2-7.tar.gz

To tell Spack to use the system-supplied OpenSSL, first determine what version you have:
$ openssl version
OpenSSL 1.0.2g 1 Mar 2016

Then add the following to ~/.spack/packages.yaml:
packages:
openssl:
paths:
openssl@1.0.2g: /usr
buildable: False

2.5.3 BLAS / LAPACK
The recommended way to use system-supplied BLAS / LAPACK packages is to add the following to packages.
yaml:
packages:
netlib-lapack:
paths:
netlib-lapack@3.6.1: /usr
buildable: False
all:
providers:
blas: [netlib-lapack]
lapack: [netlib-lapack]

Note: Above we pretend that the system-provided BLAS / LAPACK is netlib-lapack only because it is the only
BLAS / LAPACK provider which use standard names for libraries (as opposed to, for example, libopenblas.so).
Although we specify external package in /usr, Spack is smart enough not to add /usr/lib to RPATHs, where
it could cause unrelated system libraries to be used instead of their Spack equivalents. usr/bin will be present in
PATH, however it will have lower precedence compared to paths from other dependencies. This ensures that binaries
in Spack dependencies are preferred over system binaries.

2.5. System Packages
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2.5.4 Git
Some Spack packages use git to download, which might not work on some computers. For example, the following
error was encountered on a Macintosh during spack install julia-master:
==> Trying to clone git repository:
https://github.com/JuliaLang/julia.git
on branch master
Cloning into 'julia'...
fatal: unable to access 'https://github.com/JuliaLang/julia.git/':
SSL certificate problem: unable to get local issuer certificate

This problem is related to OpenSSL, and in some cases might be solved by installing a new version of git and
openssl:
1. Run spack install git
2. Add the output of spack module loads git to your .bashrc.
If this doesn’t work, it is also possible to disable checking of SSL certificates by using:
$ spack --insecure install

Using --insecure makes Spack disable SSL checking when fetching from websites and from git.
Warning: This workaround should be used ONLY as a last resort! Wihout SSL certificate verification, spack
and git will download from sites you wouldn’t normally trust. The code you download and run may then be
compromised! While this is not a major issue for archives that will be checksummed, it is especially problematic
when downloading from name Git branches or tags, which relies entirely on trusting a certificate for security (no
verification).
certificate for security (no verification).

2.6 Utilities Configuration
Although Spack does not need installation per se, it does rely on other packages to be available on its host system. If
those packages are out of date or missing, then Spack will not work. Sometimes, an appeal to the system’s package
manager can fix such problems. If not, the solution is have Spack install the required packages, and then have Spack
use them.
For example, if curl doesn’t work, one could use the following steps to provide Spack a working curl:
$ spack install curl
$ spack load curl

or alternately:
$ spack module loads curl >>~/.bashrc

or if environment modules don’t work:
$ export PATH=`spack location --install-dir curl`/bin:$PATH

External commands are used by Spack in two places: within core Spack, and in the package recipes. The bootstrapping
procedure for these two cases is somewhat different, and is treated separately below.
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2.6.1 Core Spack Utilities
Core Spack uses the following packages, mainly to download and unpack source code, and to load generated environment modules: curl, env, git, go, hg, svn, tar, unzip, patch, environment-modules.
As long as the user’s environment is set up to successfully run these programs from outside of Spack, they should
work inside of Spack as well. They can generally be activated as in the curl example above; or some systems might
already have an appropriate hand-built environment module that may be loaded. Either way works.
If you find that you are missing some of these programs, spack can build some of them for you with spack
bootstrap. Currently supported programs are environment-modules.
A few notes on specific programs in this list:
cURL, git, Mercurial, etc.
Spack depends on cURL to download tarballs, the format that most Spack-installed packages come in. Your system’s
cURL should always be able to download unencrypted http://. However, the cURL on some systems has problems
with SSL-enabled https:// URLs, due to outdated / insecure versions of OpenSSL on those systems. This will
prevent Spack from installing any software requiring https:// until a new cURL has been installed, using the
technique above.
Warning: remember that if you install curl via Spack that it may rely on a user-space OpenSSL that is not
upgraded regularly. It may fall out of date faster than your system OpenSSL.
Some packages use source code control systems as their download method: git, hg, svn and occasionally go. If
you had to install a new curl, then chances are the system-supplied version of these other programs will also not
work, because they also rely on OpenSSL. Once curl has been installed, you can similarly install the others.
Environment Modules
In order to use Spack’s generated module files, you must have installed environment-modules or lmod. The
simplest way to get the latest version of either of these tools is installing it as part of Spack’s bootstrap procedure:
$ spack bootstrap

Warning: At the moment spack bootstrap is only able to install environment-modules. Extending
its capabilities to prefer lmod where possible is in the roadmap, and likely to happen before the next release.
Alternatively, on many Linux distributions, you can install a pre-built binary from the vendor’s repository. On Fedora/RHEL/CentOS, for example, this can be done with the command:
$ yum install environment-modules

Once you have the tool installed and available in your path, you can source Spack’s setup file:
$ source share/spack/setup-env.sh

This activates shell support and makes commands like spack load available for use.

2.6. Utilities Configuration
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2.6.2 Package Utilities
Spack may also encounter bootstrapping problems inside a package’s install() method. In this case, Spack will
normally be running inside a sanitized build environment. This includes all of the package’s dependencies, but none
of the environment Spack inherited from the user: if you load a module or modify $PATH before launching Spack, it
will have no effect.
In this case, you will likely need to use the --dirty flag when running spack install, causing Spack to not
sanitize the build environment. You are now responsible for making sure that environment does not do strange things
to Spack or its installs.
Another way to get Spack to use its own version of something is to add that something to a package that needs it. For
example:
depends_on('binutils', type='build')

This is considered best practice for some common build dependencies, such as autotools (if the autoreconf
command is needed) and cmake — cmake especially, because different packages require a different version of
CMake.
binutils
Sometimes, strange error messages can happen while building a package. For example, ld might crash. Or one
receives a message like:
ld: final link failed: Nonrepresentable section on output

or:
ld: .../_fftpackmodule.o: unrecognized relocation (0x2a) in section `.text'

These problems are often caused by an outdated binutils on your system. Unlike CMake or Autotools, adding
depends_on('binutils') to every package is not considered a best practice because every package written in
C/C++/Fortran would need it. A potential workaround is to load a recent binutils into your environment and use
the --dirty flag.

2.7 GPG Signing
2.7.1 spack gpg
Spack has support for signing and verifying packages using GPG keys. A separate keyring is used for Spack, so any
keys available in the user’s home directory are not used.

2.7.2 spack gpg init
When Spack is first installed, its keyring is empty. Keys stored in var/spack/gpg are the default keys for a Spack
installation. These keys may be imported by running spack gpg init. This will import the default keys into the
keyring as trusted keys.
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2.7.3 Trusting keys
Additional keys may be added to the keyring using spack gpg trust <keyfile>. Once a key is trusted,
packages signed by the owner of they key may be installed.

2.7.4 Creating keys
You may also create your own key so that you may sign your own packages using spack gpg create <name>
<email>. By default, the key has no expiration, but it may be set with the --expires <date> flag (see the
gnupg2 documentation for accepted date formats). It is also recommended to add a comment as to the use of the key
using the --comment <comment> flag. The public half of the key can also be exported for sharing with others so
that they may use packages you have signed using the --export <keyfile> flag. Secret keys may also be later
exported using the spack gpg export <location> [<key>...] command.
Note:
Key creation speed The creation of a new GPG key requires generating a lot of random numbers. Depending on the
entropy produced on your system, the entire process may take a long time (even a few minutes). To speed it
up you may install tools like rngd, which is usually available as a package in the host OS. On e.g. an Ubuntu
machine you need to give the following commands:
$ sudo apt-get install rng-tools
$ sudo rngd -r /dev/urandom

before generating the keys.

2.7.5 Listing keys
In order to list the keys available in the keyring, the spack gpg list command will list trusted keys with the
--trusted flag and keys available for signing using --signing. If you would like to remove keys from your
keyring, spack gpg untrust <keyid>. Key IDs can be email addresses, names, or (best) fingerprints.

2.7.6 Signing and Verifying Packages
In order to sign a package, spack gpg sign <file> should be used. By default, the signature will be written
to <file>.asc, but that may be changed by using the --output <file> flag. If there is only one signing key
available, it will be used, but if there is more than one, the key to use must be specified using the --key <keyid>
flag. The --clearsign flag may also be used to create a signed file which contains the contents, but it is not
recommended. Signed packages may be verified by using spack gpg verify <file>.

2.8 Spack on Cray
Spack differs slightly when used on a Cray system. The architecture spec can differentiate between the front-end and
back-end processor and operating system. For example, on Edison at NERSC, the back-end target processor is “Ivy
Bridge”, so you can specify to use the back-end this way:
$ spack install zlib target=ivybridge

You can also use the operating system to build against the back-end:

2.8. Spack on Cray
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$ spack install zlib os=CNL10

Notice that the name includes both the operating system name and the major version number concatenated together.
Alternatively, if you want to build something for the front-end, you can specify the front-end target processor. The
processor for a login node on Edison is “Sandy bridge” so we specify on the command line like so:
$ spack install zlib target=sandybridge

And the front-end operating system is:
$ spack install zlib os=SuSE11

2.8.1 Cray compiler detection
Spack can detect compilers using two methods. For the front-end, we treat everything the same. The difference lies
in back-end compiler detection. Back-end compiler detection is made via the Tcl module avail command. Once it
detects the compiler it writes the appropriate PrgEnv and compiler module name to compilers.yaml and sets the paths
to each compiler with Cray’s compiler wrapper names (i.e. cc, CC, ftn). During build time, Spack will load the correct
PrgEnv and compiler module and will call appropriate wrapper.
The compilers.yaml config file will also differ. There is a modules section that is filled with the compiler’s Programming Environment and module name. On other systems, this field is empty []:
- compiler:
modules:
- PrgEnv-intel
- intel/15.0.109

As mentioned earlier, the compiler paths will look different on a Cray system. Since most compilers are invoked using
cc, CC and ftn, the paths for each compiler are replaced with their respective Cray compiler wrapper names:
paths:
cc: cc
cxx: CC
f77: ftn
fc: ftn

As opposed to an explicit path to the compiler executable. This allows Spack to call the Cray compiler wrappers
during build time.
For more on compiler configuration, check out Compiler configuration.
Spack sets the default Cray link type to dynamic, to better match other other platforms. Individual packages can enable
static linking (which is the default outside of Spack on cray systems) using the -static flag.

2.8.2 Setting defaults and using Cray modules
If you want to use default compilers for each PrgEnv and also be able to load cray external modules, you will need to
set up a packages.yaml.
Here’s an example of an external configuration for cray modules:
packages:
mpich:
modules:
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mpich@7.3.1%gcc@5.2.0 arch=cray_xc-haswell-CNL10: cray-mpich
mpich@7.3.1%intel@16.0.0.109 arch=cray_xc-haswell-CNL10: cray-mpich
all:
providers:
mpi: [mpich]

This tells Spack that for whatever package that depends on mpi, load the cray-mpich module into the environment.
You can then be able to use whatever environment variables, libraries, etc, that are brought into the environment via
module load.
You can set the default compiler that Spack can use for each compiler type. If you want to use the Cray defaults,
then set them under all: in packages.yaml. In the compiler field, set the compiler specs in your order of preference.
Whenever you build with that compiler type, Spack will concretize to that version.
Here is an example of a full packages.yaml used at NERSC
packages:
mpich:
modules:
mpich@7.3.1%gcc@5.2.0 arch=cray_xc-CNL10-ivybridge: cray-mpich
mpich@7.3.1%intel@16.0.0.109 arch=cray_xc-SuSE11-ivybridge: cray-mpich
buildable: False
netcdf:
modules:
netcdf@4.3.3.1%gcc@5.2.0 arch=cray_xc-CNL10-ivybridge: cray-netcdf
netcdf@4.3.3.1%intel@16.0.0.109 arch=cray_xc-CNL10-ivybridge: cray-netcdf
buildable: False
hdf5:
modules:
hdf5@1.8.14%gcc@5.2.0 arch=cray_xc-CNL10-ivybridge: cray-hdf5
hdf5@1.8.14%intel@16.0.0.109 arch=cray_xc-CNL10-ivybridge: cray-hdf5
buildable: False
all:
compiler: [gcc@5.2.0, intel@16.0.0.109]
providers:
mpi: [mpich]

Here we tell spack that whenever we want to build with gcc use version 5.2.0 or if we want to build with intel
compilers, use version 16.0.0.109. We add a spec for each compiler type for each cray modules. This ensures that for
each compiler on our system we can use that external module.
For more on external packages check out the section External Packages.

2.8. Spack on Cray
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3

Basic Usage

The spack command has many subcommands. You’ll only need a small subset of them for typical usage.
Note that Spack colorizes output. less -R should be used with Spack to maintain this colorization. E.g.:
$ spack find | less -R

It is recommended that the following be put in your .bashrc file:
alias less='less -R'

3.1 Listing available packages
To install software with Spack, you need to know what software is available. You can see a list of available package
names at the Package List webpage, or using the spack list command.

3.1.1 spack list
The spack list command prints out a list of all of the packages Spack can install:
$ spack list
abinit
abyss
ack
activeharmony
adept-utils
adios
adios2
adlbx
adol-c
albert
alglib

mxnet
nag
nalu
namd
nano
nanoflann
nasm
nauty
ncbi-rmblastn
nccl
nccmp

r-corrplot
r-covr
r-cowplot
r-crayon
r-crosstalk
r-cubature
r-cubist
r-curl
r-data-table
r-dbi
r-dbplyr
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allinea-forge
allinea-reports
allpaths-lg
alquimia
alsa-lib
amg
amg2013
amp
ampliconnoise
amr-exp-parabolic
amrex
andi
angsd
ant
antlr
ape
apex
applewmproto
appres
apr
apr-util
archer
argp-standalone
argtable
arlecore
armadillo
arpack-ng
ascent
asciidoc
aspa
aspell
aspell6-de
aspell6-en
aspell6-es
assimp
astra
astral
astyle
atk
atlas
atom-dft
atompaw
atop
augustus
autoconf
autodock-vina
autogen
automaded
automake
bamtools
˓→logger
bamutil
˓→options
barrnap
bash
bash-completion
bats
bazel
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ncdu
ncftp
ncl
nco
ncurses
ncview
ndiff
nek5000
nekbone
nekcem
neovim
netcdf
netcdf-cxx
netcdf-cxx4
netcdf-fortran
netgauge
netgen
netlib-lapack
netlib-scalapack
netlib-xblas
nettle
neuron
nextflow
nfft
nghttp2
nginx
ngmlr
ninja
ninja-fortran
nlopt
nmap
nnvm
node-js
notmuch
npb
npm
npth
nspr
numactl
numdiff
nut
nwchem
ocaml
oce
oclint
oclock
octave
octave-optim
octave-splines
octave-struct

r-delayedarray
r-deldir
r-dendextend
r-deoptim
r-deoptimr
r-deseq
r-deseq2
r-desolve
r-devtools
r-diagrammer
r-dichromat
r-diffusionmap
r-digest
r-diptest
r-dnacopy
r-do-db
r-domc
r-doparallel
r-dorng
r-dose
r-downloader
r-dplyr
r-dt
r-dtw
r-dygraphs
r-e1071
r-edger
r-ellipse
r-ensembldb
r-ergm
r-evaluate
r-expm
r-factoextra
r-factominer
r-ff
r-fftwtools
r-fgsea
r-filehash
r-flashclust
r-flexmix
r-fnn
r-forcats
r-foreach
r-forecast
r-foreign
r-formatr
r-formula
r-fpc
r-fracdiff
r-futile-

octopus

r-futile-

of-adios-write
ompss
ompt-openmp
oniguruma
ont-albacore

r-gbm
r-gcrma
r-gdata
r-gdsfmt
r-geiger
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bbcp
bbmap
bcftools
bcl2fastq2
˓→genomeinfodbdata
bdftopcf
˓→genomicalignments
bdw-gc
˓→genomicfeatures
bear
˓→genomicranges
beast2
bedtools2
beforelight
benchmark
berkeley-db
bertini
bib2xhtml
bigreqsproto
binutils
bioawk
biopieces
bison
bitmap
blast-plus
blat
blaze
bliss
blitz
bmake
bml
˓→globaloptions
bohrium
boost
boostmplcartesianproduct
bowtie
bowtie2
boxlib
bpp-core
bpp-phyl
bpp-seq
bpp-suite
braker
branson
breakdancer
breseq
brigand
bsseeker2
bucky
busco
butter
bwa
byobu
bzip2
c-blosc
caffe
cairo
caliper

3.1. Listing available packages

opa-psm2
opam
opari2
openbabel

r-genefilter
r-geneplotter
r-genomeinfodb
r-

openblas

r-

opencoarrays

r-

opencv

r-

openexr
openfast
openfoam-com
openfoam-org
openfst
opengl
openjpeg
openmc
openmpi
opennurbs
openscenegraph
openspeedshop
openssh
openssl
opium
opus
orfm
orthomcl
osu-micro-benchmarks
otf

r-geomorph
r-geoquery
r-geosphere
r-getopt
r-getoptlong
r-ggally
r-ggbio
r-ggdendro
r-ggjoy
r-ggmap
r-ggplot2
r-ggpubr
r-ggrepel
r-ggridges
r-ggsci
r-ggvis
r-gistr
r-git2r
r-glmnet
r-

otf2
p4est
p7zip
pacbio-daligner
pacbio-damasker
pacbio-dazz-db
pacbio-dextractor
pagit
pagmo
paml
panda
pandaseq
pango
papi
paradiseo
parallel
parallel-netcdf
paraver
paraview
parmetis
parmgridgen
parsimonator
parsplice
partitionfinder
patch
patchelf

r-glue
r-gmodels
r-gmp
r-go-db
r-googlevis
r-gosemsim
r-gostats
r-gplots
r-graph
r-gridbase
r-gridextra
r-gseabase
r-gsubfn
r-gtable
r-gtools
r-gtrellis
r-gviz
r-haven
r-hexbin
r-highr
r-hmisc
r-hms
r-htmltable
r-htmltools
r-htmlwidgets
r-httpuv
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callpath
candle-benchmarks
cantera
canu
cap3
cares
cask
casper
catalyst
catch
˓→interactivedisplaybase
cbench
cblas
cbtf
cbtf-argonavis
cbtf-argonavis-gui
cbtf-krell
cbtf-lanl
ccache
cctools
cdbfasta
cdd
cddlib
cdhit
cdo
cereal
cfitsio
cgal
cgm
cgns
charm
˓→laplacesdemon
check
chlorop
chombo
cityhash
clamr
cleaveland4
cleverleaf
clfft
clhep
clingo
cloc
cloog
cloverleaf
cloverleaf3d
clustalo
clustalw
cmake
cmocka
cmor
cnmem
cnpy
cns-nospec
cntk
cntk1bitsgd
codar-cheetah
coevp
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pathfinder
pax-utils
pbmpi
pcma
pcre
pcre2
pdsh
pdt
pegtl
pennant

r-httr
r-hwriter
r-hypergraph
r-ica
r-igraph
r-illuminaio
r-impute
r-influencer
r-inline
r-

percept
perl
perl-algorithm-diff
perl-app-cmd
perl-array-utils
perl-b-hooks-endofscope
perl-bio-perl
perl-bit-vector
perl-capture-tiny
perl-carp-clan
perl-class-data-inheritable
perl-class-inspector
perl-class-load
perl-class-load-xs
perl-cpan-meta-check
perl-data-optlist
perl-data-stag
perl-dbd-mysql
perl-dbfile
perl-dbi

r-ipred
r-iranges
r-irdisplay
r-irkernel
r-irlba
r-iso
r-iterators
r-janitor
r-jpeg
r-jsonlite
r-kegg-db
r-kegggraph
r-keggrest
r-kernlab
r-kernsmooth
r-kknn
r-knitr
r-labeling
r-lambda-r
r-

perl-devel-cycle
perl-devel-globaldestruction
perl-devel-overloadinfo
perl-devel-stacktrace
perl-digest-md5
perl-dist-checkconflicts
perl-encode-locale
perl-eval-closure
perl-exception-class
perl-exporter-tiny
perl-extutils-makemaker
perl-extutils-pkgconfig
perl-file-copy-recursive
perl-file-listing
perl-file-pushd
perl-file-sharedir-install
perl-file-slurp-tiny
perl-file-which
perl-font-ttf
perl-gd
perl-gd-graph
perl-gd-text
perl-graph
perl-html-parser
perl-html-tagset
perl-http-cookies

r-lars
r-lattice
r-latticeextra
r-lava
r-lazyeval
r-leaflet
r-leaps
r-learnbayes
r-limma
r-lme4
r-lmtest
r-locfit
r-log4r
r-lpsolve
r-lsei
r-lubridate
r-magic
r-magrittr
r-makecdfenv
r-maldiquant
r-mapproj
r-maps
r-maptools
r-markdown
r-mass
r-matrix
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cohmm
coinhsl
comd
compiz
compositeproto
conduit
constype
converge
coreutils
corset
cosmomc
cosp2
cp2k
cppad
cppcheck
cpprestsdk
cppunit
cppzmq
cram
cryptopp
cscope
csdp
ctffind
cub
cube
cuda
cuda-memtest
cudnn
cufflinks
cups
curl
cvs
czmq
dakota
daligner
damageproto
damselfly
darshan-runtime
darshan-util
dash
datamash
dataspaces
dbus
dealii
dejagnu
delly2
denovogear
dia
dialign-tx
diamond
direnv
discovar
discovardenovo
dlpack
dmlc-core
dmxproto
docbook-xml
docbook-xsl

3.1. Listing available packages

perl-http-daemon
perl-http-date
perl-http-message
perl-http-negotiate
perl-inline
perl-inline-c
perl-intervaltree
perl-io-html
perl-io-sessiondata
perl-io-socket-ssl
perl-io-string
perl-list-moreutils
perl-log-log4perl
perl-lwp
perl-lwp-mediatypes
perl-lwp-protocol-https
perl-math-cdf
perl-module-build
perl-module-runtime-conflicts
perl-moose
perl-mozilla-ca
perl-mro-compat
perl-namespace-clean
perl-net-http
perl-net-ssleay
perl-package-deprecationmanager
perl-package-stash
perl-package-stash-xs
perl-padwalker
perl-params-util
perl-parse-recdescent
perl-pdf-api2
perl-pegex
perl-perlio-gzip
perl-soap-lite
perl-star-fusion
perl-statistics-descriptive
perl-sub-exporter
perl-sub-exporter-progressive
perl-sub-identify
perl-sub-install
perl-sub-name
perl-sub-uplevel
perl-svg
perl-swissknife
perl-task-weaken
perl-term-readkey
perl-test-cleannamespaces
perl-test-deep
perl-test-differences
perl-test-exception
perl-test-fatal
perl-test-memory-cycle
perl-test-most
perl-test-needs
perl-test-requires
perl-test-requiresinternet
perl-test-warn

r-matrixmodels
r-matrixstats
r-mclust
r-mcmcglmm
r-mda
r-memoise
r-mergemaid
r-methodss3
r-mgcv
r-mime
r-minfi
r-minqa
r-mixtools
r-mlbench
r-mlinterfaces
r-mnormt
r-modelmetrics
r-modelr
r-modeltools
r-mpm
r-msnbase
r-multcomp
r-multtest
r-munsell
r-mvtnorm
r-mzid
r-mzr
r-nanotime
r-ncbit
r-ncdf4
r-network
r-networkd3
r-nlme
r-nloptr
r-nmf
r-nnet
r-nnls
r-nor1mix
r-np
r-numderiv
r-oligoclasses
r-oo
r-openssl
r-org-hs-eg-db
r-organismdbi
r-packrat
r-pacman
r-pamr
r-party
r-partykit
r-pathview
r-pbapply
r-pbdzmq
r-pbkrtest
r-pcamethods
r-pcapp
r-permute
r-pfam-db
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dos2unix
˓→phantompeakqualtools
double-conversion
doxygen
dri2proto
dri3proto
dtcmp
dyninst
ea-utils
easybuild
ebms
eccodes
ecp-proxy-apps
editres
eigen
˓→preprocesscore
elemental
elfutils
elk
elpa
emacs
emboss
encodings
environment-modules
es
esmf
espresso
essl
ethminer
etsf-io
everytrace
everytrace-example
evieext
exabayes
exampm
exasp2
exmcutils
exodusii
exonerate
expat
expect
˓→rcpparmadillo
express
extrae
exuberant-ctags
f90cache
falcon
farmhash
fastjar
fastmath
fastme
fastphase
˓→reordercluster
fastq-screen
˓→reportingtools
fastqc
fastqvalidator
fasttree
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perl-test-warnings

r-

perl-text-diff
perl-text-unidecode
perl-time-hires
perl-time-piece
perl-try-tiny
perl-uri
perl-uri-escape
perl-version
perl-www-robotrules
perl-xml-libxml
perl-xml-parser
perl-xml-parser-lite
perl-xml-simple

r-phyloseq
r-pkgconfig
r-pkgmaker
r-plogr
r-plotly
r-plotrix
r-pls
r-plyr
r-pmcmr
r-png
r-prabclus
r-praise
r-

perl-yaml-libyaml
petsc
pexsi
pfft
pflotran
pfunit
pgdspider
pgi
phantompeakqualtools
phasta
phylip
picard
pidx
pigz
piranha
pixman
pkg-config
pkgconf
planck-likelihood
plasma
plink
plumed
pmgr-collective
pmix
pnfft

r-prettyunits
r-prodlim
r-progress
r-protgenerics
r-proto
r-proxy
r-pryr
r-psych
r-ptw
r-purrr
r-quadprog
r-quantmod
r-quantreg
r-quantro
r-qvalue
r-r6
r-randomforest
r-ranger
r-rappdirs
r-raster
r-rbgl
r-rbokeh
r-rcolorbrewer
r-rcpp
r-

pngwriter
poamsa
pocl
polymake
porta
portage
postgresql
ppl
prank
presentproto

r-rcppcctz
r-rcppeigen
r-rcppprogress
r-rcurl
r-rda
r-readr
r-readxl
r-registry
r-rematch
r-

preseq

r-

price
primer3
printproto

r-repr
r-reprex
r-reshape
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fastx-toolkit
fenics
ferret
ffmpeg
fftw
fimpute
findutils
fio
fish
fixesproto
flac
flang
flann
flash
flecsale
flecsi
flex
flint
flit
fltk
flux
fmt
foam-extend
folly
font-adobe-100dpi
font-adobe-75dpi
font-adobe-utopia-100dpi
font-adobe-utopia-75dpi
font-adobe-utopia-type1
font-alias
font-arabic-misc
font-bh-100dpi
font-bh-75dpi
font-bh-lucidatypewriter-100dpi
font-bh-lucidatypewriter-75dpi
font-bh-ttf
font-bh-type1
font-bitstream-100dpi
font-bitstream-75dpi
font-bitstream-speedo
font-bitstream-type1
font-cronyx-cyrillic
font-cursor-misc
font-daewoo-misc
˓→scatterplot3d
font-dec-misc
font-ibm-type1
font-isas-misc
font-jis-misc
font-micro-misc
font-misc-cyrillic
font-misc-ethiopic
font-misc-meltho
font-misc-misc
font-mutt-misc
font-schumacher-misc
font-screen-cyrillic
font-sony-misc

3.1. Listing available packages

probconsrna
prodigal
proj
protobuf
proxymngr
pruners-ninja
ps-lite
psi4
pstreams
pugixml
pumi
pvm
py-3to2
py-4suite-xml
py-abipy
py-adios
py-alabaster
py-apache-libcloud
py-apipkg
py-appdirs
py-appnope
py-apscheduler
py-argcomplete
py-argparse
py-ase
py-asn1crypto
py-astroid
py-astropy
py-attrs
py-autopep8
py-babel
py-backports-abc
py-backports-functools-lru-cache
py-backports-shutil-get-terminal-size
py-backports-ssl-match-hostname
py-basemap
py-beautifulsoup4
py-binwalk
py-biom-format
py-biopython
py-bitarray
py-bleach
py-blessings
py-bokeh

r-reshape2
r-rex
r-rgdal
r-rgeos
r-rgl
r-rgooglemaps
r-rgraphviz
r-rhdf5
r-rhtslib
r-rinside
r-rjags
r-rjava
r-rjson
r-rjsonio
r-rlang
r-rmarkdown
r-rminer
r-rmpfr
r-rmpi
r-rmysql
r-rngtools
r-robustbase
r-rocr
r-rodbc
r-roxygen2
r-rpart
r-rpart-plot
r-rpostgresql
r-rprojroot
r-rsamtools
r-rsnns
r-rsqlite
r-rstan
r-rstudioapi
r-rtracklayer
r-rtsne
r-rvcheck
r-rvest
r-rzmq
r-s4vectors
r-samr
r-sandwich
r-scales
r-

py-boltons
py-bottleneck
py-brian
py-brian2
py-bsddb3
py-bx-python
py-cclib
py-cdat-lite
py-cdo
py-certifi
py-cffi
py-chardet
py-click

r-sdmtools
r-segmented
r-selectr
r-seqinr
r-seurat
r-sfsmisc
r-shape
r-shiny
r-shortread
r-siggenes
r-simpleaffy
r-sn
r-snow
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font-sun-misc
font-util
font-winitzki-cyrillic
˓→somaticsignatures
font-xfree86-type1
fontcacheproto
fontconfig
fontsproto
fonttosfnt
fpc
fr-hit
freebayes
freetype
˓→common
fseq
fsl
fslsfonts
fstobdf
funhpc
˓→summarizedexperiment
gapbs
gapcloser
gapfiller
gasnet
gatk
gaussian
gawk
gblocks
gcc
gccmakedep
gccxml
gconf
gdal
gdb
gdbm
gdk-pixbuf
geant4
gearshifft
gemmlowp
genemark-et
genometools
geos
gettext
gflags
ghostscript
ghostscript-fonts
giflib
˓→variantannotation
git
git-lfs
gl2ps
glew
glib
glm
global
globalarrays
globus-toolkit
glog
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py-cogent
py-colorama
py-colormath

r-snprelate
r-som
r-

py-configparser
py-counter
py-coverage
py-cpuinfo
py-cryptography
py-csvkit
py-current
py-cutadapt
py-cycler

r-sourcetools
r-sp
r-sparsem
r-spdep
r-speedglm
r-sqldf
r-stanheaders
r-statmod
r-statnet-

py-cython
py-dask
py-dateutil
py-dbf
py-decorator

r-stringi
r-stringr
r-strucchange
r-subplex
r-

py-deeptools
py-dendropy
py-dev
py-dill
py-dlcpar
py-docutils
py-doxypy
py-doxypypy
py-dryscrape
py-dxchange
py-dxfile
py-easybuild-easyblocks
py-easybuild-easyconfigs
py-easybuild-framework
py-edffile
py-editdistance
py-elasticsearch
py-elephant
py-emcee
py-entrypoints
py-enum34
py-epydoc
py-espresso
py-espressopp
py-et-xmlfile
py-execnet
py-fastaindex

r-survey
r-survival
r-sva
r-tarifx
r-tclust
r-tensora
r-testit
r-testthat
r-th-data
r-threejs
r-tibble
r-tidycensus
r-tidyr
r-tiff
r-tigris
r-timedate
r-topgo
r-trimcluster
r-trust
r-tseries
r-tsne
r-ttr
r-udunits2
r-units
r-utils
r-uuid
r-

py-fasteners
py-faststructure
py-fiscalyear
py-flake8
py-flask
py-flexx
py-fparser
py-funcsigs
py-functools32
py-future

r-varselrf
r-vcd
r-vegan
r-vgam
r-viridis
r-viridislite
r-visnetwork
r-vsn
r-whisker
r-withr
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glpk
glproto
gmake
gmap-gsnap
˓→xlconnectjars
gmime
gmp
gmsh
gnat
gnu-prolog
gnupg
gnuplot
gnutls
go
go-bootstrap
gobject-introspection
googletest
gotcha
gource
gperf
gperftools
grackle
gradle
grandr
graphlib
graphmap
graphviz
grib-api
groff
gromacs
gsl
gslib
gtkorvo-atl
gtkorvo-cercs-env
gtkorvo-dill
gtkorvo-enet
gtkplus
gts
guidance
guile
h5hut
h5part
h5utils
h5z-zfp
hacckernels
hadoop
hapcut2
haploview
harfbuzz
harminv
hdf
hdf5
hdf5-blosc
help2man
hepmc
heppdt
highfive
highwayhash

3.1. Listing available packages

py-futures
py-genders
py-genshi
py-git-review

r-xde
r-xgboost
r-xlconnect
r-

py-git2
py-gnuplot
py-griddataformats
py-guidata
py-guiqwt
py-h5py
py-html2text
py-html5lib
py-htseq
py-httpbin
py-hypothesis
py-idna
py-igraph
py-imagesize
py-iminuit
py-importlib
py-ipaddress
py-ipdb
py-ipykernel
py-ipython
py-ipython-genutils
py-ipywidgets
py-isort
py-itsdangerous
py-jdcal
py-jedi
py-jinja2
py-joblib
py-jpype
py-jsonschema
py-junit-xml
py-jupyter-client
py-jupyter-console
py-jupyter-core
py-jupyter-notebook
py-keras
py-latexcodec
py-lazy
py-lazy-object-proxy
py-lazyarray
py-libconf
py-libensemble
py-line-profiler
py-linecache2
py-lit
py-llvmlite
py-lmfit
py-localcider
py-lockfile
py-logilab-common
py-lrudict
py-lxml
py-lzstring

r-xlsx
r-xlsxjars
r-xmapbridge
r-xml
r-xml2
r-xtable
r-xts
r-xvector
r-yaml
r-yapsa
r-yaqcaffy
r-yarn
r-zlibbioc
r-zoo
raft
raja
randfold
random123
randrproto
ravel
raxml
ray
rdp-classifier
re2c
readline
recordproto
redundans
relion
rempi
rename
rendercheck
renderproto
repeatmasker
resourceproto
revbayes
rgb
rhash
rlwrap
rmlab
rna-seqc
rockstar
root
rose
rr
rsbench
rsem
rstart
rsync
rtags
rtax
ruby
ruby-gnuplot
ruby-narray
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hisat2
˓→rubyinline
hmmer
˓→table
hoomd-blue
hpccg
hpctoolkit
hpctoolkit-externals
hpgmg
hpl
hpx
hpx5
hsakmt
hstr
htop
htslib
httpie
hub
hunspell
hwloc
hybpiper
hydra
hypre
˓→matches
i3
ibmisc
iceauth
icedtea
icet
ico
icu4c
id3lib
idba
igraph
igv
ilmbase
image-magick
imake
impute2
infernal
inputproto
intel
intel-daal
intel-gpu-tools
˓→info
intel-ipp
intel-mkl
intel-mkl-dnn
intel-mpi
intel-parallel-studio
intel-tbb
intltool
ior
iozone
ipopt
isaac
isaac-server
isl
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py-macholib

ruby-

py-machotools

ruby-terminal-

py-macs2
py-mako
py-mappy
py-markdown
py-markupsafe
py-matplotlib
py-mccabe
py-mdanalysis
py-meep
py-memory-profiler
py-methylcode
py-misopy
py-mistune
py-mock
py-moltemplate
py-mongo
py-monotonic
py-monty
py-mpi4py

rust
rust-bindgen
sabre
sailfish
salmon
sambamba
samblaster
samrai
samtools
sandbox
sas
satsuma2
savanna
saws
sbt
scala
scalasca
scalpel
scan-for-

py-mpmath
py-multiprocess
py-multiqc
py-mx
py-mxnet
py-myhdl
py-mysqldb1
py-nbconvert
py-nbformat
py-neo
py-nestle
py-netcdf4
py-netifaces
py-networkx
py-nose
py-nosexcover
py-numba
py-numexpr
py-numpy
py-numpydoc

scons
scorec-core
scorep
scotch
scr
screen
scripts
scrnsaverproto
sctk
sdl2
sdl2-image
sed
seqprep
seqtk
serf
sessreg
setxkbmap
sga
shapeit
shared-mime-

py-olefile
py-ont-fast5-api
py-openpmd-validator
py-openpyxl
py-ordereddict
py-oset
py-packaging
py-palettable
py-pandas
py-paramiko
py-pathlib2
py-pathos
py-pathspec

shiny-server
shortstack
showfont
sickle
siesta
signalp
signify
silo
simplemoc
simul
simulationio
singularity
slepc
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itstool
itsx
jags
jansson
jasper
jbigkit
jdk
jellyfish
jemalloc
jmol
jq
json-c
json-cwx
json-glib
jsoncpp
judy
julia
kahip
kaks-calculator
kaldi
kallisto
kbproto
kdiff3
kealib
kentutils
kmergenie
kokkos
kraken
krims
kripke
kvasir-mpl
laghos
lammps
last
latte
˓→longread
launchmon
˓→standard
lazyten
lbann
lbxproxy
lcals
lcms
ldc
ldc-bootstrap
˓→notification
legion
leveldb
lftp
libaec
libaio
libapplewm
libarchive
libassuan
libatomic-ops
libbeagle
libbsd
libbson

3.1. Listing available packages

py-patsy
py-pbr
py-periodictable
py-petsc4py
py-pexpect
py-phonopy
py-pickleshare
py-pil
py-pillow
py-pip
py-pipits
py-pkgconfig
py-plotly
py-ply
py-pmw
py-pox
py-ppft
py-prettytable
py-proj
py-prompt-toolkit
py-protobuf
py-psutil
py-psyclone
py-ptyprocess
py-pudb
py-py
py-py2bit
py-py2cairo
py-py2neo
py-py4j
py-pyani
py-pyasn1
py-pybedtools
py-pybigwig
py-pybind11

slurm
smalt
smc
smproxy
snakemake
snap
snap-berkeley
snap-korf
snappy
snbone
sniffles
snptest
soap2
soapindel
soapsnp
somatic-sniper
sortmerna
sosflow
sowing
sox
spades
spark
sparsehash
sparta
spdlog
spectrum-mpi
speex
sph2pipe
spherepack
spindle
spot
sqlite
squid
sra-toolkit
sspace-

py-pybtex

sspace-

py-pybtex-docutils
py-pychecker
py-pycodestyle
py-pycparser
py-pycrypto
py-pycurl
py-pydatalog

sst-dumpi
sst-macro
stacks
staden-io-lib
star
star-ccm-plus
startup-

py-pydispatcher
py-pydot
py-pyelftools
py-pyfasta
py-pyfftw
py-pyflakes
py-pygments
py-pygobject
py-pygtk
py-pylint
py-pymatgen
py-pyminifier

stat
stc
stream
strelka
stress
stringtie
structure
sublime-text
subread
subversion
suite-sparse
sumaclust
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libcanberra
libcap
libcerf
libcint
libcircle
libconfig
libcroco
libctl
libdivsufsort
libdmx
libdrm
libdwarf
libedit
libelf
libemos
libepoxy
libev
libevent
libevpath
libfabric
libffi
libffs
libfontenc
libfs
libgcrypt
libgd
libgit2
libgpg-error
libgpuarray
libgridxc
libgtextutils
˓→searcher
libharu
˓→searcher
libhio
libice
libiconv
libint
libjpeg
libjpeg-turbo
libksba
liblbxutil
libmatheval
libmesh
libmng
libmongoc
libmonitor
libnbc
libogg
liboldx
libpcap
libpciaccess
libpfm4
libpipeline
libpng
libpsl
libpthread-stubs
libquo
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py-pympler
py-pynn
py-pypar
py-pyparsing
py-pypeflow
py-pyprof2html
py-pyqt
py-pyrad
py-pysam
py-pyscaf
py-pyserial
py-pyside
py-pysocks
py-pytables
py-pytest
py-pytest-cov
py-pytest-flake8
py-pytest-httpbin
py-pytest-mock
py-pytest-runner
py-pytest-xdist
py-python-daemon
py-python-gitlab
py-pythonqwt
py-pytz
py-pywavelets
py-pyyaml
py-qtawesome
py-qtconsole
py-qtpy
py-quantities

sundials
superlu
superlu-dist
superlu-mt
sw4lite
swarm
swfft
swiftsim
swig
symengine
sympol
sz
tabix
talloc
tantan
tar
targetp
task
taskd
tasmanian
tassel
tau
tcl
tcoffee
tcsh
tealeaf
tetgen
tethex
texinfo
texlive
the-platinum-

py-radical-utils

the-silver-

py-ranger
py-readme-renderer
py-regex
py-reportlab
py-requests
py-restview
py-rope
py-rpy2
py-rsa
py-rseqc
py-rtree
py-saga-python
py-scandir
py-scientificpython
py-scikit-image
py-scikit-learn
py-scipy
py-seaborn
py-setuptools
py-setuptools-git
py-setuptools-scm
py-sfepy
py-sh
py-shiboken

thrift
thrust
tig
tinyxml
tinyxml2
tioga
tk
tmalign
tmhmm
tmux
tmuxinator
tophat
tppred
transabyss
transdecoder
transposome
transset
trapproto
tree
trf
triangle
trilinos
trimgalore
trimmomatic
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libsigsegv
libsm
libsodium
libspatialindex
libsplash
libssh2
libsvm
libszip
libtermkey
libtiff
libtool
libunistring
libunwind
libuuid
libuv
libvorbis
libvterm
libwebsockets
libwindowswm
libx11
libxau
libxaw
libxaw3d
libxc
libxcb
libxcomposite
libxcursor
libxdamage
libxdmcp
libxevie
libxext
libxfixes
libxfont
libxfont2
libxfontcache
libxft
libxi
libxinerama
libxkbcommon
libxkbfile
libxkbui
libxml2
libxmu
libxp
libxpm
libxpresent
libxprintapputil
libxprintutil
libxrandr
libxrender
libxres
libxscrnsaver
libxshmfence
libxslt
libxsmm
libxstream
libxt
libxtrap

3.1. Listing available packages

py-simplegeneric
py-simplejson
py-singledispatch
py-sip
py-six
py-slepc4py
py-sncosmo
py-snowballstemmer
py-spectra
py-spefile
py-spglib
py-sphinx
py-sphinx-bootstrap-theme
py-sphinx-rtd-theme
py-sphinxcontrib-bibtex
py-sphinxcontrib-programoutput
py-sphinxcontrib-websupport
py-spyder
py-spykeutils
py-sqlalchemy
py-statsmodels
py-storm
py-subprocess32
py-symengine
py-symfit
py-sympy
py-tabulate
py-tappy
py-terminado
py-tetoolkit
py-theano
py-tifffile
py-toml
py-tomopy
py-tornado
py-tqdm
py-traceback2
py-traitlets
py-tuiview
py-twisted
py-typing
py-tzlocal
py-umi-tools
py-unittest2
py-unittest2py3k
py-urllib3
py-urwid
py-vcversioner
py-virtualenv
py-vsc-base
py-vsc-install
py-wcsaxes
py-wcwidth
py-webkit-server
py-werkzeug
py-wheel
py-widgetsnbextension
py-wrapt

turbine
turbomole
tut
twm
tycho2
typhonio
uberftp
ucx
udunits2
ufo-core
ufo-filters
unblur
uncrustify
unibilium
unison
units
unixodbc
usearch
util-linux
util-macros
uuid
valgrind
vampirtrace
vardictjava
varscan
vc
vcftools
vcsh
vdt
vecgeom
veclibfort
vegas2
velvet
videoproto
viennarna
viewres
vim
virtualgl
visit
vizglow
vmatch
voropp
votca-csg
votca-ctp
votca-moo
votca-tools
votca-xtp
vpfft
vpic
vsearch
vtk
vtkh
vtkm
wannier90
wget
windowswmproto
wt
wx
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libxtst
libxv
libxvmc
libxxf86dga
libxxf86misc
libxxf86vm
libyogrt
libzip
likwid
linkphase3
linux-headers
listres
˓→cursor
llvm
˓→errors
llvm-lld
llvm-openmp-ompt
˓→keysyms
lmdb
˓→renderutil
lmod
lndir
log4cplus
log4cxx
lrslib
lrzip
lua
lua-bitlib
lua-jit
lua-lpeg
lua-luafilesystem
lua-luaposix
lua-mpack
luit
lulesh
lumpy-sv
lwgrp
lwm2
lz4
lzma
lzo
m4
˓→xf86bigfontproto
macsio
mad-numdiff
mafft
magics
magma
makedepend
˓→xf86vidmodeproto
mallocmc
man-db
maq
mariadb
masa
masurca
matio
matlab
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py-xarray
py-xattr
py-xlrd
py-xlsxwriter
py-xmlrunner
py-xopen
py-xpyb
py-xvfbwrapper
py-yapf
py-yt
py-zmq
python

wxpropgrid
x11perf
xapian-core
xauth
xbacklight
xbiff
xbitmaps
xcalc
xcb-demo
xcb-proto
xcb-util
xcb-util-

qbank

xcb-util-

qbox
qhull

xcb-util-image
xcb-util-

qmcpack

xcb-util-

qmd-progress
qrupdate
qt
qt-creator
qtgraph
qthreads
quinoa
qwt
r
r-a4
r-a4base
r-a4classif
r-a4core
r-a4preproc
r-a4reporting
r-abadata
r-abaenrichment
r-abind
r-absseq
r-acde
r-acepack
r-acgh

xcb-util-wm
xcb-util-xrm
xclip
xclipboard
xclock
xcmiscproto
xcmsdb
xcompmgr
xconsole
xcursor-themes
xcursorgen
xdbedizzy
xditview
xdm
xdpyinfo
xdriinfo
xedit
xerces-c
xev
xextproto
xeyes

r-acme
r-ada
r-adabag
r-ade4
r-adegenet
r-adsplit

xf86dga
xf86dgaproto
xf86driproto
xf86miscproto
xf86rushproto

r-affxparser
r-affy
r-affycomp
r-affycompatible
r-affycontam
r-affycoretools
r-affydata
r-affyexpress

xfd
xfindproxy
xfontsel
xfs
xfsinfo
xfwp
xgamma
xgc
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maven
maverick
mawk
mbedtls
mcl
mdtest
meep
mefit
memaxes
meme
meraculous
˓→config
mercurial
mesa
mesa-glu
meshkit
meson
mesquite
metaphysicl
metasv
metis
mfem
microbiomeutil
minced
miniaero
miniamr
miniconda2
miniconda3
minife
minighost
minigmg
˓→doctools
minimap2
minimd
miniqmc
minisign
minismac2d
˓→xprehashprinterlist
minitri
minixyce
mira
˓→xproxymanagementprotocol
mirdeep
mitofates
mitos
mkfontdir
mkfontscale
mlhka
moab
molcas
mono
mosh
mothur
motif
motioncor2
mozjs
mpc
mpe2

3.1. Listing available packages

r-affyilm
r-affyio
r-affypdnn
r-affyplm
r-affyqcreport
r-affyrnadegradation
r-agdex
r-agilp
r-agimicrorna
r-aims
r-aldex2

xhost
xineramaproto
xinit
xinput
xios
xkbcomp
xkbdata
xkbevd
xkbprint
xkbutils
xkeyboard-

r-allelicimbalance
r-alpine
r-als
r-alsace
r-altcdfenvs
r-ampliqueso
r-analysispageserver
r-anaquin
r-aneufinder
r-aneufinderdata
r-annaffy
r-annotate
r-annotationdbi
r-annotationfilter
r-annotationforge
r-annotationhub
r-ape
r-assertthat
r-backports

xkill
xload
xlogo
xlsatoms
xlsclients
xlsfonts
xmag
xman
xmessage
xmh
xmlf90
xmlto
xmodmap
xmore
xorg-cf-files
xorg-docs
xorg-gtest
xorg-server
xorg-sgml-

r-bamsignals
r-base64
r-base64enc
r-beanplot
r-bh

xphelloworld
xplor-nih
xplsprinters
xpr

r-bindr
r-bindrcpp
r-biobase

xprop
xproto

r-biocgenerics
r-biocinstaller
r-biocparallel
r-biocstyle
r-biomart
r-biomformat
r-biostrings
r-biovizbase
r-bit
r-bit64
r-bitops
r-blob
r-bookdown
r-boot
r-brew
r-broom

xqilla
xrandr
xrdb
xrefresh
xrootd
xrx
xsbench
xscope
xsdk
xsdktrilinos
xset
xsetmode
xsetpointer
xsetroot
xsimd
xsm
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mpest
mpfr
mpibash
mpiblast
mpich
mpifileutils
mpileaks
mpip
mpir
mpix-launch-swift
mrbayes
mrnet
mrtrix3
msgpack-c
mshadow
multitail
multiverso
mummer
mumps
munge
muparser
muscle
muse
muster
mvapich2
mxml

r-bsgenome
r-bumphunter
r-c50
r-callr
r-car
r-caret
r-category
r-catools
r-cellranger
r-checkmate
r-checkpoint
r-chemometrics
r-chron
r-circlize
r-class
r-classint
r-cli
r-clipr
r-cluster
r-clusterprofiler
r-coda
r-codetools
r-coin
r-colorspace
r-complexheatmap
r-corpcor

xstdcmap
xtensor
xterm
xtl
xtrans
xtrap
xts
xvidtune
xvinfo
xwd
xwininfo
xwud
xz
yajl
yaml-cpp
yasm
yorick
z3
zeromq
zfp
zip
zlib
zoltan
zsh
zstd

The packages are listed by name in alphabetical order. A pattern to match with no wildcards, * or ?, will be treated as
though it started and ended with *, so util is equivalent to *util*. All patterns will be treated as case-insensitive.
You can also add the -d to search the description of the package in addition to the name. Some examples:
All packages whose names contain “sql”:
$ spack list sql
perl-dbd-mysql postgresql
˓→rsqlite
r-sqldf sqlite

py-mysqldb1

py-sqlalchemy

r-rmysql

r-rpostgresql

r-

All packages whose names or descriptions contain documentation:
$ spack list --search-description documentation
compositeproto
libxfixes
py-docutils
˓→stanheaders
damageproto
libxpresent
py-epydoc
double-conversion man-db
py-markdown
doxygen
perl-dbfile
py-sphinx
gflags
py-alabaster py-sphinxcontrib-websupport
˓→doctools

r-ggplot2

r-

r-quadprog
r-rcpp
r-rinside
r-roxygen2

sowing
texinfo
xorg-docs
xorg-sgml-

3.1.2 spack info
To get more information on a particular package from spack list, use spack info. Just supply the name of a package:
$ spack info mpich
AutotoolsPackage:

mpich

Description:
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MPICH is a high performance and widely portable implementation of the
Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard.
Homepage: http://www.mpich.org
Tags:
None
Preferred version:
3.2
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.2/mpich-3.2.tar.gz
Safe versions:
develop
3.2
3.1.4
3.1.3
3.1.2
3.1.1
3.1
3.0.4

[git] git://github.com/pmodels/mpich
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.2/mpich-3.2.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.1.4/mpich-3.1.4.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.1.3/mpich-3.1.3.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.1.2/mpich-3.1.2.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.1.1/mpich-3.1.1.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.1/mpich-3.1.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.0.4/mpich-3.0.4.tar.gz

Variants:
Name [Default]

Allowed values

Description

device [ch3]

ch3, ch4

hydra [on]

True, False

netmod [tcp]

tcp, mxm, ofi, ucx

pmi [on]
romio [on]

True, False
True, False

verbs [off]

True, False

Abstract Device Interface
(ADI) implementation. The ch4
device is currently in
experimental state
Build the hydra process
manager
Network module. Only single
netmod builds are supported.
For ch3 device configurations,
this presumes the ch3:nemesis
communication channel.
ch3:sock is not supported by
this spack package at this
time.
Build with PMI support
Enable ROMIO MPI I/O
implementation
Build support for OpenFabrics
verbs.

Installation Phases:
autoreconf
configure

build

install

Build Dependencies:
libfabric
Link Dependencies:
libfabric
Run Dependencies:
None
Virtual Packages:
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mpich@3: provides mpi@:3.0
mpich@1: provides mpi@:1.3
mpich provides mpi

Most of the information is self-explanatory. The safe versions are versions that Spack knows the checksum for, and it
will use the checksum to verify that these versions download without errors or viruses.
Dependencies and virtual dependencies are described in more detail later.

3.1.3 spack versions
To see more available versions of a package, run spack versions. For example:
$ spack versions libelf
==> Safe versions (already checksummed):
0.8.13 0.8.12
==> Remote versions (not yet checksummed):
0.8.11 0.8.10 0.8.9 0.8.8 0.8.7 0.8.6
˓→0
0.6.4 0.5.2

0.8.5

0.8.4

0.8.3

0.8.2

0.8.0

0.7.

There are two sections in the output. Safe versions are versions for which Spack has a checksum on file. It can verify
that these versions are downloaded correctly.
In many cases, Spack can also show you what versions are available out on the web—these are remote versions. Spack
gets this information by scraping it directly from package web pages. Depending on the package and how its releases
are organized, Spack may or may not be able to find remote versions.

3.2 Installing and uninstalling
3.2.1 spack install
spack install will install any package shown by spack list. For example, To install the latest version of the
mpileaks package, you might type this:
$ spack install mpileaks

If mpileaks depends on other packages, Spack will install the dependencies first. It then fetches the mpileaks
tarball, expands it, verifies that it was downloaded without errors, builds it, and installs it in its own directory under
$SPACK_ROOT/opt. You’ll see a number of messages from spack, a lot of build output, and a message that the
packages is installed:
$ spack install mpileaks
==> Installing mpileaks
==> mpich is already installed in ~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/mpich@3.
˓→0.4.
==> callpath is already installed in ~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/
˓→callpath@1.0.2-5dce4318.
==> adept-utils is already installed in ~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/
˓→adept-utils@1.0-5adef8da.
==> Trying to fetch from https://github.com/hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/
˓→mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
######################################################################## 100.0%
==> Staging archive: ~/spack/var/spack/stage/mpileaks@1.0%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux˓→debian7-x86_64-59f6ad23/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
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==> Created stage in ~/spack/var/spack/stage/mpileaks@1.0%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux˓→debian7-x86_64-59f6ad23.
==> No patches needed for mpileaks.
==> Building mpileaks.
... build output ...
==> Successfully installed mpileaks.
Fetch: 2.16s. Build: 9.82s. Total: 11.98s.
[+] ~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/mpileaks@1.0-59f6ad23

The last line, with the [+], indicates where the package is installed.

3.2.2 Building a specific version
Spack can also build specific versions of a package. To do this, just add @ after the package name, followed by a
version:
$ spack install mpich@3.0.4

Any number of versions of the same package can be installed at once without interfering with each other. This is good
for multi-user sites, as installing a version that one user needs will not disrupt existing installations for other users.
In addition to different versions, Spack can customize the compiler, compile-time options (variants), compiler flags,
and platform (for cross compiles) of an installation. Spack is unique in that it can also configure the dependencies a
package is built with. For example, two configurations of the same version of a package, one built with boost 1.39.0,
and the other version built with version 1.43.0, can coexist.
This can all be done on the command line using the spec syntax. Spack calls the descriptor used to refer to a particular
package configuration a spec. In the commands above, mpileaks and mpileaks@3.0.4 are both valid specs.
We’ll talk more about how you can use them to customize an installation in Specs & dependencies.

3.2.3 spack uninstall
To uninstall a package, type spack uninstall <package>. This will ask the user for confirmation before
completely removing the directory in which the package was installed.
$ spack uninstall mpich

If there are still installed packages that depend on the package to be uninstalled, spack will refuse to uninstall it.
To uninstall a package and every package that depends on it, you may give the --dependents option.
$ spack uninstall --dependents mpich

will display a list of all the packages that depend on mpich and, upon confirmation, will uninstall them in the right
order.
A command like
$ spack uninstall mpich

may be ambiguous if multiple mpich configurations are installed. For example, if both mpich@3.0.2 and
mpich@3.1 are installed, mpich could refer to either one. Because it cannot determine which one to uninstall,
Spack will ask you either to provide a version number to remove the ambiguity or use the --all option to uninstall
all of the matching packages.
3.2. Installing and uninstalling
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You may force uninstall a package with the --force option
$ spack uninstall --force mpich

but you risk breaking other installed packages. In general, it is safer to remove dependent packages before removing
their dependencies or use the --dependents option.

3.2.4 Non-Downloadable Tarballs
The tarballs for some packages cannot be automatically downloaded by Spack. This could be for a number of reasons:
1. The author requires users to manually accept a license agreement before downloading (jdk and galahad).
2. The software is proprietary and cannot be downloaded on the open Internet.
To install these packages, one must create a mirror and manually add the tarballs in question to it (see Mirrors):
1. Create a directory for the mirror. You can create this directory anywhere you like, it does not have to be inside
~/.spack:
$ mkdir ~/.spack/manual_mirror

2. Register the mirror with Spack by creating ~/.spack/mirrors.yaml:
mirrors:
manual: file://~/.spack/manual_mirror

3. Put your tarballs in it. Tarballs should be named <package>/<package>-<version>.tar.gz. For
example:
$ ls -l manual_mirror/galahad
-rw-------. 1 me me 11657206 Jun 21 19:25 galahad-2.60003.tar.gz

4. Install as usual:
$ spack install galahad

3.3 Seeing installed packages
We know that spack list shows you the names of available packages, but how do you figure out which are already
installed?

3.3.1 spack find
spack find shows the specs of installed packages. A spec is like a name, but it has a version, compiler, architecture,
and build options associated with it. In spack, you can have many installations of the same package with different
specs.
Running spack find with no arguments lists installed packages:
$ spack find
==> 74 installed packages.
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 --------------------------------
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ImageMagick@6.8.9-10
adept-utils@1.0
atk@2.14.0
boost@1.55.0
bzip2@1.0.6
cairo@1.14.0
callpath@1.0.2
cmake@3.0.2
dbus@1.8.6
dbus@1.9.0
dyninst@8.1.2
fontconfig@2.11.1
freetype@2.5.3
gdk-pixbuf@2.31.2
glib@2.42.1
graphlib@2.0.0
gtkplus@2.24.25
harfbuzz@0.9.37
hdf5@1.8.13
icu@54.1
jpeg@9a
launchmon@1.0.1
lcms@2.6
libdrm@2.4.33

libdwarf@20130729
libdwarf@20130729
libelf@0.8.12
libelf@0.8.13
libffi@3.1
libmng@2.0.2
libpng@1.6.16
libtiff@4.0.3
libtool@2.4.2
libxcb@1.11
libxml2@2.9.2
libxml2@2.9.2
llvm@3.0
memaxes@0.5
mesa@8.0.5
mpich@3.0.4
mpileaks@1.0
mrnet@4.1.0
ncurses@5.9
netcdf@4.3.3
openssl@1.0.1h
pango@1.36.8
pixman@0.32.6
py-dateutil@2.4.0

py-dateutil@2.4.0
py-ipython@2.3.1
py-matplotlib@1.4.2
py-nose@1.3.4
py-numpy@1.9.1
py-pygments@2.0.1
py-pyparsing@2.0.3
py-pyside@1.2.2
py-pytz@2014.10
py-setuptools@11.3.1
py-six@1.9.0
python@2.7.8
qhull@1.0
qt@4.8.6
qt@5.4.0
readline@6.3
sqlite@3.8.5
stat@2.1.0
tcl@8.6.3
tk@src
vtk@6.1.0
xcb-proto@1.11
xz@5.2.0
zlib@1.2.8

-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.9.2 -------------------------------libelf@0.8.10 mpich@3.0.4

Packages are divided into groups according to their architecture and compiler. Within each group, Spack tries to keep
the view simple, and only shows the version of installed packages.
spack find can filter the package list based on the package name, spec, or a number of properties of their installation status. For example, missing dependencies of a spec can be shown with --missing, packages which were
explicitly installed with spack install <package> can be singled out with --explicit and those which
have been pulled in only as dependencies with --implicit.
In some cases, there may be different configurations of the same version of a package installed. For example, there
are two installations of libdwarf@20130729 above. We can look at them in more detail using spack find
--deps, and by asking only to show libdwarf packages:
$ spack find --deps libdwarf
==> 2 installed packages.
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 -------------------------------libdwarf@20130729-d9b90962
^libelf@0.8.12
libdwarf@20130729-b52fac98
^libelf@0.8.13

Now we see that the two instances of libdwarf depend on different versions of libelf: 0.8.12 and 0.8.13. This
view can become complicated for packages with many dependencies. If you just want to know whether two packages’
dependencies differ, you can use spack find --long:
$ spack find --long libdwarf
==> 2 installed packages.
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 -------------------------------libdwarf@20130729-d9b90962 libdwarf@20130729-b52fac98

Now the libdwarf installs have hashes after their names. These are hashes over all of the dependencies of each
3.3. Seeing installed packages
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package. If the hashes are the same, then the packages have the same dependency configuration.
If you want to know the path where each package is installed, you can use spack find --paths:
$ spack find --paths
==> 74 installed packages.
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 -------------------------------ImageMagick@6.8.9-10 ~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/ImageMagick@6.8.
˓→9-10-4df950dd
adept-utils@1.0
~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/adept-utils@1.0˓→5adef8da
atk@2.14.0
~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/atk@2.14.0˓→3d09ac09
boost@1.55.0
~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/boost@1.55.0
bzip2@1.0.6
~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/bzip2@1.0.6
cairo@1.14.0
~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/cairo@1.14.0˓→fcc2ab44
callpath@1.0.2
~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/callpath@1.0.2˓→5dce4318
...

And, finally, you can restrict your search to a particular package by supplying its name:
$ spack find --paths libelf
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 -------------------------------libelf@0.8.11 ~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/libelf@0.8.11
libelf@0.8.12 ~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/libelf@0.8.12
libelf@0.8.13 ~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/libelf@0.8.13

spack find actually does a lot more than this. You can use specs to query for specific configurations and builds of
each package. If you want to find only libelf versions greater than version 0.8.12, you could say:
$ spack find libelf@0.8.12:
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 -------------------------------libelf@0.8.12 libelf@0.8.13

Finding just the versions of libdwarf built with a particular version of libelf would look like this:
$ spack find --long libdwarf ^libelf@0.8.12
==> 1 installed packages.
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 -------------------------------libdwarf@20130729-d9b90962

We can also search for packages that have a certain attribute. For example, spack find libdwarf +debug
will show only installations of libdwarf with the ‘debug’ compile-time option enabled.
The full spec syntax is discussed in detail in Specs & dependencies.

3.4 Specs & dependencies
We know that spack install, spack uninstall, and other commands take a package name with an optional
version specifier. In Spack, that descriptor is called a spec. Spack uses specs to refer to a particular build configuration
(or configurations) of a package. Specs are more than a package name and a version; you can use them to specify the
compiler, compiler version, architecture, compile options, and dependency options for a build. In this section, we’ll
go over the full syntax of specs.
Here is an example of a much longer spec than we’ve seen thus far:
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mpileaks @1.2:1.4 %gcc@4.7.5 +debug -qt arch=bgq_os ^callpath @1.1 %gcc@4.7.2

If provided to spack install, this will install the mpileaks library at some version between 1.2 and 1.4
(inclusive), built using gcc at version 4.7.5 for the Blue Gene/Q architecture, with debug options enabled, and without
Qt support. Additionally, it says to link it with the callpath library (which it depends on), and to build callpath
with gcc 4.7.2. Most specs will not be as complicated as this one, but this is a good example of what is possible with
specs.
More formally, a spec consists of the following pieces:
• Package name identifier (mpileaks above)
• @ Optional version specifier (@1.2:1.4)
• % Optional compiler specifier, with an optional compiler version (gcc or gcc@4.7.3)
• + or - or ~ Optional variant specifiers (+debug, -qt, or ~qt) for boolean variants
• name=<value> Optional variant specifiers that are not restricted to boolean variants
• name=<value> Optional compiler flag specifiers. Valid flag names are cflags, cxxflags, fflags,
cppflags, ldflags, and ldlibs.
• target=<value> os=<value> Optional architecture specifier (target=haswell os=CNL10)
• ^ Dependency specs (^callpath@1.1)
There are two things to notice here. The first is that specs are recursively defined. That is, each dependency after ^ is
a spec itself. The second is that everything is optional except for the initial package name identifier. Users can be as
vague or as specific as they want about the details of building packages, and this makes spack good for beginners and
experts alike.
To really understand what’s going on above, we need to think about how software is structured. An executable or a
library (these are generally the artifacts produced by building software) depends on other libraries in order to run. We
can represent the relationship between a package and its dependencies as a graph. Here is the full dependency graph
for mpileaks:

mpich
mpileaks

libdwarf
callpath

dyninst

libelf

Each box above is a package and each arrow represents a dependency on some other package. For example, we say
that the package mpileaks depends on callpath and mpich. mpileaks also depends indirectly on dyninst,
libdwarf, and libelf, in that these libraries are dependencies of callpath. To install mpileaks, Spack has
to build all of these packages. Dependency graphs in Spack have to be acyclic, and the depends on relationship is
directional, so this is a directed, acyclic graph or DAG.
The package name identifier in the spec is the root of some dependency DAG, and the DAG itself is implicit. Spack
knows the precise dependencies among packages, but users do not need to know the full DAG structure. Each ^ in the
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full spec refers to some dependency of the root package. Spack will raise an error if you supply a name after ^ that
the root does not actually depend on (e.g. mpileaks ^emacs@23.3).
Spack further simplifies things by only allowing one configuration of each package within any single build. Above,
both mpileaks and callpath depend on mpich, but mpich appears only once in the DAG. You cannot build an
mpileaks version that depends on one version of mpich and on a callpath version that depends on some other
version of mpich. In general, such a configuration would likely behave unexpectedly at runtime, and Spack enforces
this to ensure a consistent runtime environment.
The point of specs is to abstract this full DAG from Spack users. If a user does not care about the DAG at all, she
can refer to mpileaks by simply writing mpileaks. If she knows that mpileaks indirectly uses dyninst and she
wants a particular version of dyninst, then she can refer to mpileaks ^dyninst@8.1. Spack will fill in the
rest when it parses the spec; the user only needs to know package names and minimal details about their relationship.
When spack prints out specs, it sorts package names alphabetically to normalize the way they are displayed, but users
do not need to worry about this when they write specs. The only restriction on the order of dependencies within a spec
is that they appear after the root package. For example, these two specs represent exactly the same configuration:
mpileaks ^callpath@1.0 ^libelf@0.8.3
mpileaks ^libelf@0.8.3 ^callpath@1.0

You can put all the same modifiers on dependency specs that you would put on the root spec. That is, you can
specify their versions, compilers, variants, and architectures just like any other spec. Specifiers are associated with
the nearest package name to their left. For example, above, @1.1 and %gcc@4.7.2 associates with the callpath
package, while @1.2:1.4, %gcc@4.7.5, +debug, -qt, and target=haswell os=CNL10 all associate with
the mpileaks package.
In the diagram above, mpileaks depends on mpich with an unspecified version, but packages can depend on other
packages with constraints by adding more specifiers. For example, mpileaks could depend on mpich@1.2: if it
can only build with version 1.2 or higher of mpich.
Below are more details about the specifiers that you can add to specs.

3.4.1 Version specifier
A version specifier comes somewhere after a package name and starts with @. It can be a single version, e.g. @1.0,
@3, or @1.2a7. Or, it can be a range of versions, such as @1.0:1.5 (all versions between 1.0 and 1.5, inclusive).
Version ranges can be open, e.g. :3 means any version up to and including 3. This would include 3.4 and 3.4.2.
4.2: means any version above and including 4.2. Finally, a version specifier can be a set of arbitrary versions, such
as @1.0,1.5,1.7 (1.0, 1.5, or 1.7). When you supply such a specifier to spack install, it constrains the
set of versions that Spack will install.
If the version spec is not provided, then Spack will choose one according to policies set for the particular spack
installation. If the spec is ambiguous, i.e. it could match multiple versions, Spack will choose a version within the
spec’s constraints according to policies set for the particular Spack installation.
Details about how versions are compared and how Spack determines if one version is less than another are discussed
in the developer guide.

3.4.2 Compiler specifier
A compiler specifier comes somewhere after a package name and starts with %. It tells Spack what compiler(s)
a particular package should be built with. After the % should come the name of some registered Spack compiler.
This might include gcc, or intel, but the specific compilers available depend on the site. You can run spack
compilers to get a list; more on this below.
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The compiler spec can be followed by an optional compiler version. A compiler version specifier looks exactly like
a package version specifier. Version specifiers will associate with the nearest package name or compiler specifier to
their left in the spec.
If the compiler spec is omitted, Spack will choose a default compiler based on site policies.

3.4.3 Variants
Variants are named options associated with a particular package. They are optional, as each package must provide default values for each variant it makes available. Variants can be specified using a flexible parameter syntax
name=<value>. For example, spack install libelf debug=True will install libelf build with debug
flags. The names of particular variants available for a package depend on what was provided by the package author.
spack info <package> will provide information on what build variants are available.
For compatibility with earlier versions, variants which happen to be boolean in nature can be specified by a syntax that
represents turning options on and off. For example, in the previous spec we could have supplied libelf +debug
with the same effect of enabling the debug compile time option for the libelf package.
Depending on the package a variant may have any default value. For libelf here, debug is False by default, and
we turned it on with debug=True or +debug. If a variant is True by default you can turn it off by either adding
-name or ~name to the spec.
There are two syntaxes here because, depending on context, ~ and - may mean different things. In most shells, the
following will result in the shell performing home directory substitution:
mpileaks ~debug
mpileaks~debug

# shell may try to substitute this!
# use this instead

If there is a user called debug, the ~ will be incorrectly expanded. In this situation, you would want to write libelf
-debug. However, - can be ambiguous when included after a package name without spaces:
mpileaks-debug
mpileaks -debug

# wrong!
# right

Spack allows the - character to be part of package names, so the above will be interpreted as a request for the
mpileaks-debug package, not a request for mpileaks built without debug options. In this scenario, you should
write mpileaks~debug to avoid ambiguity.
When spack normalizes specs, it prints them out with no spaces boolean variants using the backwards compatibility
syntax and uses only ~ for disabled boolean variants. The - and spaces on the command line are provided for
convenience and legibility.

3.4.4 Compiler Flags
Compiler flags are specified using the same syntax as non-boolean variants, but fulfill a different purpose. While the
function of a variant is set by the package, compiler flags are used by the compiler wrappers to inject flags into the
compile line of the build. Additionally, compiler flags are inherited by dependencies. spack install libdwarf
cppflags="-g" will install both libdwarf and libelf with the -g flag injected into their compile line.
Notice that the value of the compiler flags must be quoted if it contains any spaces. Any of cppflags=-O3,
cppflags="-O3", cppflags='-O3', and cppflags="-O3 -fPIC" are acceptable, but cppflags=-O3
-fPIC is not. Additionally, if they value of the compiler flags is not the last thing on the line, it must be followed
by a space. The commmand spack install libelf cppflags="-O3"%intel will be interpreted as an
attempt to set cppflags=”-O3%intel”‘.

3.4. Specs & dependencies
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The six compiler flags are injected in the order of implicit make commands in GNU Autotools. If all flags are
set, the order is $cppflags $cflags|$cxxflags $ldflags <command> $ldlibs for C and C++ and
$fflags $cppflags $ldflags <command> $ldlibs for Fortran.

3.4.5 Compiler environment variables and additional RPATHs
In the exceptional case a compiler requires setting special environment variables, like an explicit library load path.
These can bet set in an extra section in the compiler configuration. The user can also specify additional RPATHs that
the compiler will add to all executables generated by that compiler. This is useful for forcing certain compilers to
RPATH their own runtime libraries, so that executables will run without the need to set LD_LIBRARY_PATH.
compilers:
- compiler:
spec: gcc@4.9.3
paths:
cc: /opt/gcc/bin/gcc
c++: /opt/gcc/bin/g++
f77: /opt/gcc/bin/gfortran
fc: /opt/gcc/bin/gfortran
environment:
set:
LD_LIBRARY_PATH : /opt/gcc/lib
extra_rpaths:
- /path/to/some/compiler/runtime/directory
- /path/to/some/other/compiler/runtime/directory

3.4.6 Architecture specifiers
The architecture can be specified by using the reserved words target and/or os (target=x86-64
os=debian7). You can also use the triplet form of platform, operating system and processor.
$ spack install libelf arch=cray-CNL10-haswell

Users on non-Cray systems won’t have to worry about specifying the architecture. Spack will autodetect what kind of
operating system is on your machine as well as the processor. For more information on how the architecture can be
used on Cray machines, see Spack on Cray

3.5 Virtual dependencies
The dependence graph for mpileaks we saw above wasn’t quite accurate. mpileaks uses MPI, which is an
interface that has many different implementations. Above, we showed mpileaks and callpath depending on
mpich, which is one particular implementation of MPI. However, we could build either with another implementation,
such as openmpi or mvapich.
Spack represents interfaces like this using virtual dependencies. The real dependency DAG for mpileaks looks like
this:
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mpi
mpileaks

libdwarf
callpath

dyninst

libelf

Notice that mpich has now been replaced with mpi. There is no real MPI package, but some packages provide the
MPI interface, and these packages can be substituted in for mpi when mpileaks is built.
You can see what virtual packages a particular package provides by getting info on it:
$ spack info mpich
AutotoolsPackage:

mpich

Description:
MPICH is a high performance and widely portable implementation of the
Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard.
Homepage: http://www.mpich.org
Tags:
None
Preferred version:
3.2
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.2/mpich-3.2.tar.gz
Safe versions:
develop
3.2
3.1.4
3.1.3
3.1.2
3.1.1
3.1
3.0.4

[git] git://github.com/pmodels/mpich
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.2/mpich-3.2.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.1.4/mpich-3.1.4.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.1.3/mpich-3.1.3.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.1.2/mpich-3.1.2.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.1.1/mpich-3.1.1.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.1/mpich-3.1.tar.gz
http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.0.4/mpich-3.0.4.tar.gz

Variants:
Name [Default]

Allowed values

Description

device [ch3]

ch3, ch4

hydra [on]

True, False

netmod [tcp]

tcp, mxm, ofi, ucx

Abstract Device Interface
(ADI) implementation. The ch4
device is currently in
experimental state
Build the hydra process
manager
Network module. Only single
netmod builds are supported.
For ch3 device configurations,
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pmi [on]
romio [on]

True, False
True, False

verbs [off]

True, False

Installation Phases:
autoreconf
configure

build

this presumes the ch3:nemesis
communication channel.
ch3:sock is not supported by
this spack package at this
time.
Build with PMI support
Enable ROMIO MPI I/O
implementation
Build support for OpenFabrics
verbs.

install

Build Dependencies:
libfabric
Link Dependencies:
libfabric
Run Dependencies:
None
Virtual Packages:
mpich@3: provides mpi@:3.0
mpich@1: provides mpi@:1.3
mpich provides mpi

Spack is unique in that its virtual packages can be versioned, just like regular packages. A particular version of a
package may provide a particular version of a virtual package, and we can see above that mpich versions 1 and above
provide all mpi interface versions up to 1, and mpich versions 3 and above provide mpi versions up to 3. A package
can depend on a particular version of a virtual package, e.g. if an application needs MPI-2 functions, it can depend on
mpi@2: to indicate that it needs some implementation that provides MPI-2 functions.

3.5.1 Constraining virtual packages
When installing a package that depends on a virtual package, you can opt to specify the particular provider you want
to use, or you can let Spack pick. For example, if you just type this:
$ spack install mpileaks

Then spack will pick a provider for you according to site policies. If you really want a particular version, say mpich,
then you could run this instead:
$ spack install mpileaks ^mpich

This forces spack to use some version of mpich for its implementation. As always, you can be even more specific
and require a particular mpich version:
$ spack install mpileaks ^mpich@3

The mpileaks package in particular only needs MPI-1 commands, so any MPI implementation will do. If another
package depends on mpi@2 and you try to give it an insufficient MPI implementation (e.g., one that provides only
mpi@:1), then Spack will raise an error. Likewise, if you try to plug in some package that doesn’t provide MPI,
Spack will raise an error.
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3.5.2 Specifying Specs by Hash
Complicated specs can become cumbersome to enter on the command line, especially when many of the qualifications
are necessary to distinguish between similar installs. To avoid this, when referencing an existing spec, Spack allows
you to reference specs by their hash. We previously discussed the spec hash that Spack computes. In place of a spec
in any command, substitute /<hash> where <hash> is any amount from the beginning of a spec hash.
For example, lets say that you accidentally installed two different mvapich2 installations. If you want to uninstall
one of them but don’t know what the difference is, you can run:
$ spack find --long mvapich2
==> 2 installed packages.
-- linux-centos7-x86_64 / gcc@6.3.0 ---------qmt35td mvapich2@2.2%gcc
er3die3 mvapich2@2.2%gcc

You can then uninstall the latter installation using:
$ spack uninstall /er3die3

Or, if you want to build with a specific installation as a dependency, you can use:
$ spack install trilinos ^/er3die3

If the given spec hash is sufficiently long as to be unique, Spack will replace the reference with the spec to which it
refers. Otherwise, it will prompt for a more qualified hash.
Note that this will not work to reinstall a dependency uninstalled by spack uninstall --force.

3.5.3 spack providers
You can see what packages provide a particular virtual package using spack providers. If you wanted to see
what packages provide mpi, you would just run:
$ spack providers mpi
intel-mpi
mpich
˓→openmpi@1.7.5:
spectrum-mpi
intel-parallel-studio+mpi mpich@1:
˓→openmpi@2.0.0:

mpich@3:

mvapich2@1.9

openmpi

mvapich2

mvapich2@2.0:

openmpi@1.6.5

And if you only wanted to see packages that provide MPI-2, you would add a version specifier to the spec:
$ spack providers mpi@2
intel-mpi
˓→openmpi@2.0.0:
intel-parallel-studio+mpi
˓→spectrum-mpi

mpich

mvapich2

mvapich2@2.0:

openmpi@1.6.5

mpich@3:

mvapich2@1.9

openmpi

openmpi@1.7.5:

Notice that the package versions that provide insufficient MPI versions are now filtered out.

3.6 Extensions & Python support
Spack’s installation model assumes that each package will live in its own install prefix. However, certain packages are
typically installed within the directory hierarchy of other packages. For example, modules in interpreted languages
like Python are typically installed in the $prefix/lib/python-2.7/site-packages directory.
3.6. Extensions & Python support
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Spack has support for this type of installation as well. In Spack, a package that can live inside the prefix of another
package is called an extension. Suppose you have Python installed like so:
$ spack find python
==> 1 installed packages.
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 -------------------------------python@2.7.8

3.6.1 spack extensions
You can find extensions for your Python installation like this:
$ spack extensions python
==> python@2.7.8%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64-703c7a96
==> 36 extensions:
geos
py-ipython
py-pexpect
py-pyside
py-basemap
py-libxml2
py-pil
py-pytz
py-biopython py-mako
py-pmw
py-rpy2
py-cython
py-matplotlib py-pychecker py-scientificpython
py-dateutil
py-mpi4py
py-pygments
py-scikit-learn
py-epydoc
py-mx
py-pylint
py-scipy
py-gnuplot
py-nose
py-pyparsing py-setuptools
py-h5py
py-numpy
py-pyqt
py-shiboken

py-sip
py-six
py-sympy
py-virtualenv

==> 12 installed:
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 -------------------------------py-dateutil@2.4.0
py-nose@1.3.4
py-pyside@1.2.2
py-dateutil@2.4.0
py-numpy@1.9.1
py-pytz@2014.10
py-ipython@2.3.1
py-pygments@2.0.1
py-setuptools@11.3.1
py-matplotlib@1.4.2 py-pyparsing@2.0.3 py-six@1.9.0
==> None activated.

The extensions are a subset of what’s returned by spack list, and they are packages like any other. They are
installed into their own prefixes, and you can see this with spack find --paths:
$ spack find --paths py-numpy
==> 1 installed packages.
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 -------------------------------py-numpy@1.9.1 ~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/py-numpy@1.9.1-66733244

However, even though this package is installed, you cannot use it directly when you run python:
$ spack load python
$ python
Python 2.7.8 (default, Feb 17 2015, 01:35:25)
[GCC 4.4.7 20120313 (Red Hat 4.4.7-11)] on linux2
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.
>>> import numpy
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
ImportError: No module named numpy
>>>
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3.6.2 Extensions & Environment Modules
There are two ways to get numpy working in Python. The first is to use Using module files via Spack. You can simply
use or load the module for the extension, and it will be added to the PYTHONPATH in your current shell.
For tcl modules:
$ spack load python
$ spack load py-numpy

or, for dotkit:
$ spack use python
$ spack use py-numpy

Now import numpy will succeed for as long as you keep your current session open.

3.6.3 Activating Extensions
It is often desirable to have certain packages always available as part of a Python installation. Spack offers a more
permanent solution for this case. Instead of requiring users to load particular environment modules, you can activate
the package within the Python installation:

3.6.4 spack activate
$ spack activate py-numpy
==> Activated extension py-setuptools@11.3.1%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64˓→3c74eb69 for python@2.7.8%gcc@4.4.7.
==> Activated extension py-nose@1.3.4%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64-5f70f816
˓→for python@2.7.8%gcc@4.4.7.
==> Activated extension py-numpy@1.9.1%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64-66733244
˓→for python@2.7.8%gcc@4.4.7.

Several things have happened here. The user requested that py-numpy be activated in the python installation it
was built with. Spack knows that py-numpy depends on py-nose and py-setuptools, so it activated those
packages first. Finally, once all dependencies were activated in the python installation, py-numpy was activated as
well.
If we run spack extensions again, we now see the three new packages listed as activated:
$ spack extensions python
==> python@2.7.8%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64-703c7a96
==> 36 extensions:
geos
py-ipython
py-pexpect
py-pyside
py-basemap
py-libxml2
py-pil
py-pytz
py-biopython py-mako
py-pmw
py-rpy2
py-cython
py-matplotlib py-pychecker py-scientificpython
py-dateutil
py-mpi4py
py-pygments
py-scikit-learn
py-epydoc
py-mx
py-pylint
py-scipy
py-gnuplot
py-nose
py-pyparsing py-setuptools
py-h5py
py-numpy
py-pyqt
py-shiboken

py-sip
py-six
py-sympy
py-virtualenv

==> 12 installed:
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 -------------------------------py-dateutil@2.4.0
py-nose@1.3.4
py-pyside@1.2.2
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py-dateutil@2.4.0
py-ipython@2.3.1
py-matplotlib@1.4.2

py-numpy@1.9.1
py-pygments@2.0.1
py-pyparsing@2.0.3

py-pytz@2014.10
py-setuptools@11.3.1
py-six@1.9.0

==> 3 currently activated:
-- linux-debian7-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 -------------------------------py-nose@1.3.4 py-numpy@1.9.1 py-setuptools@11.3.1

Now, when a user runs python, numpy will be available for import without the user having to explicitly loaded.
python@2.7.8 now acts like a system Python installation with numpy installed inside of it.
Spack accomplishes this by symbolically linking the entire prefix of the py-numpy into the prefix of the python
package. To the python interpreter, it looks like numpy is installed in the site-packages directory.
The only limitation of activation is that you can only have a single version of an extension activated at a time. This is
because multiple versions of the same extension would conflict if symbolically linked into the same prefix. Users who
want a different version of a package can still get it by using environment modules, but they will have to explicitly
load their preferred version.

3.6.5 spack activate --force
If, for some reason, you want to activate a package without its dependencies, you can use spack activate
--force:
$ spack activate --force py-numpy
==> Activated extension py-numpy@1.9.1%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64-66733244
˓→for python@2.7.8%gcc@4.4.7.

3.6.6 spack deactivate
We’ve seen how activating an extension can be used to set up a default version of a Python module. Obviously, you
may want to change that at some point. spack deactivate is the command for this. There are several variants:
• spack deactivate <extension> will deactivate a single extension. If another activated extension depends on this one, Spack will warn you and exit with an error.
• spack deactivate --force <extension> deactivates an extension regardless of packages that depend on it.
• spack deactivate --all <extension> deactivates an extension and all of its dependencies. Use
--force to disregard dependents.
• spack deactivate --all <extendee> deactivates all activated extensions of a package. For example, to deactivate all python extensions, use:
$ spack deactivate --all python

3.7 Filesystem requirements
Spack currently needs to be run from a filesystem that supports flock locking semantics. Nearly all local filesystems
and recent versions of NFS support this, but parallel filesystems may be mounted without flock support enabled.
You can determine how your filesystems are mounted with mount -p. The output for a Lustre filesystem might look
like this:
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$ mount -l | grep lscratch
pilsner-mds1-lnet0@o2ib100:/lsd on /p/lscratchd type lustre (rw,nosuid,noauto,_netdev,
˓→lazystatfs,flock)
porter-mds1-lnet0@o2ib100:/lse on /p/lscratche type lustre (rw,nosuid,noauto,_netdev,
˓→lazystatfs,flock)

Note the flock option on both Lustre mounts. If you do not see this or a similar option for your filesystem, you may
need ot ask your system administrator to enable flock.
This issue typically manifests with the error below:
$ ./spack find
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "./spack", line 176, in <module>
main()
File "./spack", line 154,' in main
return_val = command(parser, args)
File "./spack/lib/spack/spack/cmd/find.py", line 170, in find
specs = set(spack.installed_db.query(\**q_args))
File "./spack/lib/spack/spack/database.py", line 551, in query
with self.read_transaction():
File "./spack/lib/spack/spack/database.py", line 598, in __enter__
if self._enter() and self._acquire_fn:
File "./spack/lib/spack/spack/database.py", line 608, in _enter
return self._db.lock.acquire_read(self._timeout)
File "./spack/lib/spack/llnl/util/lock.py", line 103, in acquire_read
self._lock(fcntl.LOCK_SH, timeout)
# can raise LockError.
File "./spack/lib/spack/llnl/util/lock.py", line 64, in _lock
fcntl.lockf(self._fd, op | fcntl.LOCK_NB)
IOError: [Errno 38] Function not implemented

A nicer error message is TBD in future versions of Spack.

3.8 Getting Help
3.8.1 spack help
If you don’t find what you need here, the help subcommand will print out out a list of all of spack’s options and
subcommands:
$ spack help
usage: spack [-hkVcolor] <command> [...]
A flexible package manager that supports multiple versions,
configurations, platforms, and compilers.
These are common spack commands:
query packages:
list
info
find

list and search available packages
get detailed information on a particular package
list and search installed packages

build packages:
install

build and install packages
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uninstall
spec

remove installed packages
show what would be installed, given a spec

environment:
load
module
unload
view

add package to environment using `module load`
manipulate module files
remove package from environment using `module unload`
produce a single-rooted directory view of packages

create packages:
create
edit

create a new package file
open package files in $EDITOR

system:
arch
compilers

print architecture information about this machine
list available compilers

optional arguments:
-h, --help
show this help message and exit
-k, --insecure
do not check ssl certificates when downloading
-V, --version
show version number and exit
--color {always,never,auto}
when to colorize output; default is auto
more help:
spack help --all
spack help <command>
spack help --spec
spack docs

list
help
help
open

all available commands
on a specific command
on the spec syntax
http://spack.rtfd.io/ in a browser

Adding an argument, e.g. spack help <subcommand>, will print out usage information for a particular subcommand:
$ spack help install
usage: spack install [-h] [--only {package,dependencies}] [-j JOBS]
[--overwrite] [--keep-prefix] [--keep-stage]
[--dont-restage] [--use-cache] [--show-log-on-error]
[--source] [-n] [-v] [--fake] [-f SPEC_YAML_FILE]
[--clean | --dirty] [--test {root,all} | --run-tests]
[--log-format {junit}] [--log-file LOG_FILE] [-y]
...
build and install packages
positional arguments:
package

spec of the package to install

optional arguments:
-h, --help
show this help message and exit
--only {package,dependencies}
select the mode of installation. the default is to
install the package along with all its dependencies.
alternatively one can decide to install only the
package or only the dependencies
-j JOBS, --jobs JOBS explicitly set number of make jobs. default is #cpus
--overwrite
reinstall an existing spec, even if it has dependents
--keep-prefix
don't remove the install prefix if installation fails
--keep-stage
don't remove the build stage if installation succeeds
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--dont-restage

if a partial install is detected, don't delete prior
state
--use-cache
check for pre-built Spack packages in mirrors
--show-log-on-error
print full build log to stderr if build fails
--source
install source files in prefix
-n, --no-checksum
do not check packages against checksum
-v, --verbose
display verbose build output while installing
--fake
fake install for debug purposes.
-f SPEC_YAML_FILE, --file SPEC_YAML_FILE
install from file. Read specs to install from .yaml
files
--clean
sanitize the environment from variables that can
affect how packages find libraries or headers
--dirty
maintain the current environment without trying to
sanitize it
--test {root,all}
If 'root' is chosen, run package tests during
installation for top-level packages (but skip tests
for dependencies). if 'all' is chosen, run package
tests during installation for all packages. If neither
are chosen, don't run tests for any packages.
--run-tests
run package tests during installation (same as
--test=all)
--log-format {junit} format to be used for log files
--log-file LOG_FILE
filename for the log file. if not passed a default
will be used
-y, --yes-to-all
assume "yes" is the answer to every confirmation
request

Alternately, you can use spack --help in place of spack help, or spack <subcommand> --help to get
help on a particular subcommand.
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CHAPTER

4

Workflows

The process of using Spack involves building packages, running binaries from those packages, and developing software
that depends on those packages. For example, one might use Spack to build the netcdf package, use spack load
to run the ncdump binary, and finally, write a small C program to read/write a particular NetCDF file.
Spack supports a variety of workflows to suit a variety of situations and user preferences, there is no single way to do
all these things. This chapter demonstrates different workflows that have been developed, pointing out the pros and
cons of them.

4.1 Definitions
First some basic definitions.

4.1.1 Package, Concrete Spec, Installed Package
In Spack, a package is an abstract recipe to build one piece of software. Spack packages may be used to build, in
principle, any version of that software with any set of variants. Examples of packages include curl and zlib.
A package may be instantiated to produce a concrete spec; one possible realization of a particular package, out of
combinatorially many other realizations. For example, here is a concrete spec instantiated from curl:
$ spack spec curl
Input spec
-------------------------------curl
Concretized
-------------------------------curl@7.56.0%gcc@5.4.0~nghttp2 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^openssl@1.0.2n%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^zlib@1.2.11%gcc@5.4.0+optimize+pic+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
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Spack’s core concretization algorithm generates concrete specs by instantiating packages from its repo, based on a set
of “hints”, including user input and the packages.yaml file. This algorithm may be accessed at any time with the
spack spec command.
Every time Spack installs a package, that installation corresponds to a concrete spec. Only a vanishingly small fraction
of possible concrete specs will be installed at any one Spack site.

4.1.2 Consistent Sets
A set of Spack specs is said to be consistent if each package is only instantiated one way within it — that is, if two
specs in the set have the same package, then they must also have the same version, variant, compiler, etc. For example,
the following set is consistent:
curl@7.50.1%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
^openssl@1.0.2k%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
^zlib@1.2.8%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
zlib@1.2.8%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64

The following set is not consistent:
curl@7.50.1%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
^openssl@1.0.2k%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
^zlib@1.2.8%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
zlib@1.2.7%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64

The compatibility of a set of installed packages determines what may be done with it. It is always possible to spack
load any set of installed packages, whether or not they are consistent, and run their binaries from the command line.
However, a set of installed packages can only be linked together in one binary if it is consistent.
If the user produces a series of spack spec or spack load commands, in general there is no guarantee of
consistency between them. Spack’s concretization procedure guarantees that the results of any single spack spec
call will be consistent. Therefore, the best way to ensure a consistent set of specs is to create a Spack package with
dependencies, and then instantiate that package. We will use this technique below.

4.2 Building Packages
Suppose you are tasked with installing a set of software packages on a system in order to support one application –
both a core application program, plus software to prepare input and analyze output. The required software might be
summed up as a series of spack install commands placed in a script. If needed, this script can always be run
again in the future. For example:
#!/bin/sh
spack install
spack install
spack install
spack install
spack install
spack install

modele-utils
emacs
ncview
nco
modele-control
py-numpy

In most cases, this script will not correctly install software according to your specific needs: choices need to be
made for variants, versions and virtual dependency choices may be needed. It is possible to specify these choices
by extending specs on the command line; however, the same choices must be specified repeatedly. For example, if
you wish to use openmpi to satisfy the mpi dependency, then ^openmpi will have to appear on every spack
install line that uses MPI. It can get repetitive fast.
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Customizing Spack installation options is easier to do in the ~/.spack/packages.yaml file. In this file, you can
specify preferred versions and variants to use for packages. For example:
packages:
python:
version: [3.5.1]
modele-utils:
version: [cmake]
everytrace:
version: [develop]
eigen:
variants: ~suitesparse
netcdf:
variants: +mpi
all:
compiler: [gcc@5.3.0]
providers:
mpi: [openmpi]
blas: [openblas]
lapack: [openblas]

This approach will work as long as you are building packages for just one application.

4.2.1 Multiple Applications
Suppose instead you’re building multiple inconsistent applications. For example, users want package A to be built with
openmpi and package B with mpich — but still share many other lower-level dependencies. In this case, a single
packages.yaml file will not work. Plans are to implement per-project packages.yaml files. In the meantime,
one could write shell scripts to switch packages.yaml between multiple versions as needed, using symlinks.

4.2.2 Combinatorial Sets of Installs
Suppose that you are now tasked with systematically building many incompatible versions of packages. For example,
you need to build petsc 9 times for 3 different MPI implementations on 3 different compilers, in order to support
user needs. In this case, you will need to either create 9 different packages.yaml files; or more likely, create 9
different spack install command lines with the correct options in the spec. Here is a real-life example of this
kind of usage:
#!/bin/bash
compilers=(
%gcc
%intel
%pgi
)
mpis=(
openmpi+psm~verbs
openmpi~psm+verbs
mvapich2+psm~mrail
mvapich2~psm+mrail
mpich+verbs
)

4.2. Building Packages
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for compiler in "${compilers[@]}"
do
# Serial installs
spack install szip
$compiler
spack install hdf
$compiler
spack install hdf5
$compiler
spack install netcdf
$compiler
spack install netcdf-fortran $compiler
spack install ncview
$compiler
# Parallel installs
for mpi in "${mpis[@]}"
do
spack install $mpi
$compiler
spack install hdf5~cxx+mpi
$compiler ^$mpi
spack install parallel-netcdf $compiler ^$mpi
done
done

4.3 Running Binaries from Packages
Once Spack packages have been built, the next step is to use them. As with building packages, there are many ways to
use them, depending on the use case.

4.3.1 Find and Run
The simplest way to run a Spack binary is to find it and run it! In many cases, nothing more is needed because Spack builds binaries with RPATHs. Spack installation directories may be found with spack location
--install-dir commands. For example:
$ spack location --install-dir cmake
~/spack/opt/spack/linux-SuSE11-x86_64/gcc-5.3.0/cmake-3.6.0˓→7cxrynb6esss6jognj23ak55fgxkwtx7

This gives the root of the Spack package; relevant binaries may be found within it. For example:
$ CMAKE=`spack location --install-dir cmake`/bin/cmake

Standard UNIX tools can find binaries as well. For example:
$ find ~/spack/opt -name cmake | grep bin
~/spack/opt/spack/linux-SuSE11-x86_64/gcc-5.3.0/cmake-3.6.0˓→7cxrynb6esss6jognj23ak55fgxkwtx7/bin/cmake

These methods are suitable, for example, for setting up build processes or GUIs that need to know the location of
particular tools. However, other more powerful methods are generally preferred for user environments.

4.3.2 Spack-Generated Modules
Suppose that Spack has been used to install a set of command-line programs, which users now wish to use. One can
in principle put a number of spack load commands into .bashrc, for example, to load a set of Spack-generated
modules:
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spack
spack
spack
spack
spack

load
load
load
load
load

modele-utils
emacs
ncview
nco
modele-control

Although simple load scripts like this are useful in many cases, they have some drawbacks:
1. The set of modules loaded by them will in general not be consistent. They are a decent way to load commands to
be called from command shells. See below for better ways to assemble a consistent set of packages for building
application programs.
2. The spack spec and spack install commands use a sophisticated concretization algorithm that chooses
the “best” among several options, taking into account packages.yaml file. The spack load and spack
module loads commands, on the other hand, are not very smart: if the user-supplied spec matches more
than one installed package, then spack module loads will fail. This may change in the future. For now,
the workaround is to be more specific on any spack module loads lines that fail.
Generated Load Scripts
Another problem with using spack load is, it is slow; a typical user environment could take several seconds to load, and
would not be appropriate to put into .bashrc directly. It is preferable to use a series of spack module loads
commands to pre-compute which modules to load. These can be put in a script that is run whenever installed Spack
packages change. For example:
#!/bin/sh
#
# Generate module load commands in ~/env/spackenv
cat <<EOF | /bin/sh >$HOME/env/spackenv
FIND='spack module loads --prefix linux-SuSE11-x86_64/'
\$FIND
\$FIND
\$FIND
\$FIND
\$FIND
EOF

modele-utils
emacs
ncview
nco
modele-control

The output of this file is written in ~/env/spackenv:
# binutils@2.25%gcc@5.3.0+gold~krellpatch~libiberty arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/binutils-2.25-gcc-5.3.0-6w5d2t4
# python@2.7.12%gcc@5.3.0~tk~ucs4 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/python-2.7.12-gcc-5.3.0-2azoju2
# ncview@2.1.7%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/ncview-2.1.7-gcc-5.3.0-uw3knq2
# nco@4.5.5%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/nco-4.5.5-gcc-5.3.0-7aqmimu
# modele-control@develop%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/modele-control-develop-gcc-5.3.0-7rddsij
# zlib@1.2.8%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/zlib-1.2.8-gcc-5.3.0-fe5onbi
# curl@7.50.1%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/curl-7.50.1-gcc-5.3.0-4vlev55
# hdf5@1.10.0-patch1%gcc@5.3.0+cxx~debug+fortran+mpi+shared~szip~threadsafe
˓→arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
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module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/hdf5-1.10.0-patch1-gcc-5.3.0-pwnsr4w
# netcdf@4.4.1%gcc@5.3.0~hdf4+mpi arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/netcdf-4.4.1-gcc-5.3.0-rl5canv
# netcdf-fortran@4.4.4%gcc@5.3.0 arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/netcdf-fortran-4.4.4-gcc-5.3.0-stdk2xq
# modele-utils@cmake%gcc@5.3.0+aux+diags+ic arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/modele-utils-cmake-gcc-5.3.0-idyjul5
# everytrace@develop%gcc@5.3.0+fortran+mpi arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/everytrace-develop-gcc-5.3.0-p5wmb25

Users may now put source ~/env/spackenv into .bashrc.
Note: Some module systems put a prefix on the names of modules created by Spack. For example, that prefix is
linux-SuSE11-x86_64/ in the above case. If a prefix is not needed, you may omit the --prefix flag from
spack module loads.

Transitive Dependencies
In the script above, each spack module loads command generates a single module load line. Transitive
dependencies do not usually need to be loaded, only modules the user needs in $PATH. This is because Spack builds
binaries with RPATH. Spack’s RPATH policy has some nice features:
1. Modules for multiple inconsistent applications may be loaded simultaneously. In the above example (Multiple
Applications), package A and package B can coexist together in the user’s $PATH, even though they use different
MPIs.
2. RPATH eliminates a whole class of strange errors that can happen in non-RPATH binaries when the wrong
LD_LIBRARY_PATH is loaded.
3. Recursive module systems such as LMod are not necessary.
4. Modules are not needed at all to execute binaries. If a path to a binary is known, it may be executed. For
example, the path for a Spack-built compiler can be given to an IDE without requiring the IDE to load that
compiler’s module.
Unfortunately, Spack’s RPATH support does not work in all case. For example:
1. Software comes in many forms — not just compiled ELF binaries, but also as interpreted code in Python,
R, JVM bytecode, etc. Those systems almost universally use an environment variable analogous to
LD_LIBRARY_PATH to dynamically load libraries.
2. Although Spack generally builds binaries with RPATH, it does not currently do so for compiled Python extensions (for example, py-numpy). Any libraries that these extensions depend on (blas in this case, for example)
must be specified in the LD_LIBRARY_PATH.‘
3. In some cases, Spack-generated binaries end up without a functional RPATH for no discernible reason.
In cases where RPATH support doesn’t make things “just work,” it can be necessary to load a module’s dependencies
as well as the module itself. This is done by adding the --dependencies flag to the spack module loads
command. For example, the following line, added to the script above, would be used to load SciPy, along with Numpy,
core Python, BLAS/LAPACK and anything else needed:
spack module loads --dependencies py-scipy
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4.3.3 Extension Packages
Extensions may be used as an alternative to loading Python (and similar systems) packages directly. If extensions
are activated, then spack load python will also load all the extensions activated for the given python. This
reduces the need for users to load a large number of modules.
However, Spack extensions have two potential drawbacks:
1. Activated packages that involve compiled C extensions may still need their dependencies to be loaded manually.
For example, spack load openblas might be required to make py-numpy work.
2. Extensions “break” a core feature of Spack, which is that multiple versions of a package can co-exist side-byside. For example, suppose you wish to run a Python package in two different environments but the same basic
Python — one with py-numpy@1.7 and one with py-numpy@1.8. Spack extensions will not support this
potential debugging use case.

4.3.4 Dummy Packages
As an alternative to a series of module load commands, one might consider dummy packages as a way to create a
consistent set of packages that may be loaded as one unit. The idea here is pretty simple:
1. Create a package (say, mydummy) with no URL and no install() method, just dependencies.
2. Run spack install mydummy to install.
An advantage of this method is the set of packages produced will be consistent. This means that you can reliably
build software against it. A disadvantage is the set of packages will be consistent; this means you cannot load up two
applications this way if they are not consistent with each other.

4.3.5 Filesystem Views
Filesystem views offer an alternative to environment modules, another way to assemble packages in a useful way and
load them into a user’s environment.
A filesystem view is a single directory tree that is the union of the directory hierarchies of a number of installed
packages; it is similar to the directory hiearchy that might exist under /usr/local. The files of the view’s installed
packages are brought into the view by symbolic or hard links, referencing the original Spack installation.
When software is built and installed, absolute paths are frequently “baked into” the software, making it nonrelocatable. This happens not just in RPATHs, but also in shebangs, configuration files, and assorted other locations.
Therefore, programs run out of a Spack view will typically still look in the original Spack-installed location for shared
libraries and other resources. This behavior is not easily changed; in general, there is no way to know where absolute
paths might be written into an installed package, and how to relocate it. Therefore, the original Spack tree must be
kept in place for a filesystem view to work, even if the view is built with hardlinks.
spack view
A filesystem view is created, and packages are linked in, by the spack view command’s symlink and hardlink
sub-commands. The spack view remove command can be used to unlink some or all of the filesystem view.
The following example creates a filesystem view based on an installed cmake package and then removes from the
view the files in the cmake package while retaining its dependencies.
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$ spack view --verbose symlink myview cmake@3.5.2
==> Linking package: "ncurses"
==> Linking package: "zlib"
==> Linking package: "openssl"
==> Linking package: "cmake"
$ ls myview/
bin doc etc

include

$ ls myview/bin/
captoinfo clear
ccmake
cmake

lib

cpack
c_rehash

share

ctest
infocmp

infotocap
ncurses6-config

openssl
reset

tabs
tic

toe
tput

tset

$ spack view --verbose --dependencies false rm myview cmake@3.5.2
==> Removing package: "cmake"
$ ls myview/bin/
captoinfo c_rehash
clear
infocmp

infotocap
ncurses6-config

openssl
reset

tabs
tic

toe
tput

tset

Note: If the set of packages being included in a view is inconsistent, then it is possible that two packages will provide
the same file. Any conflicts of this type are handled on a first-come-first-served basis, and a warning is printed.

Note: When packages are removed from a view, empty directories are purged.

Fine-Grain Control
The --exclude and --dependencies option flags allow for fine-grained control over which packages and dependencies do or not get included in a view. For example, suppose you are developing the appsy package. You wish
to build against a view of all appsy dependencies, but not appsy itself:
$ spack view symlink --dependencies yes --exclude appsy appsy

Alternately, you wish to create a view whose purpose is to provide binary executables to end users. You only need to
include applications they might want, and not those applications’ dependencies. In this case, you might use:
$ spack view symlink --dependencies no cmake

Hybrid Filesystem Views
Although filesystem views are usually created by Spack, users are free to add to them by other means. For example,
imagine a filesystem view, created by Spack, that looks something like:
/path/to/MYVIEW/bin/programA -> /path/to/spack/.../bin/programA
/path/to/MYVIEW/lib/libA.so -> /path/to/spack/.../lib/libA.so

Now, the user may add to this view by non-Spack means; for example, by running a classic install script. For example:
$ tar -xf B.tar.gz
$ cd B/
$ ./configure --prefix=/path/to/MYVIEW \
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--with-A=/path/to/MYVIEW
$ make && make install

The result is a hybrid view:
/path/to/MYVIEW/bin/programA -> /path/to/spack/.../bin/programA
/path/to/MYVIEW/bin/programB
/path/to/MYVIEW/lib/libA.so -> /path/to/spack/.../lib/libA.so
/path/to/MYVIEW/lib/libB.so

In this case, real files coexist, interleaved with the “view” symlinks. At any time one can delete /path/to/MYVIEW
or use spack view to manage it surgically. None of this will affect the real Spack install area.

4.3.6 Discussion: Running Binaries
Modules, extension packages and filesystem views are all ways to assemble sets of Spack packages into a useful
environment. They are all semantically similar, in that conflicting installed packages cannot simultaneously be loaded,
activated or included in a view.
With all of these approaches, there is no guarantee that the environment created will be consistent. It is possible,
for example, to simultaneously load application A that uses OpenMPI and application B that uses MPICH. Both
applications will run just fine in this inconsistent environment because they rely on RPATHs, not the environment, to
find their dependencies.
In general, environments set up using modules vs. views will work similarly. Both can be used to set up ephemeral or
long-lived testing/development environments. Operational differences between the two approaches can make one or
the other preferable in certain environments:
• Filesystem views do not require environment module infrastructure.
Although Spack can install
environment-modules, users might be hostile to its use. Filesystem views offer a good solution for sysadmins serving users who just “want all the stuff I need in one place” and don’t want to hear about Spack.
• Although modern build systems will find dependencies wherever they might be, some applications with handbuilt make files expect their dependencies to be in one place. One common problem is makefiles that assume that
netcdf and netcdf-fortran are installed in the same tree. Or, one might use an IDE that requires tedious
configuration of dependency paths; and it’s easier to automate that administration in a view-building script than
in the IDE itself. For all these cases, a view will be preferable to other ways to assemble an environment.
• On systems with I-node quotas, modules might be preferable to views and extension packages.
• Views and activated extensions maintain state that is semantically equivalent to the information in a spack
module loads script. Administrators might find things easier to maintain without the added “heavyweight”
state of a view.

4.4 Developing Software with Spack
For any project, one needs to assemble an environment of that application’s dependencies. You might consider loading
a series of modules or creating a filesystem view. This approach, while obvious, has some serious drawbacks:
1. There is no guarantee that an environment created this way will be consistent. Your application could end up
with dependency A expecting one version of MPI, and dependency B expecting another. The linker will not be
happy. . .
2. Suppose you need to debug a package deep within your software DAG. If you build that package with a manual
environment, then it becomes difficult to have Spack auto-build things that depend on it. That could be a serious
problem, depending on how deep the package in question is in your dependency DAG.
4.4. Developing Software with Spack
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3. At its core, Spack is a sophisticated concretization algorithm that matches up packages with appropriate dependencies and creates a consistent environment for the package it’s building. Writing a list of spack load
commands for your dependencies is at least as hard as writing the same list of depends_on() declarations in
a Spack package. But it makes no use of Spack concretization and is more error-prone.
4. Spack provides an automated, systematic way not just to find a packages’s dependencies — but also to build
other packages on top. Any Spack package can become a dependency for another Spack package, offering a
powerful vision of software re-use. If you build your package A outside of Spack, then your ability to use it as
a building block for other packages in an automated way is diminished: other packages depending on package
A will not be able to use Spack to fulfill that dependency.
5. If you are reading this manual, you probably love Spack. You’re probably going to write a Spack package for
your software so prospective users can install it with the least amount of pain. Why should you go to additional
work to find dependencies in your development environment? Shouldn’t Spack be able to help you build your
software based on the package you’ve already written?
In this section, we show how Spack can be used in the software development process to greatest effect, and how
development packages can be seamlessly integrated into the Spack ecosystem. We will show how this process works
by example, assuming the software you are creating is called mylib.

4.4.1 Write the CMake Build
For now, the techniques in this section only work for CMake-based projects, although they could be easily extended
to other build systems in the future. We will therefore assume you are using CMake to build your project.
The CMakeLists.txt file should be written as normal. A few caveats:
1. Your project should produce binaries with RPATHs. This will ensure that they work the same whether built
manually or automatically by Spack. For example:
# enable @rpath in the install name for any shared library being built
# note: it is planned that a future version of CMake will enable this by default
set(CMAKE_MACOSX_RPATH 1)
# Always use full RPATH
# http://www.cmake.org/Wiki/CMake_RPATH_handling
# http://www.kitware.com/blog/home/post/510
# use, i.e. don't skip the full RPATH for the build tree
SET(CMAKE_SKIP_BUILD_RPATH FALSE)
# when building, don't use the install RPATH already
# (but later on when installing)
SET(CMAKE_BUILD_WITH_INSTALL_RPATH FALSE)
# add the automatically determined parts of the RPATH
# which point to directories outside the build tree to the install RPATH
SET(CMAKE_INSTALL_RPATH_USE_LINK_PATH TRUE)
# the RPATH to be used when installing, but only if it's not a system directory
LIST(FIND CMAKE_PLATFORM_IMPLICIT_LINK_DIRECTORIES "${CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX}/lib"
˓→isSystemDir)
IF("${isSystemDir}" STREQUAL "-1")
SET(CMAKE_INSTALL_RPATH "${CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX}/lib")
ENDIF("${isSystemDir}" STREQUAL "-1")

2. Spack provides a CMake variable called SPACK_TRANSITIVE_INCLUDE_PATH, which contains the
include/ directory for all of your project’s transitive dependencies. It can be useful if your project
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#include``s files from package B, which ``#include files from package C, but your
project only lists project B as a dependency. This works in traditional single-tree build environments, in which
B and C’s include files live in the same place. In order to make it work with Spack as well, you must add the
following to CMakeLists.txt. It will have no effect when building without Spack:
# Include all the transitive dependencies determined by Spack.
# If we're not running with Spack, this does nothing...
include_directories($ENV{SPACK_TRANSITIVE_INCLUDE_PATH})

Note: Note that this feature is controversial and could break with future versions of GNU ld. The best practice
is to make sure anything you #include is listed as a dependency in your CMakeLists.txt (and Spack package).

4.4.2 Write the Spack Package
The Spack package also needs to be written, in tandem with setting up the build (for example, CMake). The most
important part of this task is declaring dependencies. Here is an example of the Spack package for the mylib package
(ellipses for brevity):
class Mylib(CMakePackage):
"""Misc. reusable utilities used by Myapp."""
homepage = "https://github.com/citibeth/mylib"
url = "https://github.com/citibeth/mylib/tarball/123"
version('0.1.2', '3a6acd70085e25f81b63a7e96c504ef9')
version('develop', git='https://github.com/citibeth/mylib.git',
branch='develop')
variant('everytrace', default=False,
description='Report errors through Everytrace')
...
extends('python')
depends_on('eigen')
depends_on('everytrace', when='+everytrace')
depends_on('proj', when='+proj')
...
depends_on('cmake', type='build')
depends_on('doxygen', type='build')
def configure_args(self):
spec = self.spec
return [
'-DUSE_EVERYTRACE=%s' % ('YES' if '+everytrace' in spec else 'NO'),
'-DUSE_PROJ4=%s' % ('YES' if '+proj' in spec else 'NO'),
...
'-DUSE_UDUNITS2=%s' % ('YES' if '+udunits2' in spec else 'NO'),
'-DUSE_GTEST=%s' % ('YES' if '+googletest' in spec else 'NO')]

This is a standard Spack package that can be used to install mylib in a production environment. The list of dependencies in the Spack package will generally be a repeat of the list of CMake dependencies. This package also has some
features that allow it to be used for development:
1. It subclasses CMakePackage instead of Package. This eliminates the need to write an install() method,
4.4. Developing Software with Spack
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which is defined in the superclass. Instead, one just needs to write the configure_args() method. That
method should return the arguments needed for the cmake command (beyond the standard CMake arguments,
which Spack will include already). These arguments are typically used to turn features on/off in the build.
2. It specifies a non-checksummed version develop. Running spack install mylib@develop the
@develop version will install the latest version off the develop branch. This method of download is useful for
the developer of a project while it is in active development; however, it should only be used by developers who
control and trust the repository in question!
3. The url, url_for_version() and homepage attributes are not used in development. Don’t worry if you
don’t have any, or if they are behind a firewall.

4.4.3 Build with Spack
Now that you have a Spack package, you can use Spack to find its dependencies automatically. For example:
$ cd mylib
$ spack setup mylib@local

The result will be a file spconfig.py in the top-level mylib/ directory. It is a short script that calls CMake with
the dependencies and options determined by Spack — similar to what happens in spack install, but now written
out in script form. From a developer’s point of view, you can think of spconfig.py as a stand-in for the cmake
command.
Note: You can invent any “version” you like for the spack setup command.

Note: Although spack setup does not build your package, it does create and install a module file, and mark in
the database that your package has been installed. This can lead to errors, of course, if you don’t subsequently install
your package. Also. . . you will need to spack uninstall before you run spack setup again.
You can now build your project as usual with CMake:
$
$
$
$

mkdir build; cd build
../spconfig.py ..
# Instead of cmake ..
make
make install

Once your make install command is complete, your package will be installed, just as if you’d run spack
install. Except you can now edit, re-build and re-install as often as needed, without checking into Git or downloading tarballs.
Note: The build you get this way will be almost the same as the build from spack install. The only difference
is, you will not be using Spack’s compiler wrappers. This difference has not caused problems in our experience, as
long as your project sets RPATHs as shown above. You DO use RPATHs, right?

4.4.4 Build Other Software
Now that you’ve built mylib with Spack, you might want to build another package that depends on it — for example,
myapp. This is accomplished easily enough:
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$ spack install myapp ^mylib@local

Note that auto-built software has now been installed on top of manually-built software, without breaking Spack’s
“web.” This property is useful if you need to debug a package deep in the dependency hierarchy of your application.
It is a big advantage of using spack setup to build your package’s environment.
If you feel your software is stable, you might wish to install it with spack install and skip the source directory.
You can just use, for example:
$ spack install mylib@develop

4.4.5 Release Your Software
You are now ready to release your software as a tarball with a numbered version, and a Spack package that can build
it. If you’re hosted on GitHub, this process will be a bit easier.
1. Put tag(s) on the version(s) in your GitHub repo you want to be release versions. For example, a tag v0.1.0
for version 0.1.0.
2. Set the url in your package.py to download a tarball for the appropriate version. GitHub will give you a
tarball for any commit in the repo, if you tickle it the right way. For example:
url = 'https://github.com/citibeth/mylib/tarball/v0.1.2'

3. Use Spack to determine your version’s hash, and cut’n’paste it into your package.py:
$ spack checksum mylib 0.1.2
==> Found 1 versions of mylib
0.1.2
https://github.com/citibeth/mylib/tarball/v0.1.2
How many would you like to checksum? (default is 5, q to abort)
==> Downloading...
==> Trying to fetch from https://github.com/citibeth/mylib/tarball/v0.1.2
######################################################################## 100.0%
==> Checksummed new versions of mylib:
version('0.1.2', '3a6acd70085e25f81b63a7e96c504ef9')

4. You should now be able to install released version 0.1.2 of your package with:
$ spack install mylib@0.1.2

5. There is no need to remove the develop version from your package. Spack concretization will always prefer
numbered version to non-numeric versions. Users will only get it if they ask for it.

4.4.6 Distribute Your Software
Once you’ve released your software, other people will want to build it; and you will need to tell them how. In the past,
that has meant a few paragraphs of prose explaining which dependencies to install. But now you use Spack, and those
instructions are written in executable Python code. But your software has many dependencies, and you know Spack is
the best way to install it:
1. First, you will want to fork Spack’s develop branch. Your aim is to provide a stable version of Spack that you
KNOW will install your software. If you make changes to Spack in the process, you will want to submit pull
requests to Spack core.
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2. Add your software’s package.py to that fork. You should submit a pull request for this as well, unless you
don’t want the public to know about your software.
3. Prepare instructions that read approximately as follows:
(a) Download Spack from your forked repo.
(b) Install Spack; see Getting Started.
(c) Set up an appropriate packages.yaml file. You should tell your users to include in this file whatever
versions/variants are needed to make your software work correctly (assuming those are not already in your
packages.yaml).
(d) Run spack install mylib.
(e) Run this script to generate the module load commands or filesystem view needed to use this software.
4. Be aware that your users might encounter unexpected bootstrapping issues on their machines, especially if they
are running on older systems. The Getting Started section should cover this, but there could always be issues.

4.4.7 Other Build Systems
spack setup currently only supports CMake-based builds, in packages that subclass CMakePackage. The intent
is that this mechanism should support a wider range of build systems; for example, GNU Autotools. Someone wellversed in Autotools is needed to develop this patch and test it out.
Python Distutils is another popular build system that should get spack setup support. For non-compiled languages
like Python, spack diy may be used. Even better is to put the source directory directly in the user’s PYTHONPATH.
Then, edits in source files are immediately available to run without any install process at all!

4.4.8 Conclusion
The spack setup development workflow provides better automation, flexibility and safety than workflows relying
on environment modules or filesystem views. However, it has some drawbacks:
1. It currently works only with projects that use the CMake build system. Support for other build systems is not
hard to build, but will require a small amount of effort for each build system to be supported. It might not work
well with some IDEs.
2. It only works with packages that sub-class StagedPackage. Currently, most Spack packages do not. Converting them is not hard; but must be done on a package-by-package basis.
3. It requires that users are comfortable with Spack, as they integrate Spack explicitly in their workflow. Not all
users are willing to do this.

4.5 Using Spack on Travis-CI
Spack can be deployed as a provider for userland software in Travis-CI.
A starting-point for a .travis.yml file can look as follows. It uses caching for already built environments, so make
sure to clean the Travis cache if you run into problems.
The main points that are implemented below:
1. Travis is detected as having up to 34 cores available, but only 2 are actually allocated for the user. We limit the
parallelism of the spack builds in the config. (The Travis yaml parser is a bit buggy on the echo command.)
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2. Builds over 10 minutes need to be prefixed with travis_wait. Alternatively, generate output once with
spack install -v.
3. Travis builds are non-interactive. This prevents using bash aliases and functions for modules. We fix that by
sourcing /etc/profile first (or running everything in a subshell with bash -l -c '...').
language: cpp
sudo: false
dist: trusty
cache:
apt: true
directories:
- $HOME/.cache
addons:
apt:
sources:
- ubuntu-toolchain-r-test
packages:
- g++-4.9
- environment-modules
env:
global:
- SPACK_ROOT: $HOME/.cache/spack
- PATH: $PATH:$HOME/.cache/spack/bin
before_install:
- export CXX=g++-4.9
- export CC=gcc-4.9
- export FC=gfortran-4.9
- export CXXFLAGS="-std=c++11"
install:
- if ! which spack >/dev/null; then
mkdir -p $SPACK_ROOT &&
git clone --depth 50 https://github.com/spack/spack.git $SPACK_ROOT &&
echo -e "config:""\n build_jobs:"" 2" > $SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack/config.yaml;
fi
- travis_wait spack install cmake@3.7.2~openssl~ncurses
- travis_wait spack install boost@1.62.0~graph~iostream~locale~log~wave
- spack clean -a
- source /etc/profile &&
source $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/setup-env.sh
- spack load cmake
- spack load boost
script:
- mkdir -p $HOME/build
- cd $HOME/build
- cmake $TRAVIS_BUILD_DIR
- make -j 2
- make test
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4.6 Using Spack to Create Docker Images
Spack can be the ideal tool to set up images for Docker (and Singularity).
An example Dockerfile is given below, downloading the latest spack version.
The following functionality is prepared:
1. Base image: the example starts from a minimal ubuntu.
2. Installing as root: docker images are usually set up as root. Since some autotools scripts might complain about
this being unsafe, we set FORCE_UNSAFE_CONFIGURE=1 to avoid configure errors.
3. Pre-install the spack dependencies, including modules from the packages. This avoids needing to build those
from scratch via spack bootstrap. Package installs are followed by a clean-up of the system package
index, to avoid outdated information and it saves space.
4. Install spack in /usr/local. Add setup-env.sh to profile scripts, so commands in login shells can use
the whole spack functionality, including modules.
5. Install an example package (tar). As with system package managers above, spack install commands
should be concatenated with a && spack clean -a in order to keep image sizes small.
6. Add a startup hook to an interactive login shell so spack modules will be usable.
In order to build and run the image, execute:
docker build -t spack .
docker run -it spack
FROM
ubuntu:16.04
MAINTAINER Your Name <someone@example.com>
# general environment for docker
ENV
DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninteractive \
SPACK_ROOT=/usr/local \
FORCE_UNSAFE_CONFIGURE=1
# install minimal spack depedencies
RUN
apt-get update \
&& apt-get install -y --no-install-recommends \
autoconf \
build-essential \
ca-certificates \
coreutils \
curl \
environment-modules \
git \
python \
unzip \
vim \
&& rm -rf /var/lib/apt/lists/*
# load spack environment on login
RUN
echo "source $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/setup-env.sh" \
> /etc/profile.d/spack.sh
# spack settings
# note: if you wish to change default settings, add files alongside
#
the Dockerfile with your desired settings. Then uncomment this line
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#COPY

packages.yaml modules.yaml $SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack/

# install spack
RUN
curl -s -L https://api.github.com/repos/spack/spack/tarball \
| tar xzC $SPACK_ROOT --strip 1
# note: at this point one could also run ``spack bootstrap`` to avoid
#
parts of the long apt-get install list above
# install software
RUN
spack install tar \
&& spack clean -a
# need the modules already during image build?
#RUN
/bin/bash -l -c ' \
#
spack load tar \
#
&& which tar'
# image run hook: the -l will make sure /etc/profile environments are loaded
CMD
/bin/bash -l

4.6.1 Best Practices
MPI
Due to the dependency on Fortran for OpenMPI, which is the spack default implementation, consider adding
gfortran to the apt-get install list.
Recent versions of OpenMPI will require you to pass --allow-run-as-root to your mpirun calls if started as
root user inside Docker.
For execution on HPC clusters, it can be helpful to import the docker image into Singularity in order to start a program
with an external MPI. Otherwise, also add openssh-server to the apt-get install list.
CUDA
Starting from CUDA 9.0, Nvidia provides minimal CUDA images based on Ubuntu. Please see their instructions.
Avoid double-installing CUDA by adding, e.g.
packages:
cuda:
paths:
cuda@9.0.176%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16-x86_64: /usr/local/cuda
buildable: False

to your packages.yaml. Then COPY in that file into the image as in the example above.
Users will either need nvidia-docker or e.g. Singularity to execute device kernels.
Singularity
Importing and running the image created above into Singularity works like a charm. Just use the docker bootstraping
mechanism:

4.6. Using Spack to Create Docker Images
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Bootstrap: docker
From: registry/user/image:tag
%runscript
exec /bin/bash -l

4.7 Upstream Bug Fixes
It is not uncommon to discover a bug in an upstream project while trying to build with Spack. Typically, the bug is in a
package that serves a dependency to something else. This section describes procedure to work around and ultimately
resolve these bugs, while not delaying the Spack user’s main goal.

4.7.1 Buggy New Version
Sometimes, the old version of a package works fine, but a new version is buggy. For example, it was once found that
Adios did not build with hdf5@1.10. If the old version of hdf5 will work with adios, the suggested procedure is:
1. Revert adios to the old version of hdf5. Put in its adios/package.py:
# Adios does not build with HDF5 1.10
# See: https://github.com/spack/spack/issues/1683
depends_on('hdf5@:1.9')

2. Determine whether the problem is with hdf5 or adios, and report the problem to the appropriate upstream
project. In this case, the problem was with adios.
3. Once a new version of adios comes out with the bugfix, modify adios/package.py to reflect it:
# Adios up to v1.10.0 does not build with HDF5 1.10
# See: https://github.com/spack/spack/issues/1683
depends_on('hdf5@:1.9', when='@:1.10.0')
depends_on('hdf5', when='@1.10.1:')

4.7.2 No Version Works
Sometimes, no existing versions of a dependency work for a build. This typically happens when developing a new
project: only then does the developer notice that existing versions of a dependency are all buggy, or the non-buggy
versions are all missing a critical feature.
In the long run, the upstream project will hopefully fix the bug and release a new version. But that could take a while,
even if a bugfix has already been pushed to the project’s repository. In the meantime, the Spack user needs things to
work.
The solution is to create an unofficial Spack release of the project, as soon as the bug is fixed in some repository. A
study of the Git history of py-proj/package.py is instructive here:
1. On April 1, an initial bugfix was identified for the PyProj project and a pull request submitted to PyProj. Because the upstream authors had not yet fixed the bug, the py-proj Spack package downloads from a forked
repository, set up by the package’s author. A non-numeric version number is used to make it easy to upgrade
the package without recomputing checksums; however, this is an untrusted download method and should not be
distributed. The package author has now become, temporarily, a maintainer of the upstream project:
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# We need the benefits of this PR
# https://github.com/jswhit/pyproj/pull/54
version('citibeth-latlong2',
git='https://github.com/citibeth/pyproj.git',
branch='latlong2')

2. By May 14, the upstream project had accepted a pull request with the required bugfix. At this point, the forked
repository was deleted. However, the upstream project still had not released a new version with a bugfix.
Therefore, a Spack-only release was created by specifying the desired hash in the main project repository. The
version number @1.9.5.1.1 was chosen for this “release” because it’s a descendent of the officially released
version @1.9.5.1. This is a trusted download method, and can be released to the Spack community:
# This is not a tagged release of pyproj.
# The changes in this "version" fix some bugs, especially with Python3 use.
version('1.9.5.1.1', 'd035e4bc704d136db79b43ab371b27d2',
url='https://www.github.com/jswhit/pyproj/tarball/
˓→0be612cc9f972e38b50a90c946a9b353e2ab140f')

Note: It would have been simpler to use Spack’s Git download method, which is also a trusted download in
this case:
# This is not a tagged release of pyproj.
# The changes in this "version" fix some bugs, especially with Python3 use.
version('1.9.5.1.1',
git='https://github.com/jswhit/pyproj.git',
commit='0be612cc9f972e38b50a90c946a9b353e2ab140f')

Note: In this case, the upstream project fixed the bug in its repository in a relatively timely manner. If that had
not been the case, the numbered version in this step could have been released from the forked repository.
3. The author of the Spack package has now become an unofficial release engineer for the upstream project.
Depending on the situation, it may be advisable to put preferred=True on the latest officially released
version.
4. As of August 31, the upstream project still had not made a new release with the bugfix. In the meantime, Spackbuilt py-proj provides the bugfix needed by packages depending on it. As long as this works, there is no
particular need for the upstream project to make a new official release.
5. If the upstream project releases a new official version with the bugfix, then the unofficial version() line
should be removed from the Spack package.

4.7.3 Patches
Spack’s source patching mechanism provides another way to fix bugs in upstream projects. This has advantages and
disadvantages compared to the procedures above.
Advantages:
1. It can fix bugs in existing released versions, and (probably) future releases as well.
2. It is lightweight, does not require a new fork to be set up.
Disadvantages:
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1. It is harder to develop and debug a patch, vs. a branch in a repository. The user loses the automation provided
by version control systems.
2. Although patches of a few lines work OK, large patch files can be hard to create and maintain.
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CHAPTER

5

Tutorial: Spack 101

This is a full day introduction to Spack with lectures and live demos. It was presented as a tutorial at Supercomputing
2017. You can use these materials to teach a course on Spack at your own site, or you can just skip ahead and read the
live demo scripts to see how Spack is used in practice.
Slides
Download Slides.
Full citation: Todd Gamblin, Massimiliano Culpo, Gregory Becker, Matt Legendre, Greg
Lee, Elizabeth Fischer, and Benedikt Hegner. Managing HPC Software Complexity with
Spack. Tutorial presented at Supercomputing 2017. November 13, 2017, Denver, CO, USA.
Live Demos
These scripts will take you step-by-step through basic Spack tasks. They correspond to
sections in the slides above.
1. Basic Installation Tutorial
2. Configuration Tutorial
3. Package Creation Tutorial
4. Spack Package Build Systems
5. Advanced Topics in Packaging
6. Module Files
Full contents:
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5.1 Basic Installation Tutorial
This tutorial will guide you through the process of installing software using Spack. We will
first cover the spack install command, focusing on the power of the spec syntax and the
flexibility it gives to users. We will also cover the spack find command for viewing installed
packages and the spack uninstall command. Finally, we will touch on how Spack manages
compilers, especially as it relates to using Spack-built compilers within Spack. We will
include full output from all of the commands demonstrated, although we will frequently
call attention to only small portions of that output (or merely to the fact that it succeeded).
The provided output is all from an AWS instance running Ubuntu 16.04

5.1.1 Installing Spack
Spack works out of the box. Simply clone spack and get going. We will clone Spack and
immediately checkout the most recent release, v0.11.2.
$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack
Cloning into 'spack'...
remote: Counting objects: 94561, done.
remote: Compressing objects: 100% (121/121), done.
remote:
˓→Total 94561 (delta 91), reused 121 (delta 48), pack-reused 94368
Receiving
˓→objects: 100% (94561/94561), 32.44 MiB | 31.88 MiB/s, done.
Resolving deltas: 100% (44914/44914), done.
Checking connectivity... done.
$ cd spack
$ git checkout releases/v0.11.2
Branch releases/v0.
˓→11.2 set up to track remote branch releases/v0.11.2 from origin.
Switched to a new branch 'releases/v0.11.2'

Next add Spack to your path. Spack has some nice command line integration tools, so
instead of simply appending to your PATH variable, source the spack setup script. Then
add Spack to your path.
$ . share/spack/setup-env.sh

You’re good to go!

5.1.2 What is in Spack?
The spack list command shows available packages.
$ spack list
==> 2177 packages.
abinit
˓→

abyss
˓→

ack
˓→

libepoxy
py-html5lib
libevent
py-httpbin
libevpath
py-hypothesis

r-ncdf4
r-network
r-networkd3abinit

...
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The spack list command can also take a query string. Spack automatically adds wildcards to both ends of the string. For example, we can view all available python packages.
$ spack list py==> 356 packages.
py-3to2
˓→
py-functools32
py-4suite-xml
˓→
py-future
py-abipy
˓→
py-futures
...

py-numpydoc
py-olefile
py-ont-fast5-api

py-pywavelets
py-pyyaml
py-qtawesome

5.1.3 Installing Packages
Installing a package with Spack is very simple. To install a piece of software, simply type
spack install <package_name>.
$ spack install zlib
==> Installing zlib
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/zlib/zlib-1.2.11.tar.gz
curl: (37) Couldn't
˓→open file /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/zlib/zlib-1.2.11.tar.gz
==> Fetching from file:/
˓→//home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/zlib/zlib-1.2.11.tar.gz failed.
==> Fetching http://zlib.net/fossils/zlib-1.2.11.tar.gz
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Staging archive: /home/ubuntu/test/spack/var/spack/stage/
˓→zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb/zlib-1.2.11.tar.gz
==> Created stage in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/
˓→var/spack/stage/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb
==> No patches needed for zlib
==> Building zlib [Package]
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> Successfully installed zlib
Fetch: 0.58s. Build: 1.15s. Total: 1.73s.
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb

Spack can install software either from source or from a binary cache. Packages in the binary
cache are signed with GPG for security. For the tutorial we have prepared a binary cache
so you don’t have to wait on slow compilation from source. To be able to install from the
binary cache, we will need to trust the GPG key that the binary cache was prepared with.
$ spack gpg trust /opt/public.key
gpg: keybox
˓→'/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/gpg/pubring.kbx' created
gpg: /
˓→home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/gpg/trustdb.gpg: trustdb created
gpg: key 3B7C69B2: public key "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" imported
gpg: Total number processed: 1
gpg:
imported: 1

5.1. Basic Installation Tutorial
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The AWS instances and Docker images we use for the tutorial already have configuration
files in place so that Spack knows where to look for binary packages (and that’s the only
change we’ve made). You’ll learn more about configuring Spack later in the tutorial, but for
now you will be able to install the rest of the packages in the tutorial from a binary cache
by specifying spack install --use-cache <package_name>. This will install
the binary cached version if it exists and fall back on installing from source.
Spack’s spec syntax is the interface by which we can request specific configurations of the
package. The % sigil is used to specify compilers.
$ spack install --use-cache zlib %clang
...
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→4.7-libsigsegv-2.11-eaqxu5mka32jpjif32rttiwebimrr2kb.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc-5.
˓→4.0-util-macros-1.19.1-milz7fmttmptcic2qdk5cnel7ll5sybr.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing zlib from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→clang-3.8.0-2ubuntu4/zlib-1.2.11/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-clang˓→3.8.0-2ubuntu4-zlib-1.2.11-4pt75q7qq6lygf3hgnona4lyc2uwedul.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:05:02 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed zlib from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→clang-3.8.0-2ubuntu4/zlib-1.2.11-4pt75q7qq6lygf3hgnona4lyc2uwedul

Note that this installation is located separately from the previous one. We will discuss this
in more detail later, but this is part of what allows Spack to support arbitrarily versioned
software.
You can check for particular versions before requesting them. We will use the spack
versions command to see the available versions, and then install a different version of
zlib.
$ spack versions zlib
==> Safe versions (already checksummed):
1.2.11 1.2.8 1.2.3
==> Remote versions (not yet checksummed):
1.2.10
1.2.7
1.2.5.1 1.2.4.2 1.2.3.7
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...

The @ sigil is used to specify versions, both of packages and of compilers.
$ spack install --use-cache zlib@1.2.8
==> Installing zlib
==> Searching for binary cache of zlib
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-clang-3.8.
˓→0-2ubuntu4-zlib-1.2.11-4pt75q7qq6lygf3hgnona4lyc2uwedul.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing zlib from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.8/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-zlib-1.2.8-bkyl5bhuep6fmhuxzkmhqy25qefjcvzc.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:05:03 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed zlib from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.8-bkyl5bhuep6fmhuxzkmhqy25qefjcvzc
$ spack install --use-cache zlib %gcc@4.7
==> Installing zlib
==> Searching for binary cache of zlib
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-zlib-1.2.8-bkyl5bhuep6fmhuxzkmhqy25qefjcvzc.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing zlib from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/
˓→linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-4.7/zlib-1.2.11/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64-gcc-4.7-zlib-1.2.11-bq2wtdxakpjytk2tjr7qu23i4py2fi2r.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:03:00 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
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gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed zlib from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-4.7/zlib-1.2.11-bq2wtdxakpjytk2tjr7qu23i4py2fi2r

The spec syntax also includes compiler flags. Spack accepts cppflags, cflags,
cxxflags, fflags, ldflags, and ldlibs parameters. The values of these fields
must be quoted on the command line if they include spaces. These values are injected into
the compile line automatically by the Spack compiler wrappers.
$ spack install --use-cache zlib @1.2.8 cppflags=-O3
==> Installing zlib
==> Searching for binary cache of zlib
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file://
˓→/home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-4.7-zlib-1.2.11-bq2wtdxakpjytk2tjr7qu23i4py2fi2r.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing zlib from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.8/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-zlib-1.2.8-64mns5mvdacqvlashkf7v6lqrxixhmxu.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:03:00 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed zlib from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.8-64mns5mvdacqvlashkf7v6lqrxixhmxu

The spack find command is used to query installed packages. Note that some packages
appear identical with the default output. The -l flag shows the hash of each package, and
the -f flag shows any non-empty compiler flags of those packages.
$ spack find
==> 5 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 -------------zlib@1.2.11
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-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@4.7 --------------------------zlib@1.2.11
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------zlib@1.2.8 zlib@1.2.8 zlib@1.2.11

$ spack find -lf
==> 5 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 -------------4pt75q7 zlib@1.2.11%clang

-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@4.7 --------------------------bq2wtdx zlib@1.2.11%gcc

-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------bkyl5bh zlib@1.2.8%gcc
64mns5m zlib@1.2.8%gcc cppflags="-O3"
5nus6kn zlib@1.2.11%gcc

Spack generates a hash for each spec. This hash is a function of the full provenance of the
package, so any change to the spec affects the hash. Spack uses this value to compare specs
and to generate unique installation directories for every combinatorial version. As we move
into more complicated packages with software dependencies, we can see that Spack reuses
existing packages to satisfy a dependency only when the existing package’s hash matches
the desired spec.
$ spack install --use-cache openssl
==> zlib is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb
==> Installing openssl
==> Searching for binary cache of openssl
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-zlib-1.2.8-64mns5mvdacqvlashkf7v6lqrxixhmxu.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing openssl from binary cache
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openssl-1.0.2k/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-openssl-1.0.2k-2woov64m3n4gjtnfp722qcyemzf2qtom.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:03:18 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
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gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed openssl from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openssl-1.0.2k-2woov64m3n4gjtnfp722qcyemzf2qtom

Dependencies can be explicitly requested using the ^ sigil. Note that the spec syntax is
recursive. Anything we could specify about the top-level package, we can also specify
about a dependency using ^.
$ spack install --use-cache openssl ^zlib @1.2.8 %clang
==> Installing zlib
==> Searching for binary cache of zlib
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-openssl-1.0.2k-2woov64m3n4gjtnfp722qcyemzf2qtom.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing zlib from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→clang-3.8.0-2ubuntu4/zlib-1.2.8/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-clang˓→3.8.0-2ubuntu4-zlib-1.2.8-i426yu3o6lyau5fv5ljwsajfkqxj5rl5.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:03:06 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed zlib from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→clang-3.8.0-2ubuntu4/zlib-1.2.8-i426yu3o6lyau5fv5ljwsajfkqxj5rl5
==> Installing openssl
==> Searching for binary cache of openssl
==> Installing openssl from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/clang˓→3.8.0-2ubuntu4/openssl-1.0.2k/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-clang-3.8.
˓→0-2ubuntu4-openssl-1.0.2k-ufruk7kj2fz3oupuat2jbgc2y7hg37vy.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:03:23 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
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gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed openssl from binary cache
[+]
˓→/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/clang˓→3.8.0-2ubuntu4/openssl-1.0.2k-ufruk7kj2fz3oupuat2jbgc2y7hg37vy

Packages can also be referred to from the command line by their package hash. Using the
spack find -lf command earlier we saw that the hash of our optimized installation of
zlib (cppflags="-O3") began with 64mns5m. We can now explicitly build with that
package without typing the entire spec, by using the / sigil to refer to it by hash. As with
other tools like git, you do not need to specify an entire hash on the command line. You can
specify just enough digits to identify a hash uniquely. If a hash prefix is ambiguous (i.e.,
two or more installed packages share the prefix) then spack will report an error.
$ spack install --use-cache openssl ^/64mn
==> zlib is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.8-64mns5mvdacqvlashkf7v6lqrxixhmxu
==> Installing openssl
==> Searching for binary cache of openssl
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-clang-3.8.
˓→0-2ubuntu4-zlib-1.2.8-i426yu3o6lyau5fv5ljwsajfkqxj5rl5.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/
˓→build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-clang-3.8.0-2ubuntu4˓→openssl-1.0.2k-ufruk7kj2fz3oupuat2jbgc2y7hg37vy.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing openssl from binary cache
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openssl-1.0.2k/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-openssl-1.0.2k-gyxmhgbam26d7y42omb7xrvkjjgmzwio.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:03:12 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
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==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed openssl from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openssl-1.0.2k-gyxmhgbam26d7y42omb7xrvkjjgmzwio

The spack find command can also take a -d flag, which can show dependency information. Note that each package has a top-level entry, even if it also appears as a dependency.
$ spack find -ldf
==> 9 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 -------------ufruk7k
openssl@1.0.2k%clang
i426yu3
^zlib@1.2.8%clang
i426yu3

zlib@1.2.8%clang

4pt75q7

zlib@1.2.11%clang

-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@4.7 --------------------------bq2wtdx
zlib@1.2.11%gcc

-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------gyxmhgb
openssl@1.0.2k%gcc
64mns5m
^zlib@1.2.8%gcc cppflags="-O3"
2woov64
5nus6kn

openssl@1.0.2k%gcc
^zlib@1.2.11%gcc

bkyl5bh

zlib@1.2.8%gcc

64mns5m

zlib@1.2.8%gcc cppflags="-O3"

5nus6kn

zlib@1.2.11%gcc

Let’s move on to slightly more complicated packages. HDF5 is a good example of a more
complicated package, with an MPI dependency. If we install it “out of the box,” it will build
with openmpi.
$ spack install --use-cache hdf5
==> Installing libsigsegv
==> Searching for binary cache of libsigsegv
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-openssl-1.0.2k-gyxmhgbam26d7y42omb7xrvkjjgmzwio.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing libsigsegv from binary cache
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libsigsegv-2.11/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-libsigsegv-2.11-fypapcprssrj3nstp6njprskeyynsgaz.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
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gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:21:10 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed libsigsegv from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libsigsegv-2.11-fypapcprssrj3nstp6njprskeyynsgaz
==> Installing m4
==> Searching for binary cache of m4
==> Installing m4 from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/
˓→linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/m4-1.4.18/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64-gcc-5.4.0-m4-1.4.18-r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:22:03 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed m4 from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/m4-1.4.18-r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a
==> Installing libtool
==> Searching for binary cache of libtool
==> Installing libtool from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libtool-2.4.6/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-libtool-2.4.6-o2pfwjf44353ajgr42xqtvzyvqsazkgu.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:29:09 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
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==> Successfully installed libtool from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libtool-2.4.6-o2pfwjf44353ajgr42xqtvzyvqsazkgu
==> Installing pkg-config
==> Searching for binary cache of pkg-config
==> Installing pkg-config from binary cache
==> Fetching file:/
˓→//home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/pkg-config-0.29.2/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-pkg-config-0.29.2-ae2hwm7q57byfbxtymts55xppqwk7ecj.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:30:13 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed pkg-config from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/pkg-config-0.29.2-ae2hwm7q57byfbxtymts55xppqwk7ecj
==> Installing util-macros
==> Searching for binary cache of util-macros
==> Installing util-macros from binary cache
==> Fetching file:/
˓→//home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/util-macros-1.19.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-util-macros-1.19.1-milz7fmttmptcic2qdk5cnel7ll5sybr.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:30:12 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed util-macros from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/util-macros-1.19.1-milz7fmttmptcic2qdk5cnel7ll5sybr
==> Installing libpciaccess
==> Searching for binary cache of libpciaccess
==> Installing libpciaccess from binary cache
==> Fetching file://
˓→/home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/libpciaccess-0.13.5/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-libpciaccess-0.13.5-5urc6tcjae26fbbd2wyfohoszhgxtbmc.spack
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##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:30:23 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed libpciaccess from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/libpciaccess-0.13.5-5urc6tcjae26fbbd2wyfohoszhgxtbmc
==> Installing xz
==> Searching for binary cache of xz
==> Installing xz from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/
˓→linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/xz-5.2.3/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64-gcc-5.4.0-xz-5.2.3-htnq7wqdrqtof6uxqicdj3f7oe3xz6pw.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:30:34 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed xz from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/xz-5.2.3-htnq7wqdrqtof6uxqicdj3f7oe3xz6pw
==> zlib is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb
==> Installing libxml2
==> Searching for binary cache of libxml2
==> Installing libxml2 from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libxml2-2.9.4/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-libxml2-2.9.4-sxk64lvcxhqjflzesnf3ye4wakovwi45.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:30:23 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
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Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed libxml2 from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libxml2-2.9.4-sxk64lvcxhqjflzesnf3ye4wakovwi45
==> Installing hwloc
==> Searching for binary cache of hwloc
==> Installing hwloc from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hwloc-1.11.8/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-hwloc-1.11.8-ivg4d2e6anxwin4zbld2g4qlrbuquoyg.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:30:32 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed hwloc from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hwloc-1.11.8-ivg4d2e6anxwin4zbld2g4qlrbuquoyg
==> Installing openmpi
==> Searching for binary cache of openmpi
==> Installing openmpi from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:43:34 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed openmpi from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f
==> Installing hdf5
==> Searching for binary cache of hdf5
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==> Installing hdf5 from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-hdf5-1.10.1-bovz45ms24pmfr7hlckf56bxegfc4rea.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:53:08 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed hdf5 from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1-bovz45ms24pmfr7hlckf56bxegfc4rea

Spack packages can also have variants. Boolean variants can be specified using the + and ~
or - sigils. There are two sigils for False to avoid conflicts with shell parsing in different
situations. Variants (boolean or otherwise) can also be specified using the same syntax as
compiler flags. Here we can install HDF5 without MPI support.
$ spack install --use-cache hdf5~mpi
==> zlib is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb
==> Installing hdf5
==> Searching for binary cache of hdf5
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
...
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc-5.
˓→4.0-util-macros-1.19.1-milz7fmttmptcic2qdk5cnel7ll5sybr.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing hdf5 from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-hdf5-1.10.1-pa6oqzfeqzkqkzqr2375fqyt3qggx3tr.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:53:40 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
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gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed hdf5 from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1-pa6oqzfeqzkqkzqr2375fqyt3qggx3tr

We might also want to install HDF5 with a different MPI implementation. While MPI is
not a package itself, packages can depend on abstract interfaces like MPI. Spack handles
these through “virtual dependencies.” A package, such as HDF5, can depend on the MPI
interface. Other packages (openmpi, mpich, mvapich, etc.) provide the MPI interface.
Any of these providers can be requested for an MPI dependency. For example, we can
build HDF5 with MPI support provided by mpich by specifying a dependency on mpich.
Spack also supports versioning of virtual dependencies. A package can depend on the MPI
interface at version 3, and provider packages specify what version of the interface they provide. The partial spec
^mpi@3 can be safisfied by any of several providers.
$ spack install --use-cache hdf5+hl+mpi ^mpich
==> Installing mpich
==> Searching for binary cache of mpich
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-hdf5-1.10.1-pa6oqzfeqzkqkzqr2375fqyt3qggx3tr.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing mpich from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/
˓→linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mpich-3.2/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64-gcc-5.4.0-mpich-3.2-cymrnoowcc4vdyvdnf5ypvob4cmdadk5.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:45:26 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed mpich from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mpich-3.2-cymrnoowcc4vdyvdnf5ypvob4cmdadk5
==> zlib is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb
==> Installing hdf5
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==> Searching for binary cache of hdf5
==> Installing hdf5 from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-hdf5-1.10.1-e4gz6f2l5ik3ijuk3alwsqplex4tbvin.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:49:45 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed hdf5 from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1-e4gz6f2l5ik3ijuk3alwsqplex4tbvin

We’ll do a quick check in on what we have installed so far.
$ spack find -ldf
==> 23 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 -------------ufruk7k
openssl@1.0.2k%clang
i426yu3
^zlib@1.2.8%clang
i426yu3

zlib@1.2.8%clang

4pt75q7

zlib@1.2.11%clang

-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@4.7 --------------------------bq2wtdx
zlib@1.2.11%gcc

-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------pa6oqzf
hdf5@1.10.1%gcc
5nus6kn
^zlib@1.2.11%gcc
bovz45m
yo5qkfv
ivg4d2e
5urc6tc
sxk64lv
htnq7wq
5nus6kn

hdf5@1.10.1%gcc
^openmpi@3.0.0%gcc
^hwloc@1.11.8%gcc
^libpciaccess@0.13.5%gcc
^libxml2@2.9.4%gcc
^xz@5.2.3%gcc
^zlib@1.2.11%gcc

e4gz6f2
cymrnoo
5nus6kn

hdf5@1.10.1%gcc
^mpich@3.2%gcc
^zlib@1.2.11%gcc

ivg4d2e

hwloc@1.11.8%gcc
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5urc6tc
sxk64lv
htnq7wq
5nus6kn

^libpciaccess@0.13.5%gcc
^libxml2@2.9.4%gcc
^xz@5.2.3%gcc
^zlib@1.2.11%gcc

5urc6tc

libpciaccess@0.13.5%gcc

fypapcp

libsigsegv@2.11%gcc

o2pfwjf

libtool@2.4.6%gcc

sxk64lv
htnq7wq
5nus6kn

libxml2@2.9.4%gcc
^xz@5.2.3%gcc
^zlib@1.2.11%gcc

r5envx3
fypapcp

m4@1.4.18%gcc
^libsigsegv@2.11%gcc

cymrnoo

mpich@3.2%gcc

yo5qkfv
ivg4d2e
5urc6tc
sxk64lv
htnq7wq
5nus6kn

openmpi@3.0.0%gcc
^hwloc@1.11.8%gcc
^libpciaccess@0.13.5%gcc
^libxml2@2.9.4%gcc
^xz@5.2.3%gcc
^zlib@1.2.11%gcc

gyxmhgb
64mns5m

openssl@1.0.2k%gcc
^zlib@1.2.8%gcc cppflags="-O3"

2woov64
5nus6kn

openssl@1.0.2k%gcc
^zlib@1.2.11%gcc

ae2hwm7

pkg-config@0.29.2%gcc

milz7fm

util-macros@1.19.1%gcc

htnq7wq

xz@5.2.3%gcc

bkyl5bh

zlib@1.2.8%gcc

64mns5m

zlib@1.2.8%gcc cppflags="-O3"

5nus6kn

zlib@1.2.11%gcc

Spack models the dependencies of packages as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The spack
find -d command shows the tree representation of that graph. We can also use the
spack graph command to view the entire DAG as a graph.
$ spack graph hdf5+hl+mpi ^mpich
o hdf5
|\
o | zlib
/
o mpich

You may also have noticed that there are some packages shown in the spack find -d
output that we didn’t install explicitly. These are dependencies that were installed implicitly.
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A few packages installed implicitly are not shown as dependencies in the spack find
-d output. These are build dependencies. For example, libpciaccess is a dependency
of openmpi and requires m4 to build. Spack will build m4 as part of the installation of
openmpi, but it does not become a part of the DAG because it is not linked in at run
time. Spack handles build dependencies differently because of their different (less strict)
consistency requirements. It is entirely possible to have two packages using different versions of a dependency to
build, which obviously cannot be done with linked dependencies.
HDF5 is more complicated than our basic example of zlib and openssl, but it’s still within the realm of software that
an experienced HPC user could reasonably expect to install given a bit of time. Now let’s look at an even more
complicated package.
$ spack install --use-cache trilinos
==> Installing bzip2
==> Searching for binary cache of bzip2
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-hdf5-1.10.1-e4gz6f2l5ik3ijuk3alwsqplex4tbvin.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching file://
˓→/home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-mpich-3.2-cymrnoowcc4vdyvdnf5ypvob4cmdadk5.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing bzip2 from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/bzip2-1.0.6/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-bzip2-1.0.6-ufczdvsqt6edesm36xiucyry7myhj7e7.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:39:37 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed bzip2 from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/bzip2-1.0.6-ufczdvsqt6edesm36xiucyry7myhj7e7
==> zlib is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb
==> Installing boost
==> Searching for binary cache of boost
==> Installing boost from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/boost-1.65.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-boost-1.65.1-xxqnbqql5nup7rujer2ury3hsdgcumzb.spack
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##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:43:14 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed boost from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/boost-1.65.1-xxqnbqql5nup7rujer2ury3hsdgcumzb
==> pkg-config is already installed
˓→in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/pkg-config-0.29.2-ae2hwm7q57byfbxtymts55xppqwk7ecj
==> Installing ncurses
==> Searching for binary cache of ncurses
==> Installing ncurses from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/ncurses-6.0/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-ncurses-6.0-ukq4tccptm2rxd56d2bumqthnpcjzlez.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:06:38 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed ncurses from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/ncurses-6.0-ukq4tccptm2rxd56d2bumqthnpcjzlez
==> openssl is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openssl-1.0.2k-2woov64m3n4gjtnfp722qcyemzf2qtom
==> Installing cmake
==> Searching for binary cache of cmake
==> Installing cmake from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/cmake-3.9.4/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-cmake-3.9.4-a2lyofsoxutyy4ihvzopizpbjubtdoem.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 01:22:03 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
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gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed cmake from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/cmake-3.9.4-a2lyofsoxutyy4ihvzopizpbjubtdoem
==> Installing glm
==> Searching for binary cache of glm
==> Installing glm from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/glm-0.9.7.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-glm-0.9.7.1-jnw622jwcbsymzj2fsx22omjl7tmvaws.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:30:38 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed glm from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/glm-0.9.7.1-jnw622jwcbsymzj2fsx22omjl7tmvaws
==> libsigsegv is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libsigsegv-2.11-fypapcprssrj3nstp6njprskeyynsgaz
==> m4 is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/m4-1.4.18-r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a
==> libtool is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libtool-2.4.6-o2pfwjf44353ajgr42xqtvzyvqsazkgu
==> util-macros is already installed
˓→in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/util-macros-1.19.1-milz7fmttmptcic2qdk5cnel7ll5sybr
==> libpciaccess is already installed
˓→in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/libpciaccess-0.13.5-5urc6tcjae26fbbd2wyfohoszhgxtbmc
==> xz is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/xz-5.2.3-htnq7wqdrqtof6uxqicdj3f7oe3xz6pw
==> libxml2 is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libxml2-2.9.4-sxk64lvcxhqjflzesnf3ye4wakovwi45
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==> hwloc is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hwloc-1.11.8-ivg4d2e6anxwin4zbld2g4qlrbuquoyg
==> openmpi is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f
==> Installing hdf5
==> Searching for binary cache of hdf5
==> Installing hdf5 from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-hdf5-1.10.1-d73xxpvfxgd2z2ypmuuwtxhoxmzdglez.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:39:36 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed hdf5 from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1-d73xxpvfxgd2z2ypmuuwtxhoxmzdglez
==> Installing openblas
==> Searching for binary cache of openblas
==> Installing openblas from binary cache
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openblas-0.2.20/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-openblas-0.2.20-4dahl6ltbpojei4s3stbqbq5iuuqlaxo.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:43:22 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed openblas from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openblas-0.2.20-4dahl6ltbpojei4s3stbqbq5iuuqlaxo
==> Installing hypre
==> Searching for binary cache of hypre
==> Installing hypre from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hypre-2.12.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-hypre-2.12.1-z3rgfzqc4gu4u4qvveyo2dqqzl2j463z.spack
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##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:30:17 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed hypre from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hypre-2.12.1-z3rgfzqc4gu4u4qvveyo2dqqzl2j463z
==> Installing matio
==> Searching for binary cache of matio
==> Installing matio from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/matio-1.5.9/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-matio-1.5.9-4ajrcuhdf5uktotnrfzufufy5vbd6any.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:30:24 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed matio from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/matio-1.5.9-4ajrcuhdf5uktotnrfzufufy5vbd6any
==> Installing metis
==> Searching for binary cache of metis
==> Installing metis from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/metis-5.1.0/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-metis-5.1.0-m34qytcqsvsaduxyh3wevf3kj6pbzyw6.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:39:28 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
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==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed metis from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/metis-5.1.0-m34qytcqsvsaduxyh3wevf3kj6pbzyw6
==> Installing netlib-scalapack
==> Searching for binary cache of netlib-scalapack
==> Installing netlib-scalapack from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→gcc-5.4.0/netlib-scalapack-2.0.2/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc-5.
˓→4.0-netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-xudg7xypr63nte6ifrdsmllilxbrfiar.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:30:28 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed netlib-scalapack from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→gcc-5.4.0/netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-xudg7xypr63nte6ifrdsmllilxbrfiar
==> Installing mumps
==> Searching for binary cache of mumps
==> Installing mumps from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mumps-5.1.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-mumps-5.1.1-5a7hgodxoze47xqd32jcxhvzctex4ezx.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:30:15 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed mumps from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mumps-5.1.1-5a7hgodxoze47xqd32jcxhvzctex4ezx
==> Installing netcdf
==> Searching for binary cache of netcdf
==> Installing netcdf from binary cache
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/netcdf-4.4.1.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-netcdf-4.4.1.1-gk2xxhbqijnrdwicawawcll4t3c7dvoj.spack
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##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:43:37 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed netcdf from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/netcdf-4.4.1.1-gk2xxhbqijnrdwicawawcll4t3c7dvoj
==> Installing parmetis
==> Searching for binary cache of parmetis
==> Installing parmetis from binary cache
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/parmetis-4.0.3/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-parmetis-4.0.3-o4qdo7aylhejov2e5ii7tagrnw6qrrlo.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:39:37 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed parmetis from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/parmetis-4.0.3-o4qdo7aylhejov2e5ii7tagrnw6qrrlo
==> Installing suite-sparse
==> Searching for binary cache of suite-sparse
==> Installing suite-sparse from binary cache
==> Fetching file:/
˓→//home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/suite-sparse-4.5.5/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-suite-sparse-4.5.5-bg67crx4ltmxulnumuxjxqzrcobpmyzg.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:30:31 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
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==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed suite-sparse from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/suite-sparse-4.5.5-bg67crx4ltmxulnumuxjxqzrcobpmyzg
==> Installing superlu-dist
==> Searching for binary cache of superlu-dist
==> Installing superlu-dist from binary cache
==> Fetching file:/
˓→//home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/superlu-dist-5.2.2/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-superlu-dist-5.2.2-gggsamgizi2dwmwxglgzbxvg6hkamhol.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:43:35 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed superlu-dist from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/superlu-dist-5.2.2-gggsamgizi2dwmwxglgzbxvg6hkamhol
==> Installing trilinos
==> Searching for binary cache of trilinos
==> Installing trilinos from binary cache
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/trilinos-12.12.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-trilinos-12.12.1-istwe3b43b7etgtrhcuzjem3p5gonc6h.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 11:47:19 PM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed trilinos from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/trilinos-12.12.1-istwe3b43b7etgtrhcuzjem3p5gonc6h

Now we’re starting to see the power of Spack. Trilinos has 11 top level dependecies, many
of which have dependencies of their own. Installing more complex packages can take days
or weeks even for an experienced user. Although we’ve done a binary installation for the
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tutorial, a source installation of trilinos using Spack takes about 3 hours (depending on the
system), but only 20 seconds of programmer time.
Spack manages constistency of the entire DAG. Every MPI dependency will be satisfied by
the same configuration of MPI, etc. If we install trilinos again specifying a dependency
on our previous HDF5 built with mpich:
$ spack install --use-cache trilinos +hdf5 ^hdf5+hl+mpi ^mpich
==> bzip2 is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/bzip2-1.0.6-ufczdvsqt6edesm36xiucyry7myhj7e7
==> zlib is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb
==> boost is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/boost-1.65.1-xxqnbqql5nup7rujer2ury3hsdgcumzb
==> pkg-config is already installed
˓→in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/pkg-config-0.29.2-ae2hwm7q57byfbxtymts55xppqwk7ecj
==> ncurses is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/ncurses-6.0-ukq4tccptm2rxd56d2bumqthnpcjzlez
==> openssl is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openssl-1.0.2k-2woov64m3n4gjtnfp722qcyemzf2qtom
==> cmake is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/cmake-3.9.4-a2lyofsoxutyy4ihvzopizpbjubtdoem
==> glm is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/glm-0.9.7.1-jnw622jwcbsymzj2fsx22omjl7tmvaws
==> mpich is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mpich-3.2-cymrnoowcc4vdyvdnf5ypvob4cmdadk5
==> hdf5 is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1-e4gz6f2l5ik3ijuk3alwsqplex4tbvin
==> openblas is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openblas-0.2.20-4dahl6ltbpojei4s3stbqbq5iuuqlaxo
==> Installing hypre
==> Searching for binary cache of hypre
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-netcdf-4.4.1.1-gk2xxhbqijnrdwicawawcll4t3c7dvoj.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
...
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-bzip2-1.0.6-ufczdvsqt6edesm36xiucyry7myhj7e7.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-boost-1.65.1-xxqnbqql5nup7rujer2ury3hsdgcumzb.spec.yaml
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##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing hypre from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hypre-2.12.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-hypre-2.12.1-3psjg2ka2qa26jtgitlil4vglqr67anj.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:49:37 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed hypre from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hypre-2.12.1-3psjg2ka2qa26jtgitlil4vglqr67anj
==> Installing matio
==> Searching for binary cache of matio
==> Installing matio from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/matio-1.5.9/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-matio-1.5.9-3ibrutc6cs7x6ybyt5ni5n6djtq5okm2.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:45:26 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed matio from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/matio-1.5.9-3ibrutc6cs7x6ybyt5ni5n6djtq5okm2
==> metis is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/metis-5.1.0-m34qytcqsvsaduxyh3wevf3kj6pbzyw6
==> Installing netlib-scalapack
==> Searching for binary cache of netlib-scalapack
==> Installing netlib-scalapack from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→gcc-5.4.0/netlib-scalapack-2.0.2/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc-5.
˓→4.0-netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-km7tsbgoyyywonyejkjoojskhc5knz3z.spack
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##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:49:49 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed netlib-scalapack from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→gcc-5.4.0/netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-km7tsbgoyyywonyejkjoojskhc5knz3z
==> Installing mumps
==> Searching for binary cache of mumps
==> Installing mumps from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mumps-5.1.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-mumps-5.1.1-phvk6yhkzqed6gjsbah6dnhlesdclild.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:45:28 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed mumps from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mumps-5.1.1-phvk6yhkzqed6gjsbah6dnhlesdclild
==> libsigsegv is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libsigsegv-2.11-fypapcprssrj3nstp6njprskeyynsgaz
==> m4 is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/m4-1.4.18-r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a
==> Installing netcdf
==> Searching for binary cache of netcdf
==> Installing netcdf from binary cache
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/netcdf-4.4.1.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-netcdf-4.4.1.1-rmx4uppnhpv6kq7bh7r46zfqevgdkkgw.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:49:38 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
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gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed netcdf from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/netcdf-4.4.1.1-rmx4uppnhpv6kq7bh7r46zfqevgdkkgw
==> Installing parmetis
==> Searching for binary cache of parmetis
==> Installing parmetis from binary cache
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/parmetis-4.0.3/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-parmetis-4.0.3-qk77g6aiqr3f2hsykg54zzuhlxcpdcmv.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:45:14 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed parmetis from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/parmetis-4.0.3-qk77g6aiqr3f2hsykg54zzuhlxcpdcmv
==> suite-sparse is already installed
˓→in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/suite-sparse-4.5.5-bg67crx4ltmxulnumuxjxqzrcobpmyzg
==> Installing superlu-dist
==> Searching for binary cache of superlu-dist
==> Installing superlu-dist from binary cache
==> Fetching file:/
˓→//home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/superlu-dist-5.2.2/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-superlu-dist-5.2.2-65vot2le3ezooz7tj6eveovly725o44x.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:45:14 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
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==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed superlu-dist from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/superlu-dist-5.2.2-65vot2le3ezooz7tj6eveovly725o44x
==> Installing trilinos
==> Searching for binary cache of trilinos
==> Installing trilinos from binary cache
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/trilinos-12.12.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-trilinos-12.12.1-xupifcp5d4f53cobm6g3xzao577uzezs.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sun 12 Nov 2017 12:04:58 AM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed trilinos from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/trilinos-12.12.1-xupifcp5d4f53cobm6g3xzao577uzezs

We see that every package in the trilinos DAG that depends on MPI now uses mpich.
$ spack find -d trilinos
==> 2 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------trilinos@12.12.1
^boost@1.65.1
^bzip2@1.0.6
^zlib@1.2.11
^glm@0.9.7.1
^hdf5@1.10.1
^openmpi@3.0.0
^hwloc@1.11.8
^libpciaccess@0.13.5
^libxml2@2.9.4
^xz@5.2.3
^hypre@2.12.1
^openblas@0.2.20
^matio@1.5.9
^metis@5.1.0
^mumps@5.1.1
^netlib-scalapack@2.0.2
^netcdf@4.4.1.1
^parmetis@4.0.3
^suite-sparse@4.5.5
^superlu-dist@5.2.2
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trilinos@12.12.1
^boost@1.65.1
^bzip2@1.0.6
^zlib@1.2.11
^glm@0.9.7.1
^hdf5@1.10.1
^mpich@3.2
^hypre@2.12.1
^openblas@0.2.20
^matio@1.5.9
^metis@5.1.0
^mumps@5.1.1
^netlib-scalapack@2.0.2
^netcdf@4.4.1.1
^parmetis@4.0.3
^suite-sparse@4.5.5
^superlu-dist@5.2.2

As we discussed before, the spack find -d command shows the dependency information as a tree. While that is often sufficient, many complicated packages, including trilinos,
have dependencies that cannot be fully represented as a tree. Again, the spack graph
command shows the full DAG of the dependency information.
$ spack graph trilinos
o trilinos
|\
| |\
| | |\
| | | |\
| | | | |\
| | | | | |\
| | | | | | |\
| | | | | | | |\
| | | | | | | | |\
| | | | | | | | | |\
| | | | | | | | | | |\
| | | | | | | | | | | |\
| | | | | | | | | | | | |\
| | | | | | | | | | | | | |\
o | | | | | | | | | | | | | | superlu-dist
|\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
| |_|/ / / / / / / / / / / / /
|/| | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| |\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
| | |_|/ / / / / / / / / / / /
| |/| | | | | | | | | | | | |
| | |\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
| | | |_|/ / / / / / / / / / /
| | |/| | | | | | | | | | | |
| | | | |_|_|/ / / / / / / /
| | | |/| | | | | | | | | |
| | | | o | | | | | | | | | suite-sparse
| | | |/| | | | | | | | | |
| | |/|/ / / / / / / / / /
o | | | | | | | | | | | | parmetis
|\| | | | | | | | | | | |
|\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
| |_|_|/ / / / / / / / / /
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|/| | | | | | | | | | | |
| | |_|_|_|_|_|_|_|/ / /
| |/| | | | | | | | | |
| | | | | | o | | | | | mumps
| | | |_|_|/| | | | | |
| | |/| |_|/| | | | | |
| | | |/| |/ / / / / /
| | | | |/| | | | | |
| | | | o | | | | | | netlib-scalapack
| | |_|/| | | | | | |
| |/| |/| | | | | | |
| | |/|/ / / / / / /
o | | | | | | | | | metis
|/ / / / / / / / /
| | | | | | | o | glm
| |_|_|_|_|_|/ /
|/| | | | | | |
o | | | | | | | cmake
|\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
o | | | | | | | | openssl
| | | | o | | | | netcdf
| |_|_|/| | | | |
|/| | |/| | | | |
| | |/| | | | | |
| | | | |\ \ \ \ \
| | | | | | |_|/ /
| | | | | |/| | |
| | | | | | o | | matio
| |_|_|_|_|/| | |
|/| | | | |/ / /
| | | | | | o | hypre
| | | |_|_|/| |
| | |/| |_|/ /
| | | |/| | |
| | | | | o | hdf5
| |_|_|_|/| |
|/| | |_|/ /
| | |/| | |
| | o | | | openmpi
| | o | | | hwloc
| | |\ \ \ \
| | | |\ \ \ \
| | | o | | | | libxml2
| |_|/| | | | |
|/| |/| | | | |
| | | | | | | o boost
| |_|_|_|_|_|/|
|/| | | | | | |
o | | | | | | | zlib
/ / / / / / /
| | o | | | | xz
| | / / / /
| | o | | | libpciaccess
| |/| | | |
| | |\ \ \ \
| | o | | | | util-macros
| | / / / /
o | | | | | ncurses
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|/ / / / /
o | | | | pkg-config
/ / / /
| o | | openblas
| / /
o | | libtool
|/ /
o | m4
o | libsigsegv
/
o bzip2

You can control how the output is displayed with a number of options.
The ASCII output from spack graph can be difficult to parse for complicated packages.
The output can be changed to the graphviz .dot format using the --dot flag.
$ spack graph --dot trilinos | dot -Tpdf trilinos_graph.pdf

5.1.4 Uninstalling Packages
Earlier we installed many configurations each of zlib and openssl. Now we will go through
and uninstall some of those packages that we didn’t really need.
$ spack find -d openssl
==> 3 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 -------------openssl@1.0.2k
^zlib@1.2.8
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------openssl@1.0.2k
^zlib@1.2.8
openssl@1.0.2k
^zlib@1.2.11
$ spack find zlib
==> 6 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 -------------zlib@1.2.8 zlib@1.2.11
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@4.7 --------------------------zlib@1.2.11
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------zlib@1.2.8 zlib@1.2.8 zlib@1.2.11

We can uninstall packages by spec using the same syntax as install.
$ spack uninstall zlib %gcc@4.7
==> The following packages will be uninstalled:
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@4.7 --------------------------bq2wtdx zlib@1.2.11%gcc+optimize+pic+shared
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==> Do you want to proceed? [y/N] y
==> Successfully uninstalled zlib@1.2.11%gcc@4.
˓→7+optimize+pic+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 /bq2wtdx
$ spack find -lf zlib
==> 5 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 -------------i426yu3 zlib@1.2.8%clang
4pt75q7 zlib@1.2.11%clang

-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------bkyl5bh zlib@1.2.8%gcc
64mns5m zlib@1.2.8%gcc cppflags="-O3"
5nus6kn zlib@1.2.11%gcc

We can also uninstall packages by referring only to their hash.
We can use either -f (force) or -R (remove dependents as well) to remove packages that
are required by another installed package.
$ spack uninstall zlib/i426
==>
˓→Error: Will not uninstall zlib@1.2.8%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4/i426yu3
The following packages depend on it:
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 -------------ufruk7k openssl@1.0.2k%clang

==> Error: Use \`spack
˓→uninstall --dependents\` to uninstall these dependencies as well.
$ spack uninstall -R zlib/i426
==> The following packages will be uninstalled:
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 -------------ufruk7k openssl@1.0.2k%clang
i426yu3 zlib@1.2.8%clang+optimize+pic+shared
==> Do you want to proceed? [y/N] y
==> Successfully uninstalled openssl@1.
˓→0.2k%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 /ufruk7k
==> Successfully
˓→uninstalled zlib@1.2.8%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4+optimize+pic+shared
˓→arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 /i426yu3

Spack will not uninstall packages that are not sufficiently specified. The -a (all) flag can
be used to uninstall multiple packages at once.
$ spack uninstall trilinos
==> Error: trilinos matches multiple packages:
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 -------------------------
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istwe3b trilinos@12.
˓→12.1%gcc~alloptpkgs+amesos+amesos2+anasazi+aztec+belos+boost
˓→build_type=RelWithDebInfo ~dtk+epetra+epetraext+exodus+fortran~
˓→fortrilinos+gtest+hdf5+hypre+ifpack+ifpack2+instantiate~
˓→instantiate_cmplx~intrepid~intrepid2+metis+ml+muelu+mumps~
˓→nox~openmp~pnetcdf~python~rol+sacado~shards+shared~stk+suite˓→sparse~superlu+superlu-dist+teuchos+tpetra~x11~xsdkflags~
˓→zlib+zoltan+zoltan2
xupifcp trilinos@12.
˓→12.1%gcc~alloptpkgs+amesos+amesos2+anasazi+aztec+belos+boost
˓→build_type=RelWithDebInfo ~dtk+epetra+epetraext+exodus+fortran~
˓→fortrilinos+gtest+hdf5+hypre+ifpack+ifpack2+instantiate~
˓→instantiate_cmplx~intrepid~intrepid2+metis+ml+muelu+mumps~
˓→nox~openmp~pnetcdf~python~rol+sacado~shards+shared~stk+suite˓→sparse~superlu+superlu-dist+teuchos+tpetra~x11~xsdkflags~
˓→zlib+zoltan+zoltan2

==> Error: You can either:
a) use a more specific spec, or
b) use `spack uninstall --all` to uninstall ALL matching specs.

$ spack uninstall /istw
==> The following packages will be uninstalled:
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------istwe3b trilinos@12.
˓→12.1%gcc~alloptpkgs+amesos+amesos2+anasazi+aztec+belos+boost
˓→build_type=RelWithDebInfo ~dtk+epetra+epetraext+exodus+fortran~
˓→fortrilinos+gtest+hdf5+hypre+ifpack+ifpack2+instantiate~
˓→instantiate_cmplx~intrepid~intrepid2+metis+ml+muelu+mumps~
˓→nox~openmp~pnetcdf~python~rol+sacado~shards+shared~stk+suite˓→sparse~superlu+superlu-dist+teuchos+tpetra~x11~xsdkflags~
˓→zlib+zoltan+zoltan2
==> Do you want to proceed? [y/N] y
==> Successfully uninstalled trilinos@12.12.
˓→1%gcc@5.4.0~alloptpkgs+amesos+amesos2+anasazi+aztec+belos+boost
˓→build_type=RelWithDebInfo ~dtk+epetra+epetraext+exodus+fortran~
˓→fortrilinos+gtest+hdf5+hypre+ifpack+ifpack2+instantiate~
˓→instantiate_cmplx~intrepid~intrepid2+metis+ml+muelu+mumps~
˓→nox~openmp~pnetcdf~python~rol+sacado~shards+shared~stk+suite˓→sparse~superlu+superlu-dist+teuchos+tpetra~x11~xsdkflags~
˓→zlib+zoltan+zoltan2 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 /istwe3b

5.1.5 Advanced spack find Usage
We will go over some additional uses for the spack find command not already covered
in the Installing Spack and Uninstalling Packages sections.
The spack find command can accept what we call “anonymous specs.” These are expressions in spec syntax that do not contain a package name. For example, spack find
^mpich will return every installed package that depends on mpich, and spack find
cppflags="-O3" will return every package which was built with cppflags="-O3".
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$ spack find ^mpich
==> 9 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------hdf5@1.10.1 hypre@2.12.
˓→1
matio@1.5.9 mumps@5.1.1 netcdf@4.4.1.1 netlib-scalapack@2.
˓→0.2
parmetis@4.0.3 superlu-dist@5.2.2 trilinos@12.12.1

$ spack find cppflags=-O3
==> 1 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------zlib@1.2.8

The find command can also show which packages were installed explicitly (rather than
pulled in as a dependency) using the -e flag. The -E flag shows implicit installs only. The
find command can also show the path to which a spack package was installed using the
-p command.
$ spack find -pe
==> 10 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 -------------zlib@1.
˓→2.11
/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→clang-3.8.0-2ubuntu4/zlib-1.2.11-4pt75q7qq6lygf3hgnona4lyc2uwedul
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------hdf5@1.
˓→10.1
/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1-pa6oqzfeqzkqkzqr2375fqyt3qggx3tr
hdf5@1.
˓→10.1
/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1-bovz45ms24pmfr7hlckf56bxegfc4rea
hdf5@1.
˓→10.1
/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/hdf5-1.10.1-e4gz6f2l5ik3ijuk3alwsqplex4tbvin
openssl@1.
˓→0.2k
/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openssl-1.0.2k-gyxmhgbam26d7y42omb7xrvkjjgmzwio
openssl@1.
˓→0.2k
/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openssl-1.0.2k-2woov64m3n4gjtnfp722qcyemzf2qtom
trilinos@12.
˓→12.1
/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/trilinos-12.12.1-xupifcp5d4f53cobm6g3xzao577uzezs
zlib@1.
˓→2.8
/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.8-bkyl5bhuep6fmhuxzkmhqy25qefjcvzc
zlib@1.
˓→2.8
/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.8-64mns5mvdacqvlashkf7v6lqrxixhmxu
zlib@1.
˓→2.11
/home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb
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5.1.6 Customizing Compilers
Spack manages a list of available compilers on the system, detected automatically from
from the user’s PATH variable. The spack compilers command is an alias for the
command spack compiler list.
$ spack compilers
==> Available compilers
-- clang ubuntu16.04-x86_64 ------------------------------------clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 clang@3.7.1-2ubuntu2
-- gcc ubuntu16.04-x86_64 --------------------------------------gcc@5.4.0 gcc@4.7

The compilers are maintained in a YAML file. Later in the tutorial you will learn how to
configure compilers by hand for special cases. Spack also has tools to add compilers, and
compilers built with Spack can be added to the configuration.
$ spack install --use-cache gcc
==> libsigsegv is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libsigsegv-2.11-fypapcprssrj3nstp6njprskeyynsgaz
==> m4 is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/m4-1.4.18-r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a
==> pkg-config is already installed
˓→in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/pkg-config-0.29.2-ae2hwm7q57byfbxtymts55xppqwk7ecj
==> ncurses is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/ncurses-6.0-ukq4tccptm2rxd56d2bumqthnpcjzlez
==> Installing readline
==> Searching for binary cache of readline
==>
˓→Finding buildcaches in /home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-matio-1.5.9-3ibrutc6cs7x6ybyt5ni5n6djtq5okm2.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-trilinos-12.12.1-xupifcp5d4f53cobm6g3xzao577uzezs.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-parmetis-4.0.3-qk77g6aiqr3f2hsykg54zzuhlxcpdcmv.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc-5.
˓→4.0-superlu-dist-5.2.2-65vot2le3ezooz7tj6eveovly725o44x.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-hypre-2.12.1-3psjg2ka2qa26jtgitlil4vglqr67anj.spec.yaml
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##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching file:///home/
˓→ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-mumps-5.1.1-phvk6yhkzqed6gjsbah6dnhlesdclild.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc˓→5.4.0-netcdf-4.4.1.1-rmx4uppnhpv6kq7bh7r46zfqevgdkkgw.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64-gcc-5.4.0˓→netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-km7tsbgoyyywonyejkjoojskhc5knz3z.spec.yaml
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Installing readline from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/readline-7.0/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-readline-7.0-gizxpch53zv5ufa62a2tb5lalcqgxbuc.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:26:53 PM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed readline from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/readline-7.0-gizxpch53zv5ufa62a2tb5lalcqgxbuc
==> Installing gdbm
==> Searching for binary cache of gdbm
==> Installing gdbm from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/
˓→linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gdbm-1.13/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64-gcc-5.4.0-gdbm-1.13-vdhoris6wdzzb2ykax2hz7qzgizk5h3t.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:26:51 PM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
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==> Successfully installed gdbm from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gdbm-1.13-vdhoris6wdzzb2ykax2hz7qzgizk5h3t
==> Installing perl
==> Searching for binary cache of perl
==> Installing perl from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/perl-5.24.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-perl-5.24.1-mfzwy6y5mlbqpqvti4etpe3cgkmxkpi2.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:27:19 PM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed perl from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/perl-5.24.1-mfzwy6y5mlbqpqvti4etpe3cgkmxkpi2
==> Installing autoconf
==> Searching for binary cache of autoconf
==> Installing autoconf from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/autoconf-2.69/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-autoconf-2.69-bvabhjiklhi7c5742ixzs7hubhid3ax2.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:27:22 PM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed autoconf from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/autoconf-2.69-bvabhjiklhi7c5742ixzs7hubhid3ax2
==> Installing automake
==> Searching for binary cache of automake
==> Installing automake from binary cache
==> Fetching
˓→file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/automake-1.15.1/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64˓→gcc-5.4.0-automake-1.15.1-kaiefe4j2lsq6b32ncrclmbeoa5z25a5.spack
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##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:27:21 PM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed automake from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/automake-1.15.1-kaiefe4j2lsq6b32ncrclmbeoa5z25a5
==> libtool is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libtool-2.4.6-o2pfwjf44353ajgr42xqtvzyvqsazkgu
==> Installing gmp
==> Searching for binary cache of gmp
==> Installing gmp from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/
˓→linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gmp-6.1.2/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64-gcc-5.4.0-gmp-6.1.2-qc4qcfz4monpllc3nqupdo7vwinf73sw.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:12:29 PM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed gmp from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gmp-6.1.2-qc4qcfz4monpllc3nqupdo7vwinf73sw
==> Installing isl
==> Searching for binary cache of isl
==> Installing isl from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/
˓→linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/isl-0.18/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64-gcc-5.4.0-isl-0.18-vttqoutnsmjpm3ogb52rninksc7hq5ax.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:12:28 PM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
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Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed isl from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/isl-0.18-vttqoutnsmjpm3ogb52rninksc7hq5ax
==> Installing mpfr
==> Searching for binary cache of mpfr
==> Installing mpfr from binary cache
==>
˓→Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/linux˓→ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mpfr-3.1.5/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64-gcc-5.4.0-mpfr-3.1.5-mdi6irzvxcbemt7yredzr36dvo6ty4sl.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:12:30 PM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed mpfr from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mpfr-3.1.5-mdi6irzvxcbemt7yredzr36dvo6ty4sl
==> Installing mpc
==> Searching for binary cache of mpc
==> Installing mpc from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/
˓→linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mpc-1.0.3/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64-gcc-5.4.0-mpc-1.0.3-tumbpshu5hjxwextoudk5hmic6nspb3z.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:12:29 PM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed mpc from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mpc-1.0.3-tumbpshu5hjxwextoudk5hmic6nspb3z
==> zlib is already
˓→installed in /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb
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==> Installing gcc
==> Searching for binary cache of gcc
==> Installing gcc from binary cache
==> Fetching file:///home/ubuntu/becker/buildcache/build_cache/
˓→linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64-gcc-5.4.0-gcc-7.2.0-k3vy57euyeuyvpotwf4wezfmpo3mrtrj.spack
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
gpg: Signature
˓→made Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:16:31 PM UTC using RSA key ID 3B7C69B2
gpg: Good signature from "sc˓→tutorial (GPG created for Spack) <becker33@llnl.gov>" [unknown]
gpg: WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg:
˓→
There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.
Primary key
˓→fingerprint: 95C7 1787 7AC0 0FFD AA8F
D6E9 9CFA 4A45 3B7C 69B2
==> Relocating package from
/home/ubuntu/
˓→becker/spack/opt/spack to /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack.
==> Successfully installed gcc from binary cache
[+] /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-k3vy57euyeuyvpotwf4wezfmpo3mrtrj
$ spack find -p gcc
==> 1 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------gcc@7.2.0 /home/ubuntu/test/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-k3vy57euyeuyvpotwf4wezfmpo3mrtrj

We can add gcc to Spack as an available compiler using the spack compiler add
command. This will allow future packages to build with gcc@7.2.0.
$ spack
˓→compiler add /home/ubuntu/becker/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-k3vy57euyeuyvpotwf4wezfmpo3mrtrj
==>
˓→ Added 1 new compiler to /home/ubuntu/.spack/linux/compilers.yaml
gcc@7.2.0
==> Compilers are defined in the following files:
/home/ubuntu/.spack/linux/compilers.yaml

We can also remove compilers from our configuration using spack compiler remove
<compiler_spec>
$ spack compiler remove gcc@7.2.0
==> Removed compiler gcc@7.2.0

5.2 Configuration Tutorial
This tutorial will guide you through various configuration options that allow you to customize Spack’s behavior with respect to software installation. We will first cover the configuration file hierarchy. Then, we will cover configuration options for compilers, focusing
on how it can be used to extend Spack’s compiler auto-detection. Next, we will cover the
packages configuration file, focusing on how it can be used to override default build options
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as well as specify external package installations to use. Finally, we will briefly touch on the
config configuration file, which manages more high-level Spack configuration options.
For all of these features we will demonstrate how we build up a full configuration file.
For some we will then demonstrate how the configuration affects the install command, and
for others we will use the spack spec command to demonstrate how the configuration
changes have affected Spack’s concretization algorithm. The provided output is all from a
server running Ubuntu version 16.04.

5.2.1 Configuration Scopes
Depending on your use case, you may want to provide configuration settings common to
everyone on your team, or you may want to set default behaviors specific to a single user
account. Spack provides 4 configuration scopes to handle this customization. These scopes,
in order of decreasing priority, are:
Scope
User configurations
Project configurations
System configurations
Default configurations

Directory
~/.spack
$SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack
/etc/spack
$SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack/defaults

Spack’s default configuration settings reside in $SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack/
defaults. These are useful for reference, but should never be directly edited. To
override these settings, create new configuration files in any of the higher-priority
configuration scopes.
A particular cluster may have multiple Spack installations associated with different projects.
To provide settings common to all Spack installations, put your configuration files in /
etc/spack. To provide settings specific to a particular Spack installation, you can use
the $SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack directory.
For settings specific to a particular user, you will want to add configuration files to the ~/
.spack directory. When Spack first checked for compilers on your system, you may have
noticed that it placed your compiler configuration in this directory.
Some facilities manage multiple platforms from a single shared filesystem. In order to handle this, each of the configuration scopes listed above has two sub-scopes: platform-specific
and platform-independent. For example, compiler settings can be stored in compilers.
yaml configuration files in the following locations:
• ~/.spack/<platform>/compilers.yaml
• ~/.spack/compilers.yaml
• $SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack/<platform>/compilers.yaml
• $SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack/compilers.yaml
• /etc/spack/<platform>/compilers.yaml
• /etc/spack/compilers.yaml
• $SPACK_ROOT/etc/defaults/<platform>/compilers.yaml
• $SPACK_ROOT/etc/defaults/compilers.yaml
These files are listed in decreasing order of precedence, so files in ~/.spack/
<platform> will override settings in ~/.spack.
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Spack configurations are YAML dictionaries. Every configuration file begins with a toplevel dictionary that tells Spack which configuration set it modifies. When Spack checks
it’s configuration, the configuration scopes are updated as dictionaries in increasing order
of precedence, allowing higher precedence files to override lower. YAML dictionaries use
a colon “:” to specify key-value pairs. Spack extends YAML syntax slightly to allow a
double-colon “::” to specify a key-value pair. When a double-colon is used to specify a
key-value pair, instead of adding that section Spack replaces what was in that section with
the new value. For example, a user compilers configuration file as follows:
compilers::
- compiler:
environment: {}
extra_rpaths: []
flags: {}
modules: []
operating_system: ubuntu16.04
paths:
cc: /usr/bin/gcc
cxx: /usr/bin/g++
f77: /usr/bin/gfortran
fc: /usr/bin/gfortran
spec: gcc@5.4.0
target: x86_64

ensures that no other compilers are used, as the user configuration scope is the last scope
searched and the compilers:: line replaces all previous configuration files information.
If the same configuration file had a single colon instead of the double colon, it would add the
gcc version 5.4.0 compiler to whatever other compilers were listed in other configuration
files.

5.2.2 Compiler Configuration
For most tasks, we can use Spack with the compilers auto-detected the first time Spack runs
on a system. As we discussed in the basic installation section, we can also tell Spack where
compilers are located using the spack compiler add command. However, in some
circumstances we want even more fine-grained control over the compilers available. This
section will teach you how to exercise that control using the compilers configuration file.
We will start by opening the compilers configuration file
$ spack config edit compilers
compilers:
- compiler:
environment: {}
extra_rpaths: []
flags: {}
modules: []
operating_system: ubuntu16.04
paths:
cc: /usr/bin/clang
cxx: /usr/bin/clang++
f77: null
fc: null
spec: clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4
target: x86_64
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- compiler:
environment: {}
extra_rpaths: []
flags: {}
modules: []
operating_system: ubuntu16.04
paths:
cc: /usr/bin/gcc
cxx: /usr/bin/g++
f77: /usr/bin/gfortran
fc: /usr/bin/gfortran
spec: gcc@5.4.0
target: x86_64

This specifies one version of the gcc compiler and one version of the clang compiler with
no flang compiler. Now suppose we have a code that we want to compile with the clang
compiler for C/C++ code, but with gfortran for Fortran components. We can do this by
adding another entry to the compilers.yaml file.
- compiler:
environment: {}
extra_rpaths: []
flags: {}
modules: []
operating_system: ubuntu16.04
paths:
cc: /usr/bin/clang
cxx: /usr/bin/clang++
f77: /usr/bin/gfortran
fc: /usr/bin/gfortran
spec: clang@3.8.0-gfortran
target: x86_64

Let’s talk about the sections of this compiler entry that we’ve changed. The biggest change
we’ve made is to the paths section. This lists the paths to the compilers to use for each
language/specification. In this case, we point to the clang compiler for C/C++ and the
gfortran compiler for both specifications of Fortran. We’ve also changed the spec entry
for this compiler. The spec entry is effectively the name of the compiler for Spack. It
consists of a name and a version number, separated by the @ sigil. The name must be
one of the supported compiler names in Spack (gcc, intel, pgi, xl, xl_r, clang, nag, cce).
The version number can be an arbitrary string of alphanumeric characters, as well as -, ., and _. The target and
operating_system sections we leave unchanged. These sections specify when Spack can use different compilers,
and are primarily useful for configuration files that will be used across multiple systems.
We can verify that our new compiler works by invoking it now:
$ spack install zlib %clang@3.8.0-gfortran
...

This new compiler also works on Fortran codes:
$ spack install cfitsio %clang@3.8.0-gfortran
...
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Compiler Flags
Some compilers may require specific compiler flags to work properly in a particular computing environment. Spack provides configuration options for setting compiler flags every
time a specific compiler is invoked. These flags become part of the package spec and therefore of the build provenance. As on the command line, the flags are set through the implicit
build variables cflags, cxxflags, cppflags, fflags, ldflags, and ldlibs.
Let’s open our compilers configuration file again and add a compiler flag.
- compiler:
environment: {}
extra_rpaths: []
flags:
cppflags: -g
modules: []
operating_system: ubuntu16.04
paths:
cc: /usr/bin/clang
cxx: /usr/bin/clang++
f77: /usr/bin/gfortran
fc: /usr/bin/gfortran
spec: clang@3.8.0-gfortran
target: x86_64

We can test this out using the spack spec command to show how the spec is concretized.
$ spack spec cfitsio %clang@3.8.0-gfortran
Input spec
-------------------------------cfitsio%clang@3.8.0-gfortran
Normalized
-------------------------------cfitsio%clang@3.8.0-gfortran
Concretized
-------------------------------cfitsio@3.410%clang@3.8.0-gfortran
˓→cppflags="-g" +bzip2+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^bzip2@1.0.6%clang@3.
˓→8.0-gfortran cppflags="-g" +shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

We can see that “cppflags=-g” has been added to every node in the DAG.
Advanced Compiler Configuration
There are three fields of the compiler configuration entry that we have not talked about yet.
The modules field of the compiler is used primarily on Cray systems, but can be useful
on any system that has compilers that are only useful when a particular module is loaded.
Any modules in the modules field of the compiler configuration will be loaded as part of
the build environment for packages using that compiler.
The extra_rpaths field of the compiler configuration is used for compilers that do not
rpath all of their dependencies by default. Since compilers are generally installed externally
to Spack, Spack is unable to manage compiler dependencies and enforce rpath usage. This
can lead to packages not finding link dependencies imposed by the compiler properly. For
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compilers that impose link dependencies on the resulting executables that are not rpath’ed
into the executable automatically, the extra_rpath field of the compiler configuration
tells Spack which dependencies to rpath into every executable created by that compiler. The
executables will then be able to find the link dependencies imposed by the compiler.
The environment field of the compiler configuration is used for compilers that require
environment variables to be set during build time. For example, if your Intel compiler suite
requires the INTEL_LICENSE_FILE environment variable to point to the proper license
server, you can set this in compilers.yaml.

5.2.3 Configuring Package Preferences
Package preferences in Spack are managed through the packages.yaml configuration
file. First, we will look at the default packages.yaml file.
$ spack config --scope defaults edit packages
# -------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------# This file controls default concretization preferences for Spack.
#
# Settings
˓→here are versioned with Spack and are intended to provide
# sensible
˓→defaults out of the box. Spack maintainers should edit this
# file to keep it current.
#
# Users can override these settings by editing the following files.
#
# Per-spack-instance settings (overrides defaults):
#
$SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack/packages.yaml
#
# Per-user settings (overrides default and site settings):
#
~/.spack/packages.yaml
# -------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------packages:
all:
compiler: [gcc, intel, pgi, clang, xl, nag]
providers:
awk: [gawk]
blas: [openblas]
daal: [intel-daal]
elf: [elfutils]
gl: [mesa, opengl]
golang: [gcc]
ipp: [intel-ipp]
java: [jdk]
lapack: [openblas]
mkl: [intel-mkl]
mpe: [mpe2]
mpi: [openmpi, mpich]
opencl: [pocl]
openfoam: [openfoam-com, openfoam-org, foam-extend]
pil: [py-pillow]
pkgconfig: [pkgconf, pkg-config]
scalapack: [netlib-scalapack]
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szip: [libszip, libaec]
tbb: [intel-tbb]
jpeg: [libjpeg-turbo, libjpeg]

This sets the default preferences for compilers and for providers of virtual packages. To
illustrate how this works, suppose we want to change the preferences to prefer the clang
compiler and to prefer mpich over openmpi. Currently, we prefer gcc and openmpi
$ spack spec hdf5
Input spec
-------------------------------hdf5
Normalized
-------------------------------hdf5
^zlib@1.1.2:
Concretized
-------------------------------hdf5@1.10.1%gcc@5.4.0+cxx~debug+fortran+mpi+pic+shared~
˓→szip~threadsafe arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^openmpi@3.0.0%gcc@5.4.0~cuda fabrics= ~java schedulers=
˓→~sqlite3~thread_multiple+vt arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^hwloc@1.
˓→11.7%gcc@5.4.0~cuda+libxml2~pci arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^libxml2@2.9.4%gcc@5.4.0~python arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^pkg-config@0.
˓→29.2%gcc@5.4.0+internal_glib arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^xz@5.2.3%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

˓→

˓→

^zlib@1.2.11%gcc@5.4.0+pic+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

Now we will open the packages configuration file and update our preferences.
$ spack config edit packages
packages:
all:
compiler: [clang, gcc, intel, pgi, xl, nag]
providers:
mpi: [mpich, openmpi]

Because of the configuration scoping we discussed earlier, this overrides the default settings
just for these two items.
$ spack spec hdf5
Input spec
-------------------------------hdf5
Normalized
-------------------------------hdf5
^zlib@1.1.2:
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Concretized
-------------------------------hdf5@1.10.1%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4+cxx~debug~fortran~
˓→hl+mpi+pic+shared~szip~threadsafe arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^mpich@3.2%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 device=ch3
˓→+hydra netmod=tcp +pmi+romio~verbs arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^zlib@1.2.
˓→11%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4+pic+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

Variant Preferences
The packages configuration file can also set variant preferences for package variants. For
example, let’s change our preferences to build all packages without shared libraries. We
will accomplish this by turning off the shared variant on all packages that have one.
packages:
all:
compiler: [clang, gcc, intel, pgi, xl, nag]
providers:
mpi: [mpich, openmpi]
variants: ~shared

We can check the effect of this command with spack spec hdf5 again.
$ spack spec hdf5
Input spec
-------------------------------hdf5
Normalized
-------------------------------hdf5
^zlib@1.1.2:
Concretized
-------------------------------hdf5@1.10.1%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4+cxx~debug~fortran~
˓→hl+mpi+pic~shared~szip~threadsafe arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^mpich@3.2%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 device=ch3
˓→+hydra netmod=tcp +pmi+romio~verbs arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^zlib@1.2.
˓→11%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4+pic~shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

So far we have only made global changes to the package preferences. As we’ve seen
throughout this tutorial, hdf5 builds with MPI enabled by default in Spack. If we were
working on a project that would routinely need serial hdf5, that might get annoying quickly,
having to type hdf5~mpi all the time. Instead, we’ll update our preferences for hdf5.
packages:
all:
compiler: [clang, gcc, intel, pgi, xl, nag]
providers:
mpi: [mpich, openmpi]
variants: ~shared
hdf5:
variants: ~mpi
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Now hdf5 will concretize without an MPI dependency by default.
$ spack spec hdf5
Input spec
-------------------------------hdf5
Normalized
-------------------------------hdf5
^zlib@1.1.2:
Concretized
-------------------------------hdf5@1.10.1%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4+cxx~debug~fortran~
˓→hl+mpi+pic~shared~szip~threadsafe arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^zlib@1.2.
˓→11%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4+pic~shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

In general, every attribute that we can set for all packages we can set separately for an
individual package.
External Packages
The packages configuration file also controls when Spack will build against an externally
installed package. On these systems we have a pre-installed zlib.
packages:
all:
compiler: [clang, gcc, intel, pgi, xl, nag]
providers:
mpi: [mpich, openmpi]
variants: ~shared
hdf5:
variants: ~mpi
zlib:
paths:
zlib@1.2.8%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64: /usr

Here, we’ve told Spack that zlib 1.2.8 is installed on our system. We’ve also told it the
installation prefix where zlib can be found. We don’t know exactly which variants it was
built with, but that’s okay.
$ spack spec hdf5
Input spec
-------------------------------hdf5
Normalized
-------------------------------hdf5
^zlib@1.1.2:
Concretized
-------------------------------hdf5@1.10.1%gcc@5.4.0~cxx~debug~fortran~
˓→hl~mpi+pic+shared~szip~threadsafe arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
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^zlib@1.
2.8%gcc@5.4.0+optimize+pic~shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

˓→

You’ll notice that Spack is now using the external zlib installation, but the compiler used
to build zlib is now overriding our compiler preference of clang. If we explicitly specify
clang:
$ spack spec hdf5 %clang
Input spec
-------------------------------hdf5%clang
Normalized
-------------------------------hdf5%clang
^zlib@1.1.2:
Concretized
-------------------------------hdf5@1.10.1%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4~cxx~debug~fortran~
˓→hl~mpi+pic+shared~szip~threadsafe arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^zlib@1.2.11%clang@3.
˓→8.0-2ubuntu4+optimize+pic~shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

Spack concretizes to both hdf5 and zlib being built with clang. This has a side-effect of
rebuilding zlib. If we want to force Spack to use the system zlib, we have two choices. We
can either specify it on the command line, or we can tell Spack that it’s not allowed to build
its own zlib. We’ll go with the latter.
packages:
all:
compiler: [clang, gcc, intel, pgi, xl, nag]
providers:
mpi: [mpich, openmpi]
variants: ~shared
hdf5:
variants: ~mpi
zlib:
paths:
zlib@1.2.8%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64: /usr
buildable: False

Now Spack will be forced to choose the external zlib.
$ spack spec hdf5 %clang
Input spec
-------------------------------hdf5%clang
Normalized
-------------------------------hdf5%clang
^zlib@1.1.2:
Concretized
-------------------------------hdf5@1.10.1%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4~cxx~debug~fortran~
˓→hl~mpi+pic+shared~szip~threadsafe arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
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^zlib@1.
2.8%gcc@5.4.0+optimize+pic~shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

˓→

This gets slightly more complicated with virtual dependencies. Suppose we don’t want to
build our own MPI, but we now want a parallel version of hdf5? Well, fortunately we have
mpich installed on these systems.
packages:
all:
compiler: [clang, gcc, intel, pgi, xl, nag]
providers:
mpi: [mpich, openmpi]
variants: ~shared
hdf5:
variants: ~mpi
zlib:
paths:
zlib@1.2.8%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64: /usr
buildable: False
mpich:
paths:
mpich@3.2%gcc@5.4.0 device=ch3 +hydra
˓→netmod=tcp +pmi+romio~verbs arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64: /usr
buildable: False

If we concretize hdf5+mpi with this configuration file, we will just build with an alternate
MPI implementation.
$ spack spec hdf5 %clang +mpi
Input spec
-------------------------------hdf5%clang+mpi
Normalized
-------------------------------hdf5%clang+mpi
^mpi
^zlib@1.1.2:
Concretized
-------------------------------hdf5@1.10.1%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4~cxx~debug~fortran~
˓→hl+mpi+pic~shared~szip~threadsafe arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^openmpi@3.
˓→0.0%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4~cuda fabrics=verbs ~java schedulers=
˓→~sqlite3~thread_multiple+vt arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^hwloc@1.11.8%clang@3.
˓→8.0-2ubuntu4~cuda+libxml2+pci arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^libpciaccess@0.
˓→13.5%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^libtool@2.4.6%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

˓→

˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
^m4@1.4.18%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4
patches=3877ab548f88597ab2327a2230ee048d2d07ace1062efe81fc92e91b7f39cd00 +sigsegv
˓→arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
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^libsigsegv@2.
11%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^pkg-config@0.29.2
˓→%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4+internal_glib arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^util˓→macros@1.19.1%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^libxml2@2.
˓→9.4%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4~python arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

˓→

^xz@5.2.3%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^zlib@1.
˓→2.8%gcc@5.4.0+optimize+pic+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
˓→

We have only expressed a preference for mpich over other MPI implementations, and Spack
will happily build with one we haven’t forbid it from using. We could resolve this by
requesting hdf5%clang+mpi^mpich explicitly, or we can configure Spack not to use
any other MPI implementation. Since we’re focused on configurations here and the former
can get tedious, we’ll need to modify our packages.yaml file again.
While we’re at it, we can configure hdf5 to build with MPI by default again.
packages:
all:
compiler: [clang, gcc, intel, pgi, xl, nag]
providers:
mpi: [mpich, openmpi]
variants: ~shared
zlib:
paths:
zlib@1.2.8%gcc@5.4.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64: /usr
buildable: False
mpich:
paths:
mpich@3.2%gcc@5.4.0 device=ch3 +hydra
˓→netmod=tcp +pmi+romio~verbs arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64: /usr
buildable: False
openmpi:
buildable: False
mvapich2:
buildable: False
intel-mpi:
buildable: False
spectrum-mpi:
buildable: False
intel-parallel-studio:
buildable: False

Now that we have configured Spack not to build any of the possible providers for MPI we
can try again.
$ spack spec hdf5 %clang
Input spec
-------------------------------hdf5%clang
Normalized
-------------------------------hdf5%clang
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^mpi
^zlib@1.1.2:
Concretized
-------------------------------hdf5@1.10.1%clang@3.8.0-2ubuntu4+cxx~debug~fortran~
˓→hl+mpi+pic~shared~szip~threadsafe arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^mpich@3.2%gcc@5.4.0 device=ch3
˓→+hydra netmod=tcp +pmi+romio~verbs arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
^zlib@1.2.8%gcc@5.4.0+pic+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64

By configuring most of our package preferences in packages.yaml, we can cut down on
the amount of work we need to do when specifying a spec on the command line. In addition
to compiler and variant preferences, we can specify version preferences as well. Anything
that you can specify on the command line can be specified in packages.yaml with the
exact same spec syntax.
Warning: Make sure to delete or move the packages.yaml you have been editing up to this point. Otherwise,
it will change the hashes of your packages, leading to differences in the output of later tutorial sections.

5.2.4 High-level Config
In addition to compiler and package settings, Spack allows customization of several highlevel settings. These settings are stored in the generic config.yaml configuration file.
You can see the default settings by running:
$ spack config --scope defaults edit config
# -------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------# This is the default spack configuration file.
#
# Settings
˓→here are versioned with Spack and are intended to provide
# sensible
˓→defaults out of the box. Spack maintainers should edit this
# file to keep it current.
#
# Users can override these settings by editing the following files.
#
# Per-spack-instance settings (overrides defaults):
#
$SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack/config.yaml
#
# Per-user settings (overrides default and site settings):
#
~/.spack/config.yaml
# -------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------config:
# This is the path to the root of the Spack install tree.
# You
˓→can use $spack here to refer to the root of the spack instance.
install_tree: $spack/opt/spack
# Locations where templates should be found
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template_dirs:
- $spack/templates
# Locations where different types of modules should be installed.
module_roots:
tcl:
$spack/share/spack/modules
lmod:
$spack/share/spack/lmod
dotkit: $spack/share/spack/dotkit

# Temporary locations Spack can try to use for builds.
#
# Spack
˓→will use the first one it finds that exists and is writable.
# You
˓→can use $tempdir to refer to the system default temp directory
# (as returned by tempfile.gettempdir()).
#
#
˓→A value of $spack/var/spack/stage indicates that Spack should run
# builds
˓→directly inside its install directory without staging them in
# temporary space.
#
# The build stage can be purged with `spack purge --stage`.
build_stage:
- $tempdir
- /nfs/tmp2/$user
- $spack/var/spack/stage

# Cache directory already downloaded source tarballs and archived
#
˓→repositories. This can be purged with `spack purge --downloads`.
source_cache: $spack/var/spack/cache

#
Cache directory for miscellaneous files, like the package index.
# This can be purged with `spack purge --misc-cache`
misc_cache: ~/.spack/cache

˓→

# If this is false, tools like curl that use SSL will not verify
# certifiates. (e.g., curl will use use the -k option)
verify_ssl: true

# If
set to true, Spack will always check checksums after downloading
# archives. If false, Spack skips the checksum step.
checksum: true

˓→

# If set to true, `spack install` and friends will NOT clean
# potentially
˓→harmful variables from the build environment. Use wisely.
dirty: false
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# The
default number of jobs to use when running `make` in parallel.
# If set to 4, for example, `spack install` will run `make -j4`.
# If not set, all available cores are used by default.
# build_jobs: 4

˓→

As you can see, many of the directories Spack uses can be customized. For example, you
can tell Spack to install packages to a prefix outside of the $SPACK_ROOT hierarchy. Module files can be written to a central location if you are using multiple Spack instances. If you
have a fast scratch filesystem, you can run builds from this filesystem with the following
config.yaml:
config:
build_stage:
- /scratch/$user

On systems with compilers that absolutely require environment variables like
LD_LIBRARY_PATH, it is possible to prevent Spack from cleaning the build environment
with the dirty setting:
config:
dirty: true

However, this is strongly discouraged, as it can pull unwanted libraries into the build.
One last setting that may be of interest to many users is the ability to customize the parallelism of Spack builds. By default, Spack installs all packages in parallel with the number
of jobs equal to the number of cores on the node. For example, on a node with 36 cores,
this will look like:
$ spack install --verbose zlib
==> Installing zlib
==> Using
˓→cached archive: ~/spack/var/spack/cache/zlib/zlib-1.2.11.tar.gz
==> Staging archive: ~/spack/var/spack/stage/
˓→zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb/zlib-1.2.11.tar.gz
==> Created stage in ~/spack/
˓→var/spack/stage/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb
==> No patches needed for zlib
==> Building zlib [Package]
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> './configure' '--prefix=~/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/zlib-1.2.11-5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb'
Checking for shared library support...
Building
˓→shared library libz.so.1.2.11 with ~/spack/lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc.
Checking for size_t... Yes.
Checking for off64_t... Yes.
Checking for fseeko... Yes.
Checking for strerror... Yes.
Checking for unistd.h... Yes.
Checking for stdarg.h... Yes.
Checking whether
˓→to use vs[n]printf() or s[n]printf()... using vs[n]printf().
Checking for vsnprintf() in stdio.h... Yes.
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Checking for return value of vsnprintf()... Yes.
Checking for attribute(visibility) support... Yes.
==> 'make' '-j36'
...
==> 'make' '-j36' 'install'
...

As you can see, we are building with all 36 cores on the node. If you are on a shared login
node, this can slow down the system for other users. If you have a strict ulimit or restriction
on the number of available licenses, you may not be able to build at all with this many cores.
On nodes with 64+ cores, you may not see a significant speedup of the build anyway. To
limit the number of cores our build uses, set build_jobs like so:
config:
build_jobs: 4

If we uninstall and reinstall zlib, we see that it now uses only 4 cores:
$ spack install -v zlib
==> Installing zlib
==> Using
˓→cached archive: ~/spack/var/spack/cache/zlib/zlib-1.2.11.tar.gz
==> Staging archive: ~/spack/var/spack/stage/
˓→zlib-1.2.11-ezuwp4pa52e75v6iweawzwymmf4ahxxn/zlib-1.2.11.tar.gz
==> Created stage in ~/spack/
˓→var/spack/stage/zlib-1.2.11-ezuwp4pa52e75v6iweawzwymmf4ahxxn
==> No patches needed for zlib
==> Building zlib [Package]
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> './configure' '--prefix=~/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-7.2.0/zlib-1.2.11-ezuwp4pa52e75v6iweawzwymmf4ahxxn'
Checking for shared library support...
Building
˓→shared library libz.so.1.2.11 with ~/spack/lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc.
Checking for size_t... Yes.
Checking for off64_t... Yes.
Checking for fseeko... Yes.
Checking for strerror... Yes.
Checking for unistd.h... Yes.
Checking for stdarg.h... Yes.
Checking whether
˓→to use vs[n]printf() or s[n]printf()... using vs[n]printf().
Checking for vsnprintf() in stdio.h... Yes.
Checking for return value of vsnprintf()... Yes.
Checking for attribute(visibility) support... Yes.
==> 'make' '-j4'
...
==> 'make' '-j4' 'install'
...

Obviously, if you want to build everything in serial for whatever reason, you would set
build_jobs to 1.
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5.3 Package Creation Tutorial
This tutorial will walk you through the steps behind building a simple package installation
script. We’ll focus building an mpileaks package, which is a MPI debugging tool. By
creating a package file we’re essentially giving Spack a recipe for how to build a particular
piece of software. We’re describing some of the software’s dependencies, where to find the
package, what commands and options are used to build the package from source, and more.
Once we’ve specified a package’s recipe, we can ask Spack to build that package in many
different ways.
This tutorial assumes you have a basic familiarity with some of the Spack commands, and
that you have a working version of Spack installed. If not, we suggest looking at Spack’s
Getting Started guide. This tutorial also assumes you have at least a beginner’s-level familiarity with Python.
Also note that this document is a tutorial. It can help you get started with packaging, but is
not intended to be complete. See Spack’s Packaging Guide for more complete documentation on this topic.

5.3.1 Getting Started
A few things before we get started:
• We’ll refer to the Spack installation location via the environment variable SPACK_ROOT.
You should point SPACK_ROOT at wherever you have Spack installed.
• Add $SPACK_ROOT/bin to your PATH before you start.
• Make sure your EDITOR environment variable is set to some text editor you like.
• We’ll be writing Python code as part of this tutorial. You can find successive versions of the
Python code in $SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/docs/tutorial/examples.

5.3.2 Creating the Package File
Spack comes with a handy command to create a new package: spack create.
This command is given the location of a package’s source code, downloads the code, and
sets up some basic packaging infrastructure for you. The mpileaks source code can be found
on GitHub, and here’s what happens when we run spack create on it:
$ spack create -t generic -f https://github.
˓→com/hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
==> This looks like a URL for mpileaks
==> Found 1 version of mpileaks:
1.0 https://github.
com/LLNL/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz

˓→

==>
˓→How many would you like to checksum? (default is 1, q to abort) 1
==> Downloading...
==> Fetching https://github.
˓→com/LLNL/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
###################
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
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==> Checksummed 1 version of mpileaks
==> Using specified package template: 'generic'
==> Created template for mpileaks package
==> Created package file:
˓→$SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/mpileaks/package.py

And Spack should spawn a text editor with this file:
#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.
# Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
#
# This file is part of Spack.
# Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
# LLNL-CODE-647188
#
# For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
# Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.
#
# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
#
# This is a template package file for Spack. We've put "FIXME"
# next to all the things you'll want to change. Once you've handled
# them, you can save this file and test your package like this:
#
#
spack install mpileaks
#
# You can edit this file again by typing:
#
#
spack edit mpileaks
#
# See the Spack documentation for more information on packaging.
# If you submit this package back to Spack as a pull request,
# please first remove this boilerplate and all FIXME comments.
#
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from spack import *

class Mpileaks(Package):
"""FIXME: Put a proper description of your package here."""
# FIXME: Add a proper url for your package's homepage here.
homepage = "http://www.example.com"
url
= "https://github.
˓→com/hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz"
version('1.0', '8838c574b39202a57d7c2d68692718aa')
# FIXME: Add dependencies if required.
# depends_on('foo')
def install(self, spec, prefix):
# FIXME: Unknown build system
make()
make('install')

Spack has created this file in $SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/
packages/mpileaks/package.py. Take a moment to look over the file. There’s
a few placeholders that Spack has created, which we’ll fill in as part of this tutorial:
• We’ll document some information about this package in the comments.
• We’ll fill in the dependency list for this package.
• We’ll fill in some of the configuration arguments needed to build this package.
For the moment, exit your editor and let’s see what happens when we try to build this
package:
$ spack install mpileaks
==> Installing mpileaks
==> Using cached archive: /usr/workspace/
˓→wsa/legendre/spack/var/spack/cache/mpileaks/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
==> Staging
˓→archive: /usr/workspace/wsa/legendre/spack/var/spack/stage/
˓→mpileaks-1.0-hufwhwpq5benv3sslie6ryflk5s6nm35/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
==> Created stage in /usr/workspace/wsa/legendre/spack/
˓→var/spack/stage/mpileaks-1.0-hufwhwpq5benv3sslie6ryflk5s6nm35
==> Ran patch() for mpileaks
==> Building mpileaks [AutotoolsPackage]
==> Executing phase : 'autoreconf'
==> Executing phase : 'configure'
==> Error: ProcessError: Command exited with status 1:
'./configure' '˓→-prefix=/usr/workspace/wsa/legendre/spack/opt/spack/linux-rhel7˓→x86_64/gcc-4.9.3/mpileaks-1.0-hufwhwpq5benv3sslie6ryflk5s6nm35'
/usr/workspace/wsa/legendre/spack/
˓→lib/spack/spack/build_systems/autotools.py:150, in configure:
145
def configure(self, spec, prefix):
146
"
˓→""Runs configure with the arguments specified in `configure_args`
147
and an appropriately set prefix
148
"""
149
˓→options = ['--prefix={0}'.format(prefix)] + self.configure_args()
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>> 150

inspect.getmodule(self).configure(*options)

See build log for details:
/tmp/legendre/
˓→spack-stage/spack-stage-8HVzqu/mpileaks-1.0/spack-build.out

This obviously didn’t work; we need to fill in the package-specific information. Specifically,
Spack didn’t try to build any of mpileaks’ dependencies, nor did it use the proper configure
arguments. Let’s start fixing things

5.3.3 Package Documentation
We can bring the package.py file back into our EDITOR with the spack edit command:
$ spack edit mpileaks

Let’s remove some of the FIXME comments, and add links to the mpileaks homepage and
document what mpileaks does. I’m also going to cut out the Copyright clause at this point
to keep this tutorial document shorter, but you shouldn’t do that normally. The results
of these changes can be found in $SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/docs/tutorial/
examples/1.package.py and are below. Make these changes to your package.py:
from spack import *

class Mpileaks(Package):
"""Tool to detect and report MPI objects like MPI_Requests and
MPI_Datatypes."""
homepage = "https://github.com/hpc/mpileaks"
url
= "https://github.com/
˓→hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz"
version('1.0', '8838c574b39202a57d7c2d68692718aa')

# NOQA

# FIXME: Add dependencies if required.
# depends_on('foo')
def install(self, spec, prefix):
# FIXME: Unknown build system
make()
make('install')

We’ve filled in the comment that describes what this package does and added a link to the
web site. That won’t help us build yet, but it will allow Spack to provide some documentation on this package to other users:
$ spack info mpileaks
AutotoolsPackage:
mpileaks
Homepage:
https://github.com/hpc/mpileaks
Safe versions:
1.0
https://github.
˓→com/hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
Variants:
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None
Installation Phases:
autoreconf
configure

build

install

Build Dependencies:
None
Link Dependencies:
None
Run Dependencies:
None
Virtual Packages:
None
Description:
Tool to detect and report MPI objects like MPI_Requests and
MPI_Datatypes

As we fill in more information about this package the spack info command will become
more informative. Now let’s start making this package build.

5.3.4 Dependencies
The mpileaks packages depends on three other package: MPI, adept-utils, and
callpath. Let’s add those via the depends_on command in our package.py
(this version is in $SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/docs/tutorial/examples/2.
package.py):
from spack import *

class Mpileaks(Package):
"""Tool to detect and report MPI objects like MPI_Requests and
MPI_Datatypes."""
homepage = "https://github.com/hpc/mpileaks"
url
= "https://github.
˓→com/hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz"
version('1.0', '8838c574b39202a57d7c2d68692718aa')
depends_on('mpi')
depends_on('adept-utils')
depends_on('callpath')
def install(self, spec, prefix):
# FIXME: Unknown build system
make()
make('install')

Now when we go to build mpileaks, Spack will fetch and build these dependencies before building mpileaks. Note that the mpi dependency is a different kind of beast than the
adept-utils and callpath dependencies; there is no mpi package available in Spack. Instead
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mpi is a virtual dependency. Spack may satisfy that dependency by installing packages
such as openmpi or mvapich. See the Packaging Guide for more information on virtual
dependencies.
Now when we try to install this package a lot more happens:
$ spack install mpileaks
...
==> libdwarf is
˓→already installed in SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/libdwarf-20160507-er4jrjynul6uba7wiu5tasuj35roxw6m
==> dyninst
˓→is already installed in SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/dyninst-9.3.2-t7mau34jv3e76mpspdzhf2p2a6k7qubg
==> callpath
˓→is already installed in SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/callpath-1.0.4-ikbbkvfmsfmqzo624nvvrbooovf7egoc
==> Installing mpileaks
==> Using cached
˓→archive: SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/cache/mpileaks/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
==> Already staged
˓→mpileaks-1.0-lfgf53rns5mswq25rxckzgvmjc6ywam7 in SPACK_ROOT/
˓→var/spack/stage/mpileaks-1.0-lfgf53rns5mswq25rxckzgvmjc6ywam7
==> No patches needed for mpileaks
==> Building mpileaks [Package]
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> Error: ProcessError: Command exited with status 2:
'make' '-j36'
1 error found in build log:
1
==> Executing phase: 'install'
2
==> 'make' '-j36'
>> 3
˓→
make: *** No targets specified and no makefile found.

Stop.

See build log for details:
SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/stage/mpileaks˓→1.0-lfgf53rns5mswq25rxckzgvmjc6ywam7/mpileaks-1.0/spack-build.out

Note that this command may take a while to run and produce more output if you don’t have
an MPI already installed or configured in Spack.
Now Spack has identified and made sure all of our dependencies have been built. It found
the openmpi package that will satisfy our mpi dependency, and the callpath and
adept-utils package to satisfy our concrete dependencies.

5.3.5 Debugging Package Builds
Our mpileaks package is still not building. It may be obvious to many of you that
we never ran the configure script. Let’s add a call to configure() to the top of the
install routine. The resulting package.py is in $SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/docs/
tutorial/examples/3.package.py:
from spack import *

class Mpileaks(Package):
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"""Tool to detect and report MPI objects like MPI_Requests and
MPI_Datatypes."""
homepage = "https://github.com/hpc/mpileaks"
url
= "https://github.
˓→com/hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz"
version('1.0', '8838c574b39202a57d7c2d68692718aa')
depends_on('mpi')
depends_on('adept-utils')
depends_on('callpath')
def install(self, spec, prefix):
configure()
make()
make('install')

If we re-run we still get errors:
==> Installing mpileaks
==> Using cached
˓→archive: SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/cache/mpileaks/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
==> Already staged
˓→mpileaks-1.0-lfgf53rns5mswq25rxckzgvmjc6ywam7 in SPACK_ROOT/
˓→var/spack/stage/mpileaks-1.0-lfgf53rns5mswq25rxckzgvmjc6ywam7
==> No patches needed for mpileaks
==> Building mpileaks [Package]
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> Error: ProcessError: Command exited with status 1:
'./configure'
1 error found in build log:
[ ... ]
21
checking whether SPACK_ROOT/
˓→lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc and cc understand -c and -o together... yes
22
checking whether we are using the GNU C++ compiler... yes
23
checking
˓→whether SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/g++ accepts -g... yes
24
checking
˓→dependency style of SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/g++... gcc3
25
checking for SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f/
˓→bin/mpicc... SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc˓→5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f/bin/mpicc
26
Checking whether SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f/
˓→bin/mpicc responds to '-showme:compile'... yes
>>
˓→27
configure: error: unable to locate adept-utils installation
˓→

See build log for details:
SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/stage/mpileaks˓→1.0-lfgf53rns5mswq25rxckzgvmjc6ywam7/mpileaks-1.0/spack-build.out

Again, the problem may be obvious. But let’s pretend we’re not all intelligent developers
and use this opportunity spend some time debugging. We have a few options that can tell
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us about what’s going wrong:
As per the error message, Spack has given us a spack-build.out debug log:
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> './configure'
checking metadata... no
checking installation directory variables... yes
checking for a BSD-compatible install... /usr/bin/install -c
checking whether build environment is sane... yes
checking for a thread-safe mkdir -p... /bin/mkdir -p
checking for gawk... gawk
checking whether make sets $(MAKE)... yes
checking for gcc... SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc
checking for C compiler default output file name... a.out
checking whether the C compiler works... yes
checking whether we are cross compiling... no
checking for suffix of executables...
checking for suffix of object files... o
checking whether we are using the GNU C compiler... yes
checking whether SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc accepts -g... yes
checking for SPACK_ROOT/
˓→lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc option to accept ISO C89... none needed
checking for style of include used by make... GNU
checking
˓→dependency style of SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc... gcc3
checking whether SPACK_ROOT/
˓→lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc and cc understand -c and -o together... yes
checking whether we are using the GNU C++ compiler... yes
checking whether SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/g++ accepts -g... yes
checking
˓→dependency style of SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/g++... gcc3
checking for SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f/
˓→bin/mpicc... SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc˓→5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f/bin/mpicc
Checking whether SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f/
˓→bin/mpicc responds to '-showme:compile'... yes
configure: error: unable to locate adept-utils installation

This gives us the output from the build, and mpileaks isn’t finding its adept-utils package. Spack has automatically added the include and library directories of adept-utils
to the compiler’s search path, but some packages like mpileaks can sometimes be picky and
still want things spelled out on their command line. But let’s continue to pretend we’re not
brilliant developers, and explore some other debugging paths:
We can also enter the build area and try to manually run the build:
$ spack env mpileaks bash
$ spack cd mpileaks

The spack env command spawned a new shell that contains the same environment that
Spack used to build the mpileaks package (you can substitute bash for your favorite shell).
The spack cd command changed our working dirctory to the last attempted build for
mpileaks. From here we can manually re-run the build:
$ ./configure
checking metadata... no
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checking installation directory variables... yes
checking for a BSD-compatible install... /usr/bin/install -c
checking whether build environment is sane... yes
checking for a thread-safe mkdir -p... /bin/mkdir -p
checking for gawk... gawk
checking whether make sets $(MAKE)... yes
checking for gcc... SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc
checking for C compiler default output file name... a.out
checking whether the C compiler works... yes
checking whether we are cross compiling... no
checking for suffix of executables...
checking for suffix of object files... o
checking whether we are using the GNU C compiler... yes
checking whether SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc accepts -g... yes
checking for SPACK_ROOT/
˓→lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc option to accept ISO C89... none needed
checking for style of include used by make... GNU
checking
˓→dependency style of SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc... gcc3
checking whether SPACK_ROOT/
˓→lib/spack/env/gcc/gcc and cc understand -c and -o together... yes
checking whether we are using the GNU C++ compiler... yes
checking whether SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/g++ accepts -g... yes
checking
˓→dependency style of SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env/gcc/g++... gcc3
checking for SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f/
˓→bin/mpicc... SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc˓→5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f/bin/mpicc
Checking whether SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f/
˓→bin/mpicc responds to '-showme:compile'... yes
configure: error: unable to locate adept-utils installation

We’re seeing the same error, but now we’re in a shell where we can run the command
ourselves and debug as needed. We could, for example, run ./configure --help to
see what options we can use to specify dependencies.
We can use the exit command to leave the shell spawned by spack env.

5.3.6 Specifying Configure Arguments
Let’s add the configure arguments to the mpileaks’ package.py. This version
can be found in $SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/docs/tutorial/examples/4.
package.py:
from spack import *

class Mpileaks(Package):
"""Tool to detect and report MPI objects like MPI_Requests and
MPI_Datatypes."""
homepage = "https://github.com/hpc/mpileaks"
url
= "https://github.
˓→com/hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz"
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version('1.0', '8838c574b39202a57d7c2d68692718aa')
depends_on('mpi')
depends_on('adept-utils')
depends_on('callpath')
def install(self, spec, prefix):
configure(
˓→'--with-adept-utils=%s' % self.spec['adept-utils'].prefix,
'--with-callpath=%s' % self.spec['callpath'].prefix,
'--prefix=%s' % self.spec.prefix)

˓→

make()
make('install')

This is all we need for working mpileaks! If we install now we’ll see:
$ spack install mpileaks
...
==> Installing mpileaks
==> Using cached
˓→archive: SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/cache/mpileaks/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
==> Staging archive: SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/stage/
˓→mpileaks-1.0-lfgf53rns5mswq25rxckzgvmjc6ywam7/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
==> Created stage in SPACK_ROOT/
˓→var/spack/stage/mpileaks-1.0-lfgf53rns5mswq25rxckzgvmjc6ywam7
==> No patches needed for mpileaks
==> Building mpileaks [Package]
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> Successfully installed mpileaks
Fetch: 0.00s. Build: 9.01s. Total: 9.01s.
[+] SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mpileaks-1.0-lfgf53rns5mswq25rxckzgvmjc6ywam7

There are some special circumstances in package that are worth highlighting. Normally
spack would have automatically detected that mpileaks was an Autotools-based package
when we ran spack create and made it an AutoToolsPackage class (except we
added the -t generic option to skip this). Instead of a full install routine we would
have just written:
def configure_args(self):
args
˓→= ['--with-adept-utils=%s' % self.spec['adept-utils'].prefix,
'--with-callpath=%s' % self.spec['callpath'].prefix]
return args

Similarly, if this had been a CMake-based package we would have been filling in a
cmake_args function instead of configure_args. There are similar default package types for many build environments.

5.3.7 Variants
We have a successful mpileaks build, but let’s take some time to improve it. mpileaks
has a build-time option to truncate parts of the stack that it walks. Let’s add a variant to
allow users to set this when they build in Spack.
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To do this, we’ll add a variant to our package, as per the following (see $SPACK_ROOT/
lib/spack/docs/tutorial/examples/5.package.py):
from spack import *

class Mpileaks(Package):
"""Tool to detect and report MPI objects like MPI_Requests and
MPI_Datatypes."""
homepage = "https://github.com/hpc/mpileaks"
url
= "https://github.
˓→com/hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz"
version('1.0', '8838c574b39202a57d7c2d68692718aa')

˓→

variant('stackstart', values=int, default=0,
description='Specify the number of stack frames to truncate.')
depends_on('mpi')
depends_on('adept-utils')
depends_on('callpath')

def install(self, spec, prefix):
stackstart = int(self.spec.variants['stackstart'].value)
confargs
˓→= ['--with-adept-utils=%s' % self.spec['adept-utils'].prefix,
˓→

'--with-callpath=%s' % self.spec['callpath'].prefix,
'--prefix=%s' % self.spec.prefix]
if stackstart:

˓→

confargs.extend(['--with-stack-start-c=%s' % stackstart,

˓→

'--with-stack-start-fortran=%s' % stackstart])
configure(*confargs)
make()
make('install')

We’ve added the variant stackstart, and given it a default value of 0. If we install now
we can see the stackstart variant added to the configure line (output truncated for length):
$ spack install --verbose mpileaks stackstart=4
...
==> Installing mpileaks
==> Using cached
˓→archive: SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/cache/mpileaks/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
==> Staging archive: SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/stage/
˓→mpileaks-1.0-gxxi4fp57b4j6xalra5t65hyx5rj25t7/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz
==> Created stage in SPACK_ROOT/
˓→var/spack/stage/mpileaks-1.0-gxxi4fp57b4j6xalra5t65hyx5rj25t7
==> No patches needed for mpileaks
==> Building mpileaks [Package]
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> './configure' '--with˓→adept-utils=SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.
˓→4.0/adept-utils-1.0.1-pm3gffhrnwsdtqthtvsfvs2tny4r65wb' '--with˓→callpath=SPACK_ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/
˓→callpath-1.0.4-ikbbkvfmsfmqzo624nvvrbooovf7egoc' '--prefix=SPACK_
˓→ROOT/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/mpileaks-1.
˓→0-gxxi4fp57b4j6xalra5t65hyx5rj25t7' '--with-stack-start-c=4' '-˓→with-stack-start-fortran=4'
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5.3.8 The Spec Object
This tutorial has glossed over a few important features, which weren’t too relevant for
mpileaks but may be useful for other packages. There were several places we references the
self.spec object. This is a powerful class for querying information about what we’re
building. For example, you could use the spec to query information about how a package’s
dependencies were built, or what compiler was being used, or what version of a package is
being installed. Full documentation can be found in the Packaging Guide, but here’s some
quick snippets with common queries:
• Am I building mpileaks version 1.1 or greater?
if self.spec.satisfies('@1.1:'):
# Do things needed for 1.1+

• Is openmpi the MPI I’m building with?
if self.spec['mpi'].name == 'openmpi':
# Do openmpi things

• Am I building with gcc version less than 5.0.0:
if self.spec.satisfies('%gcc@:5.0.0'):
# Add arguments specific to gcc's earlier than 5.0.0

• Am I built with the debug variant:
if self.spec.satisfies('+debug'):
# Add -g option to configure flags

• Is my dyninst dependency greater than version 8.0?
if self.spec['dyninst'].satisfies('@8.0:'):
# Use newest dyninst options

More examples can be found in the thousands of packages already added to Spack in
$SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages.
Good Luck!

5.4 Spack Package Build Systems
You may begin to notice after writing a couple of package template files a pattern emerge
for some packages. For example, you may find yourself writing an install() method
that invokes: configure, cmake, make, make install. You may also find yourself
writing "prefix=" + prefix as an argument to configure or cmake. Rather than
having you repeat these lines for all packages, Spack has classes that can take care of these
patterns. In addition, these package files allow for finer grained control of these build systems. In this section, we will describe each build system and give examples on how these
can be manipulated to install a package.
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5.4.1 Package Class Hierarchy

Package

MakeﬁlePackage

PackageBase

AutotoolsPackage

CMakePackage

PythonPackage

The above diagram gives a high level view of the class hierarchy and how each package
relates. Each subclass inherits from the PackageBaseClass super class. The bulk of
the work is done in this super class which includes fetching, extracting to a staging directory
and installing. Each subclass then adds additional build-system-specific functionality. In the
following sections, we will go over examples of how to utilize each subclass and to see how
powerful these abstractions are when packaging.

5.4.2 Package
We’ve already seen examples of a Package class in our walkthrough for writing package
files, so we won’t be spending much time with them here. Briefly, the Package class allows
for abitrary control over the build process, whereas subclasses rely on certain patterns (e.g.
configure make make install) to be useful. Package classes are particularly
useful for packages that have a non-conventional way of being built since the packager
can utilize some of Spack’s helper functions to customize the building and installing of a
package.

5.4.3 Autotools
As we have seen earlier, packages using Autotools use configure, make and make
install commands to execute the build and install process. In our Package class, your
typical build incantation will consist of the following:
5.4. Spack Package Build Systems
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def install(self, spec, prefix):
configure("--prefix=" + prefix)
make()
make("install")

You’ll see that this looks similar to what we wrote in our packaging tutorial.
The Autotools subclass aims to simplify writing package files and provides convenience
methods to manipulate each of the different phases for a Autotools build system.
Autotools packages consist of four phases:
1. autoreconf()
2. configure()
3. build()
4. install()
Each of these phases have sensible defaults. Let’s take a quick look at some the internals of
the Autotools class:
$ spack edit --build-system autotools

This will open the AutotoolsPackage file in your text editor.
Note: The examples showing code for these classes is abridged to avoid having long examples. We only show what
is relevant to the packager.
class AutotoolsPackage(PackageBase):
"""Specialized class for packages built using GNU Autotools.

1
2
3

This class provides four phases that can be overridden:

4
5

1.
2.
3.
4.

6
7
8
9

:py:meth:`~.AutotoolsPackage.autoreconf`
:py:meth:`~.AutotoolsPackage.configure`
:py:meth:`~.AutotoolsPackage.build`
:py:meth:`~.AutotoolsPackage.install`

10

They
all have sensible defaults and for many packages the only thing
necessary will be to override the helper method
:py:meth:`~.AutotoolsPackage.configure_args`.
For a finer tuning you may also override:

11

˓→
12
13
14
15

+----------------------------------------------+--------------------+
| **Method**
˓→
| **Purpose**
|

16

˓→
17

18
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→

+===============================================+====================+
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19

| :py:attr:`~
.AutotoolsPackage.build_targets`
|

˓→
20

| Specify ``make``

|

| targets for the

˓→

|

|

21

| build phase
|
+---˓→-------------------------------------------+--------------------+
| :py:attr:`~
˓→.AutotoolsPackage.install_targets` | Specify ``make``
|
|
˓→
| targets for the
|
|
˓→
| install phase
|
+---˓→-------------------------------------------+--------------------+
| :py:meth:`~
˓→.AutotoolsPackage.check`
| Run build time
|
|
˓→
| tests if required |
+---˓→-------------------------------------------+--------------------+
˓→

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
31
32
33
34

35
36

"""
#: Phases of a GNU Autotools package
phases = ['autoreconf', 'configure', 'build', 'install']
#:
˓→This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build
#: system base class
build_system_class = 'AutotoolsPackage'

37

#: Whether or not to update ``config.guess`` on old architectures
patch_config_guess = True

˓→
38
39
40

#: Targets
for ``make`` during the :py:meth:`~.AutotoolsPackage.build`
#: phase
build_targets = []
#: Targets
˓→for ``make`` during the :py:meth:`~.AutotoolsPackage.install`
#: phase
install_targets = ['install']
˓→

41
42
43

44
45
46

#: Callback names for build-time test
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']

47
48
49

#: Callback names for install-time test
install_time_test_callbacks = ['installcheck']

50
51
52
53

#: Set
to true to force the autoreconf step even if configure is present
force_autoreconf = False
#: Options
˓→to be passed to autoreconf when using the default implementation
autoreconf_extra_args = []
˓→

54
55

56
57
58
59

def configure(self, spec, prefix):
"""Runs configure with the arguments specified in
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:py:meth:`~.AutotoolsPackage.configure_args`
and an appropriately set prefix.
"""
options = getattr(self, 'configure_flag_args', [])
options += ['--prefix={0}'.format(prefix)]
options += self.configure_args()

60
61
62
63
64
65

Important to note are the highlighted lines. These properties allow the packager to set what
build targets and install targets they want for their package. If, for example, we wanted to
add as our build target foo then we can append to our build_targets property:
build_targets = ["foo"]

Which is similiar to invoking make in our Package
make("foo")

This is useful if we have packages that ignore environment variables and need a commandline argument.
Another thing to take note of is in the configure() method. Here we see that the
prefix argument is already included since it is a common pattern amongst packages using Autotools. We then only have to override configure_args(), which will then
return it’s output to to configure(). Then, configure() will append the common
arguments
Packagers also have the option to run autoreconf in case a package needs to update
the build system and generate a new configure. Though, for the most part this will be
unnecessary.
Let’s look at the mpileaks package.py file that we worked on earlier:
$ spack edit mpileaks

Notice that mpileaks is a Package class but uses the Autotools build system. Although
this package is acceptable let’s make this into an AutotoolsPackage class and simplify
it further.
#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.
# Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
#
# This file is part of Spack.
# Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
# LLNL-CODE-647188
#
# For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
# Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.
#

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14

15
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16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25

# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
from spack import *

26
27
28
29

30

class Mpileaks(AutoToolsPackage):
"""Tool
˓→to detect and report leaked MPI objects like MPI_Requests and
MPI_Datatypes."""

31
32
33

homepage = "https://github.com/hpc/mpileaks"
url
= "https://github.
˓→com/hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz"

34

version('1.0', '8838c574b39202a57d7c2d68692718aa')

35
36

depends_on("mpi")
depends_on("adept-utils")
depends_on("callpath")

37
38
39
40

def install(self, spec, prefix):
configure("--prefix=" + prefix,

41
42
43

"--with-adept-utils=" + spec['adept-utils'].prefix,
"--with-callpath=" + spec['callpath'].prefix)

˓→
44
45
46

make()
make("install")

We first inherit from the AutotoolsPackage class.
Although we could keep the install() method, most of it can be handled by the
AutotoolsPackage base class. In fact, the only thing that needs to be overridden is
configure_args().
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.
# Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
#
# This file is part of Spack.
# Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
# LLNL-CODE-647188
#
# For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
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# Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.
#
# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
from spack import *

10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25
26
27

class Mpileaks(AutoToolsPackage):
"""Tool
˓→to detect and report leaked MPI objects like MPI_Requests and
MPI_Datatypes."""

28
29

30
31

homepage = "https://github.com/hpc/mpileaks"
url
= "https://github.
˓→com/hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz"

32
33

34

version('1.0', '8838c574b39202a57d7c2d68692718aa')

35
36

variant("stackstart", values=int, default=0,

37
38
˓→

description="Specify the number of stack frames to truncate")

39

depends_on("mpi")
depends_on("adept-utils")
depends_on("callpath")

40
41
42
43

def configure_args(self):
stackstart = int(self.spec.variants['stackstart'].value)
args = ["--with-adept-utils=" + spec['adept-utils'].prefix,
"--with-callpath=" + spec['callpath'].prefix]
if stackstart:
args.extend(['--with-stack-start-c=%s' % stackstart,

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

'--with-stack-start-fortran=%s' % stackstart])

˓→

return args

51

Since Spack takes care of setting the prefix for us we can exclude that as an argument to
configure. Our packages look simpler, and the packager does not need to worry about
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whether they have properly included configure and make.
This version of the mpileaks package installs the same as the previous, but the
AutotoolsPackage class lets us do it with a cleaner looking package file.

5.4.4 Makefile
Packages that utilize Make or a Makefile usually require you to edit a Makefile to set
up platform and compiler specific variables. These packages are handled by the Makefile
subclass which provides convenience methods to help write these types of packages.
A MakefilePackage class has three phases that can be overridden. These include:
1. edit()
2. build()
3. install()
Packagers then have the ability to control how a Makefile is edited, and what targets to
include for the build phase or install phase.
Let’s also take a look inside the MakefilePackage class:
$ spack edit --build-system makefile

Take note of the following:
class MakefilePackage(PackageBase):
"""Specialized
˓→class for packages that are built using editable Makefiles

1
2

3

This class provides three phases that can be overridden:

4
5

1. :py:meth:`~.MakefilePackage.edit`
2. :py:meth:`~.MakefilePackage.build`
3. :py:meth:`~.MakefilePackage.install`

6
7
8
9

It is usually
necessary to override the :py:meth:`~.MakefilePackage.edit`
phase, while :py:meth:`~.MakefilePackage.build` and
:py:meth:`~.MakefilePackage.install` have sensible defaults.
For a finer tuning you may override:

10

˓→
11
12
13
14

+----------------------------------------------+--------------------+
| **Method**
˓→
| **Purpose**
|

15

˓→
16

17
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
18

19

+===============================================+====================+
| :py:attr:`~
˓→.MakefilePackage.build_targets`
| Specify ``make``
|
|
˓→
| targets for the
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|

20

| build phase
|
+---˓→-------------------------------------------+--------------------+
| :py:attr:`~
˓→.MakefilePackage.install_targets`
| Specify ``make``
|
|
˓→
| targets for the
|
|
˓→
| install phase
|
+---˓→-------------------------------------------+--------------------+
| :py:meth:`~
˓→.MakefilePackage.build_directory`
| Directory where the|
|
˓→
| Makefile is located|
+---˓→-------------------------------------------+--------------------+
"""
#:
˓→Phases of a package that is built with an hand-written Makefile
phases = ['edit', 'build', 'install']
#:
˓→This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build
#: system base class
build_system_class = 'MakefilePackage'
˓→

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29
30

31
32

33
34
35

#: Targets
for ``make`` during the :py:meth:`~.MakefilePackage.build`
#: phase
build_targets = []
#: Targets
˓→for ``make`` during the :py:meth:`~.MakefilePackage.install`
#: phase
install_targets = ['install']

36

˓→
37
38
39

40
41
42

#: Callback names for build-time test
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']

43
44
45

#: Callback names for install-time test
install_time_test_callbacks = ['installcheck']
def edit(self, spec, prefix):

46
47
48
49
˓→

"""Edits the Makefile before calling make. This phase cannot
be defaulted.
"""

˓→

tty.msg('Using default implementation: skipping edit phase.')

50
51
52

53

def build(self, spec, prefix):

54
55

"""Calls make, passing :py:attr:`~.MakefilePackage.build_targets`
as targets.
"""
with working_dir(self.build_directory):
inspect.getmodule(self).make(*self.build_targets)

˓→
56
57
58
59
60

def install(self, spec, prefix):

61
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62

""
"Calls make, passing :py:attr:`~.MakefilePackage.install_targets`
as targets.
"""
with working_dir(self.build_directory):
inspect.getmodule(self).make(*self.install_targets)

˓→
63
64
65
66

Similar to Autotools, MakefilePackage class has properties that can be set by the
packager. We can also override the different methods highlighted.
Let’s try to recreate the Bowtie package:
$ spack create -f https://downloads.sourceforge.
˓→net/project/bowtie-bio/bowtie/1.2.1.1/bowtie-1.2.1.1-src.zip
==> This looks like a URL for bowtie
==> Found 1 version of bowtie:
1.2.1.1 https://downloads.sourceforge.
˓→net/project/bowtie-bio/bowtie/1.2.1.1/bowtie-1.2.1.1-src.zip
==>
˓→How many would you like to checksum? (default is 1, q to abort) 1
==> Downloading...
==> Fetching https://downloads.sourceforge.
˓→net/project/bowtie-bio/bowtie/1.2.1.1/bowtie-1.2.1.1-src.zip
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Checksummed 1 version of bowtie
==> This package looks like it uses the makefile build system
==> Created template for bowtie package
==> Created package file: /Users/
˓→mamelara/spack/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/bowtie/package.py

Once the fetching is completed, Spack will open up your text editor in the usual fashion and
create a template of a MakefilePackage package.py.
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.
# Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
#
# This file is part of Spack.
# Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
# LLNL-CODE-647188
#
# For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
# Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.
#
# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
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# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
from spack import *

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25
26
27

class Bowtie(MakefilePackage):
"""FIXME: Put a proper description of your package here."""

28
29
30

# FIXME: Add a proper url for your package's homepage here.
homepage = "http://www.example.com"
url
= "https://downloads.sourceforge.
˓→net/project/bowtie-bio/bowtie/1.2.1.1/bowtie-1.2.1.1-src.zip"

31
32
33

34

version('1.2.1.1', 'ec06265730c5f587cd58bcfef6697ddf')

35
36

# FIXME: Add dependencies if required.
# depends_on('foo')

37
38
39

def edit(self, spec, prefix):
# FIXME: Edit the Makefile if necessary
# FIXME: If not needed delete this function
# makefile = FileFilter('Makefile')
# makefile.filter('CC = .*', 'CC = cc')
return

40
41
42
43
44
45

Spack was successfully able to detect that Bowtie uses Make. Let’s add in the rest of our
details for our package:
#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.
# Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
#
# This file is part of Spack.
# Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
# LLNL-CODE-647188
#
# For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
# Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14
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#
# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
from spack import *

15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25
26
27

class Bowtie(MakefilePackage):
"""Bowtie is an ultrafast, memory efficient short read aligner
for short DNA sequences (reads) from next-gen sequencers."""

28
29
30
31

homepage = "https://sourceforge.net/projects/bowtie-bio/"
url
= "https://downloads.sourceforge.
˓→net/project/bowtie-bio/bowtie/1.2.1.1/bowtie-1.2.1.1-src.zip"

32
33

34

version('1.2.1.1', 'ec06265730c5f587cd58bcfef6697ddf')

35
36

variant("tbb
", default=False, description="Use Intel thread building block")

37

˓→
38

depends_on("tbb", when="+tbb")

39
40

def edit(self, spec, prefix):
# FIXME: Edit the Makefile if necessary
# FIXME: If not needed delete this function
# makefile = FileFilter('Makefile')
# makefile.filter('CC = .*', 'CC = cc')
return

41
42
43
44
45
46

As we mentioned earlier, most packages using a Makefile have hard-coded variables
that must be edited. These variables are fine if you happen to not care about setup
or types of compilers used but Spack is designed to work with any compiler. The
MakefilePackage subclass makes it easy to edit these Makefiles by having an
edit() method that can be overridden.
Let’s take a look at the default Makefile that Bowtie provides. If we look inside, we
see that CC and CXX point to our GNU compiler:
$ spack stage bowtie

Note:
As usual make sure you have shell support activated with spack: source /path/to/
spack_root/spack/share/spack/setup-env.sh
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$ spack cd -s bowtie
$ cd bowtie-1.2
$ vim Makefile
CPP = g++ -w
CXX = $(CPP)
CC = gcc
LIBS = $(LDFLAGS) -lz
HEADERS = $(wildcard *.h)

To fix this, we need to use the edit() method to write our custom Makefile.
#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.
# Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
#
# This file is part of Spack.
# Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
# LLNL-CODE-647188
#
# For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
# Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.
#
# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
from spack import *

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25
26
27

class Bowtie(MakefilePackage):
"""Bowtie is an ultrafast, memory efficient short read aligner
for short DNA sequences (reads) from next-gen sequencers."""

28
29
30
31

homepage = "https://sourceforge.net/projects/bowtie-bio/"
url
= "https://downloads.sourceforge.
˓→net/project/bowtie-bio/bowtie/1.2.1.1/bowtie-1.2.1.1-src.zip"

32
33

34
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version('1.2.1.1', 'ec06265730c5f587cd58bcfef6697ddf')

35
36
37

variant("tbb
", default=False, description="Use Intel thread building block")

˓→
38
39

depends_on("tbb", when="+tbb")

40
41
42
43
44

def edit(self, spec, prefix):
makefile = FileFilter("Makefile")
makefile.filter('CC= .*', 'CC = ' + env['CC'])
makefile.filter('CXX = .*', 'CXX = ' + env['CXX'])

Here we use a FileFilter object to edit our Makefile. It takes in a regular expression
and then replaces CC and CXX to whatever Spack sets CC and CXX environment variables
to. This allows us to build Bowtie with whatever compiler we specify through Spack’s
spec syntax.
Let’s change the build and install phases of our package:
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25

#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.
# Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
#
# This file is part of Spack.
# Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
# LLNL-CODE-647188
#
# For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
# Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.
#
# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
from spack import *

26
27
28

class Bowtie(MakefilePackage):
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"""Bowtie is an ultrafast, memory efficient short read aligner
for short DNA sequences (reads) from next-gen sequencers."""

29
30
31

homepage = "https://sourceforge.net/projects/bowtie-bio/"
url
= "https://downloads.sourceforge.
˓→net/project/bowtie-bio/bowtie/1.2.1.1/bowtie-1.2.1.1-src.zip"

32
33

34

version('1.2.1.1', 'ec06265730c5f587cd58bcfef6697ddf')

35
36

variant("tbb
", default=False, description="Use Intel thread building block")

37

˓→
38

depends_on("tbb", when="+tbb")

39
40

def edit(self, spec, prefix):
makefile = FileFilter("Makefile")
makefile.filter('CC= .*', 'CC = ' + env['CC'])
makefile.filter('CXX = .*', 'CXX = ' + env['CXX'])

41
42
43
44
45

def build(self, spec, prefix):
if "+tbb" in spec:
make()
else:
make("NO_TBB=1")

46
47
48
49
50
51

def install(self, spec, prefix):
make('prefix={0}'.format(self.prefix), 'install')

52
53

Here demonstrate another strategy that we can use to manipulate our package We can provide command-line arguments to make(). Since Bowtie can use tbb we can either add
NO_TBB=1 as a argument to prevent tbb support or we can just invoke make with no
arguments.
Bowtie requires our install_target to provide a path to the install directory. We can do this by providing
prefix= as a command line argument to make().
Let’s look at a couple of other examples and go through them:
$ spack edit cbench

Some packages allow environment variables to be set and will honor them. Packages that
use ?= for assignment in their Makefile can be set using environment variables. In our
cbench example we set two environment variables in our edit() method:
def edit(self, spec, prefix):
# The location of the Cbench source tree
env['CBENCHHOME'] = self.stage.source_path

˓→

# The location that will contain all your tests and your results
env['CBENCHTEST'] = prefix
# ... more code

As you may have noticed, we didn’t really write anything to the Makefile but rather we
set environment variables that will override variables set in the Makefile.
Some packages include a configuration file that sets certain compiler variables, platform
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specific variables, and the location of dependencies or libraries. If the file is simple and
only requires a couple of changes, we can overwrite those entries with our FileFilter
object. If the configuration involves complex changes, we can write a new configuration
file from scratch.
Let’s look at an example of this in the elk package:
$ spack edit elk
def edit(self, spec, prefix):
# Dictionary of configuration options
config = {
'MAKE': 'make',
'AR':
'ar'
}
# Compiler-specific flags
flags = ''
if self.compiler.name == 'intel':
flags = '-O3 -ip -unroll -no-prec-div'
elif self.compiler.name == 'gcc':
flags = '-O3 -ffast-math -funroll-loops'
elif self.compiler.name == 'pgi':
flags = '-O3 -lpthread'
elif self.compiler.name == 'g95':
flags = '-O3 -fno-second-underscore'
elif self.compiler.name == 'nag':
flags = '-O4 -kind=byte -dusty -dcfuns'
elif self.compiler.name == 'xl':
flags = '-O3'
config['F90_OPTS'] = flags
config['F77_OPTS'] = flags
# BLAS/LAPACK support
# Note: BLAS/LAPACK must be compiled with OpenMP support
# if the +openmp variant is chosen
blas = 'blas.a'
lapack = 'lapack.a'
if '+blas' in spec:
blas = spec['blas'].libs.joined()
if '+lapack' in spec:
lapack = spec['lapack'].libs.joined()
# lapack must come before blas
config['LIB_LPK'] = ' '.join([lapack, blas])
# FFT support
if '+fft' in spec:
config['LIB_FFT'] = join_path(spec['fftw'].prefix.lib,
'libfftw3.so')
config['SRC_FFT'] = 'zfftifc_fftw.f90'
else:
config['LIB_FFT'] = 'fftlib.a'
config['SRC_FFT'] = 'zfftifc.f90'
# MPI support
if '+mpi' in spec:
config['F90'] = spec['mpi'].mpifc
config['F77'] = spec['mpi'].mpif77
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else:
config['F90'] = spack_fc
config['F77'] = spack_f77
config['SRC_MPI'] = 'mpi_stub.f90'
# OpenMP support
if '+openmp' in spec:
config['F90_OPTS'] += ' ' + self.compiler.openmp_flag
config['F77_OPTS'] += ' ' + self.compiler.openmp_flag
else:
config['SRC_OMP'] = 'omp_stub.f90'
# Libxc support
if '+libxc' in spec:
config['LIB_libxc'] = ' '.join([
join_path(spec['libxc'].prefix.lib, 'libxcf90.so'),
join_path(spec['libxc'].prefix.lib, 'libxc.so')
])
config['SRC_libxc'] = ' '.join([
'libxc_funcs.f90',
'libxc.f90',
'libxcifc.f90'
])
else:
config['SRC_libxc'] = 'libxcifc_stub.f90'
# Write configuration options to include file
with open('make.inc', 'w') as inc:
for key in config:
inc.write('{0} = {1}\n'.format(key, config[key]))

config is just a dictionary that we can add key-value pairs to. By the end of the edit() method we write the
contents of our dictionary to make.inc.

5.4.5 CMake
CMake is another common build system that has been gaining popularity. It works in a similar manner to Autotools
but with differences in variable names, the number of configuration options available, and the handling of shared
libraries. Typical build incantations look like this:
def install(self, spec, prefix):
cmake("-DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX:PATH=/path/to/install_dir ..")
make()
make("install")

As you can see from the example above, it’s very similar to invoking configure and
make in an Autotools build system. However, the variable names and options differ.
Most options in CMake are prefixed with a '-D' flag to indicate a configuration setting.
In the CMakePackage class we can override the following phases:
1. cmake()
2. build()
3. install()
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The CMakePackage class also provides sensible defaults so we only need to override
cmake_args().
Let’s look at these defaults in the CMakePackage class:
$ spack edit --build-system cmake

And go into a bit of detail on the highlighted sections:
class CMakePackage(PackageBase):
"""Specialized class for packages built using CMake

1
2
3

For more information on the CMake build system, see:
https://cmake.org/cmake/help/latest/

4
5
6

This class provides three phases that can be overridden:

7
8

1. :py:meth:`~.CMakePackage.cmake`
2. :py:meth:`~.CMakePackage.build`
3. :py:meth:`~.CMakePackage.install`

9
10
11
12

They
all have sensible defaults and for many packages the only thing
necessary
˓→will be to override :py:meth:`~.CMakePackage.cmake_args`.
For a finer tuning you may also override:

13

˓→
14

15
16

+----------------------------------------------+--------------------+
| **Method**
˓→
| **Purpose**
|

17

˓→
18

19
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
˓→
20

21

22

23

24

25

+===============================================+====================+
| :py:meth:`~
˓→.CMakePackage.root_cmakelists_dir` | Location of the
|
|
˓→
| root CMakeLists.txt|
+---˓→-------------------------------------------+--------------------+
| :py:meth:`~
˓→.CMakePackage.build_directory`
| Directory where to |
|
˓→
| build the package |
+---˓→-------------------------------------------+--------------------+

26
27
28
29
30
31

32

"""
#: Phases of a CMake package
phases = ['cmake', 'build', 'install']
#:
˓→This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build
#: system base class
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build_system_class = 'CMakePackage'

33
34

build_targets = []
install_targets = ['install']

35
36
37

build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']

38
39

#: The build system generator to use.
#:
#: See ``cmake --help`` for a list of valid generators.
#:
˓→Currently, "Unix Makefiles" and "Ninja" are the only generators
#: that Spack supports. Defaults to "Unix Makefiles".
#:
#: See https:/
˓→/cmake.org/cmake/help/latest/manual/cmake-generators.7.html
#: for more information.
generator = 'Unix Makefiles'

40
41
42
43

44
45
46

47
48
49

# https:/
/cmake.org/cmake/help/latest/variable/CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE.html
variant('build_type', default='RelWithDebInfo',
description='CMake build type',

50

˓→
51
52
53
˓→

values=('Debug', 'Release', 'RelWithDebInfo', 'MinSizeRel'))

54

depends_on('cmake', type='build')

55
56

def root_cmakelists_dir(self):

57
58
˓→

"""The relative path to the directory containing CMakeLists.txt

59

This path is relative to the root of the extracted tarball,
not
˓→to the ``build_directory``. Defaults to the current directory.

60
61

62

:return: directory containing CMakeLists.txt
"""
return self.stage.source_path

63
64
65
66

@property
def std_cmake_args(self):
"""Standard cmake arguments provided as a property for
convenience of package writers

67
68
69
70
71

:return: standard cmake arguments
"""
# standard CMake arguments
std_cmake_args = CMakePackage._std_args(self)
std_cmake_args += getattr(self, 'cmake_flag_args', [])
return std_cmake_args

72
73
74
75
76
77
78

@staticmethod
def _std_args(pkg):

79
80
81

"""Computes the standard cmake arguments for a generic package"""
try:
generator = pkg.generator

˓→
82
83
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except AttributeError:
generator = 'Unix Makefiles'

84
85
86

# Make sure a valid generator was chosen
valid_generators = ['Unix Makefiles', 'Ninja']
if generator not in valid_generators:

87
88
89
90
˓→

msg

91

= "Invalid CMake generator: '{0}'\n".format(generator)
msg += "CMakePackage currently supports the following "

92
˓→
93

msg += "generators: '{0}'".format("', '".join(valid_generators))
raise InstallError(msg)

94
95

try:

96

build_type = pkg.spec.variants['build_type'].value
except KeyError:
build_type = 'RelWithDebInfo'

97
98
99

args = [
'-G', generator,
'-DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX:PATH={0}'.format(pkg.prefix),
'-DCMAKE_BUILD_TYPE:STRING={0}'.format(build_type),
'-DCMAKE_VERBOSE_MAKEFILE:BOOL=ON'
]

100
101
102
103
104
105
106

if platform.mac_ver()[0]:
args.extend([
'-DCMAKE_FIND_FRAMEWORK:STRING=LAST',
'-DCMAKE_FIND_APPBUNDLE:STRING=LAST'
])

107
108
109
110
111
112

# Set up CMake rpath

113
114
˓→
115

args.append('-DCMAKE_INSTALL_RPATH_USE_LINK_PATH:BOOL=FALSE')
rpaths = ';'.join(spack.build_environment.get_rpaths(pkg))

116

args.append('-DCMAKE_INSTALL_RPATH:STRING={0}'.format(rpaths))
# CMake
˓→'s find_package() looks in CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH first, help CMake
# to find immediate link dependencies in right places:
for lang, pre in langs.items():
flag = pre + 'flags'
˓→

117

118
119
120
121

˓→

# cmake has no explicit cppflags support -> add it to all langs

122

lang_flags = ' '.join(flags.get(flag, []) + flags.get('cppflags',

˓→
123

[]))

˓→

if lang_flags:

124
125
˓→

self.cmake_flag_args.append(flag_string.format(lang,

˓→

lang_flags))

126

127
128

# Cmake has different linker arguments for different build types.
# We specify for each of them.
if flags['ldflags']:

˓→
129
130
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ldflags = ' '.join(flags['ldflags'])
ld_string = '-DCMAKE_{0}_LINKER_FLAGS={1}'

131
132
133
˓→

# cmake has separate linker arguments for types of builds.
for type in ['EXE', 'MODULE', 'SHARED', 'STATIC']:

˓→

self.cmake_flag_args.append(ld_string.format(type, ldflags))

134
135

136

#
CMake has libs options separated by language. Apply ours to each.
if flags['ldlibs']:
libs_flags = ' '.join(flags['ldlibs'])
libs_string = '-DCMAKE_{0}_STANDARD_LIBRARIES={1}'
for lang in langs:

137

˓→
138
139
140
141
142
˓→

self.cmake_flag_args.append(libs_string.format(lang,

˓→

libs_flags))

143

144

@property
def build_directory(self):
"""Returns the directory to use when building the package

145
146
147
148

:return: directory where to build the package
"""
return join_path(self.stage.source_path, 'spack-build')

149
150
151
152

def cmake_args(self):
"""Produces
˓→a list containing all the arguments that must be passed to
cmake, except:

153
154

155
156

Some CMake packages use different generators. Spack is able to support Unix-Makefile
generators as well as Ninja generators.
Default generator is Unix Makefile.
Next we setup the build type. In CMake you can specify the build type that you want.
Options include:
1. empty
2. Debug
3. Release
4. RelWithDebInfo
5. MinSizeRel
With these options you can specify whether you want your executable to have the debug
version only, release version or the release with debug information. Release executables
tend to be more optimized than Debug. In Spack, we set the default as RelWithDebInfo
unless otherwise specified through a variant.
Spack then automatically sets up the -DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX path, appends the
build type (RelDebInfo default), and then specifies a verbose Makefile.
Next we add the rpaths to -DCMAKE_INSTALL_RPATH:STRING.
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Finally we add to -DCMAKE_PREFIX_PATH:STRING the locations of all our dependencies so that CMake can find them.
In the end our cmake line will look like this (example is xrootd):
$ cmake $HOME/spack/
˓→var/spack/stage/xrootd-4.6.0-4ydm74kbrp4xmcgda5upn33co5pwddyk/
˓→xrootd-4.6.0 -G Unix Makefiles -DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX:PATH=
˓→$HOME/spack/opt/spack/darwin-sierra-x86_64/clang-9.0.0-apple/
˓→xrootd-4.6.0-4ydm74kbrp4xmcgda5upn33co5pwddyk -DCMAKE_BUILD_
˓→TYPE:STRING=RelWithDebInfo -DCMAKE_VERBOSE_MAKEFILE:BOOL=ON ˓→DCMAKE_FIND_FRAMEWORK:STRING=LAST -DCMAKE_INSTALL_RPATH_USE_LINK_
˓→PATH:BOOL=FALSE -DCMAKE_INSTALL_RPATH:STRING=$HOME/spack/opt/spack/darwin-sierra˓→x86_64/clang-9.0.0-apple/xrootd-4.6.0-4ydm74kbrp4xmcgda5upn33co5pwddyk/lib:$HOME/
˓→spack/opt/spack/darwin-sierra-x86_64/clang-9.0.0-apple/xrootd-4.6.0˓→4ydm74kbrp4xmcgda5upn33co5pwddyk/lib64 -DCMAKE_PREFIX_PATH:STRING=$HOME/spack/opt/
˓→spack/darwin-sierra-x86_64/clang-9.0.0-apple/cmake-3.9.4˓→hally3vnbzydiwl3skxcxcbzsscaasx5

Saves a lot of typing doesn’t it?
Let’s try to recreate callpath:
$ spack
˓→create -f https://github.com/llnl/callpath/archive/v1.0.3.tar.gz
==> This looks like a URL for callpath
==> Found 4 versions of callpath:
1.0.3
1.0.2
1.0.1
1.0

https://github.com/LLNL/callpath/archive/v1.0.3.tar.gz
https://github.com/LLNL/callpath/archive/v1.0.2.tar.gz
https://github.com/LLNL/callpath/archive/v1.0.1.tar.gz
https://github.com/LLNL/callpath/archive/v1.0.tar.gz

==>
˓→How many would you like to checksum? (default is 1, q to abort) 1
==> Downloading...
==> Fetching https://github.com/LLNL/callpath/archive/v1.0.3.tar.gz
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Checksummed 1 version of callpath
==> This package looks like it uses the cmake build system
==> Created template for callpath package
==> Created package file: /Users/mamelara/
˓→spack/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/callpath/package.py

which then produces the following template:
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.
# Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
#
# This file is part of Spack.
# Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
# LLNL-CODE-647188
#
# For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
# Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
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#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.
#
# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
#
# This is a template package file for Spack. We've put "FIXME"
# next to all the things you'll want to change. Once you've handled
# them, you can save this file and test your package like this:
#
#
spack install callpath
#
# You can edit this file again by typing:
#
#
spack edit callpath
#
# See the Spack documentation for more information on packaging.
# If you submit this package back to Spack as a pull request,
# please first remove this boilerplate and all FIXME comments.
#
from spack import *

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

class Callpath(CMakePackage):
"""FIXME: Put a proper description of your package here."""

43
44
45
46
47
48

˓→

# FIXME: Add a proper url for your package's homepage here.
homepage = "http://www.example.com"
url
= "https://github.com/llnl/callpath/archive/v1.0.1.tar.gz"

49

version('1.0.3', 'c89089b3f1c1ba47b09b8508a574294a')

50
51

# FIXME: Add dependencies if required.
# depends_on('foo')

52
53
54

def cmake_args(self):
# FIXME: Add arguments other than
# FIXME: CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX and CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE
# FIXME: If not needed delete this function
args = []

55
56
57
58
59
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return args

60

Again we fill in the details:
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25

#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.
# Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
#
# This file is part of Spack.
# Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
# LLNL-CODE-647188
#
# For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
# Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.
#
# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
from spack import *

26
27
28
29
30

class Callpath(CMakePackage):
"""Library for representing callpaths consistently in
distributed-memory performance tools."""

31
32
33
˓→

homepage = "https://github.com/llnl/callpath"
url
= "https://github.com/llnl/callpath/archive/v1.0.3.tar.gz"

34
35

version('1.0.3', 'c89089b3f1c1ba47b09b8508a574294a')

36
37
38
39
40
41
42

depends_on("elf", type="link")
depends_on("libdwarf")
depends_on("dyninst")
depends_on("adept-utils")
depends_on("mpi")
depends_on("cmake@2.8:", type="build")
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As mentioned earlier, Spack will use sensible defaults to prevent repeated code and to make
writing CMake package files simpler.
In callpath, we want to add options to CALLPATH_WALKER as well as add compiler flags.
We add the following options like so:
#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.
# Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
#
# This file is part of Spack.
# Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
# LLNL-CODE-647188
#
# For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
# Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.
#
# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
from spack import *

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25
26
27

class Callpath(CMakePackage):
"""Library for representing callpaths consistently in
distributed-memory performance tools."""

28
29
30
31
32
33

˓→

homepage = "https://github.com/llnl/callpath"
url
= "https://github.com/llnl/callpath/archive/v1.0.3.tar.gz"

34

version('1.0.3', 'c89089b3f1c1ba47b09b8508a574294a')

35
36

depends_on("elf", type="link")
depends_on("libdwarf")
depends_on("dyninst")
depends_on("adept-utils")
depends_on("mpi")

37
38
39
40
41
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depends_on("cmake@2.8:", type="build")

42
43

def cmake_args(self):
args = ["-DCALLPATH_WALKER=dyninst"]

44
45
46

if self.spec.satisfies("^dyninst@9.3.0:"):
std.flag = self.compiler.cxx_flag

47
48
49
˓→
50

args.append("-DCMAKE_CXX_FLAGS='{0}' -fpermissive'".format(
std_flag))

51
52

return args

Now we can control our build options using cmake_args(). If defaults are sufficient
enough for the package, we can leave this method out.
CMakePackage classes allow for control of other features in the build system. For example, you can specify the
path to the “out of source” build directory and also point to the root of the CMakeLists.txt file if it is placed in a
non-standard location.
A good example of a package that has its CMakeLists.txt file located at a different
location is found in spades.
$ spack edit spade
root_cmakelists_dir = "src"

Here root_cmakelists_dir will tell Spack where to find the location of
CMakeLists.txt. In this example, it is located a directory level below in the src
directory.
Some CMake packages also require the install phase to be overridden. For example,
let’s take a look at sniffles.
$ spack edit sniffles

In the install() method, we have to manually install our targets so we override the
install() method to do it for us:
# the
˓→build process doesn't actually install anything, do it by hand
def install(self, spec, prefix):
mkdir(prefix.bin)
src = "bin/sniffles-core-{0}".format(spec.version.dotted)
binaries = ['sniffles', 'sniffles-debug']
for b in binaries:
install(join_path(src, b), join_path(prefix.bin, b))

5.4.6 PythonPackage
Python extensions and modules are built differently from source than most applications.
Python uses a setup.py script to install Python modules. The script consists of a call to
setup() which provides the information required to build a module to Distutils. If you’re
familiar with pip or easy_install, setup.py does the same thing.
These modules are usually installed using the following line:
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$ python setup.py install

There are also a list of commands and phases that you can call. To see the full list you can
run:
$ python setup.py --help-commands
Standard commands:
build
build everything needed to install
build_
˓→py
"build" pure Python modules (copy to build directory)
build_ext
˓→
build C/C++ extensions (compile/link to build directory)
build_clib
build_scripts
clean
install
install_
˓→lib
install
install_headers
install_scripts
install_data
sdist
˓→
create
register
˓→
register
bdist
bdist_dumb
bdist_rpm
bdist_wininst
upload
check
˓→

build C/C++ libraries used by Python extensions
"build" scripts (copy and fixup #! line)
(no description available)
install everything from build directory
all Python modules (extensions and pure Python)
install C/C++ header files
install scripts (Python or otherwise)
install data files
a source distribution (tarball, zip file, etc.)
the distribution with the Python package index
create a built (binary) distribution
create a "dumb" built distribution
create an RPM distribution
create an executable installer for MS Windows
upload binary package to PyPI
perform some checks on the package

To see the defaults that Spack has for each a methods, we will take a look at the
PythonPackage class:
$ spack edit --build-system python

We see the following:
class PythonPackage(PackageBase):
# Standard commands

1
2
3

def build(self, spec, prefix):
"""Build everything needed to install."""
args = self.build_args(spec, prefix)

4
5
6
7

self.setup_py('build', *args)

8
9

def build_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to build."""
return []

10
11
12
13

def build_py(self, spec, prefix):

14
15
˓→
16

'''"Build" pure Python modules (copy to build directory).'''
args = self.build_py_args(spec, prefix)

17
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self.setup_py('build_py', *args)

18
19

def build_py_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to build_py."""
return []

20
21
22
23

def build_ext(self, spec, prefix):

24
25
˓→
26

"""Build C/C++ extensions (compile/link to build directory)."""
args = self.build_ext_args(spec, prefix)

27

self.setup_py('build_ext', *args)

28
29

def build_ext_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to build_ext."""
return []

30
31
32
33

def build_clib(self, spec, prefix):
"""Build C/C++ libraries used by Python extensions."""
args = self.build_clib_args(spec, prefix)

34
35
36
37

self.setup_py('build_clib', *args)

38
39

def build_clib_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to build_clib."""
return []

40
41
42
43

def build_scripts(self, spec, prefix):
'''"Build" scripts (copy and fixup #! line).'''
args = self.build_scripts_args(spec, prefix)

44
45
46
47

self.setup_py('build_scripts', *args)

48
49

def clean(self, spec, prefix):
"""Clean up temporary files from 'build' command."""
args = self.clean_args(spec, prefix)

50
51
52
53

self.setup_py('clean', *args)

54
55

def clean_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to clean."""
return []

56
57
58
59

def install(self, spec, prefix):
"""Install everything from build directory."""
args = self.install_args(spec, prefix)

60
61
62
63

self.setup_py('install', *args)

64
65

def install_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to install."""
args = ['--prefix={0}'.format(prefix)]

66
67
68
69
70
˓→
71
72
73

# This option causes python packages (including setuptools) NOT
# to create eggs or easy-install.pth files. Instead, they
# install naturally into $prefix/pythonX.Y/site-packages.
#
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74
˓→

# Eggs add an extra level of indirection to sys.path, slowing

˓→

# down large HPC runs. They are also deprecated in favor of
# wheels, which use a normal layout when installed.
#

˓→

# Spack manages the package directory on its own by symlinking

75

76
77
78

79

# extensions into the site-packages directory, so we don't really
# need the .pth files or egg directories, anyway.
if (
˓→'py-setuptools' == spec.name or
# this is setuptools, or
˓→

80
81

82
˓→

'py-setuptools' in spec._dependencies):

# it's an immediate dep

83
˓→

args += ['--single-version-externally-managed', '--root=/']

84

return args

85
86

def install_lib(self, spec, prefix):

87
88
˓→
89

"""Install all Python modules (extensions and pure Python)."""
args = self.install_lib_args(spec, prefix)

90

self.setup_py('install_lib', *args)

91
92

def install_lib_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to install_lib."""
return []

93
94
95
96

def install_headers(self, spec, prefix):
"""Install C/C++ header files."""
args = self.install_headers_args(spec, prefix)

97
98
99
100

self.setup_py('install_headers', *args)

101
102

def install_headers_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to install_headers."""
return []

103
104
105
106

def install_scripts(self, spec, prefix):
"""Install scripts (Python or otherwise)."""
args = self.install_scripts_args(spec, prefix)

107
108
109
110

self.setup_py('install_scripts', *args)

111
112

def install_scripts_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to install_scripts."""
return []

113
114
115
116

def install_data(self, spec, prefix):
"""Install data files."""
args = self.install_data_args(spec, prefix)

117
118
119
120

self.setup_py('install_data', *args)

121
122

def install_data_args(self, spec, prefix):

123
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"""Arguments to pass to install_data."""
return []

124
125
126

def sdist(self, spec, prefix):

127
128
˓→
129

"""Create a source distribution (tarball, zip file, etc.)."""
args = self.sdist_args(spec, prefix)

130

self.setup_py('sdist', *args)

131
132

def sdist_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to sdist."""
return []

133
134
135
136

def register(self, spec, prefix):

137
138
˓→
139

"""Register the distribution with the Python package index."""
args = self.register_args(spec, prefix)

140
141

self.setup_py('register', *args)

142
143
144
145

def register_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to register."""
return []

146
147
148
149

def bdist(self, spec, prefix):
"""Create a built (binary) distribution."""
args = self.bdist_args(spec, prefix)

150
151

self.setup_py('bdist', *args)

152
153
154
155

def bdist_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to bdist."""
return []

156
157
158
159

def bdist_dumb(self, spec, prefix):
'''Create a "dumb" built distribution.'''
args = self.bdist_dumb_args(spec, prefix)

160
161

self.setup_py('bdist_dumb', *args)

162
163
164
165

def bdist_dumb_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to bdist_dumb."""
return []

166
167
168
169

def bdist_rpm(self, spec, prefix):
"""Create an RPM distribution."""
args = self.bdist_rpm(spec, prefix)

170
171

self.setup_py('bdist_rpm', *args)

172
173
174
175

def bdist_rpm_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to bdist_rpm."""
return []

176
177
178
179

def bdist_wininst(self, spec, prefix):
"""Create an executable installer for MS Windows."""
args = self.bdist_wininst_args(spec, prefix)
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180

self.setup_py('bdist_wininst', *args)

181
182

def bdist_wininst_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to bdist_wininst."""
return []

183
184
185
186

def upload(self, spec, prefix):
"""Upload binary package to PyPI."""
args = self.upload_args(spec, prefix)

187
188
189
190

self.setup_py('upload', *args)

191
192

def upload_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to upload."""
return []

193
194
195
196

def check(self, spec, prefix):
"""Perform some checks on the package."""
args = self.check_args(spec, prefix)

197
198
199
200

self.setup_py('check', *args)

201
202

def check_args(self, spec, prefix):
"""Arguments to pass to check."""
return []

203
204
205

Each of these methods have sensible defaults or they can be overridden.
We can write package files for Python packages using the Package class, but the class
brings with it a lot of methods that are useless for Python packages. Instead, Spack has
a :code: PythonPackage subclass that allows packagers of Python modules to be able to
invoke setup.py and use Distutils, which is much more familiar to a typical python
user.
We will write a package file for Pandas:
$ spack create
˓→-f https://pypi.io/packages/source/p/pandas/pandas-0.19.0.tar.gz
==> This looks like a URL for pandas
==> Warning: Spack was unable to fetch url list due to a
˓→certificate verification problem. You can try running spack -k,
˓→which will not check SSL certificates. Use this at your own risk.
==> Found 1 version of pandas:
0.19.
˓→0
https://pypi.io/packages/source/p/pandas/pandas-0.19.0.tar.gz
==>
˓→How many would you like to checksum? (default is 1, q to abort) 1
==> Downloading...
==> Fetching
˓→https://pypi.io/packages/source/p/pandas/pandas-0.19.0.tar.gz
##############
˓→########################################################## 100.0%
==> Checksummed 1 version of pandas
==> This package looks like it uses the python build system
==> Changing package name from pandas to py-pandas
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==> Created template for py-pandas package
==> Created package file: /Users/mamelara/
˓→spack/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/py-pandas/package.py

And we are left with the following template:
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.
# Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
#
# This file is part of Spack.
# Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
# LLNL-CODE-647188
#
# For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
# Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.
#
# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
#
# This is a template package file for Spack. We've put "FIXME"
# next to all the things you'll want to change. Once you've handled
# them, you can save this file and test your package like this:
#
#
spack install py-pandas
#
# You can edit this file again by typing:
#
#
spack edit py-pandas
#
# See the Spack documentation for more information on packaging.
# If you submit this package back to Spack as a pull request,
# please first remove this boilerplate and all FIXME comments.
#
from spack import *

41
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42

class PyPandas(PythonPackage):
"""FIXME: Put a proper description of your package here."""

43
44
45

# FIXME: Add a proper url for your package's homepage here.
homepage = "http://www.example.com"
url
˓→= "https://pypi.io/packages/source/p/pandas/pandas-0.19.0.tar.gz"

46
47
48

49

version('0.19.0', 'bc9bb7188e510b5d44fbdd249698a2c3')

50
51

# FIXME: Add dependencies if required.
# depends_on('py-setuptools', type='build')
# depends_on('py-foo',
type=('build', 'run'))

52
53
54
55

def build_args(self, spec, prefix):
# FIXME: Add arguments other than --prefix
# FIXME: If not needed delete this function
args = []
return args

56
57
58
59
60

As you can see this is not any different than any package template that we have written. We
have the choice of providing build options or using the sensible defaults
Luckily for us, there is no need to provide build args.
Next we need to find the dependencies of a package. Dependencies are usually listed in
setup.py. You can find the dependencies by searching for install_requires keyword in that file. Here it is for Pandas:
# ... code
if sys.version_info[0] >= 3:
setuptools_kwargs = {
'zip_safe': False,
'install_requires': ['python-dateutil >= 2',
'pytz >= 2011k',
˓→

'numpy >= %s' % min_numpy_ver],

'setup_requires': ['numpy >= %s' % min_numpy_ver],
}
if not _have_setuptools:
sys.exit("need setuptools/distribute for Py3k"
"\n$ pip install distribute")
˓→

# ... more code

You can find a more comprehensive list at the Pandas documentation.
By reading the documentation and setup.py we found that Pandas depends on
python-dateutil, pytz, and numpy, numexpr, and finally bottleneck.
Here is the completed Pandas script:
#############
˓→#################################################################
# Copyright
˓→(c) 2013-2017, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC.

1

2
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
This file is part of Spack.
Created by Todd Gamblin, tgamblin@llnl.gov, All rights reserved.
LLNL-CODE-647188

For details, see https://github.com/spack/spack
Please also
˓→see the NOTICE and LICENSE files for our notice and the LGPL.
#
# This
˓→program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (as
# published
˓→by the Free Software Foundation) version 2.1, February 1999.
#
# This
˓→program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
# MERCHANTABILITY
˓→or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the terms and
# conditions
˓→of the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License
˓→along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation,
˓→ Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
#############
˓→#################################################################
from spack import *

26
27
28
29

30
31

class PyPandas(PythonPackage):
"""pandas
˓→is a Python package providing fast, flexible, and expressive
data structures designed to make working with relational or
labeled data both easy and intuitive. It aims to be the

32
˓→

fundamental high-level building block for doing practical, real

˓→

world data analysis in Python. Additionally, it has the broader

33

34

goal of becoming the most powerful and flexible open source data
analysis / manipulation tool available in any language.
"""
homepage = "http://pandas.pydata.org/"
url
˓→= "https://pypi.io/packages/source/p/pandas/pandas-0.19.0.tar.gz"
˓→

35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43

version('0.19.0',
version('0.18.0',
version('0.16.1',
version('0.16.0',

'bc9bb7188e510b5d44fbdd249698a2c3')
'f143762cd7a59815e348adf4308d2cf6')
'fac4f25748f9610a3e00e765474bdea8')
'bfe311f05dc0c351f8955fbd1e296e73')

44
45
46

depends_on('py-dateutil', type=('build', 'run'))
depends_on('py-numpy', type=('build', 'run'))
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depends_on('py-setuptools', type='build')
depends_on('py-cython', type='build')
depends_on('py-pytz', type=('build', 'run'))
depends_on('py-numexpr', type=('build', 'run'))
depends_on('py-bottleneck', type=('build', 'run'))

47
48
49
50
51

It is quite important to declare all the dependencies of a Python package. Spack can “activate” Python packages to prevent the user from having to load each dependency module
explictly. If a dependency is missed, Spack will be unable to properly activate the package
and it will cause an issue. To learn more about extensions go to spack extensions.
From this example, you can see that building Python modules is made easy through the
PythonPackage class.

5.4.7 Other Build Systems
Although we won’t get in depth with any of the other build systems that Spack supports, it
is worth mentioning that Spack does provide subclasses for the following build systems:
1. IntelPackage
2. SconsPackage
3. WafPackage
4. RPackage
5. PerlPackage
6. QMake
Each of these classes have their own abstractions to help assist in writing package files. For
whatever doesn’t fit nicely into the other build-systems, you can use the Package class.
Hopefully by now you can see how we aim to make packaging simple and robust through
these classes. If you want to learn more about these build systems, check out Implementing
the installation procedure in the Packaging Guide.

5.5 Advanced Topics in Packaging
Spack tries to automatically configure packages with information from dependencies such
that all you need to do is to list the dependencies (i.e. with the depends_on directive)
and the build system (for example by deriving from CmakePackage).
However, there are many special cases. Often you need to retrieve details about dependencies to set package-specific configuration options, or to define package-specific environment variables used by the package’s build system. This tutorial covers how to retrieve
build information from dependencies, and how you can automatically provide important
information to dependents in your package.

5.5.1 Setup for the tutorial
The simplest way to follow along with this tutorial is to use our Docker image, which comes
with Spack and various packages pre-installed:
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$ docker pull alalazo/spack:advanced_packaging_tutorial
$ docker run --rm -h advanced˓→packaging-tutorial -it alalazo/spack:advanced_packaging_tutorial
root@advanced-packaging-tutorial:/#
root@advanced-packaging-tutorial:/# spack find
==> 20 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------arpack-ng@3.5.0 hdf5@1.10.1
libpciaccess@0.
˓→13.5
libtool@2.4.6 m4@1.4.18 ncurses@6.0
˓→ openblas@0.2.20
openssl@1.0.2k
superlu@5.2.1
xz@5.2.3
cmake@3.9.4
hwloc@1.11.8 libsigsegv@2.
˓→11
libxml2@2.9.4 mpich@3.2 netlib-lapack@3.6.1 openmpi@3.
˓→0.0
pkg-config@0.29.2 util-macros@1.19.1 zlib@1.2.11

If you already started the image, you can set the EDITOR environment variable to your
preferred editor (vi, emacs, and nano are included in the image) and move directly to
Retrieving library information.
If you choose not to use the Docker image, you can clone the Spack repository and build
the necessary bits yourself:
$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack.git
Cloning into 'spack'...
remote: Counting objects: 92731, done.
remote: Compressing objects: 100% (1108/1108), done.
remote: Total
˓→92731 (delta 1964), reused 4186 (delta 1637), pack-reused 87932
Receiving
˓→objects: 100% (92731/92731), 33.31 MiB | 64.00 KiB/s, done.
Resolving deltas: 100% (43557/43557), done.
Checking connectivity... done.
$ cd spack
$ git checkout tutorials/advanced_packaging
Branch tutorials/advanced_packaging set up
˓→to track remote branch tutorials/advanced_packaging from origin.
Switched to a new branch 'tutorials/advanced_packaging'

At this point you can install the software that will be used during the rest of the tutorial (the
output of the commands is omitted for the sake of brevity):
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

spack
spack
spack
spack
spack
spack
spack

install
install
install
install
install
install
install

openblas
netlib-lapack
mpich
openmpi
--only=dependencies armadillo ^openblas
--only=dependencies netcdf
--only=dependencies elpa

Now, you are ready to set your preferred EDITOR and continue with the rest of the tutorial.

5.5.2 Retrieving library information
Although Spack attempts to help packages locate their dependency libraries automatically
(e.g. by setting PKG_CONFIG_PATH and CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH), a package may have
unique configuration options that are required to locate libraries. When a package needs
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information about dependency libraries, the general approach in Spack is to query the dependencies for the locations of their libraries and set configuration options accordingly. By
default most Spack packages know how to automatically locate their libraries. This section
covers how to retrieve library information from dependencies and how to locate libraries
when the default logic doesn’t work.
Accessing dependency libraries
If you need to access the libraries of a dependency, you can do so via the libs property of
the spec, for example in the arpack-ng package:
def install(self, spec, prefix):
lapack_libs = spec['lapack'].libs.joined(';')
blas_libs = spec['blas'].libs.joined(';')
cmake(*[
'-DLAPACK_LIBRARIES={0}'.format(lapack_libs),
'-DBLAS_LIBRARIES={0}'.format(blas_libs)
], '.')

Note that arpack-ng is querying virtual dependencies, which Spack automatically resolves to the installed implementation (e.g. openblas for blas).
We’ve started work on a package for armadillo. You should open it, read through the
comment that starts with # TUTORIAL: and complete the cmake_args section:
root@advanced-packaging-tutorial:/# spack edit armadillo

If you followed the instructions in the package, when you are finished your cmake_args
method should look like:
def cmake_args(self):
spec = self.spec
return [
# ARPACK support
'˓→DARPACK_LIBRARY={0}'.format(spec['arpack-ng'].libs.joined(";")),
# BLAS support
˓→

'-DBLAS_LIBRARY={0}'.format(spec['blas'].libs.joined(";")),
# LAPACK support

'-DLAPACK_LIBRARY={0}'.format(spec['lapack'].libs.joined(";")),
# SuperLU support
'˓→DSuperLU_INCLUDE_DIR={0}'.format(spec['superlu'].prefix.include),
˓→

'-DSuperLU_LIBRARY={0}'.format(spec['superlu'].libs.joined(";")),
# HDF5 support

˓→

˓→

'-DDETECT_HDF5={0}'.format('ON' if '+hdf5' in spec else 'OFF')
]

As you can see, getting the list of libraries that your dependencies provide is as easy as
accessing the their libs attribute. Furthermore, the interface remains the same whether
you are querying regular or virtual dependencies.
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At this point you can complete the installation of armadillo using openblas as a
LAPACK provider:
root@advanced˓→packaging-tutorial:/# spack install armadillo ^openblas
==> pkg-config is
˓→already installed in /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/pkg-config-0.29.2-ae2hwm7q57byfbxtymts55xppqwk7ecj
...
==> superlu
˓→is already installed in /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/superlu-5.2.1-q2mbtw2wo4kpzis2e2n227ip2fquxrno
==> Installing armadillo
==> Using cached archive:
˓→/usr/local/var/spack/cache/armadillo/armadillo-8.100.1.tar.xz
==> Staging archive: /usr/local/var/spack/stage/armadillo˓→8.100.1-n2eojtazxbku6g4l5izucwwgnpwz77r4/armadillo-8.100.1.tar.xz
==> Created stage in /usr/local/var/
˓→spack/stage/armadillo-8.100.1-n2eojtazxbku6g4l5izucwwgnpwz77r4
==> Applied patch undef_linux.patch
==> Building armadillo [CMakePackage]
==> Executing phase: 'cmake'
==> Executing phase: 'build'
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> Successfully installed armadillo
Fetch: 0.01s. Build: 3.96s. Total: 3.98s.
[+] /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/armadillo-8.100.1-n2eojtazxbku6g4l5izucwwgnpwz77r4

Hopefully the installation went fine and the code we added expanded to the right list of
semicolon separated libraries (you are encouraged to open armadillo’s build logs to
double check).
Providing libraries to dependents
Spack provides a default implementation for libs which often works out of the box. A
user can write a package definition without having to implement a libs property and dependents can retrieve its libraries as shown in the above section. However, the default implementation assumes that libraries follow the naming scheme lib<package name>.so
(or e.g. lib<package name>.a for static libraries). Packages which don’t follow this
naming scheme must implement this function themselves, e.g. opencv:
@property
def libs(self):
shared = "+shared" in self.spec
return find_libraries(
"libopencv_*", root=self.prefix, shared=shared, recurse=True

˓→

)

This issue is common for packages which implement an interface (i.e. virtual package providers in Spack). If we try to build another version of armadillo tied to
netlib-lapack we’ll notice that this time the installation won’t complete:
root@advanced˓→packaging-tutorial:/# spack install
armadillo ^netlib-lapack
==> pkg-config is
˓→already installed in /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/pkg-config-0.29.2-ae2hwm7q57byfbxtymts55xppqwk7ecj
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...
==> openmpi
˓→is already installed in /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/openmpi-3.0.0-yo5qkfvumpmgmvlbalqcadu46j5bd52f
==> Installing arpack-ng
==> Using cached archive:
˓→/usr/local/var/spack/cache/arpack-ng/arpack-ng-3.5.0.tar.gz
==> Already staged
˓→arpack-ng-3.5.0-bloz7cqirpdxj33pg7uj32zs5likz2un in /usr/local/
˓→var/spack/stage/arpack-ng-3.5.0-bloz7cqirpdxj33pg7uj32zs5likz2un
==> No patches needed for arpack-ng
==> Building arpack-ng [Package]
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> Error: RuntimeError: Unable to recursively locate netlib˓→lapack libraries in /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/netlib-lapack-3.6.1-jjfe23wgt7nkjnp2adeklhseg3ftpx6z
RuntimeError: RuntimeError: Unable to recursively locate netlib˓→lapack libraries in /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/netlib-lapack-3.6.1-jjfe23wgt7nkjnp2adeklhseg3ftpx6z
/usr/local/var/spack/
˓→repos/builtin/packages/arpack-ng/package.py:105, in install:
5
˓→
options.append('-DCMAKE_INSTALL_NAME_DIR:PATH=%s/lib' % prefix)
6
7
# Make sure we use Spack's blas/lapack:
>> 8
lapack_libs = spec['lapack'].libs.joined(';')
9
blas_libs = spec['blas'].libs.joined(';')
10
11
options.extend([
See build log for details:
/usr/local/var/spack/stage/arpack-ng-3.5.0˓→bloz7cqirpdxj33pg7uj32zs5likz2un/arpack-ng-3.5.0/spack-build.out

Unlike openblas which provides a library named libopenblas.so,
netlib-lapack provides liblapack.so, so it needs to implement customized
library search logic. Let’s edit it:
root@advanced-packaging-tutorial:/# spack edit netlib-lapack

and follow the instructions in the # TUTORIAL: comment as before. What we need to
implement is:
@property
def lapack_libs(self):
shared = True if '+shared' in self.spec else False
return find_libraries(
'liblapack', root=self.prefix, shared=shared, recurse=True
)

i.e. a property that returns the correct list of libraries for the LAPACK interface.
We use the name lapack_libs rather than libs because netlib-lapack can also
provide blas, and when it does it is provided as a separate library file. Using this name ensures that when dependents ask for lapack libraries, netlib-lapack will retrieve only
the libraries associated with the lapack interface. Now we can finally install armadillo
^netlib-lapack:
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root@advanced˓→packaging-tutorial:/# spack install
...

armadillo ^netlib-lapack

==> Building armadillo [CMakePackage]
==> Executing phase: 'cmake'
==> Executing phase: 'build'
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> Successfully installed armadillo
Fetch: 0.01s. Build: 3.75s. Total: 3.76s.
[+] /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/armadillo-8.100.1-sxmpu5an4dshnhickh6ykchyfda7jpyn

Since each implementation of a virtual package is responsible for locating the libraries
associated with the interfaces it provides, dependents do not need to include special-case
logic for different implementations and for example need only ask for spec['blas'].
libs.

5.5.3 Modifying a package’s build environment
Spack sets up several environment variables like PATH by default to aid in building a package, but many packages make use of environment variables which convey specific information about their dependencies, for example MPICC. This section covers how update your
Spack packages so that package-specific environment variables are defined at build-time.
Set environment variables in dependent packages at build-time
Dependencies can set environment variables that are required when their dependents build.
For example, when a package depends on a python extension like py-numpy, Spack’s
python package will add it to PYTHONPATH so it is available at build time; this is required
because the default setup that spack does is not sufficient for python to import modules.
To provide environment setup for a dependent, a package can implement the
setup_dependent_environment function. This function takes as a parameter a
EnvironmentModifications object which includes convenience methods to update
the environment. For example an MPI implementation can set MPICC for packages that
depend on it:
def setup_
˓→dependent_environment(self, spack_env, run_env, dependent_spec):
spack_env.set('MPICC', join_path(self.prefix.bin, 'mpicc'))

In this case packages which depend on mpi will have MPICC defined in their environment
when they build. This section is focused on modifying the build-time environment represented by spack_env, but it’s worth noting that modifications to run_env are included
in Spack’s automatically-generated module files.
We can practice by editing the mpich package to set the MPICC environment variable in
the build-time environment of dependent packages.
root@advanced-packaging-tutorial:/# spack edit mpich

Once you’re finished the method should look like this:
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def setup_
˓→dependent_environment(self, spack_env, run_env, dependent_spec):
spack_env.set('MPICC', join_path(self.prefix.bin, 'mpicc'))
spack_env.set('MPICXX', join_path(self.prefix.bin, 'mpic++'))
spack_env.set('MPIF77', join_path(self.prefix.bin, 'mpif77'))
spack_env.set('MPIF90', join_path(self.prefix.bin, 'mpif90'))
spack_env.set('MPICH_CC', spack_cc)
spack_env.set('MPICH_CXX', spack_cxx)
spack_env.set('MPICH_F77', spack_f77)
spack_env.set('MPICH_F90', spack_fc)
spack_env.set('MPICH_FC', spack_fc)

At this point we can, for instance, install netlib-scalapack:
root@advanced˓→packaging-tutorial:/# spack install netlib-scalapack ^mpich
...
==> Created stage in /usr/local/var/spack/
˓→stage/netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-km7tsbgoyyywonyejkjoojskhc5knz3z
==> No patches needed for netlib-scalapack
==> Building netlib-scalapack [CMakePackage]
==> Executing phase: 'cmake'
==> Executing phase: 'build'
==> Executing phase: 'install'
==> Successfully installed netlib-scalapack
Fetch: 0.01s. Build: 3m 59.86s. Total: 3m 59.87s.
[+] /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→gcc-5.4.0/netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-km7tsbgoyyywonyejkjoojskhc5knz3z

and double check the environment logs to verify that every variable was set to the correct
value.
Set environment variables in your own package
Packages can modify their own build-time environment by implementing the
setup_environment function. For qt this looks like:
def setup_environment(self, spack_env, run_env):
spack_env.set('MAKEFLAGS', '-j{0}'.format(make_jobs))
run_env.set('QTDIR', self.prefix)

When qt builds, MAKEFLAGS will be defined in the environment.
To contrast with qt’s setup_dependent_environment function:
def setup_
˓→dependent_environment(self, spack_env, run_env, dependent_spec):
spack_env.set('QTDIR', self.prefix)

Let’s see how it works by completing the elpa package:
root@advanced-packaging-tutorial:/# spack edit elpa

In the end your method should look like:
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def setup_environment(self, spack_env, run_env):
spec = self.spec
spack_env.set('CC', spec['mpi'].mpicc)
spack_env.set('FC', spec['mpi'].mpifc)
spack_env.set('CXX', spec['mpi'].mpicxx)
spack_
˓→env.set('SCALAPACK_LDFLAGS', spec['scalapack'].libs.joined())
spack_
env.append_flags('LDFLAGS', spec['lapack'].libs.search_flags)
spack_env.append_flags('LIBS', spec['lapack'].libs.link_flags)

˓→

At this point it’s possible to proceed with the installation of elpa.

5.5.4 Other Packaging Topics
Attach attributes to other packages
Build tools usually also provide a set of executables that can be used when another package
is being installed. Spack gives the opportunity to monkey-patch dependent modules and
attach attributes to them. This helps make the packager experience as similar as possible to
what would have been the manual installation of the same package.
An
example
here
is
the
setup_dependent_package:

automake

package,

which

overrides

def setup_dependent_package(self, module, dependent_spec):
# Automake is very likely to be a build dependency,
# so we add the tools it provides to the dependent module
executables = ['aclocal', 'automake']
for name in executables:
setattr(module, name, self._make_executable(name))

so that every other package that depends on it can use directly aclocal and automake
with the usual function call syntax of Executable:
aclocal('--force')

Extra query parameters
An advanced feature of the Spec’s build-interface protocol is the support for extra parameters after the subscript key. In fact, any of the keys used in the query can be followed by a
comma separated list of extra parameters which can be inspected by the package receiving
the request to fine-tune a response.
Let’s look at an example and try to install netcdf:
root@advanced-packaging-tutorial:/# spack install netcdf
==> libsigsegv
˓→is already installed in /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libsigsegv-2.11-fypapcprssrj3nstp6njprskeyynsgaz
==> m4 is already installed in /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/m4-1.4.18-r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a
...
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==> Error:
˓→AttributeError: 'list' object has no attribute 'search_flags'
AttributeError:
˓→AttributeError: 'list' object has no attribute 'search_flags'
/usr/local/var/spack/
˓→repos/builtin/packages/netcdf/package.py:207, in configure_args:
50
# used instead.
51
hdf5_hl = self.spec['hdf5:hl']
52
CPPFLAGS.append(hdf5_hl.headers.cpp_flags)
>> 53
LDFLAGS.append(hdf5_hl.libs.search_flags)
54
55
if '+parallel-netcdf' in self.spec:
56
config_args.append('--enable-pnetcdf')
See build log for details:
/usr/local/var/spack/stage/netcdf-4.4.1.
˓→1-gk2xxhbqijnrdwicawawcll4t3c7dvoj/netcdf-4.4.1.1/spack-build.out

We can see from the error that netcdf needs to know how to link the high-level interface
of hdf5, and thus passes the extra parameter hl after the request to retrieve it. Clearly the
implementation in the hdf5 package is not complete, and we need to fix it:
root@advanced-packaging-tutorial:/# spack edit hdf5

If you followed the instructions correctly, the code added to the lib property should be
similar to:
query_parameters = self.spec.last_query.extra_parameters
key = tuple(sorted(query_parameters))
libraries = query2libraries[key]
shared = '+shared' in self.spec
return find_libraries(
libraries, root=self.prefix, shared=shared, recurse=True
)

where we highlighted the line retrieving the extra parameters. Now we can successfully
complete the installation of netcdf:
root@advanced-packaging-tutorial:/# spack install netcdf
==> libsigsegv
˓→is already installed in /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/libsigsegv-2.11-fypapcprssrj3nstp6njprskeyynsgaz
==> m4 is already installed in /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/m4-1.4.18-r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a
...
==> Installing netcdf
==> Using cached
˓→archive: /usr/local/var/spack/cache/netcdf/netcdf-4.4.1.1.tar.gz
==> Already staged
˓→netcdf-4.4.1.1-gk2xxhbqijnrdwicawawcll4t3c7dvoj in /usr/local/
˓→var/spack/stage/netcdf-4.4.1.1-gk2xxhbqijnrdwicawawcll4t3c7dvoj
==> Already patched netcdf
==> Building netcdf [AutotoolsPackage]
==> Executing phase: 'autoreconf'
==> Executing phase: 'configure'
==> Executing phase: 'build'
==> Executing phase: 'install'
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==> Successfully installed netcdf
Fetch: 0.01s. Build: 24.61s. Total: 24.62s.
[+] /usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/netcdf-4.4.1.1-gk2xxhbqijnrdwicawawcll4t3c7dvoj

5.6 Module Files
In this tutorial, we’ll introduce a few concepts that are fundamental to the generation of
module files with Spack, and we’ll guide you through the customization of both module
files content and their layout on disk. In the end you should have a clear understanding of:
• What are module files and how they work
• How Spack generates them
• Which commands are available to ease their maintenance
• How it is possible to customize them in all aspects

5.6.1 Modules at a glance
Let’s start by summarizing what module files are and how you can use them to modify your
environment. The idea is to give enough information so that people without any previous
exposure to them will be able to follow the tutorial later on. We’ll also give a high-level
view of how module files are generated in Spack. If you are already familiar with these
topics you can quickly skim through this section or move directly to Setup for the tutorial.
What are module files?
Module files are an easy way to modify your environment in a controlled manner during a
shell session. In general, they contain the information needed to run an application or use a
library, and they work in conjunction with a tool that interprets them. Typical module files
instruct this tool to modify the environment variables when a module file is loaded:
$ module show zlib
------------------------------------------------------------------/home/
˓→mculpo/PycharmProjects/spack/share/spack/modules/linux-ubuntu14.
˓→04-x86_64/zlib/1.2.11-gcc-7.2.0-linux-ubuntu14.04-x86_64-co2px3k:
module-whatis
A free, general˓→purpose, legally unencumbered lossless data-compression library.
prepend-path
MANPATH /home/
˓→mculpo/PycharmProjects/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu14.04-x86_64/
˓→gcc-7.2.0/zlib-1.2.11-co2px3k53m76lm6tofylh2mur2hnicux/share/man
prepend-path
LIBRARY_PATH
˓→/home/mculpo/PycharmProjects/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu14.04˓→x86_64/gcc-7.2.0/zlib-1.2.11-co2px3k53m76lm6tofylh2mur2hnicux/lib
prepend-path
LD_LIBRARY_PATH
˓→/home/mculpo/PycharmProjects/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu14.04˓→x86_64/gcc-7.2.0/zlib-1.2.11-co2px3k53m76lm6tofylh2mur2hnicux/lib
prepend-path
CPATH /home/
˓→mculpo/PycharmProjects/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu14.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-7.2.0/zlib-1.2.11-co2px3k53m76lm6tofylh2mur2hnicux/include
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prepend-path
PKG_CONFIG_PATH /home/mculpo/
˓→PycharmProjects/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu14.04-x86_64/gcc˓→7.2.0/zlib-1.2.11-co2px3k53m76lm6tofylh2mur2hnicux/lib/pkgconfig
prepend-path
CMAKE_PREFIX_
˓→PATH /home/mculpo/PycharmProjects/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu14.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-7.2.0/zlib-1.2.11-co2px3k53m76lm6tofylh2mur2hnicux/
------------------------------------------------------------------$ echo $LD_LIBRARY_PATH
$ module load zlib
$ echo $LD_LIBRARY_PATH
/home/mculpo/PycharmProjects/spack/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu14.04˓→x86_64/gcc-7.2.0/zlib-1.2.11-co2px3k53m76lm6tofylh2mur2hnicux/lib

and to undo the modifications when the same module file is unloaded:
$ module unload zlib
$ echo $LD_LIBRARY_PATH
$

Different formats exist for module files, and different tools provide various levels of support
for them. Spack can natively generate:
1. Non-hierarchical module files written in TCL
2. Hierarchical module files written in Lua
and can build environment-modules and lmod as support tools. Which of the formats or
tools best suits one’s needs depends on each particular use-case. For the sake of illustration,
we’ll be working on both formats using lmod.
See also:
Environment modules This is the original tool that provided modules support. Its first version
was coded in C in the early ’90s and was later substituted by a version completely coded in
TCL - the one Spack is distributing. More details on its features are given in the homepage
of the project or in its github page. The tool is able to interpret the non-hierarchical TCL
modulefiles written by Spack.
Lmod Lmod is a module system written in Lua, designed to easily handle hierarchies of module
files. It’s a drop-in replacement of Environment Modules and works with both of the module
file formats generated by Spack. Despite being fully compatible with Environment Modules
there are many features that are unique to Lmod. These features are either targeted towards
safety or meant to extend the module system functionality.
How do we generate module files?
Before we dive into the hands-on sections it’s worth spending a couple of words to explain
how module files are generated by Spack. The following diagram provides a high-level
view of the process:

The red dashed line above represents Spack’s boundaries, the blue one Spack’s dependencies1 . Module files are generated by combining:
1

Spack vendors its dependencies! This means that Spack comes with a copy of each one of its dependencies, including Jinja2, and is already
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• the configuration details in config.yaml and modules.yaml
• the information contained in Spack packages (and processed by the module subpackage)
• a set of template files
with Jinja2, an external template engine that stamps out each particular module file. As
Spack serves very diverse needs this process has many points of customization, and we’ll
explore most of them in the next sections.

5.6.2 Setup for the tutorial
In order to showcase the capabilities of Spack’s module file generation, we need a representative set of software to work with. This set must include different flavors of the same
packages installed alongside each other and some external packages.
The purpose of this setup is not to make our life harder but to demonstrate how Spack can
help with similar situations, as they will happen on real HPC clusters. For instance, it’s
often preferable for Spack to use vendor-provided MPI implementations than to build one
itself.
The best way to follow along is to use a Docker image, which comes with Spack and all the
software used in the following parts already pre-installed. If you want to proceed this way,
read Use a Docker image.
If you don’t have Docker installed or for any other reason you prefer to work locally, follow
instead Work in a local folder to know how to clone Spack and install the software. Be
aware that the set-up will take longer and that the details of the snippets below assume the
Docker image and may need changes to work in your particular environment.
Use a Docker image
The fastest way to set-up your environment is to use a Docker image:
$ docker pull alalazo/spack:module_tutorial
$ docker run
˓→--rm -h module-file-tutorial -it alalazo/spack:module_tutorial
root@module-file-tutorial:/#

If you arrived at this point you should be ready to start, as all the software needed is preinstalled in the image:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# which spack
/usr/local/bin/spack
root@module-file-tutorial:/# spack find
==> 46 installed packages.
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------autoconf@2.69
gcc@7.2.0 git@2.9.4 isl@0.18
˓→
libtool@2.4.6 lua@5.3.4
lua-luaposix@33.
˓→4.0
mpc@1.0.3
ncurses@6.0 pkg-config@0.29.2 tcl@8.6.6
automake@1.15.1 gdbm@1.13 gmp@6.1.2 libsigsegv@2.
˓→11
lmod@7.7
lua-luafilesystem@1_6_3 m4@1.4.18
˓→
mpfr@3.1.5 perl@5.24.1 readline@7.0
zlib@1.2.11

configured to use them.
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-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@7.2.0 ------------------------bzip2@1.0.6 ncurses@6.0
˓→
netlib-scalapack@2.0.2 openblas@0.2.20 pkg-config@0.
˓→29.2
py-packaging@16.8
py-setuptools@35.0.2 readline@7.0
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cmake@3.9.4 netlib-lapack@3.
˓→6.1
netlib-scalapack@2.0.2 openmpi@1.10.2
py-appdirs@1.
˓→4.3
py-pyparsing@2.2.0 py-six@1.10.0
sqlite@3.20.0
mpich@3.2
netlib-scalapack@2.
˓→0.2
netlib-scalapack@2.0.2 openssl@1.0.2k
py-numpy@1.
˓→13.1
py-scipy@0.19.1
python@2.7.14
zlib@1.2.11

Go to Non-hierarchical module files to proceed with the tutorial.
Note:
Dockerfile for this image Those of you that want to build a similar container themselves can find
the Dockerfile and the other resources in Spack’s share/spack/docs/docker
folder.

Work in a local folder
If you don’t feel like using a container, you can set-up your environment locally. Let’s start
by cloning the Spack repository and moving to the directory where it was checked out:
$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack.git
$ cd spack

From here we’ll be building the required stack of software.
Build a module tool
The first thing that we need is the module tool. In this case we choose lmod as it can work
with both hierarchical and non-hierarchical module file layouts.
$ bin/spack install lmod

Once the module tool is installed we need to have it available in the current shell. As
the installation directories are definitely not easy to remember, we’ll employ the command
spack location to retrieve the lmod prefix directly from Spack:
$ . $(spack location -i lmod)/lmod/lmod/init/bash

Now we can source the setup file and activate the shell support:
$ . share/spack/setup_env.sh

Add a new compiler
The second step is to build a recent compiler. On first use, Spack scans the environment and
automatically locates the compiler(s) already available on the system. This is what you’ll
see on Ubuntu 14.04:
$ uname -a
Linux nuvolari 4.4.0-45-generic #66~14.04.1-Ubuntu
˓→SMP Wed Oct 19 15:05:38 UTC 2016 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64 GNU/Linux
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$ spack compilers
==> Available compilers
-- gcc ---------------------------------------------------------gcc@4.8

Let’s bootstrap a more recent compiler with the one that was automatically detected:
$ spack install gcc@7.2.0
...
Wait a long time
...

Once gcc is installed we can use shell support to load it and make it readily available:
$ spack load gcc@7.2.0

It may not be apparent, but the last command employed the module files generated automatically by Spack. What happens under the hood when you use the spack load command
is:
1. the spec passed as argument is translated into a module file name
2. the current module tool is used to load that module file
You can use this command to double check:
$ module list
Currently Loaded Modules:
1) lmod-7.7-gcc-4.8-okcwjgw 2) gcc-7.2.0-gcc-4.8-twd5nqg

Note that the 7-digit hash at the end of the generated module may vary depending on architecture or package version. Now that we have gcc@7.2.0 in PATH we can finally add it
to the list of compilers known to Spack:
$ spack compiler add
==> Added 1 new compiler to ~/.spack/linux/compilers.yaml
gcc@7.2.0
$ spack compilers
==> Available compilers
-- gcc ---------------------------------------------------------gcc@7.2.0 gcc@4.8

Build the software that will be used in the tutorial
The last step is to install the software stack needed later on. To mimic an external installation
of an MPI provider we’ll install openmpi on the system we are working on. On Ubuntu
14.04 it boils down to:
$ sudo apt-get install openmpi-bin openmpi-common libopenmpi-dev
...

but the exact command varies according to your OS. Then we need to prepare a
packages.yaml file that instructs Spack to use an externally provided MPI:
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packages:
openmpi:
buildable: False
paths:
openmpi@1.6: /usr

Finally, we should use Spack to install the packages used in the examples:
$
$
$
$
$

spack
spack
spack
spack
spack

install
install
install
install
install

netlib-scalapack ^openmpi ^openblas
netlib-scalapack ^mpich ^openblas
netlib-scalapack ^openmpi ^netlib-lapack
netlib-scalapack ^mpich ^netlib-lapack
py-scipy ^openblas

5.6.3 Non-hierarchical module files
If you arrived to this point you should have an environment that looks similar to:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module avail
-----------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------- /usr/
˓→local/share/spack/modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 -----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------autoconf˓→2.69-gcc-5.4.0-bvabhji
libtool-2.4.6-gcc-5.4.0-o2pfwjf
˓→
ncurses-6.0-gcc-7.2.0-oh6pqty
pkg-config˓→0.29.2-gcc-5.4.0-ae2hwm7
readline-7.0-gcc-5.4.0-gizxpch
automake˓→1.15.1-gcc-5.4.0-kaiefe4
lmod-7.7-gcc-5.4.0-okcwjgw
˓→
netlib-lapack-3.6.1-gcc-7.2.0-5sywztc
pkg-config˓→0.29.2-gcc-7.2.0-76z7ehw
readline-7.0-gcc-7.2.0-eqos6rz
bzip2-1.
˓→0.6-gcc-7.2.0-mwamumj
lua-5.3.4-gcc-5.4.0-ytxw2gq
˓→
netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-5lb2j5p
py-appdirs˓→1.4.3-gcc-7.2.0-7ncu7zr
sqlite-3.20.0-gcc-7.2.0-hfmjilk
cmake˓→3.9.4-gcc-7.2.0-6bxdr6h
lua-luafilesystem-1_6_3-gcc-5.4.0˓→5dzzlt4
netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-ax6aza6
py-numpy˓→1.13.1-gcc-7.2.0-22n5oub
tcl-8.6.6-gcc-5.4.0-767ls4i
gcc-7.2.0˓→gcc-5.4.0-go3z4hb
lua-luaposix-33.4.0-gcc-5.4.0-w5jpnwm
˓→
netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-c4v5l7j
py-packaging˓→16.8-gcc-7.2.0-c37cjmq
zlib-1.2.11-gcc-5.4.0-swly52a
gdbm-1.13˓→gcc-5.4.0-vdhoris
m4-1.4.18-gcc-5.4.0-r5envx3
˓→
netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-m7rzcmh
py-pyparsing˓→2.2.0-gcc-7.2.0-ahdh5cx
zlib-1.2.11-gcc-7.2.0-lv5fabl
git-2.9.4-gcc-5.4.0-atwjs4i
˓→
mpc-1.0.3-gcc-5.4.0-tumbpsh
openblas-0.2.
˓→20-gcc-7.2.0-kvddide
py-scipy-0.19.1-gcc-7.2.0-7hi7r5j
gmp-6.1.2-gcc-5.4.0-qc4qcfz
˓→ mpfr-3.1.5-gcc-5.4.0-mdi6irz
openmpi-1.10.2-gcc˓→7.2.0-ufw7pdi
py-setuptools-35.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-cvasi7i
isl-0.18-gcc-5.4.0-vttqout
˓→
mpich-3.2-gcc-7.2.0-7gxffhv
openssl-1.
˓→0.2k-gcc-7.2.0-pxv3dh4
py-six-1.10.0-gcc-7.2.0-3xk5mod
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libsigsegv-2.11-gcc-5.4.0-fypapcp
ncurses-6.0-gcc-5.4.0-ukq4tcc
perl-5.24.
˓→1-gcc-5.4.0-mfzwy6y
python-2.7.14-gcc-7.2.0-555u7ea

˓→

Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..
˓→." to search for all possible modules matching any of the "keys".

The non-hierarchical module files that have been generated so far follow the default rules
for module generation. Taking a look at the gcc module you’ll see, for example:
root@module˓→file-tutorial:/# module show gcc-7.2.0-gcc-5.4.0-go3z4hb
-----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------/usr/local/share/spack/
˓→modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-7.2.0-gcc-5.4.0-go3z4hb:
-----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------whatis("The GNU Compiler
˓→Collection includes front ends for C, C++, Objective-C, Fortran,
˓→ Ada, and Go, as well as libraries for these languages. ")
prepend_path("PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/bin")
prepend_
˓→path("MANPATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/share/man")
prepend_
˓→path("LIBRARY_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/lib")
prepend_
˓→path("LD_LIBRARY_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/lib")
prepend_
˓→path("LIBRARY_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/lib64")
prepend_path(
˓→"LD_LIBRARY_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/lib64")
prepend_path("CPATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/include")
prepend_
˓→path("CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/")
help([[The GNU
˓→Compiler Collection includes front ends for C, C++, Objective-C,
Fortran, Ada, and Go, as well as libraries for these languages.
]])

As expected, a few environment variables representing paths will be modified by the module
file according to the default prefix inspection rules.
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Filter unwanted modifications to the environment
Now consider the case that your site has decided that CPATH and LIBRARY_PATH modifications should not be present in module files. What you can do to abide by the rules is to
create a configuration file ~/.spack/modules.yaml with the following content:
modules:
tcl:
all:
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']

Next you should regenerate all the module files:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# spack module refresh --module-type tcl
==> You are about to regenerate tcl module files for:
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------bvabhji autoconf@2.
˓→69
vdhoris gdbm@1.13 vttqout isl@0.18
okcwjgw
˓→lmod@7.7
w5jpnwm lua-luaposix@33.4.0 mdi6irz
˓→mpfr@3.1.5
ae2hwm7 pkg-config@0.29.2 swly52a zlib@1.2.11
kaiefe4 automake@1.15.1 atwjs4i git@2.9.4 fypapcp
˓→libsigsegv@2.11
ytxw2gq lua@5.3.4
r5envx3
˓→m4@1.4.18
ukq4tcc ncurses@6.0 gizxpch readline@7.0
go3z4hb gcc@7.2.0
qc4qcfz gmp@6.1.2 o2pfwjf
˓→libtool@2.4.6
5dzzlt4 lua-luafilesystem@1_6_3 tumbpsh
˓→mpc@1.0.3
mfzwy6y perl@5.24.1 767ls4i tcl@8.6.6
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@7.2.0 ------------------------mwamumj bzip2@1.0.6 5sywztc netlib-lapack@3.
˓→6.1
m7rzcmh netlib-scalapack@2.0.2 76z7ehw pkg-config@0.
˓→29.2
ahdh5cx py-pyparsing@2.2.0
555u7ea python@2.7.14
6bxdr6h cmake@3.9.4 ax6aza6 netlib-scalapack@2.
˓→0.2
kvddide openblas@0.2.20
7ncu7zr py-appdirs@1.
˓→4.3
7hi7r5j py-scipy@0.19.1
eqos6rz readline@7.0
7gxffhv mpich@3.2
c4v5l7j netlib-scalapack@2.
˓→0.2
ufw7pdi openmpi@1.10.2
22n5oub py-numpy@1.
˓→13.1
cvasi7i py-setuptools@35.0.2 hfmjilk sqlite@3.20.0
oh6pqty ncurses@6.0 5lb2j5p netlib˓→scalapack@2.0.2
pxv3dh4 openssl@1.0.2k
c37cjmq py˓→packaging@16.8
3xk5mod py-six@1.10.0
lv5fabl zlib@1.2.11
==> Do you want to proceed? [y/n] y
==> Regenerating tcl module files

If you take a look now at the module for gcc you’ll see that the unwanted paths have
disappeared:
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whatis("The GNU Compiler
˓→Collection includes front ends for C, C++, Objective-C, Fortran,
˓→ Ada, and Go, as well as libraries for these languages. ")
prepend_path("PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/bin")
prepend_
˓→path("MANPATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/share/man")
prepend_
˓→path("LD_LIBRARY_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/lib")
prepend_path(
˓→"LD_LIBRARY_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/lib64")
prepend_
˓→path("CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/")
help([[The GNU
˓→Compiler Collection includes front ends for C, C++, Objective-C,
Fortran, Ada, and Go, as well as libraries for these languages.
]])

Prevent some module files from being generated
Another common request at many sites is to avoid exposing software that is only needed
as an intermediate step when building a newer stack. Let’s try to prevent the generation of
module files for anything that is compiled with gcc@5.4.0 (the OS provided compiler).
To do this you should add a blacklist keyword to ~/.spack/modules.yaml:
modules:
tcl:
blacklist:
- '%gcc@5.4.0'
all:
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']

and regenerate the module files:
root@module-file˓→tutorial:/# spack module refresh --module-type tcl --delete-tree
==> You are about to regenerate tcl module files for:
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@5.4.0 ------------------------bvabhji autoconf@2.
˓→69
vdhoris gdbm@1.13 vttqout isl@0.18
okcwjgw
˓→lmod@7.7
w5jpnwm lua-luaposix@33.4.0 mdi6irz
˓→mpfr@3.1.5
ae2hwm7 pkg-config@0.29.2 swly52a zlib@1.2.11
kaiefe4 automake@1.15.1 atwjs4i git@2.9.4 fypapcp
˓→libsigsegv@2.11
ytxw2gq lua@5.3.4
r5envx3
˓→m4@1.4.18
ukq4tcc ncurses@6.0 gizxpch readline@7.0
go3z4hb gcc@7.2.0
qc4qcfz gmp@6.1.2 o2pfwjf
˓→libtool@2.4.6
5dzzlt4 lua-luafilesystem@1_6_3 tumbpsh
˓→mpc@1.0.3
mfzwy6y perl@5.24.1 767ls4i tcl@8.6.6
-- linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 / gcc@7.2.0 -------------------------
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mwamumj bzip2@1.0.6 5sywztc netlib-lapack@3.
˓→6.1
m7rzcmh netlib-scalapack@2.0.2 76z7ehw pkg-config@0.
˓→29.2
ahdh5cx py-pyparsing@2.2.0
555u7ea python@2.7.14
6bxdr6h cmake@3.9.4 ax6aza6 netlib-scalapack@2.
˓→0.2
kvddide openblas@0.2.20
7ncu7zr py-appdirs@1.
˓→4.3
7hi7r5j py-scipy@0.19.1
eqos6rz readline@7.0
7gxffhv mpich@3.2
c4v5l7j netlib-scalapack@2.
˓→0.2
ufw7pdi openmpi@1.10.2
22n5oub py-numpy@1.
˓→13.1
cvasi7i py-setuptools@35.0.2 hfmjilk sqlite@3.20.0
oh6pqty ncurses@6.0 5lb2j5p netlib˓→scalapack@2.0.2
pxv3dh4 openssl@1.0.2k
c37cjmq py˓→packaging@16.8
3xk5mod py-six@1.10.0
lv5fabl zlib@1.2.11
==> Do you want to proceed? [y/n] y
==> Regenerating tcl module files
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module avail
-----------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------- /usr/
˓→local/share/spack/modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 -----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------bzip2-1.
˓→0.6-gcc-7.2.0-mwamumj
netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-7.2.
˓→0-5lb2j5p
openmpi-1.10.2-gcc-7.2.0-ufw7pdi
py-packaging˓→16.8-gcc-7.2.0-c37cjmq
python-2.7.14-gcc-7.2.0-555u7ea
cmake-3.
˓→9.4-gcc-7.2.0-6bxdr6h
netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-7.2.
˓→0-ax6aza6
openssl-1.0.2k-gcc-7.2.0-pxv3dh4
py-pyparsing˓→2.2.0-gcc-7.2.0-ahdh5cx
readline-7.0-gcc-7.2.0-eqos6rz
mpich˓→3.2-gcc-7.2.0-7gxffhv
netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-gcc˓→7.2.0-c4v5l7j
pkg-config-0.29.2-gcc-7.2.0-76z7ehw
py-scipy˓→0.19.1-gcc-7.2.0-7hi7r5j
sqlite-3.20.0-gcc-7.2.0-hfmjilk
ncurses-6.
˓→0-gcc-7.2.0-oh6pqty
netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0˓→m7rzcmh
py-appdirs-1.4.3-gcc-7.2.0-7ncu7zr
py-setuptools˓→35.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-cvasi7i
zlib-1.2.11-gcc-7.2.0-lv5fabl
netlib-lapack-3.6.1-gcc-7.2.0˓→5sywztc
openblas-0.2.20-gcc-7.2.0-kvddide
py-numpy˓→1.13.1-gcc-7.2.0-22n5oub
py-six-1.10.0-gcc-7.2.0-3xk5mod
Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..
˓→." to search for all possible modules matching any of the "keys".

This time it is convenient to pass the option --delete-tree to the command that regenerates the module files to instruct it to delete the existing tree and regenerate a new one
instead of overwriting the files in the existing directory.
If you look closely you’ll see though that we went too far in blacklisting modules: the
module for gcc@7.2.0 disappeared as it was bootstrapped with gcc@5.4.0. To specify
exceptions to the blacklist rules you can use whitelist:
modules:
tcl:
whitelist:
- gcc
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blacklist:
- '%gcc@5.4.0'
all:
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']

whitelist rules always have precedence over blacklist rules. If you regenerate the modules again:
root@module˓→file-tutorial:/# spack module refresh --module-type tcl -y
==> Regenerating tcl module files

you’ll see that now the module for gcc@7.2.0 has reappeared:
root@module˓→file-tutorial:/# module avail gcc-7.2.0-gcc-5.4.0-go3z4hb
-----------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------- /usr/
˓→local/share/spack/modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 -----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------gcc-7.2.0-gcc-5.4.0-go3z4hb
Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..
˓→." to search for all possible modules matching any of the "keys".

Change module file naming
The next step in making module files more user-friendly is to improve their naming scheme.
To reduce the length of the hash or remove it altogether you can use the hash_length
keyword in the configuration file:
modules:
tcl:
hash_length: 0
whitelist:
- gcc
blacklist:
- '%gcc@5.4.0'
all:
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']

If you try to regenerate the module files now you will get an error:
root@module-file-tutorial:/
˓→# spack module refresh --module-type tcl --delete-tree -y
==> Error: Name clashes detected in module files:
file: /usr/local/share/spack/
˓→modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0
spec: netlib-scalapack@2.0.2%gcc@7.2.0 build_
˓→type=RelWithDebInfo ~pic+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
spec: netlib-scalapack@2.0.2%gcc@7.2.0 build_
˓→type=RelWithDebInfo ~pic+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
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spec: netlib-scalapack@2.0.2%gcc@7.2.0 build_
˓→type=RelWithDebInfo ~pic+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
spec: netlib-scalapack@2.0.2%gcc@7.2.0 build_
˓→type=RelWithDebInfo ~pic+shared arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
==> Error: Operation aborted

Note:
We try to check for errors upfront! In Spack we check for errors upfront whenever possible,
so don’t worry about your module files: as a name clash was detected nothing has been
changed on disk.
The problem here is that without the hashes the four different flavors of
netlib-scalapack map to the same module file name. We can add suffixes to differentiate them:
modules:
tcl:
hash_length: 0
whitelist:
- gcc
blacklist:
- '%gcc@5.4.0'
all:
suffixes:
'^openblas': openblas
'^netlib-lapack': netlib
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']
netlib-scalapack:
suffixes:
'^openmpi': openmpi
'^mpich': mpich

As you can see it is possible to specify rules that apply only to a restricted set of packages
using anonymous specs. Regenerating module files now we obtain:
root@module-file-tutorial:/
˓→# spack module refresh --module-type tcl --delete-tree -y
==> Regenerating tcl module files
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module avail
-----------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------- /usr/
˓→local/share/spack/modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 -----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------bzip2-1.0.6-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-lapack-3.
˓→6.1-gcc-7.2.0
openblas-0.2.20-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-numpy-1.13.1-gcc-7.2.0-openblas
py-six-1.10.0-gcc-7.2.0
cmake-3.9.4-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-scalapack˓→2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-netlib-mpich
openmpi-1.10.2-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-packaging-16.8-gcc-7.2.0
python-2.7.14-gcc-7.2.0
gcc-7.2.0-gcc-5.4.0
netlib-scalapack˓→2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-netlib-openmpi
openssl-1.0.2k-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-pyparsing-2.2.0-gcc-7.2.0
readline-7.0-gcc-7.2.0
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mpich-3.2-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-scalapack2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-openblas-mpich
pkg-config-0.29.2-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-scipy-0.19.1-gcc-7.2.0-openblas
sqlite-3.20.0-gcc-7.2.0
ncurses-6.0-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-scalapack˓→2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-openblas-openmpi
py-appdirs-1.4.3-gcc-7.2.
˓→0
py-setuptools-35.0.2-gcc-7.2.0
zlib-1.2.11-gcc-7.2.0

˓→

Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..
˓→." to search for all possible modules matching any of the "keys".

Finally we can set a naming_scheme to prevent users from loading modules that refer to
different flavors of the same library/application:
modules:
tcl:
hash_length: 0
naming_
˓→scheme: '${PACKAGE}/${VERSION}-${COMPILERNAME}-${COMPILERVER}'
whitelist:
- gcc
blacklist:
- '%gcc@5.4.0'
all:
conflict:
- '${PACKAGE}'
suffixes:
'^openblas': openblas
'^netlib-lapack': netlib
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']
netlib-scalapack:
suffixes:
'^openmpi': openmpi
'^mpich': mpich

The final result should look like:
root@module-file-tutorial:/
˓→# spack module refresh --module-type tcl --delete-tree -y
==> Regenerating tcl module files
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module avail
-----------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------- /usr/
˓→local/share/spack/modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 -----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------bzip2/1.0.6-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-lapack/3.6.1˓→gcc-7.2.0
openblas/0.2.20-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-numpy/1.13.1-gcc-7.2.0-openblas
py-six/1.10.0-gcc-7.2.0
cmake/3.9.4-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-scalapack/2.
˓→0.2-gcc-7.2.0-netlib-mpich
openmpi/1.10.2-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-packaging/16.8-gcc-7.2.0
python/2.7.14-gcc-7.2.0
gcc/7.2.0-gcc-5.4.0
netlib-scalapack/2.
˓→0.2-gcc-7.2.0-netlib-openmpi
openssl/1.0.2k-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-pyparsing/2.2.0-gcc-7.2.0
readline/7.0-gcc-7.2.0
mpich/3.2-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-scalapack/2.0.
˓→2-gcc-7.2.0-openblas-mpich
pkg-config/0.29.2-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-scipy/0.19.1-gcc-7.2.0-openblas
sqlite/3.20.0-gcc-7.2.0
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ncurses/6.0-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-scalapack/
2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-openblas-openmpi (D)
py-appdirs/1.4.3-gcc-7.2.
˓→0
py-setuptools/35.0.2-gcc-7.2.0
zlib/1.2.11-gcc-7.2.0
˓→

Where:
D: Default Module
Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..
˓→." to search for all possible modules matching any of the "keys".

Note:
TCL specific directive The directives naming_scheme and conflict are TCL specific and
can’t be used in the lmod section of the configuration file.

Add custom environment modifications
At many sites it is customary to set an environment variable in a package’s module file that
points to the folder in which the package is installed. You can achieve this with Spack by
adding an environment directive to the configuration file:
modules:
tcl:
hash_length: 0
naming_
˓→scheme: '${PACKAGE}/${VERSION}-${COMPILERNAME}-${COMPILERVER}'
whitelist:
- gcc
blacklist:
- '%gcc@5.4.0'
all:
conflict:
- '${PACKAGE}'
suffixes:
'^openblas': openblas
'^netlib-lapack': netlib
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']
environment:
set:
'${PACKAGE}_ROOT': '${PREFIX}'
netlib-scalapack:
suffixes:
'^openmpi': openmpi
'^mpich': mpich

Under the hood Spack uses the format() API to substitute tokens in either environment
variable names or values. There are two caveats though:
• The set of allowed tokens in variable names is restricted to PACKAGE, VERSION,
COMPILER, COMPILERNAME, COMPILERVER, ARCHITECTURE
• Any token expanded in a variable name is made uppercase, but other than that case sensitivity is preserved
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Regenerating the module files results in something like:
root@module˓→file-tutorial:/# spack module refresh -y --module-type tcl
==> Regenerating tcl module files
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module show gcc
-----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------/usr/local/
˓→share/spack/modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc/7.2.0-gcc-5.4.0:
-----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------whatis("The GNU Compiler
˓→Collection includes front ends for C, C++, Objective-C, Fortran,
˓→ Ada, and Go, as well as libraries for these languages. ")
conflict("gcc")
prepend_path("PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/bin")
prepend_
˓→path("MANPATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/share/man")
prepend_
˓→path("LD_LIBRARY_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/lib")
prepend_path(
˓→"LD_LIBRARY_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/lib64")
prepend_
˓→path("CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/")
setenv("GCC_ROOT","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd")
help([[The GNU
˓→Compiler Collection includes front ends for C, C++, Objective-C,
Fortran, Ada, and Go, as well as libraries for these languages.
]])

As you can see, the gcc module has the environment variable GCC_ROOT set.
Sometimes it’s also useful to apply environment modifications selectively and target only
certain packages. You can, for instance set the common variables CC, CXX, etc. in the gcc
module file and apply other custom modifications to the openmpi modules as follows:
modules:
tcl:
hash_length: 0
naming_
˓→scheme: '${PACKAGE}/${VERSION}-${COMPILERNAME}-${COMPILERVER}'
whitelist:
- gcc
blacklist:
- '%gcc@5.4.0'
all:
conflict:
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- '${PACKAGE}'
suffixes:
'^openblas': openblas
'^netlib-lapack': netlib
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']
environment:
set:
'${PACKAGE}_ROOT': '${PREFIX}'
gcc:
environment:
set:
CC: gcc
CXX: g++
FC: gfortran
F90: gfortran
F77: gfortran
openmpi:
environment:
set:
SLURM_MPI_TYPE: pmi2
OMPI_MCA_btl_openib_warn_default_gid_prefix: '0'
netlib-scalapack:
suffixes:
'^openmpi': openmpi
'^mpich': mpich

This time we will be more selective and regenerate only the gcc and openmpi module
files:
root@module˓→file-tutorial:/#
spack module refresh -y --module-type tcl gcc
==> Regenerating tcl module files
root@module-file˓→tutorial:/# spack module refresh -y --module-type tcl openmpi
==> Regenerating tcl module files
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module show gcc
-----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------/usr/local/
˓→share/spack/modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc/7.2.0-gcc-5.4.0:
-----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------whatis("The GNU Compiler
˓→Collection includes front ends for C, C++, Objective-C, Fortran,
˓→ Ada, and Go, as well as libraries for these languages. ")
conflict("gcc")
prepend_path("PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/bin")
prepend_
˓→path("MANPATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/share/man")
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prepend_
˓→path("LD_LIBRARY_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04˓→x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/lib")
prepend_path(
˓→"LD_LIBRARY_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/lib64")
prepend_
˓→path("CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd/")
setenv("GCC_ROOT","/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/gcc-5.4.0/gcc-7.2.0-go3z4hbsa6wycoaedr3fforx5qnazdhd")
setenv("CC","gcc")
setenv("CXX","g++")
setenv("FC","gfortran")
setenv("F90","gfortran")
setenv("F77","gfortran")
help([[The GNU
˓→Compiler Collection includes front ends for C, C++, Objective-C,
Fortran, Ada, and Go, as well as libraries for these languages.
]])
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module show openmpi
-----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------/usr/local/share/
˓→spack/modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/openmpi/1.10.2-gcc-7.2.0:
-----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------whatis("The Open MPI Project
˓→is an open source Message Passing Interface implementation
˓→that is developed and maintained by a consortium of academic,
˓→ research, and industry partners. Open MPI is therefore able t
o combine the expertise,
˓→technologies, and resources from all across the High Performance
˓→Computing community in order to build the best MPI library
˓→available. Open MPI offers advantages for system and software
vendors,
˓→ application developers and computer science researchers.
")
conflict("openmpi")
prepend_path("MANPATH","/usr/share/man")
prepend_path("ACLOCAL_PATH","/usr/share/aclocal")
prepend_path("PKG_CONFIG_PATH","/usr/lib/pkgconfig")
setenv("OPENMPI_ROOT","/usr")
setenv("SLURM_MPI_TYPE","pmi2")
setenv("OMPI_MCA_btl_openib_warn_default_gid_prefix","0")
help([[The
˓→Open MPI Project is an open source Message Passing Interface
implementation that is developed and maintained by a consortium of
academic,
˓→ research, and industry partners. Open MPI is therefore able to
combine
˓→the expertise, technologies, and resources from all across the
High Performance Computing community in order to build the best MPI
library
˓→available. Open MPI offers advantages for system and software
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vendors, application developers and computer science researchers.
]])

Autoload dependencies
Spack can also generate module files that contain code to load the dependencies automatically. You can, for instance generate python modules that load their dependencies by adding
the autoload directive and assigning it the value direct:
modules:
tcl:
verbose: True
hash_length: 0
naming_
˓→scheme: '${PACKAGE}/${VERSION}-${COMPILERNAME}-${COMPILERVER}'
whitelist:
- gcc
blacklist:
- '%gcc@5.4.0'
all:
conflict:
- '${PACKAGE}'
suffixes:
'^openblas': openblas
'^netlib-lapack': netlib
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']
environment:
set:
'${PACKAGE}_ROOT': '${PREFIX}'
gcc:
environment:
set:
CC: gcc
CXX: g++
FC: gfortran
F90: gfortran
F77: gfortran
openmpi:
environment:
set:
SLURM_MPI_TYPE: pmi2
OMPI_MCA_btl_openib_warn_default_gid_prefix: '0'
netlib-scalapack:
suffixes:
'^openmpi': openmpi
'^mpich': mpich
^python:
autoload: 'direct'

and regenerating the module files for every package that depends on python:
root@module-file˓→tutorial:/# spack module refresh -y --module-type tcl ^python
==> Regenerating tcl module files
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Now the py-scipy module will be:
#%Module1.0
## Module file created by spack
˓→(https://github.com/spack/spack) on 2017-10-07 15:02:14.974937
##
## py-scipy@0.19.1%gcc@7.2.0 arch=linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 /7hi7r5j
##

module-whatis "SciPy
˓→(pronounced 'Sigh Pie') is a Scientific Library for Python.
˓→ It provides many user-friendly and efficient numerical routines
˓→such as routines for numerical integration and optimization."
proc ModulesHelp { } {
puts stderr "SciPy
˓→(pronounced 'Sigh Pie') is a Scientific Library for Python. It"
puts stderr "provides
˓→many user-friendly and efficient numerical routines such as"
puts stderr "routines for numerical integration and optimization."
}
if ![ is-loaded python/2.7.14-gcc-7.2.0 ] {
puts stderr "Autoloading python/2.7.14-gcc-7.2.0"
module load python/2.7.14-gcc-7.2.0
}
if ![ is-loaded openblas/0.2.20-gcc-7.2.0 ] {
puts stderr "Autoloading openblas/0.2.20-gcc-7.2.0"
module load openblas/0.2.20-gcc-7.2.0
}
if ![ is-loaded py-numpy/1.13.1-gcc-7.2.0-openblas ] {
puts stderr "Autoloading py-numpy/1.13.1-gcc-7.2.0-openblas"
module load py-numpy/1.13.1-gcc-7.2.0-openblas
}
conflict py-scipy
prepend-path
˓→LD_LIBRARY_PATH "/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/
˓→gcc-7.2.0/py-scipy-0.19.1-7hi7r5jri7bmohh4oontvfxo7rgj4hef/lib"
prepend-path
˓→CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH "/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-7.2.0/py-scipy-0.19.1-7hi7r5jri7bmohh4oontvfxo7rgj4hef/"
prepend-path PYTHONPATH "/usr/
˓→local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-7.2.0/py-scipy-0.19.
˓→1-7hi7r5jri7bmohh4oontvfxo7rgj4hef/lib/python2.7/site-packages"
setenv PY_SCIPY_ROOT "/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_
˓→64/gcc-7.2.0/py-scipy-0.19.1-7hi7r5jri7bmohh4oontvfxo7rgj4hef"

and will contain code to autoload all the dependencies:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module load py-scipy
Autoloading python/2.7.14-gcc-7.2.0
Autoloading openblas/0.2.20-gcc-7.2.0
Autoloading py-numpy/1.13.1-gcc-7.2.0-openblas

In case messages are unwanted during the autoload procedure, it will be sufficient to omit
the line setting verbose: True in the configuration file above.
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5.6.4 Hierarchical module files
So far we worked with non-hierarchical module files, i.e. with module files that are
all generated in the same root directory and don’t attempt to dynamically modify the
MODULEPATH. This results in a flat module structure where all the software is visible at the
same time:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module avail
-----------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------- /usr/
˓→local/share/spack/modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64 -----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------bzip2/1.0.6-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-lapack/3.6.1˓→gcc-7.2.0
openblas/0.2.20-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-numpy/1.13.1-gcc-7.2.0-openblas
py-six/1.10.0-gcc-7.2.0
cmake/3.9.4-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-scalapack/2.
˓→0.2-gcc-7.2.0-netlib-mpich
openmpi/1.10.2-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-packaging/16.8-gcc-7.2.0
python/2.7.14-gcc-7.2.0
gcc/7.2.0-gcc-5.4.0
netlib-scalapack/2.
˓→0.2-gcc-7.2.0-netlib-openmpi
openssl/1.0.2k-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-pyparsing/2.2.0-gcc-7.2.0
readline/7.0-gcc-7.2.0
mpich/3.2-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-scalapack/2.0.
˓→2-gcc-7.2.0-openblas-mpich
pkg-config/0.29.2-gcc-7.2.0
˓→
py-scipy/0.19.1-gcc-7.2.0-openblas
sqlite/3.20.0-gcc-7.2.0
ncurses/6.0-gcc-7.2.0
netlib-scalapack/
˓→2.0.2-gcc-7.2.0-openblas-openmpi (D)
py-appdirs/1.4.3-gcc-7.2.
˓→0
py-setuptools/35.0.2-gcc-7.2.0
zlib/1.2.11-gcc-7.2.0
Where:
D: Default Module
Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..
˓→." to search for all possible modules matching any of the "keys".

This layout is quite simple to deploy, but you can see from the above snippet that nothing
prevents users from loading incompatible sets of modules:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module
˓→load netlib-lapack/3.6.1-gcc-7.2.0 openblas/0.2.20-gcc-7.2.0
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module list
Currently Loaded Modules:
1) netlib-lapack/3.6.1-gcc-7.2.0

2) openblas/0.2.20-gcc-7.2.0

Even if conflicts directives are carefully placed in module files, they:
• won’t enforce a consistent environment, but will just report an error
• need constant updates, for instance as soon as a new compiler or MPI library is installed
Hierarchical module files try to overcome these shortcomings by showing at start-up only a restricted view of what
is available on the system: more specifically only the software that has been installed with OS provided compilers.
Among this software there will be other - usually more recent - compilers that, once loaded, will prepend new directories to MODULEPATH unlocking all the software that was compiled with them. This “unlocking” idea can then be
extended arbitrarily to virtual dependencies, as we’ll see in the following section.
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Core/Compiler/MPI
The most widely used hierarchy is the so called Core/Compiler/MPI where, on top of
the compilers, different MPI libraries also unlock software linked to them. There are just a
few steps needed to adapt the modules.yaml file we used previously:
1. enable the lmod file generator
2. change the tcl tag to lmod
3. remove tcl specific directives (naming_scheme and conflict)
4. declare which compilers are considered core_compilers
5. remove the mpi related suffixes (as they will be substituted by hierarchies)
After these modifications your configuration file should look like:
modules:
enable::
- lmod
lmod:
core_compilers:
- 'gcc@5.4.0'
hierarchy:
- mpi
hash_length: 0
whitelist:
- gcc
blacklist:
- '%gcc@5.4.0'
all:
suffixes:
'^openblas': openblas
'^netlib-lapack': netlib
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']
environment:
set:
'${PACKAGE}_ROOT': '${PREFIX}'
gcc:
environment:
set:
CC: gcc
CXX: g++
FC: gfortran
F90: gfortran
F77: gfortran
openmpi:
environment:
set:
SLURM_MPI_TYPE: pmi2
OMPI_MCA_btl_openib_warn_default_gid_prefix: '0'

Note:
Double colon in configuration files The double colon after enable is intentional and it serves
the purpose of overriding the default list of enabled generators so that only lmod will be
active (see Overriding entire sections for more details).
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The directive core_compilers accepts a list of compilers. Everything built using these
compilers will create a module in the Core part of the hierarchy, which is the entry point
for hierarchical module files. It is common practice to put the OS provided compilers in the
list and only build common utilities and other compilers with them.
If we now regenerate the module files:
root@module-file-tutorial:/
˓→# spack module refresh --module-type lmod --delete-tree -y
==> Regenerating lmod module files

and update MODULEPATH to point to the Core:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module
˓→unuse /usr/local/share/spack/modules/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module
˓→use /usr/local/share/spack/lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/Core

asking for the available modules will return:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module avail
----------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------- /usr/
˓→local/share/spack/lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/Core ----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------gcc/7.2.0
Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..
˓→." to search for all possible modules matching any of the "keys".

Unsurprisingly, the only visible module is gcc. Loading that we’ll unlock the Compiler
part of the hierarchy:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module load gcc
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module avail
-------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------- /usr/local/
˓→share/spack/lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc/7.2.0 --------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------bzip2/1.0.
˓→6
mpich/3.2
netlib-lapack/3.6.1
openmpi/1.10.2
pkg˓→config/0.29.2
py-numpy/1.13.1-openblas
py-pyparsing/2.2.
˓→0
py-setuptools/35.0.2
python/2.7.14
sqlite/3.20.0
cmake/
˓→3.9.4
ncurses/6.0
openblas/0.2.20
openssl/1.0.2k
˓→py-appdirs/1.4.3
py-packaging/16.8
py-scipy/0.19.1˓→openblas
py-six/1.10.0
readline/7.0
zlib/1.2.11
----------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------- /usr/
˓→local/share/spack/lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/Core ----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------gcc/7.2.0 (L)
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Where:
L: Module is loaded
Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..
˓→." to search for all possible modules matching any of the "keys".

The same holds true also for the MPI part, that you can enable by loading either mpich or
openmpi. Let’s start by loading mpich:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module load mpich
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module avail
----------------˓→----------------------------------------------- /usr/local/share/
˓→spack/lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/mpich/3.2-7gxffhv/gcc/7.2.0
˓→----------------------------------------------------------------netlib˓→scalapack/2.0.2-netlib
netlib-scalapack/2.0.2-openblas (D)
-------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------- /usr/local/
˓→share/spack/lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc/7.2.0 --------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------bzip2/1.0.6
˓→ mpich/3.2
(L)
netlib-lapack/3.6.1
openmpi/1.10.2
pkg˓→config/0.29.2
py-numpy/1.13.1-openblas
py-pyparsing/2.2.
˓→0
py-setuptools/35.0.2
python/2.7.14
sqlite/3.20.0
cmake/3.9.
˓→4
ncurses/6.0
openblas/0.2.20
openssl/1.0.2k
˓→py-appdirs/1.4.3
py-packaging/16.8
py-scipy/0.19.1˓→openblas
py-six/1.10.0
readline/7.0
zlib/1.2.11
----------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------- /usr/
˓→local/share/spack/lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/Core ----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------gcc/7.2.0 (L)
Where:
L: Module is loaded
D: Default Module
Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..
˓→." to search for all possible modules matching any of the "keys".

root@module-file˓→tutorial:/# module load openblas netlib-scalapack/2.0.2-openblas
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module list
Currently Loaded Modules:
1) gcc/7.2.0
2) mpich/
˓→3.2
3) openblas/0.2.20

4) netlib-scalapack/2.0.2-openblas

At this point we can showcase the improved consistency that a hierarchical layout provides
over a non-hierarchical one:
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root@module-file-tutorial:/# module load openmpi
Lmod is automatically replacing "mpich/3.2" with "openmpi/1.10.2".
Due to MODULEPATH changes, the following have been reloaded:
1) netlib-scalapack/2.0.2-openblas

Lmod took care of swapping the MPI provider for us, and it also substituted the netlib-scalapack module to
conform to the change in the MPI. In this way we can’t accidentally pull-in two different MPI providers at the same
time or load a module file for a package linked to openmpi when mpich is also loaded. Consistency for compilers
and MPI is ensured by the tool.
Add LAPACK to the hierarchy
The hierarchy just shown is already a great improvement over non-hierarchical layouts,
but it still has an asymmetry: LAPACK providers cover the same semantic role as MPI
providers, but yet they are not part of the hierarchy.
To be more practical, this means that although we have gained an improved consistency in
our environment when it comes to MPI, we still have the same problems as we had before
for LAPACK implementations:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module list
Currently Loaded Modules:
1) gcc/7.2.0
2) openblas/
˓→0.2.20
3) openmpi/1.10.2

4) netlib-scalapack/2.0.2-openblas

root@module˓→file-tutorial:/# module load netlib-scalapack/2.0.2-netlib
Autoloading netlib-lapack/3.6.1
The following have been reloaded with a version change:
1)
˓→netlib-scalapack/2.0.2-openblas => netlib-scalapack/2.0.2-netlib
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module list
Currently Loaded Modules:
1) gcc/7.2.0
2) openblas/0.2.20
3) openmpi/1.
˓→10.2
4) netlib-lapack/3.6.1
5) netlib-scalapack/2.0.2-netlib

Hierarchies that are deeper than Core/Compiler/MPI are probably still considered “unusual” or “impractical” at many sites, mainly because module files are written manually
and keeping track of the combinations among multiple providers quickly becomes quite
involved.
For instance, having both MPI and LAPACK in the hierarchy means we must classify software into one of four categories:
1. Software that doesn’t depend on MPI or LAPACK
2. Software that depends only on MPI
3. Software that depends only on LAPACK
4. Software that depends on both
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to decide when to show it to the user. The situation becomes more involved as the number
of virtual dependencies in the hierarchy increases.
We can take advantage of the DAG that Spack maintains for the installed software and solve
this combinatorial problem in a clean and automated way. In some sense Spack’s ability to
manage this combinatorial complexity makes deeper hierarchies feasible.
Coming back to our example, let’s add lapack to the hierarchy and remove any remaining
suffix:
modules:
enable::
- lmod
lmod:
core_compilers:
- 'gcc@5.4.0'
hierarchy:
- mpi
- lapack
hash_length: 0
whitelist:
- gcc
blacklist:
- '%gcc@5.4.0'
- readline
all:
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']
environment:
set:
'${PACKAGE}_ROOT': '${PREFIX}'
gcc:
environment:
set:
CC: gcc
CXX: g++
FC: gfortran
F90: gfortran
F77: gfortran
openmpi:
environment:
set:
SLURM_MPI_TYPE: pmi2
OMPI_MCA_btl_openib_warn_default_gid_prefix: '0'

After module files have been regenerated as usual:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module purge
root@module˓→file-tutorial:/# spack module refresh --delete-tree -y -m lmod
==> Regenerating lmod module files

we can see that now we have additional components in the hierarchy:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module load gcc
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module load openblas
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module avail

5.6. Module Files
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-------------------˓→----------------------------------------- /usr/local/share/spack/
˓→lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/openblas/0.2.20-kvddide/gcc/7.2.
˓→0 -------------------------------------------------------------py-numpy/1.13.1
py-scipy/0.19.1
-------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------- /usr/local/
˓→share/spack/lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc/7.2.0 --------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------bzip2/1.0.6
mpich/3.2
netlib-lapack/
˓→3.6.1
openmpi/1.10.2
pkg-config/0.29.2
py-packaging/
˓→16.8
py-setuptools/35.0.2
python/2.7.14
sqlite/3.20.0
cmake/3.9.4
ncurses/6.0
openblas/0.2.20
˓→
(L)
openssl/1.0.2k
py-appdirs/1.4.3
py-pyparsing/
˓→2.2.0
py-six/1.10.0
readline/7.0
zlib/1.2.11
----------------˓→----------------------------------------------------------- /usr/
˓→local/share/spack/lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/Core ----------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------gcc/7.2.0 (L)
Where:
L: Module is loaded
Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..
˓→." to search for all possible modules matching any of the "keys".

root@module-file-tutorial:/# module load openmpi
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module avail
----------------------------˓→--------------------- /usr/local/share/spack/lmod/linux-ubuntu16.
˓→04-x86_64/openmpi/1.10.2-ufw7pdi/openblas/0.2.20-kvddide/
˓→gcc/7.2.0 -------------------------------------------------netlib-scalapack/2.0.2
-------------------˓→----------------------------------------- /usr/local/share/spack/
˓→lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/openblas/0.2.20-kvddide/gcc/7.2.
˓→0 -------------------------------------------------------------py-numpy/1.13.1
py-scipy/0.19.1
-------------------˓→----------------------------------------------------- /usr/local/
˓→share/spack/lmod/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc/7.2.0 --------˓→----------------------------------------------------------------bzip2/1.0.6
mpich/3.2
netlib-lapack/3.6.
˓→1
openmpi/1.10.2 (L)
pkg-config/0.29.2
py-packaging/
˓→16.8
py-setuptools/35.0.2
python/2.7.14
sqlite/3.20.0
cmake/3.9.4
ncurses/6.0
openblas/0.2.20
˓→
(L)
openssl/1.0.2k
py-appdirs/1.4.3
py-pyparsing/
˓→2.2.0
py-six/1.10.0
readline/7.0
zlib/1.2.11
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gcc/7.2.0 (L)
Where:
L: Module is loaded
Use "module spider" to find all possible modules.
Use "module keyword key1 key2 ..
˓→." to search for all possible modules matching any of the "keys".

Both MPI and LAPACK providers will now benefit from the same safety features:
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module load py-numpy netlib-scalapack
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module load mpich
Lmod is automatically replacing "openmpi/1.10.2" with "mpich/3.2".

Due to MODULEPATH changes, the following have been reloaded:
1) netlib-scalapack/2.0.2
root@module-file-tutorial:/# module load netlib-lapack
Lmod is automatically
˓→replacing "openblas/0.2.20" with "netlib-lapack/3.6.1".

Inactive Modules:
1) py-numpy
Due to MODULEPATH changes, the following have been reloaded:
1) netlib-scalapack/2.0.2

Because we only compiled py-numpy with openblas the module is made inactive when
we switch the LAPACK provider. The user environment is now consistent by design!

5.6.5 Working with templates
As briefly mentioned in the introduction, Spack uses Jinja2 to generate each individual
module file. This means that you have all of its flexibility and power when it comes to
customizing what gets generated!
Module file templates
The templates that Spack uses to generate module files are stored in the templates/
module directory, and they all share the same common structure. Usually, they start with a
header that identifies the type of module being generated. In the case of hierarchical module
files it’s:
-- -*- lua -*-- Module file created
˓→by spack (https://github.com/spack/spack) on {{ timestamp }}
--- {{ spec.short_spec }}
--
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The statements within double curly brackets {{ ... }} denote expressions that will be
evaluated and substituted at module generation time. The rest of the file is then divided
into blocks that can be overridden or extended by users, if need be. Control structures ,
delimited by {% ... %}, are also permitted in the template language:
{% block environment %}
{% for command_name, cmd in environment_modifications %}
{% if command_name == 'PrependPath' %}
prepend_path("{{ cmd.name }}", "{{ cmd.value }}")
{% elif command_name == 'AppendPath' %}
append_path("{{ cmd.name }}", "{{ cmd.value }}")
{% elif command_name == 'RemovePath' %}
remove_path("{{ cmd.name }}", "{{ cmd.value }}")
{% elif command_name == 'SetEnv' %}
setenv("{{ cmd.name }}", "{{ cmd.value }}")
{% elif command_name == 'UnsetEnv' %}
unsetenv("{{ cmd.name }}")
{% endif %}
{% endfor %}
{% endblock %}

The locations where Spack looks for templates are specified in config.yaml:
# Locations where templates should be found
template_dirs:
- $spack/templates

and can be extended by users to employ custom templates, as we’ll see next.
Extend the default templates
Let’s assume one of our software is protected by group membership: allowed users belong
to the same linux group, and access is granted at group level. Wouldn’t it be nice if people
that are not yet entitled to use it could receive a helpful message at module load time that
tells them who to contact in your organization to be inserted in the group?
To automate the generation of module files with such site-specific behavior we’ll start by
extending the list of locations where Spack looks for module files. Let’s create the file
~/.spack/config.yaml with the content:
config:
template_dirs:
- $HOME/.spack/templates

This tells Spack to also search another location when looking for template files. Next, we
need to create our custom template extension in the folder listed above:
{%
{%
-if

extends "modules/modulefile.lua" %}
block footer %}
Access is granted only to specific groups
not isDir("{{ spec.prefix }}") then
LmodError (
"You
˓→don't have the necessary rights to run \"{{ spec.name }}\".\n\n",
"\tPlease write an e-mail to 1234@foo.com
˓→if you need further information on how to get access to it.\n"
)
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end
{% endblock %}

Let’s name this file group-restricted.lua. The line:
{% extends "modules/modulefile.lua" %}

tells Jinja2 that we are reusing the standard template for hierarchical module files. The
section:
{% block footer %}
-- Access is granted only to specific groups
if not isDir("{{ spec.prefix }}") then
LmodError (
"You
˓→don't have the necessary rights to run \"{{ spec.name }}\".\n\n",
"\tPlease write an e-mail to 1234@foo.com
˓→if you need further information on how to get access to it.\n"
)
end
{% endblock %}

overrides the footer block. Finally, we need to add a couple of lines in modules.yaml
to tell Spack which specs need to use the new custom template. For the sake of illustration
let’s assume it’s netlib-scalapack:
modules:
enable::
- lmod
lmod:
core_compilers:
- 'gcc@5.4.0'
hierarchy:
- mpi
- lapack
hash_length: 0
whitelist:
- gcc
blacklist:
- '%gcc@5.4.0'
- readline
all:
filter:
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']
environment:
set:
'${PACKAGE}_ROOT': '${PREFIX}'
gcc:
environment:
set:
CC: gcc
CXX: g++
FC: gfortran
F90: gfortran
F77: gfortran
openmpi:
environment:
set:
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SLURM_MPI_TYPE: pmi2
OMPI_MCA_btl_openib_warn_default_gid_prefix: '0'
netlib-scalapack:
template: 'group-restricted.lua'

If we regenerate the module files one last time:
root@module-file˓→tutorial:/# spack
module refresh -y -m lmod netlib-scalapack
==> Regenerating lmod module files

we’ll find the following at the end of each netlib-scalapack module file:
-- Access is granted only to specific groups
if
˓→not isDir("/usr/local/opt/spack/linux-ubuntu16.04-x86_64/gcc-7.2.
˓→0/netlib-scalapack-2.0.2-ax6aza6vyepceyr3fihewp7rbr2vp7ym") then
LmodError (
"You don
˓→'t have the necessary rights to run \"netlib-scalapack\".\n\n",
"\tPlease write an e-mail to 1234@foo.com
˓→if you need further information on how to get access to it.\n"
)
end

and every user that doesn’t have access to the software will now be redirected to the right
e-mail address where to ask for it!
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CHAPTER

6

Known Issues

This is a list of known bugs in Spack. It provides ways of getting around these problems if you encounter them.

6.1 Default variants are not taken into account during concretization
Status: Expected to be fixed in the next release
Current concretization algorithm does not take into account default values of variants when adding extra constraints
to the spec via CLI. For example you may encounter the following error when trying to specify which MPI provider
to use:
$ spack install hdf5 ^openmpi
==> Error: hdf5 does not depend on openmpi

although the hdf5 package contains:
variant('mpi', default=True, description='Enable MPI support')
depends_on('mpi', when='+mpi')

A workaround is to explicitly activate the variant related to the dependency:
$ spack install hdf5+mpi ^openmpi

See https://github.com/spack/spack/issues/397 for further details.

6.2 Variants are not properly forwarded to dependencies
Status: Expected to be fixed in the next release
Sometimes, a variant of a package can also affect how its dependencies are built. For example, in order to build MPI
support for a package, it may require that its dependencies are also built with MPI support. In the package.py, this
looks like:
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depends_on('hdf5~mpi', when='~mpi')
depends_on('hdf5+mpi', when='+mpi')

Spack handles this situation properly for immediate dependencies, and builds hdf5 with the same variant you used
for the package that depends on it. However, for indirect dependencies (dependencies of dependencies), Spack does
not backtrack up the DAG far enough to handle this. Users commonly run into this situation when trying to build R
with X11 support:
$ spack install r+X
...
==> Error: Invalid spec: 'cairo@1.14.8%gcc@6.2.1+X arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^
˓→bzip2@1.0.6%gcc@6.2.1+shared arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^font-util@1.3.1%gcc@6.2.1
˓→arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^fontconfig@2.12.1%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^
˓→freetype@2.7.1%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^gettext@0.19.8.1%gcc@6.2.
˓→1+bzip2+curses+git~libunistring+libxml2+tar+xz arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^glib@2.
˓→53.1%gcc@6.2.1~libmount arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^inputproto@2.3.2%gcc@6.2.1
˓→arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^kbproto@1.0.7%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^
˓→libffi@3.2.1%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^libpng@1.6.29%gcc@6.2.1
˓→arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^libpthread-stubs@0.4%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_
˓→64 ^libx11@1.6.5%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^libxau@1.0.8%gcc@6.2.1
˓→arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^libxcb@1.12%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^
˓→libxdmcp@1.1.2%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^libxext@1.3.3%gcc@6.2.1
˓→arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^libxml2@2.9.4%gcc@6.2.1~python arch=linux-fedora25-x86_
˓→64 ^libxrender@0.9.10%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^ncurses@6.0%gcc@6.2.1~
˓→symlinks arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^openssl@1.0.2k%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25˓→x86_64 ^pcre@8.40%gcc@6.2.1+utf arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^pixman@0.34.0%gcc@6.2.1
˓→arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^pkg-config@0.29.2%gcc@6.2.1+internal_glib arch=linux˓→fedora25-x86_64 ^python@2.7.13%gcc@6.2.1+shared~tk~ucs4 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^
˓→readline@7.0%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^renderproto@0.11.1%gcc@6.2.1
˓→arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^sqlite@3.18.0%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^tar^
˓→util-macros@1.19.1%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^xcb-proto@1.12%gcc@6.2.1
˓→arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^xextproto@7.3.0%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^
˓→xproto@7.0.31%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^xtrans@1.3.5%gcc@6.2.1
˓→arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^xz@5.2.3%gcc@6.2.1 arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64 ^zlib@1.2.
˓→11%gcc@6.2.1+pic+shared arch=linux-fedora25-x86_64'.
Package cairo requires variant ~X, but spec asked for +X

A workaround is to explicitly activate the variants of dependencies as well:
$ spack install r+X ^cairo+X ^pango+X

See https://github.com/spack/spack/issues/267 and https://github.com/spack/spack/issues/2546 for further details.

6.3 spack setup doesn’t work
Status: Work in progress
Spack provides a setup command that is useful for the development of software outside of Spack. Unfortunately,
this command no longer works. See https://github.com/spack/spack/issues/2597 and https://github.com/spack/spack/
issues/2662 for details. This is expected to be fixed by https://github.com/spack/spack/pull/2664.
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CHAPTER

Configuration Files in Spack

Spack has many configuration files. Here is a quick list of them, in case you want to skip directly to specific docs:
• compilers.yaml
• config.yaml
• mirrors.yaml
• modules.yaml
• packages.yaml
• repos.yaml

7.1 YAML Format
Spack configuration files are written in YAML. We chose YAML because it’s human readable, but also versatile in
that it supports dictionaries, lists, and nested sections. For more details on the format, see yaml.org and libyaml. Here
is an example config.yaml file:
config:
install_tree: $spack/opt/spack
module_roots:
lmod:
$spack/share/spack/lmod
build_stage:
- $tempdir
- /nfs/tmp2/$user

Each spack configuration files is nested under a top-level section corresponding to its name. So, config.yaml starts
with config:, and mirrors.yaml starts with mirrors:, etc.
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7.2 Configuration Scopes
Spack pulls configuration data from files in several directories. There are four configuration scopes. From lowest to
highest:
1. defaults: Stored in $(prefix)/etc/spack/defaults/. These are the “factory” settings. Users should
generally not modify the settings here, but should override them in other configuration scopes. The defaults here
will change from version to version of Spack.
2. system: Stored in /etc/spack. These are settings for this machine, or for all machines on which this file
system is mounted. The site scope can be used for settings idiosyncratic to a particular machine, such as the
locations of compilers or external packages. These settings are presumably controlled by someone with root
access on the machine.
3. site: Stored in $(prefix)/etc/spack/. Settings here affect only this instance of Spack, and they override
defaults. The site scope can can be used for per-project settings (one spack instance per project) or for site-wide
settings on a multi-user machine (e.g., for a common spack instance).
4. user: Stored in the home directory: ~/.spack/. These settings affect all instances of Spack and take the
highest precedence.
Each configuration directory may contain several configuration files, such as config.yaml, compilers.yaml, or
mirrors.yaml. When configurations conflict, settings from higher-precedence scopes override lower-precedence
settings.
Commands that modify scopes (e.g., spack compilers, spack repo, etc.) take a --scope=<name> parameter that you can use to control which scope is modified. By default they modify the highest-precedence scope.

7.3 Platform-specific scopes
For each scope above, there can also be platform-specific settings. For example, on Blue Gene/Q machines, Spack
needs to know the location of cross-compilers for the compute nodes. This configuration is in etc/spack/
defaults/bgq/compilers.yaml. It will take precedence over settings in the defaults scope, but can still
be overridden by settings in system, system/bgq, site, site/bgq, user, or user/bgq. So, the full scope
precedence is:
1. defaults
2. defaults/<platform>
3. system
4. system/<platform>
5. site
6. site/<platform>
7. user
8. user/<platform>
You can get the name to use for <platform> by running spack arch --platform. The system config scope
has a <platform> section for sites at which /etc is mounted on multiple heterogeneous machines.
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7.4 Scope precedence
When spack queries for configuration parameters, it searches in higher-precedence scopes first. So, settings in a
higher-precedence file can override those with the same key in a lower-precedence one. For list-valued settings, Spack
prepends higher-precedence settings to lower-precedence settings. Completely ignoring higher-level configuration
options is supported with the :: notation for keys (see Overriding entire sections below).

7.4.1 Simple keys
Let’s look at an example of overriding a single key in a Spack file. If your configurations look like this:
defaults scope:
config:
install_tree: $spack/opt/spack
module_roots:
lmod:
$spack/share/spack/lmod
build_stage:
- $tempdir
- /nfs/tmp2/$user

site scope:
config:
install_tree: /some/other/directory

Spack will only override install_tree in the config section, and will take the site preferences for other settings.
You can see the final, combined configuration with the spack config get <configtype> command:
$ spack config get config
config:
install_tree: /some/other/directory
module_roots:
lmod:
$spack/share/spack/lmod
build_stage:
- $tempdir
- /nfs/tmp2/$user
$ _

7.4.2 Overriding entire sections
Above, the site config.yaml only overrides specific settings in the default config.yaml. Sometimes, it is
useful to completely override lower-precedence settings. To do this, you can use two colons at the end of a key in a
configuration file. For example, if the site config.yaml above looks like this:
config::
install_tree: /some/other/directory

Spack will ignore all lower-precedence configuration under the config:: section:
$ spack config get config
config:
install_tree: /some/other/directory

7.4. Scope precedence
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7.4.3 List-valued settings
Let’s revisit the config.yaml example one more time. The build_stage setting’s value is an ordered list of
directories:
defaults
build_stage:
- $tempdir
- /nfs/tmp2/$user

Suppose the user configuration adds its own list of build_stage paths:
user
build_stage:
- /lustre-scratch/$user
- ~/mystage

Spack will first look at the paths in the site config.yaml, then the paths in the user’s ~/.spack/config.
yaml. The list in the higher-precedence scope is prepended to the defaults. spack config get config shows
the result:
$ spack config get config
config:
install_tree: /some/other/directory
module_roots:
lmod:
$spack/share/spack/lmod
build_stage:
- /lustre-scratch/$user
- ~/mystage
- $tempdir
- /nfs/tmp2/$user
$ _

As in Overriding entire sections, the higher-precedence scope can completely override the lower-precedence scope
using ::. So if the user config looked like this:
user
build_stage::
- /lustre-scratch/$user
- ~/mystage

The merged configuration would look like this:
$ spack config get config
config:
install_tree: /some/other/directory
module_roots:
lmod:
$spack/share/spack/lmod
build_stage:
- /lustre-scratch/$user
- ~/mystage
$ _
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7.5 Config file variables
Spack understands several variables which can be used in config file paths where ever they appear. There are three sets
of these variables, Spack specific variables, environment variables, and user path variables. Spack specific variables
and environment variables both are indicated by prefixing the variable name with $. User path variables are indicated
at the start of the path with ~ or ~user. Let’s discuss each in turn.

7.5.1 Spack Specific Variables
Spack understands several special variables. These are:
• $spack: path to the prefix of this spack installation
• $tempdir: default system temporary directory (as specified in Python’s tempfile.tempdir variable.
• $user: name of the current user
Note that, as with shell variables, you can write these as $varname or with braces to distinguish the variable from
surrounding characters: ${varname}. Their names are also case insensitive meaning that $SPACK works just as
well as $spack. These special variables are also substituted first, so any environment variables with the same name
will not be used.

7.5.2 Environment Variables
Spack then uses os.path.expandvars to expand any remaining environment variables.

7.5.3 User Variables
Spack also uses the os.path.expanduser function on the path to expand any user tilde paths such as ~ or ~user.
These tilde paths must appear at the beginning of the path or os.path.expanduser will not properly expand them.

7.5. Config file variables
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8

Basic settings in config.yaml

Spack’s basic configuration options are set in config.yaml. You can see the default settings by looking at etc/
spack/defaults/config.yaml:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------# This is the default spack configuration file.
#
# Settings here are versioned with Spack and are intended to provide
# sensible defaults out of the box. Spack maintainers should edit this
# file to keep it current.
#
# Users can override these settings by editing the following files.
#
# Per-spack-instance settings (overrides defaults):
#
$SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack/config.yaml
#
# Per-user settings (overrides default and site settings):
#
~/.spack/config.yaml
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------config:
# This is the path to the root of the Spack install tree.
# You can use $spack here to refer to the root of the spack instance.
install_tree: $spack/opt/spack
# Locations where templates should be found
template_dirs:
- $spack/templates
# Locations where different types of modules should be installed.
module_roots:
tcl:
$spack/share/spack/modules
lmod:
$spack/share/spack/lmod
dotkit: $spack/share/spack/dotkit

# Temporary locations Spack can try to use for builds.
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#
# Spack will use the first one it finds that exists and is writable.
# You can use $tempdir to refer to the system default temp directory
# (as returned by tempfile.gettempdir()).
#
# A value of $spack/var/spack/stage indicates that Spack should run
# builds directly inside its install directory without staging them in
# temporary space.
#
# The build stage can be purged with `spack purge --stage`.
build_stage:
- $tempdir
- /nfs/tmp2/$user
- $spack/var/spack/stage

# Cache directory already downloaded source tarballs and archived
# repositories. This can be purged with `spack purge --downloads`.
source_cache: $spack/var/spack/cache

# Cache directory for miscellaneous files, like the package index.
# This can be purged with `spack purge --misc-cache`
misc_cache: ~/.spack/cache

# If this is false, tools like curl that use SSL will not verify
# certifiates. (e.g., curl will use use the -k option)
verify_ssl: true

# If set to true, Spack will always check checksums after downloading
# archives. If false, Spack skips the checksum step.
checksum: true

# If set to true, `spack install` and friends will NOT clean
# potentially harmful variables from the build environment. Use wisely.
dirty: false

#
#
#
#

The default number of jobs to use when running `make` in parallel.
If set to 4, for example, `spack install` will run `make -j4`.
If not set, all available cores are used by default.
build_jobs: 4

These settings can be overridden in etc/spack/config.yaml or ~/.spack/config.yaml. See Configuration Scopes for details.

8.1 install_tree
The location where Spack will install packages and their dependencies. Default is $spack/opt/spack.
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8.2 install_hash_length and install_path_scheme
The default Spack installation path can be very long and can create problems for scripts with hardcoded shebangs.
There are two parameters to help with that. Firstly, the install_hash_length parameter can set the length of
the hash in the installation path from 1 to 32. The default path uses the full 32 characters.
Secondly, it is also possible to modify the entire installation scheme. By default Spack uses ${ARCHITECTURE}/
${COMPILERNAME}-${COMPILERVER}/${PACKAGE}-${VERSION}-${HASH} where the tokens that are
available for use in this directive are the same as those understood by the Spec.format method. Using this parameter it is possible to use a different package layout or reduce the depth of the installation paths. For example
config:
install_path_scheme: '${PACKAGE}/${VERSION}/${HASH:7}'

would install packages into sub-directories using only the package name, version and a hash length of 7 characters.
When using either parameter to set the hash length it only affects the representation of the hash in the installation
directory. You should be aware that the smaller the hash length the more likely naming conflicts will occur. These
parameters are independent of those used to configure module names.
Warning: Modifying the installation hash length or path scheme after packages have been installed will prevent
Spack from being able to find the old installation directories.

8.3 module_roots
Controls where Spack installs generated module files. You can customize the location for each type of module. e.g.:
module_roots:
tcl:
$spack/share/spack/modules
lmod:
$spack/share/spack/lmod
dotkit: $spack/share/spack/dotkit

See Modules for details.

8.4 build_stage
Spack is designed to run out of a user home directory, and on many systems the home directory is a (slow) network
filesystem. On most systems, building in a temporary filesystem results in faster builds than building in the home
directory. Usually, there is also more space available in the temporary location than in the home directory. So, Spack
tries to create build stages in temporary space.
By default, Spack’s build_stage is configured like this:
build_stage:
- $tempdir
- /nfs/tmp2/$user
- $spack/var/spack/stage

This is an ordered list of paths that Spack should search when trying to find a temporary directory for the build stage.
The list is searched in order, and Spack will use the first directory to which it has write access. See Config file variables
for more on $tempdir and $spack.

8.2. install_hash_length and install_path_scheme
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When Spack builds a package, it creates a temporary directory within the build_stage, and it creates a symbolic
link to that directory in $spack/var/spack/stage. This is used to track the stage.
After a package is successfully installed, Spack deletes the temporary directory it used to build. Unsuccessful builds
are not deleted, but you can manually purge them with spack clean –stage.
Note: The last item in the list is $spack/var/spack/stage. If this is the only writable directory in the
build_stage list, Spack will build directly in $spack/var/spack/stage and will not link to temporary
space.

8.5 source_cache
Location to cache downloaded tarballs and repositories. By default these are stored in $spack/var/spack/
cache. These are stored indefinitely by default. Can be purged with spack clean –downloads.

8.6 misc_cache
Temporary directory to store long-lived cache files, such as indices of packages available in repositories. Defaults to
~/.spack/cache. Can be purged with spack clean –misc-cache.

8.7 verify_ssl
When set to true (default) Spack will verify certificates of remote hosts when making ssl connections. Set to
false to disable, and tools like curl will use their --insecure options. Disabling this can expose you to attacks.
Use at your own risk.

8.8 checksum
When set to true, Spack verifies downloaded source code using a checksum, and will refuse to build packages that it
cannot verify. Set to false to disable these checks. Disabling this can expose you to attacks. Use at your own risk.

8.9 dirty
By default, Spack unsets variables in your environment that can change the way packages build. This includes
LD_LIBRARY_PATH, CPATH, LIBRARY_PATH, DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH, and others.
By default, builds are clean, but on some machines, compilers and other tools may need custom
LD_LIBRARY_PATH settings to run. You can set dirty to true to skip the cleaning step and make all builds
“dirty” by default. Be aware that this will reduce the reproducibility of builds.
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8.10 build_jobs
Unless overridden in a package or on the command line, Spack builds all packages in parallel. For a build system
that uses Makefiles, this means running make -j<build_jobs>, where build_jobs is the number of threads
to use.
The default parallelism is equal to the number of cores on your machine. If you work on a shared login node or have
a strict ulimit, it may be necessary to set the default to a lower value. By setting build_jobs to 4, for example,
commands like spack install will run make -j4 instead of hogging every core.
To build all software in serial, set build_jobs to 1.

8.10. build_jobs
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CHAPTER

9

Build customization

Spack allows you to customize how your software is built through the packages.yaml file. Using it, you can make
Spack prefer particular implementations of virtual dependencies (e.g., compilers, MPI, or BLAS), or you can make it
prefer to build with particular compilers. You can also tell Spack to use external installations of certain software.
At a high level, the packages.yaml file is structured like this:
packages:
package1:
# settings for package1
package2:
# settings for package2
# ...
all:
# settings that apply to all packages.

So you can either set build preferences specifically for one package, or you can specify that certain settings should
apply to all packages. The types of settings you can customize are described in detail below.
Spack’s build defaults are in the default etc/spack/defaults/packages.yaml file. You can override them
in ~/.spack/packages.yaml or etc/spack/packages.yaml. For more details on how this works, see
Configuration Scopes

9.1 External Packages
Spack can be configured to use externally-installed packages rather than building its own packages. This may be
desirable if machines ship with system packages, such as a customized MPI that should be used instead of Spack
building its own MPI.
External packages are configured through the packages.yaml file found in a Spack installation’s etc/spack/
or a user’s ~/.spack/ directory. Here’s an example of an external configuration:
packages:
openmpi:
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paths:
openmpi@1.4.3%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux-x86_64-debian7: /opt/openmpi-1.4.3
openmpi@1.4.3%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux-x86_64-debian7+debug: /opt/openmpi-1.4.3˓→debug
openmpi@1.6.5%intel@10.1 arch=linux-x86_64-debian7: /opt/openmpi-1.6.5-intel

This example lists three installations of OpenMPI, one built with gcc, one built with gcc and debug information, and
another built with Intel. If Spack is asked to build a package that uses one of these MPIs as a dependency, it will use
the the pre-installed OpenMPI in the given directory. Packages.yaml can also be used to specify modules
Each packages.yaml begins with a packages: token, followed by a list of package names. To specify externals,
add a paths or modules token under the package name, which lists externals in a spec: /path or spec:
module-name format. Each spec should be as well-defined as reasonably possible. If a package lacks a spec
component, such as missing a compiler or package version, then Spack will guess the missing component based on its
most-favored packages, and it may guess incorrectly.
Each package version and compiler listed in an external should have entries in Spack’s packages and compiler configuration, even though the package and compiler may not ever be built.
The packages configuration can tell Spack to use an external location for certain package versions, but it does not
restrict Spack to using external packages. In the above example, if an OpenMPI 1.8.4 became available Spack may
choose to start building and linking with that version rather than continue using the pre-installed OpenMPI versions.
To prevent this, the packages.yaml configuration also allows packages to be flagged as non-buildable. The previous example could be modified to be:
packages:
openmpi:
paths:
openmpi@1.4.3%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux-x86_64-debian7: /opt/openmpi-1.4.3
openmpi@1.4.3%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux-x86_64-debian7+debug: /opt/openmpi-1.4.3˓→debug
openmpi@1.6.5%intel@10.1 arch=linux-x86_64-debian7: /opt/openmpi-1.6.5-intel
buildable: False

The addition of the buildable flag tells Spack that it should never build its own version of OpenMPI, and it will
instead always rely on a pre-built OpenMPI. Similar to paths, buildable is specified as a property under a package
name.
If an external module is specified as not buildable, then Spack will load the external module into the build environment
which can be used for linking.
The buildable does not need to be paired with external packages. It could also be used alone to forbid packages
that may be buggy or otherwise undesirable.

9.2 Concretization Preferences
Spack can be configured to prefer certain compilers, package versions, depends_on, and variants during concretization.
The preferred configuration can be controlled via the ~/.spack/packages.yaml file for user configuations, or
the etc/spack/packages.yaml site configuration.
Here’s an example packages.yaml file that sets preferred packages:
packages:
opencv:
compiler: [gcc@4.9]
variants: +debug
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gperftools:
version: [2.2, 2.4, 2.3]
all:
compiler: [gcc@4.4.7, gcc@4.6:, intel, clang, pgi]
providers:
mpi: [mvapich, mpich, openmpi]

At a high level, this example is specifying how packages should be concretized. The opencv package should prefer
using gcc 4.9 and be built with debug options. The gperftools package should prefer version 2.2 over 2.4. Every
package on the system should prefer mvapich for its MPI and gcc 4.4.7 (except for opencv, which overrides this by
preferring gcc 4.9). These options are used to fill in implicit defaults. Any of them can be overwritten on the command
line if explicitly requested.
Each packages.yaml file begins with the string packages: and package names are specified on the next level. The
special string all applies settings to each package. Underneath each package name is one or more components:
compiler, variants, version, or providers. Each component has an ordered list of spec constraints,
with earlier entries in the list being preferred over later entries.
Sometimes a package installation may have constraints that forbid the first concretization rule, in which case Spack
will use the first legal concretization rule. Going back to the example, if a user requests gperftools 2.3 or later, then
Spack will install version 2.4 as the 2.4 version of gperftools is preferred over 2.3.
An explicit concretization rule in the preferred section will always take preference over unlisted concretizations. In
the above example, xlc isn’t listed in the compiler list. Every listed compiler from gcc to pgi will thus be preferred
over the xlc compiler.
The syntax for the provider section differs slightly from other concretization rules. A provider lists a value that
packages may depend_on (e.g, mpi) and a list of rules for fulfilling that dependency.

9.2. Concretization Preferences
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CHAPTER

10

Mirrors

Some sites may not have access to the internet for fetching packages. These sites will need a local repository of
tarballs from which they can get their files. Spack has support for this with mirrors. A mirror is a URL that points to
a directory, either on the local filesystem or on some server, containing tarballs for all of Spack’s packages.
Here’s an example of a mirror’s directory structure:
mirror/
cmake/
cmake-2.8.10.2.tar.gz
dyninst/
dyninst-8.1.1.tgz
dyninst-8.1.2.tgz
libdwarf/
libdwarf-20130126.tar.gz
libdwarf-20130207.tar.gz
libdwarf-20130729.tar.gz
libelf/
libelf-0.8.12.tar.gz
libelf-0.8.13.tar.gz
libunwind/
libunwind-1.1.tar.gz
mpich/
mpich-3.0.4.tar.gz
mvapich2/
mvapich2-1.9.tgz

The structure is very simple. There is a top-level directory. The second level directories are named after packages, and
the third level contains tarballs for each package, named after each package.
Note: Archives are not named exactly the way they were in the package’s fetch URL. They have the form
<name>-<version>.<extension>, where <name> is Spack’s name for the package, <version> is the version of the tarball, and <extension> is whatever format the package’s fetch URL contains.
In order to make mirror creation reasonably fast, we copy the tarball in its original format to the mirror directory, but
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we do not standardize on a particular compression algorithm, because this would potentially require expanding and
re-compressing each archive.

10.1 spack mirror
Mirrors are managed with the spack mirror command. The help for spack mirror looks like this:
$ spack help mirror
usage: spack mirror [-h] [-n] SUBCOMMAND ...
manage mirrors
positional arguments:
SUBCOMMAND
create
Create a directory to be used as a spack mirror, and fill
it with package archives.
add
Add a mirror to Spack.
remove (rm)
Remove a mirror by name.
list
Print out available mirrors to the console.
optional arguments:
-h, --help
-n, --no-checksum

show this help message and exit
do not check fetched packages against checksum

The create command actually builds a mirror by fetching all of its packages from the internet and checksumming
them.
The other three commands are for managing mirror configuration. They control the URL(s) from which Spack downloads its packages.

10.2 spack mirror create
You can create a mirror using the spack mirror create command, assuming you’re on a machine where you
can access the internet.
The command will iterate through all of Spack’s packages and download the safe ones into a directory structure like
the one above. Here is what it looks like:
$ spack mirror create libelf libdwarf
==> Created new mirror in spack-mirror-2014-06-24
==> Trying to fetch from http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.13.tar.gz
##########################################################
81.6%
==> Checksum passed for libelf@0.8.13
==> Added libelf@0.8.13
==> Trying to fetch from http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.12.tar.gz
######################################################################
98.6%
==> Checksum passed for libelf@0.8.12
==> Added libelf@0.8.12
==> Trying to fetch from http://www.prevanders.net/libdwarf-20130207.tar.gz
######################################################################
97.3%
==> Checksum passed for libdwarf@20130207
==> Added libdwarf@20130207
==> Trying to fetch from http://www.prevanders.net/libdwarf-20130126.tar.gz
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########################################################
78.9%
==> Checksum passed for libdwarf@20130126
==> Added libdwarf@20130126
==> Trying to fetch from http://www.prevanders.net/libdwarf-20130729.tar.gz
#############################################################
84.7%
==> Added libdwarf@20130729
==> Added spack-mirror-2014-06-24/libdwarf/libdwarf-20130729.tar.gz to mirror
==> Added python@2.7.8.
==> Successfully updated mirror in spack-mirror-2015-02-24.
Archive stats:
0
already present
5
added
0
failed to fetch.

Once this is done, you can tar up the spack-mirror-2014-06-24 directory and copy it over to the machine you
want it hosted on.

10.2.1 Custom package sets
Normally, spack mirror create downloads all the archives it has checksums for. If you want to only create a
mirror for a subset of packages, you can do that by supplying a list of package specs on the command line after spack
mirror create. For example, this command:
$ spack mirror create libelf@0.8.12: boost@1.44:

Will create a mirror for libelf versions greater than or equal to 0.8.12 and boost versions greater than or equal to 1.44.

10.2.2 Mirror files
If you have a very large number of packages you want to mirror, you can supply a file with specs in it, one per line:
$ cat specs.txt
libdwarf
libelf@0.8.12:
boost@1.44:
boost@1.39.0
...
$ spack mirror create --file specs.txt
...

This is useful if there is a specific suite of software managed by your site.

10.3 spack mirror add
Once you have a mirror, you need to let spack know about it. This is relatively simple. First, figure out the URL for
the mirror. If it’s a directory, you can use a file URL like this one:
file://~/spack-mirror-2014-06-24

That points to the directory on the local filesystem. If it were on a web server, you could use a URL like this one:
https://example.com/some/web-hosted/directory/spack-mirror-2014-06-24

10.3. spack mirror add
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Spack will use the URL as the root for all of the packages it fetches. You can tell your Spack installation to use that
mirror like this:
$ spack mirror add local_filesystem file://~/spack-mirror-2014-06-24

Each mirror has a name so that you can refer to it again later.

10.4 spack mirror list
To see all the mirrors Spack knows about, run spack mirror list:
$ spack mirror list
local_filesystem
file://~/spack-mirror-2014-06-24

10.5 spack mirror remove
To remove a mirror by name, run:
$ spack mirror remove local_filesystem
$ spack mirror list
==> No mirrors configured.

10.6 Mirror precedence
Adding a mirror really adds a line in ~/.spack/mirrors.yaml:
mirrors:
local_filesystem: file://~/spack-mirror-2014-06-24
remote_server: https://example.com/some/web-hosted/directory/spack-mirror-2014-06-24

If you want to change the order in which mirrors are searched for packages, you can edit this file and reorder the
sections. Spack will search the topmost mirror first and the bottom-most mirror last.

10.7 Local Default Cache
Spack caches resources that are downloaded as part of installs. The cache is a valid spack mirror: it uses the same
directory structure and naming scheme as other Spack mirrors (so it can be copied anywhere and referenced with a
URL like other mirrors). The mirror is maintained locally (within the Spack installation directory) at var/spack/
cache/. It is always enabled (and is always searched first when attempting to retrieve files for an installation) but
can be cleared with clean; the cache directory can also be deleted manually without issue.
Caching includes retrieved tarball archives and source control repositories, but only resources with an associated digest
or commit ID (e.g. a revision number for SVN) will be cached.
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11

Modules

The use of module systems to manage user environment in a controlled way is a common practice at HPC centers that
is often embraced also by individual programmers on their development machines. To support this common practice
Spack integrates with Environment Modules , LMod and Dotkit by providing post-install hooks that generate module
files and commands to manipulate them.
Note: If your machine does not already have a module system installed, we advise you to use either Environment
Modules or LMod. See Environment Modules for more details.

11.1 Using module files via Spack
If you have installed a supported module system either manually or through spack bootstrap, you should be
able to run either module avail or use -l spack to see what module files have been installed. Here is sample
output of those programs, showing lots of installed packages:
$ module avail
--------------------------------------------------------------- ~/spack/share/spack/
˓→modules/linux-ubuntu14-x86_64 -----------------------------------------------------˓→--------autoconf-2.69-gcc-4.8-qextxkq
hwloc-1.11.6-gcc-6.3.0-akcisez
m4-1.4.
˓→18-gcc-4.8-ev2znoc
openblas-0.2.19-gcc-6.3.0-dhkmed6
py˓→setuptools-34.2.0-gcc-6.3.0-fadur4s
automake-1.15-gcc-4.8-maqvukj
isl-0.18-gcc-4.8-afi6taq
m4-1.4.
˓→18-gcc-6.3.0-uppywnz
openmpi-2.1.0-gcc-6.3.0-go2s4z5
py˓→six-1.10.0-gcc-6.3.0-p4dhkaw
binutils-2.28-gcc-4.8-5s7c6rs
libiconv-1.15-gcc-4.8-at46wg3
mawk-1.
˓→3.4-gcc-4.8-acjez57
openssl-1.0.2k-gcc-4.8-dkls5tk
˓→python-2.7.13-gcc-6.3.0-tyehea7
bison-3.0.4-gcc-4.8-ek4luo5
libpciaccess-0.13.4-gcc-6.3.0-gmufnvh
mawk-1.
˓→3.4-gcc-6.3.0-ostdoms
openssl-1.0.2k-gcc-6.3.0-gxgr5or
˓→readline-7.0-gcc-4.8-xhufqhn
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bzip2-1.0.6-gcc-4.8-iffrxzn
libsigsegv-2.11-gcc-4.8-pp2cvte
mpc-1.
˓→0.3-gcc-4.8-g5mztc5
pcre-8.40-gcc-4.8-r5pbrxb
˓→readline-7.0-gcc-6.3.0-zzcyicg
bzip2-1.0.6-gcc-6.3.0-bequudr
libsigsegv-2.11-gcc-6.3.0-7enifnh
mpfr-3.
˓→1.5-gcc-4.8-o7xm7az
perl-5.24.1-gcc-4.8-dg5j65u
˓→sqlite-3.8.5-gcc-6.3.0-6zoruzj
cmake-3.7.2-gcc-6.3.0-fowuuby
libtool-2.4.6-gcc-4.8-7a523za
mpich˓→3.2-gcc-6.3.0-dmvd3aw
perl-5.24.1-gcc-6.3.0-6uzkpt6
tar˓→1.29-gcc-4.8-wse2ass
curl-7.53.1-gcc-4.8-3fz46n6
libtool-2.4.6-gcc-6.3.0-n7zmbzt
˓→ncurses-6.0-gcc-4.8-dcpe7ia
pkg-config-0.29.2-gcc-4.8-ib33t75
˓→ tcl-8.6.6-gcc-4.8-tfxzqbr
expat-2.2.0-gcc-4.8-mrv6bd4
libxml2-2.9.4-gcc-4.8-ryzxnsu
˓→ncurses-6.0-gcc-6.3.0-ucbhcdy
pkg-config-0.29.2-gcc-6.3.0-jpgubk3
˓→ util-macros-1.19.1-gcc-6.3.0-xorz2x2
flex-2.6.3-gcc-4.8-yf345oo
libxml2-2.9.4-gcc-6.3.0-rltzsdh
netlib˓→lapack-3.6.1-gcc-6.3.0-js33dog
py-appdirs-1.4.0-gcc-6.3.0-jxawmw7
xz-5.
˓→2.3-gcc-4.8-mew4log
gcc-6.3.0-gcc-4.8-24puqve
lmod-7.4.1-gcc-4.8-je4srhr
netlib˓→scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-6.3.0-5aidk4l
py-numpy-1.12.0-gcc-6.3.0-oemmoeu
xz-5.
˓→2.3-gcc-6.3.0-3vqeuvb
gettext-0.19.8.1-gcc-4.8-yymghlh
lua-5.3.4-gcc-4.8-im75yaz
netlib˓→scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-6.3.0-hjsemcn
py-packaging-16.8-gcc-6.3.0-i2n3dtl
zip-3.
˓→0-gcc-4.8-rwar22d
gmp-6.1.2-gcc-4.8-5ub2wu5
lua-luafilesystem-1_6_3-gcc-4.8-wkey3nl
netlib˓→scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-6.3.0-jva724b
py-pyparsing-2.1.10-gcc-6.3.0-tbo6gmw
zlib˓→1.2.11-gcc-4.8-pgxsxv7
help2man-1.47.4-gcc-4.8-kcnqmau
lua-luaposix-33.4.0-gcc-4.8-mdod2ry
netlib˓→scalapack-2.0.2-gcc-6.3.0-rgqfr6d
py-scipy-0.19.0-gcc-6.3.0-kr7nat4
zlib˓→1.2.11-gcc-6.3.0-7cqp6cj

The names should look familiar, as they resemble the output from spack find. You can use the modules here
directly. For example, you could type either of these commands to load the cmake module:
$ use cmake-3.7.2-gcc-6.3.0-fowuuby
$ module load cmake-3.7.2-gcc-6.3.0-fowuuby

Neither of these is particularly pretty, easy to remember, or easy to type. Luckily, Spack has its own interface for using
modules and dotkits.

11.1.1 Shell support
To enable additional Spack commands for loading and unloading module files, and to add the correct path to
MODULEPATH, you need to source the appropriate setup file in the $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack directory. This
will activate shell support for the commands that need it. For bash, ksh or zsh users:
$ . ${SPACK_ROOT}/share/spack/setup-env.sh

For csh and tcsh instead:
$ set SPACK_ROOT ...
$ source $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/setup-env.csh

Note that in the latter case it is necessary to explicitly set SPACK_ROOT before sourcing the setup file (you will get a
meaningful error message if you don’t).
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When bash and ksh users update their environment with setup-env.sh, it will check for spack-installed environment modules and add the module command to their environment; This only occurs if the module command is
not already available. You can install environment-modules with spack bootstrap as described in Environment Modules.
Finally, if you want to have Spack’s shell support available on the command line at any login you can put this source
line in one of the files that are sourced at startup (like .profile, .bashrc or .cshrc). Be aware though that the
startup time may be slightly increased because of that.

11.1.2 spack load / unload
Once you have shell support enabled you can use the same spec syntax you’re used to:
Modules
spack load <spec>
spack unload <spec>

Dotkit
spack use <spec>
spack unuse <spec>

And you can use the same shortened names you use everywhere else in Spack. For example, this will add the mpich
package built with gcc to your path:
$ spack install mpich %gcc@4.4.7
# ... wait for install ...
$ spack use mpich %gcc@4.4.7
Prepending: mpich@3.0.4%gcc@4.4.7 (ok)
$ which mpicc
~/spack/opt/linux-debian7-x86_64/gcc@4.4.7/mpich@3.0.4/bin/mpicc

Or, similarly with modules, you could type:
$ spack load mpich %gcc@4.4.7

These commands will add appropriate directories to your PATH, MANPATH, CPATH, and LD_LIBRARY_PATH.
When you no longer want to use a package, you can type unload or unuse similarly:
$ spack unload mpich %gcc@4.4.7
$ spack unuse mpich %gcc@4.4.7

# modules
# dotkit

Note: These use, unuse, load, and unload subcommands are only available if you have enabled Spack’s shell
support and you have dotkit or modules installed on your machine.

11.1.3 Ambiguous module names
If a spec used with load/unload or use/unuse is ambiguous (i.e. more than one installed package matches it), then
Spack will warn you:
$ spack load libelf
==> Error: Multiple matches for spec libelf. Choose one:
libelf@0.8.13%gcc@4.4.7 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64
libelf@0.8.13%intel@15.0.0 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64
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You can either type the spack load command again with a fully qualified argument, or you can add just enough
extra constraints to identify one package. For example, above, the key differentiator is that one libelf is built with
the Intel compiler, while the other used gcc. You could therefore just type:
$ spack load libelf %intel

To identify just the one built with the Intel compiler.

11.1.4 spack module loads
In some cases, it is desirable to load not just a module, but also all the modules it depends on. This is not required for
most modules because Spack builds binaries with RPATH support. However, not all packages use RPATH to find their
dependencies: this can be true in particular for Python extensions, which are currently not built with RPATH.
Scripts to load modules recursively may be made with the command:
$ spack module loads --dependencies <spec>

An equivalent alternative using process substitution is:
$ source <( spack module loads --dependencies <spec> )

Warning: The spack load command does not currently accept the --dependencies flag. Use spack
module loads instead, for now.

11.1.5 Module Commands for Shell Scripts
Although Spack is flexible, the module command is much faster. This could become an issue when emitting a series
of spack load commands inside a shell script. By adding the --shell flag, spack module find may also
be used to generate code that can be cut-and-pasted into a shell script. For example:
$ spack module loads --dependencies py-numpy git
# bzip2@1.0.6%gcc@4.9.3=linux-x86_64
module load bzip2-1.0.6-gcc-4.9.3-ktnrhkrmbbtlvnagfatrarzjojmkvzsx
# ncurses@6.0%gcc@4.9.3=linux-x86_64
module load ncurses-6.0-gcc-4.9.3-kaazyneh3bjkfnalunchyqtygoe2mncv
# zlib@1.2.8%gcc@4.9.3=linux-x86_64
module load zlib-1.2.8-gcc-4.9.3-v3ufwaahjnviyvgjcelo36nywx2ufj7z
# sqlite@3.8.5%gcc@4.9.3=linux-x86_64
module load sqlite-3.8.5-gcc-4.9.3-a3eediswgd5f3rmto7g3szoew5nhehbr
# readline@6.3%gcc@4.9.3=linux-x86_64
module load readline-6.3-gcc-4.9.3-se6r3lsycrwxyhreg4lqirp6xixxejh3
# python@3.5.1%gcc@4.9.3=linux-x86_64
module load python-3.5.1-gcc-4.9.3-5q5rsrtjld4u6jiicuvtnx52m7tfhegi
# py-setuptools@20.5%gcc@4.9.3=linux-x86_64
module load py-setuptools-20.5-gcc-4.9.3-4qr2suj6p6glepnedmwhl4f62x64wxw2
# py-nose@1.3.7%gcc@4.9.3=linux-x86_64
module load py-nose-1.3.7-gcc-4.9.3-pwhtjw2dvdvfzjwuuztkzr7b4l6zepli
# openblas@0.2.17%gcc@4.9.3+shared=linux-x86_64
module load openblas-0.2.17-gcc-4.9.3-pw6rmlom7apfsnjtzfttyayzc7nx5e7y
# py-numpy@1.11.0%gcc@4.9.3+blas+lapack=linux-x86_64
module load py-numpy-1.11.0-gcc-4.9.3-mulodttw5pcyjufva4htsktwty4qd52r
# curl@7.47.1%gcc@4.9.3=linux-x86_64
module load curl-7.47.1-gcc-4.9.3-ohz3fwsepm3b462p5lnaquv7op7naqbi
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# autoconf@2.69%gcc@4.9.3=linux-x86_64
module load autoconf-2.69-gcc-4.9.3-bkibjqhgqm5e3o423ogfv2y3o6h2uoq4
# cmake@3.5.0%gcc@4.9.3~doc+ncurses+openssl~qt=linux-x86_64
module load cmake-3.5.0-gcc-4.9.3-x7xnsklmgwla3ubfgzppamtbqk5rwn7t
# expat@2.1.0%gcc@4.9.3=linux-x86_64
module load expat-2.1.0-gcc-4.9.3-6pkz2ucnk2e62imwakejjvbv6egncppd
# git@2.8.0-rc2%gcc@4.9.3+curl+expat=linux-x86_64
module load git-2.8.0-rc2-gcc-4.9.3-3bib4hqtnv5xjjoq5ugt3inblt4xrgkd

The script may be further edited by removing unnecessary modules.

11.1.6 Module Prefixes
On some systems, modules are automatically prefixed with a certain string; spack module loads needs to know
about that prefix when it issues module load commands. Add the --prefix option to your spack module
loads commands if this is necessary.
For example, consider the following on one system:
$ module avail
linux-SuSE11-x86_64/antlr-2.7.7-gcc-5.3.0-bdpl46y
$ spack module loads antlr
# WRONG!
# antlr@2.7.7%gcc@5.3.0~csharp+cxx~java~python arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load antlr-2.7.7-gcc-5.3.0-bdpl46y
$ spack module loads --prefix linux-SuSE11-x86_64/ antlr
# antlr@2.7.7%gcc@5.3.0~csharp+cxx~java~python arch=linux-SuSE11-x86_64
module load linux-SuSE11-x86_64/antlr-2.7.7-gcc-5.3.0-bdpl46y

11.2 Module file customization
Module files are generated by post-install hooks after the successful installation of a package. The table below summarizes the essential information associated with the different file formats that can be generated by Spack:

Dotkit
TCL
NonHierarchical
Lua - Hierarchical

Hook
name
dotkit
tcl
lmod

Default root directory
share/spack/dotkit

Default template file

Compatible
tools
temDotKit
plates/modules/modulefile.dk
share/spack/modules temEnv.
Modplates/modules/modulefile.tclules/LMod
share/spack/lmod
temLMod
plates/modules/modulefile.lua

Spack ships with sensible defaults for the generation of module files, but you can customize many aspects of it to
accommodate package or site specific needs. In general you can override or extend the default behavior by:
1. overriding certain callback APIs in the Python packages
2. writing specific rules in the modules.yaml configuration file
3. writing your own templates to override or extend the defaults
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The former method let you express changes in the run-time environment that are needed to use the installed software
properly, e.g. injecting variables from language interpreters into their extensions. The latter two instead permit to fine
tune the filesystem layout, content and creation of module files to meet site specific conventions.

11.2.1 Override API calls in package.py
There are two methods that you can override in any package.py to affect the content of the module files generated
by Spack. The first one:
def setup_environment(self, spack_env, run_env):
"""Set up the compile and runtime environments for a package."""
pass

can alter the content of the module file associated with the same package where it is overridden. The second method:
def setup_dependent_environment(self, spack_env, run_env, dependent_spec):
"""Set up the environment of packages that depend on this one"""
pass

can instead inject run-time environment modifications in the module files of packages that depend on it. In both cases
you need to fill run_env with the desired list of environment modifications.
Note:
The r package and callback APIs An example in which it is crucial to override both methods is given by the r
package. This package installs libraries and headers in non-standard locations and it is possible to prepend the
appropriate directory to the corresponding environment variables:
LIBRARY_PATH
LD_LIBRARY_PATH
CPATH

self.prefix/rlib/R/lib
self.prefix/rlib/R/lib
self.prefix/rlib/R/include

with the following snippet:
def setup_environment(self, spack_env, run_env):
run_env.prepend_path('LIBRARY_PATH',
join_path(self.prefix, 'rlib', 'R', 'lib'))
run_env.prepend_path('LD_LIBRARY_PATH',
join_path(self.prefix, 'rlib', 'R', 'lib'))
run_env.prepend_path('CPATH',
join_path(self.prefix, 'rlib', 'R', 'include'))

The r package also knows which environment variable should be modified to make language extensions provided by other packages available, and modifies it appropriately in the override of the second method:
def setup_dependent_environment(self, spack_env, run_env, dependent_spec):
# Set R_LIBS to include the library dir for the
# extension and any other R extensions it depends on.
r_libs_path = []
for d in dependent_spec.traverse(
deptype=('build', 'run'), deptype_query='run'):
if d.package.extends(self.spec):
r_libs_path.append(join_path(d.prefix, self.r_lib_dir))
r_libs_path = ':'.join(r_libs_path)
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spack_env.set('R_LIBS', r_libs_path)
spack_env.set('R_MAKEVARS_SITE',
join_path(self.etcdir, 'Makeconf.spack'))
# Use the number of make_jobs set in spack. The make program will
# determine how many jobs can actually be started.
spack_env.set('MAKEFLAGS', '-j{0}'.format(make_jobs))
# For run time environment set only the path for dependent_spec and
# prepend it to R_LIBS
if dependent_spec.package.extends(self.spec):
run_env.prepend_path('R_LIBS', join_path(
dependent_spec.prefix, self.r_lib_dir))

11.2.2 Write a configuration file
The configuration files that control module generation behavior are named modules.yaml. The default configuration:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------# This is the default configuration for Spack's module file generation.
#
# Settings here are versioned with Spack and are intended to provide
# sensible defaults out of the box. Spack maintainers should edit this
# file to keep it current.
#
# Users can override these settings by editing the following files.
#
# Per-spack-instance settings (overrides defaults):
#
$SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack/modules.yaml
#
# Per-user settings (overrides default and site settings):
#
~/.spack/modules.yaml
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------modules:
enable:
- tcl
- dotkit
prefix_inspections:
bin:
- PATH
man:
- MANPATH
share/man:
- MANPATH
share/aclocal:
- ACLOCAL_PATH
lib:
- LIBRARY_PATH
- LD_LIBRARY_PATH
lib64:
- LIBRARY_PATH
- LD_LIBRARY_PATH
include:
- CPATH
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lib/pkgconfig:
- PKG_CONFIG_PATH
lib64/pkgconfig:
- PKG_CONFIG_PATH
'':
- CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH
lmod:
hierarchy:
- mpi

activates the hooks to generate tcl and dotkit module files and inspects the installation folder of each package for
the presence of a set of subdirectories (bin, man, share/man, etc.). If any is found its full path is prepended to the
environment variables listed below the folder name.
Activate other hooks
Any other module file generator shipped with Spack can be activated adding it to the list under the enable key in
the module file. Currently the only generator that is not active by default is lmod, which produces hierarchical lua
module files.
Each module system can then be configured separately. In fact, you should list configuration options that affect a
particular type of module files under a top level key corresponding to the generator being customized:
modules:
enable:
- tcl
- dotkit
- lmod
tcl:
# contains environment modules specific customizations
dotkit:
# contains dotkit specific customizations
lmod:
# contains lmod specific customizations

In general, the configuration options that you can use in modules.yaml will either change the layout of the module
files on the filesystem, or they will affect their content. For the latter point it is possible to use anonymous specs to
fine tune the set of packages on which the modifications should be applied.
Selection by anonymous specs
In the configuration file you can use anonymous specs (i.e. specs that are not required to have a root package and
are thus used just to express constraints) to apply certain modifications on a selected set of the installed software. For
instance, in the snippet below:
modules:
tcl:
# The keyword `all` selects every package
all:
environment:
set:
BAR: 'bar'
# This anonymous spec selects any package that
# depends on openmpi. The double colon at the
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# end clears the set of rules that matched so far.
^openmpi::
environment:
set:
BAR: 'baz'
# Selects any zlib package
zlib:
environment:
prepend_path:
LD_LIBRARY_PATH: 'foo'
# Selects zlib compiled with gcc@4.8
zlib%gcc@4.8:
environment:
unset:
- FOOBAR

you are instructing Spack to set the environment variable BAR=bar for every module, unless the associated spec
satisfies ^openmpi in which case BAR=baz. In addition in any spec that satisfies zlib the value foo will be
prepended to LD_LIBRARY_PATH and in any spec that satisfies zlib%gcc@4.8 the variable FOOBAR will be
unset.
Note:
Order does matter The modifications associated with the all keyword are always evaluated first, no matter where
they appear in the configuration file. All the other spec constraints are instead evaluated top to bottom.

Blacklist or whitelist specific module files
You can use anonymous specs also to prevent module files from being written or to force them to be written. Consider
the case where you want to hide from users all the boilerplate software that you had to build in order to bootstrap
a new compiler. Suppose for instance that gcc@4.4.7 is the compiler provided by your system. If you write a
configuration file like:
modules:
tcl:
whitelist: ['gcc', 'llvm']
blacklist: ['%gcc@4.4.7']

# Whitelist will have precedence over blacklist
# Assuming gcc@4.4.7 is the system compiler

you will prevent the generation of module files for any package that is compiled with gcc@4.4.7, with the only
exception of any gcc or any llvm installation.
Customize the naming scheme
The names of environment modules generated by spack are not always easy to fully comprehend due to the long hash
in the name. There are two module configuration options to help with that. The first is a global setting to adjust the
hash length. It can be set anywhere from 0 to 32 and has a default length of 7. This is the representation of the hash in
the module file name and does not affect the size of the package hash. Be aware that the smaller the hash length the
more likely naming conflicts will occur. The following snippet shows how to set hash length in the module file names:
modules:
tcl:
hash_length: 7

11.2. Module file customization
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To help make module names more readable, and to help alleviate name conflicts with a short hash, one can use the
suffixes option in the modules configuration file. This option will add strings to modules that match a spec. For
instance, the following config options,
modules:
tcl:
all:
suffixes:
^python@2.7.12: 'python-2.7.12'
^openblas: 'openblas'

will add a python-2.7.12 version string to any packages compiled with python matching the spec, python@2.
7.12. This is useful to know which version of python a set of python extensions is associated with. Likewise,
the openblas string is attached to any program that has openblas in the spec, most likely via the +blas variant
specification.
Note:
TCL module files A modification that is specific to tcl module files is the possibility to change the naming scheme
of modules.
modules:
tcl:
naming_scheme: '${PACKAGE}/${VERSION}-${COMPILERNAME}-${COMPILERVER}'
all:
conflict:
- '${PACKAGE}'
- 'intel/14.0.1'

will create module files that will conflict with intel/14.0.1 and with the base directory of the same module,
effectively preventing the possibility to load two or more versions of the same software at the same time. The
tokens that are available for use in this directive are the same understood by the Spec.format method.

Note:
LMod hierarchical module files When lmod is activated Spack will generate a set of hierarchical lua module files
that are understood by LMod. The hierarchy will always contain the two layers Core / Compiler but can be
further extended to any of the virtual dependencies present in Spack. A case that could be useful in practice is
for instance:
modules:
enable:
- lmod
lmod:
core_compilers:
- 'gcc@4.8'
hierarchy:
- 'mpi'
- 'lapack'

that will generate a hierarchy in which the lapack and mpi layer can be switched independently. This allows
a site to build the same libraries or applications against different implementations of mpi and lapack, and let
LMod switch safely from one to the other.
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Warning:
Deep hierarchies and lmod spider For hierarchies that are deeper than three layers lmod spider may
have some issues. See this discussion on the LMod project.

Filter out environment modifications
Modifications to certain environment variables in module files are there by default, for instance because they are
generated by prefix inspections. If you want to prevent modifications to some environment variables, you can do so
by using the environment blacklist:
modules:
dotkit:
all:
filter:
# Exclude changes to any of these variables
environment_blacklist: ['CPATH', 'LIBRARY_PATH']

The configuration above will generate dotkit module files that will not contain modifications to either CPATH or
LIBRARY_PATH and environment module files that instead will contain these modifications.
Autoload dependencies
In some cases it can be useful to have module files that automatically load their dependencies. This may be the case
for Python extensions, if not activated using spack activate:
modules:
tcl:
^python:
autoload: 'direct'

The configuration file above will produce module files that will load their direct dependencies if the package installed
depends on python. The allowed values for the autoload statement are either none, direct or all.
Note:
TCL prerequisites In the tcl section of the configuration file it is possible to use the prerequisites directive
that accepts the same values as autoload. It will produce module files that have a prereq statement instead
of automatically loading other modules.

11.3 Maintaining Module Files
Spack not only provides great flexibility in the generation of module files and in the customization of both their layout
and content, but also ships with a tool to ease the burden of their maintenance in production environments. This tool
is the spack module command:
$ spack module --help
usage: spack module [-h] SUBCOMMAND ...
manipulate module files
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positional arguments:
SUBCOMMAND
refresh
regenerate module files
find
find module files for packages
rm
remove module files
loads
prompt the list of modules associated with a constraint
optional arguments:
-h, --help show this help message and exit

11.3.1 spack module refresh
The command that regenerates module files to update their content or their layout is module refresh:
$ spack module refresh --help
usage: spack module refresh [-h] [--delete-tree] [-m {dotkit,tcl,lmod}] [-y]
...
positional arguments:
constraint

constraint to select a subset of installed packages

optional arguments:
-h, --help
show this help message and exit
--delete-tree
delete the module file tree before refresh
-m {dotkit,tcl,lmod}, --module-type {dotkit,tcl,lmod}
type of module file. More than one choice is allowed
[default: tcl]
-y, --yes-to-all
assume "yes" is the answer to every confirmation
request

A set of packages can be selected using anonymous specs for the optional constraint positional argument. The
argument --module-type identifies the type of module files to refresh. Optionally the entire tree can be deleted
before regeneration if the change in layout is radical.

11.3.2 spack module rm
If instead what you need is just to delete a few module files, then the right command is module rm:
$ spack module rm --help
usage: spack module rm [-h] [-m {lmod,tcl,dotkit}] [-y] ...
positional arguments:
constraint

constraint to select a subset of installed packages

optional arguments:
-h, --help
show this help message and exit
-m {lmod,tcl,dotkit}, --module-type {lmod,tcl,dotkit}
type of module file. More than one choice is allowed
[default: tcl]
-y, --yes-to-all
assume "yes" is the answer to every confirmation
request

Note:
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We care about your module files! Every modification done on modules that are already existing will ask for a confirmation by default. If the command is used in a script it is possible though to pass the -y argument, that will
skip this safety measure.
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12

Package Repositories

Spack comes with over 1,000 built-in package recipes in var/spack/repos/builtin/. This is a package
repository – a directory that Spack searches when it needs to find a package by name. You may need to maintain
packages for restricted, proprietary or experimental software separately from the built-in repository. Spack allows you
to configure local repositories using either the repos.yaml or the spack repo command.
A package repository a directory structured like this:
repo/
repo.yaml
packages/
hdf5/
package.py
mpich/
package.py
mpich-1.9-bugfix.patch
trilinos/
package.py
...

The top-level repo.yaml file contains configuration metadata for the repository, and the packages directory contains subdirectories for each package in the repository. Each package directory contains a package.py file and any
patches or other files needed to build the package.
Package repositories allow you to:
1. Maintain your own packages separately from Spack;
2. Share your packages (e.g. by hosting them in a shared file system), without committing them to the built-in
Spack package repository; and
3. Override built-in Spack packages with your own implementation.
Packages in a separate repository can also depend on built-in Spack packages. So, you can leverage existing recipes
without re-implementing them in your own repository.
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12.1 repos.yaml
Spack uses the repos.yaml file in ~/.spack (and elsewhere) to find repositories. Note that the repos.yaml
configuration file is distinct from the repo.yaml file in each repository. For more on the YAML format, and on how
configuration file precedence works in Spack, see configuration.
The default etc/spack/defaults/repos.yaml file looks like this:
repos:
- $spack/var/spack/repos/builtin

The file starts with repos: and contains a single ordered list of paths to repositories. Each path is on a separate line
starting with -. You can add a repository by inserting another path into the list:
repos:
- /opt/local-repo
- $spack/var/spack/repos/builtin

When Spack interprets a spec, e.g. mpich in spack install mpich, it searches these repositories in order (first
to last) to resolve each package name. In this example, Spack will look for the following packages and use the first
valid file:
1. /opt/local-repo/packages/mpich/package.py
2. $spack/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/mpich/package.py
Note: Currently, Spack can only use repositories in the file system. We plan to eventually support URLs in repos.
yaml, so that you can easily point to remote package repositories, but that is not yet implemented.

12.2 Namespaces
Every repository in Spack has an associated namespace defined in its top-level repo.yaml file. If you look at var/
spack/repos/builtin/repo.yaml in the built-in repository, you’ll see that its namespace is builtin:
$ cat var/spack/repos/builtin/repo.yaml
repo:
namespace: builtin

Spack records the repository namespace of each installed package. For example, if you install the mpich package
from the builtin repo, Spack records its fully qualified name as builtin.mpich. This accomplishes two things:
1. You can have packages with the same name from different namespaces installed at once.
1. You can easily determine which repository a package came from after it is installed (more below).
Note: It may seem redundant for a repository to have both a namespace and a path, but repository paths may change
over time, or, as mentioned above, a locally hosted repository path may eventually be hosted at some remote URL.
Namespaces are designed to allow package authors to associate a unique identifier with their packages, so that the
package can be identified even if the repository moves. This is why the namespace is determined by the repo.yaml
file in the repository rather than the local repos.yaml configuration: the repository maintainer sets the name.
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12.2.1 Uniqueness
You should choose a namespace that uniquely identifies your package repository. For example, if you make a repository for packages written by your organization, you could use your organization’s name. You can also nest namespaces
using periods, so you could identify a repository by a sub-organization. For example, LLNL might use a namespace
for its internal repositories like llnl. Packages from the Physical & Life Sciences directorate (PLS) might use the
llnl.pls namespace, and packages created by the Computation directorate might use llnl.comp.
Spack cannot ensure that every repository is named uniquely, but it will prevent you from registering two repositories
with the same namespace at the same time. If you try to add a repository that has the same name as an existing one,
e.g. builtin, Spack will print a warning message.

12.2.2 Namespace example
Suppose that LLNL maintains its own version of mpich, separate from Spack’s built-in mpich package, and suppose
you’ve installed both LLNL’s and Spack’s mpich packages. If you just use spack find, you won’t see a difference
between these two packages:
$ spack find
==> 2 installed packages.
-- linux-rhel6-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 ------------mpich@3.2 mpich@3.2

However, if you use spack find -N, Spack will display the packages with their namespaces:
$ spack find -N
==> 2 installed packages.
-- linux-rhel6-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 ------------builtin.mpich@3.2 llnl.comp.mpich@3.2

Now you know which one is LLNL’s special version, and which one is the built-in Spack package. As you might
guess, packages that are identical except for their namespace will still have different hashes:
$ spack find -lN
==> 2 installed packages.
-- linux-rhel6-x86_64 / gcc@4.4.7 ------------c35p3gc builtin.mpich@3.2 itoqmox llnl.comp.mpich@3.2

All Spack commands that take a package spec can also accept a fully qualified spec with a namespace. This means
you can use the namespace to be more specific when designating, e.g., which package you want to uninstall:
spack uninstall llnl.comp.mpich

12.3 Overriding built-in packages
Spack’s search semantics mean that you can make your own implementation of a built-in Spack package (like mpich),
put it in a repository, and use it to override the built-in package. As long as the repository containing your mpich is
earlier any other in repos.yaml, any built-in package that depends on mpich will be use the one in your repository.
Suppose you have three repositories: the builtin Spack repo (builtin), a shared repo for your institution (e.g.,
llnl), and a repo containing your own prototype packages (proto). Suppose they contain packages as follows:

12.3. Overriding built-in packages
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Namespace
proto
llnl
builtin

Path to repo
~/proto
/usr/local/llnl
$spack/var/spack/repos/builtin

Packages
mpich
hdf5
mpich, hdf5, others

Suppose that hdf5 depends on mpich. You can override the built-in hdf5 by adding the llnl repo to repos.
yaml:
repos:
- /usr/local/llnl
- $spack/var/spack/repos/builtin

spack install hdf5 will install llnl.hdf5 ^builtin.mpich.
If, instead, repos.yaml looks like this:
repos:
- ~/proto
- /usr/local/llnl
- $spack/var/spack/repos/builtin

spack install hdf5 will install llnl.hdf5 ^proto.mpich.
Any unqualified package name will be resolved by searching repos.yaml from the first entry to the last. You can
force a particular repository’s package by using a fully qualified name. For example, if your repos.yaml is as
above, and you want builtin.mpich instead of proto.mpich, you can write:
spack install hdf5 ^builtin.mpich

which will install llnl.hdf5 ^builtin.mpich.
Similarly, you can force the builtin.hdf5 like this:
spack install builtin.hdf5 ^builtin.mpich

This will not search repos.yaml at all, as the builtin repo is specified in both cases. It will install builtin.
hdf5 ^builtin.mpich.
If you want to see which repositories will be used in a build before you install it, you can use spack spec -N:
$ spack spec -N hdf5
Input spec
-------------------------------hdf5
Normalized
-------------------------------hdf5
^zlib@1.1.2:
Concretized
-------------------------------builtin.hdf5@1.10.0-patch1%clang@7.0.2-apple+cxx~debug+fortran+mpi+shared~szip~
˓→threadsafe arch=darwin-elcapitan-x86_64
^builtin.openmpi@2.0.1%clang@7.0.2-apple~mxm~pmi~psm~psm2~slurm~sqlite3~thread_
˓→multiple~tm~verbs+vt arch=darwin-elcapitan-x86_64
^builtin.hwloc@1.11.4%clang@7.0.2-apple arch=darwin-elcapitan-x86_64
^builtin.libpciaccess@0.13.4%clang@7.0.2-apple arch=darwin-elcapitan-x86_
˓→64
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^builtin.libtool@2.4.6%clang@7.0.2-apple arch=darwin-elcapitan-x86_64
^builtin.m4@1.4.17%clang@7.0.2-apple+sigsegv arch=darwin˓→elcapitan-x86_64
^builtin.libsigsegv@2.10%clang@7.0.2-apple arch=darwin˓→elcapitan-x86_64
^builtin.pkg-config@0.29.1%clang@7.0.2-apple+internal_glib
˓→arch=darwin-elcapitan-x86_64
^builtin.util-macros@1.19.0%clang@7.0.2-apple arch=darwin-elcapitan˓→x86_64
^builtin.zlib@1.2.8%clang@7.0.2-apple+pic arch=darwin-elcapitan-x86_64

Warning: You can use a fully qualified package name in a depends_on directive in a package.py file, like
so:
depends_on('proto.hdf5')

This is not recommended, as it makes it very difficult for multiple repos to be composed and shared. A package.
py like this will fail if the proto repository is not registered in repos.yaml.

12.4 spack repo
Spack’s configuration system allows repository settings to come from repos.yaml files in many locations. If you
want to see the repositories registered as a result of all configuration files, use spack repo list.

12.4.1 spack repo list
$ spack repo list
==> 2 package repositories.
myrepo
~/myrepo
builtin
~/spack/var/spack/repos/builtin

Each repository is listed with its associated namespace. To get the raw, merged YAML from all configuration files,
use spack config get repos:
$ spack config get repos
repos:srepos:
- ~/myrepo
- $spack/var/spack/repos/builtin

mNote that, unlike spack repo list, this does not include the namespace, which is read from each repo’s repo.
yaml.

12.4.2 spack repo create
To make your own repository, you don’t need to construct a directory yourself; you can use the spack repo
create command.
$ spack repo create myrepo
==> Created repo with namespace 'myrepo'.
==> To register it with spack, run this command:
spack repo add ~/myrepo

12.4. spack repo
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$ ls myrepo
packages/ repo.yaml
$ cat myrepo/repo.yaml
repo:
namespace: 'myrepo'

By default, the namespace of a new repo matches its directory’s name. You can supply a custom namespace with a
second argument, e.g.:
$ spack repo create myrepo llnl.comp
==> Created repo with namespace 'llnl.comp'.
==> To register it with spack, run this command:
spack repo add ~/myrepo
$ cat myrepo/repo.yaml
repo:
namespace: 'llnl.comp'

12.4.3 spack repo add
Once your repository is created, you can register it with Spack with spack repo add:
$ spack repo add ./myrepo
==> Added repo with namespace 'llnl.comp'.
$ spack repo list
==> 2 package repositories.
llnl.comp
~/myrepo
builtin
~/spack/var/spack/repos/builtin

This simply adds the repo to your repos.yaml file.
Once a repository is registered like this, you should be able to see its packages’ names in the output of spack list,
and you should be able to build them using spack install <name> as you would with any built-in package.

12.4.4 spack repo remove
You can remove an already-registered repository with spack repo rm. This will work whether you pass the
repository’s namespace or its path.
By namespace:
$ spack repo rm llnl.comp
==> Removed repository ~/myrepo with namespace 'llnl.comp'.
$ spack repo list
==> 1 package repository.
builtin
~/spack/var/spack/repos/builtin

By path:
$ spack repo rm ~/myrepo
==> Removed repository ~/myrepo
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$ spack repo list
==> 1 package repository.
builtin
~/spack/var/spack/repos/builtin

12.5 Repo namespaces and Python
You may have noticed that namespace notation for repositories is similar to the notation for namespaces in Python. As
it turns out, you can treat Spack repositories like Python packages; this is how they are implemented.
You could, for example, extend a builtin package in your own repository:
from spack.pkg.builtin.mpich import Mpich
class MyPackage(Mpich):
...

Spack repo namespaces are actually Python namespaces tacked on under spack.pkg. The search semantics of
repos.yaml are actually implemented using Python’s built-in sys.path search. The spack.repository module
implements a custom Python importer.
Warning: The mechanism for extending packages is not yet extensively tested, and extending packages across
repositories imposes inter-repo dependencies, which may be hard to manage. Use this feature at your own risk, but
let us know if you have a use case for it.

12.5. Repo namespaces and Python
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CHAPTER

13

Build caches

Some sites may encourage users to set up their own test environments before carrying out central installations, or some
users may prefer to set up these environments on their own motivation. To reduce the load of recompiling otherwise
identical package specs in different installations, installed packages can be put into build cache tarballs, uploaded to
your Spack mirror and then downloaded and installed by others.

13.1 Creating build cache files
A compressed tarball of an installed package is created. Tarballs are created for all of its link and run dependency
packages as well. Compressed tarballs are signed with gpg and signature and tarball and put in a .spack file.
Optionally, the rpaths (and ids and deps on macOS) can be changed to paths relative to the Spack install tree before
the tarball is created.
Build caches are created via:
$ spack buildcache create spec

13.2 Finding or installing build cache files
To find build caches or install build caches, a Spack mirror must be configured with:
$ spack mirror add <name> <url>

Build caches are found via:
$ spack buildcache list

Build caches are installed via:
$ spack buildcache install
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13.3 Relocation
Initial build and later installation do not necessarily happen at the same location. Spack provides a relocation capability
and corrects for RPATHs and non-relocatable scripts. However, many packages compile paths into binary artifacts
directly. In such cases, the build instructions of this package would need to be adjusted for better re-locatability.

13.4 spack buildcache
13.4.1 spack buildcache create
Create tarball of installed Spack package and all dependencies. Tarballs are checksummed and signed if gpg2 is
available. Places them in a directory build_cache that can be copied to a mirror. Commands like spack
buildcache install will search Spack mirrors for build_cache to get the list of build caches.
Arguments
<specs>
-d
<path>
-f
-k
<key>
-r
-y

Description
list of partial specs or hashes with a leading / to match from installed packages and used for creating
build caches
directory in which build_cache directory is created, defaults to .
overwrite .spack file in build_cache directory if it exists
the key to sign package with. In the case where multiple keys exist, the package will be unsigned
unless -k is used.
make paths in binaries relative before creating tarball
answer yes to all create unsigned build_cache questions

13.4.2 spack buildcache list
Retrieves all specs for build caches available on a Spack mirror.
Arguments
<specs>

Description
list of partial package specs to be matched against specs downloaded for build caches

E.g. spack buildcache list gcc with print only commands to install gcc package(s)

13.4.3 spack buildcache install
Retrieves all specs for build caches available on a Spack mirror and installs build caches with specs matching the specs
input.
Arguments
<specs>
-f
-y
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list of partial package specs or hashes with a leading / to be installed from build caches
remove install directory if it exists before unpacking tarball
answer yes to all to don’t verify package with gpg questions
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13.4.4 spack buildcache keys
List public keys available on Spack mirror.
Arguments
-i
-y

13.4. spack buildcache

Description
trust the keys downloaded with prompt for each
answer yes to all trust all keys downloaded
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CHAPTER

14

Command Index

This is an alphabetical list of commands with links to the places they appear in the documentation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

spack activate
spack buildcache
spack cd
spack checksum
spack clean
spack compilers
spack create
spack deactivate
spack doc
spack edit
spack env
spack extensions
spack fetch
spack find
spack gpg
spack graph
spack help
spack info
spack install
spack list
spack load / unload
spack location
spack mirror
spack module loads
spack module refresh
spack module rm
spack patch
spack providers
spack python
spack repo
spack restage
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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spack spec
spack stage
spack test
spack uninstall
spack url
spack versions
spack view
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CHAPTER

15

Package List

This is a list of things you can install using Spack. It is automatically generated based on the packages in the latest
Spack release.
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CHAPTER

16

Contribution Guide

This guide is intended for developers or administrators who want to contribute a new package, feature, or bugfix to
Spack. It assumes that you have at least some familiarity with Git VCS and Github. The guide will show a few
examples of contributing workflows and discuss the granularity of pull-requests (PRs). It will also discuss the tests
your PR must pass in order to be accepted into Spack.
First, what is a PR? Quoting Bitbucket’s tutorials:
Pull requests are a mechanism for a developer to notify team members that they have completed a feature.
The pull request is more than just a notification—it’s a dedicated forum for discussing the proposed
feature.
Important is completed feature.
The changes one proposes in a PR should correspond to one feature/bugfix/extension/etc. One can create PRs with changes relevant to different ideas, however reviewing such PRs
becomes tedious and error prone. If possible, try to follow the one-PR-one-package/feature rule.
Spack uses a rough approximation of the Git Flow branching model. The develop branch contains the latest contributions, and master is always tagged and points to the latest stable release. Therefore, when you send your request, make
develop the destination branch on the Spack repository.

16.1 Continuous Integration
Spack uses Travis CI for Continuous Integration testing. This means that every time you submit a pull request, a series
of tests will be run to make sure you didn’t accidentally introduce any bugs into Spack. Your PR will not be accepted
until it passes all of these tests. While you can certainly wait for the results of these tests after submitting a PR, we
recommend that you run them locally to speed up the review process.
Note: Oftentimes, Travis will fail for reasons other than a problem with your PR. For example, apt-get, pip, or
homebrew will fail to download one of the dependencies for the test suite, or a transient bug will cause the unit tests
to timeout. If Travis fails, click the “Details” link and click on the test(s) that is failing. If it doesn’t look like it is
failing for reasons related to your PR, you have two options. If you have write permissions for the Spack repository,
you should see a “Restart job” button on the right-hand side. If not, you can close and reopen your PR to rerun all
of the tests. If the same test keeps failing, there may be a problem with your PR. If you notice that every recent PR
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is failing with the same error message, it may be that Travis is down or one of Spack’s dependencies put out a new
release that is causing problems. If this is the case, please file an issue.
If you take a look in $SPACK_ROOT/.travis.yml, you’ll notice that we test against Python 2.6, 2.7, and 3.3-3.6
on both macOS and Linux. We currently perform 3 types of tests:

16.1.1 Unit Tests
Unit tests ensure that core Spack features like fetching or spec resolution are working as expected. If your PR only
adds new packages or modifies existing ones, there’s very little chance that your changes could cause the unit tests to
fail. However, if you make changes to Spack’s core libraries, you should run the unit tests to make sure you didn’t
break anything.
Since they test things like fetching from VCS repos, the unit tests require git, mercurial, and subversion to run. Make
sure these are installed on your system and can be found in your PATH. All of these can be installed with Spack or
with your system package manager.
To run all of the unit tests, use:
$ spack test

These tests may take several minutes to complete. If you know you are only modifying a single Spack feature, you
can run a single unit test at a time:
$ spack test architecture

This allows you to develop iteratively: make a change, test that change, make another change, test that change, etc. To
get a list of all available unit tests, run:
$ spack test --list
architecture
˓→
info
build_environment
˓→
install
build_system_guess
˓→
list
build_systems
˓→
module
cc
˓→dependencies
python
compilers
˓→
test_compiler_cmd
concretize
˓→
uninstall
concretize_preferences
˓→
url
config
˓→
versions
database
˓→
view
directory_layout
˓→
file_list
environment
˓→
lang

file_cache
package_sanity
link_tree
flag_handlers
packages
lock
git_fetch
packaging
log
graph
patch
common
hg_fetch
pattern
dotkit
install
provider_index
lmod
make_executable python_version
tcl
mirror
repo
filesystem
module_parsing
sbang
log_parser
multimethod
spack_yaml
prefix
namespace_trie
spec_dag

spec_syntax

arch

spec_yaml

blame

stage

cd

svn_fetch

clean

optional_deps

spec_semantics

tengine
test_activations

dependents

url_fetch

env

url_parse

find

url_substitution

flake8

variant

gpg

versions

graph

web

help

A more detailed list of available unit tests can be found by running spack test --long-list.
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Unit tests are crucial to making sure bugs aren’t introduced into Spack. If you are modifying core Spack libraries or
adding new functionality, please consider adding new unit tests or strengthening existing tests.
Note: There is also a run-unit-tests script in share/spack/qa that runs the unit tests. Afterwards, it
reports back to Codecov with the percentage of Spack that is covered by unit tests. This script is designed for Travis
CI. If you want to run the unit tests yourself, we suggest you use spack test.

16.1.2 Flake8 Tests
Spack uses Flake8 to test for PEP 8 conformance. PEP 8 is a series of style guides for Python that provide suggestions
for everything from variable naming to indentation. In order to limit the number of PRs that were mostly style changes,
we decided to enforce PEP 8 conformance. Your PR needs to comply with PEP 8 in order to be accepted.
Testing for PEP 8 compliance is easy. Simply run the spack flake8 command:
$ spack flake8

spack flake8 has a couple advantages over running flake8 by hand:
1. It only tests files that you have modified since branching off of develop.
2. It works regardless of what directory you are in.
3. It automatically adds approved exemptions from the flake8 checks. For example, URLs are often longer than
80 characters, so we exempt them from line length checks. We also exempt lines that start with “homepage”,
“url”, “version”, “variant”, “depends_on”, and “extends” in package.py files.
More approved flake8 exemptions can be found here.
If all is well, you’ll see something like this:
$ run-flake8-tests
Dependencies found.
=======================================================
flake8: running flake8 code checks on spack.
Modified files:
var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/hdf5/package.py
var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/hdf/package.py
var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/netcdf/package.py
=======================================================
Flake8 checks were clean.

However, if you aren’t compliant with PEP 8, flake8 will complain:
var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/netcdf/package.py:26: [F401] 'os' imported but unused
var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/netcdf/package.py:61: [E303] too many blank lines (2)
var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/netcdf/package.py:106: [E501] line too long (92 > 79
˓→characters)
Flake8 found errors.

Most of the error messages are straightforward, but if you don’t understand what they mean, just ask questions about
them when you submit your PR. The line numbers will change if you add or delete lines, so simply run spack
flake8 again to update them.

16.1. Continuous Integration
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Tip: Try fixing flake8 errors in reverse order. This eliminates the need for multiple runs of spack flake8 just to
re-compute line numbers and makes it much easier to fix errors directly off of the Travis output.

Warning: Flake8 requires setuptools in order to run. If you installed py-flake8 with Spack, make sure to add
py-setuptools to your PYTHONPATH. The easiest way to do this is to run spack activate py-flake8
so that all of the dependencies are symlinked to a central location. If you see an error message like:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File: "/usr/bin/flake8", line 5, in <module>
from pkg_resources import load_entry_point
ImportError: No module named pkg_resources

that means Flake8 couldn’t find setuptools in your PYTHONPATH.

16.1.3 Documentation Tests
Spack uses Sphinx to build its documentation. In order to prevent things like broken links and missing imports, we
added documentation tests that build the documentation and fail if there are any warning or error messages.
Building the documentation requires several dependencies, all of which can be installed with Spack:
• sphinx
• sphinxcontrib-programoutput
• graphviz
• git
• mercurial
• subversion
Warning: Sphinx has several required dependencies. If you installed py-sphinx with Spack, make sure to add
all of these dependencies to your PYTHONPATH. The easiest way to do this is to run:
$ spack activate py-sphinx
$ spack activate py-sphinxcontrib-programoutput

so that all of the dependencies are symlinked to a central location. If you see an error message like:
Extension error:
Could not import extension sphinxcontrib.programoutput (exception: No module named
˓→sphinxcontrib.programoutput)
make: *** [html] Error 1

that means Sphinx couldn’t find py-sphinxcontrib-programoutput in your PYTHONPATH.
Once all of the dependencies are installed, you can try building the documentation:
$ cd "$SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/docs"
$ make clean
$ make

If you see any warning or error messages, you will have to correct those before your PR is accepted.
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Note: There is also a run-doc-tests script in share/spack/qa. The only difference between running this
script and running make by hand is that the script will exit immediately if it encounters an error or warning. This is
necessary for Travis CI. If you made a lot of documentation changes, it is much quicker to run make by hand so that
you can see all of the warnings at once.
If you are editing the documentation, you should obviously be running the documentation tests. But even if you are
simply adding a new package, your changes could cause the documentation tests to fail:
package_list.rst:8745: WARNING: Block quote ends without a blank line; unexpected
˓→unindent.

At first, this error message will mean nothing to you, since you didn’t edit that file. Until you look at line 8745 of the
file in question:
Description:
NetCDF is a set of software libraries and self-describing, machineindependent data formats that support the creation, access, and sharing
of array-oriented scientific data.

Our documentation includes a list of all Spack packages. If you add a new package, its docstring is added to this page.
The problem in this case was that the docstring looked like:
class Netcdf(Package):
"""
NetCDF is a set of software libraries and self-describing,
machine-independent data formats that support the creation,
access, and sharing of array-oriented scientific data.
"""

Docstrings cannot start with a newline character, or else Sphinx will complain. Instead, they should look like:
class Netcdf(Package):
"""NetCDF is a set of software libraries and self-describing,
machine-independent data formats that support the creation,
access, and sharing of array-oriented scientific data."""

Documentation changes can result in much more obfuscated warning messages. If you don’t understand what they
mean, feel free to ask when you submit your PR.

16.2 Coverage
Spack uses Codecov to generate and report unit test coverage. This helps us tell what percentage of lines of code in
Spack are covered by unit tests. Although code covered by unit tests can still contain bugs, it is much less error prone
than code that is not covered by unit tests.
Codecov provides browser extensions for Google Chrome, Firefox, and Opera. These extensions integrate with GitHub
and allow you to see coverage line-by-line when viewing the Spack repository. If you are new to Spack, a great way
to get started is to write unit tests to increase coverage!
Unlike with Travis, Codecov tests are not required to pass in order for your PR to be merged. If you modify core
Spack libraries, we would greatly appreciate unit tests that cover these changed lines. Otherwise, we have no way of
knowing whether or not your changes introduce a bug. If you make substantial changes to the core, we may request
unit tests to increase coverage.

16.2. Coverage
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Note: If the only files you modified are package files, we do not care about coverage on your PR. You may notice
that the Codecov tests fail even though you didn’t modify any core files. This means that Spack’s overall coverage has
increased since you branched off of develop. This is a good thing! If you really want to get the Codecov tests to pass,
you can rebase off of the latest develop, but again, this is not required.

16.3 Git Workflows
Spack is still in the beta stages of development. Most of our users run off of the develop branch, and fixes and new
features are constantly being merged. So how do you keep up-to-date with upstream while maintaining your own local
differences and contributing PRs to Spack?

16.3.1 Branching
The easiest way to contribute a pull request is to make all of your changes on new branches. Make sure your develop
is up-to-date and create a new branch off of it:
$
$
$
$

git
git
git
git

checkout develop
pull upstream develop
branch <descriptive_branch_name>
checkout <descriptive_branch_name>

Here we assume that the local develop branch tracks the upstream develop branch of Spack. This is not a requirement and you could also do the same with remote branches. But for some it is more convenient to have a local branch
that tracks upstream.
Normally we prefer that commits pertaining to a package <package-name> have a message <package-name>:
descriptive message. It is important to add descriptive message so that others, who might be looking at your
changes later (in a year or maybe two), would understand the rationale behind them.
Now, you can make your changes while keeping the develop branch pure. Edit a few files and commit them by
running:
$ git add <files_to_be_part_of_the_commit>
$ git commit --message <descriptive_message_of_this_particular_commit>

Next, push it to your remote fork and create a PR:
$ git push origin <descriptive_branch_name> --set-upstream

GitHub provides a tutorial on how to file a pull request. When you send the request, make develop the destination
branch.
If you need this change immediately and don’t have time to wait for your PR to be merged, you can always work on
this branch. But if you have multiple PRs, another option is to maintain a Frankenstein branch that combines all of
your other branches:
$
$
$
$

git
git
git
git

co develop
branch <your_modified_develop_branch>
checkout <your_modified_develop_branch>
merge <descriptive_branch_name>

This can be done with each new PR you submit. Just make sure to keep this local branch up-to-date with upstream
develop too.
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16.3.2 Cherry-Picking
What if you made some changes to your local modified develop branch and already committed them, but later decided
to contribute them to Spack? You can use cherry-picking to create a new branch with only these commits.
First, check out your local modified develop branch:
$ git checkout <your_modified_develop_branch>

Now, get the hashes of the commits you want from the output of:
$ git log

Next, create a new branch off of upstream develop and copy the commits that you want in your PR:
$
$
$
$
$
$

git
git
git
git
git
git

checkout develop
pull upstream develop
branch <descriptive_branch_name>
checkout <descriptive_branch_name>
cherry-pick <hash>
push origin <descriptive_branch_name> --set-upstream

Now you can create a PR from the web-interface of GitHub. The net result is as follows:
1. You patched your local version of Spack and can use it further.
2. You “cherry-picked” these changes in a stand-alone branch and submitted it as a PR upstream.
Should you have several commits to contribute, you could follow the same procedure by getting hashes of all of them
and cherry-picking to the PR branch.
Note: It is important that whenever you change something that might be of importance upstream, create a pull request
as soon as possible. Do not wait for weeks/months to do this, because:
1. you might forget why you modified certain files
2. it could get difficult to isolate this change into a stand-alone clean PR.

16.3.3 Rebasing
Other developers are constantly making contributions to Spack, possibly on the same files that your PR changed. If
their PR is merged before yours, it can create a merge conflict. This means that your PR can no longer be automatically
merged without a chance of breaking your changes. In this case, you will be asked to rebase on top of the latest
upstream develop.
First, make sure your develop branch is up-to-date:
$ git checkout develop
$ git pull upstream develop

Now, we need to switch to the branch you submitted for your PR and rebase it on top of develop:
$ git checkout <descriptive_branch_name>
$ git rebase develop

Git will likely ask you to resolve conflicts. Edit the file that it says can’t be merged automatically and resolve the
conflict. Then, run:

16.3. Git Workflows
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$ git add <file_that_could_not_be_merged>
$ git rebase --continue

You may have to repeat this process multiple times until all conflicts are resolved. Once this is done, simply force
push your rebased branch to your remote fork:
$ git push --force origin <descriptive_branch_name>

16.3.4 Rebasing with cherry-pick
You can also perform a rebase using cherry-pick. First, create a temporary backup branch:
$ git checkout <descriptive_branch_name>
$ git branch tmp

If anything goes wrong, you can always go back to your tmp branch. Now, look at the logs and save the hashes of any
commits you would like to keep:
$ git log

Next, go back to the original branch and reset it to develop. Before doing so, make sure that you local develop
branch is up-to-date with upstream:
$
$
$
$

git
git
git
git

checkout develop
pull upstream develop
checkout <descriptive_branch_name>
reset --hard develop

Now you can cherry-pick relevant commits:
$ git cherry-pick <hash1>
$ git cherry-pick <hash2>

Push the modified branch to your fork:
$ git push --force origin <descriptive_branch_name>

If everything looks good, delete the backup branch:
$ git branch --delete --force tmp

16.3.5 Re-writing History
Sometimes you may end up on a branch that has diverged so much from develop that it cannot easily be rebased. If
the current commits history is more of an experimental nature and only the net result is important, you may rewrite
the history.
First, merge upstream develop and reset you branch to it. On the branch in question, run:
$ git merge develop
$ git reset develop
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At this point your branch will point to the same commit as develop and thereby the two are indistinguishable. However,
all the files that were previously modified will stay as such. In other words, you do not lose the changes you made.
Changes can be reviewed by looking at diffs:
$ git status
$ git diff

The next step is to rewrite the history by adding files and creating commits:
$ git add <files_to_be_part_of_commit>
$ git commit --message <descriptive_message>

After all changed files are committed, you can push the branch to your fork and create a PR:
$ git push origin --set-upstream

16.3. Git Workflows
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CHAPTER

17

Packaging Guide

This guide is intended for developers or administrators who want to package software so that Spack can install it. It
assumes that you have at least some familiarity with Python, and that you’ve read the basic usage guide, especially the
part about specs.
There are two key parts of Spack:
1. Specs: expressions for describing builds of software, and
2. Packages: Python modules that describe how to build software according to a spec.
Specs allow a user to describe a particular build in a way that a package author can understand. Packages allow
the packager to encapsulate the build logic for different versions, compilers, options, platforms, and dependency
combinations in one place. Essentially, a package translates a spec into build logic.
Packages in Spack are written in pure Python, so you can do anything in Spack that you can do in Python. Python was
chosen as the implementation language for two reasons. First, Python is becoming ubiquitous in the scientific software
community. Second, it’s a modern language and has many powerful features to help make package writing easy.

17.1 Creating & editing packages
17.1.1 spack create
The spack create command creates a directory with the package name and generates a package.py file with
a boilerplate package template. If given a URL pointing to a tarball or other software archive, spack create is
smart enough to determine basic information about the package, including its name and build system. In most cases,
spack create plus a few modifications is all you need to get a package working.
Here’s an example:
$ spack create https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-6.1.2.tar.bz2

Spack examines the tarball URL and tries to figure out the name of the package to be created. If the name contains
uppercase letters, these are automatically converted to lowercase. If the name contains underscores or periods, these
are automatically converted to dashes.
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Spack also searches for additional versions located in the same directory of the website. Spack prompts you to tell
you how many versions it found and asks you how many you would like to download and checksum:
$ spack create https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-6.1.2.tar.bz2
==> This looks like a URL for gmp
==> Found 16 versions of gmp:
6.1.2
6.1.1
6.1.0
...
5.0.0

https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-6.1.2.tar.bz2
https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-6.1.1.tar.bz2
https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-6.1.0.tar.bz2
https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-5.0.0.tar.bz2

How many would you like to checksum? (default is 1, q to abort)

Spack will automatically download the number of tarballs you specify (starting with the most recent) and checksum
each of them.
You do not have to download all of the versions up front. You can always choose to download just one tarball initially,
and run spack checksum later if you need more versions.
Let’s say you download 3 tarballs:
How many would you like to checksum? (default is 1, q to abort) 3
==> Downloading...
==> Fetching https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-6.1.2.tar.bz2
######################################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-6.1.1.tar.bz2
######################################################################## 100.0%
==> Fetching https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-6.1.0.tar.bz2
######################################################################## 100.0%
==> Checksummed 3 versions of gmp:
==> This package looks like it uses the autotools build system
==> Created template for gmp package
==> Created package file: /Users/Adam/spack/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/gmp/
˓→package.py

Spack automatically creates a directory in the appropriate repository, generates a boilerplate template for your package,
and opens up the new package.py in your favorite $EDITOR:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

#
# This is a template package file for Spack. We've put "FIXME"
# next to all the things you'll want to change. Once you've handled
# them, you can save this file and test your package like this:
#
#
spack install gmp
#
# You can edit this file again by typing:
#
#
spack edit gmp
#
# See the Spack documentation for more information on packaging.
# If you submit this package back to Spack as a pull request,
# please first remove this boilerplate and all FIXME comments.
#
from spack import *

17
18
19

class Gmp(AutotoolsPackage):
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20

"""FIXME: Put a proper description of your package here."""

21
22
23
24

# FIXME: Add a proper url for your package's homepage here.
homepage = "http://www.example.com"
url
= "https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-6.1.2.tar.bz2"

25
26
27
28

version('6.1.2', '8ddbb26dc3bd4e2302984debba1406a5')
version('6.1.1', '4c175f86e11eb32d8bf9872ca3a8e11d')
version('6.1.0', '86ee6e54ebfc4a90b643a65e402c4048')

29
30
31

# FIXME: Add dependencies if required.
# depends_on('foo')

32
33
34
35
36
37

def configure_args(self):
# FIXME: Add arguments other than --prefix
# FIXME: If not needed delete the function
args = []
return args

The tedious stuff (creating the class, checksumming archives) has been done for you. You’ll notice that spack
create correctly detected that gmp uses the Autotools build system. It created a new Gmp package that subclasses
the AutotoolsPackage base class. This base class provides basic installation methods common to all Autotools
packages:
./configure --prefix=/path/to/installation/directory
make
make check
make install

For most Autotools packages, this is sufficient. If you need to add additional arguments to the ./configure call,
add them via the configure_args function.
In the generated package, the download url attribute is already set. All the things you still need to change are marked
with FIXME labels. You can delete the commented instructions between the license and the first import statement after
reading them. The rest of the tasks you need to do are as follows:
1. Add a description.
Immediately inside the package class is a docstring in triple-quotes ("""). It is used to generate the description
shown when users run spack info.
2. Change the homepage to a useful URL.
The homepage is displayed when users run spack info so that they can learn more about your package.
3. Add depends_on() calls for the package’s dependencies.
depends_on tells Spack that other packages need to be built and installed before this one. See Dependencies.
4. Get the installation working.
Your new package may require specific flags during configure. These can be added via configure_args.
Specifics will differ depending on the package and its build system. Implementing the install method is covered
in detail later.
Passing a URL to spack create is a convenient and easy way to get a basic package template, but what if your
software is licensed and cannot be downloaded from a URL? You can still create a boilerplate package.py by telling
spack create what name you want to use:
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$ spack create --name intel

This will create a simple intel package with an install() method that you can craft to install your package.
What if spack create <url> guessed the wrong name or build system? For example, if your package uses the
Autotools build system but does not come with a configure script, Spack won’t realize it uses Autotools. You can
overwrite the old package with --force and specify a name with --name or a build system template to use with
--template:
$ spack create --name gmp https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-6.1.2.tar.bz2
$ spack create --force --template autotools https://gmplib.org/download/gmp/gmp-6.1.2.
˓→tar.bz2

Note: If you are creating a package that uses the Autotools build system but does not come with a configure
script, you’ll need to add an autoreconf method to your package that explains how to generate the configure
script. You may also need the following dependencies:
depends_on('autoconf',
depends_on('automake',
depends_on('libtool',
depends_on('m4',

type='build')
type='build')
type='build')
type='build')

A complete list of available build system templates can be found by running spack create --help.

17.1.2 spack edit
One of the easiest ways to learn how to write packages is to look at existing ones. You can edit a package file by name
with the spack edit command:
$ spack edit gmp

So, if you used spack create to create a package, then saved and closed the resulting file, you can get back
to it with spack edit. The gmp package actually lives in $SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/
packages/gmp/package.py, but spack edit provides a much simpler shortcut and saves you the trouble of
typing the full path.

17.2 Naming & directory structure
This section describes how packages need to be named, and where they live in Spack’s directory structure. In general,
spack create handles creating package files for you, so you can skip most of the details here.

17.2.1 var/spack/repos/builtin/packages
A Spack installation directory is structured like a standard UNIX install prefix (bin, lib, include, var, opt, etc.).
Most of the code for Spack lives in $SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack. Packages themselves live in $SPACK_ROOT/
var/spack/repos/builtin/packages.
If you cd to that directory, you will see directories for each package:
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$ cd $SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages && ls
abinit
abyss
ack
activeharmony
adept-utils
adios
adios2
adlbx
adol-c
albert
...

Each directory contains a file called package.py, which is where all the python code for the package goes. For
example, the libelf package lives in:
$SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/libelf/package.py

Alongside the package.py file, a package may contain extra directories or files (like patches) that it needs to build.

17.2.2 Package Names
Packages are named after the directory containing package.py. So, libelf’s package.py lives in a directory
called libelf. The package.py file defines a class called Libelf, which extends Spack’s Package class. For
example, here is $SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/libelf/package.py:
1

from spack import *

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

class Libelf(Package):
""" ... description ... """
homepage = ...
url = ...
version(...)
depends_on(...)

9
10
11

def install():
...

The directory name (libelf) determines the package name that users should provide on the command line. e.g., if
you type any of these:
$ spack info libelf
$ spack versions libelf
$ spack install libelf@0.8.13

Spack sees the package name in the spec and looks for libelf/package.py in var/spack/repos/
builtin/packages. Likewise, if you run spack install py-numpy, Spack looks for py-numpy/
package.py.
Spack uses the directory name as the package name in order to give packagers more freedom in naming their packages.
Package names can contain letters, numbers, and dashes. Using a Python identifier (e.g., a class name or a module
name) would make it difficult to support these options. So, you can name a package 3proxy or foo-bar and Spack
won’t care. It just needs to see that name in the packages directory.

17.2. Naming & directory structure
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17.2.3 Package class names
Spack loads package.py files dynamically, and it needs to find a special class name in the file for the load to
succeed. The class name (Libelf in our example) is formed by converting words separated by - in the file name to
CamelCase. If the name starts with a number, we prefix the class name with _. Here are some examples:
Module Name
foo-bar
3proxy

Class Name
FooBar
_3proxy

In general, you won’t have to remember this naming convention because spack create and spack edit handle the details
for you.

17.3 Trusted Downloads
Spack verifies that the source code it downloads is not corrupted or compromised; or at least, that it is the same version
the author of the Spack package saw when the package was created. If Spack uses a download method it can verify,
we say the download method is trusted. Trust is important for all downloads: Spack has no control over the security
of the various sites from which it downloads source code, and can never assume that any particular site hasn’t been
compromised.
Trust is established in different ways for different download methods. For the most common download method — a
single-file tarball — the tarball is checksummed. Git downloads using commit= are trusted implicitly, as long as a
hash is specified.
Spack also provides untrusted download methods: tarball URLs may be supplied without a checksum, or Git downloads may specify a branch or tag instead of a hash. If the user does not control or trust the source of an untrusted
download, it is a security risk. Unless otherwise specified by the user for special cases, Spack should by default use
only trusted download methods.
Unfortunately, Spack does not currently provide that guarantee. It does provide the following mechanisms for safety:
1. By default, Spack will only install a tarball package if it has a checksum and that checksum matches. You can
override this with spack install --no-checksum.
2. Numeric versions are almost always tarball downloads, whereas non-numeric versions not named develop
frequently download untrusted branches or tags from a version control system. As long as a package has at least
one numeric version, and no non-numeric version named develop, Spack will prefer it over any non-numeric
versions.

17.3.1 Checksums
For tarball downloads, Spack can currently support checksums using the MD5, SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA384, and SHA-512 algorithms. It determines the algorithm to use based on the hash length.

17.4 Versions and fetching
The most straightforward way to add new versions to your package is to add a line like this in the package class:
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1
2
3
4

class Foo(Package):
url = 'http://example.com/foo-1.0.tar.gz'
version('8.2.1', '4136d7b4c04df68b686570afa26988ac')
...

Versions should be listed with the newest version first.

17.4.1 Date Versions
If you wish to use dates as versions, it is best to use the format @date-yyyy-mm-dd. This will ensure they sort
in the correct order. If you want your date versions to be numeric (assuming they don’t conflict with other numeric
versions), you can use just yyyy.mm.dd.
Alternately, you might use a hybrid release-version / date scheme. For example, @1.3.2016.08.31 would mean
the version from the 1.3 branch, as of August 31, 2016.

17.4.2 Version URLs
By default, each version’s URL is extrapolated from the url field in the package. For example, Spack is smart enough
to download version 8.2.1. of the Foo package above from http://example.com/foo-8.2.1.tar.gz.
If the URL is particularly complicated or changes based on the release, you can override the default URL generation
algorithm by defining your own url_for_version() function. For example, the download URL for OpenMPI
contains the major.minor version in one spot and the major.minor.patch version in another:
https://www.open-mpi.org/software/ompi/v2.1/downloads/openmpi-2.1.1.tar.bz2
In order to handle this, you can define a url_for_version() function like so:
def url_for_version(self, version):
url = "http://www.open-mpi.org/software/ompi/v{0}/downloads/openmpi-{1}.tar.
˓→bz2"
return url.format(version.up_to(2), version)

With the use of this url_for_version(), Spack knows to download OpenMPI 2.1.1 from http://www.
open-mpi.org/software/ompi/v2.1/downloads/openmpi-2.1.1.tar.bz2 but download OpenMPI 1.10.7 from http://
www.open-mpi.org/software/ompi/v1.10/downloads/openmpi-1.10.7.tar.bz2.
You’ll notice that OpenMPI’s url_for_version() function makes use of a special Version function called
up_to(). When you call version.up_to(2) on a version like 1.10.0, it returns 1.10. version.
up_to(1) would return 1. This can be very useful for packages that place all X.Y.* versions in a single directory
and then places all X.Y.Z versions in a sub-directory.
There are a few Version properties you should be aware of. We generally prefer numeric versions to be separated
by dots for uniformity, but not all tarballs are named that way. For example, icu4c separates its major and minor
versions with underscores, like icu4c-57_1-src.tgz. The value 57_1 can be obtained with the use of the
version.underscored property. Note that Python properties don’t need parentheses. There are other separator
properties as well:
Property
version.dotted
version.dashed
version.underscored
version.joined

17.4. Versions and fetching

Result
1.2.3
1-2-3
1_2_3
123
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Note: Python properties don’t need parentheses. version.dashed is correct. version.dashed() is incorrect.
In addition, these version properties can be combined with up_to(). For example:
>>> version = Version('1.2.3')
>>> version.up_to(2).dashed
Version('1-2')
>>> version.underscored.up_to(2)
Version('1_2')

As you can see, order is not important. Just keep in mind that up_to() and the other version properties return
Version objects, not strings.
If a URL cannot be derived systematically, or there is a special URL for one of its versions, you can add an explicit
URL for a particular version:
version('8.2.1', '4136d7b4c04df68b686570afa26988ac',
url='http://example.com/foo-8.2.1-special-version.tar.gz')

When you supply a custom URL for a version, Spack uses that URL verbatim and does not perform extrapolation.

17.4.3 PyPI and version URLs
In addition to their developer websites, many python packages are hosted at the Python Package Index (PyPi). Although links to these individual files are typically generated using a hash it is often possible to find a reliable link of
the format
https://pypi.python.org/packages/source/<first letter of package>/<package>/<package>˓→<version>.<extension>

Packages hosted on GitHub and the like are often developer versions that do not contain all of the files (e.g. configuration scripts) necessary to support compilation. For this reason it is ideal to link to a repository such as PyPi if
possible.
More recently, sources are being indexed at pypi.io as well. Links obtained from this site follow a similar pattern,
namely
https://pypi.io/packages/source/<first letter of package>/<package>/<package>˓→<version>.<extension>

These links currently redirect back to pypi.python.org, but this may change in the future.

17.4.4 Skipping the expand step
Spack normally expands archives (e.g. *.tar.gz and *.zip) automatically after downloading them. If you want to skip
this step (e.g., for self-extracting executables and other custom archive types), you can add expand=False to a
version directive.
version('8.2.1', '4136d7b4c04df68b686570afa26988ac',
url='http://example.com/foo-8.2.1-special-version.tar.gz', expand=False)

When expand is set to False, Spack sets the current working directory to the directory containing the downloaded
archive before it calls your install method. Within install, the path to the downloaded archive is available as
self.stage.archive_file.
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Here is an example snippet for packages distributed as self-extracting archives. The example sets permissions on the
downloaded file to make it executable, then runs it with some arguments.
def install(self, spec, prefix):
set_executable(self.stage.archive_file)
installer = Executable(self.stage.archive_file)
installer('--prefix=%s' % prefix, 'arg1', 'arg2', 'etc.')

17.4.5 Download caching
Spack maintains a cache (described here) which saves files retrieved during package installations to avoid redownloading in the case that a package is installed with a different specification (but the same version) or reinstalled
on account of a change in the hashing scheme.

17.4.6 Version comparison
Most Spack versions are numeric, a tuple of integers; for example, apex@0.1, ferret@6.96 or py-netcdf@1.
2.3.1. Spack knows how to compare and sort numeric versions.
Some Spack versions involve slight extensions of numeric syntax; for example, py-sphinx-rtd-theme@0.1.
10a0. In this case, numbers are always considered to be “newer” than letters. This is for consistency with RPM.
Spack versions may also be arbitrary non-numeric strings; any string here will suffice; for example, @develop,
@master, @local. The following rules determine the sort order of numeric vs. non-numeric versions:
1. The non-numeric versions @develop is considered greatest (newest).
2. Numeric versions are all less than @develop version, and are sorted numerically.
3. All other non-numeric versions are less than numeric versions, and are sorted alphabetically.
The logic behind this sort order is two-fold:
1. Non-numeric versions are usually used for special cases while developing or debugging a piece of software.
Keeping most of them less than numeric versions ensures that Spack choose numeric versions by default whenever possible.
2. The most-recent development version of a package will usually be newer than any released numeric versions.
This allows the develop version to satisfy dependencies like depends_on(abc, when="@x.y.z:")

17.4.7 Version selection
When concretizing, many versions might match a user-supplied spec. For example, the spec python matches all
available versions of the package python. Similarly, python@3: matches all versions of Python3. Given a set of
versions that match a spec, Spack concretization uses the following priorities to decide which one to use:
1. If the user provided a list of versions in packages.yaml, the first matching version in that list will be used.
2. If one or more versions is specified as preferred=True, in either packages.yaml or package.py, the
largest matching version will be used. (“Latest” is defined by the sort order above).
3. If no preferences in particular are specified in the package or in packages.yaml, then the largest matching
non-develop version will be used. By avoiding @develop, this prevents users from accidentally installing a
@develop version.
4. If all else fails and @develop is the only matching version, it will be used.
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17.4.8 spack checksum
If you want to add new versions to a package you’ve already created, this is automated with the spack checksum
command. Here’s an example for libelf:
$ spack checksum libelf
==> Found 16 versions of libelf.
0.8.13
http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.13.tar.gz
0.8.12
http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.12.tar.gz
0.8.11
http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.11.tar.gz
0.8.10
http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.10.tar.gz
0.8.9
http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.9.tar.gz
0.8.8
http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.8.tar.gz
0.8.7
http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.7.tar.gz
0.8.6
http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.6.tar.gz
0.8.5
http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.5.tar.gz
...
0.5.2
http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.5.2.tar.gz
How many would you like to checksum? (default is 5, q to abort)

This does the same thing that spack create does, but it allows you to go back and add new versions easily as you
need them (e.g., as they’re released). It fetches the tarballs you ask for and prints out a list of version commands
ready to copy/paste into your package file:
==> Checksummed new versions of libelf:
version('0.8.13', '4136d7b4c04df68b686570afa26988ac')
version('0.8.12', 'e21f8273d9f5f6d43a59878dc274fec7')
version('0.8.11', 'e931910b6d100f6caa32239849947fbf')
version('0.8.10', '9db4d36c283d9790d8fa7df1f4d7b4d9')

By default, Spack will search for new tarball downloads by scraping the parent directory of the tarball you gave it.
So, if your tarball is at http://example.com/downloads/foo-1.0.tar.gz, Spack will look in http:/
/example.com/downloads/ for links to additional versions. If you need to search another path for download
links, you can supply some extra attributes that control how your package finds new versions. See the documentation
on list_url and list_depth.
Note:
• This command assumes that Spack can extrapolate new URLs from an existing URL in the package, and that
Spack can find similar URLs on a webpage. If that’s not possible, e.g. if the package’s developers don’t name
their tarballs consistently, you’ll need to manually add version calls yourself.
• For spack checksum to work, Spack needs to be able to import your package in Python. That means it
can’t have any syntax errors, or the import will fail. Use this once you’ve got your package in working order.

17.5 Finding new versions
You’ve already seen the homepage and url package attributes:
1

from spack import *

2
3
4

class Mpich(Package):
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5
6
7
8

"""MPICH is a high performance and widely portable implementation of
the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard."""
homepage = "http://www.mpich.org"
url
= "http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.0.4/mpich-3.0.4.tar.gz"

These are class-level attributes used by Spack to show users information about the package, and to determine where
to download its source code.
Spack uses the tarball URL to extrapolate where to find other tarballs of the same package (e.g. in spack checksum,
but this does not always work. This section covers ways you can tell Spack to find tarballs elsewhere.

17.5.1 list_url
When spack tries to find available versions of packages (e.g. with spack checksum), it spiders the parent directory of
the tarball in the url attribute. For example, for libelf, the url is:
url = "http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.13.tar.gz"

Here, Spack spiders http://www.mr511.de/software/ to find similar tarball links and ultimately to make a
list of available versions of libelf.
For many packages, the tarball’s parent directory may be unlistable, or it may not contain any links to source code
archives. In fact, many times additional package downloads aren’t even available in the same directory as the download
URL.
For these, you can specify a separate list_url indicating the page to search for tarballs. For example, libdwarf
has the homepage as the list_url, because that is where links to old versions are:
1
2
3
4

class Libdwarf(Package):
homepage = "http://www.prevanders.net/dwarf.html"
url
= "http://www.prevanders.net/libdwarf-20130729.tar.gz"
list_url = homepage

17.5.2 list_depth
libdwarf and many other packages have a listing of available versions on a single webpage, but not all do. For
example, mpich has a tarball URL that looks like this:
url = "http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.0.4/mpich-3.0.4.tar.gz"

But its downloads are in many different subdirectories of http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/.
So, we need to add a list_url and a list_depth attribute:
1
2
3
4
5

class Mpich(Package):
homepage
= "http://www.mpich.org"
url
= "http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/3.0.4/mpich-3.0.4.tar.gz"
list_url
= "http://www.mpich.org/static/downloads/"
list_depth = 2

By default, Spack only looks at the top-level page available at list_url. list_depth tells it to follow up to 2
levels of links from the top-level page. Note that here, this implies two levels of subdirectories, as the mpich website
is structured much like a filesystem. But list_depth really refers to link depth when spidering the page.

17.5. Finding new versions
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17.6 Fetching from code repositories
For some packages, source code is provided in a Version Control System (VCS) repository rather than in a tarball.
Spack can fetch packages from VCS repositories. Currently, Spack supports fetching with Git, Mercurial (hg), and
Subversion (SVN).
To fetch a package from a source repository, you add a version() call to your package with parameters indicating
the repository URL and any branch, tag, or revision to fetch. See below for the parameters you’ll need for each VCS
system.

17.6.1 Git
Git fetching is enabled with the following parameters to version:
• git: URL of the git repository.
• tag: name of a tag to fetch.
• branch: name of a branch to fetch.
• commit: SHA hash (or prefix) of a commit to fetch.
• submodules: Also fetch submodules recursively when checking out this repository.
Only one of tag, branch, or commit can be used at a time.
Default branch To fetch a repository’s default branch:
class Example(Package):
...
version('develop', git='https://github.com/example-project/example.git')

This download method is untrusted, and is not recommended.
Tags To fetch from a particular tag, use the tag parameter along with git:
version('1.0.1', git='https://github.com/example-project/example.git',
tag='v1.0.1')

This download method is untrusted, and is not recommended.
Branches To fetch a particular branch, use branch instead:
version('experimental', git='https://github.com/example-project/example.git',
branch='experimental')

This download method is untrusted, and is not recommended.
Commits Finally, to fetch a particular commit, use commit:
version('2014-10-08', git='https://github.com/example-project/example.git',
commit='9d38cd4e2c94c3cea97d0e2924814acc')

This doesn’t have to be a full hash; you can abbreviate it as you’d expect with git:
version('2014-10-08', git='https://github.com/example-project/example.git',
commit='9d38cd')
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This download method is trusted. It is the recommended way to securely download from a Git repository.
It may be useful to provide a saner version for commits like this, e.g. you might use the date as the version, as
done above. Or you could just use the abbreviated commit hash. It’s up to the package author to decide what
makes the most sense.
Submodules
You can supply submodules=True to cause Spack to fetch submodules recursively along with the
repository at fetch time. For more information about git submodules see the manpage of git: man
git-submodule.
version('1.0.1', git='https://github.com/example-project/example.git',
tag='v1.0.1', submodules=True)

17.6.2 GitHub
If a project is hosted on GitHub, any valid Git branch, tag or hash may be downloaded as a tarball. This is accomplished simply by constructing an appropriate URL. Spack can checksum any package downloaded this way, thereby
producing a trusted download. For example, the following downloads a particular hash, and then applies a checksum.
version('1.9.5.1.1', 'd035e4bc704d136db79b43ab371b27d2',
url='https://www.github.com/jswhit/pyproj/tarball/
˓→0be612cc9f972e38b50a90c946a9b353e2ab140f')

17.6.3 Mercurial
Fetching with mercurial works much like git, but you use the hg parameter.
Default Add the hg parameter with no revision:
version('develop', hg='https://jay.grs.rwth-aachen.de/hg/example')

This download method is untrusted, and is not recommended.
Revisions Add hg and revision parameters:
version('1.0', hg='https://jay.grs.rwth-aachen.de/hg/example',
revision='v1.0')

This download method is untrusted, and is not recommended.
Unlike git, which has special parameters for different types of revisions, you can use revision for branches,
tags, and commits when you fetch with Mercurial.
As with git, you can fetch these versions using the spack install example@<version> command-line syntax.

17.6.4 Subversion
To fetch with subversion, use the svn and revision parameters:
Fetching the head Simply add an svn parameter to version:
version('develop', svn='https://outreach.scidac.gov/svn/libmonitor/trunk')
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This download method is untrusted, and is not recommended.
Fetching a revision To fetch a particular revision, add a revision to the version call:
version('develop', svn='https://outreach.scidac.gov/svn/libmonitor/trunk',
revision=128)

This download method is untrusted, and is not recommended.
Subversion branches are handled as part of the directory structure, so you can check out a branch or tag by changing
the url.

17.7 Resources (expanding extra tarballs)
Some packages (most notably compilers) provide optional features if additional resources are expanded within their
source tree before building. In Spack it is possible to describe such a need with the resource directive :
resource(
name='cargo',
git='https://github.com/rust-lang/cargo.git',
tag='0.10.0',
destination='cargo'
)

Based on the keywords present among the arguments the appropriate FetchStrategy will be used for the resource.
The keyword destination is relative to the source root of the package and should point to where the resource is to
be expanded.

17.8 Licensed software
In order to install licensed software, Spack needs to know a few more details about a package. The following class
attributes should be defined.

17.8.1 license_required
Boolean. If set to True, this software requires a license. If set to False, all of the following attributes will be
ignored. Defaults to False.

17.8.2 license_comment
String. Contains the symbol used by the license manager to denote a comment. Defaults to #.

17.8.3 license_files
List of strings. These are files that the software searches for when looking for a license. All file paths must be relative to
the installation directory. More complex packages like Intel may require multiple licenses for individual components.
Defaults to the empty list.
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17.8.4 license_vars
List of strings. Environment variables that can be set to tell the software where to look for a license if it is not in the
usual location. Defaults to the empty list.

17.8.5 license_url
String. A URL pointing to license setup instructions for the software. Defaults to the empty string.
For example, let’s take a look at the package for the PGI compilers.
# Licensing
license_required
license_comment
license_files
license_vars
license_url

=
=
=
=
=

True
'#'
['license.dat']
['PGROUPD_LICENSE_FILE', 'LM_LICENSE_FILE']
'http://www.pgroup.com/doc/pgiinstall.pdf'

As you can see, PGI requires a license. Its license manager, FlexNet, uses the # symbol to denote a comment. It
expects the license file to be named license.dat and to be located directly in the installation prefix. If you would
like the installation file to be located elsewhere, simply set PGROUPD_LICENSE_FILE or LM_LICENSE_FILE
after installation. For further instructions on installation and licensing, see the URL provided.
Let’s walk through a sample PGI installation to see exactly what Spack is and isn’t capable of. Since PGI does not
provide a download URL, it must be downloaded manually. It can either be added to a mirror or located in the current
directory when spack install pgi is run. See Mirrors for instructions on setting up a mirror.
After running spack install pgi, the first thing that will happen is Spack will create a global license file located
at $SPACK_ROOT/etc/spack/licenses/pgi/license.dat. It will then open up the file using the editor
set in $EDITOR, or vi if unset. It will look like this:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

A license is required to use pgi.
The recommended solution is to store your license key in this global
license file. After installation, the following symlink(s) will be
added to point to this file (relative to the installation prefix):
license.dat
Alternatively, use one of the following environment variable(s):
PGROUPD_LICENSE_FILE
LM_LICENSE_FILE
If you choose to store your license in a non-standard location, you may
set one of these variable(s) to the full pathname to the license file, or
port@host if you store your license keys on a dedicated license server.
You will likely want to set this variable in a module file so that it
gets loaded every time someone tries to use pgi.
For further information on how to acquire a license, please refer to:
http://www.pgroup.com/doc/pgiinstall.pdf
You may enter your license below.

You can add your license directly to this file, or tell FlexNet to use a license stored on a separate license server. Here
is an example that points to a license server called licman1:
17.8. Licensed software
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SERVER licman1.mcs.anl.gov 00163eb7fba5 27200
USE_SERVER

If your package requires the license to install, you can reference the location of this global license using self.
global_license_file. After installation, symlinks for all of the files given in license_files will be created, pointing to this global license. If you install a different version or variant of the package, Spack will automatically
detect and reuse the already existing global license.
If the software you are trying to package doesn’t rely on license files, Spack will print a warning message, letting the
user know that they need to set an environment variable or pointing them to installation documentation.

17.9 Patches
Depending on the host architecture, package version, known bugs, or other issues, you may need to patch your software
to get it to build correctly. Like many other package systems, spack allows you to store patches alongside your package
files and apply them to source code after it’s downloaded.

17.9.1 patch
You can specify patches in your package file with the patch() directive. patch looks like this:
class Mvapich2(Package):
...
patch('ad_lustre_rwcontig_open_source.patch', when='@1.9:')

The first argument can be either a URL or a filename. It specifies a patch file that should be applied to your source. If
the patch you supply is a filename, then the patch needs to live within the spack source tree. For example, the patch
above lives in a directory structure like this:
$SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages/
mvapich2/
package.py
ad_lustre_rwcontig_open_source.patch

If you supply a URL instead of a filename, you need to supply a sha256 checksum, like this:
patch('http://www.nwchem-sw.org/images/Tddft_mxvec20.patch',
sha256='252c0af58be3d90e5dc5e0d16658434c9efa5d20a5df6c10bf72c2d77f780866')

Spack includes the hashes of patches in its versioning information, so that the same package with different patches
applied will have different hash identifiers. To ensure that the hashing scheme is consistent, you must use a sha256
checksum for the patch. Patches will be fetched from their URLs, checked, and applied to your source code. You can
use the spack sha256 command to generate a checksum for a patch file or URL.
Spack can also handle compressed patches. If you use these, Spack needs a little more help. Specifically, it needs
two checksums: the sha256 of the patch and archive_sha256 for the compressed archive. archive_sha256
helps Spack ensure that the downloaded file is not corrupted or malicious, before running it through a tool like tar
or zip. The sha256 of the patch is still required so that it can be included in specs. Providing it in the package file
ensures that Spack won’t have to download and decompress patches it won’t end up using at install time. Both the
archive and patch checksum are checked when patch archives are downloaded.
patch('http://www.nwchem-sw.org/images/Tddft_mxvec20.patch.gz',
sha256='252c0af58be3d90e5dc5e0d16658434c9efa5d20a5df6c10bf72c2d77f780866',
archive_sha256='4e8092a161ec6c3a1b5253176fcf33ce7ba23ee2ff27c75dbced589dabacd06e
˓→')
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patch keyword arguments are described below.
sha256, archive_sha256
Hashes of downloaded patch and compressed archive, respectively. Only needed for patches fetched from URLs.
when
If supplied, this is a spec that tells spack when to apply the patch. If the installed package spec matches this spec, the
patch will be applied. In our example above, the patch is applied when mvapich is at version 1.9 or higher.
level
This tells spack how to run the patch command. By default, the level is 1 and spack runs patch -p 1. If level is
2, spack will run patch -p 2, and so on.
A lot of people are confused by level, so here’s a primer. If you look in your patch file, you may see something like
this:
1

2

3
4
5

--- a/src/mpi/romio/adio/ad_lustre/ad_lustre_rwcontig.c 2013-12-10 12:05:44.806417000
˓→-0800
+++ b/src/mpi/romio/adio/ad_lustre/ad_lustre_rwcontig.c 2013-12-10 11:53:03.295622000
˓→-0800
@@ -8,7 +8,7 @@
Copyright (C) 2008 Sun Microsystems, Lustre group
*
\*/

6
7
8
9
10
11

-#define _XOPEN_SOURCE 600
+//#define _XOPEN_SOURCE 600
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include "ad_lustre.h"

Lines 1-2 show paths with synthetic a/ and b/ prefixes. These are placeholders for the two mvapich2 source
directories that diff compared when it created the patch file. This is git’s default behavior when creating patch files,
but other programs may behave differently.
-p1 strips off the first level of the prefix in both paths, allowing the patch to be applied from the root of an expanded
mvapich2 archive. If you set level to 2, it would strip off src, and so on.
It’s generally easier to just structure your patch file so that it applies cleanly with -p1, but if you’re using a patch you
didn’t create yourself, level can be handy.
working_dir
This tells spack where to run the patch command. By default, the working directory is the source path of the stage
(.). However, sometimes patches are made with respect to a subdirectory and this is where the working directory
comes in handy. Internally, the working directory is given to patch via the -d option. Let’s take the example patch
from above and assume for some reason, it can only be downloaded in the following form:

17.9. Patches
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1
2
3
4
5

--- a/romio/adio/ad_lustre/ad_lustre_rwcontig.c 2013-12-10 12:05:44.806417000 -0800
+++ b/romio/adio/ad_lustre/ad_lustre_rwcontig.c 2013-12-10 11:53:03.295622000 -0800
@@ -8,7 +8,7 @@
Copyright (C) 2008 Sun Microsystems, Lustre group
*
\*/

6
7
8
9
10
11

-#define _XOPEN_SOURCE 600
+//#define _XOPEN_SOURCE 600
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include "ad_lustre.h"

Hence, the patch needs to applied in the src/mpi subdirectory, and the working_dir='src/mpi' option would
exactly do that.

17.9.2 Patch functions
In addition to supplying patch files, you can write a custom function to patch a package’s source. For example, the
py-pyside package contains some custom code for tweaking the way the PySide build handles RPATH:
def patch(self):
"""Undo PySide RPATH handling and add Spack RPATH."""
# Figure out the special RPATH
pypkg = self.spec['python'].package
rpath = self.rpath
rpath.append(os.path.join(
self.prefix, pypkg.site_packages_dir, 'PySide'))

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

# Add Spack's standard CMake args to the sub-builds.
# They're called BY setup.py so we have to patch it.
filter_file(
r'OPTION_CMAKE,',
r'OPTION_CMAKE, ' + (
'"-DCMAKE_INSTALL_RPATH_USE_LINK_PATH=FALSE", '
'"-DCMAKE_INSTALL_RPATH=%s",' % ':'.join(rpath)),
'setup.py')

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

# PySide tries to patch ELF files to remove RPATHs
# Disable this and go with the one we set.
if self.spec.satisfies('@1.2.4:'):
rpath_file = 'setup.py'
else:
rpath_file = 'pyside_postinstall.py'

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

filter_file(r'(^\s*)(rpath_cmd\(.*\))', r'\1#\2', rpath_file)

25
26

# TODO: rpath handling for PySide 1.2.4 still doesn't work.
# PySide can't find the Shiboken library, even though it comes
# bundled with it and is installed in the same directory.

27
28
29
30

# PySide does not provide official support for
# Python 3.5, but it should work fine
filter_file("'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.4'",
"'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.4',\r\n
"'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.5'",
"setup.py")

31
32
33
34
35
36
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A patch function, if present, will be run after patch files are applied and before install() is run.
You could put this logic in install(), but putting it in a patch function gives you some benefits. First, spack ensures
that the patch() function is run once per code checkout. That means that if you run install, hit ctrl-C, and run install
again, the code in the patch function is only run once. Also, you can tell Spack to run only the patching part of the
build using the spack patch command.

17.9.3 Dependency patching
So far we’ve covered how the patch directive can be used by a package to patch its own source code. Packages can
also specify patches to be applied to their dependencies, if they require special modifications. As with all packages in
Spack, a patched dependency library can coexist with other versions of that library. See the section on depends_on for
more details.

17.10 Handling RPATHs
Spack installs each package in a way that ensures that all of its dependencies are found when it runs. It does this
using RPATHs. An RPATH is a search path, stored in a binary (an executable or library), that tells the dynamic
loader where to find its dependencies at runtime. You may be familiar with LD_LIBRARY_PATH on Linux or
DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH on Mac OS X. RPATH is similar to these paths, in that it tells the loader where to find
libraries. Unlike them, it is embedded in the binary and not set in each user’s environment.
RPATHs in Spack are handled in one of three ways:
1. For most packages, RPATHs are handled automatically using Spack’s compiler wrappers. These wrappers are
set in standard variables like CC, CXX, F77, and FC, so most build systems (autotools and many gmake systems)
pick them up and use them.
2. CMake also respects Spack’s compiler wrappers, but many CMake builds have logic to overwrite RPATHs when
binaries are installed. Spack provides the std_cmake_args variable, which includes parameters necessary
for CMake build use the right installation RPATH. It can be used like this when cmake is invoked:
class MyPackage(Package):
...
def install(self, spec, prefix):
cmake('..', *std_cmake_args)
make()
make('install')

3. If you need to modify the build to add your own RPATHs, you can use the self.rpath property of your
package, which will return a list of all the RPATHs that Spack will use when it links. You can see this how this
is used in the PySide example above.

17.11 Parallel builds
By default, Spack will invoke make() with a -j <njobs> argument, so that builds run in parallel. It figures out
how many jobs to run by determining how many cores are on the host machine. Specifically, it uses the number of
CPUs reported by Python’s multiprocessing.cpu_count().
If a package does not build properly in parallel, you can override this setting by adding parallel = False to
your package. For example, OpenSSL’s build does not work in parallel, so its package looks like this:
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1
2
3

class Openssl(Package):
homepage = "http://www.openssl.org"
url
= "http://www.openssl.org/source/openssl-1.0.1h.tar.gz"

4

version('1.0.1h', '8d6d684a9430d5cc98a62a5d8fbda8cf')
depends_on("zlib")

5
6
7

parallel = False

8

Similarly, you can disable parallel builds only for specific make commands, as libdwarf does:
1
2

class Libelf(Package):
...

3

def install(self, spec, prefix):
configure("--prefix=" + prefix,
"--enable-shared",
"--disable-dependency-tracking",
"--disable-debug")
make()

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

# The mkdir commands in libelf's install can fail in parallel
make("install", parallel=False)

11
12

The first make will run in parallel here, but the second will not. If you set parallel to False at the package level,
then each call to make() will be sequential by default, but packagers can call make(parallel=True) to override
it.

17.12 Dependencies
We’ve covered how to build a simple package, but what if one package relies on another package to build? How do
you express that in a package file? And how do you refer to the other package in the build script for your own package?
Spack makes this relatively easy. Let’s take a look at the libdwarf package to see how it’s done:
1
2
3
4

class Libdwarf(Package):
homepage = "http://www.prevanders.net/dwarf.html"
url
= "http://www.prevanders.net/libdwarf-20130729.tar.gz"
list_url = homepage

5

version('20130729', '4cc5e48693f7b93b7aa0261e63c0e21d')
...

6
7
8

depends_on("libelf")

9
10

def install(self, spec, prefix):
...

11
12

17.12.1 depends_on()
The highlighted depends_on('libelf') call tells Spack that it needs to build and install the libelf package
before it builds libdwarf. This means that in your install() method, you are guaranteed that libelf has been
built and installed successfully, so you can rely on it for your libdwarf build.
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17.12.2 Dependency specs
depends_on doesn’t just take the name of another package. It can take a full spec as well. This means that you can
restrict the versions or other configuration options of libelf that libdwarf will build with. For example, suppose
that in the libdwarf package you write:
depends_on('libelf@0.8')

Now libdwarf will require libelf at exactly version 0.8. You can also specify a requirement for a particular
variant or for specific compiler flags:
depends_on('libelf@0.8+debug')
depends_on('libelf debug=True')
depends_on('libelf cppflags="-fPIC"')

Both users and package authors can use the same spec syntax to refer to different package configurations. Users use
the spec syntax on the command line to find installed packages or to install packages with particular constraints, and
package authors can use specs to describe relationships between packages.

17.12.3 Version ranges
Although some packages require a specific version for their dependencies, most can be built with a range of version.
For example, if you are writing a package for a legacy Python module that only works with Python 2.4 through 2.6,
this would look like:
depends_on('python@2.4:2.6')

Version ranges in Spack are inclusive, so 2.4:2.6 means any version greater than or equal to 2.4 and up to and
including 2.6. If you want to specify that a package works with any version of Python 3, this would look like:
depends_on('python@3:')

Here we leave out the upper bound. If you want to say that a package requires Python 2, you can similarly leave out
the lower bound:
depends_on('python@:2.9')

Notice that we didn’t use @:3. Version ranges are inclusive, so @:3 means “up to and including 3”.
What if a package can only be built with Python 2.6? You might be inclined to use:
depends_on('python@2.6')

However, this would be wrong. Spack assumes that all version constraints are absolute, so it would try to install Python
at exactly 2.6. The correct way to specify this would be:
depends_on('python@2.6.0:2.6.999')

17.12.4 Dependency types
Not all dependencies are created equal, and Spack allows you to specify exactly what kind of a dependency you need.
For example:

17.12. Dependencies
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depends_on('cmake', type='build')
depends_on('py-numpy', type=('build', 'run'))
depends_on('libelf', type=('build', 'link'))

The following dependency types are available:
• “build”: made available during the project’s build. The package will be added to PATH, the compiler include
paths, and PYTHONPATH. Other projects which depend on this one will not have these modified (building
project X doesn’t need project Y’s build dependencies).
• “link”: the project is linked to by the project. The package will be added to the current package’s rpath.
• “run”: the project is used by the project at runtime. The package will be added to PATH and PYTHONPATH.
One of the advantages of the build dependency type is that although the dependency needs to be installed in order
for the package to be built, it can be uninstalled without concern afterwards. link and run disallow this because
uninstalling the dependency would break the package.
If the dependency type is not specified, Spack uses a default of ('build', 'link'). This is the common case
for compiler languages. Non-compiled packages like Python modules commonly use ('build', 'run'). This
means that the compiler wrappers don’t need to inject the dependency’s prefix/lib directory, but the package
needs to be in PATH and PYTHONPATH during the build process and later when a user wants to run the package.

17.12.5 Dependency patching
Some packages maintain special patches on their dependencies, either to add new features or to fix bugs. This typically
makes a package harder to maintain, and we encourage developers to upstream (contribute back) their changes rather
than maintaining patches. However, in some cases it’s not possible to upstream. Maybe the dependency’s developers
don’t accept changes, or maybe they just haven’t had time to integrate them.
For times like these, Spack’s depends_on directive can optionally take a patch or list of patches:
class SpecialTool(Package):
...
depends_on('binutils', patches='special-binutils-feature.patch')
...

Here, the special-tool package requires a special feature in binutils, so it provides an extra
patches=<filename> keyword argument. This is similar to the patch directive, with one small difference. Here,
special-tool is responsible for the patch, so it should live in special-tool’s directory in the package repository, not the binutils directory.
If you need something more sophisticated than this, you can simply nest a patch() directive inside of
depends_on:
class SpecialTool(Package):
...
depends_on(
'binutils',
patches=patch('special-binutils-feature.patch',
level=3,
when='@:1.3'),
# condition on binutils
when='@2.0:')
# condition on special-tool
...

Note that there are two optional when conditions here – one on the patch directive and the other on depends_on.
The condition in the patch directive applies to binutils (the package being patched), while the condition in
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depends_on applies to special-tool. See patch directive for details on all the arguments the patch directive
can take.
Finally, if you need multiple patches on a dependency, you can provide a list for patches, e.g.:
class SpecialTool(Package):
...
depends_on(
'binutils',
patches=[
'binutils-bugfix1.patch',
'binutils-bugfix2.patch',
patch('https://example.com/special-binutils-feature.patch',
sha256=
˓→'252c0af58be3d90e5dc5e0d16658434c9efa5d20a5df6c10bf72c2d77f780866',
when='@:1.3')],
when='@2.0:')
...

As with patch directives, patches are applied in the order they appear in the package file (or in this case, in the list).
Note: You may wonder whether dependency patching will interfere with other packages that depend on binutils.
It won’t.
As described in patching, Patching a package adds the sha256 of the patch to the package’s spec, which means it
will have a different unique hash than other versions without the patch. The patched version coexists with unpatched
versions, and Spack’s support for handling_rpaths guarantees that each installation finds the right version. If two
packages depend on binutils patched the same way, they can both use a single installation of binutils.

17.12.6 setup_dependent_environment()
Spack provides a mechanism for dependencies to provide variables that can be used in their dependents’ build. Any
package can declare a setup_dependent_environment() function, and this function will be called before the
install() method of any dependent packages. This allows dependencies to set up environment variables and other
properties to be used by dependents.
The function declaration should look like this:
1
2

def setup_dependent_environment(self, spack_env, run_env, dependent_spec):
spack_env.set('QTDIR', self.prefix)

Here, the Qt package sets the QTDIR environment variable so that packages that depend on a particular Qt installation
will find it.
The arguments to this function are:
• spack_env: List of environment modifications to be applied when the dependent package is built within Spack.
• run_env: List of environment modifications to be applied when the dependent package is run outside of Spack.
These are added to the resulting module file.
• dependent_spec: The spec of the dependent package about to be built. This allows the extendee (self) to query
the dependent’s state. Note that this package’s spec is available as self.spec.
A good example of using these is in the Python package:
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def setup_dependent_environment(self, spack_env, run_env, dependent_spec):
"""Set PYTHONPATH to include the site-packages directory for the
extension and any other python extensions it depends on."""

1
2
3
4

spack_env.set('PYTHONHOME', self.home)

5
6

python_paths = []
for d in dependent_spec.traverse(
deptype=('build', 'run', 'test')):
if d.package.extends(self.spec):
python_paths.append(join_path(d.prefix,
self.site_packages_dir))

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

pythonpath = ':'.join(python_paths)
spack_env.set('PYTHONPATH', pythonpath)

14
15
16

# For run time environment set only the path for
# dependent_spec and prepend it to PYTHONPATH
if dependent_spec.package.extends(self.spec):
run_env.prepend_path('PYTHONPATH', join_path(
dependent_spec.prefix, self.site_packages_dir))

17
18
19
20
21

The first thing that happens here is that the python command is inserted into module scope of the dependent. This
allows most python packages to have a very simple install method, like this:
def install(self, spec, prefix):
python('setup.py', 'install', '--prefix={0}'.format(prefix))

Python’s setup_dependent_environment method also sets up some other variables, creates a directory, and
sets up the PYTHONPATH so that dependent packages can find their dependencies at build time.

17.13 Conflicts
Sometimes packages have known bugs, or limitations, that would prevent them to build e.g. against other dependencies
or with certain compilers. Spack makes it possible to express such constraints with the conflicts directive.
Adding the following to a package:
conflicts('%intel', when='@1.2')

we express the fact that the current package cannot be built with the Intel compiler when we are trying to install
version “1.2”. The when argument can be omitted, in which case the conflict will always be active. Conflicts are
always evaluated after the concretization step has been performed, and if any match is found a detailed error message
is shown to the user.

17.14 Extensions
Spack’s support for package extensions is documented extensively in spack module loads. This section documents
how to make your own extendable packages and extensions.
To support extensions, a package needs to set its extendable property to True, e.g.:
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class Python(Package):
...
extendable = True
...

To make a package into an extension, simply add simply add an extends call in the package definition, and pass it
the name of an extendable package:
class PyNumpy(Package):
...
extends('python')
...

Now, the py-numpy package can be used as an argument to spack activate. When it is activated, all the files
in its prefix will be symbolically linked into the prefix of the python package.
Some packages produce a Python extension, but are only compatible with Python 3, or with Python 2. In those cases,
a depends_on() declaration should be made in addition to the extends() declaration:
class Icebin(Package):
extends('python', when='+python')
depends_on('python@3:', when='+python')

Many packages produce Python extensions for some variants, but not others: they should extend python only if the
appropriate variant(s) are selected. This may be accomplished with conditional extends() declarations:
class FooLib(Package):
variant('python', default=True, description= \
'Build the Python extension Module')
extends('python', when='+python')
...

Sometimes, certain files in one package will conflict with those in another, which means they cannot both be activated
(symlinked) at the same time. In this case, you can tell Spack to ignore those files when it does the activation:
class PySncosmo(Package):
...
# py-sncosmo binaries are duplicates of those from py-astropy
extends('python', ignore=r'bin/.*')
depends_on('py-astropy')
...

The code above will prevent everything in the $prefix/bin/ directory from being linked in at activation time.
Note: You can call either depends_on or extends on any one package, but not both. For example you cannot both
depends_on('python') and extends(python) in the same package. extends implies depends_on.

17.14.1 Activation & deactivation
Spack’s Package class has default activate and deactivate implementations that handle symbolically linking
extensions’ prefixes into the directory of the parent package. However, extendable packages can override these methods to add custom activate/deactivate logic of their own. For example, the activate and deactivate methods
in the Python class use the symbolic linking, but they also handle details surrounding Python’s .pth files, and other
aspects of Python packaging.
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Spack’s extensions mechanism is designed to be extensible, so that other packages (like Ruby, R, Perl, etc.) can
provide their own custom extension management logic, as they may not handle modules the same way that Python
does.
Let’s look at Python’s activate function:
def activate(self, ext_pkg, **args):
ignore = self.python_ignore(ext_pkg, args)
args.update(ignore=ignore)

1
2
3
4

extensions_layout = args.get("extensions_layout",
spack.store.extensions)

5
6
7

super(Python, self).activate(ext_pkg, **args)

8
9

exts = extensions_layout.extension_map(self.spec)
exts[ext_pkg.name] = ext_pkg.spec

10
11
12

self.write_easy_install_pth(
exts,
prefix=extensions_layout.extendee_target_directory(self))

13
14
15

This function is called on the extendee (Python). It first calls activate in the superclass, which handles symlinking
the extension package’s prefix into this package’s prefix. It then does some special handling of the easy-install.
pth file, part of Python’s setuptools.
Deactivate behaves similarly to activate, but it unlinks files:
def deactivate(self, ext_pkg, **args):
args.update(ignore=self.python_ignore(ext_pkg, args))
super(Python, self).deactivate(ext_pkg, **args)

1
2
3
4

extensions_layout = args.get("extensions_layout",
spack.store.extensions)

5
6
7

exts = extensions_layout.extension_map(self.spec)
# Make deactivate idempotent
if ext_pkg.name in exts:
del exts[ext_pkg.name]
self.write_easy_install_pth(
exts,
prefix=extensions_layout.extendee_target_directory(self))

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Both of these methods call some custom functions in the Python package. See the source for Spack’s Python package
for details.

17.14.2 Activation arguments
You may have noticed that the activate function defined above takes keyword arguments. These are the keyword
arguments from extends(), and they are passed to both activate and deactivate.
This capability allows an extension to customize its own activation by passing arguments to the extendee. Extendees
can likewise implement custom activate() and deactivate() functions to suit their needs.
The only keyword argument supported by default is the ignore argument, which can take a regex, list of regexes, or
a predicate to determine which files not to symlink during activation.
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17.15 Virtual dependencies
In some cases, more than one package can satisfy another package’s dependency. One way this can happen is if a
package depends on a particular interface, but there are multiple implementations of the interface, and the package
could be built with any of them. A very common interface in HPC is the Message Passing Interface (MPI), which is
used in many large-scale parallel applications.
MPI has several different implementations (e.g., MPICH, OpenMPI, and MVAPICH) and scientific applications can be
built with any one of them. Complicating matters, MPI does not have a standardized ABI, so a package built with one
implementation cannot simply be relinked with another implementation. Many package managers handle interfaces
like this by requiring many similar package files, e.g., foo, foo-mvapich, foo-mpich, but Spack avoids this
explosion of package files by providing support for virtual dependencies.

17.15.1 provides
In Spack, mpi is handled as a virtual package. A package like mpileaks can depend on it just like any other
package, by supplying a depends_on call in the package definition. For example:
1
2
3

class Mpileaks(Package):
homepage = "https://github.com/hpc/mpileaks"
url = "https://github.com/hpc/mpileaks/releases/download/v1.0/mpileaks-1.0.tar.gz"

4
5

version('1.0', '8838c574b39202a57d7c2d68692718aa')

6
7
8
9

depends_on("mpi")
depends_on("adept-utils")
depends_on("callpath")

Here, callpath and adept-utils are concrete packages, but there is no actual package file for mpi, so we say it
is a virtual package. The syntax of depends_on, is the same for both. If we look inside the package file of an MPI
implementation, say MPICH, we’ll see something like this:
class Mpich(Package):
provides('mpi')
...

The provides("mpi") call tells Spack that the mpich package can be used to satisfy the dependency of any
package that depends_on('mpi').

17.15.2 Versioned Interfaces
Just as you can pass a spec to depends_on, so can you pass a spec to provides to add constraints. This allows
Spack to support the notion of versioned interfaces. The MPI standard has gone through many revisions, each with
new functions added, and each revision of the standard has a version number. Some packages may require a recent
implementation that supports MPI-3 functions, but some MPI versions may only provide up to MPI-2. Others may
need MPI 2.1 or higher. You can indicate this by adding a version constraint to the spec passed to provides:
provides("mpi@:2")

Suppose that the above provides call is in the mpich2 package. This says that mpich2 provides MPI support up
to version 2, but if a package depends_on("mpi@3"), then Spack will not build that package with mpich2.
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17.15.3 provides when
The same package may provide different versions of an interface depending on its version. Above, we simplified the
provides call in mpich to make the explanation easier. In reality, this is how mpich calls provides:
provides('mpi@:3', when='@3:')
provides('mpi@:1', when='@1:')

The when argument to provides allows you to specify optional constraints on the providing package, or the
provider. The provider only provides the declared virtual spec when it matches the constraints in the when clause.
Here, when mpich is at version 3 or higher, it provides MPI up to version 3. When mpich is at version 1 or higher,
it provides the MPI virtual package at version 1.
The when qualifier ensures that Spack selects a suitably high version of mpich to satisfy some other package that
depends_on a particular version of MPI. It will also prevent a user from building with too low a version of mpich.
For example, suppose the package foo declares this:
class Foo(Package):
...
depends_on('mpi@2')

Suppose a user invokes spack install like this:
$ spack install foo ^mpich@1.0

Spack will fail with a constraint violation, because the version of MPICH requested is too low for the mpi requirement
in foo.

17.16 Abstract & concrete specs
Now that we’ve seen how spec constraints can be specified on the command line and within package definitions, we
can talk about how Spack puts all of this information together. When you run this:
$ spack install mpileaks ^callpath@1.0+debug ^libelf@0.8.11

Spack parses the command line and builds a spec from the description. The spec says that mpileaks should be
built with the callpath library at 1.0 and with the debug option enabled, and with libelf version 0.8.11. Spack
will also look at the depends_on calls in all of these packages, and it will build a spec from that. The specs from
the command line and the specs built from package descriptions are then combined, and the constraints are checked
against each other to make sure they’re satisfiable.
What we have after this is done is called an abstract spec. An abstract spec is partially specified. In other words, it
could describe more than one build of a package. Spack does this to make things easier on the user: they should only
have to specify as much of the package spec as they care about. Here’s an example partial spec DAG, based on the
constraints above:
mpileaks
^callpath@1.0+debug
^dyninst
^libdwarf
^libelf@0.8.11
^mpi
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mpi
mpileaks

libdwarf
callpath@1.0+debug

dyninst

libelf@0.8.11

This diagram shows a spec DAG output as a tree, where successive levels of indentation represent a depends-on
relationship. In the above DAG, we can see some packages annotated with their constraints, and some packages with
no annotations at all. When there are no annotations, it means the user doesn’t care what configuration of that package
is built, just so long as it works.

17.16.1 Concretization
An abstract spec is useful for the user, but you can’t install an abstract spec. Spack has to take the abstract spec and “fill
in” the remaining unspecified parts in order to install. This process is called concretization. Concretization happens
in between the time the user runs spack install and the time the install() method is called. The concretized
version of the spec above might look like this:
mpileaks@2.3%gcc@4.7.3 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64
^callpath@1.0%gcc@4.7.3+debug arch=linux-debian7-x86_64
^dyninst@8.1.2%gcc@4.7.3 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64
^libdwarf@20130729%gcc@4.7.3 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64
^libelf@0.8.11%gcc@4.7.3 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64
^mpich@3.0.4%gcc@4.7.3 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64

mpileaks@2.3
%gcc@4.7.3
arch=linux-debian7-x86_64

mpich@3.0.4
%gcc@4.7.3
arch=linux-debian7-x86_
callpath@1.0
%gcc@4.7.3+debug
arch=linux-debian7-x86_64

dyninst@8.1.2
%gcc@4.7.3
arch=linux-debian7-x86_

Here, all versions, compilers, and platforms are filled in, and there is a single version (no version ranges) for each
package. All decisions about configuration have been made, and only after this point will Spack call the install()
method for your package.
Concretization in Spack is based on certain selection policies that tell Spack how to select, e.g., a version, when one
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is not specified explicitly. Concretization policies are discussed in more detail in Configuration Files in Spack. Sites
using Spack can customize them to match the preferences of their own users.

17.16.2 spack spec
For an arbitrary spec, you can see the result of concretization by running spack spec. For example:
$ spack spec dyninst@8.0.1
dyninst@8.0.1
^libdwarf
^libelf
dyninst@8.0.1%gcc@4.7.3 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64
^libdwarf@20130729%gcc@4.7.3 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64
^libelf@0.8.13%gcc@4.7.3 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64

This is useful when you want to know exactly what Spack will do when you ask for a particular spec.

17.16.3 Concretization Policies
A user may have certain preferences for how packages should be concretized on their system. For example, one user
may prefer packages built with OpenMPI and the Intel compiler. Another user may prefer packages be built with
MVAPICH and GCC.
See the Concretization Preferences section for more details.

17.17 Conflicting Specs
Suppose a user needs to install package C, which depends on packages A and B. Package A builds a library with a
Python2 extension, and package B builds a library with a Python3 extension. Packages A and B cannot be loaded
together in the same Python runtime:
class A(Package):
variant('python', default=True, 'enable python bindings')
depends_on('python@2.7', when='+python')
def install(self, spec, prefix):
# do whatever is necessary to enable/disable python
# bindings according to variant
class B(Package):
variant('python', default=True, 'enable python bindings')
depends_on('python@3.2:', when='+python')
def install(self, spec, prefix):
# do whatever is necessary to enable/disable python
# bindings according to variant

Package C needs to use the libraries from packages A and B, but does not need either of the Python extensions. In this
case, package C should simply depend on the ~python variant of A and B:
class C(Package):
depends_on('A~python')
depends_on('B~python')
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This may require that A or B be built twice, if the user wishes to use the Python extensions provided by them: once for
+python and once for ~python. Other than using a little extra disk space, that solution has no serious problems.

17.18 Implementing the installation procedure
The last element of a package is its installation procedure. This is where the real work of installation happens, and
it’s the main part of the package you’ll need to customize for each piece of software.
Defining an installation procedure means overriding a set of methods or attributes that will be called at some point
during the installation of the package. The package base class, usually specialized for a given build system, determines
the actual set of entities available for overriding. The classes that are currently provided by Spack are:

Base Class
Purpose
Package
General base class not specialized for any build system
MakefilePackage Specialized class for packages built invoking hand-written Makefiles
AutotoolsPackageSpecialized class for packages built using GNU Autotools
CMakePackage
Specialized class for packages built using CMake
CudaPackage
A helper class for packages that use CUDA. It is intended to be used in combination with others
QMakePackage
Specialized class for packages build using QMake
SConsPackage
Specialized class for packages built using SCons
WafPackage
Specialized class for packages built using Waf
RPackage
Specialized class for R extensions
OctavePackage Specialized class for Octave packages
PythonPackage Specialized class for Python extensions
PerlPackage
Specialized class for Perl extensions
IntelPackage
Specialized class for licensed Intel software

Note:
Choice of the appropriate base class for a package In most cases packagers don’t have to worry about the selection
of the right base class for a package, as spack create will make the appropriate choice on their behalf. In
those rare cases where manual intervention is needed we need to stress that a package base class depends on
the build system being used, not the language of the package. For example, a Python extension installed with
CMake would extends('python') and subclass from CMakePackage.

17.18.1 Installation pipeline
When a user runs spack install, Spack:
1. Fetches an archive for the correct version of the software.
2. Expands the archive.
3. Sets the current working directory to the root directory of the expanded archive.
Then, depending on the base class of the package under consideration, it will execute a certain number of phases that
reflect the way a package of that type is usually built. The name and order in which the phases will be executed can
be obtained either reading the API docs at build_systems, or using the spack info command:
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$ spack info m4
AutotoolsPackage:
Homepage:

m4
https://www.gnu.org/software/m4/m4.html

Safe versions:
1.4.17
ftp://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/m4/m4-1.4.17.tar.gz
Variants:
Name
sigsegv

Default

Description

on

Build the libsigsegv dependency

Installation Phases:
autoreconf
configure

build

install

Build Dependencies:
libsigsegv
...

Typically, phases have default implementations that fit most of the common cases:
def configure(self, spec, prefix):
"""Runs configure with the arguments specified in
:py:meth:`~.AutotoolsPackage.configure_args`
and an appropriately set prefix.
"""
options = getattr(self, 'configure_flag_args', [])
options += ['--prefix={0}'.format(prefix)]
options += self.configure_args()

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

with working_dir(self.build_directory, create=True):
inspect.getmodule(self).configure(*options)

10
11

It is thus just sufficient for a packager to override a few build system specific helper methods or attributes to provide,
for instance, configure arguments:
def configure_args(self):
spec = self.spec
args = ['--enable-c++']

1
2
3
4

if spec.satisfies('%clang') and not spec.satisfies('platform=darwin'):
args.append('CFLAGS=-rtlib=compiler-rt')

5
6
7

if spec.satisfies('%intel'):
args.append('CFLAGS=-no-gcc')

8
9
10

if '+sigsegv' in spec:
args.append('--with-libsigsegv-prefix={0}'.format(
spec['libsigsegv'].prefix))
else:
args.append('--without-libsigsegv-prefix')

11
12
13
14
15
16

# http://lists.gnu.org/archive/html/bug-m4/2016-09/msg00002.html
arch = spec.architecture
if (arch.platform == 'darwin' and arch.platform_os == 'sierra' and
'%gcc' in spec):
args.append('ac_cv_type_struct_sched_param=yes')

17
18
19
20
21
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22
23

return args

Note: Each specific build system has a list of attributes that can be overridden to fine-tune the installation of a
package without overriding an entire phase. To have more information on them the place to go is the API docs of the
build_systems module.

17.18.2 Overriding an entire phase
In extreme cases it may be necessary to override an entire phase. Regardless of the build system, the signature is the
same. For example, the signature for the install phase is:
class Foo(Package):
def install(self, spec, prefix):
...

self For those not used to Python instance methods, this is the package itself. In this case it’s an instance of Foo,
which extends Package. For API docs on Package objects, see Package.
spec This is the concrete spec object created by Spack from an abstract spec supplied by the user. It describes what
should be installed. It will be of type Spec.
prefix This is the path that your install method should copy build targets into. It acts like a string, but it’s actually
its own special type, Prefix.
The arguments spec and prefix are passed only for convenience, as they always correspond to self.spec and
self.spec.prefix respectively.
As mentioned in The build environment, you will usually not need to refer to dependencies explicitly in your package
file, as the compiler wrappers take care of most of the heavy lifting here. There will be times, though, when you
need to refer to the install locations of dependencies, or when you need to do something different depending on the
version, compiler, dependencies, etc. that your package is built with. These parameters give you access to this type of
information.

17.19 The build environment
In general, you should not have to do much differently in your install method than you would when installing a package
on the command line. In fact, you may need to do less than you would on the command line.
Spack tries to set environment variables and modify compiler calls so that it appears to the build system that you’re
building with a standard system install of everything. Obviously that’s not going to cover all build systems, but it
should make it easy to port packages to Spack if they use a standard build system. Usually with autotools or cmake,
building and installing is easy. With builds that use custom Makefiles, you may need to add logic to modify the
makefiles.
The remainder of the section covers the way Spack’s build environment works.

17.19.1 Forking install()
To give packagers free reign over their install environment, Spack forks a new process each time it invokes a package’s
install() method. This allows packages to have a sandboxed build environment, without impacting the environ-
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ments ofother jobs that the main Spack process runs. Packages are free to change the environment or to modify Spack
internals, because each install() call has its own dedicated process.

17.19.2 Environment variables
Spack sets a number of standard environment variables that serve two purposes:
1. Make build systems use Spack’s compiler wrappers for their builds.
2. Allow build systems to find dependencies more easily
The Compiler environment variables that Spack sets are:
Variable
CC
CXX
F77
FC

Purpose
C compiler
C++ compiler
Fortran 77 compiler
Fortran 90 and above compiler

Spack sets these variables so that they point to compiler wrappers. These are covered in their own section below.
All of these are standard variables respected by most build systems. If your project uses Autotools or CMake,
then it should pick them up automatically when you run configure or cmake in the install() function. Many
traditional builds using GNU Make and BSD make also respect these variables, so they may work with these systems.
If your build system does not automatically pick these variables up from the environment, then you can simply pass
them on the command line or use a patch as part of your build process to get the correct compilers into the project’s
build system. There are also some file editing commands you can use – these are described later in the section on file
manipulation.
In addition to the compiler variables, these variables are set before entering install() so that packages can locate
dependencies easily:
PATH
CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH
PKG_CONFIG_PATH
PYTHONPATH

Set to point to /bin directories of dependencies
Path to dependency prefixes for CMake
Path to any pkgconfig directories for dependencies
Path to site-packages dir of any python dependencies

PATH is set up to point to dependencies /bin directories so that you can use tools installed by dependency packages
at build time. For example, $MPICH_ROOT/bin/mpicc is frequently used by dependencies of mpich.
CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH contains a colon-separated list of prefixes where cmake will search for dependency libraries
and headers. This causes all standard CMake find commands to look in the paths of your dependencies, so you do not
have to manually specify arguments like -DDEPENDENCY_DIR=/path/to/dependency to cmake. More on
this is in the CMake documentation.
PKG_CONFIG_PATH is for packages that attempt to discover dependencies using the GNU pkg-config tool. It is
similar to CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH in that it allows a build to automatically discover its dependencies.
If you want to see the environment that a package will build with, or if you want to run commands in that environment
to test them out, you can use the spack env command, documented below.

17.19.3 Failing the build
Sometimes you don’t want a package to successfully install unless some condition is true. You can explicitly cause
the build to fail from install() by raising an InstallError, for example:
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if spec.architecture.startswith('darwin'):
raise InstallError('This package does not build on Mac OS X!')

17.19.4 Shell command functions
Recall the install method from libelf:
1
2

def install(self, spec, prefix):
make('install', parallel=False)

Normally in Python, you’d have to write something like this in order to execute shell commands:
import subprocess
subprocess.check_call('configure', '--prefix={0}'.format(prefix))

We’ve tried to make this a bit easier by providing callable wrapper objects for some shell commands. By default,
configure, cmake, and make wrappers are are provided, so you can call them more naturally in your package
files.
If you need other commands, you can use which to get them:
sed = which('sed')
sed('s/foo/bar/', filename)

The which function will search the PATH for the application.
Callable wrappers also allow spack to provide some special features. For example, in Spack, make is parallel by default, and Spack figures out the number of cores on your machine and passes an appropriate value for -j<numjobs>
when it calls make (see the parallel package attribute <attribute_parallel>). In a package file, you can supply a
keyword argument, parallel=False, to the make wrapper to disable parallel make. In the libelf package, this
allows us to avoid race conditions in the library’s build system.

17.19.5 Compiler flags
Compiler flags set by the user through the Spec object can be passed to the build in one of three ways. By default,
the build environment injects these flags directly into the compiler commands using Spack’s compiler wrappers. In
cases where the build system requires knowledge of the compiler flags, they can be registered with the build system
by alternatively passing them through environment variables or as build system arguments. The flag_handler method
can be used to change this behavior.
Packages can override the flag_handler method with one of three built-in flag_handlers. The built-in flag_handlers
are named inject_flags, env_flags, and build_system_flags. The inject_flags method is the
default. The env_flags method puts all of the flags into the environment variables that make uses as implicit
variables (‘CFLAGS’, ‘CXXFLAGS’, etc.). The build_system_flags method adds the flags as arguments to
the invocation of configure or cmake, respectively.
Warning: Passing compiler flags using build system arguments is only supported for CMake and Autotools
packages. Individual packages may also differ in whether they properly respect these arguments.
Individual packages may also define their own flag_handler methods. The flag_handler method takes the
package instance (self), the name of the flag, and a list of the values of the flag. It will be called on each of the six
compiler flags supported in Spack. It should return a triple of (injf, envf, bsf) where injf is a list of flags
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to inject via the Spack compiler wrappers, envf is a list of flags to set in the appropriate environment variables, and
bsf is a list of flags to pass to the build system as arguments.
Warning: Passing a non-empty list of flags to bsf for a build system that does not support build system arguments
will result in an error.
Here are the definitions of the three built-in flag handlers:
def inject_flags(self, name, flags):
return (flags, None, None)
def env_flags(self, name, flags):
return (None, flags, None)
def build_system_flags(self, name, flags):
return (None, None, flags)

Note: Returning [] and None are equivalent in a flag_handler method.
Packages can override the default behavior either by specifying one of the built-in flag handlers,
flag_handler = <PackageClass>.env_flags

where <PackageClass> can be any of the subclasses of PackageBase discussed in Implementing the installation
procedure,
or by implementing the flag_handler method. Suppose for a package Foo we need to pass cflags, cxxflags, and
cppflags through the environment, the rest of the flags through compiler wrapper injection, and we need to add
-lbar to ldlibs. The following flag handler method accomplishes that.
def flag_handler(self, name, flags):
if name in ['cflags', 'cxxflags', 'cppflags']:
return (None, flags, None)
elif name == 'ldlibs':
flags.append('-lbar')
return (flags, None, None)

Because these methods can pass values through environment variables, it is important not to override these variables
unnecessarily (E.g. setting env['CFLAGS']) in other package methods when using non-default flag handlers. In the
setup_environment and setup_dependent_environment methods, use the append_flags method
of the EnvironmentModifications class to append values to a list of flags whenever the flag handler is
env_flags. If the package passes flags through the environment or the build system manually (in the install method,
for example), we recommend using the default flag handler, or removind manual references and implementing a custom flag handler method that adds the desired flags to export as environment variables or pass to the build system.
Manual flag passing is likely to interfere with the env_flags and build_system_flags methods.
In rare circumstances such as compiling and running small unit tests, a package developer may need to know what are
the appropriate compiler flags to enable features like OpenMP, c++11, c++14 and alike. To that end the compiler
classes in spack implement the following properties: openmp_flag, cxx11_flag, cxx14_flag, which can
be accessed in a package by self.compiler.cxx11_flag and alike. Note that the implementation is such that
if a given compiler version does not support this feature, an error will be produced. Therefore package developers
can also use these properties to assert that a compiler supports the requested feature. This is handy when a package
supports additional variants like
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variant('openmp', default=True, description="Enable OpenMP support.")

17.19.6 Blas, Lapack and ScaLapack libraries
Multiple packages provide implementations of Blas, Lapack and ScaLapack routines. The names of the resulting static and/or shared libraries differ from package to package. In order to make the install() method
independent of the choice of Blas implementation, each package which provides it implements @property def
blas_libs(self): to return an object of LibraryList type which simplifies usage of a set of libraries. The same
applies to packages which provide Lapack and ScaLapack. Package developers are requested to use this interface.
Common usage cases are:
1. Space separated list of full paths
lapack_blas = spec['lapack'].libs + spec['blas'].libs
options.append(
'--with-blas-lapack-lib={0}'.format(lapack_blas.joined())
)

2. Names of libraries and directories which contain them
blas = spec['blas'].libs
options.extend([
'-DBLAS_LIBRARY_NAMES={0}'.format(';'.join(blas.names)),
'-DBLAS_LIBRARY_DIRS={0}'.format(';'.join(blas.directories))
])

3. Search and link flags
math_libs = spec['scalapack'].libs + spec['lapack'].libs + spec['blas'].libs
options.append(
'-DMATH_LIBS:STRING={0}'.format(math_libs.ld_flags)
)

For more information, see documentation of LibraryList class.

17.19.7 Prefix objects
Spack passes the prefix parameter to the install method so that you can pass it to configure, cmake, or some
other installer, e.g.:
configure('--prefix={0}'.format(prefix))

For the most part, prefix objects behave exactly like strings. For packages that do not have their own install target, or
for those that implement it poorly (like libdwarf), you may need to manually copy things into particular directories
under the prefix. For this, you can refer to standard subdirectories without having to construct paths yourself, e.g.:
def install(self, spec, prefix):
mkdirp(prefix.bin)
install('foo-tool', prefix.bin)
mkdirp(prefix.include)
install('foo.h', prefix.include)
mkdirp(prefix.lib)
install('libfoo.a', prefix.lib)
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Attributes of this object are created on the fly when you request them, so any of the following will work:
Prefix Attribute
prefix.bin
prefix.lib64
prefix.share.man
prefix.foo.bar.baz

Location
$prefix/bin
$prefix/lib64
$prefix/share/man
$prefix/foo/bar/baz

Of course, this only works if your file or directory is a valid Python variable name. If your file or directory contains
dashes or dots, use join_path instead:
join_path(prefix.lib, 'libz.a')

17.20 Spec objects
When install is called, most parts of the build process are set up for you. The correct version’s tarball has been
downloaded and expanded. Environment variables like CC and CXX are set to point to the correct compiler and
version. An install prefix has already been selected and passed in as prefix. In most cases this is all you need to get
configure, cmake, or another install working correctly.
There will be times when you need to know more about the build configuration. For example, some software requires that you pass special parameters to configure, like --with-libelf=/path/to/libelf or
--with-mpich. You might also need to supply special compiler flags depending on the compiler. All of this
information is available in the spec.

17.20.1 Testing spec constraints
You can test whether your spec is configured a certain way by using the satisfies method. For example, if you
want to check whether the package’s version is in a particular range, you can use specs to do that, e.g.:
configure_args = [
'--prefix={0}'.format(prefix)
]
if spec.satisfies('@1.2:1.4'):
configure_args.append("CXXFLAGS='-DWITH_FEATURE'")
configure(*configure_args)

This works for compilers, too:
if spec.satisfies('%gcc'):
configure_args.append('CXXFLAGS="-g3 -O3"')
if spec.satisfies('%intel'):
configure_args.append('CXXFLAGS="-xSSE2 -fast"')

Or for combinations of spec constraints:
if spec.satisfies('@1.2%intel'):
tty.error("Version 1.2 breaks when using Intel compiler!")
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You can also do similar satisfaction tests for dependencies:
if spec.satisfies('^dyninst@8.0'):
configure_args.append('CXXFLAGS=-DSPECIAL_DYNINST_FEATURE')

This could allow you to easily work around a bug in a particular dependency version.
You can use satisfies() to test for particular dependencies, e.g. foo.satisfies('^openmpi@1.2') or
foo.satisfies('^mpich'), or you can use Python’s built-in in operator:
if 'libelf' in spec:
print "this package depends on libelf"

This is useful for virtual dependencies, as you can easily see what implementation was selected for this build:
if 'openmpi' in spec:
configure_args.append('--with-openmpi')
elif 'mpich' in spec:
configure_args.append('--with-mpich')
elif 'mvapich' in spec:
configure_args.append('--with-mvapich')

It’s also a bit more concise than satisfies. The difference between the two functions is that satisfies() tests
whether spec constraints overlap at all, while in tests whether a spec or any of its dependencies satisfy the provided
spec.

17.20.2 Accessing Dependencies
You may need to get at some file or binary that’s in the installation prefix of one of your dependencies. You can do
that by sub-scripting the spec:
spec['mpi']

The value in the brackets needs to be some package name, and spec needs to depend on that package, or the operation
will fail. For example, the above code will fail if the spec doesn’t depend on mpi. The value returned is itself just
another Spec object, so you can do all the same things you would do with the package’s own spec:
spec['mpi'].prefix.bin
spec['mpi'].version

17.20.3 Multimethods and @when
Spack allows you to make multiple versions of instance functions in packages, based on whether the package’s spec
satisfies particular criteria.
The @when annotation lets packages declare multiple versions of methods like install() that depend on the
package’s spec. For example:
class SomePackage(Package):
...
def install(self, prefix):
# Do default install
@when('arch=chaos_5_x86_64_ib')
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def install(self, prefix):
# This will be executed instead of the default install if
# the package's sys_type() is chaos_5_x86_64_ib.
@when('arch=linux-debian7-x86_64')
def install(self, prefix):
# This will be executed if the package's sys_type() is
# linux-debian7-x86_64.

In the above code there are three versions of install(), two of which are specialized for particular platforms. The
version that is called depends on the architecture of the package spec.
Note that this works for methods other than install, as well. So, if you only have part of the install that is platform
specific, you could do something more like this:
class SomePackage(Package):
...
# virtual dependence on MPI.
# could resolve to mpich, mpich2, OpenMPI
depends_on('mpi')
def setup(self):
# do nothing in the default case
pass
@when('^openmpi')
def setup(self):
# do something special when this is built with OpenMPI for
# its MPI implementations.
def install(self, prefix):
# Do common install stuff
self.setup()
# Do more common install stuff

You can write multiple @when specs that satisfy the package’s spec, for example:
class SomePackage(Package):
...
depends_on('mpi')
def setup_mpi(self):
# the default, called when no @when specs match
pass
@when('^mpi@3:')
def setup_mpi(self):
# this will be called when mpi is version 3 or higher
pass
@when('^mpi@2:')
def setup_mpi(self):
# this will be called when mpi is version 2 or higher
pass
@when('^mpi@1:')
def setup_mpi(self):
# this will be called when mpi is version 1 or higher
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pass

In situations like this, the first matching spec, in declaration order will be called. As before, if no @when spec matches,
the default method (the one without the @when decorator) will be called.
Warning: The default version of decorated methods must always come first. Otherwise it will override all of the
platform-specific versions. There’s not much we can do to get around this because of the way decorators work.

17.21 Compiler wrappers
As mentioned, CC, CXX, F77, and FC are set to point to Spack’s compiler wrappers. These are simply called cc,
c++, f77, and f90, and they live in $SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env.
$SPACK_ROOT/lib/spack/env is added first in the PATH environment variable when install() runs so that
system compilers are not picked up instead.
All of these compiler wrappers point to a single compiler wrapper script that figures out which real compiler it should
be building with. This comes either from spec concretization or from a user explicitly asking for a particular compiler
using, e.g., %intel on the command line.
In addition to invoking the right compiler, the compiler wrappers add flags to the compile line so that dependencies
can be easily found. These flags are added for each dependency, if they exist:
Compile-time library search paths * -L$dep_prefix/lib * -L$dep_prefix/lib64
Runtime library search paths (RPATHs) * $rpath_flag$dep_prefix/lib * $rpath_flag$dep_prefix/
lib64
Include search paths * -I$dep_prefix/include
An example of this would be the libdwarf build, which has one dependency: libelf. Every call to
cc in the libdwarf build will have -I$LIBELF_PREFIX/include, -L$LIBELF_PREFIX/lib, and
$rpath_flag$LIBELF_PREFIX/lib inserted on the command line. This is done transparently to the project’s
build system, which will just think it’s using a system where libelf is readily available. Because of this, you do not
have to insert extra -I, -L, etc. on the command line.
Another useful consequence of this is that you often do not have to add extra parameters on the configure line to
get autotools to find dependencies. The libdwarf install method just calls configure like this:
configure("--prefix=" + prefix)

Because of the -L and -I arguments, configure will successfully find libdwarf.h and libdwarf.so, without
the packager having to provide --with-libdwarf=/path/to/libdwarf on the command line.
Note: For most compilers, $rpath_flag is -Wl,-rpath,. However, NAG passes its flags to GCC instead of passing them directly to the linker. Therefore, its $rpath_flag is doubly wrapped: -Wl,-Wl,,
-rpath,. $rpath_flag can be overriden on a compiler specific basis in lib/spack/spack/compilers/
$compiler.py.
The compiler wrappers also pass the compiler flags specified by the user from the command line (cflags,
cxxflags, fflags, cppflags, ldflags, and/or ldlibs). They do not override the canonical autotools flags
with the same names (but in ALL-CAPS) that may be passed into the build by particularly challenging package scripts.
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17.22 MPI support in Spack
It is common for high performance computing software/packages to use the Message Passing Interface ( MPI). As
a result of conretization, a given package can be built using different implementations of MPI such as Openmpi,
MPICH or IntelMPI. That is, when your package declares that it depends_on('mpi'), it can be built with any
of these mpi implementations. In some scenarios, to configure a package, one has to provide it with appropriate MPI
compiler wrappers such as mpicc, mpic++. However different implementations of MPI may have different names
for those wrappers.
Spack provides an idiomatic way to use MPI compilers in your package. To use MPI wrappers to compile your whole
build, do this in your install() method:
env['CC'] = spec['mpi'].mpicc
env['CXX'] = spec['mpi'].mpicxx
env['F77'] = spec['mpi'].mpif77
env['FC'] = spec['mpi'].mpifc

That’s all. A longer explanation of why this works is below.
We don’t try to force any particular build method on packagers. The decision to use MPI wrappers depends on the
way the package is written, on common practice, and on “what works”. Loosely, There are three types of MPI builds:
1. Some build systems work well without the wrappers and can treat MPI as an external library, where the person
doing the build has to supply includes/libs/etc. This is fairly uncommon.
2. Others really want the wrappers and assume you’re using an MPI “compiler” – i.e., they have no mechanism to
add MPI includes/libraries/etc.
3. CMake’s FindMPI needs the compiler wrappers, but it uses them to extract -I / -L / -D arguments, then treats
MPI like a regular library.
Note that some CMake builds fall into case 2 because they either don’t know about or don’t like CMake’s FindMPI
support – they just assume an MPI compiler. Also, some autotools builds fall into case 3 (e.g. here is an autotools
version of CMake’s FindMPI).
Given all of this, we leave the use of the wrappers up to the packager. Spack will support all three ways of building
MPI packages.

17.22.1 Packaging Conventions
As mentioned above, in the install() method, CC, CXX, F77, and FC point to Spack’s wrappers around the
chosen compiler. Spack’s wrappers are not the MPI compiler wrappers, though they do automatically add -I, -L, and
-Wl,-rpath args for dependencies in a similar way. The MPI wrappers are a bit different in that they also add -l
arguments for the MPI libraries, and some add special -D arguments to trigger build options in MPI programs.
For case 1 above, you generally don’t need to do more than patch your Makefile or add configure args as you normally
would.
For case 3, you don’t need to do much of anything, as Spack puts the MPI compiler wrappers in the PATH, and the
build will find them and interrogate them.
For case 2, things are a bit more complicated, as you’ll need to tell the build to use the MPI compiler wrappers instead
of Spack’s compiler wrappers. All it takes some lines like this:
env['CC'] = spec['mpi'].mpicc
env['CXX'] = spec['mpi'].mpicxx
env['F77'] = spec['mpi'].mpif77
env['FC'] = spec['mpi'].mpifc
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Or, if you pass CC, CXX, etc. directly to your build with, e.g., –with-cc=<path>, you’ll want to substitute
spec[‘mpi’].mpicc in there instead, e.g.:
configure('--prefix=%s' % prefix,
'--with-cc=%s' % spec['mpi'].mpicc)

Now, you may think that doing this will lose the includes, library paths, and RPATHs that Spack’s compiler wrapper
get you, but we’ve actually set things up so that the MPI compiler wrappers use Spack’s compiler wrappers when run
from within Spack. So using the MPI wrappers should really be as simple as the code above.

17.22.2 spec['mpi']
Ok, so how does all this work?
If your package has a virtual dependency like mpi, then referring to spec['mpi'] within install() will get you
the concrete mpi implementation in your dependency DAG. That is a spec object just like the one passed to install,
only the MPI implementations all set some additional properties on it to help you out. E.g., in mvapich2, you’ll find
this:
def setup_dependent_package(self, module, dependent_spec):
self.spec.mpicc = join_path(self.prefix.bin, 'mpicc')
self.spec.mpicxx = join_path(self.prefix.bin, 'mpicxx')
self.spec.mpifc = join_path(self.prefix.bin, 'mpif90')
self.spec.mpif77 = join_path(self.prefix.bin, 'mpif77')
self.spec.mpicxx_shared_libs = [
join_path(self.prefix.lib, 'libmpicxx.{0}'.format(dso_suffix)),
join_path(self.prefix.lib, 'libmpi.{0}'.format(dso_suffix))
]

That code allows the mvapich2 package to associate an mpicc property with the mvapich2 node in the DAG,
so that dependents can access it. openmpi and mpich do similar things. So, no matter what MPI you’re using,
spec[‘mpi’].mpicc gets you the location of the MPI compilers. This allows us to have a fairly simple polymorphic
interface for information about virtual dependencies like MPI.

17.22.3 Wrapping wrappers
Spack likes to use its own compiler wrappers to make it easy to add RPATHs to builds, and to try hard to ensure that
your builds use the right dependencies. This doesn’t play nicely by default with MPI, so we have to do a couple tricks.
1. If we build MPI with Spack’s wrappers, mpicc and friends will be installed with hard-coded paths to Spack’s
wrappers, and using them from outside of Spack will fail because they only work within Spack. To fix this, we
patch mpicc and friends to use the regular compilers. Look at the filter_compilers method in mpich, openmpi,
or mvapich2 for details.
2. We still want to use the Spack compiler wrappers when Spack is calling mpicc. Luckily, wrappers in all mainstream MPI implementations provide environment variables that allow us to dynamically set the compiler to be
used by mpicc, mpicxx, etc. Denis pasted some code from this below – Spack’s build environment sets MPICC,
MPICXX, etc. for mpich derivatives and OMPI_CC, OMPI_CXX, etc. for OpenMPI. This makes the MPI compiler wrappers use the Spack compiler wrappers so that your dependencies still get proper RPATHs even if you
use the MPI wrappers.
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17.22.4 MPI on Cray machines
The Cray programming environment notably uses ITS OWN compiler wrappers, which function like MPI wrappers.
On Cray systems, the CC, cc, and ftn wrappers ARE the MPI compiler wrappers, and it’s assumed that you’ll use
them for all of your builds. So on Cray we don’t bother with mpicc, mpicxx, etc, Spack MPI implementations
set spec['mpi'].mpicc to point to Spack’s wrappers, which wrap the Cray wrappers, which wrap the regular
compilers and include MPI flags. That may seem complicated, but for packagers, that means the same code for using
MPI wrappers will work, even on even on a Cray:
env['CC'] = spec['mpi'].mpicc

This is because on Cray, spec['mpi'].mpicc is just spack_cc.

17.23 Checking an installation
By default, Spack assumes that a build has failed if nothing is written to the install prefix, and that it has succeeded if
anything (a file, a directory, etc.) is written to the install prefix after install() completes.
Consider a simple autotools build like this:
def install(self, spec, prefix):
configure("--prefix={0}".format(prefix))
make()
make("install")

If you are using using standard autotools or CMake, configure and make will not write anything to the install
prefix. Only make install writes the files, and only once the build is already complete.

17.23.1 sanity_check_is_file and sanity_check_is_dir
Unfortunately, many builds of scientific software modify the install prefix before make install. Builds like this
can falsely report that they were successfully installed if an error occurs before the install is complete but after files
have been written to the prefix.
You can optionally specify sanity checks to deal with this problem. Add properties like this to your package:
class MyPackage(Package):
...
sanity_check_is_file = ['include/libelf.h']
sanity_check_is_dir = [lib]
def install(self, spec, prefix):
configure("--prefix=" + prefix)
make()
make("install")

Now, after install() runs, Spack will check whether $prefix/include/libelf.h exists and is a file, and
whether $prefix/lib exists and is a directory. If the checks fail, then the build will fail and the install prefix will
be removed. If they succeed, Spack considers the build successful and keeps the prefix in place.
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17.23.2 Build-time tests
Sometimes packages finish to build “correctly” and issues with their run-time behavior are discovered only at a later
stage, maybe after a full software stack relying on them has already been built. To avoid situations of that kind it’s
possible to write build-time tests that will be executed only if the option --run-tests of spack install has
been activated.
The proper way to write these tests is relying on two decorators that come with any base class listed in Implementing
the installation procedure.
@run_after('build')
@on_package_attributes(run_tests=True)
def check_build(self):
# Custom implementation goes here
pass

The first decorator run_after('build') schedules this function to be invoked after the build phase has been
executed, while the second one makes the invocation conditional on the fact that self.run_tests == True. It
is also possible to schedule a function to be invoked before a given phase using the run_before decorator.
Note: Default implementations for build-time tests
Packages that are built using specific build systems may already have a default implementation for buildtime tests. For instance AutotoolsPackage based packages will try to invoke make test and
make check if Spack is asked to run tests. More information on each class is available in the the
build_systems documentation.

Warning: The API for adding tests is not yet considered stable and may change drastically in future releases.

17.24 File manipulation functions
Many builds are not perfect. If a build lacks an install target, or if it does not use systems like CMake or autotools,
which have standard ways of setting compilers and options, you may need to edit files or install some files yourself to
get them working with Spack.
You can do this with standard Python code, and Python has rich libraries with functions for file manipulation and
filtering. Spack also provides a number of convenience functions of its own to make your life even easier. These
functions are described in this section.
All of the functions in this section can be included by simply running:
from spack import *

This is already part of the boilerplate for packages created with spack create.

17.24.1 Filtering functions
filter_file(regex, repl, *filenames, **kwargs) Works like sed but with Python regular expression syntax. Takes a regular expression, a replacement, and a set of files. repl can be a raw string or a callable
function. If it is a raw string, it can contain \1, \2, etc. to refer to capture groups in the regular expression. If
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it is a callable, it is passed the Python MatchObject and should return a suitable replacement string for the
particular match.
Examples:
1. Filtering a Makefile to force it to use Spack’s compiler wrappers:
filter_file(r'^CC\s*=.*',
filter_file(r'^CXX\s*=.*',
filter_file(r'^F77\s*=.*',
filter_file(r'^FC\s*=.*',

spack_cc,
spack_cxx,
spack_f77,
spack_fc,

'Makefile')
'Makefile')
'Makefile')
'Makefile')

2. Replacing #!/usr/bin/perl with #!/usr/bin/env perl in bib2xhtml:
filter_file(r'#!/usr/bin/perl',
'#!/usr/bin/env perl', prefix.bin.bib2xhtml)

3. Switching the compilers used by mpich’s MPI wrapper scripts from cc, etc. to the compilers used by the
Spack build:
filter_file('CC="cc"', 'CC="%s"' % self.compiler.cc,
prefix.bin.mpicc)
filter_file('CXX="c++"', 'CXX="%s"' % self.compiler.cxx,
prefix.bin.mpicxx)

change_sed_delimiter(old_delim, new_delim, *filenames) Some packages, like TAU, have a
build system that can’t install into directories with, e.g. ‘@’ in the name, because they use hard-coded sed
commands in their build.
change_sed_delimiter finds all sed search/replace commands and change the delimiter. e.g., if the file
contains commands that look like s///, you can use this to change them to s@@@.
Example of changing s/// to s@@@ in TAU:
change_sed_delimiter('@', ';', 'configure')
change_sed_delimiter('@', ';', 'utils/FixMakefile')
change_sed_delimiter('@', ';', 'utils/FixMakefile.sed.default')

17.24.2 File functions
ancestor(dir, n=1) Get the nth ancestor of the directory dir.
can_access(path) True if we can read and write to the file at path.
access(file_name, os.R_OK|os.W_OK).

Same as native python os.

install(src, dest) Install a file to a particular location. For example, install a header into the include
directory under the install prefix:
install('my-header.h', prefix.include)

join_path(*paths) An alias for os.path.join. This joins paths using the OS path separator.
mkdirp(*paths) Create each of the directories in paths, creating any parent directories if they do not exist.
working_dir(dirname, kwargs) This is a Python Context Manager that makes it easier to work with subdirectories in builds. You use this with the Python with statement to change into a working directory, and
when the with block is done, you change back to the original directory. Think of it as a safe pushd / popd
combination, where popd is guaranteed to be called at the end, even if exceptions are thrown.
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Example usage:
1. The libdwarf build first runs configure and make in a subdirectory called libdwarf. It then
implements the installation code itself. This is natural with working_dir:
with working_dir('libdwarf'):
configure("--prefix=" + prefix, "--enable-shared")
make()
install('libdwarf.a', prefix.lib)

2. Many CMake builds require that you build “out of source”, that is, in a subdirectory. You can handle
creating and cd’ing to the subdirectory like the LLVM package does:
with working_dir('spack-build', create=True):
cmake('..',
'-DLLVM_REQUIRES_RTTI=1',
'-DPYTHON_EXECUTABLE=/usr/bin/python',
'-DPYTHON_INCLUDE_DIR=/usr/include/python2.6',
'-DPYTHON_LIBRARY=/usr/lib64/libpython2.6.so',
*std_cmake_args)
make()
make("install")

The create=True keyword argument causes the command to create the directory if it does not exist.
touch(path) Create an empty file at path.

17.25 Style guidelines for packages
The following guidelines are provided, in the interests of making Spack packages work in a consistent manner:

17.25.1 Variant Names
Spack packages with variants similar to already-existing Spack packages should use the same name for their variants.
Standard variant names are:
Name
shared
static
mpi
python

Default
True
True
True
False

Description
Build shared libraries
Build static libraries
Use MPI
Build Python extension

If specified in this table, the corresponding default should be used when declaring a variant.

17.25.2 Version Lists
Spack packages should list supported versions with the newest first.

17.26 Packaging workflow commands
When you are building packages, you will likely not get things completely right the first time.
17.25. Style guidelines for packages
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The spack install command performs a number of tasks before it finally installs each package. It downloads an
archive, expands it in a temporary directory, and only then gives control to the package’s install() method. If the
build doesn’t go as planned, you may want to clean up the temporary directory, or if the package isn’t downloading
properly, you might want to run only the fetch stage of the build.
A typical package workflow might look like this:
$ spack edit mypackage
$ spack install mypackage
... build breaks! ...
$ spack clean mypackage
$ spack edit mypackage
$ spack install mypackage
... repeat clean/install until install works ...

Below are some commands that will allow you some finer-grained control over the install process.

17.26.1 spack fetch
The first step of spack install. Takes a spec and determines the correct download URL to use for the requested
package version, then downloads the archive, checks it against an MD5 checksum, and stores it in a staging directory
if the check was successful. The staging directory will be located under $SPACK_HOME/var/spack.
When run after the archive has already been downloaded, spack fetch is idempotent and will not download the
archive again.

17.26.2 spack stage
The second step in spack install after spack fetch. Expands the downloaded archive in its temporary
directory, where it will be built by spack install. Similar to fetch, if the archive has already been expanded,
stage is idempotent.

17.26.3 spack patch
After staging, Spack applies patches to downloaded packages, if any have been specified in the package file. This
command will run the install process through the fetch, stage, and patch phases. Spack keeps track of whether patches
have already been applied and skips this step if they have been. If Spack discovers that patches didn’t apply cleanly
on some previous run, then it will restage the entire package before patching.

17.26.4 spack restage
Restores the source code to pristine state, as it was before building.
Does this in one of two ways:
1. If the source was fetched as a tarball, deletes the entire build directory and re-expands the tarball.
2. If the source was checked out from a repository, this deletes the build directory and checks it out again.
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17.26.5 spack clean
Cleans up all of Spack’s temporary and cached files. This can be used to recover disk space if temporary files from
interrupted or failed installs accumulate in the staging area.
When called with --stage or without arguments this removes all staged files.
When called with --downloads this will clear all resources cached during installs.
When called with --user-cache this will remove caches in the user home directory, including cached virtual
indices.
To remove all of the above, the command can be called with --all.
When called with positional arguments, cleans up temporary files only for a particular package. If fetch, stage, or
install are run again after this, Spack’s build process will start from scratch.

17.26.6 Keeping the stage directory on success
By default, spack install will delete the staging area once a package has been successfully built and installed.
Use --keep-stage to leave the build directory intact:
$ spack install --keep-stage <spec>

This allows you to inspect the build directory and potentially debug the build. You can use clean later to get rid of
the unwanted temporary files.

17.26.7 Keeping the install prefix on failure
By default, spack install will delete any partially constructed install prefix if anything fails during install().
If you want to keep the prefix anyway (e.g. to diagnose a bug), you can use --keep-prefix:
$ spack install --keep-prefix <spec>

Note that this may confuse Spack into thinking that the package has been installed properly, so you may need to use
spack uninstall --force to get rid of the install prefix before you build again:
$ spack uninstall --force <spec>

17.27 Graphing dependencies
17.27.1 spack graph
Spack provides the spack graph command for graphing dependencies. The command by default generates an
ASCII rendering of a spec’s dependency graph. For example:
$ spack graph mpileaks
o mpileaks
|\
| |\
| o | callpath
|/| |
| |\|
| |\ \
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| | |\ \
| | | |\ \
| | | o | | dyninst
| | |/| | |
| |/|/| | |
| | | |\| |
| | | | | o adept-utils
| |_|_|_|/|
|/| | | |/|
| | | |/|/
| | | | o cmake
| | | | |\
| | | | o | openssl
o | | | | | openmpi
| o | | | | libdwarf
| |\| | | |
| | |_|/ /
| |/| | |
o | | | | hwloc
|\ \ \ \ \
| |\ \ \ \ \
| | | | o | | elfutils
| | | | |\ \ \
| | | | | |\ \ \
| | | | | o | | | flex
| | | | |/| | | |
| | | | | |\| | |
| | | | | |\ \ \ \
| | | | | | o | | | help2man
| | | | | |/ / / /
| | | | |/| | | |
| | | | o | | | | gettext
| | |_|/| | | | |
| |/| | | | | | |
| | | | |\ \ \ \ \
| | | | | |\ \ \ \ \
| | | | | | |\ \ \ \ \
| | | | | | | |_|_|_|/
| | | | | | |/| | | |
| o | | | | | | | | | libxml2
|/| | | | | | | | | |
| |\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
| | |_|/ / / / / / / /
| |/| | | | | | | | |
| | |/ / / / / / / /
| | | | | | | | | o boost
| | |_|_|_|_|_|_|/|
| |/| | | | | |_|/
| | | | | | |/| |
| o | | | | | | | zlib
| / / / / / / /
| o | | | | | | xz
| / / / / / /
| o | | | | | libpciaccess
|/| | | | | |
| |\ \ \ \ \ \
| o | | | | | | util-macros
| / / / / / /
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| | o | | | | tar
| | / / / /
| | o | | | ncurses
| |/ / / /
|/| | | |
o | | | | pkgconf
/ / / /
o | | | libtool
| |/ /
|/| |
| | o bison
| |/
|/|
o | m4
o | libsigsegv
/
o bzip2

At the top is the root package in the DAG, with dependency edges emerging from it. On a color terminal, the edges
are colored by which dependency they lead to.
$ spack graph --deptype=all mpileaks
o mpileaks
|\
| |\
| o | callpath
|/| |
| |\|
| |\ \
| | |\ \
| | | |\ \
| | | o | | dyninst
| | |/| | |
| |/|/| | |
| | | |\| |
| | | | | o adept-utils
| |_|_|_|/|
|/| | | |/|
| | | |/|/
| | | | o cmake
| | | | |\
| | | | o | openssl
o | | | | | openmpi
| o | | | | libdwarf
| |\| | | |
| | |_|/ /
| |/| | |
o | | | | hwloc
|\ \ \ \ \
| |\ \ \ \ \
| | | | o | | elfutils
| | | | |\ \ \
| | | | | |\ \ \
| | | | | o | | | flex
| | | | |/| | | |
| | | | | |\| | |
| | | | | |\ \ \ \
| | | | | | o | | | help2man
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| | | | | |/ / / /
| | | | |/| | | |
| | | | o | | | | gettext
| | |_|/| | | | |
| |/| | | | | | |
| | | | |\ \ \ \ \
| | | | | |\ \ \ \ \
| | | | | | |\ \ \ \ \
| | | | | | | |_|_|_|/
| | | | | | |/| | | |
| o | | | | | | | | | libxml2
|/| | | | | | | | | |
| |\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
| | |_|/ / / / / / / /
| |/| | | | | | | | |
| | |/ / / / / / / /
| | | | | | | | | o boost
| | |_|_|_|_|_|_|/|
| |/| | | | | |_|/
| | | | | | |/| |
| o | | | | | | | zlib
| / / / / / / /
| o | | | | | | xz
| / / / / / /
| o | | | | | libpciaccess
|/| | | | | |
| |\ \ \ \ \ \
| o | | | | | | util-macros
| / / / / / /
| | o | | | | tar
| | / / / /
| | o | | | ncurses
| |/ / / /
|/| | | |
o | | | | pkgconf
/ / / /
o | | | libtool
| |/ /
|/| |
| | o bison
| |/
|/|
o | m4
o | libsigsegv
/
o bzip2

The deptype argument tells Spack what types of dependencies to graph. By default it includes link and run dependencies but not build dependencies. Supplying --deptype=all will show the build dependencies as well. This is
equivalent to --deptype=build,link,run. Options for deptype include:
• Any combination of build, link, and run separated by commas.
• all or alldeps for all types of dependencies.
You can also use spack graph to generate graphs in the widely used Dot format. For example:
$ spack graph --dot mpileaks
digraph G {
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labelloc = "b"
rankdir = "TB"
ranksep = "5"
node[
fontname=Monaco,
penwidth=2,
fontsize=12,
margin=.1,
shape=box,
fillcolor=lightblue,
style="rounded,filled"]
"cxlramjhxb4v4fq4mg3zrajabscovxp3"
"zfkrwsjollilvnlnymdivxprx7vwgak5"
"atmqmytnozpsqjwiqypd7buhy3cu62qo"
"ufczdvsqt6edesm36xiucyry7myhj7e7"
"5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb"
"ekv34wub7etm2pa3y73i3fjnwkylx3rm"
"nxkp7kslgelgkl5orm7la6fir7b7r547"
"c5lf2hilcinnqpf3nojkif3eauay2gko"
"sk7ayvjtajl6mhmj3t4mnilyj5ekabqk"
"4k4itv72zq7vbpmjuhzlcedbcpc6cyju"
"hro43jwnxthlyvlc7f4rcjtdpqbjclxs"
"5urc6tcjae26fbbd2wyfohoszhgxtbmc"
"o2pfwjf44353ajgr42xqtvzyvqsazkgu"
"r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a"
"fypapcprssrj3nstp6njprskeyynsgaz"
"milz7fmttmptcic2qdk5cnel7ll5sybr"
"sxk64lvcxhqjflzesnf3ye4wakovwi45"
"htnq7wqdrqtof6uxqicdj3f7oe3xz6pw"
"cu7fdqwumk4ekdrvdn63bwcqfs5xkrbb"
"g67vs5e6geafdbllyelursifwque4vog"
"zvqxmsbiebpgxswcdq3j5o42enok5btf"
"7rxlb6jpuoooda7rg3lv3ahalk23hg53"
"xfjjookriacftolgesqntg4wxjpiyvgu"
"6oy6fuc3no4tc6nmwwahrgacmci7tcms"
"22xotf4z4ufezcxcsq3v5ptqrf4uf2iu"
"4vix2xqqdzgm4y6t5btrs4f7bkbadlmu"
"nxdo5bpsykyqahn2v23hrrgup4jfeu6k"

[label="mpileaks/cxlramj"]
[label="adept-utils/zfkrwsj"]
[label="boost/atmqmyt"]
[label="bzip2/ufczdvs"]
[label="zlib/5nus6kn"]
[label="cmake/ekv34wu"]
[label="ncurses/nxkp7ks"]
[label="pkgconf/c5lf2hi"]
[label="openssl/sk7ayvj"]
[label="openmpi/4k4itv7"]
[label="hwloc/hro43jw"]
[label="libpciaccess/5urc6tc"]
[label="libtool/o2pfwjf"]
[label="m4/r5envx3"]
[label="libsigsegv/fypapcp"]
[label="util-macros/milz7fm"]
[label="libxml2/sxk64lv"]
[label="xz/htnq7wq"]
[label="callpath/cu7fdqw"]
[label="dyninst/g67vs5e"]
[label="elfutils/zvqxmsb"]
[label="bison/7rxlb6j"]
[label="flex/xfjjook"]
[label="gettext/6oy6fuc"]
[label="tar/22xotf4"]
[label="help2man/4vix2xq"]
[label="libdwarf/nxdo5bp"]

"nxdo5bpsykyqahn2v23hrrgup4jfeu6k"
"sxk64lvcxhqjflzesnf3ye4wakovwi45"
"zvqxmsbiebpgxswcdq3j5o42enok5btf"
"5urc6tcjae26fbbd2wyfohoszhgxtbmc"
"5urc6tcjae26fbbd2wyfohoszhgxtbmc"
"g67vs5e6geafdbllyelursifwque4vog"
"ekv34wub7etm2pa3y73i3fjnwkylx3rm"
"zfkrwsjollilvnlnymdivxprx7vwgak5"
"xfjjookriacftolgesqntg4wxjpiyvgu"
"zfkrwsjollilvnlnymdivxprx7vwgak5"
"cu7fdqwumk4ekdrvdn63bwcqfs5xkrbb"
"xfjjookriacftolgesqntg4wxjpiyvgu"
"g67vs5e6geafdbllyelursifwque4vog"
"6oy6fuc3no4tc6nmwwahrgacmci7tcms"
"o2pfwjf44353ajgr42xqtvzyvqsazkgu"
"atmqmytnozpsqjwiqypd7buhy3cu62qo"
"cu7fdqwumk4ekdrvdn63bwcqfs5xkrbb"
"7rxlb6jpuoooda7rg3lv3ahalk23hg53"

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
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"zvqxmsbiebpgxswcdq3j5o42enok5btf"
"c5lf2hilcinnqpf3nojkif3eauay2gko"
"6oy6fuc3no4tc6nmwwahrgacmci7tcms"
"o2pfwjf44353ajgr42xqtvzyvqsazkgu"
"c5lf2hilcinnqpf3nojkif3eauay2gko"
"zvqxmsbiebpgxswcdq3j5o42enok5btf"
"nxkp7kslgelgkl5orm7la6fir7b7r547"
"4k4itv72zq7vbpmjuhzlcedbcpc6cyju"
"7rxlb6jpuoooda7rg3lv3ahalk23hg53"
"atmqmytnozpsqjwiqypd7buhy3cu62qo"
"zvqxmsbiebpgxswcdq3j5o42enok5btf"
"6oy6fuc3no4tc6nmwwahrgacmci7tcms"
"nxdo5bpsykyqahn2v23hrrgup4jfeu6k"
"22xotf4z4ufezcxcsq3v5ptqrf4uf2iu"
"r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a"
"5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb"
"zfkrwsjollilvnlnymdivxprx7vwgak5"
"r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a"
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"cu7fdqwumk4ekdrvdn63bwcqfs5xkrbb"
"nxdo5bpsykyqahn2v23hrrgup4jfeu6k"
"zvqxmsbiebpgxswcdq3j5o42enok5btf"
"cu7fdqwumk4ekdrvdn63bwcqfs5xkrbb"
"hro43jwnxthlyvlc7f4rcjtdpqbjclxs"
"zfkrwsjollilvnlnymdivxprx7vwgak5"
"6oy6fuc3no4tc6nmwwahrgacmci7tcms"
"6oy6fuc3no4tc6nmwwahrgacmci7tcms"
"xfjjookriacftolgesqntg4wxjpiyvgu"
"g67vs5e6geafdbllyelursifwque4vog"
"g67vs5e6geafdbllyelursifwque4vog"
"5urc6tcjae26fbbd2wyfohoszhgxtbmc"
"6oy6fuc3no4tc6nmwwahrgacmci7tcms"
"4k4itv72zq7vbpmjuhzlcedbcpc6cyju"
"ekv34wub7etm2pa3y73i3fjnwkylx3rm"
"cu7fdqwumk4ekdrvdn63bwcqfs5xkrbb"
"cxlramjhxb4v4fq4mg3zrajabscovxp3"
"sxk64lvcxhqjflzesnf3ye4wakovwi45"
"nxkp7kslgelgkl5orm7la6fir7b7r547"
"hro43jwnxthlyvlc7f4rcjtdpqbjclxs"
"hro43jwnxthlyvlc7f4rcjtdpqbjclxs"
"r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a"
"sk7ayvjtajl6mhmj3t4mnilyj5ekabqk"
"6oy6fuc3no4tc6nmwwahrgacmci7tcms"
"atmqmytnozpsqjwiqypd7buhy3cu62qo"
"xfjjookriacftolgesqntg4wxjpiyvgu"
"sxk64lvcxhqjflzesnf3ye4wakovwi45"
"cu7fdqwumk4ekdrvdn63bwcqfs5xkrbb"
"4vix2xqqdzgm4y6t5btrs4f7bkbadlmu"
"cxlramjhxb4v4fq4mg3zrajabscovxp3"
"cxlramjhxb4v4fq4mg3zrajabscovxp3"
"zvqxmsbiebpgxswcdq3j5o42enok5btf"

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

"ekv34wub7etm2pa3y73i3fjnwkylx3rm"
"5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb"
"xfjjookriacftolgesqntg4wxjpiyvgu"
"4k4itv72zq7vbpmjuhzlcedbcpc6cyju"
"c5lf2hilcinnqpf3nojkif3eauay2gko"
"ekv34wub7etm2pa3y73i3fjnwkylx3rm"
"ufczdvsqt6edesm36xiucyry7myhj7e7"
"htnq7wqdrqtof6uxqicdj3f7oe3xz6pw"
"4vix2xqqdzgm4y6t5btrs4f7bkbadlmu"
"atmqmytnozpsqjwiqypd7buhy3cu62qo"
"ekv34wub7etm2pa3y73i3fjnwkylx3rm"
"milz7fmttmptcic2qdk5cnel7ll5sybr"
"sxk64lvcxhqjflzesnf3ye4wakovwi45"
"hro43jwnxthlyvlc7f4rcjtdpqbjclxs"
"sk7ayvjtajl6mhmj3t4mnilyj5ekabqk"
"g67vs5e6geafdbllyelursifwque4vog"
"cu7fdqwumk4ekdrvdn63bwcqfs5xkrbb"
"5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb"
"c5lf2hilcinnqpf3nojkif3eauay2gko"
"5urc6tcjae26fbbd2wyfohoszhgxtbmc"
"sxk64lvcxhqjflzesnf3ye4wakovwi45"
"fypapcprssrj3nstp6njprskeyynsgaz"
"5nus6knzumx4ik2yl44jxtgtsl7d54xb"
"nxkp7kslgelgkl5orm7la6fir7b7r547"
"ufczdvsqt6edesm36xiucyry7myhj7e7"
"r5envx3kqctwwflhd4qax4ahqtt6x43a"
"htnq7wqdrqtof6uxqicdj3f7oe3xz6pw"
"nxdo5bpsykyqahn2v23hrrgup4jfeu6k"
"6oy6fuc3no4tc6nmwwahrgacmci7tcms"
"zfkrwsjollilvnlnymdivxprx7vwgak5"
"4k4itv72zq7vbpmjuhzlcedbcpc6cyju"
"7rxlb6jpuoooda7rg3lv3ahalk23hg53"

}

This graph can be provided as input to other graphing tools, such as those in Graphviz.

17.28 Interactive shell support
Spack provides some limited shell support to make life easier for packagers. You can enable these commands by
sourcing a setup file in the share/spack directory. For bash or ksh, run:
export SPACK_ROOT=/path/to/spack
. $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/setup-env.sh

For csh and tcsh run:
setenv SPACK_ROOT /path/to/spack
source $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/setup-env.csh

spack cd will then be available.

17.28.1 spack cd
spack cd allows you to quickly cd to pertinent directories in Spack. Suppose you’ve staged a package but you want
to modify it before you build it:
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$ spack stage libelf
==> Trying to fetch from http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.13.tar.gz
######################################################################## 100.0%
==> Staging archive: ~/spack/var/spack/stage/libelf@0.8.13%gcc@4.8.3 arch=linux˓→debian7-x86_64/libelf-0.8.13.tar.gz
==> Created stage in ~/spack/var/spack/stage/libelf@0.8.13%gcc@4.8.3 arch=linux˓→debian7-x86_64.
$ spack cd libelf
$ pwd
~/spack/var/spack/stage/libelf@0.8.13%gcc@4.8.3 arch=linux-debian7-x86_64/libelf-0.8.
˓→13

spack cd here changed the current working directory to the directory containing the expanded libelf source
code. There are a number of other places you can cd to in the spack directory hierarchy:
$ spack cd --help
usage: spack cd [-h] [-m | -r | -i | -p | -P | -s | -S | -b] ...
cd to spack directories in the shell
positional arguments:
spec
spec of package to fetch directory for
optional arguments:
-h, --help
-m, --module-dir
-r, --spack-root
-i, --install-dir
-p, --package-dir
-P, --packages
-s, --stage-dir
-S, --stages
-b, --build-dir

show this help message and exit
spack python module directory
spack installation root
install prefix for spec (spec need not be installed)
directory enclosing a spec's package.py file
top-level packages directory for Spack
stage directory for a spec
top level stage directory
checked out or expanded source directory for a spec
(requires it to be staged first)

Some of these change directory into package-specific locations (stage directory, install directory, package directory)
and others change to core spack locations. For example, spack cd --module-dir will take you to the main
python source directory of your spack install.

17.28.2 spack env
spack env functions much like the standard unix env command, but it takes a spec as an argument. You can use it
to see the environment variables that will be set when a particular build runs, for example:
$ spack env mpileaks@1.1%intel

This will display the entire environment that will be set when the mpileaks@1.1%intel build runs.
To run commands in a package’s build environment, you can simply provide them after the spec argument to spack
env:
$ spack cd mpileaks@1.1%intel
$ spack env mpileaks@1.1%intel ./configure

This will cd to the build directory and then run configure in the package’s build environment.

17.28. Interactive shell support
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17.28.3 spack location
spack location is the same as spack cd but it does not require shell support. It simply prints out the path you
ask for, rather than cd’ing to it. In bash, this:
$ cd $(spack location --build-dir <spec>)

is the same as:
$ spack cd --build-dir <spec>

spack location is intended for use in scripts or makefiles that need to know where packages are installed. e.g.,
in a makefile you might write:
DWARF_PREFIX = $(spack location --install-dir libdwarf)
CXXFLAGS += -I$DWARF_PREFIX/include
CXXFLAGS += -L$DWARF_PREFIX/lib

17.28.4 Build System Configuration Support
Imagine a developer creating a CMake or Autotools-based project in a local directory, which depends on libraries
A-Z. Once Spack has installed those dependencies, one would like to run cmake with appropriate command line and
environment so CMake can find them. The spack setup command does this conveniently, producing a CMake
configuration that is essentially the same as how Spack would have configured the project. This can be demonstrated
with a usage example:
$
$
$
$
$
$

cd myproject
spack setup myproject@local
mkdir build; cd build
../spconfig.py ..
make
make install

Notes:
• Spack must have myproject/package.py in its repository for this to work.
• spack setup produces the executable script spconfig.py in the local directory, and also creates the
module file for the package. spconfig.py is normally run from the user’s out-of-source build directory.
• The version number given to spack setup is arbitrary, just like spack diy. myproject/package.py
does not need to have any valid downloadable versions listed (typical when a project is new).
• spconfig.py produces a CMake configuration that does not use the Spack wrappers. Any resulting binaries will
not use RPATH, unless the user has enabled it. This is recommended for development purposes, not production.
• spconfig.py is human readable, and can serve as a developer reference of what dependencies are being used.
• make install installs the package into the Spack repository, where it may be used by other Spack packages.
• CMake-generated makefiles re-run CMake in some circumstances. Use of spconfig.py breaks this behavior,
requiring the developer to manually re-run spconfig.py when a CMakeLists.txt file has changed.

17.28.5 CMakePackage
In order to enable spack setup functionality, the author of myproject/package.py must subclass from
CMakePackage instead of the standard Package superclass. Because CMake is standardized, the packager does
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not need to tell Spack how to run cmake; make; make install. Instead the packager only needs to create
(optional) methods configure_args() and configure_env(), which provide the arguments (as a list) and
extra environment variables (as a dict) to provide to the cmake command. Usually, these will translate variant flags
into CMake definitions. For example:
def configure_args(self):
spec = self.spec
return [
'-DUSE_EVERYTRACE=%s' % ('YES' if '+everytrace' in spec else 'NO'),
'-DBUILD_PYTHON=%s' % ('YES' if '+python' in spec else 'NO'),
'-DBUILD_GRIDGEN=%s' % ('YES' if '+gridgen' in spec else 'NO'),
'-DBUILD_COUPLER=%s' % ('YES' if '+coupler' in spec else 'NO'),
'-DUSE_PISM=%s' % ('YES' if '+pism' in spec else 'NO')
]

If needed, a packager may also override methods defined in StagedPackage (see below).

17.28.6 StagedPackage
CMakePackage is implemented by subclassing the StagedPackage superclass, which breaks down the standard
Package.install() method into several sub-stages: setup, configure, build and install. Details:
• Instead of implementing the standard install() method, package authors implement the methods for the sub-stages install_setup(), install_configure(), install_build(), and
install_install().
• The spack install command runs the sub-stages configure, build and install in order. (The
setup stage is not run by default; see below).
• The spack setup command runs the sub-stages setup and a dummy install (to create the module file).
• The sub-stage install methods take no arguments (other than self). The arguments spec and prefix to the
standard install() method may be accessed via self.spec and self.prefix.

17.28.7 GNU Autotools
The setup functionality is currently only available for CMake-based packages. Extending this functionality to GNU
Autotools-based packages would be easy (and should be done by a developer who actively uses Autotools). Packages
that use non-standard build systems can gain setup functionality by subclassing StagedPackage directly.
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CHAPTER

18

Developer Guide

This guide is intended for people who want to work on Spack itself. If you just want to develop packages, see the
Packaging Guide.
It is assumed that you’ve read the Basic Usage and Packaging Guide sections, and that you’re familiar with the concepts
discussed there. If you’re not, we recommend reading those first.

18.1 Overview
Spack is designed with three separate roles in mind:
1. Users, who need to install software without knowing all the details about how it is built.
2. Packagers who know how a particular software package is built and encode this information in package files.
3. Developers who work on Spack, add new features, and try to make the jobs of packagers and users easier.
Users could be end users installing software in their home directory, or administrators installing software to a shared
directory on a shared machine. Packagers could be administrators who want to automate software builds, or application
developers who want to make their software more accessible to users.
As you might expect, there are many types of users with different levels of sophistication, and Spack is designed
to accommodate both simple and complex use cases for packages. A user who only knows that he needs a certain
package should be able to type something simple, like spack install <package name>, and get the package
that he wants. If a user wants to ask for a specific version, use particular compilers, or build several versions with
different configurations, then that should be possible with a minimal amount of additional specification.
This gets us to the two key concepts in Spack’s software design:
1. Specs: expressions for describing builds of software, and
2. Packages: Python modules that build software according to a spec.
A package is a template for building particular software, and a spec as a descriptor for one or more instances of that
template. Users express the configuration they want using a spec, and a package turns the spec into a complete build.
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The obvious difficulty with this design is that users under-specify what they want. To build a software package, the
package object needs a complete specification. In Spack, if a spec describes only one instance of a package, then we
say it is concrete. If a spec could describes many instances, (i.e. it is under-specified in one way or another), then we
say it is abstract.
Spack’s job is to take an abstract spec from the user, find a concrete spec that satisfies the constraints, and hand the
task of building the software off to the package object. The rest of this document describes all the pieces that come
together to make that happen.

18.2 Directory Structure
So that you can familiarize yourself with the project, we’ll start with a high level view of Spack’s directory structure:
spack/
bin/
spack
etc/
spack/

<- installation root
<- main spack executable

<- Spack config files.
Can be overridden by files in ~/.spack.

var/
spack/
<- build & stage directories
repos/
<- contains package repositories
builtin/
<- pkg repository that comes with Spack
repo.yaml
<- descriptor for the builtin repository
packages/
<- directories under here contain packages
cache/
<- saves resources downloaded during installs
opt/
spack/

<- packages are installed here

lib/
spack/
docs/
env/

<- source for this documentation
<- compiler wrappers for build environment

external/
llnl/

<- external libs included in Spack distro
<- some general-use libraries

spack/
cmd/
compilers/
test/
util/

<<<<<-

spack module; contains Python code
each file in here is a spack subcommand
compiler description files
unit test modules
common code

Spack is designed so that it could live within a standard UNIX directory hierarchy, so lib, var, and opt all contain
a spack subdirectory in case Spack is installed alongside other software. Most of the interesting parts of Spack live
in lib/spack.
Spack has one directory layout and there is no install process. Most Python programs don’t look like this (they use
distutils, setup.py, etc.) but we wanted to make Spack very easy to use. The simple layout spares users from the
need to install Spack into a Python environment. Many users don’t have write access to a Python installation, and
installing an entire new instance of Python to bootstrap Spack would be very complicated. Users should not have
to install install a big, complicated package to use the thing that’s supposed to spare them from the details of big,
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complicated packages. The end result is that Spack works out of the box: clone it and add bin to your PATH and
you’re ready to go.

18.3 Code Structure
This section gives an overview of the various Python modules in Spack, grouped by functionality.

18.3.1 Package-related modules
spack.package Contains the Package class, which is the superclass for all packages in Spack. Methods on
Package implement all phases of the package lifecycle and manage the build process.
spack.packages Contains all of the packages in Spack and methods for managing them. Functions like
packages.get and class_name_for_package_name handle mapping package module names to class
names and dynamically instantiating packages by name from module files.
spack.relations Relations are relationships between packages, like depends_on and provides. See Dependencies and Virtual dependencies.
spack.multimethod Implementation of the @when decorator, which allows multimethods in packages.

18.3.2 Spec-related modules
spack.spec Contains Spec and SpecParser. Also implements most of the logic for normalization and concretization of specs.
spack.parse Contains some base classes for implementing simple recursive descent parsers: Parser and
Lexer. Used by SpecParser.
spack.concretize Contains DefaultConcretizer implementation, which allows site administrators to
change Spack’s Concretization Policies.
spack.version Implements a simple Version class with simple comparison semantics. Also implements
VersionRange and VersionList. All three are comparable with each other and offer union and intersection operations. Spack uses these classes to compare versions and to manage version constraints on specs.
Comparison semantics are similar to the LooseVersion class in distutils and to the way RPM compares
version strings.
spack.compilers Submodules contains descriptors for all valid compilers in Spack. This is used by the build
system to set up the build environment.
Warning: Not yet implemented. Currently has two compiler descriptions, but compilers aren’t fully integrated with the build process yet.
spack.architecture architecture.sys_type is used to determine the host architecture while building.
Warning: Not yet implemented. Should eventually have architecture descriptions for cross-compiling.

18.3. Code Structure
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18.3.3 Build environment
spack.stage Handles creating temporary directories for builds.
spack.compilation This contains utility functions used by the compiler wrapper script, cc.
spack.directory_layout Classes that control the way an installation directory is laid out. Create more implementations of this to change the hierarchy and naming scheme in $spack_prefix/opt

18.3.4 Spack Subcommands
spack.cmd Each module in this package implements a Spack subcommand. See writing commands for details.

18.3.5 Unit tests
spack.test Implements Spack’s test suite. Add a module and put its name in the test suite in __init__.py to
add more unit tests.
spack.test.mock_packages This is a fake package hierarchy used to mock up packages for Spack’s test suite.

18.3.6 Other Modules
spack.url URL parsing, for deducing names and versions of packages from tarball URLs.
spack.error SpackError, the base class for Spack’s exception hierarchy.
llnl.util.tty Basic output functions for all of the messages Spack writes to the terminal.
llnl.util.tty.color Implements a color formatting syntax used by spack.tty.
llnl.util In this package are a number of utility modules for the rest of Spack.

18.4 Spec objects
18.5 Package objects
Most spack commands look something like this:
1. Parse an abstract spec (or specs) from the command line,
2. Normalize the spec based on information in package files,
3. Concretize the spec according to some customizable policies,
4. Instantiate a package based on the spec, and
5. Call methods (e.g., install()) on the package object.
The information in Package files is used at all stages in this process.
Conceptually, packages are overloaded. They contain:
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18.6 Stage objects
18.7 Writing commands
Adding a new command to Spack is easy. Simply add a <name>.py file to lib/spack/spack/cmd/, where
<name> is the name of the subcommand. At the bare minimum, two functions are required in this file:

18.7.1 setup_parser()
Unless your command doesn’t accept any arguments, a setup_parser() function is required to define what arguments and flags your command takes. See the Argparse documentation for more details on how to add arguments.
Some commands have a set of subcommands, like spack compiler find or spack module refresh. You
can add subparsers to your parser to handle this. Check out spack edit --command compiler for an example
of this.
A lot of commands take the same arguments and flags. These arguments should be defined in lib/spack/spack/
cmd/common/arguments.py so that they don’t need to be redefined in multiple commands.

18.7.2 <name>()
In order to run your command, Spack searches for a function with the same name as your command in <name>.py.
This is the main method for your command, and can call other helper methods to handle common tasks.
Remember, before adding a new command, think to yourself whether or not this new command is actually necessary.
Sometimes, the functionality you desire can be added to an existing command. Also remember to add unit tests for
your command. If it isn’t used very frequently, changes to the rest of Spack can cause your command to break without
sufficient unit tests to prevent this from happening.
Whenever you add/remove/rename a command or flags for an existing command, make sure to update Spack’s Bash
tab completion script.

18.8 Unit tests
18.9 Unit testing
18.10 Developer commands
18.10.1 spack doc
18.10.2 spack test
18.10.3 spack python
spack python is a command that lets you import and debug things as if you were in a Spack interactive shell.
Without any arguments, it is similar to a normal interactive Python shell, except you can import spack and any other
Spack modules:

18.6. Stage objects
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$ spack python
Spack version 0.10.0
Python 2.7.13, Linux x86_64
>>> from spack.version import Version
>>> a = Version('1.2.3')
>>> b = Version('1_2_3')
>>> a == b
True
>>> c = Version('1.2.3b')
>>> c > a
True
>>>

You can also run a single command:
$ spack python -c 'import distro; distro.linux_distribution()'
('Fedora', '25', 'Workstation Edition')

or a file:
$ spack python ~/test_fetching.py

just like you would with the normal python command.

18.10.4 spack url
A package containing a single URL can be used to download several different versions of the package. If you’ve ever
wondered how this works, all of the magic is in spack.url. This module contains methods for extracting the name
and version of a package from its URL. The name is used by spack create to guess the name of the package. By
determining the version from the URL, Spack can replace it with other versions to determine where to download them
from.
The regular expressions in parse_name_offset and parse_version_offset are used to extract the name
and version, but they aren’t perfect. In order to debug Spack’s URL parsing support, the spack url command can
be used.
spack url parse
If you need to debug a single URL, you can use the following command:
$ spack url parse http://cache.ruby-lang.org/pub/ruby/2.2/ruby-2.2.0.tar.gz
==> Parsing URL: http://cache.ruby-lang.org/pub/ruby/2.2/ruby-2.2.0.tar.gz
==> Matched version regex
==> Matched name
regex

0: r'^[a-zA-Z+._-]+[._-]v?(\\d[\\d._-]*)$'
7: r'^([A-Za-z\\d+\\._-]+)$'

==> Detected:
http://cache.ruby-lang.org/pub/ruby/2.2/ruby-2.2.0.tar.gz
---- ~~~~~
name:
ruby
version: 2.2.0
==> Substituting version 9.9.9b:
http://cache.ruby-lang.org/pub/ruby/2.2/ruby-9.9.9b.tar.gz
---- ~~~~~~
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You’ll notice that the name and version of this URL are correctly detected, and you can even see which regular
expressions it was matched to. However, you’ll notice that when it substitutes the version number in, it doesn’t replace
the 2.2 with 9.9 where we would expect 9.9.9b to live. This particular package may require a list_url or
url_for_version function.
This command also accepts a --spider flag. If provided, Spack searches for other versions of the package and
prints the matching URLs.
spack url list
This command lists every URL in every package in Spack. If given the --color and --extrapolation flags,
it also colors the part of the string that it detected to be the name and version. The --incorrect-name and
--incorrect-version flags can be used to print URLs that were not being parsed correctly.
spack url summary
This command attempts to parse every URL for every package in Spack and prints a summary of how many of them
are being correctly parsed. It also prints a histogram showing which regular expressions are being matched and how
frequently:
$ spack url summary
==> Generating a summary of URL parsing in Spack...
Total URLs found:
2533
Names correctly parsed:
2206/2533 (87.09%)
Versions correctly parsed: 2143/2533 (84.60%)
==> Statistics on name regular expressions:
Index
0:
1:
2:
3:
5:
7:

Count
518
8
19
319
2
1664

Regular Expression
r'github\\.com/[^/]+/([^/]+)'
r'gitlab[^/]+/[^/]+/([^/]+)'
r'bitbucket\\.org/[^/]+/([^/]+)'
r'pypi\\.(?:python\\.org|io)/packages/source/[A-Za-z\\d]/([^/]+)'
r'\\?package=([A-Za-z\\d+-]+)'
r'^([A-Za-z\\d+\\._-]+)$'

==> Statistics on version regular expressions:
Index
0:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
16:
17:

Count
1667
296
30
9
45
40
129
1
16
1
22
2
3
11
3
1

Regular Expression
r'^[a-zA-Z+._-]+[._-]v?(\\d[\\d._-]*)$'
r'^v?(\\d[\\d._-]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z+]*(\\d[\\da-zA-Z]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z+-]*(\\d[\\da-zA-Z-]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z+_]*(\\d[\\da-zA-Z_]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z+.]*(\\d[\\da-zA-Z.]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z\\d+-]+-v?(\\d[\\da-zA-Z.]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z\\d+-]+-v?(\\d[\\da-zA-Z_]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z\\d+_]+_v?(\\d[\\da-zA-Z.]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z\\d+_]+\\.v?(\\d[\\da-zA-Z.]*)$'
r'^(?:[a-zA-Z\\d+-]+-)?v?(\\d[\\da-zA-Z.-]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z+]+v?(\\d[\\da-zA-Z.-]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z\\d+_]+-v?(\\d[\\da-zA-Z.]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z\\d+.]+_v?(\\d[\\da-zA-Z.-]*)$'
r'^[a-zA-Z+-]+(\\d[\\da-zA-Z._]*)$'
r'bzr(\\d[\\da-zA-Z._-]*)$'
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18:
2
r'github\\.com/[^/]+/[^/]+/releases/download/[a-zA-Z+._-]*v?
(\\d[\\da-zA-Z._-]*)/'
19:
4
r'\\?ref=[a-zA-Z+._-]*v?(\\d[\\da-zA-Z._-]*)$'
22:
2
r'\\?package=[a-zA-Z\\d+-]+&get=[a-zA-Z\\d+-]+-v?(\\d[\\da-zA-Z.]*)$
˓→'

˓→

This command is essential for anyone adding or changing the regular expressions that parse names and versions. By
running this command before and after the change, you can make sure that your regular expression fixes more packages
than it breaks.

18.11 Profiling
Spack has some limited built-in support for profiling, and can report statistics using standard Python timing tools. To
use this feature, supply --profile to Spack on the command line, before any subcommands.

18.11.1 spack --profile
spack --profile output looks like this:
$ spack --profile graph dyninst
o dyninst
|\
| |\
| | |\
| | o | cmake
| | |\ \
| | o | | openssl
o | | | | libdwarf
|\| | | |
| |/ / /
|/| | |
| o | | elfutils
| |\ \ \
| | |\ \ \
| | o | | | flex
| |/| | | |
| | |\| | |
| | |\ \ \ \
| | | o | | | help2man
| | |/ / / /
| |/| | | |
| o | | | | gettext
| |\ \ \ \ \
| | |\ \ \ \ \
| | | |\ \ \ \ \
...

The bottom of the output shows the top most time consuming functions, slowest on top. The profiling support is from
Python’s built-in tool, cProfile.
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19

spack package

19.1 Subpackages
19.1.1 spack.build_systems package
Submodules
spack.build_systems.aspell_dict module
class spack.build_systems.aspell_dict.AspellDictPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
Specialized class for builing aspell dictionairies.
configure(spec, prefix)
patch()
spack.build_systems.autotools module
class spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages built using GNU Autotools.
This class provides four phases that can be overridden:
1. autoreconf()
2. configure()
3. build()
4. install()
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They all have sensible defaults and for many packages the only thing necessary will be to override the helper
method configure_args(). For a finer tuning you may also override:
Method
build_targets
install_targets
check()

Purpose
Specify make targets for the build phase
Specify make targets for the install phase
Run build time tests if required

autoreconf(spec, prefix)
Not needed usually, configure should be already there
autoreconf_extra_args = []
Options to be passed to autoreconf when using the default implementation
build(spec, prefix)
Makes the build targets specified by :py:attr:~.AutotoolsPackage.build_targets
build_directory
Override to provide another place to build the package
build_system_class = 'AutotoolsPackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
build_targets = []
Targets for make during the build() phase
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']
Callback names for build-time test
check()
Searches the Makefile for targets test and check and runs them if found.
configure(spec, prefix)
Runs configure with the arguments specified in configure_args() and an appropriately set prefix.
configure_abs_path
configure_args()
Produces a list containing all the arguments that must be passed to configure, except --prefix which
will be pre-pended to the list.
Returns list of arguments for configure
configure_directory
Returns the directory where ‘configure’ resides.
Returns directory where to find configure
delete_configure_to_force_update()
enable_or_disable(name, activation_value=None)
Same as with_or_without() but substitute with with enable and without with disable.
Parameters
• name (str) – name of a valid multi-valued variant
• activation_value (callable) – if present accepts a single value
and returns the parameter to be used leading to an entry of the type
--enable-{name}={parameter}
The special value ‘prefix’ can also be assigned and will return spec[name].prefix
as activation parameter.
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Returns list of arguments to configure
flags_to_build_system_args(flags)
Produces a list of all command line arguments to pass specified compiler flags to configure.
force_autoreconf = False
Set to true to force the autoreconf step even if configure is present
install(spec, prefix)
Makes the install targets specified by :py:attr:~.AutotoolsPackage.install_targets
install_targets = ['install']
Targets for make during the install() phase
install_time_test_callbacks = ['installcheck']
Callback names for install-time test
installcheck()
Searches the Makefile for an installcheck target and runs it if found.
patch_config_guess = True
Whether or not to update config.guess on old architectures
phases = ['autoreconf', 'configure', 'build', 'install']
Phases of a GNU Autotools package
set_configure_or_die()
Checks the presence of a configure file after the autoreconf phase. If it is found sets a module attribute
appropriately, otherwise raises an error.
Raises RuntimeError – if a configure script is not found in configure_directory()
with_or_without(name, activation_value=None)
Inspects a variant and returns the arguments that activate or deactivate the selected feature(s) for the configure options.
This function works on all type of variants. For bool-valued variants it will return by default
--with-{name} or --without-{name}. For other kinds of variants it will cycle over the allowed
values and return either --with-{value} or --without-{value}.
If activation_value is given, then for each possible value of the variant, the option
--with-{value}=activation_value(value) or --without-{value} will be added
depending on whether or not variant=value is in the spec.
Parameters
• name (str) – name of a valid multi-valued variant
• activation_value (callable) – callable that accepts a single value and returns the
parameter to be used leading to an entry of the type --with-{name}={parameter}.
The special value ‘prefix’ can also be assigned and will return spec[name].prefix
as activation parameter.
Returns list of arguments to configure
spack.build_systems.cmake module
class spack.build_systems.cmake.CMakePackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages built using CMake
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For more information on the CMake build system, see: https://cmake.org/cmake/help/latest/
This class provides three phases that can be overridden:
1. cmake()
2. build()
3. install()
They all have sensible defaults and for many packages the only thing necessary will be to override
cmake_args(). For a finer tuning you may also override:
Method
root_cmakelists_dir()
build_directory()

Purpose
Location of the root CMakeLists.txt
Directory where to build the package

build(spec, prefix)
Make the build targets
build_directory
Returns the directory to use when building the package
Returns directory where to build the package
build_system_class = 'CMakePackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
build_targets = []
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']
check()
Searches the CMake-generated Makefile for the target test and runs it if found.
cmake(spec, prefix)
Runs cmake in the build directory
cmake_args()
Produces a list containing all the arguments that must be passed to cmake, except:
• CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX
• CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE
which will be set automatically.
Returns list of arguments for cmake
flags_to_build_system_args(flags)
Produces a list of all command line arguments to pass the specified compiler flags to cmake. Note CMAKE
does not have a cppflags option, so cppflags will be added to cflags, cxxflags, and fflags to mimic the
behavior in other tools.
generator = 'Unix Makefiles'
The build system generator to use.
See cmake --help for a list of valid generators. Currently, “Unix Makefiles” and “Ninja” are the only
generators that Spack supports. Defaults to “Unix Makefiles”.
See https://cmake.org/cmake/help/latest/manual/cmake-generators.7.html for more information.
install(spec, prefix)
Make the install targets
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install_targets = ['install']
phases = ['cmake', 'build', 'install']
Phases of a CMake package
root_cmakelists_dir
The relative path to the directory containing CMakeLists.txt
This path is relative to the root of the extracted tarball, not to the build_directory. Defaults to the
current directory.
Returns directory containing CMakeLists.txt
std_cmake_args
Standard cmake arguments provided as a property for convenience of package writers
Returns standard cmake arguments
spack.build_systems.cuda module
class spack.build_systems.cuda.CudaPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.Package
Auxiliary class which contains CUDA variant, dependencies and conflicts and is meant to unify and facilitate
its usage.
static cuda_flags(arch_list)
spack.build_systems.intel module
class spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for licensed Intel software.
This class provides two phases that can be overridden:
1. configure()
2. install()
They both have sensible defaults and for many packages the only thing necessary will be to override
setup_environment to set the appropriate environment variables.
build_system_class = 'IntelPackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
components = ['ALL']
Components of the package to install. By default, install ‘ALL’ components.
configure(spec, prefix)
Writes the silent.cfg file used to configure the installation.
See https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/configuration-file-format
global_license_file
Returns the path where a global license file should be stored.
All Intel software shares the same license, so we store it in a common ‘intel’ directory.
install(spec, prefix)
Runs the install.sh installation script.
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license_comment = '#'
Comment symbol used in the license.lic file
license_files = ['Licenses/license.lic']
Location where Intel searches for a license file
license_required = True
By default, we assume that all Intel software requires a license. This can be overridden for packages that
do not require a license.
license_url = 'https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-license-manager-faq'
URL providing information on how to acquire a license key
license_vars = ['INTEL_LICENSE_FILE']
Environment variables that Intel searches for a license file
phases = ['configure', 'install']
Phases of an Intel package
save_silent_cfg()
Copies the silent.cfg configuration file to <prefix>/.spack.
spack.build_systems.makefile module
class spack.build_systems.makefile.MakefilePackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages that are built using editable Makefiles
This class provides three phases that can be overridden:
1. edit()
2. build()
3. install()
It is usually necessary to override the edit() phase, while build() and install() have sensible defaults.
For a finer tuning you may override:
Method
build_targets
install_targets
build_directory()

Purpose
Specify make targets for the build phase
Specify make targets for the install phase
Directory where the Makefile is located

build(spec, prefix)
Calls make, passing build_targets as targets.
build_directory
Returns the directory containing the main Makefile
Returns build directory
build_system_class = 'MakefilePackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
build_targets = []
Targets for make during the build() phase
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']
Callback names for build-time test
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check()
Searches the Makefile for targets test and check and runs them if found.
edit(spec, prefix)
Edits the Makefile before calling make. This phase cannot be defaulted.
install(spec, prefix)
Calls make, passing install_targets as targets.
install_targets = ['install']
Targets for make during the install() phase
install_time_test_callbacks = ['installcheck']
Callback names for install-time test
installcheck()
Searches the Makefile for an installcheck target and runs it if found.
phases = ['edit', 'build', 'install']
Phases of a package that is built with an hand-written Makefile
spack.build_systems.octave module
class spack.build_systems.octave.OctavePackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for Octave packages.
See https://www.gnu.org/software/octave/doc/v4.2.0/
Installing-and-Removing-Packages.html for more information.
This class provides the following phases that can be overridden:
1. install()
build_system_class = 'OctavePackage'
install(spec, prefix)
Install the package from the archive file
phases = ['install']
setup_environment(spack_env, run_env)
Set up the compile and runtime environments for a package.
spack.build_systems.perl module
class spack.build_systems.perl.PerlPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages that are built using Perl.
This class provides four phases that can be overridden if required:
1. configure()
2. build()
3. check()
4. install()
The default methods use, in order of preference:
1. Makefile.PL,
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2. Build.PL.
Some packages may need to override configure_args(), which produces a list of arguments for
configure(). Arguments should not include the installation base directory.
build(spec, prefix)
Builds a Perl package.
build_system_class = 'PerlPackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']
Callback names for build-time test
check()
Runs built-in tests of a Perl package.
configure(spec, prefix)
Runs Makefile.PL or Build.PL with arguments consisting of an appropriate installation base directory
followed by the list returned by configure_args().
Raises RuntimeError – if neither Makefile.PL or Build.PL exist
configure_args()
Produces a list containing the arguments that must be passed to configure(). Arguments should not
include the installation base directory, which is prepended automatically.
Returns list of arguments for Makefile.PL or Build.PL
install(spec, prefix)
Installs a Perl package.
phases = ['configure', 'build', 'install']
Phases of a Perl package
spack.build_systems.python module
class spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages that are built using Python setup.py files
This class provides the following phases that can be overridden:
• build
• build_py
• build_ext
• build_clib
• build_scripts
• clean
• install
• install_lib
• install_headers
• install_scripts
• install_data
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• sdist
• register
• bdist
• bdist_dumb
• bdist_rpm
• bdist_wininst
• upload
• check
These are all standard setup.py commands and can be found by running:
$ python setup.py --help-commands

By default, only the ‘build’ and ‘install’ phases are run, but if you need to run more phases, simply modify your
phases list like so:
phases = ['build_ext', 'install', 'bdist']

Each phase provides a function <phase> that runs:
$ python -s setup.py --no-user-cfg <phase>

Each phase also has a <phase_args> function that can pass arguments to this call. All of these functions are
empty except for the install_args function, which passes --prefix=/path/to/installation/
directory.
If you need to run a phase which is not a standard setup.py command, you’ll need to define a function for it like
so:
def configure(self, spec, prefix):
self.setup_py('configure')

bdist(spec, prefix)
Create a built (binary) distribution.
bdist_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to bdist.
bdist_dumb(spec, prefix)
Create a “dumb” built distribution.
bdist_dumb_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to bdist_dumb.
bdist_rpm(spec, prefix)
Create an RPM distribution.
bdist_rpm_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to bdist_rpm.
bdist_wininst(spec, prefix)
Create an executable installer for MS Windows.
bdist_wininst_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to bdist_wininst.
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build(spec, prefix)
Build everything needed to install.
build_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to build.
build_clib(spec, prefix)
Build C/C++ libraries used by Python extensions.
build_clib_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to build_clib.
build_directory
The directory containing the setup.py file.
build_ext(spec, prefix)
Build C/C++ extensions (compile/link to build directory).
build_ext_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to build_ext.
build_py(spec, prefix)
“Build” pure Python modules (copy to build directory).
build_py_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to build_py.
build_scripts(spec, prefix)
“Build” scripts (copy and fixup #! line).
build_system_class = 'PythonPackage'
build_time_test_callbacks = ['test']
Callback names for build-time test
check(spec, prefix)
Perform some checks on the package.
check_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to check.
clean(spec, prefix)
Clean up temporary files from ‘build’ command.
clean_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to clean.
import_module_test()
Attempts to import the module that was just installed.
This test is only run if the package overrides import_modules with a list of module names.
import_modules = []
install(spec, prefix)
Install everything from build directory.
install_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install.
install_data(spec, prefix)
Install data files.
install_data_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install_data.
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install_headers(spec, prefix)
Install C/C++ header files.
install_headers_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install_headers.
install_lib(spec, prefix)
Install all Python modules (extensions and pure Python).
install_lib_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install_lib.
install_scripts(spec, prefix)
Install scripts (Python or otherwise).
install_scripts_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install_scripts.
install_time_test_callbacks = ['import_module_test']
Callback names for install-time test
phases = ['build', 'install']
python(*args, **kwargs)
register(spec, prefix)
Register the distribution with the Python package index.
register_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to register.
sdist(spec, prefix)
Create a source distribution (tarball, zip file, etc.).
sdist_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to sdist.
setup_file()
Returns the name of the setup file to use.
setup_py(*args, **kwargs)
test()
Run unit tests after in-place build.
These tests are only run if the package actually has a ‘test’ command.
test_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to test.
upload(spec, prefix)
Upload binary package to PyPI.
upload_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to upload.
spack.build_systems.qmake module
class spack.build_systems.qmake.QMakePackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages built using qmake.
For more information on the qmake build system, see: http://doc.qt.io/qt-5/qmake-manual.html
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This class provides three phases that can be overridden:
1. qmake()
2. build()
3. install()
They all have sensible defaults and for many packages the only thing necessary will be to override
qmake_args().
build(spec, prefix)
Make the build targets
build_system_class = 'QMakePackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']
Callback names for build-time test
check()
Searches the Makefile for a check: target and runs it if found.
install(spec, prefix)
Make the install targets
phases = ['qmake', 'build', 'install']
Phases of a qmake package
qmake(spec, prefix)
Run qmake to configure the project and generate a Makefile.
qmake_args()
Produces a list containing all the arguments that must be passed to qmake
spack.build_systems.r module
class spack.build_systems.r.RPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages that are built using R.
For more information on the R build system, see: https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-devel/library/utils/html/
INSTALL.html
This class provides a single phase that can be overridden:
1. install()
It has sensible defaults, and for many packages the only thing necessary will be to add dependencies
build_system_class = 'RPackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
configure_args()
Arguments to pass to install via --configure-args.
configure_vars()
Arguments to pass to install via --configure-vars.
install(spec, prefix)
Installs an R package.
phases = ['install']
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spack.build_systems.scons module
class spack.build_systems.scons.SConsPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages built using SCons.
See http://scons.org/documentation.html for more information.
This class provides the following phases that can be overridden:
1. build()
2. install()
Packages that use SCons as a build system are less uniform than packages that use other build systems. Developers can add custom subcommands or variables that control the build. You will likely need to override
build_args() to pass the appropriate variables.
build(spec, prefix)
Build the package.
build_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to build.
build_system_class = 'SConsPackage'
To be used in UI queries that require to know which build-system class we are using
build_time_test_callbacks = ['test']
Callback names for build-time test
install(spec, prefix)
Install the package.
install_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install.
phases = ['build', 'install']
Phases of a SCons package
test()
Run unit tests after build.
By default, does nothing. Override this if you want to add package-specific tests.
spack.build_systems.waf module
class spack.build_systems.waf.WafPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages that are built using the Waf build system. See https://waf.io/book/ for more
information.
This class provides the following phases that can be overridden:
• configure
• build
• install
These are all standard Waf commands and can be found by running:
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$ python waf --help

Each phase provides a function <phase> that runs:
$ python waf -j<jobs> <phase>

where <jobs> is the number of parallel jobs to build with. Each phase also has a <phase_args> function that can
pass arguments to this call. All of these functions are empty except for the configure_args function, which
passes --prefix=/path/to/installation/prefix.
build(spec, prefix)
Executes the build.
build_args()
Arguments to pass to build.
build_directory
The directory containing the waf file.
build_system_class = 'WafPackage'
build_time_test_callbacks = ['test']
configure(spec, prefix)
Configures the project.
configure_args()
Arguments to pass to configure.
install(spec, prefix)
Installs the targets on the system.
install_args()
Arguments to pass to install.
install_time_test_callbacks = ['installtest']
installtest()
Run unit tests after install.
By default, does nothing. Override this if you want to add package-specific tests.
phases = ['configure', 'build', 'install']
python(*args, **kwargs)
The python Executable.
test()
Run unit tests after build.
By default, does nothing. Override this if you want to add package-specific tests.
waf(*args, **kwargs)
Runs the waf Executable.
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Module contents

19.1.2 spack.cmd package
Subpackages
spack.cmd.common package
Submodules
spack.cmd.common.arguments module
spack.cmd.common.arguments.add_common_arguments(parser, list_of_arguments)
Extend a parser with extra arguments
Parameters
• parser – parser to be extended
• list_of_arguments – arguments to be added to the parser
Module contents
spack.cmd.common.print_module_placeholder_help()
For use by commands to tell user how to activate shell support.
Submodules
spack.cmd.activate module
spack.cmd.activate.activate(parser, args)
spack.cmd.activate.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.arch module
spack.cmd.arch.arch(parser, args)
spack.cmd.arch.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.blame module
spack.cmd.blame.blame(parser, args)
spack.cmd.blame.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.bootstrap module
spack.cmd.bootstrap.bootstrap(parser, args, **kwargs)
spack.cmd.bootstrap.setup_parser(subparser)
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spack.cmd.build module
spack.cmd.build.build(parser, args)
spack.cmd.build.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.buildcache module
spack.cmd.buildcache.buildcache(parser, args)
spack.cmd.buildcache.createtarball(args)
spack.cmd.buildcache.find_matching_specs(pkgs,
force=False)

allow_multiple_matches=False,

Returns a list of specs matching the not necessarily concretized specs given from cli
Parameters
• specs – list of specs to be matched against installed packages
• allow_multiple_matches – if True multiple matches are admitted
Returns list of specs
spack.cmd.buildcache.getkeys(args)
spack.cmd.buildcache.install_tarball(spec, args)
spack.cmd.buildcache.installtarball(args)
spack.cmd.buildcache.listspecs(args)
spack.cmd.buildcache.match_downloaded_specs(pkgs,
allow_multiple_matches=False,
force=False)
Returns a list of specs matching the not necessarily concretized specs given from cli
Parameters
• specs – list of specs to be matched against buildcaches on mirror
• allow_multiple_matches – if True multiple matches are admitted
Returns list of specs
spack.cmd.buildcache.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.cd module
spack.cmd.cd.cd(parser, args)
spack.cmd.cd.setup_parser(subparser)
This is for decoration – spack cd is used through spack’s shell support. This allows spack cd to print a descriptive
help message when called with -h.
spack.cmd.checksum module
spack.cmd.checksum.checksum(parser, args)
spack.cmd.checksum.setup_parser(subparser)
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spack.cmd.clean module
class spack.cmd.clean.AllClean(option_strings, dest, nargs=None, const=None, default=None,
type=None, choices=None, required=False, help=None,
metavar=None)
Bases: argparse.Action
Activates flags -s -d and -m simultaneously
spack.cmd.clean.clean(parser, args)
spack.cmd.clean.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.clone module
spack.cmd.clone.clone(parser, args)
spack.cmd.clone.get_origin_info(remote)
spack.cmd.clone.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.compiler module
spack.cmd.compiler.compiler(parser, args)
spack.cmd.compiler.compiler_find(args)
Search either $PATH or a list of paths OR MODULES for compilers and add them to Spack’s configuration.
spack.cmd.compiler.compiler_info(args)
Print info about all compilers matching a spec.
spack.cmd.compiler.compiler_list(args)
spack.cmd.compiler.compiler_remove(args)
spack.cmd.compiler.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.compilers module
spack.cmd.compilers.compilers(parser, args)
spack.cmd.compilers.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.config module
spack.cmd.config.config(parser, args)
spack.cmd.config.config_edit(args)
spack.cmd.config.config_get(args)
spack.cmd.config.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.configure module
spack.cmd.configure.configure(parser, args)
spack.cmd.configure.setup_parser(subparser)
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spack.cmd.create module
class spack.cmd.create.AutoreconfPackageTemplate(name, url, versions)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for Autotools-based packages that do not come with a configure script
base_class_name = 'AutotoolsPackage'

body = " def autoreconf(self, spec, prefix):\n # FIXME: Modify the autoreconf method as

dependencies = " depends_on('autoconf', type='build')\n depends_on('automake', type='bu
class spack.cmd.create.AutotoolsPackageTemplate(name, url, versions)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for Autotools-based packages that do come with a configure script
base_class_name = 'AutotoolsPackage'

body = ' def configure_args(self):\n # FIXME: Add arguments other than --prefix\n # FIX
class spack.cmd.create.BazelPackageTemplate(name, url, versions)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for Bazel-based packages

body = ' def install(self, spec, prefix):\n # FIXME: Add logic to build and install her

dependencies = " # FIXME: Add additional dependencies if required.\n depends_on('bazel'
class spack.cmd.create.BuildSystemGuesser
Bases: object
An instance of BuildSystemGuesser provides a callable object to be used during spack create. By passing
this object to spack checksum, we can take a peek at the fetched tarball and discern the build system it uses
class spack.cmd.create.CMakePackageTemplate(name, url, versions)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for CMake-based packages
base_class_name = 'CMakePackage'

body = ' def cmake_args(self):\n # FIXME: Add arguments other than\n # FIXME: CMAKE_INS
class spack.cmd.create.IntelPackageTemplate(name, url, versions)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for licensed Intel software
base_class_name = 'IntelPackage'
body = ' # FIXME: Override `setup_environment` if necessary.'
class spack.cmd.create.MakefilePackageTemplate(name, url, versions)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for Makefile packages
base_class_name = 'MakefilePackage'

body = " def edit(self, spec, prefix):\n # FIXME: Edit the Makefile if necessary\n # FI
class spack.cmd.create.OctavePackageTemplate(name, *args)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for octave packages
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base_class_name = 'OctavePackage'

dependencies = " extends('octave')\n\n # FIXME: Add additional dependencies if required
class spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate(name, url, versions)
Bases: object
Provides the default values to be used for the package file template
base_class_name = 'Package'

body = " def install(self, spec, prefix):\n # FIXME: Unknown build system\n make()\n ma
dependencies = " # FIXME: Add dependencies if required.\n # depends_on('foo')"
write(pkg_path)
Writes the new package file.
class spack.cmd.create.PerlbuildPackageTemplate(name, *args)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PerlmakePackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for Perl extensions that come with a Build.PL instead of a Makefile.PL

dependencies = " depends_on('perl-module-build', type='build')\n\n # FIXME: Add additio
class spack.cmd.create.PerlmakePackageTemplate(name, *args)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for Perl extensions that come with a Makefile.PL
base_class_name = 'PerlPackage'
body = ' def configure_args(self):\n # FIXME: Add non-standard arguments\n # FIXME: If

dependencies = " # FIXME: Add dependencies if required:\n # depends_on('perl-foo', type
class spack.cmd.create.PythonPackageTemplate(name, *args)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for python extensions
base_class_name = 'PythonPackage'

body = ' def build_args(self, spec, prefix):\n # FIXME: Add arguments other than --pref

dependencies = " # FIXME: Add dependencies if required.\n # depends_on('py-setuptools',
class spack.cmd.create.QMakePackageTemplate(name, url, versions)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for QMake-based packages
base_class_name = 'QMakePackage'

body = ' def qmake_args(self):\n # FIXME: If not needed delete this function\n args = [
class spack.cmd.create.RPackageTemplate(name, *args)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for R extensions
base_class_name = 'RPackage'

body = ' def configure_args(self, spec, prefix):\n # FIXME: Add arguments to pass to in

dependencies = " # FIXME: Add dependencies if required.\n # depends_on('r-foo', type=('
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class spack.cmd.create.SconsPackageTemplate(name, url, versions)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate overrides for SCons-based packages
base_class_name = 'SConsPackage'

body = ' def build_args(self, spec, prefix):\n # FIXME: Add arguments to pass to build.
class spack.cmd.create.WafPackageTemplate(name, url, versions)
Bases: spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate
Provides appropriate override for Waf-based packages
base_class_name = 'WafPackage'

body = ' # FIXME: Override configure_args(), build_args(),\n # or install_args() if nec
spack.cmd.create.create(parser, args)
spack.cmd.create.get_build_system(args, guesser)
Determine the build system template.
If a template is specified, always use that. Otherwise, if a URL is provided, download the tarball and peek inside
to guess what build system it uses. Otherwise, use a generic template by default.
Parameters
• args (argparse.Namespace) – The arguments given to spack create
• guesser (BuildSystemGuesser) – The first_stage_function given to spack
checksum which records the build system it detects
Returns The name of the build system template to use
Return type str
spack.cmd.create.get_name(args)
Get the name of the package based on the supplied arguments.
If a name was provided, always use that. Otherwise, if a URL was provided, extract the name from that.
Otherwise, use a default.
Parameters args (param argparse.Namespace) – The arguments given to spack
create
Returns The name of the package
Return type str
spack.cmd.create.get_repository(args, name)
Returns a Repo object that will allow us to determine the path where the new package file should be created.
Parameters
• args (argparse.Namespace) – The arguments given to spack create
• name (str) – The name of the package to create
Returns A Repo object capable of determining the path to the package file
Return type Repo
spack.cmd.create.get_url(args)
Get the URL to use.
Use a default URL if none is provided.
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Parameters args (argparse.Namespace) – The arguments given to spack create
Returns The URL of the package
Return type str
spack.cmd.create.get_versions(args, name)
Returns a list of versions and hashes for a package.
Also returns a BuildSystemGuesser object.
Returns default values if no URL is provided.
Parameters
• args (argparse.Namespace) – The arguments given to spack create
• name (str) – The name of the package
Returns
Versions and hashes, and a BuildSystemGuesser object
Return type str and BuildSystemGuesser
spack.cmd.create.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.deactivate module
spack.cmd.deactivate.deactivate(parser, args)
spack.cmd.deactivate.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.debug module
spack.cmd.debug.create_db_tarball(args)
spack.cmd.debug.debug(parser, args)
spack.cmd.debug.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.dependencies module
spack.cmd.dependencies.dependencies(parser, args)
spack.cmd.dependencies.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.dependents module
spack.cmd.dependents.dependents(parser, args)
spack.cmd.dependents.get_dependents(pkg_name, ideps, transitive=False, dependents=None)
Get all dependents for a package.
Parameters
• pkg_name (str) – name of the package whose dependents should be returned
• ideps (dict) – dictionary of dependents, from inverted_dependencies()
• transitive (bool, optional) – return transitive dependents when True
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spack.cmd.dependents.inverted_dependencies()
Iterate through all packages and return a dictionary mapping package names to possible dependnecies.
Virtual packages are included as sources, so that you can query dependents of, e.g., mpi, but virtuals are not
included as actual dependents.
spack.cmd.dependents.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.diy module
spack.cmd.diy.diy(self, args)
spack.cmd.diy.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.docs module
spack.cmd.docs.docs(parser, args)
spack.cmd.edit module
spack.cmd.edit.edit(parser, args)
spack.cmd.edit.edit_package(name, repo_path, namespace)
Opens the requested package file in your favorite $EDITOR.
Parameters
• name (str) – The name of the package
• repo_path (str) – The path to the repository containing this package
• namespace (str) – A valid namespace registered with Spack
spack.cmd.edit.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.env module
spack.cmd.env.env(parser, args)
spack.cmd.env.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.extensions module
spack.cmd.extensions.extensions(parser, args)
spack.cmd.extensions.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.fetch module
spack.cmd.fetch.fetch(parser, args)
spack.cmd.fetch.setup_parser(subparser)
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spack.cmd.find module
spack.cmd.find.find(parser, args)
spack.cmd.find.query_arguments(args)
spack.cmd.find.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.flake8 module
spack.cmd.flake8.add_pattern_exemptions(line, codes)
Add a flake8 exemption to a line.
spack.cmd.flake8.changed_files(args)
Get list of changed files in the Spack repository.

spack.cmd.flake8.exclude_directories = ['/home/docs/checkouts/readthedocs.org/user_builds/s
List of directories to exclude from checks.
spack.cmd.flake8.filter_file(source, dest, output=False)
Filter a single file through all the patterns in pattern_exemptions.
spack.cmd.flake8.flake8(parser, args)
spack.cmd.flake8.is_package(f )
Whether flake8 should consider a file as a core file or a package.
We run flake8 with different exceptions for the core and for packages, since we allow from spack import * and
poking globals into packages.
spack.cmd.flake8.pattern_exemptions = {re.compile('package.py$'):
This is a dict that maps –

{'F403':

[re.compile('^

filename pattern ->
flake8 exemption code -> list of patterns, for which matching lines should have codes applied.
For each file, if the filename pattern matches, we’ll add per-line exemptions if any patterns in the sub-dict match.
spack.cmd.flake8.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.gpg module
spack.cmd.gpg.gpg(parser, args)
spack.cmd.gpg.gpg_create(args)
spack.cmd.gpg.gpg_export(args)
spack.cmd.gpg.gpg_init(args)
spack.cmd.gpg.gpg_list(args)
spack.cmd.gpg.gpg_sign(args)
spack.cmd.gpg.gpg_trust(args)
spack.cmd.gpg.gpg_untrust(args)
spack.cmd.gpg.gpg_verify(args)
spack.cmd.gpg.setup_parser(subparser)
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spack.cmd.graph module
spack.cmd.graph.graph(parser, args)
spack.cmd.graph.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.help module
spack.cmd.help.help(parser, args)
spack.cmd.help.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.info module
class spack.cmd.info.VariantFormatter(variants, max_widths=(30, 20, 30))
Bases: object
default(v)
lines
spack.cmd.info.info(parser, args)
spack.cmd.info.padder(str_list, extra=0)
Return a function to pad elements of a list.
spack.cmd.info.print_text_info(pkg)
Print out a plain text description of a package.
spack.cmd.info.section_title(s)
spack.cmd.info.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.info.variant(s)
spack.cmd.info.version(s)
spack.cmd.install module
spack.cmd.install.default_log_file(spec)
Computes the default filename for the log file and creates the corresponding directory if not present
spack.cmd.install.install(parser, args, **kwargs)
spack.cmd.install.install_spec(cli_args, kwargs, spec)
spack.cmd.install.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.list module
spack.cmd.list.filter_by_name(pkgs, args)
Filters the sequence of packages according to user prescriptions
Parameters
• pkgs – sequence of packages
• args – parsed command line arguments
Returns filtered and sorted list of packages
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spack.cmd.list.formatter(func)
Decorator used to register formatters
spack.cmd.list.github_url(pkg)
Link to a package file on github.
spack.cmd.list.html(pkg_names)
Print out information on all packages in Sphinx HTML.
This is intended to be inlined directly into Sphinx documentation. We write HTML instead of RST for speed;
generating RST from all packages causes the Sphinx build to take forever. Including this as raw HTML is much
faster.
spack.cmd.list.list(parser, args)
spack.cmd.list.name_only(pkgs)
spack.cmd.list.rows_for_ncols(elts, ncols)
Print out rows in a table with ncols of elts laid out vertically.
spack.cmd.list.rst(pkg_names)
Print out information on all packages in restructured text.
spack.cmd.list.rst_table(elts)
Print out a RST-style table.
spack.cmd.list.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.load module
spack.cmd.load.load(parser, args)
spack.cmd.load.setup_parser(subparser)
Parser is only constructed so that this prints a nice help message with -h.
spack.cmd.location module
spack.cmd.location.location(parser, args)
spack.cmd.location.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.log_parse module
spack.cmd.log_parse.log_parse(parser, args)
spack.cmd.log_parse.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.mirror module
spack.cmd.mirror.mirror(parser, args)
spack.cmd.mirror.mirror_add(args)
Add a mirror to Spack.
spack.cmd.mirror.mirror_create(args)
Create a directory to be used as a spack mirror, and fill it with package archives.
spack.cmd.mirror.mirror_list(args)
Print out available mirrors to the console.
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spack.cmd.mirror.mirror_remove(args)
Remove a mirror by name.
spack.cmd.mirror.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.module module
exception spack.cmd.module.MultipleModuleTypes
Bases: Exception
Raised when multiple module types match a cli request, in a context where this is not allowed.
exception spack.cmd.module.MultipleSpecsMatch
Bases: Exception
Raised when multiple specs match a constraint, in a context where this is not allowed.
exception spack.cmd.module.NoSpecMatches
Bases: Exception
Raised when no spec matches a constraint, in a context where this is not allowed.
spack.cmd.module.callbacks = {'find': <function find at 0x7f8e86d17510>, 'loads':
Dictionary that will be populated with the list of sub-commands Each sub-command must be callable and accept
3 arguments:
• mtype : the type of the module file
• specs : the list of specs to be processed
• args : namespace containing the parsed command line arguments
spack.cmd.module.find(module_types, specs, args)
Returns the module file “use” name if there’s a single match. Raises error messages otherwise.
spack.cmd.module.loads(module_types, specs, args)
Prompt the list of modules associated with a list of specs
spack.cmd.module.module(parser, args)
spack.cmd.module.one_module_or_raise(module_types)
Ensures exactly one module type has been selected, or raises the appropriate exception.
spack.cmd.module.one_spec_or_raise(specs)
Ensures exactly one spec has been selected, or raises the appropriate exception.
spack.cmd.module.refresh(module_types, specs, args)
Regenerates the module files for every spec in specs and every module type in module types.
spack.cmd.module.rm(module_types, specs, args)
Deletes the module files associated with every spec in specs, for every module type in module types.
spack.cmd.module.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.module.subcommand(subparser_name)
Registers a function in the callbacks dictionary
spack.cmd.patch module
spack.cmd.patch.patch(parser, args)
spack.cmd.patch.setup_parser(subparser)
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spack.cmd.pkg module
spack.cmd.pkg.diff_packages(rev1, rev2)
spack.cmd.pkg.list_packages(rev)
spack.cmd.pkg.pkg(parser, args)
spack.cmd.pkg.pkg_add(args)
spack.cmd.pkg.pkg_added(args)
Show packages added since a commit.
spack.cmd.pkg.pkg_diff(args)
Compare packages available in two different git revisions.
spack.cmd.pkg.pkg_list(args)
List packages associated with a particular spack git revision.
spack.cmd.pkg.pkg_removed(args)
Show packages removed since a commit.
spack.cmd.pkg.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.providers module
spack.cmd.providers.providers(parser, args)
spack.cmd.providers.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.pydoc module
spack.cmd.pydoc.pydoc(parser, args)
spack.cmd.pydoc.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.python module
spack.cmd.python.python(parser, args)
spack.cmd.python.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.reindex module
spack.cmd.reindex.reindex(parser, args)
spack.cmd.repo module
spack.cmd.repo.repo(parser, args)
spack.cmd.repo.repo_add(args)
Add a package source to Spack’s configuration.
spack.cmd.repo.repo_create(args)
Create a new package repository.
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spack.cmd.repo.repo_list(args)
Show registered repositories and their namespaces.
spack.cmd.repo.repo_remove(args)
Remove a repository from Spack’s configuration.
spack.cmd.repo.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.restage module
spack.cmd.restage.restage(parser, args)
spack.cmd.restage.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.setup module
spack.cmd.setup.setup(self, args)
spack.cmd.setup.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.setup.spack_transitive_include_path()
spack.cmd.setup.write_spconfig(package, dirty)
spack.cmd.spec module
spack.cmd.spec.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.spec.spec(parser, args)
spack.cmd.stage module
spack.cmd.stage.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.stage.stage(parser, args)
spack.cmd.test module
spack.cmd.test.do_list(args, unknown_args)
Print a lists of tests than what pytest offers.
spack.cmd.test.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.test.test(parser, args, unknown_args)
spack.cmd.uninstall module
spack.cmd.uninstall.do_uninstall(specs, force)
Uninstalls all the specs in a list.
Parameters
• specs – list of specs to be uninstalled
• force – force uninstallation (boolean)
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spack.cmd.uninstall.find_matching_specs(specs,
force=False)

allow_multiple_matches=False,

Returns a list of specs matching the not necessarily concretized specs given from cli
Parameters
• specs – list of specs to be matched against installed packages
• allow_multiple_matches – if True multiple matches are admitted
Returns list of specs
spack.cmd.uninstall.get_uninstall_list(args)
spack.cmd.uninstall.installed_dependents(specs)
Returns a dictionary that maps a spec with a list of its installed dependents
Parameters specs – list of specs to be checked for dependents
Returns dictionary of installed dependents
spack.cmd.uninstall.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.uninstall.uninstall(parser, args)
spack.cmd.unload module
spack.cmd.unload.setup_parser(subparser)
Parser is only constructed so that this prints a nice help message with -h.
spack.cmd.unload.unload(parser, args)
spack.cmd.unuse module
spack.cmd.unuse.setup_parser(subparser)
Parser is only constructed so that this prints a nice help message with -h.
spack.cmd.unuse.unuse(parser, args)
spack.cmd.url module
spack.cmd.url.name_parsed_correctly(pkg, name)
Determine if the name of a package was correctly parsed.
Parameters
• pkg (spack.package.PackageBase) – The Spack package
• name (str) – The name that was extracted from the URL
Returns True if the name was correctly parsed, else False
Return type bool
spack.cmd.url.print_name_and_version(url)
Prints a URL. Underlines the detected name with dashes and the detected version with tildes.
Parameters url (str) – The url to parse
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spack.cmd.url.remove_separators(version)
Removes separator characters (‘.’, ‘_’, and ‘-‘) from a version.
A version like 1.2.3 may be displayed as 1_2_3 in the URL. Make sure 1.2.3, 1-2-3, 1_2_3, and 123 are considered equal. Unfortunately, this also means that 1.23 and 12.3 are equal.
Parameters version (str or Version) – A version
Returns The version with all separator characters removed
Return type str
spack.cmd.url.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.url.url(parser, args)
spack.cmd.url.url_list(args)
spack.cmd.url.url_list_parsing(args, urls, url, pkg)
Helper function for url_list().
Parameters
• args (argparse.Namespace) – The arguments given to spack url list
• urls (set) – List of URLs that have already been added
• url (str or None) – A URL to potentially add to urls depending on args
• pkg (spack.package.PackageBase) – The Spack package
Returns The updated set of urls
Return type set
spack.cmd.url.url_parse(args)
spack.cmd.url.url_summary(args)
spack.cmd.url.version_parsed_correctly(pkg, version)
Determine if the version of a package was correctly parsed.
Parameters
• pkg (spack.package.PackageBase) – The Spack package
• version (str) – The version that was extracted from the URL
Returns True if the name was correctly parsed, else False
Return type bool
spack.cmd.use module
spack.cmd.use.setup_parser(subparser)
Parser is only constructed so that this prints a nice help message with -h.
spack.cmd.use.use(parser, args)
spack.cmd.versions module
spack.cmd.versions.setup_parser(subparser)
spack.cmd.versions.versions(parser, args)
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spack.cmd.view module
Produce a “view” of a Spack DAG.
A “view” is file hierarchy representing the union of a number of Spack-installed package file hierarchies. The union
is formed from:
• specs resolved from the package names given by the user (the seeds)
• all dependencies of the seeds unless user specifies –no-dependencies
• less any specs with names matching the regular expressions given by –exclude
The view can be built and tore down via a number of methods (the “actions”):
• symlink :: a file system view which is a directory hierarchy that is the union of the hierarchies of the installed
packages in the DAG where installed files are referenced via symlinks.
• hardlink :: like the symlink view but hardlinks are used.
• statlink :: a view producing a status report of a symlink or hardlink view.
The file system view concept is imspired by Nix, implemented by brett.viren@gmail.com ca 2016.
All operations on views are performed via proxy objects such as YamlFilesystemView.
spack.cmd.view.relaxed_disambiguate(specs, view)
When dealing with querying actions (remove/status) the name of the spec is sufficient even though more versions
of that name might be in the database.
spack.cmd.view.setup_parser(sp)
spack.cmd.view.view(parser, args)
Produce a view of a set of packages.
Module contents
spack.cmd.cmd_name(python_name)
Convert module name (with _) to command name (with -).

spack.cmd.commands = ['activate', 'arch', 'blame', 'bootstrap', 'build', 'buildcache', 'cd'
Names of all commands
spack.cmd.disambiguate_spec(spec)
spack.cmd.display_specs(specs, args=None, **kwargs)
Display human readable specs with customizable formatting.
Prints the supplied specs to the screen, formatted according to the arguments provided.
Specs are grouped by architecture and compiler, and columnized if possible. There are three possible “modes”:
• short (default): short specs with name and version, columnized
• paths: Two columns: one for specs, one for paths
• deps: Dependency-tree style, like spack spec; can get long
Options can add more information to the default display. Options can be provided either as keyword arguments
or as an argparse namespace. Keyword arguments take precedence over settings in the argparse namespace.
Parameters
• specs (list of spack.spec.Spec) – the specs to display
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• args (optional argparse.Namespace) – namespace containing formatting arguments
Keyword Arguments
• mode (str) – Either ‘short’, ‘paths’, or ‘deps’
• long (bool) – Display short hashes with specs
• very_long (bool) – Display full hashes with specs (supersedes long)
• namespace (bool) – Print namespaces along with names
• show_flags (bool) – Show compiler flags with specs
• variants (bool) – Show variants with specs
spack.cmd.elide_list(line_list, max_num=10)
Takes a long list and limits it to a smaller number of elements, replacing intervening elements with ‘. . . ’. For
example:
elide_list([1,2,3,4,5,6], 4)

gives:
[1, 2, 3, '...', 6]

spack.cmd.get_command(cmd_name)
Imports the command’s function from a module and returns it.
Parameters cmd_name (str) – name of the command for which to get a module (contains -, not
_).
spack.cmd.get_module(cmd_name)
Imports the module for a particular command name and returns it.
Parameters cmd_name (str) – name of the command for which to get a module (contains -, not
_).
spack.cmd.gray_hash(spec, length)
spack.cmd.parse_specs(args, **kwargs)
Convenience function for parsing arguments from specs. Handles common exceptions and dies if there are
errors.
spack.cmd.python_name(cmd_name)
Convert - to _ in command name, to make a valid identifier.
spack.cmd.remove_options(parser, *options)
Remove some options from a parser.
spack.cmd.spack_is_git_repo()
Ensure that this instance of Spack is a git clone.
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19.1.3 spack.compilers package
Submodules
spack.compilers.cce module
class spack.compilers.cce.Cce(cspec, operating_system, target, paths, modules=[], alias=None,
environment=None, extra_rpaths=None, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.compiler.Compiler
Cray compiler environment compiler.
PrgEnv = 'PrgEnv-cray'
PrgEnv_compiler = 'cce'
cc_names = ['cc']
cxx11_flag
cxx_names = ['CC']
classmethod default_version(comp)
f77_names = ['ftn']
fc_names = ['ftn']
link_paths = {'cc':

'cc', 'cxx':

'c++', 'f77':

'f77', 'fc':

'fc'}

openmp_flag
pic_flag
suffixes = ['-mp-\\d\\.\\d']
spack.compilers.clang module
class spack.compilers.clang.Clang(cspec, operating_system, target,
alias=None,
environment=None,
**kwargs)
Bases: spack.compiler.Compiler

paths, modules=[],
extra_rpaths=None,

cc_names = ['clang']
cxx11_flag
cxx14_flag
cxx17_flag
cxx_names = ['clang++']
classmethod default_version(comp)
The --version option works for clang compilers. On most platforms, output looks like this:
clang version 3.1 (trunk 149096)
Target: x86_64-unknown-linux-gnu
Thread model: posix

On macOS, it looks like this:
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Apple LLVM version 7.0.2 (clang-700.1.81)
Target: x86_64-apple-darwin15.2.0
Thread model: posix

f77_names = ['flang', 'gfortran']
classmethod f77_version(f77)
fc_names = ['flang', 'gfortran']
classmethod fc_version(fc)
is_apple
link_paths = {'cc':

'clang/clang', 'cxx':

'clang/clang++', 'f77':

'clang/flang', 'fc

openmp_flag
pic_flag
setup_custom_environment(pkg, env)
Set the DEVELOPER_DIR environment for the Xcode toolchain.
On macOS, not all buildsystems support querying CC and CXX for the compilers to use and instead query
the Xcode toolchain for what compiler to run. This side-steps the spack wrappers. In order to inject
spack into this setup, we need to copy (a subset of) Xcode.app and replace the compiler executables with
symlinks to the spack wrapper. Currently, the stage is used to store the Xcode.app copies. We then set the
‘DEVELOPER_DIR’ environment variables to cause the xcrun and related tools to use this Xcode.app.
spack.compilers.gcc module
class spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc(cspec, operating_system, target, paths, modules=[], alias=None,
environment=None, extra_rpaths=None, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.compiler.Compiler
PrgEnv = 'PrgEnv-gnu'
PrgEnv_compiler = 'gcc'
cc_names = ['gcc']
cxx11_flag
cxx14_flag
cxx17_flag
cxx_names = ['g++']
classmethod default_version(cc)
Older versions of gcc use the -dumpversion option. Output looks like this:
4.4.7

In GCC 7, this option was changed to only return the major version of the compiler:
7

A new -dumpfullversion option was added that gives us what we want:
7.2.0
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f77_names = ['gfortran']
classmethod f77_version(f77)
fc_names = ['gfortran']
classmethod fc_version(fc)
Older versions of gfortran use the -dumpversion option. Output looks like this:
GNU Fortran (GCC) 4.4.7 20120313 (Red Hat 4.4.7-18)
Copyright (C) 2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

or:
4.8.5

In GCC 7, this option was changed to only return the major version of the compiler:
7

A new -dumpfullversion option was added that gives us what we want:
7.2.0

link_paths = {'cc':

'gcc/gcc', 'cxx':

'gcc/g++', 'f77':

'gcc/gfortran', 'fc':

openmp_flag
pic_flag
stdcxx_libs
suffixes = ['-mp-\\d\\.\\d', '-\\d\\.\\d', '-\\d', '\\d\\d']
spack.compilers.intel module
class spack.compilers.intel.Intel(cspec, operating_system, target,
alias=None,
environment=None,
**kwargs)
Bases: spack.compiler.Compiler

paths, modules=[],
extra_rpaths=None,

PrgEnv = 'PrgEnv-intel'
PrgEnv_compiler = 'intel'
cc_names = ['icc']
cxx11_flag
cxx14_flag
cxx_names = ['icpc']
classmethod default_version(comp)
The --version option seems to be the most consistent one for intel compilers. Output looks like this:
icpc (ICC) 12.1.5 20120612
Copyright (C) 1985-2012 Intel Corporation.

All rights reserved.

or:
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ifort (IFORT) 12.1.5 20120612
Copyright (C) 1985-2012 Intel Corporation.

All rights reserved.

f77_names = ['ifort']
fc_names = ['ifort']
link_paths = {'cc':

'intel/icc', 'cxx':

'intel/icpc', 'f77':

'intel/ifort', 'fc':

openmp_flag
pic_flag
stdcxx_libs
spack.compilers.nag module
class spack.compilers.nag.Nag(cspec, operating_system, target, paths, modules=[], alias=None,
environment=None, extra_rpaths=None, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.compiler.Compiler
cc_names = []
cxx11_flag
cxx_names = []
classmethod default_version(comp)
The -V option works for nag compilers. Output looks like this:
NAG Fortran Compiler Release 6.0(Hibiya) Build 1037
Product NPL6A60NA for x86-64 Linux

f77_names = ['nagfor']
f77_rpath_arg
fc_names = ['nagfor']
fc_rpath_arg
link_paths = {'cc':

'cc', 'cxx':

'c++', 'f77':

'nag/nagfor', 'fc':

'nag/nagfor'}

openmp_flag
pic_flag
spack.compilers.pgi module
class spack.compilers.pgi.Pgi(cspec, operating_system, target, paths, modules=[], alias=None,
environment=None, extra_rpaths=None, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.compiler.Compiler
PrgEnv = 'PrgEnv-pgi'
PrgEnv_compiler = 'pgi'
cc_names = ['pgcc']
cxx11_flag
cxx_names = ['pgc++', 'pgCC']
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classmethod default_version(comp)
The -V option works for all the PGI compilers. Output looks like this:
pgcc 15.10-0 64-bit target on x86-64 Linux -tp sandybridge
The Portland Group - PGI Compilers and Tools
Copyright (c) 2015, NVIDIA CORPORATION. All rights reserved.

on x86-64, and:
pgcc 17.4-0 linuxpower target on Linuxpower
PGI Compilers and Tools
Copyright (c) 2017, NVIDIA CORPORATION. All rights reserved.

on PowerPC.
f77_names = ['pgfortran', 'pgf77']
fc_names = ['pgfortran', 'pgf95', 'pgf90']
link_paths = {'cc':

'pgi/pgcc', 'cxx':

'pgi/pgc++', 'f77':

'pgi/pgfortran', 'fc':

openmp_flag
pic_flag
spack.compilers.xl module
class spack.compilers.xl.Xl(cspec, operating_system, target, paths, modules=[], alias=None, environment=None, extra_rpaths=None, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.compiler.Compiler
cc_names = ['xlc']
cxx11_flag
cxx_names = ['xlC', 'xlc++']
classmethod default_version(comp)
The ‘-qversion’ is the standard option fo XL compilers. Output looks like this:
IBM XL C/C++ for Linux, V11.1 (5724-X14)
Version: 11.01.0000.0000

or:
IBM XL Fortran for Linux, V13.1 (5724-X16)
Version: 13.01.0000.0000

or:
IBM XL C/C++ for AIX, V11.1 (5724-X13)
Version: 11.01.0000.0009

or:
IBM XL C/C++ Advanced Edition for Blue Gene/P, V9.0
Version: 09.00.0000.0017

f77_names = ['xlf']
classmethod f77_version(f77)
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fc_names = ['xlf90', 'xlf95', 'xlf2003', 'xlf2008']
classmethod fc_version(fc)
The fortran and C/C++ versions of the XL compiler are always two units apart. By this we mean that
the fortran release that goes with XL C/C++ 11.1 is 13.1. Having such a difference in version number is
confusing spack quite a lot. Most notably if you keep the versions as is the default xl compiler will only
have fortran and no C/C++. So we associate the Fortran compiler with the version associated to the C/C++
compiler. One last stumble. Version numbers over 10 have at least a .1 those under 10 a .0. There is no xlf
9.x or under currently available. BG/P and BG/L can such a compiler mix and possibly older version of
AIX and linux on power.
fflags
link_paths = {'cc':

'xl/xlc', 'cxx':

'xl/xlc++', 'f77':

'xl/xlf', 'fc':

openmp_flag
pic_flag
spack.compilers.xl_r module
class spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR(cspec, operating_system, target, paths, modules=[], alias=None,
environment=None, extra_rpaths=None, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.compiler.Compiler
cc_names = ['xlc_r']
cxx11_flag
cxx_names = ['xlC_r', 'xlc++_r']
classmethod default_version(comp)
The ‘-qversion’ is the standard option fo XL compilers. Output looks like this:
IBM XL C/C++ for Linux, V11.1 (5724-X14)
Version: 11.01.0000.0000

or:
IBM XL Fortran for Linux, V13.1 (5724-X16)
Version: 13.01.0000.0000

or:
IBM XL C/C++ for AIX, V11.1 (5724-X13)
Version: 11.01.0000.0009

or:
IBM XL C/C++ Advanced Edition for Blue Gene/P, V9.0
Version: 09.00.0000.0017

f77_names = ['xlf_r']
classmethod f77_version(f77)
fc_names = ['xlf90_r', 'xlf95_r', 'xlf2003_r', 'xlf2008_r']
classmethod fc_version(fc)
The fortran and C/C++ versions of the XL compiler are always two units apart. By this we mean that
the fortran release that goes with XL C/C++ 11.1 is 13.1. Having such a difference in version number is
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confusing spack quite a lot. Most notably if you keep the versions as is the default xl compiler will only
have fortran and no C/C++. So we associate the Fortran compiler with the version associated to the C/C++
compiler. One last stumble. Version numbers over 10 have at least a .1 those under 10 a .0. There is no xlf
9.x or under currently available. BG/P and BG/L can such a compiler mix and possibly older version of
AIX and linux on power.
fflags
link_paths = {'cc':

'xl_r/xlc_r', 'cxx':

'xl_r/xlc++_r', 'f77':

'xl_r/xlf_r', 'fc':

openmp_flag
pic_flag
Module contents
This module contains functions related to finding compilers on the system and configuring Spack to use multiple
compilers.
exception spack.compilers.CompilerDuplicateError(compiler_spec, arch_spec)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
exception spack.compilers.CompilerSpecInsufficientlySpecificError(compiler_spec)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
exception spack.compilers.InvalidCompilerConfigurationError(compiler_spec)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
exception spack.compilers.NoCompilerForSpecError(compiler_spec, target)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
exception spack.compilers.NoCompilersError
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
spack.compilers.add_compilers_to_config(compilers, scope=None, init_config=True)
Add compilers to the config for the specified architecture.
Parameters
• compilers (-) – a list of Compiler objects.
• scope (-) – configuration scope to modify.
spack.compilers.all_compiler_specs(scope=None, init_config=True)
spack.compilers.all_compiler_types()
spack.compilers.all_compilers(scope=None)
spack.compilers.all_compilers_config(scope=None, init_config=True)
Return a set of specs for all the compiler versions currently available to build with. These are instances of
CompilerSpec.
spack.compilers.all_os_classes()
Return the list of classes for all operating systems available on this platform
spack.compilers.class_for_compiler_name(compiler_name)
Given a compiler module name, get the corresponding Compiler class.
spack.compilers.compiler_config_files()
spack.compilers.compiler_for_spec(cspec_like, *args, **kwargs)
spack.compilers.compiler_from_config_entry(items)
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spack.compilers.compilers_for_arch(arch_spec, scope=None)
spack.compilers.compilers_for_spec(cspec_like, *args, **kwargs)
spack.compilers.find(cspec_like, *args, **kwargs)
spack.compilers.find_compilers(*paths)
Return a list of compilers found in the supplied paths. This invokes the find_compilers() method for each
operating system associated with the host platform, and appends the compilers detected to a list.
spack.compilers.get_compiler_config(scope=None, init_config=True)
Return the compiler configuration for the specified architecture.
spack.compilers.get_compiler_duplicates(cspec_like, *args, **kwargs)
spack.compilers.get_compilers(config, cspec=None, arch_spec=None)
spack.compilers.remove_compiler_from_config(cspec_like, *args, **kwargs)
spack.compilers.supported(cspec_like, *args, **kwargs)
spack.compilers.supported_compilers()
Return a set of names of compilers supported by Spack.
See available_compilers() to get a list of all the available versions of supported compilers.

19.1.4 spack.hooks package
Submodules
spack.hooks.case_consistency module
spack.hooks.case_consistency.git_case_consistency_check(path)
Re-sync case of files in a directory with git.
On case-insensitive but case-preserving filesystems like Mac OS X, Git doesn’t properly rename files that only
had their case changed.
This checks files in a directory against git and does a case-restoring rename (actually two renames, e.g.:
name -> tmp -> NAME

We use this in Spack to ensure package directories are named correctly.
TODO: this check can probably be removed once package names have been TODO: lowercase for a long while.
spack.hooks.case_consistency.pre_run()
spack.hooks.extensions module
spack.hooks.extensions.pre_uninstall(spec)
spack.hooks.licensing module
spack.hooks.licensing.post_install(spec)
This hook symlinks local licenses to the global license for licensed software.
spack.hooks.licensing.pre_install(spec)
This hook handles global license setup for licensed software.
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spack.hooks.licensing.set_up_license(pkg)
Prompt the user, letting them know that a license is required.
For packages that rely on license files, a global license file is created and opened for editing.
For packages that rely on environment variables to point to a license, a warning message is printed.
For all other packages, documentation on how to set up a license is printed.
spack.hooks.licensing.symlink_license(pkg)
Create local symlinks that point to the global license file.
spack.hooks.licensing.write_license_file(pkg, license_path)
Writes empty license file.
Comments give suggestions on alternative methods of installing a license.
spack.hooks.module_file_generation module
spack.hooks.module_file_generation.post_install(spec)
spack.hooks.module_file_generation.post_uninstall(spec)
spack.hooks.sbang module
spack.hooks.sbang.filter_shebang(path)
Adds a second shebang line, using sbang, at the beginning of a file.
spack.hooks.sbang.filter_shebangs_in_directory(directory, filenames=None)
spack.hooks.sbang.post_install(spec)
This hook edits scripts so that they call /bin/bash $spack_prefix/bin/sbang instead of something longer than the
shebang limit.
spack.hooks.sbang.shebang_too_long(path)
Detects whether a file has a shebang line that is too long.
spack.hooks.yaml_version_check module
Yaml Version Check is a module for ensuring that config file formats are compatible with the current version of Spack.
spack.hooks.yaml_version_check.check_compiler_yaml_version()
spack.hooks.yaml_version_check.pre_run()
Module contents
This package contains modules with hooks for various stages in the Spack install process. You can add modules here
and they’ll be executed by package at various times during the package lifecycle.
Each hook is just a function that takes a package as a parameter. Hooks are not executed in any particular order.
Currently the following hooks are supported:
• pre_run()
• pre_install(spec)
• post_install(spec)
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• pre_uninstall(spec)
• post_uninstall(spec)
This can be used to implement support for things like module systems (e.g. modules, dotkit, etc.) or to add other
custom features.
class spack.hooks.HookRunner(hook_name)
Bases: object

19.1.5 spack.modules package
Submodules
spack.modules.common module
Here we consolidate the logic for creating an abstract description of the information that module systems need.
This information maps a single spec to:
• a unique module filename
• the module file content
and is divided among four classes:
• a configuration class that provides a convenient interface to query details about the configuration for the spec
under consideration.
• a layout class that provides the information associated with module file names and directories
• a context class that provides the dictionary used by the template engine to generate the module file
• a writer that collects and uses the information above to either write or remove the module file
Each of the four classes needs to be sub-classed when implementing a new module type.
class spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration(spec)
Bases: object
Manipulates the information needed to generate a module file to make querying easier. It needs to be sub-classed
for specific module types.
blacklisted
Returns True if the module has been blacklisted, False otherwise.
context
env
List of environment modifications that should be done in the module.
environment_blacklist
List of variables that should be left unmodified.
hash
Hash tag for the module or None
literals_to_load
List of literal modules to be loaded.
naming_scheme
Naming scheme suitable for non-hierarchical layouts
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specs_to_load
List of specs that should be loaded in the module file.
specs_to_prereq
List of specs that should be prerequisite of the module file.
suffixes
List of suffixes that should be appended to the module file name.
template
Returns the name of the template to use for the module file or None if not specified in the configuration.
verbose
Returns True if the module file needs to be verbose, False otherwise
class spack.modules.common.BaseContext(configuration)
Bases: spack.tengine.Context
Provides the base context needed for template rendering.
This class needs to be sub-classed for specific module types. The following attributes need to be implemented:
• fields
autoload
List of modules that needs to be loaded automatically.
category
configure_options

context_properties = ['spec', 'timestamp', 'category', 'short_description', 'long_descr
environment_modifications
List of environment modifications to be processed.
long_description
short_description
spec
timestamp
verbose
Verbosity level.
class spack.modules.common.BaseFileLayout(configuration)
Bases: object
Provides information on the layout of module files. Needs to be sub-classed for specific module types.
classmethod dirname()
Root folder for module files of this type.
extension = None
This needs to be redefined
filename
Name of the module file for the current spec.
spec
Spec under consideration
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use_name
Returns the ‘use’ name of the module i.e. the name you have to type to console to use it. This implementation fits the needs of most non-hierarchical layouts.
class spack.modules.common.BaseModuleFileWriter(spec)
Bases: object
remove()
Deletes the module file.
write(overwrite=False)
Writes the module file.
Parameters overwrite (bool) – if True it is fine to overwrite an already existing file. If
False the operation is skipped an we print a warning to the user.
exception spack.modules.common.DefaultTemplateNotDefined
Bases: AttributeError, spack.modules.common.ModulesError
Raised if the attribute ‘default_template’ has not been specified in the derived classes.
exception spack.modules.common.ModulesError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Base error for modules.
exception spack.modules.common.ModulesTemplateNotFoundError(message,
long_message=None)
Bases: spack.modules.common.ModulesError, RuntimeError
Raised if the template for a module file was not found.
spack.modules.common.configuration = {'enable':
Merged modules.yaml as a dictionary

['tcl', 'dotkit'], 'lmod':

{'hierarchy':

spack.modules.common.dependencies(spec, request=’all’)
Returns the list of dependent specs for a given spec, according to the request passed as parameter.
Parameters
• spec – spec to be analyzed
• request – either ‘none’, ‘direct’ or ‘all’
Returns
list of dependencies
The return list will be empty if request is ‘none’, will contain the direct dependencies if request
is ‘direct’, or the entire DAG if request is ‘all’.
spack.modules.common.merge_config_rules(configuration, spec)
Parses the module specific part of a configuration and returns a dictionary containing the actions to be performed
on the spec passed as an argument.
Parameters
• configuration – module specific configuration (e.g. entries under the top-level ‘tcl’
key)
• spec – spec for which we need to generate a module file
Returns actions to be taken on the spec passed as an argument
Return type dict
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spack.modules.common.prefix_inspections = {'':
Inspections that needs to be done on spec prefixes

['CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH'], 'bin':

['PATH'], 'i

spack.modules.common.root_path(name)
Returns the root folder for module file installation.
Parameters name – name of the module system t be used (e.g. ‘tcl’)
Returns root folder for module file installation
spack.modules.common.roots = {'dotkit': '$spack/share/spack/dotkit', 'lmod':
Root folders where the various module files should be written

'$spack/shar

spack.modules.common.update_dictionary_extending_lists(target, update)
Updates a dictionary, but extends lists instead of overriding them.
Parameters
• target – dictionary to be updated
• update – update to be applied
spack.modules.dotkit module
This module implements the classes necessary to generate dotkit modules.
class spack.modules.dotkit.DotkitConfiguration(spec)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration
Configuration class for dotkit module files.
class spack.modules.dotkit.DotkitContext(configuration)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseContext
Context class for dotkit module files.

context_properties = ['spec', 'timestamp', 'category', 'short_description', 'long_descr
class spack.modules.dotkit.DotkitFileLayout(configuration)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseFileLayout
File layout for dotkit module files.
extension = 'dk'
file extension of dotkit module files
class spack.modules.dotkit.DotkitModulefileWriter(spec)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseModuleFileWriter
Writer class for dotkit module files.
default_template = 'modules/modulefile.dk'
spack.modules.dotkit.configuration = {}
Dotkit specific part of the configuration
spack.modules.dotkit.configuration_registry = {}
Caches the configuration {spec_hash – configuration}
spack.modules.dotkit.make_configuration(spec)
Returns the dotkit configuration for spec
spack.modules.dotkit.make_context(spec)
Returns the context information for spec
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spack.modules.dotkit.make_layout(spec)
Returns the layout information for spec
spack.modules.lmod module
exception spack.modules.lmod.CoreCompilersNotFoundError(message,
long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError, KeyError
Error raised if the key ‘core_compilers’ has not been specified in the configuration file.
class spack.modules.lmod.LmodConfiguration(spec)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration
Configuration class for lmod module files.
available
Returns a dictionary of the services that are currently available.
core_compilers
Returns the list of “Core” compilers
Raises CoreCompilersNotFoundError – if the key was not specified in the configuration
file or the sequence is empty
hierarchy_tokens
Returns the list of tokens that are part of the modulefile hierarchy. ‘compiler’ is always present.
missing
Returns the list of tokens that are not available.
provides
Returns a dictionary mapping all the services provided by this spec to the spec itself.
requires
Returns a dictionary mapping all the requirements of this spec to the actual provider. ‘compiler’ is always
present among the requirements.
class spack.modules.lmod.LmodContext(configuration)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseContext
Context class for lmod module files.
conditionally_unlocked_paths
Returns the list of paths that are unlocked conditionally. Each item in the list is a tuple with the structure
(condition, path).
context_properties = ['has_modulepath_modifications', 'has_conditional_modifications',
has_conditional_modifications
True if this module modifies MODULEPATH conditionally to the presence of other services in the environment, False otherwise.
has_modulepath_modifications
True if this module modifies MODULEPATH, False otherwise.
missing
Returns a list of missing services.
name_part
Name of this provider.
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provides
Returns the dictionary of provided services.
unlocked_paths
Returns the list of paths that are unlocked unconditionally.
version_part
Version of this provider.
class spack.modules.lmod.LmodFileLayout(configuration)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseFileLayout
File layout for lmod module files.
arch_dirname
Returns the root folder for THIS architecture
available_path_parts
List of path parts that are currently available. Needed to construct the file name.
extension = 'lua'
file extension of lua module files
filename
Returns the filename for the current module file
token_to_path(name, value)
Transforms a hierarchy token into the corresponding path part.
Parameters
• name (str) – name of the service in the hierarchy
• value – actual provider of the service
Returns part of the path associated with the service
Return type str
unlocked_paths
Returns a dictionary mapping conditions to a list of unlocked paths.
The paths that are unconditionally unlocked are under the key ‘None’. The other keys represent the list of
services you need loaded to unlock the corresponding paths.
use_name
Returns the ‘use’ name of the module i.e. the name you have to type to console to use it.
class spack.modules.lmod.LmodModulefileWriter(spec)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseModuleFileWriter
Writer class for lmod module files.
default_template = 'modules/modulefile.lua'
exception spack.modules.lmod.NonVirtualInHierarchyError(message,
long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError, TypeError
Error raised if non-virtual specs are used as hierarchy tokens in the lmod section of ‘modules.yaml’.
spack.modules.lmod.configuration = {'hash_length':
LMOD specific part of the configuration

7, 'hierarchy':

['mpi'], 'verbose':

spack.modules.lmod.configuration_registry = {}
Caches the configuration {spec_hash – configuration}
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spack.modules.lmod.make_configuration(spec)
Returns the lmod configuration for spec
spack.modules.lmod.make_context(spec)
Returns the context information for spec
spack.modules.lmod.make_layout(spec)
Returns the layout information for spec
spack.modules.tcl module
This module implements the classes necessary to generate TCL non-hierarchical modules.
class spack.modules.tcl.TclConfiguration(spec)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration
Configuration class for tcl module files.
conflicts
Conflicts for this module file
class spack.modules.tcl.TclContext(configuration)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseContext
Context class for tcl module files.
conflicts
List of conflicts for the tcl module file.

context_properties = ['prerequisites', 'conflicts', 'spec', 'timestamp', 'category', 's
prerequisites
List of modules that needs to be loaded automatically.
class spack.modules.tcl.TclFileLayout(configuration)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseFileLayout
File layout for tcl module files.
class spack.modules.tcl.TclModulefileWriter(spec)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseModuleFileWriter
Writer class for tcl module files.
default_template = 'modules/modulefile.tcl'
spack.modules.tcl.configuration = {}
TCL specific part of the configuration
spack.modules.tcl.configuration_registry = {}
Caches the configuration {spec_hash – configuration}
spack.modules.tcl.make_configuration(spec)
Returns the tcl configuration for spec
spack.modules.tcl.make_context(spec)
Returns the context information for spec
spack.modules.tcl.make_layout(spec)
Returns the layout information for spec
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Module contents
This package contains code for creating environment modules, which can include dotkits, TCL non-hierarchical modules, LUA hierarchical modules, and others.
class spack.modules.DotkitModulefileWriter(spec)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseModuleFileWriter
Writer class for dotkit module files.
default_template = 'modules/modulefile.dk'
class spack.modules.TclModulefileWriter(spec)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseModuleFileWriter
Writer class for tcl module files.
default_template = 'modules/modulefile.tcl'
class spack.modules.LmodModulefileWriter(spec)
Bases: spack.modules.common.BaseModuleFileWriter
Writer class for lmod module files.
default_template = 'modules/modulefile.lua'

19.1.6 spack.operating_systems package
Submodules
spack.operating_systems.cnk module
class spack.operating_systems.cnk.Cnk
Bases: spack.architecture.OperatingSystem
Compute Node Kernel (CNK) is the node level operating system for the IBM Blue Gene series of supercomputers. The compute nodes of the Blue Gene family of supercomputers run CNK, a lightweight kernel that runs on
each node and supports one application running for one user on that node.
spack.operating_systems.cnl module
class spack.operating_systems.cnl.Cnl
Bases: spack.architecture.OperatingSystem
Compute Node Linux (CNL) is the operating system used for the Cray XC series super computers. It is a very
stripped down version of GNU/Linux. Any compilers found through this operating system will be used with
modules. If updated, user must make sure that version and name are updated to indicate that OS has been
upgraded (or downgraded)
find_compiler(cmp_cls, *paths)
find_compilers(*paths)
spack.operating_systems.cray_frontend module
class spack.operating_systems.cray_frontend.CrayFrontend
Bases: spack.operating_systems.linux_distro.LinuxDistro
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Represents OS that runs on login and service nodes of the Cray platform. It acts as a regular Linux without
Cray-specific modules and compiler wrappers.
find_compilers(*paths)
Calls the overridden method but prevents it from detecting Cray compiler wrappers to avoid possible false
detections. The detected compilers come into play only if a user decides to work with the Cray’s frontend
OS as if it was a regular Linux environment.
spack.operating_systems.linux_distro module
class spack.operating_systems.linux_distro.LinuxDistro
Bases: spack.architecture.OperatingSystem
This class will represent the autodetected operating system for a Linux System. Since there are many different
flavors of Linux, this class will attempt to encompass them all through autodetection using the python module
platform and the method platform.dist()
spack.operating_systems.mac_os module
class spack.operating_systems.mac_os.MacOs
Bases: spack.architecture.OperatingSystem
This class represents the macOS operating system. This will be auto detected using the python platform.mac_ver. The macOS platform will be represented using the major version operating system name, i.e
el capitan, yosemite. . . etc.
spack.operating_systems.mac_os.macOS_version()
temporary workaround to return a macOS version as a Version object
Module contents

19.1.7 spack.platforms package
Submodules
spack.platforms.bgq module
class spack.platforms.bgq.Bgq
Bases: spack.architecture.Platform
back_end = 'ppc64'
default = 'ppc64'
classmethod detect()
front_end = 'power7'
priority = 30
spack.platforms.cray module
class spack.platforms.cray.Cray
Bases: spack.architecture.Platform
classmethod detect()
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priority = 10
classmethod setup_platform_environment(pkg, env)
Change the linker to default dynamic to be more similar to linux/standard linker behavior
spack.platforms.darwin module
class spack.platforms.darwin.Darwin
Bases: spack.architecture.Platform
back_end = 'x86_64'
default = 'x86_64'
classmethod detect()
front_end = 'x86_64'
priority = 89
spack.platforms.linux module
class spack.platforms.linux.Linux
Bases: spack.architecture.Platform
classmethod detect()
priority = 90
spack.platforms.test module
class spack.platforms.test.Test
Bases: spack.architecture.Platform
back_end = 'x86_64'
back_os = 'debian6'
default = 'x86_64'
default_os = 'debian6'
classmethod detect()
front_end = 'x86_32'
front_os = 'redhat6'
priority = 1000000
Module contents

19.1.8 spack.schema package
Submodules
spack.schema.compilers module
Schema for compilers.yaml configuration file.
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schema = {
'$schema': 'http://json-schema.org/schema#',
'title': 'Spack compiler configuration file schema',
'type': 'object',
'additionalProperties': False,
'patternProperties': {
'compilers': {
'type': 'array',
'items': {
'compiler': {
'type': 'object',
'additionalProperties': False,
'required': [
'paths', 'spec', 'modules', 'operating_system'],
'properties': {
'paths': {
'type': 'object',
'required': ['cc', 'cxx', 'f77', 'fc'],
'additionalProperties': False,
'properties': {
'cc': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'}]},
'cxx': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'}]},
'f77': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'}]},
'fc': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'}]}}},
'flags': {
'type': 'object',
'additionalProperties': False,
'properties': {
'cflags': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'}]},
'cxxflags': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'}]},
'fflags': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'}]},
'cppflags': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'}]},
'ldflags': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'}]},
'ldlibs': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'}]}}},
'spec': {'type': 'string'},
'operating_system': {'type': 'string'},
'alias': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'}]},
'modules': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'null'},
{'type': 'array'}]},
'environment': {
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
'additionalProperties': False,
'properties': {
'set': {
'type': 'object',
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'patternProperties': {
r'\w[\w-]*': { # variable name
'type': 'string'
}
}
}
}
},
'extra_rpaths': {
'type': 'array',
'default': [],
'items': {'type': 'string'}
}
},
},
},
},
},
}

spack.schema.config module
Schema for config.yaml configuration file.
schema = {
'$schema': 'http://json-schema.org/schema#',
'title': 'Spack module file configuration file schema',
'type': 'object',
'additionalProperties': False,
'patternProperties': {
'config': {
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
'properties': {
'install_tree': {'type': 'string'},
'install_hash_length': {'type': 'integer', 'minimum': 1},
'install_path_scheme': {'type': 'string'},
'build_stage': {
'oneOf': [
{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'array',
'items': {'type': 'string'}}],
},
'template_dirs': {
'type': 'array',
'items': {'type': 'string'}
},
'module_roots': {
'type': 'object',
'additionalProperties': False,
'properties': {
'tcl': {'type': 'string'},
'lmod': {'type': 'string'},
'dotkit': {'type': 'string'},
},
},
'source_cache': {'type': 'string'},
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'misc_cache': {'type': 'string'},
'verify_ssl': {'type': 'boolean'},
'checksum': {'type': 'boolean'},
'dirty': {'type': 'boolean'},
'build_jobs': {'type': 'integer', 'minimum': 1},
}
},
},
}

spack.schema.mirrors module
Schema for mirrors.yaml configuration file.
schema = {
'$schema': 'http://json-schema.org/schema#',
'title': 'Spack mirror configuration file schema',
'type': 'object',
'additionalProperties': False,
'patternProperties': {
r'mirrors': {
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
'additionalProperties': False,
'patternProperties': {
r'\w[\w-]*': {
'type': 'string'},
},
},
},
}

spack.schema.modules module
Schema for modules.yaml configuration file.
schema = {
'$schema': 'http://json-schema.org/schema#',
'title': 'Spack module file configuration file schema',
'type': 'object',
'additionalProperties': False,
'definitions': {
'array_of_strings': {
'type': 'array',
'default': [],
'items': {
'type': 'string'
}
},
'dictionary_of_strings': {
'type': 'object',
'patternProperties': {
r'\w[\w-]*': { # key
'type': 'string'
}
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}
},
'dependency_selection': {
'type': 'string',
'enum': ['none', 'direct', 'all']
},
'module_file_configuration': {
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
'additionalProperties': False,
'properties': {
'filter': {
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
'additionalProperties': False,
'properties': {
'environment_blacklist': {
'type': 'array',
'default': [],
'items': {
'type': 'string'
}
}
}
},
'template': {
'type': 'string'
},
'autoload': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/dependency_selection'},
'prerequisites': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/dependency_selection'},
'conflict': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/array_of_strings'},
'load': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/array_of_strings'},
'suffixes': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/dictionary_of_strings'},
'environment': {
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
'additionalProperties': False,
'properties': {
'set': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/dictionary_of_strings'},
'unset': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/array_of_strings'},
'prepend_path': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/dictionary_of_strings'},
'append_path': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/dictionary_of_strings'}
}
}
}
},
'module_type_configuration': {
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
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'anyOf': [
{'properties': {
'verbose': {
'type': 'boolean',
'default': False
},
'hash_length': {
'type': 'integer',
'minimum': 0,
'default': 7
},
'whitelist': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/array_of_strings'},
'blacklist': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/array_of_strings'},
'naming_scheme': {
'type': 'string' # Can we be more specific here?
}
}},
{'patternProperties': {
r'\w[\w-]*': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/module_file_configuration'
}
}}
]
}
},
'patternProperties': {
r'modules': {
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
'additionalProperties': False,
'properties': {
'prefix_inspections': {
'type': 'object',
'patternProperties': {
# prefix-relative path to be inspected for existence
r'\w[\w-]*': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/array_of_strings'}}},
'enable': {
'type': 'array',
'default': [],
'items': {
'type': 'string',
'enum': ['tcl', 'dotkit', 'lmod']}},
'lmod': {
'allOf': [
# Base configuration
{'$ref': '#/definitions/module_type_configuration'},
{
'core_compilers': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/array_of_strings'
},
'hierarchical_scheme': {
'$ref': '#/definitions/array_of_strings'
}
} # Specific lmod extensions
]},
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'tcl': {
'allOf': [
# Base configuration
{'$ref': '#/definitions/module_type_configuration'},
{} # Specific tcl extensions
]},
'dotkit': {
'allOf': [
# Base configuration
{'$ref': '#/definitions/module_type_configuration'},
{} # Specific dotkit extensions
]},
}
},
},
}

spack.schema.packages module
Schema for packages.yaml configuration files.
schema = {
'$schema': 'http://json-schema.org/schema#',
'title': 'Spack package configuration file schema',
'type': 'object',
'additionalProperties': False,
'patternProperties': {
r'packages': {
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
'additionalProperties': False,
'patternProperties': {
r'\w[\w-]*': { # package name
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
'additionalProperties': False,
'properties': {
'version': {
'type': 'array',
'default': [],
# version strings
'items': {'anyOf': [{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'number'}]}},
'compiler': {
'type': 'array',
'default': [],
'items': {'type': 'string'}}, # compiler specs
'buildable': {
'type': 'boolean',
'default': True,
},
'modules': {
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
},
'providers': {
'type': 'object',
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'default': {},
'additionalProperties': False,
'patternProperties': {
r'\w[\w-]*': {
'type': 'array',
'default': [],
'items': {'type': 'string'}, }, }, },
'paths': {
'type': 'object',
'default': {},
},
'variants': {
'oneOf': [
{'type': 'string'},
{'type': 'array',
'items': {'type': 'string'}}],
},
},
},
},
},
},
}

spack.schema.repos module
Schema for repos.yaml configuration file.
schema = {
'$schema': 'http://json-schema.org/schema#',
'title': 'Spack repository configuration file schema',
'type': 'object',
'additionalProperties': False,
'patternProperties': {
r'repos': {
'type': 'array',
'default': [],
'items': {
'type': 'string'},
},
},
}

Module contents
This module contains jsonschema files for all of Spack’s YAML formats.
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19.1.9 spack.test package
Subpackages
spack.test.cmd package
Submodules
spack.test.cmd.arch module
spack.test.cmd.arch.test_arch()
Sanity check the arch command to make sure it works.
spack.test.cmd.blame module
spack.test.cmd.blame.test_blame_by_git(builtin_mock, capfd)
Sanity check the blame command to make sure it works.
spack.test.cmd.blame.test_blame_by_modtime(builtin_mock)
Sanity check the blame command to make sure it works.
spack.test.cmd.blame.test_blame_by_percent(builtin_mock)
Sanity check the blame command to make sure it works.
spack.test.cmd.blame.test_blame_file(builtin_mock)
Sanity check the blame command to make sure it works.
spack.test.cmd.cd module
spack.test.cmd.cd.test_cd()
Sanity check the cd command to make sure it works.
spack.test.cmd.clean module
spack.test.cmd.clean.mock_calls_for_clean(monkeypatch)
spack.test.cmd.clean.test_function_calls(command_line, counters)
spack.test.cmd.dependencies module
spack.test.cmd.dependencies.test_immediate_dependencies(builtin_mock)
spack.test.cmd.dependencies.test_immediate_installed_dependencies(builtin_mock,
database)
spack.test.cmd.dependencies.test_transitive_dependencies(builtin_mock)
spack.test.cmd.dependencies.test_transitive_installed_dependencies(builtin_mock,
database)
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spack.test.cmd.dependents module
spack.test.cmd.dependents.test_immediate_dependents(builtin_mock)
spack.test.cmd.dependents.test_immediate_installed_dependents(builtin_mock,
database)
spack.test.cmd.dependents.test_transitive_dependents(builtin_mock)
spack.test.cmd.dependents.test_transitive_installed_dependents(builtin_mock,
database)
spack.test.cmd.env module
spack.test.cmd.env.test_it_just_fails(pkg, error_cls)
spack.test.cmd.env.test_it_just_runs(pkg)
spack.test.cmd.find module
spack.test.cmd.find.mock_display(monkeypatch, specs)
Monkeypatches the display function to return its first argument
spack.test.cmd.find.parser()
Returns the parser for the module command
spack.test.cmd.find.specs()
spack.test.cmd.find.test_query_arguments()
spack.test.cmd.find.test_tag1(parser, specs)
spack.test.cmd.find.test_tag2(parser, specs)
spack.test.cmd.find.test_tag2_tag3(parser, specs)
spack.test.cmd.flake8 module
spack.test.cmd.flake8.flake8_package()
Flake8 only checks files that have been modified. This fixture makes a small change to the flake8 mock
package, yields the filename, then undoes the change on cleanup.
spack.test.cmd.flake8.parser()
Returns the parser for the flake8 command
spack.test.cmd.flake8.test_changed_files(parser, flake8_package)
spack.test.cmd.flake8.test_flake8(parser, flake8_package)
spack.test.cmd.gpg module
spack.test.cmd.gpg.gpg()
spack.test.cmd.gpg.has_gnupg2()
spack.test.cmd.gpg.test_gpg(gpg, tmpdir, testing_gpg_directory)
spack.test.cmd.gpg.testing_gpg_directory(tmpdir)
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spack.test.cmd.graph module
spack.test.cmd.graph.test_graph_ascii()
Tests spack graph –ascii
spack.test.cmd.graph.test_graph_deptype()
Tests spack graph –deptype
spack.test.cmd.graph.test_graph_dot()
Tests spack graph –dot
spack.test.cmd.graph.test_graph_installed()
Tests spack graph –installed
spack.test.cmd.graph.test_graph_no_specs()
Tests spack graph with no arguments
spack.test.cmd.graph.test_graph_normalize()
Tests spack graph –normalize
spack.test.cmd.graph.test_graph_static()
Tests spack graph –static
spack.test.cmd.help module
spack.test.cmd.help.test_help()
Sanity check the help command to make sure it works.
spack.test.cmd.help.test_help_all()
Test the spack help –all flag
spack.test.cmd.help.test_help_spec()
Test the spack help –spec flag
spack.test.cmd.help.test_help_subcommand()
Test the spack help subcommand argument
spack.test.cmd.help.test_reuse_after_help()
Test spack help can be called twice with the same SpackCommand.
spack.test.cmd.info module
spack.test.cmd.info.info_lines()
spack.test.cmd.info.mock_print(monkeypatch, info_lines)
spack.test.cmd.info.parser()
Returns the parser for the module command
spack.test.cmd.info.test_info_fields(pkg_query, parser, info_lines)
spack.test.cmd.info.test_it_just_runs(pkg)
spack.test.cmd.install module
spack.test.cmd.install.noop_install(monkeypatch)
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spack.test.cmd.install.parser()
Returns the parser for the module command
spack.test.cmd.install.test_install_conflicts(conflict_spec)
spack.test.cmd.install.test_install_dirty_flag(parser, arguments, expected)
spack.test.cmd.install.test_install_from_file(spec, concretize, error_code, tmpdir)
spack.test.cmd.install.test_install_mix_cli_and_files(clispecs, filespecs, tmpdir)
spack.test.cmd.install.test_install_output_on_build_error(builtin_mock,
mock_archive,
mock_fetch,
config,
install_mockery,
capfd)
spack.test.cmd.install.test_install_output_on_python_error(builtin_mock,
mock_archive,
mock_fetch,
config, install_mockery)
spack.test.cmd.install.test_install_overwrite(builtin_mock, mock_archive, mock_fetch,
config, install_mockery)
spack.test.cmd.install.test_install_package_already_installed(tmpdir,
builtin_mock,
mock_archive,
mock_fetch,
config,
install_mockery)
spack.test.cmd.install.test_install_package_and_dependency(tmpdir, builtin_mock,
mock_archive,
mock_fetch,
config, install_mockery)
spack.test.cmd.install.test_install_runtests()
spack.test.cmd.install.test_install_with_source(builtin_mock,
mock_archive,
mock_fetch, config, install_mockery)
Verify that source has been copied into place.
spack.test.cmd.install.test_junit_output_with_errors(tmpdir,
monkeypatch,
exc_typename, msg)
spack.test.cmd.install.test_junit_output_with_failures(tmpdir, exc_typename, msg)
spack.test.cmd.install.test_package_output(tmpdir, capsys, install_mockery, mock_fetch)
Ensure output printed from pkgs is captured by output redirection.
spack.test.cmd.install.test_show_log_on_error(builtin_mock, mock_archive, mock_fetch,
config, install_mockery, capfd)
Make sure –show-log-on-error works.
spack.test.cmd.list module
class spack.test.cmd.list.TestListCommand
Bases: object
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('mock_name_only',), kwargs={})]
test_list(parser, pkg_names)
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test_list_filter(parser, pkg_names)
test_list_formatter(parser, pkg_names)
test_list_search_description(parser, pkg_names)
test_list_tags(parser, pkg_names)
spack.test.cmd.list.mock_name_only(monkeypatch, pkg_names)
spack.test.cmd.list.parser()
Returns the parser for the module command
spack.test.cmd.list.pkg_names()
spack.test.cmd.module module
spack.test.cmd.module.failure_args(request)
A list of arguments that will cause a failure
spack.test.cmd.module.parser()
Returns the parser for the module command
spack.test.cmd.module.test_exit_with_failure(parser, failure_args)
spack.test.cmd.module.test_find(parser, cli_args)
Tests the ‘spack module find’ under a few common scenarios.
spack.test.cmd.module.test_remove_and_add_dotkit(parser)
Tests adding and removing a dotkit module file.
spack.test.cmd.module.test_remove_and_add_tcl(parser)
Tests adding and removing a tcl module file.
spack.test.cmd.python module
spack.test.cmd.python.test_python()
spack.test.cmd.test_compiler_cmd module
class spack.test.cmd.test_compiler_cmd.TestCompilerCommand
Bases: object
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('config', 'builtin_mock'), kwargs={})]
test_compiler_add(mock_compiler_dir)
test_compiler_remove()
spack.test.cmd.test_compiler_cmd.mock_compiler_dir(tmpdir)
Return a directory containing a fake, but detectable compiler.
spack.test.cmd.uninstall module
class spack.test.cmd.uninstall.MockArgs(packages,
all=False,
dents=False)
Bases: object
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spack.test.cmd.uninstall.test_installed_dependents()
Test can’t uninstall when ther are installed dependents.
spack.test.cmd.uninstall.test_multiple_matches()
Test unable to uninstall when multiple matches.
spack.test.cmd.uninstall.test_recursive_uninstall()
Test recursive uninstall.
spack.test.cmd.url module
class spack.test.cmd.url.MyPackage(name, versions)
Bases: object
spack.test.cmd.url.test_name_parsed_correctly()
spack.test.cmd.url.test_url_list()
spack.test.cmd.url.test_url_parse()
spack.test.cmd.url.test_url_summary()
Test the URL summary command.
spack.test.cmd.url.test_url_with_no_version_fails()
spack.test.cmd.url.test_version_parsed_correctly()
spack.test.cmd.versions module
spack.test.cmd.versions.test_no_unchecksummed_versions()
Test a package for which no unchecksummed versions are available.
spack.test.cmd.versions.test_no_versions()
Test a package for which no remote versions are available.
spack.test.cmd.versions.test_remote_versions()
Test a package for which remote versions should be available.
spack.test.cmd.view module
spack.test.cmd.view.test_view_extendee_with_global_activations(tmpdir,
builtin_mock,
mock_archive,
mock_fetch,
config,
install_mockery)
spack.test.cmd.view.test_view_extension(tmpdir, builtin_mock, mock_archive, mock_fetch,
config, install_mockery)
spack.test.cmd.view.test_view_extension_conflict(tmpdir, builtin_mock, mock_archive,
mock_fetch, config, install_mockery)
spack.test.cmd.view.test_view_extension_conflict_ignored(tmpdir,
builtin_mock,
mock_archive,
mock_fetch,
config,
install_mockery)
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spack.test.cmd.view.test_view_extension_global_activation(tmpdir, builtin_mock,
mock_archive,
mock_fetch,
config,
install_mockery)
spack.test.cmd.view.test_view_extension_remove(tmpdir, builtin_mock, mock_archive,
mock_fetch, config, install_mockery)
spack.test.cmd.view.test_view_external(tmpdir, builtin_mock, mock_archive, mock_fetch,
config, install_mockery)
spack.test.cmd.view.test_view_link_type(tmpdir, builtin_mock, mock_archive, mock_fetch,
config, install_mockery, cmd)
Module contents
Submodules
spack.test.architecture module
Test checks if the architecture class is created correctly and also that the functions are looking for the correct architecture name
spack.test.architecture.test_boolness()
spack.test.architecture.test_dict_functions_for_architecture()
spack.test.architecture.test_platform()
spack.test.architecture.test_user_back_end_input(config)
Test when user inputs backend that both the backend target and backend operating system match
spack.test.architecture.test_user_defaults(config)
spack.test.architecture.test_user_front_end_input(config)
Test when user inputs just frontend that both the frontend target and frontend operating system match
spack.test.architecture.test_user_input_combination(config)
spack.test.build_environment module
spack.test.build_environment.build_environment()
spack.test.build_environment.test_static_to_shared_library(build_environment)
spack.test.build_system_guess module
spack.test.build_system_guess.test_build_systems(url_and_build_system)
spack.test.build_system_guess.url_and_build_system(request, tmpdir)
Sets up the resources to be pulled by the stage with the appropriate file name and returns their url along with the
correct build-system guess
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spack.test.build_systems module
class spack.test.build_systems.TestAutotoolsPackage
Bases: object
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('config', 'builtin_mock'), kwargs={})]
test_with_or_without()
spack.test.build_systems.test_cmake_std_args(config, builtin_mock)
spack.test.cc module
This test checks that the Spack cc compiler wrapper is parsing arguments correctly.
class spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest(methodName=’runTest’)
Bases: unittest.case.TestCase
check_cc(command, args, expected)
check_cpp(command, args, expected)
check_cxx(command, args, expected)
check_fc(command, args, expected)
check_ld(command, args, expected)
setUp()
tearDown()
test_all_deps()
Ensure includes and RPATHs for all deps are added.
test_as_mode()
test_ccld_mode()
test_cpp_mode()
test_dep_include()
Ensure a single dependency include directory is added.
test_dep_lib()
Ensure a single dependency RPATH is added.
test_dep_lib_no_lib()
Ensure a single dependency RPATH is added with no -L.
test_dep_lib_no_rpath()
Ensure a single dependency link flag is added with no dep RPATH.
test_dep_rpath()
Ensure RPATHs for root package are added.
test_flags()
test_ld_deps()
Ensure no (extra) -I args or -Wl, are passed in ld mode.
test_ld_deps_no_link()
Ensure SPACK_LINK_DEPS controls -L for ld.
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test_ld_deps_no_rpath()
Ensure SPACK_RPATH_DEPS controls RPATHs for ld.
test_ld_deps_reentrant()
Make sure ld -r is handled correctly on OS’s where it doesn’t support rpaths.
test_ld_mode()
test_vcheck_mode()
spack.test.compilers module
class spack.test.compilers.TestCompilers
Bases: object
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('config',), kwargs={})]
test_all_compilers()
test_get_compiler_duplicates()
spack.test.compilers.test_compiler_flags_from_config_are_grouped()
spack.test.compilers.test_version_detection_is_empty()
spack.test.compilers.test_version_detection_is_successful()
spack.test.concretize module
class spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize
Bases: object
concretize_multi_provider()
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('config', 'builtin_mock'), kwargs={})]
test_compiler_child()
test_compiler_flags_from_user_are_grouped()
test_compiler_inheritance()
test_concretize(spec)
test_concretize_mention_build_dep()
test_concretize_preferred_version()
test_concretize_two_virtuals()
Test a package with multiple virtual dependencies.
test_concretize_two_virtuals_with_dual_provider()
Test a package with multiple virtual dependencies and force a provider that provides both.
test_concretize_two_virtuals_with_dual_provider_and_a_conflict()
Test a package with multiple virtual dependencies and force a provider that provides both, and another
conflicting package that provides one.
test_concretize_two_virtuals_with_one_bound(refresh_builtin_mock)
Test a package with multiple virtual dependencies and one preset.
test_concretize_two_virtuals_with_two_bound()
Test a package with multiple virtual deps and two of them preset.
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test_concretize_with_provides_when()
Make sure insufficient versions of MPI are not in providers list when we ask for some advanced version.
test_concretize_with_restricted_virtual()
test_conflicts_in_spec(conflict_spec)
test_different_compilers_get_different_flags()
test_external_and_virtual()
test_external_package()
test_external_package_module()
test_find_spec_children()
test_find_spec_none()
test_find_spec_parents()
Tests the spec finding logic used by concretization.
test_find_spec_self()
test_find_spec_sibling()
test_my_dep_depends_on_provider_of_my_virtual_dep()
test_no_compilers_for_arch()
test_no_matching_compiler_specs()
test_nobuild_package()
test_provides_handles_multiple_providers_of_same_vesrion()
test_regression_issue_4492()
test_virtual_is_fully_expanded_for_callpath()
test_virtual_is_fully_expanded_for_mpileaks()
spack.test.concretize.check_concretize(abstract_spec)
spack.test.concretize.check_spec(abstract, concrete)
spack.test.concretize.spec(request)
Spec to be concretized
spack.test.concretize_preferences module
class spack.test.concretize_preferences.TestConcretizePreferences
Bases: object

pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('concretize_scope', 'builtin_mock'), kwarg
test_all_is_not_a_virtual()
Verify that all is allowed in packages.yaml.
test_develop()
Test concretization with develop version
test_external_mpi()
test_no_virtuals_in_packages_yaml()
Verify that virtuals are not allowed in packages.yaml.
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test_preferred_compilers(refresh_builtin_mock)
Test preferred compilers are applied correctly
test_preferred_providers()
Test preferred providers of virtual packages are applied correctly
test_preferred_variants()
Test preferred variants are applied correctly
test_preferred_versions()
Test preferred package versions are applied correctly
test_preferred_versions_mixed_version_types()
spack.test.concretize_preferences.assert_variant_values(spec, **variants)
spack.test.concretize_preferences.concretize(abstract_spec)
spack.test.concretize_preferences.concretize_scope(config, tmpdir)
Adds a scope for concretization preferences
spack.test.concretize_preferences.update_packages(pkgname, section, value)
Update config and reread package list
spack.test.config module
class spack.test.config.TestConfig
Bases: object
check_canonical(var, expected)
Ensure that <expected> is substituted properly for <var> in strings containing <var> in various positions.
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('config',), kwargs={})]
test_read_config(write_config_file)
test_read_config_merge_list(write_config_file)
test_read_config_override_all(write_config_file)
test_read_config_override_key(write_config_file)
test_read_config_override_list(write_config_file)
test_substitute_config_variables()
test_substitute_tempdir()
test_substitute_user()
test_write_key_in_memory(compiler_specs)
test_write_key_to_disk(compiler_specs)
test_write_list_in_memory()
test_write_to_same_priority_file(compiler_specs)
spack.test.config.check_compiler_config(comps, *compiler_names)
Check that named compilers in comps match Spack’s config.
spack.test.config.compiler_specs()
Returns a couple of compiler specs needed for the tests
spack.test.config.config(tmpdir)
Mocks the configuration scope.
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spack.test.config.test_keys_are_ordered()
spack.test.config.write_config_file(tmpdir)
Returns a function that writes a config file.
spack.test.conftest module
class spack.test.conftest.MockPackage(name, dependencies, dependency_types,
tions=None, versions=None)
Bases: object

condi-

class spack.test.conftest.MockPackageMultiRepo(packages)
Bases: object
exists(name)
get(spec)
get_pkg_class(name)
is_virtual(name)
repo_for_pkg(name)
spack.test.conftest.builtin_mock(repo_path)
Uses the ‘builtin.mock’ repository instead of ‘builtin’
spack.test.conftest.check_for_leftover_stage_files(request,
mock_stage,
nore_stage_files)
Ensure that each test leaves a clean stage when done.

_ig-

This can be disabled for tests that are expected to dirty the stage by adding:
@pytest.mark.disable_clean_stage_check

to tests that need it.
spack.test.conftest.config(configuration_dir)
Hooks the mock configuration files into spack.config
spack.test.conftest.configuration_dir(tmpdir_factory, linux_os)
Copies mock configuration files in a temporary directory. Returns the directory path.
spack.test.conftest.conflict_spec(request)
Specs which violate constraints specified with the “conflicts” directive in the “conflict” package.
spack.test.conftest.database(tmpdir_factory, builtin_mock, config)
Creates a mock database with some packages installed note that the ref count for dyninst here will be 3, as it’s
recycled across each install.
spack.test.conftest.install_mockery(tmpdir, config, builtin_mock)
Hooks a fake install directory, DB, and stage directory into Spack.
spack.test.conftest.linux_os()
Returns a named tuple with attributes ‘name’ and ‘version’ representing the OS.
spack.test.conftest.mock_archive(tmpdir_factory)
Creates a very simple archive directory with a configure script and a makefile that installs to a prefix. Tars it up
into an archive.
spack.test.conftest.mock_fetch(mock_archive)
Fake the URL for a package so it downloads from a file.
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spack.test.conftest.mock_fetch_cache(monkeypatch)
Substitutes spack.fetch_cache with a mock object that does nothing and raises on fetch.
spack.test.conftest.mock_git_repository(tmpdir_factory)
Creates a very simple git repository with two branches and two commits.
spack.test.conftest.mock_hg_repository(tmpdir_factory)
Creates a very simple hg repository with two commits.
spack.test.conftest.mock_stage(tmpdir_factory)
Mocks up a fake stage directory for use by tests.
spack.test.conftest.mock_svn_repository(tmpdir_factory)
Creates a very simple svn repository with two commits.
spack.test.conftest.no_chdir()
Ensure that no test changes Spack’s working dirctory.
This prevents Spack tests (and therefore Spack commands) from changing the working directory and causing
other tests to fail mysteriously. Tests should use working_dir or py.path’s .as_cwd() instead of os.
chdir to avoid failing this check.
We assert that the working directory hasn’t changed, unless the original wd somehow ceased to exist.
spack.test.conftest.refresh_builtin_mock(builtin_mock, repo_path)
Refreshes the state of spack.repo
spack.test.conftest.refresh_db_on_exit(database)
“Restores the state of the database after a test.
spack.test.conftest.remove_whatever_it_is(path)
Type-agnostic remove.
spack.test.conftest.repo_path()
Session scoped RepoPath object pointing to the mock repository
spack.test.database module
These tests check the database is functioning properly, both in memory and in its file
spack.test.database.test_005_db_exists(database)
Make sure db cache file exists after creating.
spack.test.database.test_010_all_install_sanity(database)
Ensure that the install layout reflects what we think it does.
spack.test.database.test_015_write_and_read(database)
spack.test.database.test_020_db_sanity(database)
Make sure query() returns what’s actually in the db.
spack.test.database.test_025_reindex(database)
Make sure reindex works and ref counts are valid.
spack.test.database.test_030_db_sanity_from_another_process(database,
refresh_db_on_exit)
spack.test.database.test_040_ref_counts(database)
Ensure that we got ref counts right when we read the DB.
spack.test.database.test_050_basic_query(database)
Ensure querying database is consistent with what is installed.
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spack.test.database.test_060_remove_and_add_root_package(database)
spack.test.database.test_070_remove_and_add_dependency_package(database)
spack.test.database.test_080_root_ref_counts(database)
spack.test.database.test_090_non_root_ref_counts(database)
spack.test.database.test_100_no_write_with_exception_on_remove(database)
spack.test.database.test_110_no_write_with_exception_on_install(database)
spack.test.database.test_115_reindex_with_packages_not_in_repo(database,
refresh_db_on_exit)
spack.test.database.test_default_queries(database)
spack.test.database.test_external_entries_in_db(database)
spack.test.directory_layout module
This test verifies that the Spack directory layout works properly.
spack.test.directory_layout.layout_and_dir(tmpdir)
Returns a directory layout and the corresponding directory.
spack.test.directory_layout.test_find(layout_and_dir, config, builtin_mock)
Test that finding specs within an install layout works.
spack.test.directory_layout.test_handle_unknown_package(layout_and_dir,
config,
builtin_mock)
This test ensures that spack can at least do some operations with packages that are installed but that it does not
know about. This is actually not such an uncommon scenario with spack; it can happen when you switch from
a git branch where you’re working on a new package.
This test ensures that the directory layout stores enough information about installed packages’ specs to uninstall
or query them again if the package goes away.
spack.test.directory_layout.test_read_and_write_spec(layout_and_dir,
config,
builtin_mock)
This goes through each package in spack and creates a directory for it. It then ensures that the spec for the
directory’s installed package can be read back in consistently, and finally that the directory can be removed by
the directory layout.
spack.test.directory_layout.test_yaml_directory_layout_parameters(tmpdir,
config)
This tests the various parameters that can be used to configure the install location
spack.test.environment module
spack.test.environment.env(prepare_environment_for_tests)
Returns an empty EnvironmentModifications object.
spack.test.environment.files_to_be_sourced()
Returns a list of files to be sourced
spack.test.environment.miscellaneous_paths()
Returns a list of paths, including system ones.
spack.test.environment.prepare_environment_for_tests()
Sets a few dummy variables in the current environment, that will be useful for the tests below.
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spack.test.environment.test_append_flags(env)
Tests appending to a value in the environment.
spack.test.environment.test_exclude_paths_from_inspection()
spack.test.environment.test_extend(env)
Tests that we can construct a list of environment modifications starting from another list.
spack.test.environment.test_extra_arguments(env)
Tests that we can attach extra arguments to any command.
spack.test.environment.test_filter_system_paths(miscellaneous_paths)
Tests that the filtering of system paths works as expected.
spack.test.environment.test_inspect_path(tmpdir)
spack.test.environment.test_path_manipulation(env)
Tests manipulating list of paths in the environment.
spack.test.environment.test_set(env)
Tests setting values in the environment.
spack.test.environment.test_set_path(env)
Tests setting paths in an environment variable.
spack.test.environment.test_source_files(files_to_be_sourced)
Tests the construction of a list of environment modifications that are the result of sourcing a file.
spack.test.environment.test_unset(env)
Tests unsetting values in the environment.
spack.test.file_cache module
Test Spack’s FileCache.
spack.test.file_cache.file_cache(tmpdir)
Returns a properly initialized FileCache instance
spack.test.file_cache.test_write_and_read_cache_file(file_cache)
Test writing then reading a cached file.
spack.test.file_cache.test_write_and_remove_cache_file(file_cache)
Test two write transactions on a cached file. Then try to remove an entry from it.
spack.test.flag_handlers module
class spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
Bases: object
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('config',), kwargs={})]
test_add_build_system_flags_autotools(temp_env)
test_add_build_system_flags_cmake(temp_env)
test_build_system_flags_autotools(temp_env)
test_build_system_flags_cmake(temp_env)
test_build_system_flags_not_implemented(temp_env)
test_env_flags(temp_env)
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test_inject_flags(temp_env)
test_ld_flags_cmake(temp_env)
test_ld_libs_cmake(temp_env)
test_no_build_system_flags(temp_env)
test_unbound_method(temp_env)
spack.test.flag_handlers.add_O3_to_build_system_cflags(pkg, name, flags)
spack.test.flag_handlers.temp_env()
spack.test.git_fetch module
spack.test.git_fetch.git_version(request)
Tests GitFetchStrategy behavior for different git versions.
GitFetchStrategy tries to optimize using features of newer git versions, but needs to work with older git versions.
To ensure code paths for old versions still work, we fake it out here and make it use the backward-compatibility
code paths with newer git versions.
spack.test.git_fetch.test_fetch(type_of_test, secure, mock_git_repository,
fresh_builtin_mock, git_version)
Tries to:

config,

re-

1. Fetch the repo using a fetch strategy constructed with supplied args (they depend on type_of_test).
2. Check if the test_file is in the checked out repository.
3. Assert that the repository is at the revision supplied.
4. Add and remove some files, then reset the repo, and ensure it’s all there again.
spack.test.graph module
spack.test.graph.test_ascii_graph_mpileaks(builtin_mock)
Test dynamically graphing the mpileaks package.
spack.test.graph.test_dynamic_dot_graph_mpileaks(builtin_mock)
Test dynamically graphing the mpileaks package.
spack.test.graph.test_static_graph_mpileaks(builtin_mock)
Test a static spack graph for a simple package.
spack.test.graph.test_topo_sort(builtin_mock)
Test topo sort gives correct order.
spack.test.hg_fetch module
spack.test.hg_fetch.test_fetch(type_of_test, secure,
fresh_builtin_mock)
Tries to:

mock_hg_repository,

config,

re-

1. Fetch the repo using a fetch strategy constructed with supplied args (they depend on type_of_test).
2. Check if the test_file is in the checked out repository.
3. Assert that the repository is at the revision supplied.
4. Add and remove some files, then reset the repo, and ensure it’s all there again.
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spack.test.install module
exception spack.test.install.MockInstallError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
class spack.test.install.MockStage(wrapped_stage)
Bases: object
create()
destroy()
class spack.test.install.RemovePrefixChecker(wrapped_rm_prefix)
Bases: object
remove_prefix()
spack.test.install.mock_remove_prefix(*args)
spack.test.install.test_dont_add_patches_to_installed_package(install_mockery,
mock_fetch)
spack.test.install.test_failing_build(install_mockery, mock_fetch)
spack.test.install.test_install_and_uninstall(install_mockery, mock_fetch)
spack.test.install.test_installed_dependency_request_conflicts(install_mockery,
mock_fetch, refresh_builtin_mock)
spack.test.install.test_partial_install_delete_prefix_and_stage(install_mockery,
mock_fetch)
spack.test.install.test_partial_install_keep_prefix(install_mockery, mock_fetch)
spack.test.install.test_second_install_no_overwrite_first(install_mockery,
mock_fetch)
spack.test.install.test_store(install_mockery, mock_fetch)
spack.test.make_executable module
Tests for Spack’s built-in parallel make support.
This just tests whether the right args are getting passed to make.
class spack.test.make_executable.MakeExecutableTest(methodName=’runTest’)
Bases: unittest.case.TestCase
setUp()
tearDown()
test_make_explicit()
test_make_normal()
test_make_one_job()
test_make_parallel_disabled()
test_make_parallel_false()
test_make_parallel_precedence()
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spack.test.mirror module
class spack.test.mirror.TestMirror
Bases: object

pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('config', 'refresh_builtin_mock'), kwargs=
test_all_mirror(mock_git_repository, mock_svn_repository, mock_hg_repository, mock_archive)
test_git_mirror(mock_git_repository)
test_hg_mirror(mock_hg_repository)
test_svn_mirror(mock_svn_repository)
test_url_mirror(mock_archive)
spack.test.mirror.check_mirror()
spack.test.mirror.set_up_package(name, repository, url_attr)
Set up a mock package to be mirrored. Each package needs us to:
1. Set up a mock repo/archive to fetch from.
2. Point the package’s version args at that repo.
spack.test.module_parsing module
spack.test.module_parsing.save_env()
spack.test.module_parsing.test_get_argument_from_module_line()
spack.test.module_parsing.test_get_module_cmd_fails(save_env)
spack.test.module_parsing.test_get_module_cmd_from_bash_parens(save_env)
spack.test.module_parsing.test_get_module_cmd_from_bash_ticks(save_env)
spack.test.module_parsing.test_get_module_cmd_from_bash_using_modules()
spack.test.module_parsing.test_get_module_cmd_from_which(tmpdir, save_env)
spack.test.module_parsing.test_get_path_from_module(save_env)
spack.test.multimethod module
Test for multi_method dispatch.
spack.test.multimethod.test_default_works(builtin_mock)
spack.test.multimethod.test_dependency_match(builtin_mock)
spack.test.multimethod.test_mpi_version(builtin_mock)
spack.test.multimethod.test_multimethod_with_base_class(builtin_mock)
spack.test.multimethod.test_no_version_match(builtin_mock)
spack.test.multimethod.test_one_version_match(builtin_mock)
spack.test.multimethod.test_target_match(builtin_mock)
spack.test.multimethod.test_undefined_mpi_version(builtin_mock)
spack.test.multimethod.test_version_overlap(builtin_mock)
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spack.test.multimethod.test_virtual_dep_match(builtin_mock)
spack.test.namespace_trie module
spack.test.namespace_trie.test_add_multiple(trie)
spack.test.namespace_trie.test_add_none_multiple(trie)
spack.test.namespace_trie.test_add_none_single(trie)
spack.test.namespace_trie.test_add_single(trie)
spack.test.namespace_trie.test_add_three(trie)
spack.test.namespace_trie.trie()
spack.test.optional_deps module
spack.test.optional_deps.spec_and_expected(request)
Parameters for the normalization test.
spack.test.optional_deps.test_default_variant(config, builtin_mock)
spack.test.optional_deps.test_normalize(spec_and_expected, config, builtin_mock)
spack.test.package_sanity module
This test does sanity checks on Spack’s builtin package database.
spack.test.package_sanity.check_db()
Get all packages in a DB to make sure they work.
spack.test.package_sanity.test_all_versions_are_lowercase()
Spack package names must be lowercase, and use - instead of _.
spack.test.package_sanity.test_get_all_mock_packages()
Get the mock packages once each too.
spack.test.package_sanity.test_get_all_packages()
Get all packages once and make sure that works.
spack.test.packages module
class spack.test.packages.TestPackage
Bases: object
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('config', 'builtin_mock'), kwargs={})]
test_dependency_extensions()
test_import_class_from_package()
test_import_module_from_package()
test_import_namespace_container_modules()
test_import_package()
test_import_package_as()
test_inheritance_of_diretives()
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test_load_package()
test_nonexisting_package_filename()
test_package_class_names()
test_package_filename()
test_package_name()
spack.test.packaging module
This test checks the binary packaging infrastructure
spack.test.packaging.fake_fetchify(url, pkg)
Fake the URL for a package so it downloads from a file.
spack.test.packaging.has_gnupg2()
spack.test.packaging.test_elf_paths()
spack.test.packaging.test_macho_paths()
spack.test.packaging.test_needs_relocation()
spack.test.packaging.test_packaging(mock_archive, tmpdir)
spack.test.packaging.test_relocate_macho(tmpdir)
spack.test.packaging.test_relocate_text(tmpdir)
spack.test.packaging.testing_gpg_directory(tmpdir)
spack.test.patch module
spack.test.patch.mock_stage(tmpdir, monkeypatch)
spack.test.patch.test_conditional_patched_dependencies(builtin_mock, config)
Test whether conditional patched dependencies work.
spack.test.patch.test_conditional_patched_deps_with_conditions(builtin_mock,
config)
Test whether conditional patched dependencies with conditions work.
spack.test.patch.test_multiple_patched_dependencies(builtin_mock, config)
Test whether multiple patched dependencies work.
spack.test.patch.test_patch_in_spec(builtin_mock, config)
Test whether patches in a package appear in the spec.
spack.test.patch.test_patched_dependency(builtin_mock, config)
Test whether patched dependencies work.
spack.test.patch.test_url_patch(mock_stage, filename, sha256, archive_sha256)
spack.test.pattern module
spack.test.pattern.composite(interface, implementation, request)
Returns a composite that contains an instance of implementation(1) and one of implementation(2).
spack.test.pattern.implementation(interface)
Returns an implementation of the interface
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spack.test.pattern.interface()
Returns the interface class for the composite.
spack.test.pattern.test_composite_interface_calls(interface, composite)
spack.test.pattern.test_composite_no_methods()
spack.test.pattern.test_composite_wrong_container(interface)
spack.test.provider_index module
Tests for provider index cache files.
Tests assume that mock packages provide this:
{'blas':
{
blas: set([netlib-blas, openblas, openblas-with-lapack])},
'lapack': {lapack: set([netlib-lapack, openblas-with-lapack])},
'mpi': {mpi@:1: set([mpich@:1]),
mpi@:2.0: set([mpich2]),
mpi@:2.1: set([mpich2@1.1:]),
mpi@:2.2: set([mpich2@1.2:]),
mpi@:3: set([mpich@3:]),
mpi@:10.0: set([zmpi])},
'stuff': {stuff: set([externalvirtual])}}

spack.test.provider_index.test_copy(builtin_mock)
spack.test.provider_index.test_equal(builtin_mock)
spack.test.provider_index.test_mpi_providers(builtin_mock)
spack.test.provider_index.test_providers_for_simple(builtin_mock)
spack.test.provider_index.test_yaml_round_trip(builtin_mock)
spack.test.python_version module
Check that Spack complies with minimum supported python versions.
We ensure that all Spack files work with Python2 >= 2.6 and Python3 >= 3.0.
We’d like to drop 2.6 support at some point, but there are still many HPC systems that ship with RHEL6/CentOS 6,
which have Python 2.6 as the default version. Once those go away, we can likely drop 2.6 and increase the minimum
supported Python 3 version, as well.
spack.test.python_version.check_python_versions(files)
Check that a set of Python files works with supported Ptyhon versions
spack.test.python_version.pyfiles(search_paths, exclude=())
Generator that yields all the python files in the search paths.
Parameters
• search_paths (list of str) – list of paths to search for python files
• exclude (list of str) – file paths to exclude from search
Yields python files in the search path.
spack.test.python_version.test_core_module_compatibility()
Test that all core spack modules work with supported Python versions.
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spack.test.python_version.test_package_module_compatibility()
Test that all spack packages work with supported Python versions.
spack.test.repo module
spack.test.repo.extra_repo(tmpdir_factory)
spack.test.repo.repo_for_test()
spack.test.repo.test_repo_getpkg(repo_for_test)
spack.test.repo.test_repo_multi_getpkg(repo_for_test, extra_repo)
spack.test.repo.test_repo_multi_getpkgclass(repo_for_test, extra_repo)
spack.test.repo.test_repo_pkg_with_unknown_namespace(repo_for_test)
spack.test.repo.test_repo_unknown_pkg(repo_for_test)
spack.test.sbang module
Test that Spack’s shebang filtering works correctly.
class spack.test.sbang.ScriptDirectory
Bases: object
Directory full of test scripts to run sbang instrumentation on.
destroy()
spack.test.sbang.script_dir()
spack.test.sbang.test_shebang_handles_non_writable_files(script_dir)
spack.test.sbang.test_shebang_handling(script_dir)
spack.test.spack_yaml module
Test Spack’s custom YAML format.
spack.test.spack_yaml.data()
Returns the data loaded from a test file
spack.test.spack_yaml.test_dict_order(data)
spack.test.spack_yaml.test_line_numbers(data)
spack.test.spack_yaml.test_parse(data)
spack.test.spack_yaml.test_yaml_aliases()
spack.test.spec_dag module
These tests check Spec DAG operations using dummy packages.
class spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
Bases: object
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check_diamond_deptypes(spec)
Validate deptypes in dt-diamond spec.
This ensures that concretization works properly when two packages depend on the same dependency in
different ways.
check_diamond_normalized_dag(spec)
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('refresh_builtin_mock',), kwargs={})]
test_canonical_deptype()
test_concretize_deptypes()
Ensure that dependency types are preserved after concretization.
test_conflicting_package_constraints(set_dependency)
test_conflicting_spec_constraints()
test_construct_spec_with_deptypes()
Ensure that it is possible to construct a spec with explicit dependency types.
test_contains()
test_copy_concretized()
test_copy_dependencies()
test_copy_deptypes()
Ensure that dependency types are preserved by spec copy.
test_copy_normalized()
test_copy_simple()
test_dependents_and_dependencies_are_correct()
test_deptype_traversal()
test_deptype_traversal_full()
test_deptype_traversal_run()
test_deptype_traversal_with_builddeps()
test_edge_traversals()
Make sure child and parent traversals of specs work.
test_equal()
test_getitem_exceptional_paths()
test_getitem_query()
test_hash_bits()
Ensure getting first n bits of a base32-encoded DAG hash works.
test_invalid_dep()
test_invalid_literal_spec()
test_normalize_a_lot()
test_normalize_diamond_deptypes()
Ensure that dependency types are preserved even if the same thing is depended on in two different ways.
test_normalize_mpileaks()
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test_normalize_twice()
Make sure normalize can be run twice on the same spec, and that it is idempotent.
test_normalize_with_virtual_package()
test_normalize_with_virtual_spec()
test_postorder_edge_traversal()
test_postorder_node_traversal()
test_postorder_path_traversal()
test_preorder_edge_traversal()
test_preorder_node_traversal()
test_preorder_path_traversal()
test_traversal_directions()
Make sure child and parent traversals of specs work.
test_unsatisfiable_architecture(set_dependency)
test_unsatisfiable_compiler(set_dependency)
test_unsatisfiable_compiler_version(set_dependency)
test_unsatisfiable_version(set_dependency)
spack.test.spec_dag.check_links(spec_to_check)
spack.test.spec_dag.saved_deps()
Returns a dictionary to save the dependencies.
spack.test.spec_dag.set_dependency(saved_deps)
Returns a function that alters the dependency information for a package in the saved_deps fixture.
spack.test.spec_dag.test_test_deptype()
Ensure that test-only dependencies are only included for specified packages in the following spec DAG:
w
/|
x y
|
z

w->y deptypes are (link, build), w->x and y->z deptypes are (test)
spack.test.spec_semantics module
class spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
Bases: object
This tests satisfies(), constrain() and other semantic operations on specs.
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('config', 'builtin_mock'), kwargs={})]
test_constrain_architecture()
test_constrain_changed()
test_constrain_compiler()
test_constrain_compiler_flags()
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test_constrain_dependency_changed()
test_constrain_dependency_not_changed()
test_constrain_multi_value_variant()
test_constrain_not_changed()
test_constrain_variants()
test_copy_satisfies_transitive()
test_dep_index()
test_exceptional_paths_for_constructor()
test_indirect_unsatisfied_single_valued_variant()
test_invalid_constraint()
test_satisfies()
test_satisfies_architecture()
test_satisfies_compiler()
test_satisfies_compiler_version()
test_satisfies_dependencies()
test_satisfies_dependency_versions()
test_satisfies_matching_compiler_flag()
test_satisfies_matching_variant()
test_satisfies_multi_value_variant()
test_satisfies_namespace()
test_satisfies_namespaced_dep()
Ensure spec from same or unspecified namespace satisfies namespace constraint.
test_satisfies_same_spec_with_different_hash()
Ensure that concrete specs are matched exactly by hash.
test_satisfies_single_valued_variant()
Tests that the case reported in https://github.com/spack/spack/pull/2386#issuecomment-282147639 is handled correctly.
test_satisfies_unconstrained_compiler_flag()
test_satisfies_unconstrained_variant()
test_satisfies_virtual()
test_satisfies_virtual_dep_with_virtual_constraint()
Ensure we can satisfy virtual constraints when there are multiple vdep providers in the specs.
test_satisfies_virtual_dependencies()
test_satisfies_virtual_dependency_versions()
test_self_index()
test_spec_contains_deps()
test_unsatisfiable_compiler_flag()
test_unsatisfiable_compiler_flag_mismatch()
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test_unsatisfiable_multi_value_variant()
test_unsatisfiable_variant_mismatch()
test_unsatisfiable_variant_types()
test_unsatisfiable_variants()
test_unsatisfied_single_valued_variant()
test_virtual_index()
spack.test.spec_semantics.argument_factory(argument_spec, left)
spack.test.spec_semantics.check_constrain(expected, spec, constraint)
spack.test.spec_semantics.check_constrain_changed(spec, constraint)
spack.test.spec_semantics.check_constrain_not_changed(spec, constraint)
spack.test.spec_semantics.check_invalid_constraint(spec, constraint)
spack.test.spec_semantics.check_satisfies(target_spec,
argument_spec,
get_concrete=False)

tar-

spack.test.spec_semantics.check_unsatisfiable(target_spec,
argument_spec,
get_concrete=False)

tar-

spack.test.spec_semantics.target_factory(spec_string, target_concrete)
spack.test.spec_syntax module
class spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
Bases: object
check_lex(tokens, spec)
Check that the provided spec parses to the provided token list.
check_parse(expected, spec=None, remove_arch=True)
Assert that the provided spec is able to be parsed.
If this is called with one argument, it assumes that the string is canonical (i.e., no spaces and ~ instead of for variants) and that it will convert back to the string it came from.
If this is called with two arguments, the first argument is the expected canonical form and the second is a
non-canonical input to be parsed.
test_ambiguous()
test_ambiguous_hash(database)
test_anonymous_specs()
test_anonymous_specs_with_multiple_parts()
test_canonicalize()
test_dep_spec_by_hash(database)
test_dependencies_with_versions()
test_duplicate_architecture()
test_duplicate_architecture_component()
test_duplicate_compiler()
test_duplicate_dependency()
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test_duplicate_variant()
test_full_specs()
test_invalid_hash(database)
test_kv_with_quotes()
test_kv_with_spaces()
test_kv_without_quotes()
test_minimal_spaces()
test_multiple_specs()
test_multiple_specs_after_kv()
test_multiple_specs_long_second()
test_multiple_specs_with_hash(database)
test_nonexistent_hash(database)
Ensure we get errors for nonexistant hashes.
test_package_names()
test_parse_errors()
test_redundant_spec(database)
Check that redundant spec constraints raise errors.
TODO (TG): does this need to be an error? Or should concrete specs only raise errors if constraints cause
a contradiction?
test_simple_dependence()
test_spaces_between_dependences()
test_spaces_between_options()
test_spec_by_hash(database)
test_way_too_many_spaces()
spack.test.spec_syntax.test_parse_anonymous_specs(spec, anon_spec, spec_name)
spack.test.spec_yaml module
Test YAML serialization for specs.
YAML format preserves DAG information in the spec.
spack.test.spec_yaml.check_yaml_round_trip(spec)
spack.test.spec_yaml.reverse_all_dicts(data)
Descend into data and reverse all the dictionaries
spack.test.spec_yaml.test_ambiguous_version_spec(builtin_mock)
spack.test.spec_yaml.test_concrete_spec(config, builtin_mock)
spack.test.spec_yaml.test_external_spec(config, builtin_mock)
spack.test.spec_yaml.test_normal_spec(builtin_mock)
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spack.test.spec_yaml.test_ordered_read_not_required_for_consistent_dag_hash(config,
builtin_mock)
Make sure ordered serialization isn’t required to preserve hashes.
For consistent hashes, we require that YAML and json documents have their keys serialized in a deterministic
order. However, we don’t want to require them to be serialized in order. This ensures that is not required.
spack.test.spec_yaml.test_simple_spec()
spack.test.spec_yaml.test_using_ordered_dict(builtin_mock)
Checks that dicts are ordered
Necessary to make sure that dag_hash is stable across python versions and processes.
spack.test.spec_yaml.test_yaml_multivalue()
spack.test.spec_yaml.test_yaml_subdag(config, builtin_mock)
spack.test.stage module
Test that the Stage class works correctly.
class spack.test.stage.TestStage
Bases: object
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('builtin_mock',), kwargs={})]
stage_name = 'spack-test-stage'
test_expand_archive(mock_archive)
test_fetch(mock_archive)
test_keep_exceptions(mock_archive)
test_keep_without_exceptions(mock_archive)
test_no_keep_with_exceptions(mock_archive)
test_no_keep_without_exceptions(mock_archive)
test_no_search_if_default_succeeds(mock_archive, failing_search_fn)
test_no_search_mirror_only(failing_fetch_strategy, failing_search_fn)
test_restage(mock_archive)
test_search_if_default_fails(failing_fetch_strategy, search_fn)
test_setup_and_destroy_name_with_tmp(mock_archive)
test_setup_and_destroy_name_without_tmp(mock_archive)
test_setup_and_destroy_no_name_with_tmp(mock_archive)
test_setup_and_destroy_no_name_without_tmp(mock_archive)
spack.test.stage.check_destroy(stage, stage_name)
Figure out whether a stage was destroyed correctly.
spack.test.stage.check_expand_archive(stage, stage_name, mock_archive)
spack.test.stage.check_fetch(stage, stage_name)
spack.test.stage.check_setup(stage, stage_name, archive)
Figure out whether a stage was set up correctly.
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spack.test.stage.failing_fetch_strategy()
Returns a fetch strategy that fails.
spack.test.stage.failing_search_fn()
Returns a search function that fails! Always!
spack.test.stage.get_stage_path(stage, stage_name)
Figure out where a stage should be living. This depends on whether it’s named.
spack.test.stage.mock_archive(tmpdir, monkeypatch)
Creates a mock archive with the structure expected by the tests
spack.test.stage.search_fn()
Returns a search function that always succeeds.
spack.test.stage.tmpdir_for_stage(mock_archive)
Uses a temporary directory for staging
spack.test.svn_fetch module
spack.test.svn_fetch.test_fetch(type_of_test, secure,
fresh_builtin_mock)
Tries to:

mock_svn_repository,

config,

re-

1. Fetch the repo using a fetch strategy constructed with supplied args (they depend on type_of_test).
2. Check if the test_file is in the checked out repository.
3. Assert that the repository is at the revision supplied.
4. Add and remove some files, then reset the repo, and ensure it’s all there again.
spack.test.tengine module
class spack.test.tengine.TestContext
Bases: object
class A
Bases: spack.tengine.Context
context_properties = ['foo']
foo
class B
Bases: spack.tengine.Context
bar
context_properties = ['bar']
class C
Bases: spack.test.tengine.A, spack.test.tengine.B
context_properties = ['foobar', 'foo', 'bar']
foo
foobar
test_to_dict()
Tests that all the context properties in a hierarchy are considered when building the context dictionary.
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class spack.test.tengine.TestTengineEnvironment
Bases: object
pytestmark = [Mark(name='usefixtures', args=('config',), kwargs={})]
test_template_retrieval()
Tests the template retrieval mechanism hooked into config files
spack.test.test_activations module
class spack.test.test_activations.FakeExtensionPackage(name, prefix)
Bases: object
class spack.test.test_activations.FakeSpec(package)
Bases: object
dag_hash()
spack.test.test_activations.create_dir_structure(tmpdir, dir_structure)
spack.test.test_activations.perl_and_extension_dirs(tmpdir)
spack.test.test_activations.python_and_extension_dirs(tmpdir)
spack.test.test_activations.test_perl_activation(tmpdir)
spack.test.test_activations.test_perl_activation_view(tmpdir,
perl_and_extension_dirs)
spack.test.test_activations.test_perl_activation_with_files(tmpdir,
perl_and_extension_dirs)
spack.test.test_activations.test_python_activation(tmpdir)
spack.test.test_activations.test_python_activation_view(tmpdir,
python_and_extension_dirs)
spack.test.test_activations.test_python_activation_with_files(tmpdir,
python_and_extension_dirs)
spack.test.url_fetch module
spack.test.url_fetch.checksum_type(request)
spack.test.url_fetch.test_fetch(mock_archive,
secure,
fresh_builtin_mock)
Fetch an archive and make sure we can checksum it.

checksum_type,

config,

re-

spack.test.url_fetch.test_from_list_url(builtin_mock, config)
spack.test.url_fetch.test_hash_detection(checksum_type)
spack.test.url_fetch.test_unknown_hash(checksum_type)
spack.test.url_parse module
Tests Spack’s ability to parse the name and version of a package based on its URL.
spack.test.url_parse.test_no_version(not_detectable_url)
spack.test.url_parse.test_url_parse_name_and_version(name, version, url)
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spack.test.url_parse.test_url_parse_offset(name, noffset, ver, voffset, path)
Tests that the name, version and offsets are computed correctly.
Parameters
• name (str) – expected name
• noffset (int) – name offset
• ver (str) – expected version
• voffset (int) – version offset
• path (str) – url to be parsed
spack.test.url_parse.test_url_strip_name_suffixes(url, version, expected)
spack.test.url_parse.test_url_strip_version_suffixes(url, expected)
spack.test.url_substitution module
Tests Spack’s ability to substitute a different version into a URL.
spack.test.url_substitution.test_url_substitution(base_url, version, expected)
spack.test.variant module
class spack.test.variant.TestBoolValuedVariant
Bases: object
test_compatible()
test_constrain()
test_initialization()
test_satisfies()
test_yaml_entry()
class spack.test.variant.TestMultiValuedVariant
Bases: object
test_compatible()
test_constrain()
test_initialization()
test_satisfies()
test_yaml_entry()
class spack.test.variant.TestSingleValuedVariant
Bases: object
test_compatible()
test_constrain()
test_initialization()
test_satisfies()
test_yaml_entry()
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class spack.test.variant.TestVariant
Bases: object
test_callable_validator()
test_representation()
test_validation()
class spack.test.variant.TestVariantMapTest
Bases: object
test_copy()
test_invalid_values()
test_satisfies_and_constrain()
test_set_item()
test_str()
test_substitute()
spack.test.variant.test_from_node_dict()
spack.test.versions module
These version tests were taken from the RPM source code. We try to maintain compatibility with RPM’s version
semantics where it makes sense.
spack.test.versions.assert_canonical(canonical_list, version_list)
Asserts that a redundant list is reduced to canonical form.
spack.test.versions.assert_does_not_satisfy(v1, v2)
Asserts that ‘v1’ does not satisfy ‘v2’.
spack.test.versions.assert_in(needle, haystack)
Asserts that ‘needle’ is in ‘haystack’.
spack.test.versions.assert_no_overlap(v1, v2)
Asserts that two version ranges do not overlap.
spack.test.versions.assert_not_in(needle, haystack)
Asserts that ‘needle’ is not in ‘haystack’.
spack.test.versions.assert_overlaps(v1, v2)
Asserts that two version ranges overlaps.
spack.test.versions.assert_satisfies(v1, v2)
Asserts that ‘v1’ satisfies ‘v2’.
spack.test.versions.assert_ver_eq(a, b)
Asserts the results of comparisons when ‘a’ is equal to ‘b’.
spack.test.versions.assert_ver_gt(a, b)
Asserts the results of comparisons when ‘a’ is greater than ‘b’.
spack.test.versions.assert_ver_lt(a, b)
Asserts the results of comparisons when ‘a’ is less than ‘b’.
spack.test.versions.check_intersection(expected, a, b)
Asserts that ‘a’ intersect ‘b’ == ‘expected’.
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spack.test.versions.check_union(expected, a, b)
Asserts that ‘a’ union ‘b’ == ‘expected’.
spack.test.versions.test_alpha()
spack.test.versions.test_alpha_beta()
spack.test.versions.test_alpha_with_dots()
spack.test.versions.test_basic_version_satisfaction()
spack.test.versions.test_basic_version_satisfaction_in_lists()
spack.test.versions.test_canonicalize_list()
spack.test.versions.test_close_numbers()
spack.test.versions.test_contains()
spack.test.versions.test_date_stamps()
spack.test.versions.test_double_alpha()
spack.test.versions.test_formatted_strings()
spack.test.versions.test_get_item()
spack.test.versions.test_in_list()
spack.test.versions.test_intersect_with_containment()
spack.test.versions.test_intersection()
spack.test.versions.test_lists_overlap()
spack.test.versions.test_num_alpha_with_no_separator()
spack.test.versions.test_nums_and_patch()
spack.test.versions.test_overlap_with_containment()
spack.test.versions.test_padded_numbers()
spack.test.versions.test_patch()
spack.test.versions.test_ranges_overlap()
spack.test.versions.test_rc_versions()
spack.test.versions.test_repr_and_str()
spack.test.versions.test_rpm_oddities()
spack.test.versions.test_satisfaction_with_lists()
spack.test.versions.test_three_segments()
spack.test.versions.test_two_segments()
spack.test.versions.test_underscores()
spack.test.versions.test_union_with_containment()
spack.test.versions.test_up_to()
spack.test.versions.test_version_range_satisfaction()
spack.test.versions.test_version_range_satisfaction_in_lists()
spack.test.versions.test_version_ranges()
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spack.test.web module
Tests for web.py.
spack.test.web.test_find_exotic_versions_of_archive_2()
spack.test.web.test_find_exotic_versions_of_archive_3()
spack.test.web.test_find_versions_of_archive_0()
spack.test.web.test_find_versions_of_archive_1()
spack.test.web.test_find_versions_of_archive_2()
spack.test.web.test_find_versions_of_archive_3()
spack.test.web.test_spider_0()
spack.test.web.test_spider_1()
spack.test.web.test_spider_2()
spack.test.web.test_spider_3()
Module contents

19.1.10 spack.util package
Submodules
spack.util.compression module
spack.util.compression.allowed_archive(path)
spack.util.compression.decompressor_for(path, extension=None)
Get the appropriate decompressor for a path.
spack.util.compression.extension(path)
Get the archive extension for a path.
spack.util.compression.strip_extension(path)
Get the part of a path that does not include its compressed type extension.
spack.util.crypto module
class spack.util.crypto.Checker(hexdigest, **kwargs)
Bases: object
A checker checks files against one particular hex digest. It will automatically determine what hashing algorithm
to used based on the length of the digest it’s initialized with. e.g., if the digest is 32 hex characters long this will
use md5.
Example: know your tarball should hash to ‘abc123’. You want to check files against this. You would use this
class like so:
hexdigest = 'abc123'
checker = Checker(hexdigest)
success = checker.check('downloaded.tar.gz')
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After the call to check, the actual checksum is available in checker.sum, in case it’s needed for error output.
You can trade read performance and memory usage by adjusting the block_size optional arg. By default it’s a
1MB (2**20 bytes) buffer.
check(filename)
Read the file with the specified name and check its checksum against self.hexdigest. Return True if they
match, False otherwise. Actual checksum is stored in self.sum.
hash_name
Get the name of the hash function this Checker is using.
spack.util.crypto.bit_length(num)
Number of bits required to represent an integer in binary.
spack.util.crypto.checksum(hashlib_algo, filename, **kwargs)
Returns a hex digest of the filename generated using an algorithm from hashlib.
spack.util.crypto.hashes = {'md5':
Index for looking up hasher for a digest.

<built-in function openssl_md5>, 'sha1':

<built-in fun

spack.util.crypto.prefix_bits(byte_array, bits)
Return the first <bits> bits of a byte array as an integer.
spack.util.debug module
Debug signal handler: prints a stack trace and enters interpreter.
register_interrupt_handler() enables a ctrl-C handler that prints a stack trace and drops the user into an
interpreter.
spack.util.debug.debug_handler(sig, frame)
Interrupt running process, and provide a python prompt for interactive debugging.
spack.util.debug.register_interrupt_handler()
Print traceback and enter an interpreter on Ctrl-C
spack.util.environment module
spack.util.environment.dump_environment(path)
Dump the current environment out to a file.
spack.util.environment.env_flag(name)
spack.util.environment.filter_system_paths(paths)
spack.util.environment.get_path(name)
spack.util.environment.is_system_path(path)
Predicate that given a path returns True if it is a system path, False otherwise.
Parameters path (str) – path to a directory
Returns True or False
spack.util.environment.path_put_first(var_name, directories)
Puts the provided directories first in the path, adding them if they’re not already there.
spack.util.environment.path_set(var_name, directories)
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spack.util.executable module
class spack.util.executable.Executable(name)
Bases: object
Class representing a program that can be run on the command line.
add_default_arg(arg)
Add a default argument to the command.
add_default_env(key, value)
Set an environment variable when the command is run.
Parameters
• key – The environment variable to set
• value – The value to set it to
command
The command-line string.
Returns The executable and default arguments
Return type str
name
The executable name.
Returns The basename of the executable
Return type str
path
The path to the executable.
Returns The path to the executable
Return type str
spack.util.executable.which(*args, **kwargs)
Finds an executable in the path like command-line which.
If given multiple executables, returns the first one that is found. If no executables are found, returns None.
Parameters *args (str) – One or more executables to search for
Keyword Arguments
• path (list() or str) – The path to search. Defaults to PATH
• required (bool) – If set to True, raise an error if executable not found
Returns The first executable that is found in the path
Return type Executable
exception spack.util.executable.ProcessError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
ProcessErrors are raised when Executables exit with an error code.
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spack.util.gpg module
class spack.util.gpg.Gpg
Bases: object
classmethod create(**kwargs)
classmethod export_keys(location, *keys)
static gpg()
classmethod list(trusted, signing)
classmethod sign(key, file, output, clearsign=False)
classmethod signing_keys()
classmethod trust(keyfile)
classmethod untrust(signing, *keys)
classmethod verify(signature, file)
spack.util.log_parse module
spack.util.log_parse.parse_log_events(stream, context=6, jobs=None, profile=False)
Extract interesting events from a log file as a list of LogEvent.
Parameters
• stream (str or fileobject) – build log name or file object
• context (int) – lines of context to extract around each log event
• jobs (int) – number of jobs to parse with; default ncpus
• profile (bool) – print out profile information for parsing
Returns
two lists containig BuildError and BuildWarning objects.
Return type (tuple)
This is a wrapper around ctest_log_parser.CTestLogParser that lazily constructs a single
CTestLogParser object. This ensures that all the regex compilation is only done once.
spack.util.log_parse.make_log_context(log_events, width=None)
Get error context from a log file.
Parameters
• log_events
(list of LogEvent)
ctest_log_parser.parse()

–

list

of

events

created

by

• width (int or None) – wrap width; 0 for no limit; None to auto-size for terminal
Returns context from the build log with errors highlighted
Return type str
Parses the log file for lines containing errors, and prints them out with line numbers and context. Errors are
highlighted with ‘>>’ and with red highlighting (if color is enabled).
Events are sorted by line number before they are displayed.
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spack.util.module_cmd module
This module contains routines related to the module command for accessing and parsing environment modules.
exception spack.util.module_cmd.ModuleError
Bases: Exception
Raised the the module_cmd utility to indicate errors.
spack.util.module_cmd.get_argument_from_module_line(line)
spack.util.module_cmd.get_module_cmd(bashopts=”)
spack.util.module_cmd.get_module_cmd_from_bash(bashopts=”)
spack.util.module_cmd.get_module_cmd_from_which()
spack.util.module_cmd.get_path_from_module(mod)
Inspects a TCL module for entries that indicate the absolute path at which the library supported by said module
can be found.
spack.util.module_cmd.load_module(mod)
Takes a module name and removes modules until it is possible to load that module. It then loads the provided
module. Depends on the modulecmd implementation of modules used in cray and lmod.
spack.util.multiproc module
This implements a parallel map operation but it can accept more values than multiprocessing.Pool.apply() can. For
example, apply() will fail to pickle functions if they’re passed indirectly as parameters.
spack.util.multiproc.spawn(f )
spack.util.multiproc.parmap(f, X)
class spack.util.multiproc.Barrier(n, timeout=None)
Bases: object
Simple reusable semaphore barrier.
Python 2.6 doesn’t have multiprocessing barriers so we implement this.
See http://greenteapress.com/semaphores/downey08semaphores.pdf, p. 41.
wait()
spack.util.naming module
spack.util.naming.mod_to_class(mod_name)
Convert a name from module style to class name style. Spack mostly follows PEP-8:
• Module and package names use lowercase_with_underscores.
• Class names use the CapWords convention.
Regular source code follows these convetions. Spack is a bit more liberal with its Package names and Compiler
names:
• They can contain ‘-‘ as well as ‘_’, but cannot start with ‘-‘.
• They can start with numbers, e.g. “3proxy”.
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This function converts from the module convention to the class convention by removing _ and - and converting
surrounding lowercase text to CapWords. If mod_name starts with a number, the class name returned will be
prepended with ‘_’ to make a valid Python identifier.
spack.util.naming.spack_module_to_python_module(mod_name)
Given a Spack module name, returns the name by which it can be imported in Python.
spack.util.naming.valid_module_name(mod_name)
Return whether mod_name is valid for use in Spack.
spack.util.naming.valid_fully_qualified_module_name(mod_name)
Return whether mod_name is a valid namespaced module name.
spack.util.naming.validate_fully_qualified_module_name(mod_name)
Raise an exception if mod_name is not a valid namespaced module name.
spack.util.naming.validate_module_name(mod_name)
Raise an exception if mod_name is not valid.
spack.util.naming.possible_spack_module_names(python_mod_name)
Given a Python module name, return a list of all possible spack module names that could correspond to it.
spack.util.naming.simplify_name(name)
Simplify package name to only lowercase, digits, and dashes.
Simplifies a name which may include uppercase letters, periods, underscores, and pluses. In general, we want
our package names to only contain lowercase letters, digits, and dashes.
Parameters name (str) – The original name of the package
Returns The new name of the package
Return type str
class spack.util.naming.NamespaceTrie(separator=’.’)
Bases: object
class Element(value)
Bases: object
has_value(namespace)
True if there is a value set for the given namespace.
is_leaf(namespace)
True if this namespace has no children in the trie.
is_prefix(namespace)
True if the namespace has a value, or if it’s the prefix of one that does.
spack.util.ordereddict module
This file dispatches to the correct implementation of OrderedDict.
spack.util.path module
Utilities for managing paths in Spack.
spack.util.path.substitute_config_variables(path)
Substitute placeholders into paths.
Spack allows paths in configs to have some placeholders, as follows:
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• $spack The Spack instance’s prefix
• $user The current user’s username
• $tempdir Default temporary directory returned by tempfile.gettempdir()
These are substituted case-insensitively into the path, and users can use either $var or ${var} syntax for the
variables.
spack.util.path.canonicalize_path(path)
Substitute config vars, expand environment vars, expand user home, take abspath.
spack.util.pattern module
class spack.util.pattern.Args(*flags, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.util.pattern.Bunch
Subclass of Bunch to write argparse args more naturally.
class spack.util.pattern.Bunch(**kwargs)
Bases: object
Carries a bunch of named attributes (from Alex Martelli bunch)
spack.util.pattern.composite(interface=None, method_list=None, container=<class ’list’>)
Decorator implementing the GoF composite pattern.
Parameters
• interface (type) – class exposing the interface to which the composite object must
conform. Only non-private and non-special methods will be taken into account
• method_list (list of str) – names of methods that should be part of the composite
• container (MutableSequence) – container for the composite object (default = list).
Must fulfill the MutableSequence contract. The composite class will expose the container
API to manage object composition
Returns a class decorator that patches a class adding all the methods it needs to be a composite for
a given interface.
spack.util.prefix module
This file contains utilities for managing the installation prefix of a package.
class spack.util.prefix.Prefix
Bases: str
This class represents an installation prefix, but provides useful attributes for referring to directories inside the
prefix.
Attributes of this object are created on the fly when you request them, so any of the following is valid:
>>> prefix = Prefix('/usr')
>>> prefix.bin
/usr/bin
>>> prefix.lib64
/usr/lib64
>>> prefix.share.man
/usr/share/man
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>>> prefix.foo.bar.baz
/usr/foo/bar/baz

Prefix objects behave identically to strings. In fact, they subclass str. So operators like + are legal:
print('foobar ' + prefix)

This prints foobar /usr. All of this is meant to make custom installs easy.
spack.util.spack_json module
Simple wrapper around JSON to guarantee consistent use of load/dump.
spack.util.spack_json.load(stream)
Spack JSON needs to be ordered to support specs.
spack.util.spack_json.dump(data, stream=None)
Dump JSON with a reasonable amount of indentation and separation.
exception spack.util.spack_json.SpackJSONError(msg, json_error)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when there are issues with JSON parsing.
spack.util.spack_yaml module
Enhanced YAML parsing for Spack.
• load() preserves YAML Marks on returned objects – this allows us to access file and line information later.
• Our load methods use ``OrderedDict class instead of YAML’s default unorderd dict.
spack.util.spack_yaml.load(*args, **kwargs)
Load but modify the loader instance so that it will add __line__ atrributes to the returned object.
spack.util.spack_yaml.dump(*args, **kwargs)
exception spack.util.spack_yaml.SpackYAMLError(msg, yaml_error)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when there are issues with YAML parsing.
spack.util.string module
spack.util.string.comma_and(sequence)
spack.util.string.comma_list(sequence, article=”)
spack.util.string.comma_or(sequence)
spack.util.web module
exception spack.util.web.HTMLParseError
Bases: Exception
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class spack.util.web.LinkParser
Bases: html.parser.HTMLParser
This parser just takes an HTML page and strips out the hrefs on the links. Good enough for a really simple
spider.
handle_starttag(tag, attrs)
exception spack.util.web.NoNetworkConnectionError(message, url)
Bases: spack.util.web.SpackWebError
Raised when an operation can’t get an internet connection.
class spack.util.web.NonDaemonPool(processes=None, initializer=None, initargs=(),
tasksperchild=None, context=None)
Bases: multiprocessing.pool.Pool

max-

Pool that uses non-daemon processes
Process
alias of NonDaemonProcess
class spack.util.web.NonDaemonProcess(group=None, target=None, name=None, args=(),
kwargs={}, *, daemon=None)
Bases: multiprocessing.context.Process
Process tha allows sub-processes, so pools can have sub-pools.
daemon
exception spack.util.web.SpackWebError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Superclass for Spack web spidering errors.
exception spack.util.web.VersionFetchError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.util.web.SpackWebError
Raised when we can’t determine a URL to fetch a package.
spack.util.web.find_versions_of_archive(archive_urls, list_url=None, list_depth=0)
Scrape web pages for new versions of a tarball.
Parameters archive_urls – URL or sequence of URLs for different versions of a package.
Typically these are just the tarballs from the package file itself. By default, this searches the
parent directories of archives.
Keyword Arguments
• list_url – URL for a listing of archives. Spack wills scrape these pages for download
links that look like the archive URL.
• list_depth – Max depth to follow links on list_url pages. Default 0.
spack.util.web.get_checksums_for_versions(url_dict, name, first_stage_function=None,
keep_stage=False)
Fetches and checksums archives from URLs.
This function is called by both spack checksum and spack create. The first_stage_function
argument allows the caller to inspect the first downloaded archive, e.g., to determine the build system.
Parameters
• url_dict (dict) – A dictionary of the form: version -> URL
• name (str) – The name of the package
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• first_stage_function (callable) – function that takes a Stage and a URL; this is
run on the stage of the first URL downloaded
• keep_stage (bool) – whether to keep staging area when command completes
Returns A multi-line string containing versions and corresponding hashes
Return type (str)
spack.util.web.spider(root_url, depth=0)
Gets web pages from a root URL.
If depth is specified (e.g., depth=2), then this will also follow up to <depth> levels of links from the root.
This will spawn processes to fetch the children, for much improved performance over a sequential fetch.
Module contents

19.2 Submodules
19.3 spack.abi module
class spack.abi.ABI
Bases: object
This class provides methods to test ABI compatibility between specs. The current implementation is rather
rough and could be improved.
architecture_compatible(parent, child)
Return true if parent and child have ABI compatible targets.
compatible(parent, child, **kwargs)
Returns true iff a parent and child spec are ABI compatible
compiler_compatible(parent, child, **kwargs)
Return true if compilers for parent and child are ABI compatible.

19.4 spack.architecture module
This module contains all the elements that are required to create an architecture object. These include, the target
processor, the operating system, and the architecture platform (i.e. cray, darwin, linux, bgq, etc) classes.
On a multiple architecture machine, the architecture spec field can be set to build a package against any target and
operating system that is present on the platform. On Cray platforms or any other architecture that has different front
and back end environments, the operating system will determine the method of compiler detection.
There are two different types of compiler detection:
1. Through the $PATH env variable (front-end detection)
2. Through the tcl module system. (back-end detection)
Depending on which operating system is specified, the compiler will be detected using one of those methods.
For platforms such as linux and darwin, the operating system is autodetected and the target is set to be x86_64.
The command line syntax for specifying an architecture is as follows:
target=<Target name> os=<OperatingSystem name>
19.2. Submodules
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If the user wishes to use the defaults, either target or os can be left out of the command line and Spack will concretize
using the default. These defaults are set in the ‘platforms/’ directory which contains the different subclasses for
platforms. If the machine has multiple architectures, the user can also enter front-end, or fe or back-end or be. These
settings will concretize to their respective front-end and back-end targets and operating systems. Additional platforms
can be added by creating a subclass of Platform and adding it inside the platform directory.
Platforms are an abstract class that are extended by subclasses. If the user wants to add a new type of platform (such as
cray_xe), they can create a subclass and set all the class attributes such as priority, front_target, back_target, front_os,
back_os. Platforms also contain a priority class attribute. A lower number signifies higher priority. These numbers
are arbitrarily set and can be changed though often there isn’t much need unless a new platform is added and the user
wants that to be detected first.
Targets are created inside the platform subclasses. Most architecture (like linux, and darwin) will have only one target
(x86_64) but in the case of Cray machines, there is both a frontend and backend processor. The user can specify which
targets are present on front-end and back-end architecture
Depending on the platform, operating systems are either auto-detected or are set. The user can set the front-end and
back-end operating setting by the class attributes front_os and back_os. The operating system as described earlier, will
be responsible for compiler detection.
class spack.architecture.Arch(plat=None, os=None, target=None)
Bases: object
Architecture is now a class to help with setting attributes.
TODO: refactor so that we don’t need this class.
concrete
static from_dict(d)
to_dict()
exception spack.architecture.NoPlatformError
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
class spack.architecture.OperatingSystem(name, version)
Bases: object
Operating System will be like a class similar to platform extended by subclasses for the specifics. Operating
System will contain the compiler finding logic. Instead of calling two separate methods to find compilers we
call find_compilers method for each operating system
find_compiler(cmp_cls, *path)
Try to find the given type of compiler in the user’s environment. For each set of compilers found, this
returns compiler objects with the cc, cxx, f77, fc paths and the version filled in.
This will search for compilers with the names in cc_names, cxx_names, etc. and it will group them if they
have common prefixes, suffixes, and versions. e.g., gcc-mp-4.7 would be grouped with g++-mp-4.7 and
gfortran-mp-4.7.
find_compilers(*paths)
Return a list of compilers found in the supplied paths. This invokes the find() method for each Compiler
class, and appends the compilers detected to a list.
to_dict()
class spack.architecture.Platform(name)
Bases: object
Abstract class that each type of Platform will subclass. Will return a instance of it once it is returned.
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add_operating_system(name, os_class)
Add the operating_system class object into the platform.operating_sys dictionary
add_target(name, target)
Used by the platform specific subclass to list available targets. Raises an error if the platform specifies a
name that is reserved by spack as an alias.
back_end = None
back_os = None
default = None
default_os = None
classmethod detect()
Subclass is responsible for implementing this method. Returns True if the Platform class detects that it is
the current platform and False if it’s not.
front_end = None
front_os = None
operating_system(name)
priority = None
reserved_oss = ['default_os', 'frontend', 'fe', 'backend', 'be']
reserved_targets = ['default_target', 'frontend', 'fe', 'backend', 'be']
classmethod setup_platform_environment(pkg, env)
Subclass can override this method if it requires any platform-specific build environment modifications.
target(name)
This is a getter method for the target dictionary that handles defaulting based on the values provided by
default, front-end, and back-end. This can be overwritten by a subclass for which we want to provide
further aliasing options.
class spack.architecture.Target(name, module_name=None)
Bases: object
Target is the processor of the host machine. The host machine may have different front-end and back-end targets,
especially if it is a Cray machine. The target will have a name and also the module_name (e.g craype-compiler).
Targets will also recognize which platform they came from using the set_platform method. Targets will have
compiler finding strategies
spack.architecture.arch_for_spec(arch_spec)
Transforms the given architecture spec into an architecture objct.
spack.architecture.get_platform(platform_name)
Returns a platform object that corresponds to the given name.
spack.architecture.verify_platform(platform_name)
Determines whether or not the platform with the given name is supported in Spack. For more information, see
the ‘spack.platforms’ submodule.

19.5 spack.binary_distribution module
exception spack.binary_distribution.NoChecksumException
Bases: Exception
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exception spack.binary_distribution.NoGpgException
Bases: Exception
exception spack.binary_distribution.NoKeyException
Bases: Exception
exception spack.binary_distribution.NoOverwriteException
Bases: Exception
exception spack.binary_distribution.NoVerifyException
Bases: Exception
exception spack.binary_distribution.PickKeyException
Bases: Exception
spack.binary_distribution.build_tarball(spec,
outdir,
force=False,
rel=False,
yes_to_all=False, key=None)
Build a tarball from given spec and put it into the directory structure used at the mirror (following <tarball_directory_name>).
spack.binary_distribution.buildinfo_file_name(prefix)
Filename of the binary package meta-data file
spack.binary_distribution.checksum_tarball(file)
spack.binary_distribution.download_tarball(spec)
Download binary tarball for given package into stage area Return True if successful
spack.binary_distribution.extract_tarball(spec, filename, yes_to_all=False, force=False)
extract binary tarball for given package into install area
spack.binary_distribution.generate_index(outdir, indexfile_path)
spack.binary_distribution.get_keys(install=False, yes_to_all=False, force=False)
Get pgp public keys available on mirror
spack.binary_distribution.get_specs(force=False)
Get spec.yaml’s for build caches available on mirror
spack.binary_distribution.has_gnupg2()
spack.binary_distribution.make_package_relative(workdir, prefix)
Change paths in binaries to relative paths
spack.binary_distribution.read_buildinfo_file(prefix)
Read buildinfo file
spack.binary_distribution.relocate_package(prefix)
Relocate the given package
spack.binary_distribution.sign_tarball(yes_to_all, key, force, specfile_path)
spack.binary_distribution.tarball_directory_name(spec)
Return name of the tarball directory according to the convention <os>-<architecture>/<compiler>/<package><version>/
spack.binary_distribution.tarball_name(spec, ext)
Return the name of the tarfile according to the convention <os>-<architecture>-<package>-<dag_hash><ext>
spack.binary_distribution.tarball_path_name(spec, ext)
Return the full path+name for a given spec according
ball_directory_name>/<tarball_name>

to

the

convention

<tar-

spack.binary_distribution.write_buildinfo_file(prefix, workdir, rel=False)
Create a cache file containing information required for the relocation
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19.6 spack.build_environment module
This module contains all routines related to setting up the package build environment. All of this is set up by package.py just before install() is called.
There are two parts to the build environment:
1. Python build environment (i.e. install() method)
This is how things are set up when install() is called. Spack takes advantage of each package being in its
own module by adding a bunch of command-like functions (like configure(), make(), etc.) in the package’s
module scope. Ths allows package writers to call them all directly in Package.install() without writing ‘self.’
everywhere. No, this isn’t Pythonic. Yes, it makes the code more readable and more like the shell script from
which someone is likely porting.
2. Build execution environment
This is the set of environment variables, like PATH, CC, CXX, etc. that control the build. There are also a number of environment variables used to pass information (like RPATHs and other information about dependencies)
to Spack’s compiler wrappers. All of these env vars are also set up here.
Skimming this module is a nice way to get acquainted with the types of calls you can make from within the install()
function.
exception spack.build_environment.ChildError(msg, module, classname, traceback_string,
build_log, context)
Bases: spack.build_environment.InstallError
Special exception class for wrapping exceptions from child processes in Spack’s build environment.
The main features of a ChildError are:
1. They’re serializable, so when a child build fails, we can send one of these to the parent and let the parent
report what happened.
2. They have a traceback field containing a traceback generated on the child immediately after failure.
Spack will print this on failure in lieu of trying to run sys.excepthook on the parent process, so users will
see the correct stack trace from a child.
3. They also contain context, which shows context in the Package implementation where the error happened.
This helps people debug Python code in their packages. To get it, Spack searches the stack trace for the
deepest frame where self is in scope and is an instance of PackageBase. This will generally find a useful
spot in the package.py file.
The long_message of a ChildError displays one of two things:
1. If the original error was a ProcessError, indicating a command died during the build, we’ll show context
from the build log.
2. If the original error was any other type of error, we’ll show context from the Python code.
SpackError handles displaying the special traceback if we’re in debug mode with spack -d.
build_errors = [('spack.util.executable', 'ProcessError')]
long_message
exception spack.build_environment.InstallError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised by packages when a package fails to install.
Any subclass of InstallError will be annotated by Spack wtih a pkg attribute on failure, which the caller can use
to get the package for which the exception was raised.
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class spack.build_environment.MakeExecutable(name, jobs)
Bases: spack.util.executable.Executable
Special callable executable object for make so the user can specify parallel or not on a per-invocation basis.
Using ‘parallel’ as a kwarg will override whatever the package’s global setting is, so you can either default to
true or false and override particular calls.
Note that if the SPACK_NO_PARALLEL_MAKE env var is set it overrides everything.
spack.build_environment.fork(pkg, function, dirty, fake)
Fork a child process to do part of a spack build.
Parameters
• pkg (PackageBase) – package whose environment we should set up the forked process
for.
• function (callable) – argless function to run in the child process.
• dirty (bool) – If True, do NOT clean the environment before building.
• fake (bool) – If True, skip package setup b/c it’s not a real build
Usage:
def child_fun():
# do stuff
build_env.fork(pkg, child_fun)

Forked processes are run with the build environment set up by spack.build_environment. This allows package
authors to have full control over the environment, etc. without affecting other builds that might be executed in
the same spack call.
If something goes wrong, the child process catches the error and passes it to the parent wrapped in a ChildError.
The parent is expected to handle (or re-raise) the ChildError.
spack.build_environment.get_package_context(traceback, context=3)
Return some context for an error message when the build fails.
Parameters
• traceback (traceback) – A traceback from some exception raised during install
• context (int) – Lines of context to show before and after the line where the error happened
This function inspects the stack to find where we failed in the package file, and it adds detailed context to the
long_message from there.
spack.build_environment.get_rpath_deps(pkg)
Return immediate or transitive RPATHs depending on the package.
spack.build_environment.get_rpaths(pkg)
Get a list of all the rpaths for a package.
spack.build_environment.get_std_cmake_args(pkg)
List of standard arguments used if a package is a CMakePackage.
Returns standard arguments that would be used if this package were a CMakePackage instance.
Return type list of str
Parameters pkg (PackageBase) – package under consideration
Returns arguments for cmake
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Return type list of str
spack.build_environment.load_external_modules(pkg)
Traverse a package’s spec DAG and load any external modules.
Traverse a package’s dependencies and load any external modules associated with them.
Parameters pkg (PackageBase) – package to load deps for
spack.build_environment.parent_class_modules(cls)
Get list of super class modules that are all descend from spack.Package
spack.build_environment.set_build_environment_variables(pkg, env, dirty)
Ensure a clean install environment when we build packages.
This involves unsetting pesky environment variables that may affect the build. It also involves setting environment variables used by Spack’s compiler wrappers.
Parameters
• pkg – The package we are building
• env – The build environment
• dirty (bool) – Skip unsetting the user’s environment settings
spack.build_environment.set_compiler_environment_variables(pkg, env)
spack.build_environment.set_module_variables_for_package(pkg, module)
Populate the module scope of install() with some useful functions. This makes things easier for package writers.
spack.build_environment.setup_package(pkg, dirty)
Execute all environment setup routines.

19.7 spack.compiler module
class spack.compiler.Compiler(cspec, operating_system, target, paths, modules=[], alias=None,
environment=None, extra_rpaths=None, **kwargs)
Bases: object
This class encapsulates a Spack “compiler”, which includes C, C++, and Fortran compilers. Subclasses should
implement support for specific compilers, their possible names, arguments, and how to identify the particular
type of compiler.
PrgEnv = None
PrgEnv_compiler = None
cc_names = []
cc_rpath_arg
classmethod cc_version(cc)
cxx11_flag
cxx14_flag
cxx17_flag
cxx_names = []
cxx_rpath_arg
classmethod cxx_version(cxx)
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classmethod default_version(cc)
Override just this to override all compiler version functions.
f77_names = []
f77_rpath_arg
classmethod f77_version(f77)
fc_names = []
fc_rpath_arg
classmethod fc_version(fc)
openmp_flag
prefixes = []
setup_custom_environment(pkg, env)
Set any environment variables necessary to use the compiler.
suffixes = ['-.*']
version
spack.compiler.get_compiler_version(compiler_path, version_arg, regex=’(.*)’)

19.8 spack.concretize module
Functions here are used to take abstract specs and make them concrete. For example, if a spec asks for a version
between 1.8 and 1.9, these functions might take will take the most recent 1.9 version of the package available. Or,
if the user didn’t specify a compiler for a spec, then this will assign a compiler to the spec based on defaults or user
preferences.
TODO: make this customizable and allow users to configure concretization policies.
class spack.concretize.DefaultConcretizer
Bases: object
This class doesn’t have any state, it just provides some methods for concretization. You can subclass it to
override just some of the default concretization strategies, or you can override all of them.
choose_virtual_or_external(spec)
Given a list of candidate virtual and external packages, try to find one that is most ABI compatible.
concretize_architecture(spec)
If the spec is empty provide the defaults of the platform. If the architecture is not a string type, then check
if either the platform, target or operating system are concretized. If any of the fields are changed then
return True. If everything is concretized (i.e the architecture attribute is a namedtuple of classes) then
return False. If the target is a string type, then convert the string into a concretized architecture. If it has
no architecture and the root of the DAG has an architecture, then use the root otherwise use the defaults on
the platform.
concretize_compiler(spec)
If the spec already has a compiler, we’re done. If not, then take the compiler used for the nearest ancestor
with a compiler spec and use that. If the ancestor’s compiler is not concrete, then used the preferred
compiler as specified in spackconfig.
Intuition: Use the spackconfig default if no package that depends on this one has a strict compiler requirement. Otherwise, try to build with the compiler that will be used by libraries that link to this one, to
maximize compatibility.
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concretize_compiler_flags(spec)
The compiler flags are updated to match those of the spec whose compiler is used, defaulting to no compiler
flags in the spec. Default specs set at the compiler level will still be added later.
concretize_variants(spec)
If the spec already has variants filled in, return. Otherwise, add the user preferences from packages.yaml
or the default variants from the package specification.
concretize_version(spec)
If the spec is already concrete, return. Otherwise take the preferred version from spackconfig, and default
to the package’s version if there are no available versions.
TODO: In many cases we probably want to look for installed versions of each package and use an installed version if we can link to it. The policy implemented here will tend to rebuild a lot of stuff
becasue it will prefer a compiler in the spec to any compiler already- installed things were built with.
There is likely some better policy that finds some middle ground between these two extremes.
exception spack.concretize.InsufficientArchitectureInfoError(spec, archs)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when details on architecture cannot be collected from the system
exception spack.concretize.NoBuildError(spec)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when a package is configured with the buildable option False, but no satisfactory external versions can
be found
exception spack.concretize.NoCompilersForArchError(arch, available_os_targets)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
exception spack.concretize.NoValidVersionError(spec)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when there is no way to have a concrete version for a particular spec.
exception spack.concretize.UnavailableCompilerVersionError(compiler_spec,
arch=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when there is no available compiler that satisfies a compiler spec.
spack.concretize.find_spec(spec, condition, default=None)
Searches the dag from spec in an intelligent order and looks for a spec that matches a condition

19.9 spack.config module
This module implements Spack’s configuration file handling.
This implements Spack’s configuration system, which handles merging multiple scopes with different levels of precedence. See the documentation on Configuration Scopes for details on how Spack’s configuration system behaves. The
scopes are:
1. default
2. system
3. site
4. user
And corresponding per-platform scopes. Important functions in this module are:
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• get_config()
• update_config()
get_config reads in YAML data for a particular scope and returns it. Callers can then modify the data and write it
back with update_config.
When read in, Spack validates configurations with jsonschemas. The schemas are in submodules of spack.schema.
exception spack.config.ConfigError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
exception spack.config.ConfigFileError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.config.ConfigError
exception spack.config.ConfigFormatError(validation_error, data)
Bases: spack.config.ConfigError
Raised when a configuration format does not match its schema.
exception spack.config.ConfigSanityError(validation_error, data)
Bases: spack.config.ConfigFormatError
Same as ConfigFormatError, raised when config is written by Spack.
class spack.config.ConfigScope(name, path)
Bases: object
This class represents a configuration scope.
A scope is one directory containing named configuration files. Each file is a config “section” (e.g., mirrors,
compilers, etc).
clear()
Empty cached config information.
get_section(section)
get_section_filename(section)
write_section(section)
spack.config.clear_config_caches()
Clears the caches for configuration files, which will cause them to be re-read upon the next request
spack.config.config_scopes = {'defaults': <ConfigScope: defaults:
OrderedDict of config scopes keyed by name. Later scopes will override earlier scopes.

/home/docs/checkouts/r

spack.config.extend_with_default(validator_class)
Add support for the ‘default’ attr for properties and patternProperties.
jsonschema does not handle this out of the box – it only validates. This allows us to set default values for configs
where certain fields are None b/c they’re deleted or commented out.
spack.config.get_config(section, scope=None)
Get configuration settings for a section.
If scope is None or not provided, return the merged contents of all of Spack’s configuration scopes. If scope
is provided, return only the confiugration as specified in that scope.
This off the top-level name from the YAML section. That is, for a YAML config file that looks like this:
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config:
install_tree: $spack/opt/spack
module_roots:
lmod:
$spack/share/spack/lmod

get_config('config') will return:
{ 'install_tree': '$spack/opt/spack',
'module_roots: {
'lmod': '$spack/share/spack/lmod'
}
}

spack.config.get_config_filename(scope, section)
For some scope and section, get the name of the configuration file
spack.config.get_path(path, data)
spack.config.highest_precedence_scope()
Get the scope with highest precedence (prefs will override others).
spack.config.override(string)
Test if a spack YAML string is an override.
See spack_yaml for details. Keys in Spack YAML can end in ::, and if they do, their values completely
replace lower-precedence configs instead of merging into them.
spack.config.print_section(section)
Print a configuration to stdout.
spack.config.section_schemas = {'compilers':

19.10. spack.database module

{'additionalProperties':

False, 'title':
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1. It implements a cache on top of a potentially very large Spack directory hierarchy, speeding up many operations
that would otherwise require filesystem access.
2. It will allow us to track external installations as well as lost packages and their dependencies.
Prior to the implementation of this store, a directory layout served as the authoritative database of packages in Spack.
This module provides a cache and a sanity checking mechanism for what is in the filesystem.
exception spack.database.CorruptDatabaseError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when errors are found while reading the database.
class spack.database.Database(root, db_dir=None)
Bases: object
Per-process lock objects for each install prefix.
activated_extensions_for(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
add(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
get_record(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
installed_extensions_for(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
installed_relatives(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
missing(spec)
prefix_lock(spec)
Get a lock on a particular spec’s installation directory.
NOTE: The installation directory does not need to exist.
Prefix lock is a byte range lock on the nth byte of a file.
The lock file is spack.store.db.prefix_lock – the DB tells us what to call it and it lives alongside
the install DB.
n is the sys.maxsize-bit prefix of the DAG hash. This makes likelihood of collision is very low AND it
gives us readers-writer lock semantics with just a single lockfile, so no cleanup required.
prefix_read_lock(spec)
prefix_write_lock(spec)
query(query_spec=<built-in function any>,
explicit=<built-in function any>)
Run a query on the database.

known=<built-in function any>,

installed=True,

query_spec Queries iterate through specs in the database and return those that satisfy the supplied
query_spec. If query_spec is any, This will match all specs in the database. If it is a spec, we’ll
evaluate spec.satisfies(query_spec).
The query can be constrained by two additional attributes:
known Possible values: True, False, any
Specs that are “known” are those for which Spack can locate a package.py file – i.e., Spack
“knows” how to install them. Specs that are unknown may represent packages that existed in a previous version of Spack, but have since either changed their name or been removed.
installed Possible values: True, False, any
Specs for which a prefix exists are “installed”. A spec that is NOT installed will be in the database if
some other spec depends on it but its installation has gone away since Spack installed it.
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TODO: Specs are a lot like queries. Should there be a wildcard spec object, and should specs have attributes like installed and known that can be queried? Or are these really special cases that only belong
here?
query_one(query_spec, known=<built-in function any>, installed=True)
Query for exactly one spec that matches the query spec.
Raises an assertion error if more than one spec matches the query. Returns None if no installed package
matches.
read_transaction(timeout=60)
Get a read lock context manager for use in a with block.
reindex(directory_layout)
Build database index from scratch based on a directory layout.
Locks the DB if it isn’t locked already.
remove(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
write_transaction(timeout=60)
Get a write lock context manager for use in a with block.
class spack.database.InstallRecord(spec, path, installed, ref_count=0, explicit=False)
Bases: object
A record represents one installation in the DB.
The record keeps track of the spec for the installation, its install path, AND whether or not it is installed. We
need the installed flag in case a user either:
1. blew away a directory, or
2. used spack uninstall -f to get rid of it
If, in either case, the package was removed but others still depend on it, we still need to track its spec, so we
don’t actually remove from the database until a spec has no installed dependents left.
classmethod from_dict(spec, dictionary)
to_dict()
exception spack.database.InvalidDatabaseVersionError(expected, found)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
exception spack.database.NonConcreteSpecAddError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when attemptint to add non-concrete spec to DB.

19.11 spack.dependency module
Data structures that represent Spack’s dependency relationships.
class spack.dependency.Dependency(pkg, spec, type=(’build’, ’link’))
Bases: object
Class representing metadata for a dependency on a package.
This class differs from spack.spec.DependencySpec because it represents metadata at the Package
level. spack.spec.DependencySpec is a descriptor for an actual package confiuguration, while
Dependency is a descriptor for a package’s dependency requirements.
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A dependency is a requirement for a configuration of another package that satisfies a particular spec. The
dependency can have types, which determine how that package configuration is required, e.g. whether it is
required for building the package, whether it needs to be linked to, or whether it is needed at runtime so that
Spack can call commands from it.
A package can also depend on another package with patches. This is for cases where the maintainers of one
package also maintain special patches for their dependencies. If one package depends on another with patches,
a special version of that dependency with patches applied will be built for use by the dependent package. The
patches are included in the new version’s spec hash to differentiate it from unpatched versions of the same
package, so that unpatched versions of the dependency package can coexist with the patched version.
merge(other)
Merge constraints, deptypes, and patches of other into self.
name
Get the name of the dependency package.
spack.dependency.all_deptypes = ('build', 'link', 'run', 'test')
The types of dependency relationships that Spack understands.
spack.dependency.canonical_deptype(deptype)
Convert deptype to a canonical sorted tuple, or raise ValueError.
Parameters deptype (str or list or tuple) – string representing dependency type, or a
list/tuple of such strings. Can also be the builtin function all or the string ‘all’, which result in
a tuple of all dependency types known to Spack.
spack.dependency.default_deptype = ('build', 'link')
Default dependency type if none is specified

19.12 spack.directives module
This package contains directives that can be used within a package.
Directives are functions that can be called inside a package definition to modify the package, for example:
class OpenMpi(Package): depends_on(“hwloc”) provides(“mpi”) . . .
provides and depends_on are spack directives.
The available directives are:
• version
• depends_on
• provides
• extends
• patch
• variant
• resource
spack.directives.version(ver, checksum=None, **kwargs)
Adds a version and metadata describing how to fetch it. Metadata is just stored as a dict in the package’s versions
dictionary. Package must turn it into a valid fetch strategy later.
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spack.directives.conflicts(conflict_spec, when=None, msg=None)
Allows a package to define a conflict.
Currently, a “conflict” is a concretized configuration that is known to be non-valid. For example, a package that
is known not to be buildable with intel compilers can declare:
conflicts('%intel')

To express the same constraint only when the ‘foo’ variant is activated:
conflicts('%intel', when='+foo')

Parameters
• conflict_spec (Spec) – constraint defining the known conflict
• when (Spec) – optional constraint that triggers the conflict
• msg (str) – optional user defined message
spack.directives.depends_on(spec, when=None, type=(’build’, ’link’), patches=None)
Creates a dict of deps with specs defining when they apply.
Parameters
• spec (Spec or str) – the package and constraints depended on
• when (Spec or str) – when the dependent satisfies this, it has the dependency represented by spec
• type (str or tuple of str) – str or tuple of legal Spack deptypes
• patches (obj or list) – single result of patch() directive, a str to be passed to
patch, or a list of these
This directive is to be used inside a Package definition to declare that the package requires other packages to be
built first. @see The section “Dependency specs” in the Spack Packaging Guide.
spack.directives.extends(spec, **kwargs)
Same as depends_on, but allows symlinking into dependency’s prefix tree.
This is for Python and other language modules where the module needs to be installed into the prefix of the
Python installation. Spack handles this by installing modules into their own prefix, but allowing ONE module
version to be symlinked into a parent Python install at a time, using spack activate.
keyword arguments can be passed to extends() so that extension packages can pass parameters to the extendee’s
extension mechanism.
spack.directives.provides(*specs, **kwargs)
Allows packages to provide a virtual dependency. If a package provides ‘mpi’, other packages can declare that
they depend on “mpi”, and spack can use the providing package to satisfy the dependency.
spack.directives.patch(url_or_filename, level=1, when=None, working_dir=’.’, **kwargs)
Packages can declare patches to apply to source. You can optionally provide a when spec to indicate that a
particular patch should only be applied when the package’s spec meets certain conditions (e.g. a particular
version).
Parameters
• url_or_filename (str) – url or filename of the patch
• level (int) – patch level (as in the patch shell command)
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• when (Spec) – optional anonymous spec that specifies when to apply the patch
• working_dir (str) – dir to change to before applying
Keyword Arguments
• sha256 (str) – sha256 sum of the patch, used to verify the patch (only required for URL
patches)
• archive_sha256 (str) – sha256 sum of the archive, if the patch is compressed (only
required for compressed URL patches)
spack.directives.variant(name, default=None, description=”, values=None, multi=False, validator=None)
Define a variant for the package. Packager can specify a default value as well as a text description.
Parameters
• name (str) – name of the variant
• default (str or bool) – default value for the variant, if not specified otherwise the
default will be False for a boolean variant and ‘nothing’ for a multi-valued variant
• description (str) – description of the purpose of the variant
• values (tuple or callable) – either a tuple of strings containing the allowed values, or a callable accepting one value and returning True if it is valid
• multi (bool) – if False only one value per spec is allowed for this variant
• validator (callable) – optional group validator to enforce additional logic. It receives a tuple of values and should raise an instance of SpackError if the group doesn’t meet
the additional constraints
spack.directives.resource(**kwargs)
Define an external resource to be fetched and staged when building the package. Based on the keywords present
in the dictionary the appropriate FetchStrategy will be used for the resource. Resources are fetched and staged
in their own folder inside spack stage area, and then moved into the stage area of the package that needs them.
List of recognized keywords:
• ‘when’ : (optional) represents the condition upon which the resource is needed
• ‘destination’ : (optional) path where to move the resource. This path must be relative to the main package
stage area.
• ‘placement’ : (optional) gives the possibility to fine tune how the resource is moved into the main package
stage area.

19.13 spack.directory_layout module
class spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayout(root)
Bases: object
A directory layout is used to associate unique paths with specs. Different installations are going to want differnet
layouts for their install, and they can use this to customize the nesting structure of spack installs.
all_specs()
To be implemented by subclasses to traverse all specs for which there is a directory within the root.
check_installed(spec)
Checks whether a spec is installed.
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Return the spec’s prefix, if it is installed, None otherwise.
Raise an exception if the install is inconsistent or corrupt.
create_install_directory(spec)
Creates the installation directory for a spec.
hidden_file_paths
Return a list of hidden files used by the directory layout.
Paths are relative to the root of an install directory.
If the directory layout uses no hidden files to maintain state, this should return an empty container, e.g. []
or (,).
path_for_spec(spec)
Return absolute path from the root to a directory for the spec.
relative_path_for_spec(spec)
Implemented by subclasses to return a relative path from the install root to a unique location for the
provided spec.
remove_install_directory(spec)
Removes a prefix and any empty parent directories from the root. Raised RemoveFailedError if something
goes wrong.
exception spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayoutError(message, long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Superclass for directory layout errors.
exception spack.directory_layout.ExtensionAlreadyInstalledError(spec,
ext_spec)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayoutError
Raised when an extension is added to a package that already has it.
exception spack.directory_layout.ExtensionConflictError(spec, ext_spec, conflict)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayoutError
Raised when an extension is added to a package that already has it.
class spack.directory_layout.ExtensionsLayout(root, **kwargs)
Bases: object
A directory layout is used to associate unique paths with specs for package extensions. Keeps track of which extensions are activated for what package. Depending on the use case, this can mean globally activated extensions
directly in the installation folder - or extensions activated in filesystem views.
add_extension(spec, ext_spec)
Add to the list of currently installed extensions.
check_activated(spec, ext_spec)
Ensure that ext_spec can be removed from spec.
If not, raise NoSuchExtensionError.
check_extension_conflict(spec, ext_spec)
Ensure that ext_spec can be activated in spec.
If not, raise ExtensionAlreadyInstalledError or ExtensionConflictError.
extendee_target_directory(extendee)
Specify to which full path extendee should link all files from extensions.
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extension_map(spec)
Get a dict of currently installed extension packages for a spec.
Dict maps { name : extension_spec } Modifying dict does not affect internals of this layout.
remove_extension(spec, ext_spec)
Remove from the list of currently installed extensions.
exception spack.directory_layout.InconsistentInstallDirectoryError(message,
long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayoutError
Raised when a package seems to be installed to the wrong place.
exception spack.directory_layout.InstallDirectoryAlreadyExistsError(path)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayoutError
Raised when create_install_directory is called unnecessarily.
exception spack.directory_layout.InvalidDirectoryLayoutParametersError(message,
long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayoutError
Raised when a invalid directory layout parameters are supplied
exception spack.directory_layout.InvalidExtensionSpecError(message,
long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayoutError
Raised when an extension file has a bad spec in it.
exception spack.directory_layout.NoSuchExtensionError(spec, ext_spec)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayoutError
Raised when an extension isn’t there on deactivate.
exception spack.directory_layout.RemoveFailedError(installed_spec, prefix, error)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayoutError
Raised when a DirectoryLayout cannot remove an install prefix.
exception spack.directory_layout.SpecHashCollisionError(installed_spec, new_spec)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayoutError
Raised when there is a hash collision in an install layout.
exception spack.directory_layout.SpecReadError(message, long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayoutError
Raised when directory layout can’t read a spec.
class spack.directory_layout.YamlDirectoryLayout(root, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayout
By default lays out installation directories like this::
<install root>/
<platform-os-target>/
<compiler>-<compiler version>/ <name>-<version>-<hash>
The hash here is a SHA-1 hash for the full DAG plus the build spec. TODO: implement the build spec.
The installation directory scheme can be modified with the arguments hash_len and path_scheme.
all_specs()
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build_env_path(spec)
build_log_path(spec)
build_packages_path(spec)
check_installed(spec)
create_install_directory(spec)
hidden_file_paths
metadata_path(spec)
read_spec(path)
Read the contents of a file and parse them as a spec
relative_path_for_spec(spec)
spec_file_path(spec)
Gets full path to spec file
specs_by_hash()
write_spec(spec, path)
Write a spec out to a file.
class spack.directory_layout.YamlExtensionsLayout(root, layout)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.ExtensionsLayout
Implements globally activated extensions within a YamlDirectoryLayout.
add_extension(spec, ext_spec)
check_activated(spec, ext_spec)
check_extension_conflict(spec, ext_spec)
extendee_target_directory(extendee)
extension_file_path(spec)
Gets full path to an installed package’s extension file
extension_map(spec)
Defensive copying version of _extension_map() for external API.
remove_extension(spec, ext_spec)
class spack.directory_layout.YamlViewExtensionsLayout(root, layout)
Bases: spack.directory_layout.YamlExtensionsLayout
Governs the directory layout present when creating filesystem views in a certain root folder.
Meant to replace YamlDirectoryLayout when working with filesystem views.
extendee_target_directory(extendee)
extension_file_path(spec)
Gets the full path to an installed package’s extension file.

19.14 spack.environment module
class spack.environment.AppendFlagsEnv(name, value, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.environment.NameValueModifier
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execute()
class spack.environment.AppendPath(name, value, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.environment.NameValueModifier
execute()
class spack.environment.EnvironmentModifications(other=None)
Bases: object
Keeps track of requests to modify the current environment.
Each call to a method to modify the environment stores the extra information on the caller in the request:
• ‘filename’ : filename of the module where the caller is defined
• ‘lineno’: line number where the request occurred
• ‘context’ : line of code that issued the request that failed
append_flags(name, value, sep=’ ’, **kwargs)
Stores in the current object a request to append to an env variable
Parameters
• name – name of the environment variable to be appended to
• value – value to append to the environment variable
Appends with spaces separating different additions to the variable
append_path(name, path, **kwargs)
Stores a request to append a path to a path list.
Parameters
• name – name of the path list in the environment
• path – path to be appended
apply_modifications()
Applies the modifications and clears the list.
clear()
Clears the current list of modifications
extend(other)
static from_sourcing_file(filename, *args, **kwargs)
Returns modifications that would be made by sourcing a file.
Parameters
• filename (str) – The file to source
• *args (list of str) – Arguments to pass on the command line
Keyword Arguments
• shell (str) – The shell to use (default: bash)
• shell_options (str) – Options passed to the shell (default: -c)
• source_command (str) – The command to run (default: source)
• suppress_output (str) – Redirect used to suppress output of command (default: &>
/dev/null)
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• concatenate_on_success (str) – Operator used to execute a command only when
the previous command succeeds (default: &&)
• blacklist ([str or re]) – Ignore any modifications of these variables (default: [])
• whitelist ([str or re]) – Always respect modifications of these variables (default: []). Has precedence over blacklist.
• clean (bool) – In addition to removing empty entries, also remove duplicate entries
(default: False).
Returns
an object that, if executed, has the same effect on the environment as sourcing the file
Return type EnvironmentModifications
group_by_name()
Returns a dict of the modifications grouped by variable name.
Returns dict mapping the environment variable name to the modifications to be done on it
prepend_path(name, path, **kwargs)
Same as append_path, but the path is pre-pended.
Parameters
• name – name of the path list in the environment
• path – path to be pre-pended
remove_path(name, path, **kwargs)
Stores a request to remove a path from a path list.
Parameters
• name – name of the path list in the environment
• path – path to be removed
set(name, value, **kwargs)
Stores a request to set an environment variable.
Parameters
• name – name of the environment variable to be set
• value – value of the environment variable
set_path(name, elements, **kwargs)
Stores a request to set a path generated from a list.
Parameters
• name – name o the environment variable to be set.
• elements – elements of the path to set.
unset(name, **kwargs)
Stores a request to unset an environment variable.
Parameters name – name of the environment variable to be set
class spack.environment.NameModifier(name, **kwargs)
Bases: object
update_args(**kwargs)
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class spack.environment.NameValueModifier(name, value, **kwargs)
Bases: object
update_args(**kwargs)
class spack.environment.PrependPath(name, value, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.environment.NameValueModifier
execute()
class spack.environment.RemovePath(name, value, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.environment.NameValueModifier
execute()
class spack.environment.SetEnv(name, value, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.environment.NameValueModifier
execute()
class spack.environment.SetPath(name, value, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.environment.NameValueModifier
execute()
class spack.environment.UnsetEnv(name, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.environment.NameModifier
execute()
spack.environment.concatenate_paths(paths, separator=’:’)
Concatenates an iterable of paths into a string of paths separated by separator, defaulting to colon.
Parameters
• paths – iterable of paths
• separator – the separator to use, default ‘:’
Returns string
spack.environment.filter_environment_blacklist(env, variables)
Generator that filters out any change to environment variables present in the input list.
Parameters
• env – list of environment modifications
• variables – list of variable names to be filtered
Returns items in env if they are not in variables
spack.environment.inspect_path(root, inspections, exclude=None)
Inspects root to search for the subdirectories in inspections. Adds every path found to a list of prependpath commands and returns it.
Parameters
• root (str) – absolute path where to search for subdirectories
• inspections (dict) – maps relative paths to a list of environment variables that will be
modified if the path exists. The modifications are not performed immediately, but stored in
a command object that is returned to client
• exclude (callable) – optional callable. If present it must accept an absolute path and
return True if it should be excluded from the inspection
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Examples:
The following lines execute an inspection in /usr to search for /usr/include and /usr/lib64. If found
we want to prepend /usr/include to CPATH and /usr/lib64 to MY_LIB64_PATH.
# Set up the dictionary containing the inspection
inspections = {
'include': ['CPATH'],
'lib64': ['MY_LIB64_PATH']
}
# Get back the list of command needed to modify the environment
env = inspect_path('/usr', inspections)
# Eventually execute the commands
env.apply_modifications()

Returns instance of EnvironmentModifications containing the requested modifications
spack.environment.set_or_unset_not_first(variable, changes, errstream)
Check if we are going to set or unset something after other modifications have already been requested.
spack.environment.validate(env, errstream)
Validates the environment modifications to check for the presence of suspicious patterns. Prompts a warning for
everything that was found.
Current checks: - set or unset variables after other changes on the same variable
Parameters env – list of environment modifications

19.15 spack.error module
exception spack.error.SpackError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: Exception
This is the superclass for all Spack errors. Subclasses can be found in the modules they have to do with.
die()
long_message
print_context()
Print extended debug information about this exception.
This is usually printed when the top-level Spack error handler calls die(), but it acn be called separately
beforehand if a lower-level error handler needs to print error context and continue without raising the
exception to the top level.
exception spack.error.SpecError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Superclass for all errors that occur while constructing specs.
exception spack.error.UnsatisfiableSpecError(provided, required, constraint_type)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when a spec conflicts with package constraints. Provide the requirement that was violated when raising.
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exception spack.error.UnsupportedPlatformError(message)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised by packages when a platform is not supported

19.16 spack.fetch_strategy module
Fetch strategies are used to download source code into a staging area in order to build it. They need to define the
following methods:
• fetch() This should attempt to download/check out source from somewhere.
• check() Apply a checksum to the downloaded source code, e.g. for an archive. May not do anything if the fetch
method was safe to begin with.
• expand() Expand (e.g., an archive) downloaded file to source.
• reset() Restore original state of downloaded code. Used by clean commands. This may just remove the expanded source and re-expand an archive, or it may run something like git reset –hard.
• archive() Archive a source directory, e.g. for creating a mirror.
class spack.fetch_strategy.CacheURLFetchStrategy(*args, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.URLFetchStrategy
The resource associated with a cache URL may be out of date.
fetch()
exception spack.fetch_strategy.ChecksumError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.FetchError
Raised when archive fails to checksum.
class spack.fetch_strategy.FSMeta(name, bases, dict)
Bases: type
This metaclass registers all fetch strategies in a list.
exception spack.fetch_strategy.FailedDownloadError(url, msg=”)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.FetchError
Raised wen a download fails.
exception spack.fetch_strategy.FetchError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Superclass fo fetcher errors.
class spack.fetch_strategy.FetchStrategy
Bases: object
Superclass of all fetch strategies.
archive(destination)
Create an archive of the downloaded data for a mirror.
For downloaded files, this should preserve the checksum of the original file. For repositories, it should just
create an expandable tarball out of the downloaded repository.
cachable
Whether fetcher is capable of caching the resource it retrieves.
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This generally is determined by whether the resource is identifiably associated with a specific package
version.
Returns True if can cache, False otherwise.
Return type bool
check()
Checksum the archive fetched by this FetchStrategy.
enabled = False
expand()
Expand the downloaded archive.
fetch()
Fetch source code archive or repo.
Returns True on success, False on failure.
Return type bool
classmethod matches(args)
required_attributes = None
reset()
Revert to freshly downloaded state.
For archive files, this may just re-expand the archive.
set_stage(stage)
This is called by Stage before any of the fetching methods are called on the stage.
class spack.fetch_strategy.FsCache(root)
Bases: object
destroy()
fetcher(targetPath, digest, **kwargs)
store(fetcher, relativeDst)
class spack.fetch_strategy.GitFetchStrategy(**kwargs)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.VCSFetchStrategy
Fetch strategy that gets source code from a git repository. Use like this in a package:
version(‘name’, git=’https://github.com/project/repo.git’)
Optionally, you can provide a branch, or commit to check out, e.g.:
version(‘1.1’, git=’https://github.com/project/repo.git’, tag=’v1.1’)
You can use these three optional attributes in addition to git:
• branch: Particular branch to build from (default is master)
• tag: Particular tag to check out
• commit: Particular commit hash in the repo
archive(destination)
cachable
enabled = True
fetch()
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git
git_version
required_attributes = ('git',)
reset()
class spack.fetch_strategy.GoFetchStrategy(**kwargs)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.VCSFetchStrategy
Fetch strategy that employs the go get infrastructure.
Use like this in a package:
version(‘name’, go=’github.com/monochromegane/the_platinum_searcher/. . . ’)
Go get does not natively support versions, they can be faked with git
archive(destination)
enabled = True
fetch()
go
go_version
required_attributes = ('go',)
reset()
class spack.fetch_strategy.HgFetchStrategy(**kwargs)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.VCSFetchStrategy
Fetch strategy that gets source code from a Mercurial repository. Use like this in a package:
version(‘name’, hg=’https://jay.grs.rwth-aachen.de/hg/lwm2’)
Optionally, you can provide a branch, or revision to check out, e.g.:
version(‘torus’, hg=’https://jay.grs.rwth-aachen.de/hg/lwm2’, branch=’torus’)
You can use the optional ‘revision’ attribute to check out a branch, tag, or particular revision in hg. To prevent
non-reproducible builds, using a moving target like a branch is discouraged.
• revision: Particular revision, branch, or tag.
archive(destination)
cachable
enabled = True
fetch()
hg
returns – The hg executable :rtype: Executable
required_attributes = ['hg']
reset()
exception spack.fetch_strategy.InvalidArgsError(pkg, version)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.FetchError
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exception spack.fetch_strategy.NoArchiveFileError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.FetchError
“Raised when an archive file is expected but none exists.
exception spack.fetch_strategy.NoCacheError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.FetchError
Raised when there is no cached archive for a package.
exception spack.fetch_strategy.NoDigestError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.FetchError
Raised after attempt to checksum when URL has no digest.
exception spack.fetch_strategy.NoStageError(method)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.FetchError
Raised when fetch operations are called before set_stage().
class spack.fetch_strategy.SvnFetchStrategy(**kwargs)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.VCSFetchStrategy
Fetch strategy that gets source code from a subversion repository. Use like this in a package:
version(‘name’, svn=’http://www.example.com/svn/trunk’)
Optionally, you can provide a revision for the URL:
version(‘name’, svn=’http://www.example.com/svn/trunk’, revision=‘1641’)
archive(destination)
cachable
enabled = True
fetch()
required_attributes = ['svn']
reset()
svn
class spack.fetch_strategy.URLFetchStrategy(url=None, digest=None, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.FetchStrategy
FetchStrategy that pulls source code from a URL for an archive, checks the archive against a checksum,and
decompresses the archive.
archive(destination)
Just moves this archive to the destination.
archive_file
Path to the source archive within this stage directory.
cachable
check()
Check the downloaded archive against a checksum digest. No-op if this stage checks code out of a repository.
curl
enabled = True
expand()
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fetch()
required_attributes = ['url']
reset()
Removes the source path if it exists, then re-expands the archive.
class spack.fetch_strategy.VCSFetchStrategy(name, *rev_types, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.fetch_strategy.FetchStrategy
archive(destination, **kwargs)
check()
expand()

spack.fetch_strategy.all_strategies = [<class 'spack.fetch_strategy.URLFetchStrategy'>, <cl
List of all fetch strategies, created by FetchStrategy metaclass.
spack.fetch_strategy.args_are_for(args, fetcher)
spack.fetch_strategy.for_package_version(pkg, version)
Determine a fetch strategy based on the arguments supplied to version() in the package description.
spack.fetch_strategy.from_kwargs(**kwargs)
Construct an appropriate FetchStrategy from the given keyword arguments.
Parameters **kwargs – dictionary of keyword arguments, e.g. from a version() directive in
a package.
Returns
The fetch strategy that matches the args, based on attribute names (e.g., git, hg, etc.)
Return type fetch_strategy
Raises FetchError – If no fetch_strategy matches the args.
spack.fetch_strategy.from_list_url(pkg)
If a package provides a URL which lists URLs for resources by version, this can can create a fetcher for a URL
discovered for the specified package’s version.
spack.fetch_strategy.from_url(url)
Given a URL, find an appropriate fetch strategy for it. Currently just gives you a URLFetchStrategy that uses
curl.
TODO: make this return appropriate fetch strategies for other types of URLs.

19.17 spack.file_cache module
exception spack.file_cache.CacheError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
class spack.file_cache.FileCache(root)
Bases: object
This class manages cached data in the filesystem.
• Cache files are fetched and stored by unique keys. Keys can be relative paths, so that there can be some
hierarchy in the cache.
• The FileCache handles locking cache files for reading and writing, so client code need not manage locks
for cache entries.
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cache_path(key)
Path to the file in the cache for a particular key.
destroy()
Remove all files under the cache root.
init_entry(key)
Ensure we can access a cache file. Create a lock for it if needed.
Return whether the cache file exists yet or not.
mtime(key)
Return modification time of cache file, or 0 if it does not exist.
Time is in units returned by os.stat in the mtime field, which is platform-dependent.
read_transaction(key)
Get a read transaction on a file cache item.
Returns a ReadTransaction context manager and opens the cache file for reading. You can use it like this:
with file_cache_object.read_transaction(key) as cache_file: cache_file.read()
remove(key)
write_transaction(key)
Get a write transaction on a file cache item.
Returns a WriteTransaction context manager that opens a temporary file for writing. Once the context
manager finishes, if nothing went wrong, moves the file into place on top of the old file atomically.

19.18 spack.filesystem_view module
class spack.filesystem_view.FilesystemView(root, layout, **kwargs)
Bases: object
Governs a filesystem view that is located at certain root-directory.
Packages are linked from their install directories into a common file hierachy.
In distributed filesystems, loading each installed package seperately can lead to slow-downs due to too many
directories being traversed. This can be circumvented by loading all needed modules into a common directory
structure.
add_extension(spec)
Add (link) an extension in this view. Does not add dependencies.
add_specs(*specs, **kwargs)
Add given specs to view.
The supplied specs might be standalone packages or extensions of other packages.
Should accept with_dependencies as keyword argument (default True) to indicate wether or not dependencies should be activated as well.
Should except an exclude keyword argument containing a list of regexps that filter out matching spec
names.
This method should make use of activate_{extension,standalone}.
add_standalone(spec)
Add (link) a standalone package into this view.
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check_added(spec)
Check if the given concrete spec is active in this view.
get_all_specs()
Get all specs currently active in this view.
get_spec(spec)
Return the actual spec linked in this view (i.e. do not look it up in the database by name).
spec can be a name or a spec from which the name is extracted.
As there can only be a single version active for any spec the name is enough to identify the spec in the
view.
If no spec is present, returns None.
print_status(*specs, **kwargs)
Print a short summary about the given specs, detailing whether..
• ..they are active in the view.
• ..they are active but the activated version differs.
• ..they are not activte in the view.
Takes with_dependencies keyword argument so that the status of dependencies is printed as well.
remove_extension(spec)
Remove (unlink) an extension from this view.
remove_specs(*specs, **kwargs)
Removes given specs from view.
The supplied spec might be a standalone package or an extension of another package.
Should accept with_dependencies as keyword argument (default True) to indicate wether or not dependencies should be deactivated as well.
Should accept with_dependents as keyword argument (default True) to indicate wether or not dependents
on the deactivated specs should be removed as well.
Should except an exclude keyword argument containing a list of regexps that filter out matching spec
names.
This method should make use of deactivate_{extension,standalone}.
remove_standalone(spec)
Remove (unlink) a standalone package from this view.
class spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemView(root, layout, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.filesystem_view.FilesystemView
Filesystem view to work with a yaml based directory layout.
add_extension(spec)
add_specs(*specs, **kwargs)
add_standalone(spec)
check_added(spec)
get_all_specs()
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get_conflicts(*specs)
Return list of tuples (<spec>, <spec in view>) where the spec active in the view differs from the one to be
activated.
get_path_meta_folder(spec)
Get path to meta folder for either spec or spec name.
get_spec(spec)
link_meta_folder(spec)
print_conflict(spec_active, spec_specified, level=’error’)
Singular print function for spec conflicts.
print_status(*specs, **kwargs)
purge_empty_directories()
Ascend up from the leaves accessible from path and remove empty directories.
remove_extension(spec, with_dependents=True)
Remove (unlink) an extension from this view.
remove_specs(*specs, **kwargs)
remove_standalone(spec)
Remove (unlink) a standalone package from this view.
unlink_meta_folder(spec)

19.19 spack.graph module
Functions for graphing DAGs of dependencies.
This file contains code for graphing DAGs of software packages (i.e. Spack specs). There are two main functions you
probably care about:
graph_ascii() will output a colored graph of a spec in ascii format, kind of like the graph git shows with “git log
–graph”, e.g.:
o mpileaks
|
| |
| o |
|/| |
| |\|
| |\
| | |\
| |_|_|/|
|/| | | |
o | | | | mpi
/ / / /
| | o | dyninst
| |/| |
|/|/| |
| | |/
| o | libdwarf
|/ /
o | libelf
/
o boost

callpath

| | | | o

adept-utils

graph_dot() will output a graph of a spec (or multiple specs) in dot format.
Note that graph_ascii assumes a single spec while graph_dot can take a number of specs as input.
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spack.graph.topological_sort(spec, reverse=False, deptype=’all’)
Topological sort for specs.
Return a list of dependency specs sorted topologically. The spec argument is not modified in the process.
spack.graph.graph_ascii(spec, node=’o’, out=None, debug=False, indent=0, color=None, deptype=’all’)
class spack.graph.AsciiGraph
Bases: object
write(spec, color=None, out=None)
Write out an ascii graph of the provided spec.
Arguments: spec – spec to graph. This only handles one spec at a time.
Optional arguments:
out – file object to write out to (default is sys.stdout)
color – whether to write in color. Default is to autodetect based on output file.
spack.graph.graph_dot(specs, deptype=’all’, static=False, out=None)
Generate a graph in dot format of all provided specs.
Print out a dot formatted graph of all the dependencies between package. Output can be passed to graphviz, e.g.:
spack graph –dot qt | dot -Tpdf > spack-graph.pdf

19.20 spack.main module
This is the implementation of the Spack command line executable.
In a normal Spack installation, this is invoked from the bin/spack script after the system path is set up.
class spack.main.SpackArgumentParser(prog=None, usage=None, description=None, epilog=None, version=None, parents=[], formatter_class=<class
’argparse.HelpFormatter’>,
prefix_chars=’-’, fromfile_prefix_chars=None, argument_default=None,
conflict_handler=’error’,
add_help=True)
Bases: argparse.ArgumentParser
add_command(cmd_name)
Add one subcommand to this parser.
format_help(level=’short’)
format_help_sections(level)
Format help on sections for a particular verbosity level.
Parameters level (str) – ‘short’ or ‘long’ (more commands shown for long)
class spack.main.SpackCommand(command)
Bases: object
Callable object that invokes a spack command (for testing).
Example usage:
install = SpackCommand('install')
install('-v', 'mpich')
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Use this to invoke Spack commands directly from Python and check their output.
exception spack.main.SpackCommandError
Bases: Exception
Raised when SpackCommand execution fails.
spack.main.add_all_commands(parser)
Add all spack subcommands to the parser.
spack.main.allows_unknown_args(command)
Implements really simple argument injection for unknown arguments.
Commands may add an optional argument called “unknown args” to indicate they can handle unknonwn args,
and we’ll pass the unknown args in.
spack.main.index_commands()
create an index of commands by section for this help level
spack.main.main(argv=None)
This is the entry point for the Spack command.
Parameters argv (list of str or None) – command line arguments, NOT including the
executable name. If None, parses from sys.argv.
spack.main.make_argument_parser()
Create an basic argument parser without any subcommands added.
spack.main.set_working_dir()
Change the working directory to getcwd, or spack prefix if no cwd.
spack.main.setup_main_options(args)
Configure spack globals based on the basic options.

19.21 spack.mirror module
This file contains code for creating spack mirror directories. A mirror is an organized hierarchy containing specially
named archive files. This enabled spack to know where to find files in a mirror if the main server for a particular
package is down. Or, if the computer where spack is run is not connected to the internet, it allows spack to download
packages directly from a mirror (e.g., on an intranet).
exception spack.mirror.MirrorError(msg, long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Superclass of all mirror-creation related errors.
spack.mirror.add_single_spec(spec, mirror_root, categories, **kwargs)
spack.mirror.create(path, specs, **kwargs)
Create a directory to be used as a spack mirror, and fill it with package archives.
Parameters
• path – Path to create a mirror directory hierarchy in.
• specs – Any package versions matching these specs will be added to the mirror.
Keyword Arguments
• no_checksum – If True, do not checkpoint when fetching (default False)
• num_versions – Max number of versions to fetch per spec, if spec is ambiguous (default
is 0 for all of them)
19.21. spack.mirror module
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Return Value: Returns a tuple of lists: (present, mirrored, error)
• present: Package specs that were already present.
• mirrored: Package specs that were successfully mirrored.
• error: Package specs that failed to mirror due to some error.
This routine iterates through all known package versions, and it creates specs for those versions. If the version
satisfies any spec in the specs list, it is downloaded and added to the mirror.
spack.mirror.get_matching_versions(specs, **kwargs)
Get a spec for EACH known version matching any spec in the list.
spack.mirror.mirror_archive_filename(spec, fetcher, resourceId=None)
Get the name of the spec’s archive in the mirror.
spack.mirror.mirror_archive_path(spec, fetcher, resourceId=None)
Get the relative path to the spec’s archive within a mirror.
spack.mirror.suggest_archive_basename(resource)
Return a tentative basename for an archive.
Raises RuntimeError – if the name is not an allowed archive type.

19.22 spack.multimethod module
This module contains utilities for using multi-methods in spack. You can think of multi-methods like overloaded
methods – they’re methods with the same name, and we need to select a version of the method based on some criteria.
e.g., for overloaded methods, you would select a version of the method to call based on the types of its arguments.
In spack, multi-methods are used to ease the life of package authors. They allow methods like install() (or other
methods called by install()) to declare multiple versions to be called when the package is instantiated with different
specs. e.g., if the package is built with OpenMPI on x86_64„ you might want to call a different install method than if
it was built for mpich2 on BlueGene/Q. Likewise, you might want to do a different type of install for different versions
of the package.
Multi-methods provide a simple decorator-based syntax for this that avoids overly complicated rat nests of if statements. Obviously, depending on the scenario, regular old conditionals might be clearer, so package authors should use
their judgement.
exception spack.multimethod.MultiMethodError(message)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Superclass for multimethod dispatch errors
exception spack.multimethod.NoSuchMethodError(cls, method_name, spec, possible_specs)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when we can’t find a version of a multi-method.
class spack.multimethod.SpecMultiMethod(default=None)
Bases: object
This implements a multi-method for Spack specs. Packages are instantiated with a particular spec, and you may
want to execute different versions of methods based on what the spec looks like. For example, you might want
to call a different version of install() for one platform than you call on another.
The SpecMultiMethod class implements a callable object that handles method dispatch. When it is called, it
looks through registered methods and their associated specs, and it tries to find one that matches the package’s
spec. If it finds one (and only one), it will call that method.
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The package author is responsible for ensuring that only one condition on multi-methods ever evaluates to true.
If multiple methods evaluate to true, this will raise an exception.
This is intended for use with decorators (see below). The decorator (see docs below) creates SpecMultiMethods
and registers method versions with them.
To register a method, you can do something like this: mm
mm.register(“^chaos_5_x86_64_ib”, some_method)

=

SpecMultiMethod()

The object registered needs to be a Spec or some string that will parse to be a valid spec.
When the mm is actually called, it selects a version of the method to call based on the sys_type of the object it
is called on.
See the docs for decorators below for more details.
register(spec, method)
Register a version of a method for a particular sys_type.
class spack.multimethod.when(spec)
Bases: object
This annotation lets packages declare multiple versions of methods like install() that depend on the package’s
spec. For example:
class SomePackage(Package):
...
def install(self, prefix):
# Do default install
@when('arch=chaos_5_x86_64_ib')
def install(self, prefix):
# This will be executed instead of the default install if
# the package's platform() is chaos_5_x86_64_ib.
@when('arch=bgqos_0")
def install(self, prefix):
# This will be executed if the package's sys_type is bgqos_0

This allows each package to have a default version of install() AND specialized versions for particular platforms.
The version that is called depends on the architecutre of the instantiated package.
Note that this works for methods other than install, as well. So, if you only have part of the install that is platform
specific, you could do this:
class SomePackage(Package):
...
# virtual dependence on MPI.
# could resolve to mpich, mpich2, OpenMPI
depends_on('mpi')
def setup(self):
# do nothing in the default case
pass
@when('^openmpi')
def setup(self):
# do something special when this is built with OpenMPI for
# its MPI implementations.
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def install(self, prefix):
# Do common install stuff
self.setup()
# Do more common install stuff

There must be one (and only one) @when clause that matches the package’s spec. If there is more than one, or
if none match, then the method will raise an exception when it’s called.
Note that the default version of decorated methods must always come first. Otherwise it will override all of the
platform-specific versions. There’s not much we can do to get around this because of the way decorators work.

19.23 spack.package module
This is where most of the action happens in Spack. See the Package docs for detailed instructions on how the class
works and on how to write your own packages.
The spack package structure is based strongly on Homebrew (http://wiki.github.com/mxcl/homebrew/), mainly because Homebrew makes it very easy to create packages. For a complete rundown on spack and how it differs from
homebrew, look at the README.
exception spack.package.ActivationError(msg, long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.package.ExtensionError
exception spack.package.DependencyConflictError(conflict)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when the dependencies cannot be flattened as asked for.
exception spack.package.ExtensionConflictError(path)
Bases: spack.package.ExtensionError
exception spack.package.ExtensionError(message, long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.package.PackageError
exception spack.package.ExternalPackageError(message, long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.package.InstallError
Raised by install() when a package is only for external use.
exception spack.package.FetchError(message, long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when something goes wrong during fetch.
exception spack.package.InstallError(message, long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when something goes wrong during install or uninstall.
class spack.package.InstallPhase(name)
Bases: object
Manages a single phase of the installation.
This descriptor stores at creation time the name of the method it should search for execution. The method is
retrieved at __get__ time, so that it can be overridden by subclasses of whatever class declared the phases.
It also provides hooks to execute arbitrary callbacks before and after the phase.
copy()
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exception spack.package.NoURLError(cls)
Bases: spack.package.PackageError
Raised when someone tries to build a URL for a package with no URLs.
class spack.package.Package(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
General purpose class with a single install phase that needs to be coded by packagers.
build_system_class = 'Package'
This attribute is used in UI queries that require to know which build-system class we are using
phases = ['install']
The one and only phase
class spack.package.PackageBase(spec)
Bases: object
This is the superclass for all spack packages.
*The Package class*
Package is where the bulk of the work of installing packages is done.
A package defines how to fetch, verfiy (via, e.g., md5), build, and install a piece of software. A Package also
defines what other packages it depends on, so that dependencies can be installed along with the package itself.
Packages are written in pure python.
Packages are all submodules of spack.packages. If spack is installed in $prefix, all of its python files are in
$prefix/lib/spack. Most of them are in the spack module, so all the packages live in $prefix/lib/
spack/spack/packages.
All you have to do to create a package is make a new subclass of Package in this directory. Spack automatically
scans the python files there and figures out which one to import when you invoke it.
An example package
Let’s look at the cmake package to start with. This package lives in $prefix/var/spack/repos/
builtin/packages/cmake/package.py:
from spack import *
class Cmake(Package):
homepage = 'https://www.cmake.org'
url
= 'http://www.cmake.org/files/v2.8/cmake-2.8.10.2.tar.gz'
md5
= '097278785da7182ec0aea8769d06860c'
def install(self, spec, prefix):
configure('--prefix=%s'
% prefix,
'--parallel=%s' % make_jobs)
make()
make('install')

Naming conventions
There are two names you should care about:
1. The module name, cmake.
• User will refers to this name, e.g. ‘spack install cmake’.
• It can include _, -, and numbers (it can even start with a number).
2. The class name, “Cmake”. This is formed by converting - or _ in the module name to camel case. If the
name starts with a number, we prefix the class name with _. Examples:
19.23. spack.package module
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Module Name
foo_bar
docbook-xml
FooBar
3proxy

Class Name
FooBar
DocbookXml
Foobar
_3proxy

The class name is what spack looks for when it loads a package module.
Required Attributes
Aside from proper naming, here is the bare minimum set of things you need when you make a package:
homepage: informational URL, so that users know what they’re installing.
url or url_for_version(self, version): If url, then the URL of the source archive that spack will fetch. If
url_for_version(), then a method returning the URL required to fetch a particular version.
install(): This function tells spack how to build and install the software it downloaded.
Optional Attributes
You can also optionally add these attributes, if needed:
list_url: Webpage to scrape for available version strings. Default is the directory containing the
tarball; use this if the default isn’t correct so that invoking ‘spack versions’ will work for this
package.
url_version(self, version): When spack downloads packages at particular versions, it just converts
version to string with str(version). Override this if your package needs special version formatting
in its URL. boost is an example of a package that needs this.
*Creating Packages*
As a package creator, you can probably ignore most of the preceding information, because you can use the
‘spack create’ command to do it all automatically.
You as the package creator generally only have to worry about writing your install function and specifying
dependencies.
spack create
Most software comes in nicely packaged tarballs, like this one
http://www.cmake.org/files/v2.8/cmake-2.8.10.2.tar.gz
Taking a page from homebrew, spack deduces pretty much everything it needs to know from the URL above. If
you simply type this:
spack create http://www.cmake.org/files/v2.8/cmake-2.8.10.2.tar.gz

Spack will download the tarball, generate an md5 hash, figure out the version and the name of the package from
the URL, and create a new package file for you with all the names and attributes set correctly.
Once this skeleton code is generated, spack pops up the new package in your $EDITOR so that you can modify
the parts that need changes.
Dependencies
If your package requires another in order to build, you can specify that like this:
class Stackwalker(Package):
...
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depends_on("libdwarf")
...

This tells spack that before it builds stackwalker, it needs to build the libdwarf package as well. Note that this is
the module name, not the class name (The class name is really only used by spack to find your package).
Spack will download an install each dependency before it installs your package. In addtion, it will add -L, -I,
and rpath arguments to your compiler and linker for each dependency. In most cases, this allows you to avoid
specifying any dependencies in your configure or cmake line; you can just run configure or cmake without any
additional arguments and it will find the dependencies automatically.
The Install Function
The install function is designed so that someone not too terribly familiar with Python could write a package installer. For example, we put a number of commands in install scope that you can use almost like shell commands.
These include make, configure, cmake, rm, rmtree, mkdir, mkdirp, and others.
You can see above in the cmake script that these commands are used to run configure and make almost like
they’re used on the command line. The only difference is that they are python function calls and not shell
commands.
It may be puzzling to you where the commands and functions in install live. They are NOT instance variables on
the class; this would require us to type ‘self.’ all the time and it makes the install code unnecessarily long. Rather,
spack puts these commands and variables in module scope for your Package subclass. Since each package has
its own module, this doesn’t pollute other namespaces, and it allows you to more easily implement an install
function.
For a full list of commands and variables available in module scope, see the add_commands_to_module() function in this class. This is where most of them are created and set on the module.
Parallel Builds
By default, Spack will run make in parallel when you run make() in your install function. Spack figures out how
many cores are available on your system and runs make with -j<cores>. If you do not want this behavior, you
can explicitly mark a package not to use parallel make:
class SomePackage(Package):
...
parallel = False
...

This changes the default behavior so that make is sequential. If you still want to build some parts in parallel,
you can do this in your install function:
make(parallel=True)

Likewise, if you do not supply parallel = True in your Package, you can keep the default parallel behavior and
run make like this when you want a sequential build:
make(parallel=False)

Package Lifecycle
This section is really only for developers of new spack commands.
A package’s lifecycle over a run of Spack looks something like this:
p = Package()

# Done for you by spack

p.do_fetch()

# downloads tarball from a URL
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p.do_stage()
p.do_patch()
p.do_install()
p.do_uninstall()

#
#
#
#

expands tarball
applies patches
calls package's
removes install

in a temp directory
to expanded source
install() function
directory

There are also some other commands that clean the build area:
p.do_clean()
p.do_restage()

# removes the stage directory entirely
# removes the build directory and
# re-expands the archive.

The convention used here is that a do_* function is intended to be called internally by Spack commands (in
spack.cmd). These aren’t for package writers to override, and doing so may break the functionality of the
Package class.
Package creators override functions like install() (all of them do this), clean() (some of them do this), and others
to provide custom behavior.
activate(extension, ignore_conflicts=False, **kwargs)
Make extension package usable by linking all its files to a target provided by the directory layout (depending if the user wants to activate globally or in a specified file system view).
Package authors can override this method to support other extension mechanisms. Spack internals (commands, hooks, etc.) should call do_activate() method so that proper checks are always executed.
all_urls
architecture
Get the spack.architecture.Arch object that represents the environment in which this package will be built.
build_log_path
build_system_flags(name, flags)
flag_handler that passes flags to the build system arguments. Any package using build_system_flags must
also implement flags_to_build_system_args, or derive from a class that implements it. Currently, AutotoolsPackage and CMakePackage implement it.
build_time_test_callbacks = None
check_for_unfinished_installation(keep_prefix=False, restage=False)
Check for leftover files from partially-completed prior install to prepare for a new install attempt. Options
control whether these files are reused (vs. destroyed). This function considers a package fully-installed if
there is a DB entry for it (in that way, it is more strict than Package.installed). The return value is used to
indicate when the prefix exists but the install is not complete.
compiler
Get the spack.compiler.Compiler object used to build this package
deactivate(extension, **kwargs)
Unlinks all files from extension out of this package’s install dir or the corresponding filesystem view.
Package authors can override this method to support other extension mechanisms. Spack internals (commands, hooks, etc.) should call do_deactivate() method so that proper checks are always executed.
dependencies_of_type(*deptypes)
Get dependencies that can possibly have these deptypes.
This analyzes the package and determines which dependencies can be a certain kind of dependency. Note
that they may not always be this kind of dependency, since dependencies can be optional, so something
may be a build dependency in one configuration and a run dependency in another.
dependency_activations()
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do_activate(with_dependencies=True,
ignore_conflicts=False,
sions_layout=None)
Called on an extension to invoke the extendee’s activate method.

verbose=True,

exten-

Commands should call this routine, and should not call activate() directly.
do_clean()
Removes the package’s build stage and source tarball.
do_deactivate(**kwargs)
Called on the extension to invoke extendee’s deactivate() method.
remove_dependents=True deactivates extensions depending on this package instead of raising an error.
do_fake_install()
Make a fake install directory containing fake executables, headers, and libraries.
do_fetch(mirror_only=False)
Creates a stage directory and downloads the tarball for this package. Working directory will be set to the
stage directory.
do_install(keep_prefix=False, keep_stage=False, install_source=False, install_deps=True,
skip_patch=False, verbose=False, make_jobs=None, fake=False, explicit=False,
dirty=None, **kwargs)
Called by commands to install a package and its dependencies.
Package implementations should override install() to describe their build process.
Parameters
• keep_prefix (bool) – Keep install prefix on failure. By default, destroys it.
• keep_stage (bool) – By default, stage is destroyed only if there are no exceptions
during build. Set to True to keep the stage even with exceptions.
• install_source (bool) – By default, source is not installed, but for debugging it
might be useful to keep it around.
• install_deps (bool) – Install dependencies before installing this package
• skip_patch (bool) – Skip patch stage of build if True.
• verbose (bool) – Display verbose build output (by default, suppresses it)
• make_jobs (int) – Number of make jobs to use for install. Default is ncpus
• fake (bool) – Don’t really build; install fake stub files instead.
• explicit (bool) – True if package was explicitly installed, False if package was implicitly installed (as a dependency).
• dirty (bool) – Don’t clean the build environment before installing.
• force (bool) – Install again, even if already installed.
do_patch()
Applies patches if they haven’t been applied already.
do_restage()
Reverts expanded/checked out source to a pristine state.
do_stage(mirror_only=False)
Unpacks and expands the fetched tarball.
do_uninstall(force=False)
Uninstall this package by spec.
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env_flags(name, flags)
flag_handler that adds all flags to canonical environment variables.
env_path
extendable = False
Most packages are NOT extendable. Set to True if you want extensions.
extendee_args
Spec of the extendee of this package, or None if it is not an extension
extendee_spec
Spec of the extendee of this package, or None if it is not an extension
extends(spec)
Returns True if this package extends the given spec.
If self.spec is concrete, this returns whether this package extends the given spec.
If self.spec is not concrete, this returns whether this package may extend the given spec.
fetch_remote_versions()
Try to find remote versions of this package using the list_url and any other URLs described in the package
file.
fetcher
flag_handler(name, flags)
flag_handler that injects all flags through the compiler wrapper.
flags_to_build_system_args(flags)
format_doc(**kwargs)
Wrap doc string at 72 characters and format nicely
global_license_dir
Returns the directory where global license files for all packages are stored.
global_license_file
Returns the path where a global license file for this particular package should be stored.
inject_flags(name, flags)
flag_handler that injects all flags through the compiler wrapper.
install_time_test_callbacks = None
installed
is_activated(extensions_layout=None)
Return True if package is activated.
is_extension
license_comment = '#'
String. Contains the symbol used by the license manager to denote a comment. Defaults to #.
license_files = []
List of strings. These are files that the software searches for when looking for a license. All file paths must
be relative to the installation directory. More complex packages like Intel may require multiple licenses
for individual components. Defaults to the empty list.
license_required = False
Boolean. If set to True, this software requires a license. If set to False, all of the license_* attributes
will be ignored. Defaults to False.
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license_url = ''
String. A URL pointing to license setup instructions for the software. Defaults to the empty string.
license_vars = []
List of strings. Environment variables that can be set to tell the software where to look for a license if it is
not in the usual location. Defaults to the empty list.
log()
log_path
classmethod lookup_patch(sha256)
Look up a patch associated with this package by its sha256 sum.
Parameters sha256 (str) – sha256 sum of the patch to look up
Returns
Patch object with the given hash, or None if not found.
Return type (Patch)
To do the lookup, we build an index lazily. This allows us to avoid computing a sha256 for every patch
and on every package load. With lazy hashing, we only compute hashes on lookup, which usually happens
at build time.
maintainers = []
List of strings which contains GitHub usernames of package maintainers. Do not include @ here in order
not to unnecessarily ping the users.
make_jobs = 4
# jobs to use for parallel make. If set, overrides default of ncpus.
module
Use this to add variables to the class’s module’s scope. This lets us use custom syntax in the install method.
namespace
nearest_url(version)
Finds the URL for the next lowest version with a URL. If there is no lower version with a URL, uses the
package url property. If that isn’t there, uses a higher URL, and if that isn’t there raises an error.
package_dir
Return the directory where the package.py file lives.
parallel = True
By default we build in parallel. Subclasses can override this.
possible_dependencies(transitive=True, visited=None)
Return set of possible transitive dependencies of this package.
Parameters transitive (bool) – include all transitive dependencies if True, only direct
dependencies if False.
prefix
Get the prefix into which this package should be installed.
provides(vpkg_name)
True if this package provides a virtual package with the specified name
remove_prefix()
Removes the prefix for a package along with any empty parent directories
rpath
Get the rpath this package links with, as a list of paths.
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rpath_args
Get the rpath args as a string, with -Wl,-rpath, for each element
run_tests = False
By default do not run tests within package’s install()
sanity_check_is_dir = []
List of prefix-relative directory paths (or a single path). If these do not exist after install, or if they exist
but are not directories, sanity checks will fail.
sanity_check_is_file = []
List of prefix-relative file paths (or a single path). If these do not exist after install, or if they exist but are
not files, sanity checks fail.
sanity_check_prefix()
This function checks whether install succeeded.
setup_dependent_environment(spack_env, run_env, dependent_spec)
Set up the environment of packages that depend on this one.
This is similar to setup_environment, but it is used to modify the compile and runtime environments
of packages that depend on this one. This gives packages like Python and others that follow the extension
model a way to implement common environment or compile-time settings for dependencies.
This is useful if there are some common steps to installing all extensions for a certain package.
Example:
1. Installing python modules generally requires PYTHONPATH to point to the lib/pythonX.Y/
site-packages directory in the module’s install prefix. This method could be used to set that
variable.
Parameters
• spack_env (EnvironmentModifications) – List of environment modifications
to be applied when the dependent package is built within Spack.
• run_env (EnvironmentModifications) – List of environment modifications to
be applied when the dependent package is run outside of Spack. These are added to the
resulting module file.
• dependent_spec (Spec) – The spec of the dependent package about to be built. This
allows the extendee (self) to query the dependent’s state. Note that this package’s spec is
available as self.spec.
setup_dependent_package(module, dependent_spec)
Set up Python module-scope variables for dependent packages.
Called before the install() method of dependents.
Default implementation does nothing, but this can be overridden by an extendable package to set up the
module of its extensions. This is useful if there are some common steps to installing all extensions for a
certain package.
Examples:
1. Extensions often need to invoke the python interpreter from the Python installation being extended.
This routine can put a python() Executable object in the module scope for the extension package
to simplify extension installs.
2. MPI compilers could set some variables in the dependent’s scope that point to mpicc, mpicxx, etc.,
allowing them to be called by common name regardless of which MPI is used.
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3. BLAS/LAPACK implementations can set some variables indicating the path to their libraries, since
these paths differ by BLAS/LAPACK implementation.
Parameters
• module (spack.package.PackageBase.module) – The Python module object
of the dependent package. Packages can use this to set module-scope variables for the
dependent to use.
• dependent_spec (Spec) – The spec of the dependent package about to be built. This
allows the extendee (self) to query the dependent’s state. Note that this package’s spec is
available as self.spec.
setup_environment(spack_env, run_env)
Set up the compile and runtime environments for a package.
spack_env and run_env are EnvironmentModifications objects. Package authors can call
methods on them to alter the environment within Spack and at runtime.
Both spack_env and run_env are applied within the build process, before this package’s install()
method is called.
Modifications in run_env will also be added to the generated environment modules for this package.
Default implementation does nothing, but this can be overridden if the package needs a particular environment.
Example:
1. Qt extensions need QTDIR set.
Parameters
• spack_env (EnvironmentModifications) – List of environment modifications
to be applied when this package is built within Spack.
• run_env (EnvironmentModifications) – List of environment modifications to
be applied when this package is run outside of Spack. These are added to the resulting
module file.
stage
Get the build staging area for this package.
This automatically instantiates a Stage object if the package doesn’t have one yet, but it does not create
the Stage directory on the filesystem.
transitive_rpaths = True
When True, add RPATHs for the entire DAG. When False, add RPATHs only for immediate dependencies.
try_install_from_binary_cache(explicit)
static uninstall_by_spec(spec, force=False)
url_for_version(version)
Returns a URL from which the specified version of this package may be downloaded.
version: class Version The version for which a URL is sought.
See Class Version (version.py)
url_version(version)
Given a version, this returns a string that should be substituted into the package’s URL to download that
version.
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By default, this just returns the version string. Subclasses may need to override this, e.g. for boost versions
where you need to ensure that there are _’s in the download URL.
use_xcode = False
By default do not setup mockup XCode on macOS with Clang
version

version_urls = functools.partial(<bound method memoized.__call__ of <llnl.util.lang.mem
exception spack.package.PackageError(message, long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when something is wrong with a package definition.
class spack.package.PackageMeta(name, bases, attr_dict)
Bases: spack.directives.DirectiveMetaMixin
Conveniently transforms attributes to permit extensible phases
Iterates over the attribute ‘phases’ and creates / updates private InstallPhase attributes in the class that is being
initialized
phase_fmt = '_InstallPhase_{0}'
static register_callback(check_type, *phases)
exception spack.package.PackageStillNeededError(spec, dependents)
Bases: spack.package.InstallError
Raised when package is still needed by another on uninstall.
exception spack.package.PackageVersionError(version)
Bases: spack.package.PackageError
Raised when a version URL cannot automatically be determined.
spack.package.dump_packages(spec, path)
Dump all package information for a spec and its dependencies.
This creates a package repository within path for every namespace in the spec DAG, and fills the repos wtih
package files and patch files for every node in the DAG.
spack.package.flatten_dependencies(spec, flat_dir)
Make each dependency of spec present in dir via symlink.
spack.package.install_dependency_symlinks(pkg, spec, prefix)
Execute a dummy install and flatten dependencies
spack.package.on_package_attributes(**attr_dict)
Decorator: executes instance function only if object has attr valuses.
Executes the decorated method only if at the moment of calling the instance has attributes that are equal to
certain values.
Parameters attr_dict (dict) – dictionary mapping attribute names to their required values
spack.package.print_pkg(message)
Outputs a message with a package icon.
spack.package.run_after(*phases)
Registers a method of a package to be run after a given phase
spack.package.run_before(*phases)
Registers a method of a package to be run before a given phase
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spack.package.use_cray_compiler_names()
Compiler names for builds that rely on cray compiler names.

19.24 spack.package_prefs module
class spack.package_prefs.PackagePrefs(pkgname, component, vpkg=None)
Bases: object
Defines the sort order for a set of specs.
Spack’s package preference implementation uses PackagePrefss to define sort order. The PackagePrefs class
looks at Spack’s packages.yaml configuration and, when called on a spec, returns a key that can be used to sort
that spec in order of the user’s preferences.
You can use it like this:
# key function sorts CompilerSpecs for mpich in order of preference kf = PackagePrefs(‘mpich’,
‘compiler’) compiler_list.sort(key=kf)
Or like this:
# key function to sort VersionLists for OpenMPI in order of preference.
agePrefs(‘openmpi’, ‘version’) version_list.sort(key=kf)

kf = Pack-

Optionally, you can sort in order of preferred virtual dependency providers. To do that, provide ‘providers’ and
a third argument denoting the virtual package (e.g., mpi):
kf = PackagePrefs(‘trilinos’, ‘providers’, ‘mpi’) provider_spec_list.sort(key=kf)
classmethod clear_caches()
classmethod has_preferred_providers(pkgname, vpkg)
Whether specific package has a preferred vpkg providers.
classmethod preferred_variants(pkg_name)
Return a VariantMap of preferred variants/values for a spec.
class spack.package_prefs.PackageTesting
Bases: object
check(package_name)
clear()
test(package_name)
test_all()
exception spack.package_prefs.VirtualInPackagesYAMLError(message,
long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when a disallowed virtual is found in packages.yaml
spack.package_prefs.get_packages_config()
Wrapper around get_packages_config() to validate semantics.
spack.package_prefs.is_spec_buildable(spec)
Return true if the spec pkgspec is configured as buildable
spack.package_prefs.spec_externals(spec)
Return a list of external specs (w/external directory path filled in), one for each known external installation.
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19.25 spack.package_test module
spack.package_test.compare_output(current_output, blessed_output)
Compare blessed and current output of executables.
spack.package_test.compare_output_file(current_output, blessed_output_file)
Same as above, but when the blessed output is given as a file.
spack.package_test.compile_c_and_execute(source_file, include_flags, link_flags)
Compile C @p source_file with @p include_flags and @p link_flags, run and return the output.

19.26 spack.parse module
exception spack.parse.LexError(message, string, pos)
Bases: spack.parse.ParseError
Raised when we don’t know how to lex something.
class spack.parse.Lexer(lexicon0, mode_switches_01=[], lexicon1=[], mode_switches_10=[])
Bases: object
Base class for Lexers that keep track of line numbers.
lex(text)
lex_word(word)
token(type, value=”)
exception spack.parse.ParseError(message, string, pos)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when we don’t hit an error while parsing.
class spack.parse.Parser(lexer)
Bases: object
Base class for simple recursive descent parsers.
accept(id)
Put the next symbol in self.token if accepted, then call gettok()
expect(id)
Like accept(), but fails if we don’t like the next token.
gettok()
Puts the next token in the input stream into self.next.
last_token_error(message)
Raise an error about the previous token in the stream.
next_token_error(message)
Raise an error about the next token in the stream.
parse(text)
push_tokens(iterable)
Adds all tokens in some iterable to the token stream.
setup(text)
unexpected_token()
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class spack.parse.Token(type, value=”, start=0, end=0)
Bases: object
Represents tokens; generated from input by lexer and fed to parse().
is_a(type)

19.27 spack.patch module
class spack.patch.FilePatch(pkg, path_or_url, level, working_dir)
Bases: spack.patch.Patch
Describes a patch that is retrieved from a file in the repository
sha256
exception spack.patch.NoSuchPatchError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when a patch file doesn’t exist.
class spack.patch.Patch(path_or_url, level, working_dir)
Bases: object
Base class to describe a patch that needs to be applied to some expanded source code.
apply(stage)
Apply the patch at self.path to the source code in the supplied stage
Parameters stage – stage for the package that needs to be patched
static create(pkg, path_or_url, level=1, working_dir=’.’, **kwargs)
Factory method that creates an instance of some class derived from Patch
Parameters
• pkg – package that needs to be patched
• path_or_url – path or url where the patch is found
• level – patch level (default 1)
• working_dir (str) – dir to change to before applying (default ‘.’)
Returns instance of some Patch class
exception spack.patch.PatchDirectiveError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when the wrong arguments are suppled to the patch directive.
class spack.patch.UrlPatch(path_or_url, level, working_dir, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.patch.Patch
Describes a patch that is retrieved from a URL
apply(stage)
Retrieve the patch in a temporary stage, computes self.path and calls super().apply(stage)
Parameters stage – stage for the package that needs to be patched
spack.patch.absolute_path_for_package(pkg)
Returns the absolute path to the package.py file implementing the recipe for the package passed as argument.
Parameters pkg – a valid package object, or a Dependency object.
19.27. spack.patch module
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19.28 spack.provider_index module
The virtual module contains utility classes for virtual dependencies.
class spack.provider_index.ProviderIndex(specs=None, restrict=False)
Bases: object
This is a dict of dicts used for finding providers of particular virtual dependencies. The dict of dicts looks like:
{ vpkg name : { full vpkg spec : set(packages providing spec) } }
Callers can use this to first find which packages provide a vpkg, then find a matching full spec. e.g., in this
scenario:
{ ‘mpi’ :
{ mpi@:1.1 [set([mpich]),] mpi@:2.3 : set([mpich2@1.9:]) } }
Calling providers_for(spec) will find specs that provide a matching implementation of MPI.
copy()
Deep copy of this ProviderIndex.
static from_yaml(stream)
merge(other)
Merge other ProviderIndex into this one.
providers_for(*vpkg_specs)
Gives specs of all packages that provide virtual packages with the supplied specs.
remove_provider(pkg_name)
Remove a provider from the ProviderIndex.
satisfies(other)
Check that providers of virtual specs are compatible.
to_yaml(stream=None)
update(spec)
exception spack.provider_index.ProviderIndexError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when there is a problem with a ProviderIndex.

19.29 spack.relocate module
spack.relocate.get_existing_elf_rpaths(path_name)
Return the RPATHS returned by patchelf –print-rpath path_name as a list of strings.
spack.relocate.get_filetype(path_name)
Return the output of file path_name as a string to identify file type.
spack.relocate.get_patchelf()
Builds and installs spack patchelf package on linux platforms using the first concretized spec. Returns the full
patchelf binary path.
spack.relocate.get_relative_rpaths(path_name, orig_dir, orig_rpaths)
Replaces orig_dir with relative path from dirname(path_name) if an rpath in orig_rpaths contains orig_path.
Prefixes $ORIGIN to relative paths and returns replacement rpaths.
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spack.relocate.macho_get_paths(path_name)
Examines the output of otool -l path_name for these three fields: LC_ID_DYLIB, LC_LOAD_DYLIB,
LC_RPATH and parses out the rpaths, dependiencies and library id. Returns these values.
spack.relocate.macho_make_paths_relative(path_name, old_dir, rpaths, deps, idpath)
Replace old_dir with relative path from dirname(path_name) in rpaths and deps; idpaths are replaced with
@rpath/basebane(path_name); replacement are returned.
spack.relocate.macho_replace_paths(old_dir, new_dir, rpaths, deps, idpath)
Replace old_dir with new_dir in rpaths, deps and idpath and return replacements
spack.relocate.make_binary_relative(cur_path_names, orig_path_names, old_dir)
Make RPATHs relative to old_dir in given elf or mach-o files
spack.relocate.modify_elf_object(path_name, new_rpaths)
Replace orig_rpath with new_rpath in RPATH of elf object path_name
spack.relocate.modify_macho_object(cur_path, rpaths, deps, idpath, new_rpaths, new_deps,
new_idpath)
Modify MachO binary path_name by replacing old_dir with new_dir or the relative path to spack install root.
The old install dir in LC_ID_DYLIB is replaced with the new install dir using install_name_tool -id newid binary
The old install dir in LC_LOAD_DYLIB is replaced with the new install dir using install_name_tool -change
old new binary The old install dir in LC_RPATH is replaced with the new install dir using install_name_tool
-rpath old new binary
spack.relocate.needs_binary_relocation(filetype, os_id=None)
Check whether the given filetype is a binary that may need relocation.
spack.relocate.needs_text_relocation(filetype)
Check whether the given filetype is text that may need relocation.
spack.relocate.relocate_binary(path_names, old_dir, new_dir)
Change old_dir to new_dir in RPATHs of elf or mach-o files
spack.relocate.relocate_text(path_names, old_dir, new_dir)
Replace old path with new path in text file path_name
spack.relocate.strings_contains_installroot(path_name)
Check if the file contain the install root string.
spack.relocate.substitute_rpath(orig_rpath, topdir, new_root_path)
Replace topdir with new_root_path RPATH list orig_rpath

19.30 spack.report module
Tools to produce reports of spec installations
spack.report.valid_formats = ['junit']
Allowed report formats
class spack.report.collect_info(specs, format_name, filename)
Bases: object
Collects information to build a report while installing and dumps it on exit.
If the format name is not None, this context manager decorates PackageBase.do_install when entering the
context and unrolls the change when exiting.
Within the context, only the specs that are passed to it on initialization will be recorded for the report. Data from
other specs will be discarded.
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Examples
# The file 'junit.xml' is written when exiting
# the context
specs = [Spec('hdf5').concretized()]
with collect_info(specs, 'junit', 'junit.xml'):
# A report will be generated for these specs...
for spec in specs:
spec.do_install()
# ...but not for this one
Spec('zlib').concretized().do_install()

Parameters
• specs (list of Spec) – specs to be installed
• format_name (str or None) – one of the supported formats
• filename (str or None) – name of the file where the report wil be eventually written
Raises ValueError – when format_name is not in valid_formats

19.31 spack.repository module
exception spack.repository.BadRepoError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.repository.RepoError
Raised when repo layout is invalid.
exception spack.repository.DuplicateRepoError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.repository.RepoError
Raised when duplicate repos are added to a RepoPath.
exception spack.repository.FailedConstructorError(name, exc_type, exc_obj, exc_tb)
Bases: spack.repository.RepoError
Raised when a package’s class constructor fails.
class spack.repository.FastPackageChecker(packages_path)
Bases: collections.abc.Mapping
Cache that maps package names to the stats obtained on the ‘package.py’ files associated with them.
For each repository a cache is maintained at class level, and shared among all instances referring to it. Update
of the global cache is done lazily during instance initialization.
packages_path = None
The path of the repository managed by this instance
exception spack.repository.InvalidNamespaceError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.repository.RepoError
Raised when an invalid namespace is encountered.
exception spack.repository.NoRepoConfiguredError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.repository.RepoError
Raised when there are no repositories configured.
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class spack.repository.Repo(root, namespace=’spack.pkg’)
Bases: object
Class representing a package repository in the filesystem.
Each package repository must have a top-level configuration file called repo.yaml.
Currently, repo.yaml this must define:
namespace: A Python namespace where the repository’s packages should live.
all_package_names()
Returns a sorted list of all package names in the Repo.
all_packages()
Iterator over all packages in the repository.
Use this with care, because loading packages is slow.
dirname_for_package_name(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
dump_provenance(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
exists(pkg_name)
Whether a package with the supplied name exists.
extensions_for(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
filename_for_package_name(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
find_module(fullname, path=None)
Python find_module import hook.
Returns this Repo if it can load the module; None if not.
get(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
get_pkg_class(pkg_name)
Get the class for the package out of its module.
First loads (or fetches from cache) a module for the package. Then extracts the package class from the
module according to Spack’s naming convention.
is_prefix(fullname)
True if fullname is a prefix of this Repo’s namespace.
is_virtual(pkg_name)
True if the package with this name is virtual, False otherwise.
load_module(fullname)
Python importer load hook.
Tries to load the module; raises an ImportError if it can’t.
packages_with_tags(*tags)
provider_index
A provider index with names specific to this repo.
providers_for(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
purge()
Clear entire package instance cache.
real_name(import_name)
Allow users to import Spack packages using Python identifiers.
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A python identifier might map to many different Spack package names due to hyphen/underscore ambiguity.
Easy example: num3proxy -> 3proxy
Ambiguous: foo_bar -> foo_bar, foo-bar
More ambiguous: foo_bar_baz -> foo_bar_baz, foo-bar-baz, foo_bar-baz, foo-bar_baz
tag_index
A provider index with names specific to this repo.
exception spack.repository.RepoError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Superclass for repository-related errors.
class spack.repository.RepoPath(*repo_dirs, **kwargs)
Bases: object
A RepoPath is a list of repos that function as one.
It functions exactly like a Repo, but it operates on the combined results of the Repos in its list instead of on a
single package repository.
all_package_names()
Return all unique package names in all repositories.
all_packages()
dirname_for_package_name(pkg_name)
dump_provenance(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
exists(pkg_name)
Whether package with the give name exists in the path’s repos.
Note that virtual packages do not “exist”.
extensions_for(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
filename_for_package_name(pkg_name)
find_module(fullname, path=None)
Implements precedence for overlaid namespaces.
Loop checks each namespace in self.repos for packages, and also handles loading empty containing namespaces.
first_repo()
Get the first repo in precedence order.
get(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
get_pkg_class(pkg_name)
Find a class for the spec’s package and return the class object.
get_repo(namespace, default=<object object>)
Get a repository by namespace.
Parameters namespace – Look up this namespace in the RepoPath, and return it if found.
Optional Arguments:
default:
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If default is provided, return it when the namespace isn’t found. If not, raise an UnknownNamespaceError.
is_virtual(pkg_name)
True if the package with this name is virtual, False otherwise.
load_module(fullname)
Handles loading container namespaces when necessary.
See Repo for how actual package modules are loaded.
packages_with_tags(*tags)
provider_index
Merged ProviderIndex from all Repos in the RepoPath.
providers_for(spec_like, *args, **kwargs)
put_first(repo)
Add repo first in the search path.
put_last(repo)
Add repo last in the search path.
remove(repo)
Remove a repo from the search path.
repo_for_pkg(spec)
Given a spec, get the repository for its package.
swap(other)
Convenience function to make swapping repositories easier.
This is currently used by mock tests. TODO: Maybe there is a cleaner way.
class spack.repository.SpackNamespace(namespace)
Bases: module
Allow lazy loading of modules.
class spack.repository.TagIndex
Bases: collections.abc.Mapping
Maps tags to list of packages.
static from_json(stream)
to_json(stream)
update_package(pkg_name)
Updates a package in the tag index.
Parameters pkg_name (str) – name of the package to be removed from the index
exception spack.repository.UnknownEntityError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.repository.RepoError
Raised when we encounter a package spack doesn’t have.
exception spack.repository.UnknownNamespaceError(namespace)
Bases: spack.repository.UnknownEntityError
Raised when we encounter an unknown namespace
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exception spack.repository.UnknownPackageError(name, repo=None)
Bases: spack.repository.UnknownEntityError
Raised when we encounter a package spack doesn’t have.
spack.repository.create_repo(root, namespace=None)
Create a new repository in root with the specified namespace.
If the namespace is not provided, use basename of root. Return the canonicalized path and namespace of the
created repository.

19.32 spack.resource module
Describes an optional resource needed for a build.
Typically a bunch of sources that can be built in-tree within another package to enable optional features.
class spack.resource.Resource(name, fetcher, destination, placement)
Bases: object
Represents an optional resource to be fetched by a package.
Aggregates a name, a fetcher, a destination and a placement.

19.33 spack.spec module
Spack allows very fine-grained control over how packages are installed and over how they are built and configured.
To make this easy, it has its own syntax for declaring a dependence. We call a descriptor of a particular package
configuration a “spec”.
The syntax looks like this:
$ spack install mpileaks ^openmpi @1.2:1.4 +debug %intel @12.1 =bgqos_0
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

The first part of this is the command, ‘spack install’. The rest of the line is a spec for a particular installation of the
mpileaks package.
0. The package to install
1. A dependency of the package, prefixed by ^
2. A version descriptor for the package. This can either be a specific version, like “1.2”, or it can be a range of
versions, e.g. “1.2:1.4”. If multiple specific versions or multiple ranges are acceptable, they can be separated by
commas, e.g. if a package will only build with versions 1.0, 1.2-1.4, and 1.6-1.8 of mavpich, you could say:
depends_on(“mvapich@1.0,1.2:1.4,1.6:1.8”)
3. A compile-time variant of the package. If you need openmpi to be built in debug mode for your package to
work, you can require it by adding +debug to the openmpi spec when you depend on it. If you do NOT want the
debug option to be enabled, then replace this with -debug.
4. The name of the compiler to build with.
5. The versions of the compiler to build with. Note that the identifier for a compiler version is the same ‘@’ that
is used for a package version. A version list denoted by ‘@’ is associated with the compiler only if if it comes
immediately after the compiler name. Otherwise it will be associated with the current package spec.
6. The architecture to build with. This is needed on machines where cross-compilation is required
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Here is the EBNF grammar for a spec:
spec-list
dep_list
spec
options

=
=
=
=

flag

=

variant
architecture
compiler
version-list
version
id

=
=
=
=
=
=

{ spec [ dep-list ] }
{ ^ spec }
id [ options ]
{ @version-list | +variant | -variant | ~variant |
%compiler | arch=architecture | [ flag ]=value}
{ cflags | cxxflags | fcflags | fflags | cppflags |
ldflags | ldlibs }
id
id
id [ version-list ]
version [ { , version } ]
id | id: | :id | id:id
[A-Za-z0-9_][A-Za-z0-9_.-]*

Identifiers using the <name>=<value> command, such as architectures and compiler flags, require a space before the
name.
There is one context-sensitive part: ids in versions may contain ‘.’, while other ids may not.
There is one ambiguity: since ‘-‘ is allowed in an id, you need to put whitespace space before -variant for it to be
tokenized properly. You can either use whitespace, or you can just use ~variant since it means the same thing. Spack
uses ~variant in directory names and in the canonical form of specs to avoid ambiguity. Both are provided because ~
can cause shell expansion when it is the first character in an id typed on the command line.
class spack.spec.Spec(spec_like, **kwargs)
Bases: object
cformat(*args, **kwargs)
Same as format, but color defaults to auto instead of False.
colorized()
common_dependencies(other)
Return names of dependencies that self an other have in common.
concrete
A spec is concrete if it describes a single build of a package.
More formally, a spec is concrete if concretize() has been called on it and it has been marked _concrete.
Concrete specs either can be or have been built. All constraints have been resolved, optional dependencies
have been added or removed, a compiler has been chosen, and all variants have values.
concretize()
A spec is concrete if it describes one build of a package uniquely. This will ensure that this spec is concrete.
If this spec could describe more than one version, variant, or build of a package, this will add constraints
to make it concrete.
Some rigorous validation and checks are also performed on the spec. Concretizing ensures that it is selfconsistent and that it’s consistent with requirements of its packages. See flatten() and normalize() for more
details on this.
concretized()
This is a non-destructive version of concretize(). First clones, then returns a concrete version of this
package without modifying this package.
constrain(other, deps=True)
Merge the constraints of other with self.
Returns True if the spec changed as a result, False if not.
19.33. spack.spec module
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constrained(other, deps=True)
Return a constrained copy without modifying this spec.
copy(deps=True, **kwargs)
Make a copy of this spec.
Parameters
• deps (bool or tuple) – Defaults to True. If boolean, controls whether dependencies
are copied (copied if True). If a tuple is provided, only dependencies of types matching
those in the tuple are copied.
• kwargs – additional arguments for internal use (passed to _dup).
Returns A copy of this spec.
Examples
Deep copy with dependnecies:
spec.copy()
spec.copy(deps=True)

Shallow copy (no dependencies):
spec.copy(deps=False)

Only build and run dependencies:
deps=('build', 'run'):

cshort_spec
Returns an auto-colorized version of self.short_spec.
dag_hash(length=None)
Return a hash of the entire spec DAG, including connectivity.
dag_hash_bit_prefix(bits)
Get the first <bits> bits of the DAG hash as an integer type.
dep_difference(other)
Returns dependencies in self that are not in other.
dep_string()
dependencies(deptype=’all’)
dependencies_dict(deptype=’all’)
dependents(deptype=’all’)
dependents_dict(deptype=’all’)
eq_dag(other, deptypes=True)
True if the full dependency DAGs of specs are equal.
eq_node(other)
Equality with another spec, not including dependencies.
external
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flat_dependencies(**kwargs)
Return a DependencyMap containing all of this spec’s dependencies with their constraints merged.
If copy is True, returns merged copies of its dependencies without modifying the spec it’s called on.
If copy is False, clears this spec’s dependencies and returns them.
format(format_string=’$_$@$%@+$+$=’, **kwargs)
Prints out particular pieces of a spec, depending on what is in the format string.
The format strings you can provide are:
$_
$.
$@
$%
$%@
$%+
$%@+
$+
$=
$/
$$

Package name
Full package name (with namespace)
Version with '@' prefix
Compiler with '%' prefix
Compiler with '%' prefix & compiler version with '@' prefix
Compiler with '%' prefix & compiler flags prefixed by name
Compiler, compiler version, and compiler flags with same
prefixes as above
Options
Architecture prefixed by 'arch='
7-char prefix of DAG hash with '-' prefix
$

You can also use full-string versions, which elide the prefixes:
${PACKAGE}
${VERSION}
${COMPILER}
${COMPILERNAME}
${COMPILERVER}
${COMPILERFLAGS}
${OPTIONS}
${ARCHITECTURE}
${SHA1}
${HASH:len}

Package name
Version
Full compiler string
Compiler name
Compiler version
Compiler flags
Options
Architecture
Dependencies 8-char sha1 prefix
DAG hash with optional length specifier

${SPACK_ROOT}
The spack root directory
${SPACK_INSTALL} The default spack install directory,
${SPACK_PREFIX}/opt
${PREFIX}
The package prefix

Note these are case-insensitive: for example you can specify either ${PACKAGE} or ${package}.
Optionally you can provide a width, e.g. $20_ for a 20-wide name. Like printf, you can provide ‘-‘ for
left justification, e.g. $-20_ for a left-justified name.
Anything else is copied verbatim into the output stream.
Parameters
• format_string (str) – string containing the format to be expanded
• **kwargs (dict) – the following list of keywords is supported
– color (bool): True if returned string is colored
– transform (dict): maps full-string formats to a callable that accepts a string and returns
another one
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Examples
The following line:
s = spec.format('$_$@$+')

translates to the name, version, and options of the package, but no dependencies, arch, or compiler.
TODO: allow, e.g., $6# to customize short hash length TODO: allow, e.g., $// for full hash.
static from_dict(data)
Construct a spec from YAML.
Parameters: data – a nested dict/list data structure read from YAML or JSON.
static from_json(stream)
Construct a spec from JSON.
Parameters: stream – string or file object to read from.
static from_literal(spec_dict, normal=True)
Builds a Spec from a dictionary containing the spec literal.
The dictionary must have a single top level key, representing the root, and as many secondary level keys
as needed in the spec.
The keys can be either a string or a Spec or a tuple containing the Spec and the dependency types.
Parameters
• spec_dict (dict) – the dictionary containing the spec literal
• normal (bool) – if True the same key appearing at different levels of the spec_dict
will map to the same object in memory.
Examples
A simple spec foo with no dependencies:
{'foo': None}

A spec foo with a (build, link) dependency bar:
{'foo':
{'bar:build,link': None}}

A spec with a diamond dependency and various build types:
{'dt-diamond': {
'dt-diamond-left:build,link': {
'dt-diamond-bottom:build': None
},
'dt-diamond-right:build,link': {
'dt-diamond-bottom:build,link,run': None
}
}}

The same spec with a double copy of dt-diamond-bottom and no diamond structure:
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{'dt-diamond': {
'dt-diamond-left:build,link': {
'dt-diamond-bottom:build': None
},
'dt-diamond-right:build,link': {
'dt-diamond-bottom:build,link,run': None
}
}, normal=False}

Constructing a spec using a Spec object as key:
mpich = Spec('mpich')
libelf = Spec('libelf@1.8.11')
expected_normalized = Spec.from_literal({
'mpileaks': {
'callpath': {
'dyninst': {
'libdwarf': {libelf: None},
libelf: None
},
mpich: None
},
mpich: None
},
})

static from_node_dict(node)
static from_yaml(stream)
Construct a spec from YAML.
Parameters: stream – string or file object to read from.
fullname
get_dependency(name)
index(deptype=’all’)
Return DependencyMap that points to all the dependencies in this spec.
static is_virtual(name)
Test if a name is virtual without requiring a Spec.
ne_dag(other, deptypes=True)
True if the full dependency DAGs of specs are not equal.
ne_node(other)
Inequality with another spec, not including dependencies.
normalize(force=False)
When specs are parsed, any dependencies specified are hanging off the root, and ONLY the ones that were
explicitly provided are there. Normalization turns a partial flat spec into a DAG, where:
1. Known dependencies of the root package are in the DAG.
2. Each node’s dependencies dict only contains its known direct deps.
3. There is only ONE unique spec for each package in the DAG.
• This includes virtual packages. If there a non-virtual package that provides a virtual package that
is in the spec, then we replace the virtual package with the non-virtual one.
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TODO: normalize should probably implement some form of cycle detection, to ensure that the spec is
actually a DAG.
normalized()
Return a normalized copy of this spec without modifying this spec.
package
package_class
Internal package call gets only the class object for a package. Use this to just get package metadata.
patches
Return patch objects for any patch sha256 sums on this Spec.
This is for use after concretization to iterate over any patches associated with this spec.
TODO: this only checks in the package; it doesn’t resurrect old patches from install directories, but it
probably should.
prefix
static read_yaml_dep_specs(dependency_dict)
Read the DependencySpec portion of a YAML-formatted Spec.
This needs to be backward-compatible with older spack spec formats so that reindex will work on old
specs/databases.
root
Follow dependent links and find the root of this spec’s DAG.
Spack specs have a single root (the package being installed).
satisfies(other, deps=True, strict=False, strict_deps=False)
Determine if this spec satisfies all constraints of another.
There are two senses for satisfies:
• loose (default): the absence of a constraint in self implies that it could be satisfied by other, so we
only check that there are no conflicts with other for constraints that this spec actually has.
• strict: strict means that we must meet all the constraints specified on other.
satisfies_dependencies(other, strict=False)
This checks constraints on common dependencies against each other.
short_spec
Returns a version of the spec with the dependencies hashed instead of completely enumerated.
sorted_deps()
Return a list of all dependencies sorted by name.
to_dict()
to_json(stream=None)
to_node_dict()
to_yaml(stream=None)
traverse(**kwargs)
traverse_edges(visited=None, d=0, deptype=’all’, dep_spec=None, **kwargs)
Generic traversal of the DAG represented by this spec. This will yield each node in the spec. Options:
order [=pre|post] Order to traverse spec nodes. Defaults to preorder traversal. Options are:
‘pre’: Pre-order traversal; each node is yielded before its children in the dependency DAG.
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‘post’: Post-order traversal; each node is yielded after its children in the dependency DAG.
cover [=nodes|edges|paths] Determines how extensively to cover the dag. Possible values:
‘nodes’: Visit each node in the dag only once. Every node yielded by this function will be unique.
‘edges’: If a node has been visited once but is reached along a new path from the root, yield it but
do not descend into it. This traverses each ‘edge’ in the DAG once.
‘paths’: Explore every unique path reachable from the root. This descends into visited subtrees
and will yield nodes twice if they’re reachable by multiple paths.
depth [=False] Defaults to False. When True, yields not just nodes in the spec, but also their depth from
the root in a (depth, node) tuple.
key [=id] Allow a custom key function to track the identity of nodes in the traversal.
root [=True] If False, this won’t yield the root node, just its descendents.
direction [=children|parents] If ‘children’, does a traversal of this spec’s children. If ‘parents’, traverses
upwards in the DAG towards the root.
tree(**kwargs)
Prints out this spec and its dependencies, tree-formatted with indentation.
validate_or_raise()
Checks that names and values in this spec are real. If they’re not, it will raise an appropriate exception.
version
virtual
Right now, a spec is virtual if no package exists with its name.
TODO: revisit this – might need to use a separate namespace and be more explicit about this. Possible
idea: just use conventin and make virtual deps all caps, e.g., MPI vs mpi.
virtual_dependencies()
Return list of any virtual deps in this spec.
spack.spec.parse(string)
Returns a list of specs from an input string. For creating one spec, see Spec() constructor.
spack.spec.parse_anonymous_spec(spec_like, pkg_name)
Allow the user to omit the package name part of a spec if they know what it has to be already.
e.g., provides(‘mpi@2’, when=’@1.9:’) says that this package provides MPI-3 when its version is higher than
1.9.
exception spack.spec.SpecError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Superclass for all errors that occur while constructing specs.
exception spack.spec.SpecParseError(parse_error)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Wrapper for ParseError for when we’re parsing specs.
exception spack.spec.DuplicateDependencyError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when the same dependency occurs in a spec twice.
exception spack.spec.DuplicateVariantError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
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Raised when the same variant occurs in a spec twice.
exception spack.spec.DuplicateCompilerSpecError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when the same compiler occurs in a spec twice.
exception spack.spec.UnsupportedCompilerError(compiler_name)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when the user asks for a compiler spack doesn’t know about.
exception spack.spec.UnknownVariantError(pkg, variant)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when an unknown variant occurs in a spec.
exception spack.spec.DuplicateArchitectureError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when the same architecture occurs in a spec twice.
exception spack.spec.InconsistentSpecError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when two nodes in the same spec DAG have inconsistent constraints.
exception spack.spec.InvalidDependencyError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when a dependency in a spec is not actually a dependency of the package.
exception spack.spec.NoProviderError(vpkg)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when there is no package that provides a particular virtual dependency.
exception spack.spec.MultipleProviderError(vpkg, providers)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when there is no package that provides a particular virtual dependency.
exception spack.spec.UnsatisfiableSpecError(provided, required, constraint_type)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when a spec conflicts with package constraints. Provide the requirement that was violated when raising.
exception spack.spec.UnsatisfiableSpecNameError(provided, required)
Bases: spack.error.UnsatisfiableSpecError
Raised when two specs aren’t even for the same package.
exception spack.spec.UnsatisfiableVersionSpecError(provided, required)
Bases: spack.error.UnsatisfiableSpecError
Raised when a spec version conflicts with package constraints.
exception spack.spec.UnsatisfiableCompilerSpecError(provided, required)
Bases: spack.error.UnsatisfiableSpecError
Raised when a spec comiler conflicts with package constraints.
exception spack.spec.UnsatisfiableVariantSpecError(provided, required)
Bases: spack.error.UnsatisfiableSpecError
Raised when a spec variant conflicts with package constraints.
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exception spack.spec.UnsatisfiableCompilerFlagSpecError(provided, required)
Bases: spack.error.UnsatisfiableSpecError
Raised when a spec variant conflicts with package constraints.
exception spack.spec.UnsatisfiableArchitectureSpecError(provided, required)
Bases: spack.error.UnsatisfiableSpecError
Raised when a spec architecture conflicts with package constraints.
exception spack.spec.UnsatisfiableProviderSpecError(provided, required)
Bases: spack.error.UnsatisfiableSpecError
Raised when a provider is supplied but constraints don’t match a vpkg requirement
exception spack.spec.UnsatisfiableDependencySpecError(provided, required)
Bases: spack.error.UnsatisfiableSpecError
Raised when some dependency of constrained specs are incompatible
exception spack.spec.AmbiguousHashError(msg, *specs)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
exception spack.spec.InvalidHashError(spec, hash)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
exception spack.spec.NoSuchHashError(hash)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
exception spack.spec.RedundantSpecError(spec, addition)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError

19.34 spack.stage module
class spack.stage.DIYStage(path)
Bases: object
Simple class that allows any directory to be a spack stage.
cache_local()
check()
create()
destroy()
expand_archive()
fetch(*args, **kwargs)
restage()
class spack.stage.ResourceStage(url_or_fetch_strategy, root, resource, **kwargs)
Bases: spack.stage.Stage
expand_archive()
restage()
exception spack.stage.RestageError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.stage.StageError
“Error encountered during restaging.
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class spack.stage.Stage(url_or_fetch_strategy, name=None, mirror_path=None,
path=None, lock=True, search_fn=None)
Bases: object

keep=False,

Manages a temporary stage directory for building.
A Stage object is a context manager that handles a directory where some source code is downloaded and built
before being installed. It handles fetching the source code, either as an archive to be expanded or by checking it
out of a repository. A stage’s lifecycle looks like this:
with Stage() as stage:
stage.fetch()
stage.expand_archive()
<install>

#
#
#
#
#
#

Context manager creates and destroys the
stage directory
Fetch a source archive into the stage.
Expand the source archive.
Build and install the archive.
(handled by user of Stage)

When used as a context manager, the stage is automatically destroyed if no exception is raised by the context. If
an excpetion is raised, the stage is left in the filesystem and NOT destroyed, for potential reuse later.
You can also use the stage’s create/destroy functions manually, like this:
stage = Stage()
try:
stage.create()
stage.fetch()
stage.expand_archive()
<install>
finally:
stage.destroy()

#
#
#
#
#

Explicitly create the stage directory.
Fetch a source archive into the stage.
Expand the source archive.
Build and install the archive.
(handled by user of Stage)

# Explicitly destroy the stage directory.

If spack.use_tmp_stage is True, spack will attempt to create stages in a tmp directory. Otherwise, stages are
created directly in spack.stage_path.
There are two kinds of stages: named and unnamed. Named stages can persist between runs of spack, e.g. if
you fetched a tarball but didn’t finish building it, you won’t have to fetch it again.
Unnamed stages are created using standard mkdtemp mechanisms or similar, and are intended to persist for only
one run of spack.
archive_file
Path to the source archive within this stage directory.
cache_local()
check()
Check the downloaded archive against a checksum digest. No-op if this stage checks code out of a repository.
create()
Creates the stage directory.
If get_tmp_root() is None, the stage directory is created directly under spack.stage_path, otherwise this
will attempt to create a stage in a temporary directory and link it into spack.stage_path.
Spack will use the first writable location in spack.tmp_dirs to create a stage. If there is no valid location in
tmp_dirs, fall back to making the stage inside spack.stage_path.
destroy()
Removes this stage directory.
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expand_archive()
Changes to the stage directory and attempt to expand the downloaded archive. Fail if the stage is not set
up or if the archive is not yet downloaded.
expected_archive_files
Possible archive file paths.
fetch(mirror_only=False)
Downloads an archive or checks out code from a repository.
restage()
Removes the expanded archive path if it exists, then re-expands the archive.
save_filename
source_path
Returns the path to the expanded/checked out source code.
To find the source code, this method searches for the first subdirectory of the stage that it can find, and
returns it. This assumes nothing besides the archive file will be in the stage path, but it has the advantage
that we don’t need to know the name of the archive or its contents.
If the fetch strategy is not supposed to expand the downloaded file, it will just return the stage path. If the
archive needs to be expanded, it will return None when no archive is found.
stage_locks = {}
exception spack.stage.StageError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
“Superclass for all errors encountered during staging.

spack.stage.ensure_access(file=’/home/docs/checkouts/readthedocs.org/user_builds/spack/checkouts/v0.11.2/var/spack/stag
Ensure we can access a directory and die with an error if we can’t.
spack.stage.get_tmp_root()
spack.stage.purge()
Remove all build directories in the top-level stage path.

19.35 spack.store module
Components that manage Spack’s installation tree.
An install tree, or “build store” consists of two parts:
1. A package database that tracks what is installed.
2. A directory layout that determines how the installations are laid out.
The store contains all the install prefixes for packages installed by Spack. The simplest store could just contain prefixes
named by DAG hash, but we use a fancier directory layout to make browsing the store and debugging easier.
The directory layout is currently hard-coded to be a YAMLDirectoryLayout, so called because it stores build metadata
within each prefix, in spec.yaml files. In future versions of Spack we may consider allowing install trees to define their
own layouts with some per-tree configuration.
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19.36 spack.tengine module
class spack.tengine.Context
Bases: object
Base class for context classes that are used with the template engine.
context_properties = []
to_dict()
Returns a dictionary containing all the context properties.
class spack.tengine.ContextMeta
Bases: type
Meta class for Context. It helps reducing the boilerplate in client code.
classmethod context_property(func)
Decorator that adds a function name to the list of new context properties, and then returns a property.

spack.tengine.context_property = <bound method ContextMeta.context_property of <class 'spac
A saner way to use the decorator
spack.tengine.make_environment(dirs=None)
Returns an configured environment for template rendering.
spack.tengine.prepend_to_line(text, token)
Prepends a token to each line in text
spack.tengine.quote(text)
Quotes each line in text

19.37 spack.url module
This module has methods for parsing names and versions of packages from URLs. The idea is to allow package creators to supply nothing more than the download location of the package, and figure out version and name information
from there.
Example: when spack is given the following URL:
https://www.hdfgroup.org/ftp/HDF/releases/HDF4.2.12/src/hdf-4.2.12.tar.gz
It can figure out that the package name is hdf, and that it is at version 4.2.12. This is useful for making the creation
of packages simple: a user just supplies a URL and skeleton code is generated automatically.
Spack can also figure out that it can most likely download 4.2.6 at this URL:
https://www.hdfgroup.org/ftp/HDF/releases/HDF4.2.6/src/hdf-4.2.6.tar.gz
This is useful if a user asks for a package at a particular version number; spack doesn’t need anyone to tell it where to
get the tarball even though it’s never been told about that version before.
exception spack.url.UndetectableNameError(path)
Bases: spack.url.UrlParseError
Raised when we can’t parse a package name from a string.
exception spack.url.UndetectableVersionError(path)
Bases: spack.url.UrlParseError
Raised when we can’t parse a version from a string.
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exception spack.url.UrlParseError(msg, path)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when the URL module can’t parse something correctly.
spack.url.color_url(path, **kwargs)
Color the parts of the url according to Spack’s parsing.
Colors are:
Cyan: The version found by parse_version_offset().
Red: The name found by parse_name_offset().

Green: Instances of version string from substitute_version().
Magenta: Instances of the name (protected from substitution).
Parameters
• path (str) – The filename or URL for the package
• errors (bool) – Append parse errors at end of string.
• subs (bool) – Color substitutions as well as parsed name/version.
spack.url.cumsum(elts, init=0, fn=<function <lambda>>)
Return cumulative sum of result of fn on each element in elts.
spack.url.determine_url_file_extension(path)
This returns the type of archive a URL refers to. This is sometimes confusing because of URLs like:
1. https://github.com/petdance/ack/tarball/1.93_02
Where the URL doesn’t actually contain the filename. We need to know what type it is so that we can appropriately name files in mirrors.
spack.url.find_all(substring, string)
Returns a list containing the indices of every occurrence of substring in string.
spack.url.find_list_url(url)
Finds a good list URL for the supplied URL.
By default, returns the dirname of the archive path.
Provides special treatment for the following websites, which have a unique list URL different from the dirname
of the download URL:
GitHub
GitLab
BitBucket
CRAN

https://github.com/<repo>/<name>/releases
https://gitlab.*/<repo>/<name>/tags
https://bitbucket.org/<repo>/<name>/downloads/?tab=tags
https://*.r-project.org/src/contrib/Archive/<name>

Parameters url (str) – The download URL for the package
Returns The list URL for the package
Return type str
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spack.url.insensitize(string)
Change upper and lowercase letters to be case insensitive in the provided string. e.g., ‘a’ becomes ‘[Aa]’, ‘B’
becomes ‘[bB]’, etc. Use for building regexes.
spack.url.parse_name(path, ver=None)
Try to determine the name of a package from its filename or URL.
Parameters
• path (str) – The filename or URL for the package
• ver (str) – The version of the package
Returns The name of the package
Return type str
Raises UndetectableNameError – If the URL does not match any regexes
spack.url.parse_name_and_version(path)
Try to determine the name of a package and extract its version from its filename or URL.
Parameters path (str) – The filename or URL for the package
Returns The name of the package The version of the package
Return type tuple of (str, Version)A tuple containing
Raises
• UndetectableVersionError – If the URL does not match any regexes
• UndetectableNameError – If the URL does not match any regexes
spack.url.parse_name_offset(path, v=None)
Try to determine the name of a package from its filename or URL.
Parameters
• path (str) – The filename or URL for the package
• v (str) – The version of the package
Returns
A tuple containing: name of the package, first index of name, length of name, the index of the
matching regex the matching regex
Return type tuple of (str, int, int, int, str)
Raises UndetectableNameError – If the URL does not match any regexes
spack.url.parse_version(path)
Try to extract a version string from a filename or URL.
Parameters path (str) – The filename or URL for the package
Returns The version of the package
Return type spack.version.Version
Raises UndetectableVersionError – If the URL does not match any regexes
spack.url.parse_version_offset(path)
Try to extract a version string from a filename or URL.
Parameters path (str) – The filename or URL for the package
Returns
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A tuple containing: version of the package, first index of version, length of version string, the
index of the matching regex the matching regex
Return type tuple of (Version, int, int, int, str)
Raises UndetectableVersionError – If the URL does not match any regexes
spack.url.split_url_extension(path)
Some URLs have a query string, e.g.:
1. https://github.com/losalamos/CLAMR/blob/packages/PowerParser_v2.0.7.tgz?raw=true
2. http://www.apache.org/dyn/closer.cgi?path=/cassandra/1.2.0/apache-cassandra-1.2.0-rc2-bin.tar.gz
3. https://gitlab.kitware.com/vtk/vtk/repository/archive.tar.bz2?ref=v7.0.0
In (1), the query string needs to be stripped to get at the extension, but in (2) & (3), the filename is IN a single
final query argument.
This strips the URL into three pieces: prefix, ext, and suffix. The suffix contains anything that was
stripped off the URL to get at the file extension. In (1), it will be '?raw=true', but in (2), it will be empty.
In (3) the suffix is a parameter that follows after the file extension, e.g.:
1. ('https://github.com/losalamos/CLAMR/blob/packages/PowerParser_v2.0.
7', '.tgz', '?raw=true')
2. ('http://www.apache.org/dyn/closer.cgi?path=/cassandra/1.2.0/
apache-cassandra-1.2.0-rc2-bin', '.tar.gz', None)
3. ('https://gitlab.kitware.com/vtk/vtk/repository/archive', '.tar.bz2',
'?ref=v7.0.0')
spack.url.strip_name_suffixes(path, version)
Most tarballs contain a package name followed by a version number. However, some also contain extraneous
information in-between the name and version:
• rgb-1.0.6
• converge_install_2.3.16
• jpegsrc.v9b
These strings are not part of the package name and should be ignored. This function strips the version number
and any extraneous suffixes off and returns the remaining string. The goal is that the name is always the last
thing in path:
• rgb
• converge
• jpeg
Parameters
• path (str) – The filename or URL for the package
• version (str) – The version detected for this URL
Returns The path with any extraneous suffixes removed
Return type str
spack.url.strip_query_and_fragment(path)
spack.url.strip_version_suffixes(path)
Some tarballs contain extraneous information after the version:
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• bowtie2-2.2.5-source
• libevent-2.0.21-stable
• cuda_8.0.44_linux.run
These strings are not part of the version number and should be ignored. This function strips those suffixes off
and returns the remaining string. The goal is that the version is always the last thing in path:
• bowtie2-2.2.5
• libevent-2.0.21
• cuda_8.0.44
Parameters path (str) – The filename or URL for the package
Returns The path with any extraneous suffixes removed
Return type str
spack.url.substitute_version(path, new_version)
Given a URL or archive name, find the version in the path and substitute the new version for it. Replace all
occurrences of the version if they don’t overlap with the package name.
Simple example:
substitute_version('http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-0.8.13.tar.gz', '2.9.3')
>>> 'http://www.mr511.de/software/libelf-2.9.3.tar.gz'

Complex example:
substitute_version('https://www.hdfgroup.org/ftp/HDF/releases/HDF4.2.12/src/hdf-4.
˓→2.12.tar.gz', '2.3')
>>> 'https://www.hdfgroup.org/ftp/HDF/releases/HDF2.3/src/hdf-2.3.tar.gz'

spack.url.substitution_offsets(path)
This returns offsets for substituting versions and names in the provided path.
substitute_version().

It is a helper for

spack.url.wildcard_version(path)
Find the version in the supplied path, and return a regular expression that will match this path with any version
in its place.

19.38 spack.variant module
The variant module contains data structures that are needed to manage variants both in packages and in specs.
class spack.variant.AbstractVariant(name, value)
Bases: object
A variant that has not yet decided who it wants to be. It behaves like a multi valued variant which could do
things.
This kind of variant is generated during parsing of expressions like foo=bar and differs from multi valued
variants because it will satisfy any other variant with the same name. This is because it could do it if it grows
up to be a multi valued variant with the right set of values.
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compatible(other)
Returns True if self and other are compatible, False otherwise.
As there is no semantic check, two VariantSpec are compatible if either they contain the same value or
they are both multi-valued.
Parameters other – instance against which we test compatibility
Returns True or False
Return type bool
constrain(other)
Modify self to match all the constraints for other if both instances are multi-valued. Returns True if self
changed, False otherwise.
Parameters other – instance against which we constrain self
Returns True or False
Return type bool
copy()
Returns an instance of a variant equivalent to self
Returns a copy of self
Return type any variant type
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

a = MultiValuedVariant('foo', True)
b = a.copy()
assert a == b
assert a is not b

static from_node_dict(name, value)
Reconstruct a variant from a node dict.
satisfies(other)
Returns true if other.name == self.name, because any value that other holds and is not in self yet
could be added.
Parameters other – constraint to be met for the method to return True
Returns True or False
Return type bool
value
Returns a tuple of strings containing the values stored in the variant.
Returns values stored in the variant
Return type tuple of str
yaml_entry()
Returns a key, value tuple suitable to be an entry in a yaml dict.
Returns (name, value_representation)
Return type tuple
class spack.variant.BoolValuedVariant(name, value)
Bases: spack.variant.SingleValuedVariant
A variant that can hold either True or False.
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exception spack.variant.DuplicateVariantError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when the same variant occurs in a spec twice.
exception spack.variant.InconsistentValidationError(vspec, variant)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised if the wrong validator is used to validate a variant.
exception spack.variant.InvalidVariantValueError(variant, invalid_values, pkg)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when a valid variant has at least an invalid value.
class spack.variant.MultiValuedVariant(name, value)
Bases: spack.variant.AbstractVariant
A variant that can hold multiple values at once.
satisfies(other)
Returns true if other.name == self.name and other.value is a strict subset of self. Does not
try to validate.
Parameters other – constraint to be met for the method to return True
Returns True or False
Return type bool
exception spack.variant.MultipleValuesInExclusiveVariantError(variant, pkg)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError, ValueError
Raised when multiple values are present in a variant that wants only one.
class spack.variant.SingleValuedVariant(name, value)
Bases: spack.variant.MultiValuedVariant
A variant that can hold multiple values, but one at a time.
compatible(other)
constrain(other)
satisfies(other)
yaml_entry()
exception spack.variant.UnknownVariantError(pkg, variant)
Bases: spack.error.SpecError
Raised when an unknown variant occurs in a spec.
exception spack.variant.UnsatisfiableVariantSpecError(provided, required)
Bases: spack.error.UnsatisfiableSpecError
Raised when a spec variant conflicts with package constraints.
class spack.variant.Variant(name, default, description, values=(True, False), multi=False, validator=None)
Bases: object
Represents a variant in a package, as declared in the variant directive.
allowed_values
Returns a string representation of the allowed values for printing purposes
Returns representation of the allowed values
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Return type str
make_default()
Factory that creates a variant holding the default value.
Returns instance of the proper variant
Return type MultiValuedVariant or SingleValuedVariant or BoolValuedVariant
make_variant(value)
Factory that creates a variant holding the value passed as a parameter.
Parameters value – value that will be hold by the variant
Returns instance of the proper variant
Return type MultiValuedVariant or SingleValuedVariant or BoolValuedVariant
validate_or_raise(vspec, pkg=None)
Validate a variant spec against this package variant. Raises an exception if any error is found.
Parameters
• vspec (VariantSpec) – instance to be validated
• pkg (Package) – the package that required the validation, if available
Raises
• InconsistentValidationError – if vspec.name != self.name
• MultipleValuesInExclusiveVariantError – if vspec has multiple values
but self.multi == False
• InvalidVariantValueError – if vspec.value contains invalid values
variant_cls
Proper variant class to be used for this configuration.
class spack.variant.VariantMap(spec)
Bases: llnl.util.lang.HashableMap
Map containing variant instances. New values can be added only if the key is not already present.
concrete
Returns True if the spec is concrete in terms of variants.
Returns True or False
Return type bool
constrain(other)
Add all variants in other that aren’t in self to self. Also constrain all multi-valued variants that are already
present. Return True if self changed, False otherwise
Parameters other (VariantMap) – instance against which we constrain self
Returns True or False
Return type bool
copy()
Return an instance of VariantMap equivalent to self.
Returns a copy of self
Return type VariantMap
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satisfies(other, strict=False)
Returns True if this VariantMap is more constrained than other, False otherwise.
Parameters
• other (VariantMap) – VariantMap instance to satisfy
• strict (bool) – if True return False if a key is in other and not in self, otherwise discard
that key and proceed with evaluation
Returns True or False
Return type bool
substitute(vspec)
Substitutes the entry under vspec.name with vspec.
Parameters vspec – variant spec to be substituted
spack.variant.implicit_variant_conversion(method)
Converts other to type(self) and calls method(self, other)
Parameters method – any predicate method that takes another variant as an argument
Returns: decorated method
spack.variant.substitute_abstract_variants(spec)
Uses the information in spec.package to turn any variant that needs it into a SingleValuedVariant.
Parameters spec – spec on which to operate the substitution

19.39 spack.version module
This module implements Version and version-ish objects. These are:
Version A single version of a package.
VersionRange A range of versions of a package.
VersionList A list of Versions and VersionRanges.
All of these types support the following operations, which can be called on any of the types:
__eq__, __ne__, __lt__, __gt__, __ge__, __le__, __hash__
__contains__
satisfies
overlaps
union
intersection
concrete

class spack.version.Version(string)
Bases: object
Class to represent versions
concrete
dashed
The dashed representation of the version.
Example: >>> version = Version(‘1.2.3b’) >>> version.dashed Version(‘1-2-3b’)
Returns The version with separator characters replaced by dashes
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Return type Version
dotted
The dotted representation of the version.
Example: >>> version = Version(‘1-2-3b’) >>> version.dotted Version(‘1.2.3b’)
Returns The version with separator characters replaced by dots
Return type Version
highest()
intersection(other)
is_predecessor(other)
True if the other version is the immediate predecessor of this one. That is, NO versions v exist such that:
(self < v < other and v not in self).
is_successor(other)
isdevelop()
Triggers on the special case of the @develop version.
isnumeric()
Tells if this version is numeric (vs. a non-numeric version). A version will be numeric as long as the first
section of it is, even if it contains non-numerica portions.
Some numeric versions: 1 1.1 1.1a 1.a.1b
Some non-numeric versions: develop system myfavoritebranch
joined
The joined representation of the version.
Example: >>> version = Version(‘1.2.3b’) >>> version.joined Version(‘123b’)
Returns The version with separator characters removed
Return type Version
lowest()
overlaps(other)
satisfies(other)
A Version ‘satisfies’ another if it is at least as specific and has a common prefix. e.g., we want gcc@4.7.3
to satisfy a request for gcc@4.7 so that when a user asks to build with gcc@4.7, we can find a suitable
compiler.
underscored
The underscored representation of the version.
Example: >>> version = Version(‘1.2.3b’) >>> version.underscored Version(‘1_2_3b’)
Returns
The version with separator characters replaced by underscores
Return type Version
union(other)
up_to(index)
The version up to the specified component.
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Examples: >>> version = Version(‘1.23-4b’) >>> version.up_to(1) Version(‘1’) >>> version.up_to(2)
Version(‘1.23’) >>> version.up_to(3) Version(‘1.23-4’) >>> version.up_to(4) Version(‘1.23-4b’) >>>
version.up_to(-1) Version(‘1.23-4’) >>> version.up_to(-2) Version(‘1.23’) >>> version.up_to(-3) Version(‘1’)
Returns The first index components of the version
Return type Version
class spack.version.VersionRange(start, end)
Bases: object
concrete
highest()
intersection(other)
lowest()
overlaps(other)
satisfies(other)
A VersionRange satisfies another if some version in this range would satisfy some version in the other
range. To do this it must either:
1. Overlap with the other range
2. The start of this range satisfies the end of the other range.
This is essentially the same as overlaps(), but overlaps assumes that its arguments are specific. That is, 4.7
is interpreted as 4.7.0.0.0.0. . . . This funciton assumes that 4.7 woudl be satisfied by 4.7.3.5, etc.
Rationale:
If a user asks for gcc@4.5:4.7, and a package is only compatible with gcc@4.7.3:4.8, then that package
should be able to build under the constraints. Just using overlaps() would not work here.
Note that we don’t need to check whether the end of this range would satisfy the start of the other range,
because overlaps() already covers that case.
Note further that overlaps() is a symmetric operation, while satisfies() is not.
union(other)
class spack.version.VersionList(vlist=None)
Bases: object
Sorted, non-redundant list of Versions and VersionRanges.
add(version)
concrete
copy()
static from_dict(dictionary)
Parse dict from to_dict.
highest()
Get the highest version in the list.
intersect(other)
Intersect this spec’s list with other.
Return True if the spec changed as a result; False otherwise
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intersection(other)
lowest()
Get the lowest version in the list.
overlaps(other)
satisfies(other, strict=False)
A VersionList satisfies another if some version in the list would satisfy some version in the other list. This
uses essentially the same algorithm as overlaps() does for VersionList, but it calls satisfies() on member
Versions and VersionRanges.
If strict is specified, this version list must lie entirely within the other in order to satisfy it.
to_dict()
Generate human-readable dict for YAML.
union(other)
update(other)
spack.version.ver(obj)
Parses a Version, VersionRange, or VersionList from a string or list of strings.

19.40 Module contents
spack.run_before(*phases)
Registers a method of a package to be run before a given phase
spack.run_after(*phases)
Registers a method of a package to be run after a given phase
spack.on_package_attributes(**attr_dict)
Decorator: executes instance function only if object has attr valuses.
Executes the decorated method only if at the moment of calling the instance has attributes that are equal to
certain values.
Parameters attr_dict (dict) – dictionary mapping attribute names to their required values
class spack.Package(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
General purpose class with a single install phase that needs to be coded by packagers.
build_system_class = 'Package'
This attribute is used in UI queries that require to know which build-system class we are using
phases = ['install']
The one and only phase
class spack.MakefilePackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages that are built using editable Makefiles
This class provides three phases that can be overridden:
1. edit()
2. build()
3. install()
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It is usually necessary to override the edit() phase, while build() and install() have sensible defaults.
For a finer tuning you may override:
Method
build_targets
install_targets
build_directory()

Purpose
Specify make targets for the build phase
Specify make targets for the install phase
Directory where the Makefile is located

build(spec, prefix)
Calls make, passing build_targets as targets.
build_directory
Returns the directory containing the main Makefile
Returns build directory
build_system_class = 'MakefilePackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
build_targets = []
Targets for make during the build() phase
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']
Callback names for build-time test
check()
Searches the Makefile for targets test and check and runs them if found.
edit(spec, prefix)
Edits the Makefile before calling make. This phase cannot be defaulted.
install(spec, prefix)
Calls make, passing install_targets as targets.
install_targets = ['install']
Targets for make during the install() phase
install_time_test_callbacks = ['installcheck']
Callback names for install-time test
installcheck()
Searches the Makefile for an installcheck target and runs it if found.
phases = ['edit', 'build', 'install']
Phases of a package that is built with an hand-written Makefile
class spack.AspellDictPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
Specialized class for builing aspell dictionairies.
configure(spec, prefix)
patch()
class spack.AutotoolsPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages built using GNU Autotools.
This class provides four phases that can be overridden:
1. autoreconf()
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2. configure()
3. build()
4. install()
They all have sensible defaults and for many packages the only thing necessary will be to override the helper
method configure_args(). For a finer tuning you may also override:
Method
build_targets
install_targets
check()

Purpose
Specify make targets for the build phase
Specify make targets for the install phase
Run build time tests if required

autoreconf(spec, prefix)
Not needed usually, configure should be already there
autoreconf_extra_args = []
Options to be passed to autoreconf when using the default implementation
build(spec, prefix)
Makes the build targets specified by :py:attr:~.AutotoolsPackage.build_targets
build_directory
Override to provide another place to build the package
build_system_class = 'AutotoolsPackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
build_targets = []
Targets for make during the build() phase
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']
Callback names for build-time test
check()
Searches the Makefile for targets test and check and runs them if found.
configure(spec, prefix)
Runs configure with the arguments specified in configure_args() and an appropriately set prefix.
configure_abs_path
configure_args()
Produces a list containing all the arguments that must be passed to configure, except --prefix which
will be pre-pended to the list.
Returns list of arguments for configure
configure_directory
Returns the directory where ‘configure’ resides.
Returns directory where to find configure
delete_configure_to_force_update()
enable_or_disable(name, activation_value=None)
Same as with_or_without() but substitute with with enable and without with disable.
Parameters
• name (str) – name of a valid multi-valued variant
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• activation_value (callable) – if present accepts a single value
and returns the parameter to be used leading to an entry of the type
--enable-{name}={parameter}
The special value ‘prefix’ can also be assigned and will return spec[name].prefix
as activation parameter.
Returns list of arguments to configure
flags_to_build_system_args(flags)
Produces a list of all command line arguments to pass specified compiler flags to configure.
force_autoreconf = False
Set to true to force the autoreconf step even if configure is present
install(spec, prefix)
Makes the install targets specified by :py:attr:~.AutotoolsPackage.install_targets
install_targets = ['install']
Targets for make during the install() phase
install_time_test_callbacks = ['installcheck']
Callback names for install-time test
installcheck()
Searches the Makefile for an installcheck target and runs it if found.
patch_config_guess = True
Whether or not to update config.guess on old architectures
phases = ['autoreconf', 'configure', 'build', 'install']
Phases of a GNU Autotools package
set_configure_or_die()
Checks the presence of a configure file after the autoreconf phase. If it is found sets a module attribute
appropriately, otherwise raises an error.
Raises RuntimeError – if a configure script is not found in configure_directory()
with_or_without(name, activation_value=None)
Inspects a variant and returns the arguments that activate or deactivate the selected feature(s) for the configure options.
This function works on all type of variants. For bool-valued variants it will return by default
--with-{name} or --without-{name}. For other kinds of variants it will cycle over the allowed
values and return either --with-{value} or --without-{value}.
If activation_value is given, then for each possible value of the variant, the option
--with-{value}=activation_value(value) or --without-{value} will be added
depending on whether or not variant=value is in the spec.
Parameters
• name (str) – name of a valid multi-valued variant
• activation_value (callable) – callable that accepts a single value and returns the
parameter to be used leading to an entry of the type --with-{name}={parameter}.
The special value ‘prefix’ can also be assigned and will return spec[name].prefix
as activation parameter.
Returns list of arguments to configure
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class spack.CMakePackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages built using CMake
For more information on the CMake build system, see: https://cmake.org/cmake/help/latest/
This class provides three phases that can be overridden:
1. cmake()
2. build()
3. install()
They all have sensible defaults and for many packages the only thing necessary will be to override
cmake_args(). For a finer tuning you may also override:
Method
root_cmakelists_dir()
build_directory()

Purpose
Location of the root CMakeLists.txt
Directory where to build the package

build(spec, prefix)
Make the build targets
build_directory
Returns the directory to use when building the package
Returns directory where to build the package
build_system_class = 'CMakePackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
build_targets = []
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']
check()
Searches the CMake-generated Makefile for the target test and runs it if found.
cmake(spec, prefix)
Runs cmake in the build directory
cmake_args()
Produces a list containing all the arguments that must be passed to cmake, except:
• CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX
• CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE
which will be set automatically.
Returns list of arguments for cmake
flags_to_build_system_args(flags)
Produces a list of all command line arguments to pass the specified compiler flags to cmake. Note CMAKE
does not have a cppflags option, so cppflags will be added to cflags, cxxflags, and fflags to mimic the
behavior in other tools.
generator = 'Unix Makefiles'
The build system generator to use.
See cmake --help for a list of valid generators. Currently, “Unix Makefiles” and “Ninja” are the only
generators that Spack supports. Defaults to “Unix Makefiles”.
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See https://cmake.org/cmake/help/latest/manual/cmake-generators.7.html for more information.
install(spec, prefix)
Make the install targets
install_targets = ['install']
phases = ['cmake', 'build', 'install']
Phases of a CMake package
root_cmakelists_dir
The relative path to the directory containing CMakeLists.txt
This path is relative to the root of the extracted tarball, not to the build_directory. Defaults to the
current directory.
Returns directory containing CMakeLists.txt
std_cmake_args
Standard cmake arguments provided as a property for convenience of package writers
Returns standard cmake arguments
class spack.CudaPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.Package
Auxiliary class which contains CUDA variant, dependencies and conflicts and is meant to unify and facilitate
its usage.
static cuda_flags(arch_list)
class spack.QMakePackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages built using qmake.
For more information on the qmake build system, see: http://doc.qt.io/qt-5/qmake-manual.html
This class provides three phases that can be overridden:
1. qmake()
2. build()
3. install()
They all have sensible defaults and for many packages the only thing necessary will be to override
qmake_args().
build(spec, prefix)
Make the build targets
build_system_class = 'QMakePackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']
Callback names for build-time test
check()
Searches the Makefile for a check: target and runs it if found.
install(spec, prefix)
Make the install targets
phases = ['qmake', 'build', 'install']
Phases of a qmake package
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qmake(spec, prefix)
Run qmake to configure the project and generate a Makefile.
qmake_args()
Produces a list containing all the arguments that must be passed to qmake
class spack.SConsPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages built using SCons.
See http://scons.org/documentation.html for more information.
This class provides the following phases that can be overridden:
1. build()
2. install()
Packages that use SCons as a build system are less uniform than packages that use other build systems. Developers can add custom subcommands or variables that control the build. You will likely need to override
build_args() to pass the appropriate variables.
build(spec, prefix)
Build the package.
build_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to build.
build_system_class = 'SConsPackage'
To be used in UI queries that require to know which build-system class we are using
build_time_test_callbacks = ['test']
Callback names for build-time test
install(spec, prefix)
Install the package.
install_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install.
phases = ['build', 'install']
Phases of a SCons package
test()
Run unit tests after build.
By default, does nothing. Override this if you want to add package-specific tests.
class spack.WafPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages that are built using the Waf build system. See https://waf.io/book/ for more
information.
This class provides the following phases that can be overridden:
• configure
• build
• install
These are all standard Waf commands and can be found by running:
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$ python waf --help

Each phase provides a function <phase> that runs:
$ python waf -j<jobs> <phase>

where <jobs> is the number of parallel jobs to build with. Each phase also has a <phase_args> function that can
pass arguments to this call. All of these functions are empty except for the configure_args function, which
passes --prefix=/path/to/installation/prefix.
build(spec, prefix)
Executes the build.
build_args()
Arguments to pass to build.
build_directory
The directory containing the waf file.
build_system_class = 'WafPackage'
build_time_test_callbacks = ['test']
configure(spec, prefix)
Configures the project.
configure_args()
Arguments to pass to configure.
install(spec, prefix)
Installs the targets on the system.
install_args()
Arguments to pass to install.
install_time_test_callbacks = ['installtest']
installtest()
Run unit tests after install.
By default, does nothing. Override this if you want to add package-specific tests.
phases = ['configure', 'build', 'install']
python(*args, **kwargs)
The python Executable.
test()
Run unit tests after build.
By default, does nothing. Override this if you want to add package-specific tests.
waf(*args, **kwargs)
Runs the waf Executable.
class spack.OctavePackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for Octave packages.
See https://www.gnu.org/software/octave/doc/v4.2.0/
Installing-and-Removing-Packages.html for more information.
This class provides the following phases that can be overridden:
1. install()
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build_system_class = 'OctavePackage'
install(spec, prefix)
Install the package from the archive file
phases = ['install']
setup_environment(spack_env, run_env)
Set up the compile and runtime environments for a package.
class spack.PythonPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages that are built using Python setup.py files
This class provides the following phases that can be overridden:
• build
• build_py
• build_ext
• build_clib
• build_scripts
• clean
• install
• install_lib
• install_headers
• install_scripts
• install_data
• sdist
• register
• bdist
• bdist_dumb
• bdist_rpm
• bdist_wininst
• upload
• check
These are all standard setup.py commands and can be found by running:
$ python setup.py --help-commands

By default, only the ‘build’ and ‘install’ phases are run, but if you need to run more phases, simply modify your
phases list like so:
phases = ['build_ext', 'install', 'bdist']

Each phase provides a function <phase> that runs:
$ python -s setup.py --no-user-cfg <phase>
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Each phase also has a <phase_args> function that can pass arguments to this call. All of these functions are
empty except for the install_args function, which passes --prefix=/path/to/installation/
directory.
If you need to run a phase which is not a standard setup.py command, you’ll need to define a function for it like
so:
def configure(self, spec, prefix):
self.setup_py('configure')

bdist(spec, prefix)
Create a built (binary) distribution.
bdist_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to bdist.
bdist_dumb(spec, prefix)
Create a “dumb” built distribution.
bdist_dumb_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to bdist_dumb.
bdist_rpm(spec, prefix)
Create an RPM distribution.
bdist_rpm_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to bdist_rpm.
bdist_wininst(spec, prefix)
Create an executable installer for MS Windows.
bdist_wininst_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to bdist_wininst.
build(spec, prefix)
Build everything needed to install.
build_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to build.
build_clib(spec, prefix)
Build C/C++ libraries used by Python extensions.
build_clib_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to build_clib.
build_directory
The directory containing the setup.py file.
build_ext(spec, prefix)
Build C/C++ extensions (compile/link to build directory).
build_ext_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to build_ext.
build_py(spec, prefix)
“Build” pure Python modules (copy to build directory).
build_py_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to build_py.
build_scripts(spec, prefix)
“Build” scripts (copy and fixup #! line).
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build_system_class = 'PythonPackage'
build_time_test_callbacks = ['test']
Callback names for build-time test
check(spec, prefix)
Perform some checks on the package.
check_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to check.
clean(spec, prefix)
Clean up temporary files from ‘build’ command.
clean_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to clean.
import_module_test()
Attempts to import the module that was just installed.
This test is only run if the package overrides import_modules with a list of module names.
import_modules = []
install(spec, prefix)
Install everything from build directory.
install_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install.
install_data(spec, prefix)
Install data files.
install_data_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install_data.
install_headers(spec, prefix)
Install C/C++ header files.
install_headers_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install_headers.
install_lib(spec, prefix)
Install all Python modules (extensions and pure Python).
install_lib_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install_lib.
install_scripts(spec, prefix)
Install scripts (Python or otherwise).
install_scripts_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to install_scripts.
install_time_test_callbacks = ['import_module_test']
Callback names for install-time test
phases = ['build', 'install']
python(*args, **kwargs)
register(spec, prefix)
Register the distribution with the Python package index.
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register_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to register.
sdist(spec, prefix)
Create a source distribution (tarball, zip file, etc.).
sdist_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to sdist.
setup_file()
Returns the name of the setup file to use.
setup_py(*args, **kwargs)
test()
Run unit tests after in-place build.
These tests are only run if the package actually has a ‘test’ command.
test_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to test.
upload(spec, prefix)
Upload binary package to PyPI.
upload_args(spec, prefix)
Arguments to pass to upload.
class spack.RPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages that are built using R.
For more information on the R build system, see: https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-devel/library/utils/html/
INSTALL.html
This class provides a single phase that can be overridden:
1. install()
It has sensible defaults, and for many packages the only thing necessary will be to add dependencies
build_system_class = 'RPackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
configure_args()
Arguments to pass to install via --configure-args.
configure_vars()
Arguments to pass to install via --configure-vars.
install(spec, prefix)
Installs an R package.
phases = ['install']
class spack.PerlPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for packages that are built using Perl.
This class provides four phases that can be overridden if required:
1. configure()
2. build()
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3. check()
4. install()
The default methods use, in order of preference:
1. Makefile.PL,
2. Build.PL.
Some packages may need to override configure_args(), which produces a list of arguments for
configure(). Arguments should not include the installation base directory.
build(spec, prefix)
Builds a Perl package.
build_system_class = 'PerlPackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
build_time_test_callbacks = ['check']
Callback names for build-time test
check()
Runs built-in tests of a Perl package.
configure(spec, prefix)
Runs Makefile.PL or Build.PL with arguments consisting of an appropriate installation base directory
followed by the list returned by configure_args().
Raises RuntimeError – if neither Makefile.PL or Build.PL exist
configure_args()
Produces a list containing the arguments that must be passed to configure(). Arguments should not
include the installation base directory, which is prepended automatically.
Returns list of arguments for Makefile.PL or Build.PL
install(spec, prefix)
Installs a Perl package.
phases = ['configure', 'build', 'install']
Phases of a Perl package
class spack.IntelPackage(spec)
Bases: spack.package.PackageBase
Specialized class for licensed Intel software.
This class provides two phases that can be overridden:
1. configure()
2. install()
They both have sensible defaults and for many packages the only thing necessary will be to override
setup_environment to set the appropriate environment variables.
build_system_class = 'IntelPackage'
This attribute is used in UI queries that need to know the build system base class
components = ['ALL']
Components of the package to install. By default, install ‘ALL’ components.
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configure(spec, prefix)
Writes the silent.cfg file used to configure the installation.
See https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/configuration-file-format
global_license_file
Returns the path where a global license file should be stored.
All Intel software shares the same license, so we store it in a common ‘intel’ directory.
install(spec, prefix)
Runs the install.sh installation script.
license_comment = '#'
Comment symbol used in the license.lic file
license_files = ['Licenses/license.lic']
Location where Intel searches for a license file
license_required = True
By default, we assume that all Intel software requires a license. This can be overridden for packages that
do not require a license.
license_url = 'https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-license-manager-faq'
URL providing information on how to acquire a license key
license_vars = ['INTEL_LICENSE_FILE']
Environment variables that Intel searches for a license file
phases = ['configure', 'install']
Phases of an Intel package
save_silent_cfg()
Copies the silent.cfg configuration file to <prefix>/.spack.
class spack.Version(string)
Bases: object
Class to represent versions
concrete
dashed
The dashed representation of the version.
Example: >>> version = Version(‘1.2.3b’) >>> version.dashed Version(‘1-2-3b’)
Returns The version with separator characters replaced by dashes
Return type Version
dotted
The dotted representation of the version.
Example: >>> version = Version(‘1-2-3b’) >>> version.dotted Version(‘1.2.3b’)
Returns The version with separator characters replaced by dots
Return type Version
highest()
intersection(other)
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is_predecessor(other)
True if the other version is the immediate predecessor of this one. That is, NO versions v exist such that:
(self < v < other and v not in self).
is_successor(other)
isdevelop()
Triggers on the special case of the @develop version.
isnumeric()
Tells if this version is numeric (vs. a non-numeric version). A version will be numeric as long as the first
section of it is, even if it contains non-numerica portions.
Some numeric versions: 1 1.1 1.1a 1.a.1b
Some non-numeric versions: develop system myfavoritebranch
joined
The joined representation of the version.
Example: >>> version = Version(‘1.2.3b’) >>> version.joined Version(‘123b’)
Returns The version with separator characters removed
Return type Version
lowest()
overlaps(other)
satisfies(other)
A Version ‘satisfies’ another if it is at least as specific and has a common prefix. e.g., we want gcc@4.7.3
to satisfy a request for gcc@4.7 so that when a user asks to build with gcc@4.7, we can find a suitable
compiler.
underscored
The underscored representation of the version.
Example: >>> version = Version(‘1.2.3b’) >>> version.underscored Version(‘1_2_3b’)
Returns
The version with separator characters replaced by underscores
Return type Version
union(other)
up_to(index)
The version up to the specified component.
Examples: >>> version = Version(‘1.23-4b’) >>> version.up_to(1) Version(‘1’) >>> version.up_to(2)
Version(‘1.23’) >>> version.up_to(3) Version(‘1.23-4’) >>> version.up_to(4) Version(‘1.23-4b’) >>>
version.up_to(-1) Version(‘1.23-4’) >>> version.up_to(-2) Version(‘1.23’) >>> version.up_to(-3) Version(‘1’)
Returns The first index components of the version
Return type Version
spack.ver(obj)
Parses a Version, VersionRange, or VersionList from a string or list of strings.
class spack.Spec(spec_like, **kwargs)
Bases: object
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cformat(*args, **kwargs)
Same as format, but color defaults to auto instead of False.
colorized()
common_dependencies(other)
Return names of dependencies that self an other have in common.
concrete
A spec is concrete if it describes a single build of a package.
More formally, a spec is concrete if concretize() has been called on it and it has been marked _concrete.
Concrete specs either can be or have been built. All constraints have been resolved, optional dependencies
have been added or removed, a compiler has been chosen, and all variants have values.
concretize()
A spec is concrete if it describes one build of a package uniquely. This will ensure that this spec is concrete.
If this spec could describe more than one version, variant, or build of a package, this will add constraints
to make it concrete.
Some rigorous validation and checks are also performed on the spec. Concretizing ensures that it is selfconsistent and that it’s consistent with requirements of its packages. See flatten() and normalize() for more
details on this.
concretized()
This is a non-destructive version of concretize(). First clones, then returns a concrete version of this
package without modifying this package.
constrain(other, deps=True)
Merge the constraints of other with self.
Returns True if the spec changed as a result, False if not.
constrained(other, deps=True)
Return a constrained copy without modifying this spec.
copy(deps=True, **kwargs)
Make a copy of this spec.
Parameters
• deps (bool or tuple) – Defaults to True. If boolean, controls whether dependencies
are copied (copied if True). If a tuple is provided, only dependencies of types matching
those in the tuple are copied.
• kwargs – additional arguments for internal use (passed to _dup).
Returns A copy of this spec.
Examples
Deep copy with dependnecies:
spec.copy()
spec.copy(deps=True)

Shallow copy (no dependencies):
spec.copy(deps=False)
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Only build and run dependencies:
deps=('build', 'run'):

cshort_spec
Returns an auto-colorized version of self.short_spec.
dag_hash(length=None)
Return a hash of the entire spec DAG, including connectivity.
dag_hash_bit_prefix(bits)
Get the first <bits> bits of the DAG hash as an integer type.
dep_difference(other)
Returns dependencies in self that are not in other.
dep_string()
dependencies(deptype=’all’)
dependencies_dict(deptype=’all’)
dependents(deptype=’all’)
dependents_dict(deptype=’all’)
eq_dag(other, deptypes=True)
True if the full dependency DAGs of specs are equal.
eq_node(other)
Equality with another spec, not including dependencies.
external
flat_dependencies(**kwargs)
Return a DependencyMap containing all of this spec’s dependencies with their constraints merged.
If copy is True, returns merged copies of its dependencies without modifying the spec it’s called on.
If copy is False, clears this spec’s dependencies and returns them.
format(format_string=’$_$@$%@+$+$=’, **kwargs)
Prints out particular pieces of a spec, depending on what is in the format string.
The format strings you can provide are:
$_
$.
$@
$%
$%@
$%+
$%@+
$+
$=
$/
$$

Package name
Full package name (with namespace)
Version with '@' prefix
Compiler with '%' prefix
Compiler with '%' prefix & compiler version with '@' prefix
Compiler with '%' prefix & compiler flags prefixed by name
Compiler, compiler version, and compiler flags with same
prefixes as above
Options
Architecture prefixed by 'arch='
7-char prefix of DAG hash with '-' prefix
$

You can also use full-string versions, which elide the prefixes:
${PACKAGE}
${VERSION}
${COMPILER}
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${COMPILERNAME}
${COMPILERVER}
${COMPILERFLAGS}
${OPTIONS}
${ARCHITECTURE}
${SHA1}
${HASH:len}

Compiler name
Compiler version
Compiler flags
Options
Architecture
Dependencies 8-char sha1 prefix
DAG hash with optional length specifier

${SPACK_ROOT}
The spack root directory
${SPACK_INSTALL} The default spack install directory,
${SPACK_PREFIX}/opt
${PREFIX}
The package prefix

Note these are case-insensitive: for example you can specify either ${PACKAGE} or ${package}.
Optionally you can provide a width, e.g. $20_ for a 20-wide name. Like printf, you can provide ‘-‘ for
left justification, e.g. $-20_ for a left-justified name.
Anything else is copied verbatim into the output stream.
Parameters
• format_string (str) – string containing the format to be expanded
• **kwargs (dict) – the following list of keywords is supported
– color (bool): True if returned string is colored
– transform (dict): maps full-string formats to a callable that accepts a string and returns
another one
Examples
The following line:
s = spec.format('$_$@$+')

translates to the name, version, and options of the package, but no dependencies, arch, or compiler.
TODO: allow, e.g., $6# to customize short hash length TODO: allow, e.g., $// for full hash.
static from_dict(data)
Construct a spec from YAML.
Parameters: data – a nested dict/list data structure read from YAML or JSON.
static from_json(stream)
Construct a spec from JSON.
Parameters: stream – string or file object to read from.
static from_literal(spec_dict, normal=True)
Builds a Spec from a dictionary containing the spec literal.
The dictionary must have a single top level key, representing the root, and as many secondary level keys
as needed in the spec.
The keys can be either a string or a Spec or a tuple containing the Spec and the dependency types.
Parameters
• spec_dict (dict) – the dictionary containing the spec literal
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• normal (bool) – if True the same key appearing at different levels of the spec_dict
will map to the same object in memory.
Examples
A simple spec foo with no dependencies:
{'foo': None}

A spec foo with a (build, link) dependency bar:
{'foo':
{'bar:build,link': None}}

A spec with a diamond dependency and various build types:
{'dt-diamond': {
'dt-diamond-left:build,link': {
'dt-diamond-bottom:build': None
},
'dt-diamond-right:build,link': {
'dt-diamond-bottom:build,link,run': None
}
}}

The same spec with a double copy of dt-diamond-bottom and no diamond structure:
{'dt-diamond': {
'dt-diamond-left:build,link': {
'dt-diamond-bottom:build': None
},
'dt-diamond-right:build,link': {
'dt-diamond-bottom:build,link,run': None
}
}, normal=False}

Constructing a spec using a Spec object as key:
mpich = Spec('mpich')
libelf = Spec('libelf@1.8.11')
expected_normalized = Spec.from_literal({
'mpileaks': {
'callpath': {
'dyninst': {
'libdwarf': {libelf: None},
libelf: None
},
mpich: None
},
mpich: None
},
})

static from_node_dict(node)
static from_yaml(stream)
Construct a spec from YAML.
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Parameters: stream – string or file object to read from.
fullname
get_dependency(name)
index(deptype=’all’)
Return DependencyMap that points to all the dependencies in this spec.
static is_virtual(name)
Test if a name is virtual without requiring a Spec.
ne_dag(other, deptypes=True)
True if the full dependency DAGs of specs are not equal.
ne_node(other)
Inequality with another spec, not including dependencies.
normalize(force=False)
When specs are parsed, any dependencies specified are hanging off the root, and ONLY the ones that were
explicitly provided are there. Normalization turns a partial flat spec into a DAG, where:
1. Known dependencies of the root package are in the DAG.
2. Each node’s dependencies dict only contains its known direct deps.
3. There is only ONE unique spec for each package in the DAG.
• This includes virtual packages. If there a non-virtual package that provides a virtual package that
is in the spec, then we replace the virtual package with the non-virtual one.
TODO: normalize should probably implement some form of cycle detection, to ensure that the spec is
actually a DAG.
normalized()
Return a normalized copy of this spec without modifying this spec.
package
package_class
Internal package call gets only the class object for a package. Use this to just get package metadata.
patches
Return patch objects for any patch sha256 sums on this Spec.
This is for use after concretization to iterate over any patches associated with this spec.
TODO: this only checks in the package; it doesn’t resurrect old patches from install directories, but it
probably should.
prefix
static read_yaml_dep_specs(dependency_dict)
Read the DependencySpec portion of a YAML-formatted Spec.
This needs to be backward-compatible with older spack spec formats so that reindex will work on old
specs/databases.
root
Follow dependent links and find the root of this spec’s DAG.
Spack specs have a single root (the package being installed).
satisfies(other, deps=True, strict=False, strict_deps=False)
Determine if this spec satisfies all constraints of another.
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There are two senses for satisfies:
• loose (default): the absence of a constraint in self implies that it could be satisfied by other, so we
only check that there are no conflicts with other for constraints that this spec actually has.
• strict: strict means that we must meet all the constraints specified on other.
satisfies_dependencies(other, strict=False)
This checks constraints on common dependencies against each other.
short_spec
Returns a version of the spec with the dependencies hashed instead of completely enumerated.
sorted_deps()
Return a list of all dependencies sorted by name.
to_dict()
to_json(stream=None)
to_node_dict()
to_yaml(stream=None)
traverse(**kwargs)
traverse_edges(visited=None, d=0, deptype=’all’, dep_spec=None, **kwargs)
Generic traversal of the DAG represented by this spec. This will yield each node in the spec. Options:
order [=pre|post] Order to traverse spec nodes. Defaults to preorder traversal. Options are:
‘pre’: Pre-order traversal; each node is yielded before its children in the dependency DAG.
‘post’: Post-order traversal; each node is yielded after its children in the dependency DAG.
cover [=nodes|edges|paths] Determines how extensively to cover the dag. Possible values:
‘nodes’: Visit each node in the dag only once. Every node yielded by this function will be unique.
‘edges’: If a node has been visited once but is reached along a new path from the root, yield it but
do not descend into it. This traverses each ‘edge’ in the DAG once.
‘paths’: Explore every unique path reachable from the root. This descends into visited subtrees
and will yield nodes twice if they’re reachable by multiple paths.
depth [=False] Defaults to False. When True, yields not just nodes in the spec, but also their depth from
the root in a (depth, node) tuple.
key [=id] Allow a custom key function to track the identity of nodes in the traversal.
root [=True] If False, this won’t yield the root node, just its descendents.
direction [=children|parents] If ‘children’, does a traversal of this spec’s children. If ‘parents’, traverses
upwards in the DAG towards the root.
tree(**kwargs)
Prints out this spec and its dependencies, tree-formatted with indentation.
validate_or_raise()
Checks that names and values in this spec are real. If they’re not, it will raise an appropriate exception.
version
virtual
Right now, a spec is virtual if no package exists with its name.
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TODO: revisit this – might need to use a separate namespace and be more explicit about this. Possible
idea: just use conventin and make virtual deps all caps, e.g., MPI vs mpi.
virtual_dependencies()
Return list of any virtual deps in this spec.
class spack.when(spec)
Bases: object
This annotation lets packages declare multiple versions of methods like install() that depend on the package’s
spec. For example:
class SomePackage(Package):
...
def install(self, prefix):
# Do default install
@when('arch=chaos_5_x86_64_ib')
def install(self, prefix):
# This will be executed instead of the default install if
# the package's platform() is chaos_5_x86_64_ib.
@when('arch=bgqos_0")
def install(self, prefix):
# This will be executed if the package's sys_type is bgqos_0

This allows each package to have a default version of install() AND specialized versions for particular platforms.
The version that is called depends on the architecutre of the instantiated package.
Note that this works for methods other than install, as well. So, if you only have part of the install that is platform
specific, you could do this:
class SomePackage(Package):
...
# virtual dependence on MPI.
# could resolve to mpich, mpich2, OpenMPI
depends_on('mpi')
def setup(self):
# do nothing in the default case
pass
@when('^openmpi')
def setup(self):
# do something special when this is built with OpenMPI for
# its MPI implementations.

def install(self, prefix):
# Do common install stuff
self.setup()
# Do more common install stuff

There must be one (and only one) @when clause that matches the package’s spec. If there is more than one, or
if none match, then the method will raise an exception when it’s called.
Note that the default version of decorated methods must always come first. Otherwise it will override all of the
platform-specific versions. There’s not much we can do to get around this because of the way decorators work.
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class spack.FileFilter(*filenames)
Bases: object
Convenience class for calling filter_file a lot.
filter(regex, repl, **kwargs)
class spack.FileList(files)
Bases: collections.abc.Sequence
Sequence of absolute paths to files.
Provides a few convenience methods to manipulate file paths.
basenames
Stable de-duplication of the base-names in the list
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir3/liba.a'])
>>> l.basenames
['liba.a', 'libb.a']
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir2/b.h', '/dir3/a.h'])
>>> h.basenames
['a.h', 'b.h']

Returns A list of base-names
Return type list of strings
directories
Stable de-duplication of the directories where the files reside.
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir1/libc.a'])
>>> l.directories
['/dir1', '/dir2']
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir1/b.h', '/dir2/c.h'])
>>> h.directories
['/dir1', '/dir2']

Returns A list of directories
Return type list of strings
joined(separator=’ ’)
class spack.HeaderList(files)
Bases: llnl.util.filesystem.FileList
Sequence of absolute paths to headers.
Provides a few convenience methods to manipulate header paths and get commonly used compiler flags or
names.
add_macro(macro)
Add a macro definition
Parameters macro (str) – The macro to add
cpp_flags
Include flags + macro definitions
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir1/b.h', '/dir2/c.h'])
>>> h.cpp_flags
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'-I/dir1 -I/dir2'
>>> h.add_macro('-DBOOST_DYN_LINK')
>>> h.cpp_flags
'-I/dir1 -I/dir2 -DBOOST_DYN_LINK'

Returns A joined list of include flags and macro definitions
Return type str
headers
Stable de-duplication of the headers.
Returns A list of header files
Return type list of strings
include_flags
Include flags
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir1/b.h', '/dir2/c.h'])
>>> h.include_flags
'-I/dir1 -I/dir2'

Returns A joined list of include flags
Return type str
macro_definitions
Macro definitions
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir1/b.h', '/dir2/c.h'])
>>> h.add_macro('-DBOOST_LIB_NAME=boost_regex')
>>> h.add_macro('-DBOOST_DYN_LINK')
>>> h.macro_definitions
'-DBOOST_LIB_NAME=boost_regex -DBOOST_DYN_LINK'

Returns A joined list of macro definitions
Return type str
names
Stable de-duplication of header names in the list without extensions
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir2/b.h', '/dir3/a.h'])
>>> h.names
['a', 'b']

Returns A list of files without extensions
Return type list of strings
class spack.LibraryList(files)
Bases: llnl.util.filesystem.FileList
Sequence of absolute paths to libraries
Provides a few convenience methods to manipulate library paths and get commonly used compiler flags or
names
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ld_flags
Search flags + link flags
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir1/liba.so'])
>>> l.ld_flags
'-L/dir1 -L/dir2 -la -lb'

Returns A joined list of search flags and link flags
Return type str
libraries
Stable de-duplication of library files.
Returns A list of library files
Return type list of strings
link_flags
Link flags for the libraries
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir1/liba.so'])
>>> l.link_flags
'-la -lb'

Returns A joined list of link flags
Return type str
names
Stable de-duplication of library names in the list
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir3/liba.so'])
>>> l.names
['a', 'b']

Returns A list of library names
Return type list of strings
search_flags
Search flags for the libraries
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir1/liba.so'])
>>> l.search_flags
'-L/dir1 -L/dir2'

Returns A joined list of search flags
Return type str
spack.ancestor(dir, n=1)
Get the nth ancestor of a directory.
spack.can_access(file_name)
True if we have read/write access to the file.
spack.change_sed_delimiter(old_delim, new_delim, *filenames)
Find all sed search/replace commands and change the delimiter.
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e.g., if the file contains seds that look like 's///', you can call change_sed_delimiter('/', '@',
file) to change the delimiter to '@'.
Note that this routine will fail if the delimiter is ' or ". Handling those is left for future work.
Parameters
• old_delim (str) – The delimiter to search for
• new_delim (str) – The delimiter to replace with
• *filenames – One or more files to search and replace
spack.copy_mode(src, dest)
Set the mode of dest to that of src unless it is a link.
spack.filter_file(regex, repl, *filenames, **kwargs)
Like sed, but uses python regular expressions.
Filters every line of each file through regex and replaces the file with a filtered version. Preserves mode of
filtered files.
As with re.sub, repl can be either a string or a callable. If it is a callable, it is passed the match object and should
return a suitable replacement string. If it is a string, it can contain \1, \2, etc. to represent back-substitution as
sed would allow.
Parameters
• regex (str) – The regular expression to search for
• repl (str) – The string to replace matches with
• *filenames – One or more files to search and replace
Keyword Arguments
• string (bool) – Treat regex as a plain string. Default it False
• backup (bool) – Make backup file(s) suffixed with ~. Default is True
• ignore_absent (bool) – Ignore any files that don’t exist. Default is False
spack.find(root, files, recurse=True)
Search for files starting from the root directory.
Like GNU/BSD find but written entirely in Python.
Examples:
$ find /usr -name python

is equivalent to:
>>> find('/usr', 'python')
$ find /usr/local/bin -maxdepth 1 -name python

is equivalent to:
>>> find('/usr/local/bin', 'python', recurse=False)

Accepts any glob characters accepted by fnmatch:
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Pattern

Meaning
matches everything

•
?
[seq]
[!seq]

matches any single character
matches any character in seq
matches any character not in seq

Parameters
• root (str) – The root directory to start searching from
• files (str or collections.Sequence) – Library name(s) to search for
• recurse (bool, optional) – if False search only root folder, if True descends topdown from the root. Defaults to True.
Returns The files that have been found
Return type list of strings
spack.find_headers(headers, root, recurse=False)
Returns an iterable object containing a list of full paths to headers if found.
Accepts any glob characters accepted by fnmatch:
Pattern

Meaning
matches everything

•
?
[seq]
[!seq]

matches any single character
matches any character in seq
matches any character not in seq

Parameters
• headers (str or list of str) – Header name(s) to search for
• root (str) – The root directory to start searching from
• recurses (bool, optional) – if False search only root folder, if True descends topdown from the root. Defaults to False.
Returns The headers that have been found
Return type HeaderList
spack.find_libraries(libraries, root, shared=True, recurse=False)
Returns an iterable of full paths to libraries found in a root dir.
Accepts any glob characters accepted by fnmatch:
Pattern

Meaning
matches everything

•
?
[seq]
[!seq]
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Parameters
• libraries (str or list of str) – Library name(s) to search for
• root (str) – The root directory to start searching from
• shared (bool, optional) – if True searches for shared libraries, otherwise for static.
Defaults to True.
• recurse (bool, optional) – if False search only root folder, if True descends topdown from the root. Defaults to False.
Returns The libraries that have been found
Return type LibraryList
spack.find_system_libraries(libraries, shared=True)
Searches the usual system library locations for libraries.
Search order is as follows:
1. /lib64
2. /lib
3. /usr/lib64
4. /usr/lib
5. /usr/local/lib64
6. /usr/local/lib
Accepts any glob characters accepted by fnmatch:
Pattern

Meaning
matches everything

•
?
[seq]
[!seq]

matches any single character
matches any character in seq
matches any character not in seq

Parameters
• libraries (str or list of str) – Library name(s) to search for
• shared (bool, optional) – if True searches for shared libraries, otherwise for static.
Defaults to True.
Returns The libraries that have been found
Return type LibraryList
spack.fix_darwin_install_name(path)
Fix install name of dynamic libraries on Darwin to have full path.
There are two parts of this task:
1. Use install_name('-id', ...) to change install name of a single lib
2. Use install_name('-change', ...) to change the cross linking between libs. The function
assumes that all libraries are in one folder and currently won’t follow subfolders.
Parameters path (str) – directory in which .dylib files are located
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spack.force_remove(*paths)
Remove files without printing errors. Like rm -f, does NOT remove directories.
spack.force_symlink(src, dest)
spack.hide_files(*file_list)
spack.install(src, dest)
Manually install a file to a particular location.
spack.install_tree(src, dest, **kwargs)
Manually install a directory tree to a particular location.
spack.is_exe(path)
True if path is an executable file.
spack.join_path(prefix, *args)
spack.mkdirp(*paths)
Creates a directory, as well as parent directories if needed.
spack.remove_dead_links(root)
Removes any dead link that is present in root.
Parameters root (str) – path where to search for dead links
spack.remove_if_dead_link(path)
Removes the argument if it is a dead link.
Parameters path (str) – The potential dead link
spack.remove_linked_tree(path)
Removes a directory and its contents.
If the directory is a symlink, follows the link and removes the real directory before removing the link.
Parameters path (str) – Directory to be removed
spack.set_executable(path)
spack.set_install_permissions(path)
Set appropriate permissions on the installed file.
spack.touch(path)
Creates an empty file at the specified path.
spack.touchp(path)
Like touch, but creates any parent directories needed for the file.
spack.traverse_tree(source_root, dest_root, rel_path=”, **kwargs)
Traverse two filesystem trees simultaneously.
Walks the LinkTree directory in pre or post order. Yields each file in the source directory with a matching path
from the dest directory, along with whether the file is a directory. e.g., for this tree:
root/
a/
file1
file2
b/
file3

When called on dest, this yields:
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('root',
('root/a',
('root/a/file1',
('root/a/file2',
('root/b',
('root/b/file3',

'dest')
'dest/a')
'dest/a/file1')
'dest/a/file2')
'dest/b')
'dest/b/file3')

Keyword Arguments
• order (str) – Whether to do pre- or post-order traversal. Accepted values are ‘pre’ and
‘post’
• ignore (str) – Predicate indicating which files to ignore
• follow_nonexisting (bool) – Whether to descend into directories in src that do not
exit in dest. Default is True
• follow_links (bool) – Whether to descend into symlinks in src
spack.unset_executable_mode(path)
spack.working_dir(dirname, **kwargs)
spack.version(ver, checksum=None, **kwargs)
Adds a version and metadata describing how to fetch it. Metadata is just stored as a dict in the package’s versions
dictionary. Package must turn it into a valid fetch strategy later.
spack.conflicts(conflict_spec, when=None, msg=None)
Allows a package to define a conflict.
Currently, a “conflict” is a concretized configuration that is known to be non-valid. For example, a package that
is known not to be buildable with intel compilers can declare:
conflicts('%intel')

To express the same constraint only when the ‘foo’ variant is activated:
conflicts('%intel', when='+foo')

Parameters
• conflict_spec (Spec) – constraint defining the known conflict
• when (Spec) – optional constraint that triggers the conflict
• msg (str) – optional user defined message
spack.depends_on(spec, when=None, type=(’build’, ’link’), patches=None)
Creates a dict of deps with specs defining when they apply.
Parameters
• spec (Spec or str) – the package and constraints depended on
• when (Spec or str) – when the dependent satisfies this, it has the dependency represented by spec
• type (str or tuple of str) – str or tuple of legal Spack deptypes
• patches (obj or list) – single result of patch() directive, a str to be passed to
patch, or a list of these
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This directive is to be used inside a Package definition to declare that the package requires other packages to be
built first. @see The section “Dependency specs” in the Spack Packaging Guide.
spack.extends(spec, **kwargs)
Same as depends_on, but allows symlinking into dependency’s prefix tree.
This is for Python and other language modules where the module needs to be installed into the prefix of the
Python installation. Spack handles this by installing modules into their own prefix, but allowing ONE module
version to be symlinked into a parent Python install at a time, using spack activate.
keyword arguments can be passed to extends() so that extension packages can pass parameters to the extendee’s
extension mechanism.
spack.provides(*specs, **kwargs)
Allows packages to provide a virtual dependency. If a package provides ‘mpi’, other packages can declare that
they depend on “mpi”, and spack can use the providing package to satisfy the dependency.
spack.patch(url_or_filename, level=1, when=None, working_dir=’.’, **kwargs)
Packages can declare patches to apply to source. You can optionally provide a when spec to indicate that a
particular patch should only be applied when the package’s spec meets certain conditions (e.g. a particular
version).
Parameters
• url_or_filename (str) – url or filename of the patch
• level (int) – patch level (as in the patch shell command)
• when (Spec) – optional anonymous spec that specifies when to apply the patch
• working_dir (str) – dir to change to before applying
Keyword Arguments
• sha256 (str) – sha256 sum of the patch, used to verify the patch (only required for URL
patches)
• archive_sha256 (str) – sha256 sum of the archive, if the patch is compressed (only
required for compressed URL patches)
spack.variant(name, default=None, description=”, values=None, multi=False, validator=None)
Define a variant for the package. Packager can specify a default value as well as a text description.
Parameters
• name (str) – name of the variant
• default (str or bool) – default value for the variant, if not specified otherwise the
default will be False for a boolean variant and ‘nothing’ for a multi-valued variant
• description (str) – description of the purpose of the variant
• values (tuple or callable) – either a tuple of strings containing the allowed values, or a callable accepting one value and returning True if it is valid
• multi (bool) – if False only one value per spec is allowed for this variant
• validator (callable) – optional group validator to enforce additional logic. It receives a tuple of values and should raise an instance of SpackError if the group doesn’t meet
the additional constraints
spack.resource(**kwargs)
Define an external resource to be fetched and staged when building the package. Based on the keywords present
in the dictionary the appropriate FetchStrategy will be used for the resource. Resources are fetched and staged
in their own folder inside spack stage area, and then moved into the stage area of the package that needs them.
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List of recognized keywords:
• ‘when’ : (optional) represents the condition upon which the resource is needed
• ‘destination’ : (optional) path where to move the resource. This path must be relative to the main package
stage area.
• ‘placement’ : (optional) gives the possibility to fine tune how the resource is moved into the main package
stage area.
class spack.Executable(name)
Bases: object
Class representing a program that can be run on the command line.
add_default_arg(arg)
Add a default argument to the command.
add_default_env(key, value)
Set an environment variable when the command is run.
Parameters
• key – The environment variable to set
• value – The value to set it to
command
The command-line string.
Returns The executable and default arguments
Return type str
name
The executable name.
Returns The basename of the executable
Return type str
path
The path to the executable.
Returns The path to the executable
Return type str
spack.which(*args, **kwargs)
Finds an executable in the path like command-line which.
If given multiple executables, returns the first one that is found. If no executables are found, returns None.
Parameters *args (str) – One or more executables to search for
Keyword Arguments
• path (list() or str) – The path to search. Defaults to PATH
• required (bool) – If set to True, raise an error if executable not found
Returns The first executable that is found in the path
Return type Executable
exception spack.ProcessError(message, long_message=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
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ProcessErrors are raised when Executables exit with an error code.
spack.install_dependency_symlinks(pkg, spec, prefix)
Execute a dummy install and flatten dependencies
spack.flatten_dependencies(spec, flat_dir)
Make each dependency of spec present in dir via symlink.
exception spack.DependencyConflictError(conflict)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when the dependencies cannot be flattened as asked for.
exception spack.InstallError(message, long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.error.SpackError
Raised when something goes wrong during install or uninstall.
exception spack.ExternalPackageError(message, long_msg=None)
Bases: spack.package.InstallError
Raised by install() when a package is only for external use.
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CHAPTER

20

llnl package

20.1 Subpackages
20.1.1 llnl.util package
Subpackages
llnl.util.tty package
Submodules
llnl.util.tty.colify module
Routines for printing columnar output. See colify() for more information.
class llnl.util.tty.colify.ColumnConfig(cols)
Bases: object
llnl.util.tty.colify.colified(elts, **options)
Invokes the colify() function but returns the result as a string instead of writing it to an output string.
llnl.util.tty.colify.colify(elts, **options)
Takes a list of elements as input and finds a good columnization of them, similar to how gnu ls does. This
supports both uniform-width and variable-width (tighter) columns.
If elts is not a list of strings, each element is first conveted using str().
Keyword Arguments
• output (stream) – A file object to write to. Default is sys.stdout
• indent (int) – Optionally indent all columns by some number of spaces
• padding (int) – Spaces between columns. Default is 2
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• width (int) – Width of the output. Default is 80 if tty not detected
• cols (int) – Force number of columns. Default is to size to terminal, or single-column if
no tty
• tty (bool) – Whether to attempt to write to a tty. Default is to autodetect a tty. Set to
False to force single-column output
• method (str) – Method to use to fit columns. Options are variable or uniform. Variablewidth columns are tighter, uniform columns are all the same width and fit less data on the
screen
llnl.util.tty.colify.colify_table(table, **options)
Version of colify() for data expressed in rows, (list of lists).
Same as regular colify but takes a list of lists, where each sub-list must be the same length, and each is interpreted
as a row in a table. Regular colify displays a sequential list of values in columns.
llnl.util.tty.colify.config_uniform_cols(elts, console_width, padding, cols=0)
Uniform-width column fitting algorithm.
Determines the longest element in the list, and determines how many columns of that width will fit on screen.
Returns a corresponding column config.
llnl.util.tty.colify.config_variable_cols(elts, console_width, padding, cols=0)
Variable-width column fitting algorithm.
This function determines the most columns that can fit in the screen width. Unlike uniform fitting, where all
columns take the width of the longest element in the list, each column takes the width of its own longest element.
This packs elements more efficiently on screen.
If cols is nonzero, force
llnl.util.tty.color module
This file implements an expression syntax, similar to printf, for adding ANSI colors to text.
See colorize(), cwrite(), and cprint() for routines that can generate colored output.
colorize will take a string and replace all color expressions with ANSI control codes. If the isatty keyword arg
is set to False, then the color expressions will be converted to null strings, and the returned string will have no color.
cwrite and cprint are equivalent to write() and print() calls in python, but they colorize their output. If
the stream argument is not supplied, they write to sys.stdout.
Here are some example color expressions:
Expression
@r
@R
@*{foo}
@_{bar}
@*b
@_B
@.
@*g{green}
@*ggreen@.

Meaning
Turn on red coloring
Turn on bright red coloring
Bold foo, but don’t change text color
Underline bar, but don’t change text color
Turn on bold, blue text
Turn on bright blue text with an underline
Revert to plain formatting
Print out ‘green’ in bold, green text, then reset to plain.
Print out ‘green’ in bold, green text, then reset to plain.

The syntax consists of:
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color-expr
style
color-code
text

‘@’ [style] color-code ‘{‘ text ‘}’ | ‘@.’ | ‘@@’
‘*’ | ‘_’
[krgybmcwKRGYBMCW]
.*

‘@’ indicates the start of a color expression. It can be followed by an optional * or _ that indicates whether the font
should be bold or underlined. If * or _ is not provided, the text will be plain. Then an optional color code is supplied.
This can be [krgybmcw] or [KRGYBMCW], where the letters map to black(k), red(r), green(g), yellow(y), blue(b),
magenta(m), cyan(c), and white(w). Lowercase letters denote normal ANSI colors and capital letters denote bright
ANSI colors.
Finally, the color expression can be followed by text enclosed in {}. If braces are present, only the text in braces is
colored. If the braces are NOT present, then just the control codes to enable the color will be output. The console can
be reset later to plain text with ‘@.’.
To output an @, use ‘@@’. To output a } inside braces, use ‘}}’.
exception llnl.util.tty.color.ColorParseError(message)
Bases: Exception
Raised when a color format fails to parse.
class llnl.util.tty.color.ColorStream(stream, color=None)
Bases: object
write(string, **kwargs)
writelines(sequence, **kwargs)
llnl.util.tty.color.cescape(string)
Replace all @ with @@ in the string provided.
llnl.util.tty.color.cextra(string)
“Length of extra color characters in a string
llnl.util.tty.color.clen(string)
Return the length of a string, excluding ansi color sequences.
llnl.util.tty.color.color_when(value)
Context manager to temporarily use a particular color setting.
llnl.util.tty.color.colorize(string, **kwargs)
Replace all color expressions in a string with ANSI control codes.
Parameters string (str) – The string to replace
Returns The filtered string
Return type str
Keyword Arguments color (bool) – If False, output will be plain text without control codes, for
output to non-console devices.
llnl.util.tty.color.cprint(string, stream=<_io.TextIOWrapper name=’<stdout>’ mode=’w’
encoding=’UTF-8’>, color=None)
Same as cwrite, but writes a trailing newline to the stream.
llnl.util.tty.color.cwrite(string, stream=<_io.TextIOWrapper name=’<stdout>’ mode=’w’
encoding=’UTF-8’>, color=None)
Replace all color expressions in string with ANSI control codes and write the result to the stream. If color is
False, this will write plain text with o color. If True, then it will always write colored output. If not supplied,
then it will be set based on stream.isatty().
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llnl.util.tty.color.get_color_when()
Return whether commands should print color or not.
class llnl.util.tty.color.match_to_ansi(color=True)
Bases: object
escape(s)
Returns a TTY escape sequence for a color
llnl.util.tty.color.set_color_when(when)
Set when color should be applied. Options are:
• True or ‘always’: always print color
• False or ‘never’: never print color
• None or ‘auto’: only print color if sys.stdout is a tty.
llnl.util.tty.log module
Utility classes for logging the output of blocks of code.
class llnl.util.tty.log.Unbuffered(stream)
Bases: object
Wrapper for Python streams that forces them to be unbuffered.
This is implemented by forcing a flush after each write.
write(data)
writelines(datas)
class llnl.util.tty.log.keyboard_input(stream)
Bases: object
Context manager to disable line editing and echoing.
Use this with sys.stdin for keyboard input, e.g.:
with keyboard_input(sys.stdin):
r, w, x = select.select([sys.stdin], [], [])
# ... do something with keypresses ...

This disables canonical input so that keypresses are available on the stream immediately. Typically standard
input allows line editing, which means keypresses won’t be sent until the user hits return.
It also disables echoing, so that keys pressed aren’t printed to the terminal. So, the user can hit, e.g., ‘v’, and it’s
read on the other end of the pipe immediately but not printed.
When the with block completes, prior TTY settings are restored.
Note: this depends on termios support. If termios isn’t available, or if the stream isn’t a TTY, this context
manager has no effect.
class llnl.util.tty.log.log_output(file_like=None, echo=False, debug=False, buffer=False)
Bases: object
Context manager that logs its output to a file.
In the simplest case, the usage looks like this:
with log_output('logfile.txt'):
# do things ... output will be logged
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Any output from the with block will be redirected to logfile.txt. If you also want the output to be echoed
to stdout, use the echo parameter:
with log_output('logfile.txt', echo=True):
# do things ... output will be logged and printed out

And, if you just want to echo some stuff from the parent, use force_echo:
with log_output('logfile.txt', echo=False) as logger:
# do things ... output will be logged
with logger.force_echo():
# things here will be echoed *and* logged

Under the hood, we spawn a daemon and set up a pipe between this process and the daemon. The daemon writes
our output to both the file and to stdout (if echoing). The parent process can communicate with the daemon to
tell it when and when not to echo; this is what force_echo does. You can also enable/disable echoing by typing
‘v’.
We try to use OS-level file descriptors to do the redirection, but if stdout or stderr has been set to some Pythonlevel file object, we use Python-level redirection instead. This allows the redirection to work within test frameworks like nose and pytest.
force_echo()
Context manager to force local echo, even if echo is off.
Module contents
llnl.util.tty.debug(message, *args, **kwargs)
llnl.util.tty.die(message, *args, **kwargs)
llnl.util.tty.error(message, *args, **kwargs)
llnl.util.tty.get_number(prompt, **kwargs)
llnl.util.tty.get_yes_or_no(prompt, **kwargs)
llnl.util.tty.hline(label=None, **kwargs)
Draw a labeled horizontal line.
Keyword Arguments
• char (str) – Char to draw the line with. Default ‘-‘
• max_width (int) – Maximum width of the line. Default is 64 chars.
llnl.util.tty.info(message, *args, **kwargs)
llnl.util.tty.is_debug()
llnl.util.tty.is_stacktrace()
llnl.util.tty.is_verbose()
llnl.util.tty.msg(message, *args, **kwargs)
llnl.util.tty.process_stacktrace(countback)
Gives file and line frame ‘countback’ frames from the bottom
llnl.util.tty.set_debug(flag)
20.1. Subpackages
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llnl.util.tty.set_stacktrace(flag)
llnl.util.tty.set_verbose(flag)
llnl.util.tty.terminal_size()
Gets the dimensions of the console: (rows, cols).
llnl.util.tty.verbose(message, *args, **kwargs)
llnl.util.tty.warn(message, *args, **kwargs)
Submodules
llnl.util.filesystem module
class llnl.util.filesystem.FileFilter(*filenames)
Bases: object
Convenience class for calling filter_file a lot.
filter(regex, repl, **kwargs)
class llnl.util.filesystem.FileList(files)
Bases: collections.abc.Sequence
Sequence of absolute paths to files.
Provides a few convenience methods to manipulate file paths.
basenames
Stable de-duplication of the base-names in the list
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir3/liba.a'])
>>> l.basenames
['liba.a', 'libb.a']
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir2/b.h', '/dir3/a.h'])
>>> h.basenames
['a.h', 'b.h']

Returns A list of base-names
Return type list of strings
directories
Stable de-duplication of the directories where the files reside.
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir1/libc.a'])
>>> l.directories
['/dir1', '/dir2']
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir1/b.h', '/dir2/c.h'])
>>> h.directories
['/dir1', '/dir2']

Returns A list of directories
Return type list of strings
joined(separator=’ ’)
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class llnl.util.filesystem.HeaderList(files)
Bases: llnl.util.filesystem.FileList
Sequence of absolute paths to headers.
Provides a few convenience methods to manipulate header paths and get commonly used compiler flags or
names.
add_macro(macro)
Add a macro definition
Parameters macro (str) – The macro to add
cpp_flags
Include flags + macro definitions
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir1/b.h', '/dir2/c.h'])
>>> h.cpp_flags
'-I/dir1 -I/dir2'
>>> h.add_macro('-DBOOST_DYN_LINK')
>>> h.cpp_flags
'-I/dir1 -I/dir2 -DBOOST_DYN_LINK'

Returns A joined list of include flags and macro definitions
Return type str
headers
Stable de-duplication of the headers.
Returns A list of header files
Return type list of strings
include_flags
Include flags
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir1/b.h', '/dir2/c.h'])
>>> h.include_flags
'-I/dir1 -I/dir2'

Returns A joined list of include flags
Return type str
macro_definitions
Macro definitions
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir1/b.h', '/dir2/c.h'])
>>> h.add_macro('-DBOOST_LIB_NAME=boost_regex')
>>> h.add_macro('-DBOOST_DYN_LINK')
>>> h.macro_definitions
'-DBOOST_LIB_NAME=boost_regex -DBOOST_DYN_LINK'

Returns A joined list of macro definitions
Return type str
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names
Stable de-duplication of header names in the list without extensions
>>> h = HeaderList(['/dir1/a.h', '/dir2/b.h', '/dir3/a.h'])
>>> h.names
['a', 'b']

Returns A list of files without extensions
Return type list of strings
class llnl.util.filesystem.LibraryList(files)
Bases: llnl.util.filesystem.FileList
Sequence of absolute paths to libraries
Provides a few convenience methods to manipulate library paths and get commonly used compiler flags or
names
ld_flags
Search flags + link flags
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir1/liba.so'])
>>> l.ld_flags
'-L/dir1 -L/dir2 -la -lb'

Returns A joined list of search flags and link flags
Return type str
libraries
Stable de-duplication of library files.
Returns A list of library files
Return type list of strings
link_flags
Link flags for the libraries
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir1/liba.so'])
>>> l.link_flags
'-la -lb'

Returns A joined list of link flags
Return type str
names
Stable de-duplication of library names in the list
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir3/liba.so'])
>>> l.names
['a', 'b']

Returns A list of library names
Return type list of strings
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search_flags
Search flags for the libraries
>>> l = LibraryList(['/dir1/liba.a', '/dir2/libb.a', '/dir1/liba.so'])
>>> l.search_flags
'-L/dir1 -L/dir2'

Returns A joined list of search flags
Return type str
llnl.util.filesystem.ancestor(dir, n=1)
Get the nth ancestor of a directory.
llnl.util.filesystem.can_access(file_name)
True if we have read/write access to the file.
llnl.util.filesystem.change_sed_delimiter(old_delim, new_delim, *filenames)
Find all sed search/replace commands and change the delimiter.
e.g., if the file contains seds that look like 's///', you can call change_sed_delimiter('/', '@',
file) to change the delimiter to '@'.
Note that this routine will fail if the delimiter is ' or ". Handling those is left for future work.
Parameters
• old_delim (str) – The delimiter to search for
• new_delim (str) – The delimiter to replace with
• *filenames – One or more files to search and replace
llnl.util.filesystem.copy_mode(src, dest)
Set the mode of dest to that of src unless it is a link.
llnl.util.filesystem.filter_file(regex, repl, *filenames, **kwargs)
Like sed, but uses python regular expressions.
Filters every line of each file through regex and replaces the file with a filtered version. Preserves mode of
filtered files.
As with re.sub, repl can be either a string or a callable. If it is a callable, it is passed the match object and should
return a suitable replacement string. If it is a string, it can contain \1, \2, etc. to represent back-substitution as
sed would allow.
Parameters
• regex (str) – The regular expression to search for
• repl (str) – The string to replace matches with
• *filenames – One or more files to search and replace
Keyword Arguments
• string (bool) – Treat regex as a plain string. Default it False
• backup (bool) – Make backup file(s) suffixed with ~. Default is True
• ignore_absent (bool) – Ignore any files that don’t exist. Default is False
llnl.util.filesystem.find(root, files, recurse=True)
Search for files starting from the root directory.
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Like GNU/BSD find but written entirely in Python.
Examples:
$ find /usr -name python

is equivalent to:
>>> find('/usr', 'python')
$ find /usr/local/bin -maxdepth 1 -name python

is equivalent to:
>>> find('/usr/local/bin', 'python', recurse=False)

Accepts any glob characters accepted by fnmatch:
Pattern

Meaning
matches everything

•
?
[seq]
[!seq]

matches any single character
matches any character in seq
matches any character not in seq

Parameters
• root (str) – The root directory to start searching from
• files (str or collections.Sequence) – Library name(s) to search for
• recurse (bool, optional) – if False search only root folder, if True descends topdown from the root. Defaults to True.
Returns The files that have been found
Return type list of strings
llnl.util.filesystem.find_headers(headers, root, recurse=False)
Returns an iterable object containing a list of full paths to headers if found.
Accepts any glob characters accepted by fnmatch:
Pattern

Meaning
matches everything

•
?
[seq]
[!seq]

matches any single character
matches any character in seq
matches any character not in seq

Parameters
• headers (str or list of str) – Header name(s) to search for
• root (str) – The root directory to start searching from
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• recurses (bool, optional) – if False search only root folder, if True descends topdown from the root. Defaults to False.
Returns The headers that have been found
Return type HeaderList
llnl.util.filesystem.find_libraries(libraries, root, shared=True, recurse=False)
Returns an iterable of full paths to libraries found in a root dir.
Accepts any glob characters accepted by fnmatch:
Pattern

Meaning
matches everything

•
?
[seq]
[!seq]

matches any single character
matches any character in seq
matches any character not in seq

Parameters
• libraries (str or list of str) – Library name(s) to search for
• root (str) – The root directory to start searching from
• shared (bool, optional) – if True searches for shared libraries, otherwise for static.
Defaults to True.
• recurse (bool, optional) – if False search only root folder, if True descends topdown from the root. Defaults to False.
Returns The libraries that have been found
Return type LibraryList
llnl.util.filesystem.find_system_libraries(libraries, shared=True)
Searches the usual system library locations for libraries.
Search order is as follows:
1. /lib64
2. /lib
3. /usr/lib64
4. /usr/lib
5. /usr/local/lib64
6. /usr/local/lib
Accepts any glob characters accepted by fnmatch:
Pattern

Meaning
matches everything

•
?
[seq]
[!seq]
20.1. Subpackages
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Parameters
• libraries (str or list of str) – Library name(s) to search for
• shared (bool, optional) – if True searches for shared libraries, otherwise for static.
Defaults to True.
Returns The libraries that have been found
Return type LibraryList
llnl.util.filesystem.fix_darwin_install_name(path)
Fix install name of dynamic libraries on Darwin to have full path.
There are two parts of this task:
1. Use install_name('-id', ...) to change install name of a single lib
2. Use install_name('-change', ...) to change the cross linking between libs. The function
assumes that all libraries are in one folder and currently won’t follow subfolders.
Parameters path (str) – directory in which .dylib files are located
llnl.util.filesystem.force_remove(*paths)
Remove files without printing errors. Like rm -f, does NOT remove directories.
llnl.util.filesystem.force_symlink(src, dest)
llnl.util.filesystem.hide_files(*file_list)
llnl.util.filesystem.install(src, dest)
Manually install a file to a particular location.
llnl.util.filesystem.install_tree(src, dest, **kwargs)
Manually install a directory tree to a particular location.
llnl.util.filesystem.is_exe(path)
True if path is an executable file.
llnl.util.filesystem.join_path(prefix, *args)
llnl.util.filesystem.mkdirp(*paths)
Creates a directory, as well as parent directories if needed.
llnl.util.filesystem.remove_dead_links(root)
Removes any dead link that is present in root.
Parameters root (str) – path where to search for dead links
llnl.util.filesystem.remove_if_dead_link(path)
Removes the argument if it is a dead link.
Parameters path (str) – The potential dead link
llnl.util.filesystem.remove_linked_tree(path)
Removes a directory and its contents.
If the directory is a symlink, follows the link and removes the real directory before removing the link.
Parameters path (str) – Directory to be removed
llnl.util.filesystem.set_executable(path)
llnl.util.filesystem.set_install_permissions(path)
Set appropriate permissions on the installed file.
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llnl.util.filesystem.touch(path)
Creates an empty file at the specified path.
llnl.util.filesystem.touchp(path)
Like touch, but creates any parent directories needed for the file.
llnl.util.filesystem.traverse_tree(source_root, dest_root, rel_path=”, **kwargs)
Traverse two filesystem trees simultaneously.
Walks the LinkTree directory in pre or post order. Yields each file in the source directory with a matching path
from the dest directory, along with whether the file is a directory. e.g., for this tree:
root/
a/
file1
file2
b/
file3

When called on dest, this yields:
('root',
('root/a',
('root/a/file1',
('root/a/file2',
('root/b',
('root/b/file3',

'dest')
'dest/a')
'dest/a/file1')
'dest/a/file2')
'dest/b')
'dest/b/file3')

Keyword Arguments
• order (str) – Whether to do pre- or post-order traversal. Accepted values are ‘pre’ and
‘post’
• ignore (str) – Predicate indicating which files to ignore
• follow_nonexisting (bool) – Whether to descend into directories in src that do not
exit in dest. Default is True
• follow_links (bool) – Whether to descend into symlinks in src
llnl.util.filesystem.unset_executable_mode(path)
llnl.util.filesystem.working_dir(dirname, **kwargs)
llnl.util.lang module
class llnl.util.lang.HashableMap
Bases: collections.abc.MutableMapping
This is a hashable, comparable dictionary. Hash is performed on a tuple of the values in the dictionary.
copy()
Type-agnostic clone method. Preserves subclass type.
class llnl.util.lang.ObjectWrapper(wrapped_object)
Bases: object
Base class that wraps an object. Derived classes can add new behavior while staying undercover.
This class is modeled after the stackoverflow answer: * http://stackoverflow.com/a/1445289/771663
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exception llnl.util.lang.RequiredAttributeError(message)
Bases: ValueError
llnl.util.lang.attr_required(obj, attr_name)
Ensure that a class has a required attribute.
llnl.util.lang.attr_setdefault(obj, name, value)
Like dict.setdefault, but for objects.
llnl.util.lang.caller_locals()
This will return the locals of the parent of the caller. This allows a function to insert variables into its caller’s
scope. Yes, this is some black magic, and yes it’s useful for implementing things like depends_on and provides.
llnl.util.lang.check_kwargs(kwargs, fun)
Helper for making functions with kwargs. Checks whether the kwargs are empty after all of them have been
popped off. If they’re not, raises an error describing which kwargs are invalid.
Example:
def foo(self, **kwargs):
x = kwargs.pop('x', None)
y = kwargs.pop('y', None)
z = kwargs.pop('z', None)
check_kwargs(kwargs, self.foo)
# This raises a TypeError:
foo(w='bad kwarg')

class llnl.util.lang.classproperty
Bases: property
classproperty decorator: like property but for classmethods.
llnl.util.lang.dedupe(sequence)
Yields a stable de-duplication of an hashable sequence
Parameters sequence – hashable sequence to be de-duplicated
Returns stable de-duplication of the sequence
llnl.util.lang.get_calling_module_name()
Make sure that the caller is a class definition, and return the enclosing module’s name.
llnl.util.lang.has_method(cls, name)
llnl.util.lang.in_function(function_name)
True if the caller was called from some function with the supplied Name, False otherwise.
llnl.util.lang.index_by(objects, *funcs)
Create a hierarchy of dictionaries by splitting the supplied set of objects on unique values of the supplied
functions. Values are used as keys. For example, suppose you have four objects with attributes that look like
this:
a
b
c
d

=
=
=
=

Spec(name="boost",
Spec(name="mrnet",
Spec(name="libelf",
Spec(name="libdwarf",

compiler="gcc",
compiler="intel",
compiler="xlc",
compiler="intel",

arch="bgqos_0")
arch="chaos_5_x86_64_ib")
arch="bgqos_0")
arch="chaos_5_x86_64_ib")

list_of_specs = [a,b,c,d]
index1 = index_by(list_of_specs, lambda s: s.arch,
lambda s: s.compiler)
index2 = index_by(list_of_specs, lambda s: s.compiler)
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index1 now has two levels of dicts, with lists at the leaves, like this:
{ 'bgqos_0'
: { 'gcc' : [a], 'xlc' : [c] },
'chaos_5_x86_64_ib' : { 'intel' : [b, d] }
}

And index2 is a single level dictionary of lists that looks like this:
{ 'gcc'
'intel'
'xlc'
}

: [a],
: [b,d],
: [c]

If any elemnts in funcs is a string, it is treated as the name of an attribute, and acts like getattr(object, name). So
shorthand for the above two indexes would be:
index1 = index_by(list_of_specs, 'arch', 'compiler')
index2 = index_by(list_of_specs, 'compiler')

You can also index by tuples by passing tuples:
index1 = index_by(list_of_specs, ('arch', 'compiler'))

Keys in the resulting dict will look like (‘gcc’, ‘bgqos_0’).
llnl.util.lang.key_ordering(cls)
Decorates a class with extra methods that implement rich comparison operations and __hash__. The decorator assumes that the class implements a function called _cmp_key(). The rich comparison operations will
compare objects using this key, and the __hash__ function will return the hash of this key.
If a class already has __eq__, __ne__, __lt__, __le__, __gt__, or __ge__ defined, this decorator will
overwrite them.
Raises TypeError – If the class does not have a _cmp_key method
llnl.util.lang.list_modules(directory, **kwargs)
Lists all of the modules, excluding __init__.py, in a particular directory. Listed packages have no particular
order.
llnl.util.lang.match_predicate(*args)
Utility function for making string matching predicates.
Each arg can be a: * regex * list or tuple of regexes * predicate that takes a string.
This returns a predicate that is true if: * any arg regex matches * any regex in a list or tuple of regexes matches.
* any predicate in args matches.
class llnl.util.lang.memoized(func)
Bases: object
Decorator that caches the results of a function, storing them in an attribute of that function.
clear()
Expunge cache so that self.func will be called again.
llnl.util.lang.pretty_date(time, now=None)
Convert a datetime or timestamp to a pretty, relative date.
Parameters
• time (datetime or int) – date to print prettily
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• now (datetime) – dateimte for ‘now’, i.e. the date the pretty date is relative to (default is
datetime.now())
Returns
pretty string like ‘an hour ago’, ‘Yesterday’, ‘3 months ago’, ‘just now’, etc.
Return type (str)
Adapted from https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1551382.
llnl.util.link_tree module
LinkTree class for setting up trees of symbolic links.
class llnl.util.link_tree.LinkTree(source_root)
Bases: object
Class to create trees of symbolic links from a source directory.
LinkTree objects are constructed with a source root. Their methods allow you to create and delete trees of
symbolic links back to the source tree in specific destination directories. Trees comprise symlinks only to files;
directries are never symlinked to, to prevent the source directory from ever being modified.
find_conflict(dest_root, **kwargs)
Returns the first file in dest that conflicts with src
merge(dest_root, link=<built-in function symlink>, **kwargs)
Link all files in src into dest, creating directories if necessary. If ignore_conflicts is True, do not break
when the target exists but rather return a list of files that could not be linked. Note that files blocking
directories will still cause an error.
unmerge(dest_root, **kwargs)
Unlink all files in dest that exist in src.
Unlinks directories in dest if they are empty.
llnl.util.lock module
class llnl.util.lock.Lock(path, start=0, length=0)
Bases: object
This is an implementation of a filesystem lock using Python’s lockf.
In Python, lockf actually calls fcntl, so this should work with any filesystem implementation that supports
locking through the fcntl calls. This includes distributed filesystems like Lustre (when flock is enabled) and
recent NFS versions.
acquire_read(timeout=60)
Acquires a recursive, shared lock for reading.
Read and write locks can be acquired and released in arbitrary order, but the POSIX lock is held until all
local read and write locks are released.
Returns True if it is the first acquire and actually acquires the POSIX lock, False if it is a nested transaction.
acquire_write(timeout=60)
Acquires a recursive, exclusive lock for writing.
Read and write locks can be acquired and released in arbitrary order, but the POSIX lock is held until all
local read and write locks are released.
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Returns True if it is the first acquire and actually acquires the POSIX lock, False if it is a nested transaction.
release_read()
Releases a read lock.
Returns True if the last recursive lock was released, False if there are still outstanding locks.
Does limited correctness checking: if a read lock is released when none are held, this will raise an assertion
error.
release_write()
Releases a write lock.
Returns True if the last recursive lock was released, False if there are still outstanding locks.
Does limited correctness checking: if a read lock is released when none are held, this will raise an assertion
error.
class llnl.util.lock.LockTransaction(lock, acquire_fn=None, release_fn=None, timeout=60)
Bases: object
Simple nested transaction context manager that uses a file lock.
This class can trigger actions when the lock is acquired for the first time and released for the last.
If the acquire_fn returns a value, it is used as the return value for __enter__, allowing it to be passed as
the as argument of a with statement.
If acquire_fn returns a context manager, its __enter__ function will be called in __enter__ after
acquire_fn, and its __exit__ funciton will be called before release_fn in __exit__, allowing you
to nest a context manager to be used along with the lock.
Timeout for lock is customizable.
class llnl.util.lock.WriteTransaction(lock, acquire_fn=None,
out=60)
Bases: llnl.util.lock.LockTransaction

release_fn=None,

time-

class llnl.util.lock.ReadTransaction(lock, acquire_fn=None, release_fn=None, timeout=60)
Bases: llnl.util.lock.LockTransaction
exception llnl.util.lock.LockError
Bases: Exception
Raised when an attempt to acquire a lock times out.
Module contents

20.2 Module contents

20.2. Module contents
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clean() (in module spack.cmd.clean), 367
clean()
(spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
method), 360
clean_args() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
method), 360
clear() (llnl.util.lang.memoized method), 577
clear() (spack.config.ConfigScope method), 460
clear()
(spack.environment.EnvironmentModifications
method), 470
clear() (spack.package_prefs.PackageTesting method),
497
clear_caches() (spack.package_prefs.PackagePrefs class
method), 497
clear_config_caches() (in module spack.config), 460
clen() (in module llnl.util.tty.color), 565
clone() (in module spack.cmd.clone), 367
cmake()
(spack.build_systems.cmake.CMakePackage
method), 354
cmake_args() (spack.build_systems.cmake.CMakePackage
method), 354
CMakePackage (class in spack.build_systems.cmake),
353
CMakePackageTemplate (class in spack.cmd.create), 368
cmd_name() (in module spack.cmd), 381
Cnk (class in spack.operating_systems.cnk), 399
Cnl (class in spack.operating_systems.cnl), 399
colified() (in module llnl.util.tty.colify), 563
colify() (in module llnl.util.tty.colify), 563
colify_table() (in module llnl.util.tty.colify), 564
collect_info (class in spack.report), 501
color_url() (in module spack.url), 519
color_when() (in module llnl.util.tty.color), 565
colorize() (in module llnl.util.tty.color), 565
colorized() (spack.spec.Spec method), 507
ColorParseError, 565
ColorStream (class in llnl.util.tty.color), 565
ColumnConfig (class in llnl.util.tty.colify), 563
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comma_and() (in module spack.util.string), 449
comma_list() (in module spack.util.string), 449
comma_or() (in module spack.util.string), 449
command (spack.util.executable.Executable attribute),
444
commands (in module spack.cmd), 381
common_dependencies() (spack.spec.Spec method), 507
compare_output() (in module spack.package_test), 498
compare_output_file() (in module spack.package_test),
498
compatible() (spack.abi.ABI method), 451
compatible() (spack.variant.AbstractVariant method), 522
compatible()
(spack.variant.SingleValuedVariant
method), 524
compile_c_and_execute()
(in
module
spack.package_test), 498
Compiler (class in spack.compiler), 457
compiler (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 490
compiler() (in module spack.cmd.compiler), 367
compiler_compatible() (spack.abi.ABI method), 451
compiler_config_files() (in module spack.compilers), 389
compiler_find() (in module spack.cmd.compiler), 367
compiler_for_spec() (in module spack.compilers), 389
compiler_from_config_entry()
(in
module
spack.compilers), 389
compiler_info() (in module spack.cmd.compiler), 367
compiler_list() (in module spack.cmd.compiler), 367
compiler_remove() (in module spack.cmd.compiler), 367
compiler_specs() (in module spack.test.config), 419
CompilerDuplicateError, 389
compilers() (in module spack.cmd.compilers), 367
compilers_for_arch() (in module spack.compilers), 389
compilers_for_spec() (in module spack.compilers), 390
CompilerSpecInsufficientlySpecificError, 389
CompilerWrapperTest (class in spack.test.cc), 416
components (spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage attribute), 355
composite() (in module spack.test.pattern), 428
composite() (in module spack.util.pattern), 448
concatenate_paths() (in module spack.environment), 472
concrete (spack.architecture.Arch attribute), 452
concrete (spack.spec.Spec attribute), 507
concrete (spack.variant.VariantMap attribute), 525
concrete (spack.version.Version attribute), 526
concrete (spack.version.VersionList attribute), 528
concrete (spack.version.VersionRange attribute), 528
concretize()
(in
module
spack.test.concretize_preferences), 419
concretize() (spack.spec.Spec method), 507
concretize_architecture()
(spack.concretize.DefaultConcretizer method),
458
concretize_compiler() (spack.concretize.DefaultConcretizer
method), 458
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concretize_compiler_flags()
method), 352
(spack.concretize.DefaultConcretizer method), configure_args() (spack.build_systems.perl.PerlPackage
458
method), 358
concretize_multi_provider()
configure_args()
(spack.build_systems.r.RPackage
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
method), 362
417
configure_args() (spack.build_systems.waf.WafPackage
concretize_scope()
(in
module
method), 364
spack.test.concretize_preferences), 419
configure_directory (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
concretize_variants() (spack.concretize.DefaultConcretizer
attribute), 352
method), 459
configure_options (spack.modules.common.BaseContext
concretize_version() (spack.concretize.DefaultConcretizer
attribute), 393
method), 459
configure_vars()
(spack.build_systems.r.RPackage
concretized() (spack.spec.Spec method), 507
method), 362
conditionally_unlocked_paths
conflict_spec() (in module spack.test.conftest), 420
(spack.modules.lmod.LmodContext attribute), conflicts (spack.modules.tcl.TclConfiguration attribute),
396
398
config() (in module spack.cmd.config), 367
conflicts (spack.modules.tcl.TclContext attribute), 398
config() (in module spack.test.config), 419
conflicts() (in module spack.directives), 464
config() (in module spack.test.conftest), 420
constrain() (spack.spec.Spec method), 507
config_edit() (in module spack.cmd.config), 367
constrain() (spack.variant.AbstractVariant method), 523
config_get() (in module spack.cmd.config), 367
constrain() (spack.variant.SingleValuedVariant method),
config_scopes (in module spack.config), 460
524
config_uniform_cols() (in module llnl.util.tty.colify), 564 constrain() (spack.variant.VariantMap method), 525
config_variable_cols() (in module llnl.util.tty.colify), 564 constrained() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
ConfigError, 460
Context (class in spack.tengine), 518
ConfigFileError, 460
context (spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration atConfigFormatError, 460
tribute), 392
ConfigSanityError, 460
context_properties (spack.modules.common.BaseContext
ConfigScope (class in spack.config), 460
attribute), 393
configuration (in module spack.modules.common), 394
context_properties (spack.modules.dotkit.DotkitContext
configuration (in module spack.modules.dotkit), 395
attribute), 395
configuration (in module spack.modules.lmod), 397
context_properties (spack.modules.lmod.LmodContext
configuration (in module spack.modules.tcl), 398
attribute), 396
configuration_dir() (in module spack.test.conftest), 420
context_properties (spack.modules.tcl.TclContext atconfiguration_registry (in module spack.modules.dotkit),
tribute), 398
395
context_properties (spack.tengine.Context attribute), 518
configuration_registry (in module spack.modules.lmod), context_properties (spack.test.tengine.TestContext.A at397
tribute), 437
configuration_registry (in module spack.modules.tcl), context_properties (spack.test.tengine.TestContext.B at398
tribute), 437
configure() (in module spack.cmd.configure), 367
context_properties (spack.test.tengine.TestContext.C atconfigure() (spack.build_systems.aspell_dict.AspellDictPackage
tribute), 437
method), 351
context_property (in module spack.tengine), 518
configure() (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
context_property() (spack.tengine.ContextMeta class
method), 352
method), 518
configure()
(spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage ContextMeta (class in spack.tengine), 518
method), 355
copy() (llnl.util.lang.HashableMap method), 575
configure()
(spack.build_systems.perl.PerlPackage copy() (spack.package.InstallPhase method), 486
method), 358
copy() (spack.provider_index.ProviderIndex method),
configure()
(spack.build_systems.waf.WafPackage
500
method), 364
copy() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
configure_abs_path (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
copy() (spack.variant.AbstractVariant method), 523
attribute), 352
copy() (spack.variant.VariantMap method), 525
configure_args() (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
copy() (spack.version.VersionList method), 528
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copy_mode() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 571
core_compilers (spack.modules.lmod.LmodConfiguration
attribute), 396
CoreCompilersNotFoundError, 396
CorruptDatabaseError, 462
cpp_flags (llnl.util.filesystem.HeaderList attribute), 569
cprint() (in module llnl.util.tty.color), 565
Cray (class in spack.platforms.cray), 400
CrayFrontend
(class
in
spack.operating_systems.cray_frontend),
399
create() (in module spack.cmd.create), 370
create() (in module spack.mirror), 483
create() (spack.patch.Patch static method), 499
create() (spack.stage.DIYStage method), 515
create() (spack.stage.Stage method), 516
create() (spack.test.install.MockStage method), 425
create() (spack.util.gpg.Gpg class method), 445
create_db_tarball() (in module spack.cmd.debug), 371
create_dir_structure()
(in
module
spack.test.test_activations), 438
create_install_directory()
(spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayout
method), 467
create_install_directory()
(spack.directory_layout.YamlDirectoryLayout
method), 469
create_repo() (in module spack.repository), 506
createtarball() (in module spack.cmd.buildcache), 366
cshort_spec (spack.spec.Spec attribute), 508
cuda_flags()
(spack.build_systems.cuda.CudaPackage
static method), 355
CudaPackage (class in spack.build_systems.cuda), 355
cumsum() (in module spack.url), 519
curl (spack.fetch_strategy.URLFetchStrategy attribute),
477
cwrite() (in module llnl.util.tty.color), 565
cxx11_flag (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 457
cxx11_flag (spack.compilers.cce.Cce attribute), 383
cxx11_flag (spack.compilers.clang.Clang attribute), 383
cxx11_flag (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 384
cxx11_flag (spack.compilers.intel.Intel attribute), 385
cxx11_flag (spack.compilers.nag.Nag attribute), 386
cxx11_flag (spack.compilers.pgi.Pgi attribute), 386
cxx11_flag (spack.compilers.xl.Xl attribute), 387
cxx11_flag (spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR attribute), 388
cxx14_flag (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 457
cxx14_flag (spack.compilers.clang.Clang attribute), 383
cxx14_flag (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 384
cxx14_flag (spack.compilers.intel.Intel attribute), 385
cxx17_flag (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 457
cxx17_flag (spack.compilers.clang.Clang attribute), 383
cxx17_flag (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 384
cxx_names (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 457
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cxx_names (spack.compilers.cce.Cce attribute), 383
cxx_names (spack.compilers.clang.Clang attribute), 383
cxx_names (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 384
cxx_names (spack.compilers.intel.Intel attribute), 385
cxx_names (spack.compilers.nag.Nag attribute), 386
cxx_names (spack.compilers.pgi.Pgi attribute), 386
cxx_names (spack.compilers.xl.Xl attribute), 387
cxx_names (spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR attribute), 388
cxx_rpath_arg (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 457
cxx_version() (spack.compiler.Compiler class method),
457

D
daemon (spack.util.web.NonDaemonProcess attribute),
450
dag_hash() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
dag_hash()
(spack.test.test_activations.FakeSpec
method), 438
dag_hash_bit_prefix() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
Darwin (class in spack.platforms.darwin), 401
dashed (spack.version.Version attribute), 526
data() (in module spack.test.spack_yaml), 430
Database (class in spack.database), 462
database() (in module spack.test.conftest), 420
deactivate() (in module spack.cmd.deactivate), 371
deactivate() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 490
debug() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
debug() (in module spack.cmd.debug), 371
debug_handler() (in module spack.util.debug), 443
decompressor_for() (in module spack.util.compression),
442
dedupe() (in module llnl.util.lang), 576
default (spack.architecture.Platform attribute), 453
default (spack.platforms.bgq.Bgq attribute), 400
default (spack.platforms.darwin.Darwin attribute), 401
default (spack.platforms.test.Test attribute), 401
default() (spack.cmd.info.VariantFormatter method), 374
default_deptype (in module spack.dependency), 464
default_log_file() (in module spack.cmd.install), 374
default_os (spack.architecture.Platform attribute), 453
default_os (spack.platforms.test.Test attribute), 401
default_template (spack.modules.dotkit.DotkitModulefileWriter
attribute), 395
default_template (spack.modules.DotkitModulefileWriter
attribute), 399
default_template (spack.modules.lmod.LmodModulefileWriter
attribute), 397
default_template (spack.modules.LmodModulefileWriter
attribute), 399
default_template (spack.modules.tcl.TclModulefileWriter
attribute), 398
default_template (spack.modules.TclModulefileWriter attribute), 399
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default_version()
(spack.compiler.Compiler
class depends_on() (in module spack.directives), 465
method), 457
destroy() (spack.fetch_strategy.FsCache method), 475
default_version()
(spack.compilers.cce.Cce
class destroy() (spack.file_cache.FileCache method), 479
method), 383
destroy() (spack.stage.DIYStage method), 515
default_version() (spack.compilers.clang.Clang class destroy() (spack.stage.Stage method), 516
method), 383
destroy() (spack.test.install.MockStage method), 425
default_version()
(spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc
class destroy() (spack.test.sbang.ScriptDirectory method), 430
method), 384
detect() (spack.architecture.Platform class method), 453
default_version()
(spack.compilers.intel.Intel
class detect() (spack.platforms.bgq.Bgq class method), 400
method), 385
detect() (spack.platforms.cray.Cray class method), 400
default_version()
(spack.compilers.nag.Nag
class detect() (spack.platforms.darwin.Darwin class method),
method), 386
401
default_version() (spack.compilers.pgi.Pgi class method), detect() (spack.platforms.linux.Linux class method), 401
386
detect() (spack.platforms.test.Test class method), 401
default_version() (spack.compilers.xl.Xl class method), determine_url_file_extension() (in module spack.url), 519
387
die() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
default_version()
(spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR
class die() (spack.error.SpackError method), 473
method), 388
diff_packages() (in module spack.cmd.pkg), 377
DefaultConcretizer (class in spack.concretize), 458
directories (llnl.util.filesystem.FileList attribute), 568
DefaultTemplateNotDefined, 394
DirectoryLayout (class in spack.directory_layout), 466
delete_configure_to_force_update()
DirectoryLayoutError, 467
(spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackagedirname() (spack.modules.common.BaseFileLayout class
method), 352
method), 393
dep_difference() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
dirname_for_package_name()
(spack.repository.Repo
dep_string() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
method), 503
dependencies (spack.cmd.create.AutoreconfPackageTemplate
dirname_for_package_name()
attribute), 368
(spack.repository.RepoPath method), 504
dependencies (spack.cmd.create.BazelPackageTemplate disambiguate_spec() (in module spack.cmd), 381
attribute), 368
display_specs() (in module spack.cmd), 381
dependencies (spack.cmd.create.OctavePackageTemplate diy() (in module spack.cmd.diy), 372
attribute), 369
DIYStage (class in spack.stage), 515
dependencies
(spack.cmd.create.PackageTemplate do_activate() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 491
attribute), 369
do_clean() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 491
dependencies (spack.cmd.create.PerlbuildPackageTemplate do_deactivate() (spack.package.PackageBase method),
attribute), 369
491
dependencies (spack.cmd.create.PerlmakePackageTemplate do_fake_install() (spack.package.PackageBase method),
attribute), 369
491
dependencies (spack.cmd.create.PythonPackageTemplate do_fetch() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 491
attribute), 369
do_install() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 491
dependencies (spack.cmd.create.RPackageTemplate at- do_list() (in module spack.cmd.test), 378
tribute), 369
do_patch() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 491
dependencies() (in module spack.cmd.dependencies), 371 do_restage() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 491
dependencies() (in module spack.modules.common), 394 do_stage() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 491
dependencies() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
do_uninstall() (in module spack.cmd.uninstall), 378
dependencies_dict() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
do_uninstall() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 491
dependencies_of_type()
(spack.package.PackageBase docs() (in module spack.cmd.docs), 372
method), 490
DotkitConfiguration (class in spack.modules.dotkit), 395
Dependency (class in spack.dependency), 463
DotkitContext (class in spack.modules.dotkit), 395
dependency_activations() (spack.package.PackageBase DotkitFileLayout (class in spack.modules.dotkit), 395
method), 490
DotkitModulefileWriter (class in spack.modules), 399
DependencyConflictError, 486
DotkitModulefileWriter (class in spack.modules.dotkit),
dependents() (in module spack.cmd.dependents), 371
395
dependents() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
dotted (spack.version.Version attribute), 527
dependents_dict() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
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download_tarball()
(in
module
spack.binary_distribution), 454
dump() (in module spack.util.spack_json), 449
dump() (in module spack.util.spack_yaml), 449
dump_environment() (in module spack.util.environment),
443
dump_packages() (in module spack.package), 496
dump_provenance() (spack.repository.Repo method), 503
dump_provenance() (spack.repository.RepoPath method),
504
DuplicateArchitectureError, 514
DuplicateCompilerSpecError, 514
DuplicateDependencyError, 513
DuplicateRepoError, 502
DuplicateVariantError, 513, 523

escape() (llnl.util.tty.color.match_to_ansi method), 566
exclude_directories (in module spack.cmd.flake8), 373
Executable (class in spack.util.executable), 444
execute() (spack.environment.AppendFlagsEnv method),
469
execute() (spack.environment.AppendPath method), 470
execute() (spack.environment.PrependPath method), 472
execute() (spack.environment.RemovePath method), 472
execute() (spack.environment.SetEnv method), 472
execute() (spack.environment.SetPath method), 472
execute() (spack.environment.UnsetEnv method), 472
exists() (spack.repository.Repo method), 503
exists() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 504
exists()
(spack.test.conftest.MockPackageMultiRepo
method), 420
expand() (spack.fetch_strategy.FetchStrategy method),
E
475
expand()
(spack.fetch_strategy.URLFetchStrategy
edit() (in module spack.cmd.edit), 372
method), 477
edit() (spack.build_systems.makefile.MakefilePackage
expand()
(spack.fetch_strategy.VCSFetchStrategy
method), 357
method), 478
edit_package() (in module spack.cmd.edit), 372
expand_archive() (spack.stage.DIYStage method), 515
elide_list() (in module spack.cmd), 382
expand_archive() (spack.stage.ResourceStage method),
enable_or_disable() (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
515
method), 352
enabled (spack.fetch_strategy.FetchStrategy attribute), expand_archive() (spack.stage.Stage method), 516
expect() (spack.parse.Parser method), 498
475
enabled (spack.fetch_strategy.GitFetchStrategy attribute), expected_archive_files (spack.stage.Stage attribute), 517
export_keys() (spack.util.gpg.Gpg class method), 445
475
enabled (spack.fetch_strategy.GoFetchStrategy attribute), extend() (spack.environment.EnvironmentModifications
method), 470
476
enabled (spack.fetch_strategy.HgFetchStrategy attribute), extend_with_default() (in module spack.config), 460
extendable (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 492
476
enabled
(spack.fetch_strategy.SvnFetchStrategy
at- extendee_args (spack.package.PackageBase attribute),
492
tribute), 477
enabled (spack.fetch_strategy.URLFetchStrategy at- extendee_spec (spack.package.PackageBase attribute),
492
tribute), 477
extendee_target_directory()
ensure_access() (in module spack.stage), 517
(spack.directory_layout.ExtensionsLayout
env (spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration atmethod), 467
tribute), 392
extendee_target_directory()
env() (in module spack.cmd.env), 372
(spack.directory_layout.YamlExtensionsLayout
env() (in module spack.test.environment), 422
method), 469
env_flag() (in module spack.util.environment), 443
extendee_target_directory()
env_flags() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 491
(spack.directory_layout.YamlViewExtensionsLayout
env_path (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 492
environment_blacklist (spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration method), 469
extends() (in module spack.directives), 465
attribute), 392
extends() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 492
environment_modifications
(spack.modules.common.BaseContext
at- extension (spack.modules.common.BaseFileLayout attribute), 393
tribute), 393
extension
(spack.modules.dotkit.DotkitFileLayout
EnvironmentModifications (class in spack.environment),
attribute),
395
470
extension
(spack.modules.lmod.LmodFileLayout
ateq_dag() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
tribute),
397
eq_node() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
extension() (in module spack.util.compression), 442
error() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
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extension_file_path() (spack.directory_layout.YamlExtensionsLayout
fc_names (spack.compilers.cce.Cce attribute), 383
method), 469
fc_names (spack.compilers.clang.Clang attribute), 384
extension_file_path() (spack.directory_layout.YamlViewExtensionsLayout
fc_names (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 385
method), 469
fc_names (spack.compilers.intel.Intel attribute), 386
extension_map() (spack.directory_layout.ExtensionsLayout fc_names (spack.compilers.nag.Nag attribute), 386
method), 467
fc_names (spack.compilers.pgi.Pgi attribute), 387
extension_map() (spack.directory_layout.YamlExtensionsLayout
fc_names (spack.compilers.xl.Xl attribute), 387
method), 469
fc_names (spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR attribute), 388
ExtensionAlreadyInstalledError, 467
fc_rpath_arg (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 458
ExtensionConflictError, 467, 486
fc_rpath_arg (spack.compilers.nag.Nag attribute), 386
ExtensionError, 486
fc_version() (spack.compiler.Compiler class method),
extensions() (in module spack.cmd.extensions), 372
458
extensions_for() (spack.repository.Repo method), 503
fc_version() (spack.compilers.clang.Clang class method),
extensions_for() (spack.repository.RepoPath method),
384
504
fc_version() (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc class method), 385
ExtensionsLayout (class in spack.directory_layout), 467 fc_version() (spack.compilers.xl.Xl class method), 388
external (spack.spec.Spec attribute), 508
fc_version() (spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR class method),
ExternalPackageError, 486
388
extra_repo() (in module spack.test.repo), 430
fetch() (in module spack.cmd.fetch), 372
extract_tarball() (in module spack.binary_distribution), fetch()
(spack.fetch_strategy.CacheURLFetchStrategy
454
method), 474
fetch() (spack.fetch_strategy.FetchStrategy method), 475
F
fetch() (spack.fetch_strategy.GitFetchStrategy method),
475
f77_names (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 458
fetch() (spack.fetch_strategy.GoFetchStrategy method),
f77_names (spack.compilers.cce.Cce attribute), 383
476
f77_names (spack.compilers.clang.Clang attribute), 384
fetch() (spack.fetch_strategy.HgFetchStrategy method),
f77_names (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 384
476
f77_names (spack.compilers.intel.Intel attribute), 386
fetch() (spack.fetch_strategy.SvnFetchStrategy method),
f77_names (spack.compilers.nag.Nag attribute), 386
477
f77_names (spack.compilers.pgi.Pgi attribute), 387
fetch() (spack.fetch_strategy.URLFetchStrategy method),
f77_names (spack.compilers.xl.Xl attribute), 387
477
f77_names (spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR attribute), 388
fetch() (spack.stage.DIYStage method), 515
f77_rpath_arg (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 458
fetch() (spack.stage.Stage method), 517
f77_rpath_arg (spack.compilers.nag.Nag attribute), 386
(spack.package.PackageBase
f77_version() (spack.compiler.Compiler class method), fetch_remote_versions()
method), 492
458
f77_version()
(spack.compilers.clang.Clang
class fetcher (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 492
fetcher() (spack.fetch_strategy.FsCache method), 475
method), 384
f77_version() (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc class method), FetchError, 474, 486
FetchStrategy (class in spack.fetch_strategy), 474
385
f77_version() (spack.compilers.xl.Xl class method), 387 fflags (spack.compilers.xl.Xl attribute), 388
f77_version() (spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR class method), fflags (spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR attribute), 389
file_cache() (in module spack.test.file_cache), 423
388
FileCache (class in spack.file_cache), 478
FailedConstructorError, 502
FileFilter (class in llnl.util.filesystem), 568
FailedDownloadError, 474
failing_fetch_strategy() (in module spack.test.stage), 436 FileList (class in llnl.util.filesystem), 568
filename
(spack.modules.common.BaseFileLayout
failing_search_fn() (in module spack.test.stage), 437
attribute),
393
failure_args() (in module spack.test.cmd.module), 413
filename
(spack.modules.lmod.LmodFileLayout
atfake_fetchify() (in module spack.test.packaging), 428
tribute),
397
FakeExtensionPackage
(class
in
filename_for_package_name()
(spack.repository.Repo
spack.test.test_activations), 438
method),
503
FakeSpec (class in spack.test.test_activations), 438
filename_for_package_name()
FastPackageChecker (class in spack.repository), 502
(spack.repository.RepoPath method), 504
fc_names (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 458
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FilePatch (class in spack.patch), 499
(spack.build_systems.cmake.CMakePackage
files_to_be_sourced()
(in
module
method), 354
spack.test.environment), 422
flags_to_build_system_args()
FilesystemView (class in spack.filesystem_view), 479
(spack.package.PackageBase method), 492
filter() (llnl.util.filesystem.FileFilter method), 568
flake8() (in module spack.cmd.flake8), 373
filter_by_name() (in module spack.cmd.list), 374
flake8_package() (in module spack.test.cmd.flake8), 410
filter_environment_blacklist()
(in
module flat_dependencies() (spack.spec.Spec method), 508
spack.environment), 472
flatten_dependencies() (in module spack.package), 496
filter_file() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 571
foo (spack.test.tengine.TestContext.A attribute), 437
filter_file() (in module spack.cmd.flake8), 373
foo (spack.test.tengine.TestContext.C attribute), 437
filter_shebang() (in module spack.hooks.sbang), 391
foobar (spack.test.tengine.TestContext.C attribute), 437
filter_shebangs_in_directory()
(in
module for_package_version() (in module spack.fetch_strategy),
spack.hooks.sbang), 391
478
filter_system_paths() (in module spack.util.environment), force_autoreconf (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
443
attribute), 353
find() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 571
force_echo() (llnl.util.tty.log.log_output method), 567
find() (in module spack.cmd.find), 373
force_remove() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 574
find() (in module spack.cmd.module), 376
force_symlink() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 574
find() (in module spack.compilers), 390
fork() (in module spack.build_environment), 456
find_all() (in module spack.url), 519
format() (spack.spec.Spec method), 509
find_compiler()
(spack.architecture.OperatingSystem format_doc() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 492
method), 452
format_help()
(spack.main.SpackArgumentParser
find_compiler()
(spack.operating_systems.cnl.Cnl
method), 482
method), 399
format_help_sections() (spack.main.SpackArgumentParser
find_compilers() (in module spack.compilers), 390
method), 482
find_compilers()
(spack.architecture.OperatingSystem formatter() (in module spack.cmd.list), 374
method), 452
from_dict() (spack.architecture.Arch static method), 452
find_compilers()
(spack.operating_systems.cnl.Cnl from_dict() (spack.database.InstallRecord class method),
method), 399
463
find_compilers() (spack.operating_systems.cray_frontend.CrayFrontend
from_dict() (spack.spec.Spec static method), 510
method), 400
from_dict() (spack.version.VersionList static method),
find_conflict() (llnl.util.link_tree.LinkTree method), 578
528
find_headers() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 572
from_json() (spack.repository.TagIndex static method),
find_libraries() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 573
505
find_list_url() (in module spack.url), 519
from_json() (spack.spec.Spec static method), 510
find_matching_specs()
(in
module from_kwargs() (in module spack.fetch_strategy), 478
spack.cmd.buildcache), 366
from_list_url() (in module spack.fetch_strategy), 478
find_matching_specs() (in module spack.cmd.uninstall), from_literal() (spack.spec.Spec static method), 510
378
from_node_dict() (spack.spec.Spec static method), 511
find_module() (spack.repository.Repo method), 503
from_node_dict() (spack.variant.AbstractVariant static
find_module() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 504
method), 523
find_spec() (in module spack.concretize), 459
from_sourcing_file() (spack.environment.EnvironmentModifications
find_system_libraries() (in module llnl.util.filesystem),
static method), 470
573
from_url() (in module spack.fetch_strategy), 478
find_versions_of_archive() (in module spack.util.web), from_yaml() (spack.provider_index.ProviderIndex static
450
method), 500
first_repo() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 504
from_yaml() (spack.spec.Spec static method), 511
fix_darwin_install_name()
(in
module front_end (spack.architecture.Platform attribute), 453
llnl.util.filesystem), 574
front_end (spack.platforms.bgq.Bgq attribute), 400
flag_handler() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 492 front_end (spack.platforms.darwin.Darwin attribute), 401
flags_to_build_system_args()
front_end (spack.platforms.test.Test attribute), 401
(spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackagefront_os (spack.architecture.Platform attribute), 453
method), 353
front_os (spack.platforms.test.Test attribute), 401
flags_to_build_system_args()
FsCache (class in spack.fetch_strategy), 475
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FSMeta (class in spack.fetch_strategy), 474
fullname (spack.spec.Spec attribute), 511

get_packages_config() (in module spack.package_prefs),
497
get_patchelf() (in module spack.relocate), 500
G
get_path() (in module spack.config), 461
get_path() (in module spack.util.environment), 443
Gcc (class in spack.compilers.gcc), 384
(in
module
generate_index() (in module spack.binary_distribution), get_path_from_module()
spack.util.module_cmd),
446
454
generator (spack.build_systems.cmake.CMakePackage get_path_meta_folder() (spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemView
method), 481
attribute), 354
get_pkg_class()
(spack.repository.Repo method), 503
get() (spack.repository.Repo method), 503
get_pkg_class()
(spack.repository.RepoPath
method), 504
get() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 504
get_pkg_class()
(spack.test.conftest.MockPackageMultiRepo
get()
(spack.test.conftest.MockPackageMultiRepo
method), 420
method), 420
get_all_specs() (spack.filesystem_view.FilesystemView get_platform() (in module spack.architecture), 453
get_record() (spack.database.Database method), 462
method), 480
get_all_specs() (spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemViewget_relative_rpaths() (in module spack.relocate), 500
get_repo() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 504
method), 480
get_argument_from_module_line()
(in
module get_repository() (in module spack.cmd.create), 370
get_rpath_deps() (in module spack.build_environment),
spack.util.module_cmd), 446
456
get_build_system() (in module spack.cmd.create), 370
get_calling_module_name() (in module llnl.util.lang), get_rpaths() (in module spack.build_environment), 456
get_section() (spack.config.ConfigScope method), 460
576
(spack.config.ConfigScope
get_checksums_for_versions()
(in
module get_section_filename()
method), 460
spack.util.web), 450
get_spec()
(spack.filesystem_view.FilesystemView
get_color_when() (in module llnl.util.tty.color), 565
method), 480
get_command() (in module spack.cmd), 382
get_compiler_config() (in module spack.compilers), 390 get_spec() (spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemView
method), 481
get_compiler_duplicates() (in module spack.compilers),
get_specs() (in module spack.binary_distribution), 454
390
get_compiler_version() (in module spack.compiler), 458 get_stage_path() (in module spack.test.stage), 437
get_std_cmake_args()
(in
module
get_compilers() (in module spack.compilers), 390
spack.build_environment), 456
get_config() (in module spack.config), 460
get_tmp_root() (in module spack.stage), 517
get_config_filename() (in module spack.config), 461
get_conflicts() (spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemViewget_uninstall_list() (in module spack.cmd.uninstall), 379
get_url() (in module spack.cmd.create), 370
method), 480
get_versions() (in module spack.cmd.create), 371
get_dependency() (spack.spec.Spec method), 511
get_dependents() (in module spack.cmd.dependents), 371 get_yes_or_no() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
get_existing_elf_rpaths() (in module spack.relocate), 500 getkeys() (in module spack.cmd.buildcache), 366
gettok() (spack.parse.Parser method), 498
get_filetype() (in module spack.relocate), 500
git (spack.fetch_strategy.GitFetchStrategy attribute), 475
get_keys() (in module spack.binary_distribution), 454
git_case_consistency_check()
(in
module
get_matching_versions() (in module spack.mirror), 484
spack.hooks.case_consistency), 390
get_module() (in module spack.cmd), 382
(spack.fetch_strategy.GitFetchStrategy
get_module_cmd() (in module spack.util.module_cmd), git_version
attribute), 476
446
get_module_cmd_from_bash()
(in
module git_version() (in module spack.test.git_fetch), 424
GitFetchStrategy (class in spack.fetch_strategy), 475
spack.util.module_cmd), 446
get_module_cmd_from_which()
(in
module github_url() (in module spack.cmd.list), 375
global_license_dir (spack.package.PackageBase atspack.util.module_cmd), 446
tribute), 492
get_name() (in module spack.cmd.create), 370
global_license_file
(spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage
get_number() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
attribute),
355
get_origin_info() (in module spack.cmd.clone), 367
global_license_file
(spack.package.PackageBase atget_package_context()
(in
module
tribute),
492
spack.build_environment), 456
go (spack.fetch_strategy.GoFetchStrategy attribute), 476
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go_version
(spack.fetch_strategy.GoFetchStrategy hide_files() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 574
attribute), 476
hierarchy_tokens (spack.modules.lmod.LmodConfiguration
GoFetchStrategy (class in spack.fetch_strategy), 476
attribute), 396
Gpg (class in spack.util.gpg), 445
highest() (spack.version.Version method), 527
gpg() (in module spack.cmd.gpg), 373
highest() (spack.version.VersionList method), 528
gpg() (in module spack.test.cmd.gpg), 410
highest() (spack.version.VersionRange method), 528
gpg() (spack.util.gpg.Gpg static method), 445
highest_precedence_scope() (in module spack.config),
gpg_create() (in module spack.cmd.gpg), 373
461
gpg_export() (in module spack.cmd.gpg), 373
hline() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
gpg_init() (in module spack.cmd.gpg), 373
HookRunner (class in spack.hooks), 392
gpg_list() (in module spack.cmd.gpg), 373
html() (in module spack.cmd.list), 375
gpg_sign() (in module spack.cmd.gpg), 373
HTMLParseError, 449
gpg_trust() (in module spack.cmd.gpg), 373
I
gpg_untrust() (in module spack.cmd.gpg), 373
gpg_verify() (in module spack.cmd.gpg), 373
implementation() (in module spack.test.pattern), 428
graph() (in module spack.cmd.graph), 374
implicit_variant_conversion() (in module spack.variant),
graph_ascii() (in module spack.graph), 482
526
graph_dot() (in module spack.graph), 482
import_module_test() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
gray_hash() (in module spack.cmd), 382
method), 360
group_by_name() (spack.environment.EnvironmentModifications
import_modules (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
method), 471
attribute), 360
in_function() (in module llnl.util.lang), 576
H
include_flags (llnl.util.filesystem.HeaderList attribute),
569
handle_starttag() (spack.util.web.LinkParser method),
InconsistentInstallDirectoryError, 468
450
InconsistentSpecError, 514
has_conditional_modifications
(spack.modules.lmod.LmodContext attribute), InconsistentValidationError, 524
index() (spack.spec.Spec method), 511
396
has_gnupg2() (in module spack.binary_distribution), 454 index_by() (in module llnl.util.lang), 576
index_commands() (in module spack.main), 483
has_gnupg2() (in module spack.test.cmd.gpg), 410
info() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
has_gnupg2() (in module spack.test.packaging), 428
info() (in module spack.cmd.info), 374
has_method() (in module llnl.util.lang), 576
info_lines() (in module spack.test.cmd.info), 411
has_modulepath_modifications
(spack.modules.lmod.LmodContext attribute), init_entry() (spack.file_cache.FileCache method), 479
inject_flags() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 492
396
insensitize() (in module spack.url), 519
has_preferred_providers()
(spack.package_prefs.PackagePrefs
class inspect_path() (in module spack.environment), 472
install() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 574
method), 497
has_value() (spack.util.naming.NamespaceTrie method), install() (in module spack.cmd.install), 374
install() (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
447
method), 353
hash (spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration atinstall()
(spack.build_systems.cmake.CMakePackage
tribute), 392
method), 354
hash_name (spack.util.crypto.Checker attribute), 443
install()
(spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage
HashableMap (class in llnl.util.lang), 575
method), 355
hashes (in module spack.util.crypto), 443
install() (spack.build_systems.makefile.MakefilePackage
HeaderList (class in llnl.util.filesystem), 568
method), 357
headers (llnl.util.filesystem.HeaderList attribute), 569
install()
(spack.build_systems.octave.OctavePackage
help() (in module spack.cmd.help), 374
method), 357
hg (spack.fetch_strategy.HgFetchStrategy attribute), 476
install() (spack.build_systems.perl.PerlPackage method),
HgFetchStrategy (class in spack.fetch_strategy), 476
358
hidden_file_paths (spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayout
install()
(spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
attribute), 467
method), 360
hidden_file_paths (spack.directory_layout.YamlDirectoryLayout
attribute), 469
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install()

(spack.build_systems.qmake.QMakePackage install_tree() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 574
method), 362
installcheck() (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
install() (spack.build_systems.r.RPackage method), 362
method), 353
install()
(spack.build_systems.scons.SConsPackage installcheck() (spack.build_systems.makefile.MakefilePackage
method), 363
method), 357
install() (spack.build_systems.waf.WafPackage method), InstallDirectoryAlreadyExistsError, 468
364
installed (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 492
install_args() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage installed_dependents() (in module spack.cmd.uninstall),
method), 360
379
install_args() (spack.build_systems.scons.SConsPackage installed_extensions_for()
(spack.database.Database
method), 363
method), 462
install_args()
(spack.build_systems.waf.WafPackage installed_relatives() (spack.database.Database method),
method), 364
462
install_data() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage InstallError, 455, 486
method), 360
InstallPhase (class in spack.package), 486
install_data_args() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
InstallRecord (class in spack.database), 463
method), 360
installtarball() (in module spack.cmd.buildcache), 366
install_dependency_symlinks()
(in
module installtest()
(spack.build_systems.waf.WafPackage
spack.package), 496
method), 364
install_headers() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
InsufficientArchitectureInfoError, 459
method), 360
Intel (class in spack.compilers.intel), 385
install_headers_args() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
IntelPackage (class in spack.build_systems.intel), 355
method), 361
IntelPackageTemplate (class in spack.cmd.create), 368
install_lib() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage interface() (in module spack.test.pattern), 428
method), 361
intersect() (spack.version.VersionList method), 528
install_lib_args() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
intersection() (spack.version.Version method), 527
method), 361
intersection() (spack.version.VersionList method), 528
install_mockery() (in module spack.test.conftest), 420
intersection() (spack.version.VersionRange method), 528
install_scripts() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackageInvalidArgsError, 476
method), 361
InvalidCompilerConfigurationError, 389
install_scripts_args() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
InvalidDatabaseVersionError, 463
method), 361
InvalidDependencyError, 514
install_spec() (in module spack.cmd.install), 374
InvalidDirectoryLayoutParametersError, 468
install_tarball() (in module spack.cmd.buildcache), 366
InvalidExtensionSpecError, 468
install_targets (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
InvalidHashError, 515
attribute), 353
InvalidNamespaceError, 502
install_targets (spack.build_systems.cmake.CMakePackage InvalidVariantValueError, 524
attribute), 354
inverted_dependencies()
(in
module
install_targets (spack.build_systems.makefile.MakefilePackage
spack.cmd.dependents), 371
attribute), 357
is_a() (spack.parse.Token method), 499
install_time_test_callbacks
is_activated() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 492
(spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackageis_apple (spack.compilers.clang.Clang attribute), 384
attribute), 353
is_debug() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
install_time_test_callbacks
is_exe() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 574
(spack.build_systems.makefile.MakefilePackage is_extension (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 492
attribute), 357
is_leaf() (spack.util.naming.NamespaceTrie method), 447
install_time_test_callbacks
is_package() (in module spack.cmd.flake8), 373
(spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
is_predecessor() (spack.version.Version method), 527
attribute), 361
is_prefix() (spack.repository.Repo method), 503
install_time_test_callbacks
is_prefix() (spack.util.naming.NamespaceTrie method),
(spack.build_systems.waf.WafPackage
at447
tribute), 364
is_spec_buildable() (in module spack.package_prefs),
install_time_test_callbacks (spack.package.PackageBase
497
attribute), 492
is_stacktrace() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
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is_successor() (spack.version.Version method), 527
is_system_path() (in module spack.util.environment), 443
is_verbose() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
is_virtual() (spack.repository.Repo method), 503
is_virtual() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 505
is_virtual() (spack.spec.Spec static method), 511
is_virtual() (spack.test.conftest.MockPackageMultiRepo
method), 420
isdevelop() (spack.version.Version method), 527
isnumeric() (spack.version.Version method), 527

link_paths (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 385
link_paths (spack.compilers.intel.Intel attribute), 386
link_paths (spack.compilers.nag.Nag attribute), 386
link_paths (spack.compilers.pgi.Pgi attribute), 387
link_paths (spack.compilers.xl.Xl attribute), 388
link_paths (spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR attribute), 389
LinkParser (class in spack.util.web), 449
LinkTree (class in llnl.util.link_tree), 578
Linux (class in spack.platforms.linux), 401
linux_os() (in module spack.test.conftest), 420
LinuxDistro (class in spack.operating_systems.linux_distro),
J
400
list() (in module spack.cmd.list), 375
join_path() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 574
list() (spack.util.gpg.Gpg class method), 445
joined (spack.version.Version attribute), 527
list_modules() (in module llnl.util.lang), 577
joined() (llnl.util.filesystem.FileList method), 568
list_packages() (in module spack.cmd.pkg), 377
listspecs() (in module spack.cmd.buildcache), 366
K
literals_to_load (spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration
key_ordering() (in module llnl.util.lang), 577
attribute), 392
keyboard_input (class in llnl.util.tty.log), 566
llnl (module), 579
llnl.util (module), 579
L
llnl.util.filesystem (module), 568
last_token_error() (spack.parse.Parser method), 498
layout_and_dir() (in module spack.test.directory_layout), llnl.util.lang (module), 575
llnl.util.link_tree (module), 578
422
llnl.util.lock (module), 578
ld_flags (llnl.util.filesystem.LibraryList attribute), 570
llnl.util.tty (module), 567
lex() (spack.parse.Lexer method), 498
llnl.util.tty.colify (module), 563
lex_word() (spack.parse.Lexer method), 498
llnl.util.tty.color (module), 564
Lexer (class in spack.parse), 498
llnl.util.tty.log (module), 566
LexError, 498
LmodConfiguration (class in spack.modules.lmod), 396
libraries (llnl.util.filesystem.LibraryList attribute), 570
LmodContext (class in spack.modules.lmod), 396
LibraryList (class in llnl.util.filesystem), 570
license_comment (spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage LmodFileLayout (class in spack.modules.lmod), 397
LmodModulefileWriter (class in spack.modules), 399
attribute), 355
license_comment (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), LmodModulefileWriter (class in spack.modules.lmod),
397
492
load()
(in
module
spack.cmd.load), 375
license_files (spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage atload()
(in
module
spack.util.spack_json), 449
tribute), 356
load()
(in
module
spack.util.spack_yaml), 449
license_files (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 492
load_external_modules()
(in
module
license_required (spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage
spack.build_environment),
457
attribute), 356
license_required (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), load_module() (in module spack.util.module_cmd), 446
load_module() (spack.repository.Repo method), 503
492
license_url (spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage at- load_module() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 505
loads() (in module spack.cmd.module), 376
tribute), 356
location() (in module spack.cmd.location), 375
license_url (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 492
license_vars (spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage at- Lock (class in llnl.util.lock), 578
LockError, 579
tribute), 356
license_vars (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 493 LockTransaction (class in llnl.util.lock), 579
log() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 493
lines (spack.cmd.info.VariantFormatter attribute), 374
log_output (class in llnl.util.tty.log), 566
link_flags (llnl.util.filesystem.LibraryList attribute), 570
log_parse() (in module spack.cmd.log_parse), 375
link_meta_folder() (spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemView
log_path (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 493
method), 481
long_description (spack.modules.common.BaseContext
link_paths (spack.compilers.cce.Cce attribute), 383
attribute), 393
link_paths (spack.compilers.clang.Clang attribute), 384
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long_message (spack.build_environment.ChildError attribute), 455
long_message (spack.error.SpackError attribute), 473
lookup_patch()
(spack.package.PackageBase
class
method), 493
lowest() (spack.version.Version method), 527
lowest() (spack.version.VersionList method), 529
lowest() (spack.version.VersionRange method), 528

M
macho_get_paths() (in module spack.relocate), 500
macho_make_paths_relative()
(in
module
spack.relocate), 501
macho_replace_paths() (in module spack.relocate), 501
MacOs (class in spack.operating_systems.mac_os), 400
macOS_version()
(in
module
spack.operating_systems.mac_os), 400
macro_definitions (llnl.util.filesystem.HeaderList attribute), 569
main() (in module spack.main), 483
maintainers (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 493
make_argument_parser() (in module spack.main), 483
make_binary_relative() (in module spack.relocate), 501
make_configuration() (in module spack.modules.dotkit),
395
make_configuration() (in module spack.modules.lmod),
397
make_configuration() (in module spack.modules.tcl), 398
make_context() (in module spack.modules.dotkit), 395
make_context() (in module spack.modules.lmod), 398
make_context() (in module spack.modules.tcl), 398
make_default() (spack.variant.Variant method), 525
make_environment() (in module spack.tengine), 518
make_jobs (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 493
make_layout() (in module spack.modules.dotkit), 395
make_layout() (in module spack.modules.lmod), 398
make_layout() (in module spack.modules.tcl), 398
make_log_context() (in module spack.util.log_parse),
445
make_package_relative()
(in
module
spack.binary_distribution), 454
make_variant() (spack.variant.Variant method), 525
MakeExecutable (class in spack.build_environment), 455
MakeExecutableTest
(class
in
spack.test.make_executable), 425
MakefilePackage (class in spack.build_systems.makefile),
356
MakefilePackageTemplate (class in spack.cmd.create),
368
match_downloaded_specs()
(in
module
spack.cmd.buildcache), 366
match_predicate() (in module llnl.util.lang), 577
match_to_ansi (class in llnl.util.tty.color), 566
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matches()

(spack.fetch_strategy.FetchStrategy class
method), 475
memoized (class in llnl.util.lang), 577
merge() (llnl.util.link_tree.LinkTree method), 578
merge() (spack.dependency.Dependency method), 464
merge() (spack.provider_index.ProviderIndex method),
500
merge_config_rules()
(in
module
spack.modules.common), 394
metadata_path() (spack.directory_layout.YamlDirectoryLayout
method), 469
mirror() (in module spack.cmd.mirror), 375
mirror_add() (in module spack.cmd.mirror), 375
mirror_archive_filename() (in module spack.mirror), 484
mirror_archive_path() (in module spack.mirror), 484
mirror_create() (in module spack.cmd.mirror), 375
mirror_list() (in module spack.cmd.mirror), 375
mirror_remove() (in module spack.cmd.mirror), 375
MirrorError, 483
miscellaneous_paths()
(in
module
spack.test.environment), 422
missing
(spack.modules.lmod.LmodConfiguration
attribute), 396
missing (spack.modules.lmod.LmodContext attribute),
396
missing() (spack.database.Database method), 462
mkdirp() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 574
mock_archive() (in module spack.test.conftest), 420
mock_archive() (in module spack.test.stage), 437
mock_calls_for_clean()
(in
module
spack.test.cmd.clean), 409
mock_compiler_dir()
(in
module
spack.test.cmd.test_compiler_cmd), 413
mock_display() (in module spack.test.cmd.find), 410
mock_fetch() (in module spack.test.conftest), 420
mock_fetch_cache() (in module spack.test.conftest), 420
mock_git_repository() (in module spack.test.conftest),
421
mock_hg_repository() (in module spack.test.conftest),
421
mock_name_only() (in module spack.test.cmd.list), 413
mock_print() (in module spack.test.cmd.info), 411
mock_remove_prefix() (in module spack.test.install), 425
mock_stage() (in module spack.test.conftest), 421
mock_stage() (in module spack.test.patch), 428
mock_svn_repository() (in module spack.test.conftest),
421
MockArgs (class in spack.test.cmd.uninstall), 413
MockInstallError, 425
MockPackage (class in spack.test.conftest), 420
MockPackageMultiRepo (class in spack.test.conftest),
420
MockStage (class in spack.test.install), 425
mod_to_class() (in module spack.util.naming), 446
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modify_elf_object() (in module spack.relocate), 501
modify_macho_object() (in module spack.relocate), 501
module (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 493
module() (in module spack.cmd.module), 376
ModuleError, 446
ModulesError, 394
ModulesTemplateNotFoundError, 394
msg() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
mtime() (spack.file_cache.FileCache method), 479
MultiMethodError, 484
MultipleModuleTypes, 376
MultipleProviderError, 514
MultipleSpecsMatch, 376
MultipleValuesInExclusiveVariantError, 524
MultiValuedVariant (class in spack.variant), 524
MyPackage (class in spack.test.cmd.url), 414

N

NonDaemonProcess (class in spack.util.web), 450
NoNetworkConnectionError, 450
NonVirtualInHierarchyError, 397
noop_install() (in module spack.test.cmd.install), 411
NoOverwriteException, 454
NoPlatformError, 452
NoProviderError, 514
NoRepoConfiguredError, 502
normalize() (spack.spec.Spec method), 511
normalized() (spack.spec.Spec method), 512
NoSpecMatches, 376
NoStageError, 477
NoSuchExtensionError, 468
NoSuchHashError, 515
NoSuchMethodError, 484
NoSuchPatchError, 499
NoURLError, 486
NoValidVersionError, 459
NoVerifyException, 454

Nag (class in spack.compilers.nag), 386
name (spack.dependency.Dependency attribute), 464
O
name (spack.util.executable.Executable attribute), 444
name_only() (in module spack.cmd.list), 375
ObjectWrapper (class in llnl.util.lang), 575
name_parsed_correctly() (in module spack.cmd.url), 379 OctavePackage (class in spack.build_systems.octave),
name_part (spack.modules.lmod.LmodContext attribute),
357
396
OctavePackageTemplate (class in spack.cmd.create), 368
NameModifier (class in spack.environment), 471
on_package_attributes() (in module spack.package), 496
names (llnl.util.filesystem.HeaderList attribute), 569
one_module_or_raise() (in module spack.cmd.module),
names (llnl.util.filesystem.LibraryList attribute), 570
376
namespace (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 493
one_spec_or_raise() (in module spack.cmd.module), 376
NamespaceTrie (class in spack.util.naming), 447
openmp_flag (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 458
NamespaceTrie.Element (class in spack.util.naming), 447 openmp_flag (spack.compilers.cce.Cce attribute), 383
NameValueModifier (class in spack.environment), 471
openmp_flag (spack.compilers.clang.Clang attribute),
naming_scheme (spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration
384
attribute), 392
openmp_flag (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 385
ne_dag() (spack.spec.Spec method), 511
openmp_flag (spack.compilers.intel.Intel attribute), 386
ne_node() (spack.spec.Spec method), 511
openmp_flag (spack.compilers.nag.Nag attribute), 386
nearest_url() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 493 openmp_flag (spack.compilers.pgi.Pgi attribute), 387
needs_binary_relocation() (in module spack.relocate), openmp_flag (spack.compilers.xl.Xl attribute), 388
501
openmp_flag (spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR attribute), 389
needs_text_relocation() (in module spack.relocate), 501
operating_system()
(spack.architecture.Platform
next_token_error() (spack.parse.Parser method), 498
method), 453
no_chdir() (in module spack.test.conftest), 421
OperatingSystem (class in spack.architecture), 452
NoArchiveFileError, 476
overlaps() (spack.version.Version method), 527
NoBuildError, 459
overlaps() (spack.version.VersionList method), 529
NoCacheError, 477
overlaps() (spack.version.VersionRange method), 528
NoChecksumException, 453
override() (in module spack.config), 461
NoCompilerForSpecError, 389
P
NoCompilersError, 389
NoCompilersForArchError, 459
Package (class in spack.package), 487
NoDigestError, 477
package (spack.spec.Spec attribute), 512
NoGpgException, 453
package_class (spack.spec.Spec attribute), 512
NoKeyException, 454
package_dir (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 493
NonConcreteSpecAddError, 463
PackageBase (class in spack.package), 487
NonDaemonPool (class in spack.util.web), 450
PackageError, 496
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PackageMeta (class in spack.package), 496
PerlmakePackageTemplate (class in spack.cmd.create),
PackagePrefs (class in spack.package_prefs), 497
369
packages_path (spack.repository.FastPackageChecker at- PerlPackage (class in spack.build_systems.perl), 357
tribute), 502
Pgi (class in spack.compilers.pgi), 386
packages_with_tags() (spack.repository.Repo method), phase_fmt (spack.package.PackageMeta attribute), 496
503
phases (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
packages_with_tags()
(spack.repository.RepoPath
attribute), 353
method), 505
phases (spack.build_systems.cmake.CMakePackage atPackageStillNeededError, 496
tribute), 355
PackageTemplate (class in spack.cmd.create), 369
phases (spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage attribute),
PackageTesting (class in spack.package_prefs), 497
356
PackageVersionError, 496
phases (spack.build_systems.makefile.MakefilePackage
padder() (in module spack.cmd.info), 374
attribute), 357
parallel (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 493
phases (spack.build_systems.octave.OctavePackage atparent_class_modules()
(in
module
tribute), 357
spack.build_environment), 457
phases (spack.build_systems.perl.PerlPackage attribute),
parmap() (in module spack.util.multiproc), 446
358
parse() (in module spack.spec), 513
phases (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage atparse() (spack.parse.Parser method), 498
tribute), 361
parse_anonymous_spec() (in module spack.spec), 513
phases (spack.build_systems.qmake.QMakePackage atparse_log_events() (in module spack.util.log_parse), 445
tribute), 362
parse_name() (in module spack.url), 520
phases (spack.build_systems.r.RPackage attribute), 362
parse_name_and_version() (in module spack.url), 520
phases
(spack.build_systems.scons.SConsPackage
parse_name_offset() (in module spack.url), 520
attribute), 363
parse_specs() (in module spack.cmd), 382
phases (spack.build_systems.waf.WafPackage attribute),
parse_version() (in module spack.url), 520
364
parse_version_offset() (in module spack.url), 520
phases (spack.package.Package attribute), 487
ParseError, 498
pic_flag (spack.compilers.cce.Cce attribute), 383
Parser (class in spack.parse), 498
pic_flag (spack.compilers.clang.Clang attribute), 384
parser() (in module spack.test.cmd.find), 410
pic_flag (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 385
parser() (in module spack.test.cmd.flake8), 410
pic_flag (spack.compilers.intel.Intel attribute), 386
parser() (in module spack.test.cmd.info), 411
pic_flag (spack.compilers.nag.Nag attribute), 386
parser() (in module spack.test.cmd.install), 411
pic_flag (spack.compilers.pgi.Pgi attribute), 387
parser() (in module spack.test.cmd.list), 413
pic_flag (spack.compilers.xl.Xl attribute), 388
parser() (in module spack.test.cmd.module), 413
pic_flag (spack.compilers.xl_r.XlR attribute), 389
Patch (class in spack.patch), 499
PickKeyException, 454
patch() (in module spack.cmd.patch), 376
pkg() (in module spack.cmd.pkg), 377
patch() (in module spack.directives), 465
pkg_add() (in module spack.cmd.pkg), 377
patch() (spack.build_systems.aspell_dict.AspellDictPackagepkg_added() (in module spack.cmd.pkg), 377
method), 351
pkg_diff() (in module spack.cmd.pkg), 377
patch_config_guess (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
pkg_list() (in module spack.cmd.pkg), 377
attribute), 353
pkg_names() (in module spack.test.cmd.list), 413
PatchDirectiveError, 499
pkg_removed() (in module spack.cmd.pkg), 377
patches (spack.spec.Spec attribute), 512
Platform (class in spack.architecture), 452
path (spack.util.executable.Executable attribute), 444
possible_dependencies()
(spack.package.PackageBase
path_for_spec() (spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayout
method), 493
method), 467
possible_spack_module_names()
(in
module
path_put_first() (in module spack.util.environment), 443
spack.util.naming), 447
path_set() (in module spack.util.environment), 443
post_install() (in module spack.hooks.licensing), 390
pattern_exemptions (in module spack.cmd.flake8), 373
post_install()
(in
module
perl_and_extension_dirs()
(in
module
spack.hooks.module_file_generation), 391
spack.test.test_activations), 438
post_install() (in module spack.hooks.sbang), 391
PerlbuildPackageTemplate (class in spack.cmd.create), post_uninstall()
(in
module
369
spack.hooks.module_file_generation), 391
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pre_install() (in module spack.hooks.licensing), 390
method), 481
pre_run() (in module spack.hooks.case_consistency), 390 print_text_info() (in module spack.cmd.info), 374
pre_run() (in module spack.hooks.yaml_version_check), priority (spack.architecture.Platform attribute), 453
391
priority (spack.platforms.bgq.Bgq attribute), 400
pre_uninstall() (in module spack.hooks.extensions), 390
priority (spack.platforms.cray.Cray attribute), 400
preferred_variants() (spack.package_prefs.PackagePrefs priority (spack.platforms.darwin.Darwin attribute), 401
class method), 497
priority (spack.platforms.linux.Linux attribute), 401
Prefix (class in spack.util.prefix), 448
priority (spack.platforms.test.Test attribute), 401
prefix (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 493
Process (spack.util.web.NonDaemonPool attribute), 450
prefix (spack.spec.Spec attribute), 512
process_stacktrace() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
prefix_bits() (in module spack.util.crypto), 443
ProcessError, 444
prefix_inspections (in module spack.modules.common), provider_index (spack.repository.Repo attribute), 503
394
provider_index (spack.repository.RepoPath attribute),
prefix_lock() (spack.database.Database method), 462
505
prefix_read_lock() (spack.database.Database method), ProviderIndex (class in spack.provider_index), 500
462
ProviderIndexError, 500
prefix_write_lock() (spack.database.Database method), providers() (in module spack.cmd.providers), 377
462
providers_for()
(spack.provider_index.ProviderIndex
prefixes (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 458
method), 500
prepare_environment_for_tests()
(in
module providers_for() (spack.repository.Repo method), 503
spack.test.environment), 422
providers_for() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 505
prepend_path() (spack.environment.EnvironmentModifications
provides (spack.modules.lmod.LmodConfiguration atmethod), 471
tribute), 396
prepend_to_line() (in module spack.tengine), 518
provides (spack.modules.lmod.LmodContext attribute),
PrependPath (class in spack.environment), 472
396
prerequisites (spack.modules.tcl.TclContext attribute), provides() (in module spack.directives), 465
398
provides() (spack.package.PackageBase method), 493
pretty_date() (in module llnl.util.lang), 577
purge() (in module spack.stage), 517
PrgEnv (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 457
purge() (spack.repository.Repo method), 503
PrgEnv (spack.compilers.cce.Cce attribute), 383
purge_empty_directories()
PrgEnv (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 384
(spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemView
PrgEnv (spack.compilers.intel.Intel attribute), 385
method), 481
PrgEnv (spack.compilers.pgi.Pgi attribute), 386
push_tokens() (spack.parse.Parser method), 498
PrgEnv_compiler (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), put_first() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 505
457
put_last() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 505
PrgEnv_compiler (spack.compilers.cce.Cce attribute), pydoc() (in module spack.cmd.pydoc), 377
383
pyfiles() (in module spack.test.python_version), 429
PrgEnv_compiler (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), pytestmark (spack.test.build_systems.TestAutotoolsPackage
384
attribute), 416
PrgEnv_compiler (spack.compilers.intel.Intel attribute), pytestmark (spack.test.cmd.list.TestListCommand at385
tribute), 412
PrgEnv_compiler (spack.compilers.pgi.Pgi attribute), 386 pytestmark (spack.test.cmd.test_compiler_cmd.TestCompilerCommand
print_conflict() (spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemView
attribute), 413
method), 481
pytestmark (spack.test.compilers.TestCompilers atprint_context() (spack.error.SpackError method), 473
tribute), 417
print_module_placeholder_help()
(in
module pytestmark (spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize atspack.cmd.common), 365
tribute), 417
print_name_and_version() (in module spack.cmd.url), pytestmark (spack.test.concretize_preferences.TestConcretizePreferences
379
attribute), 418
print_pkg() (in module spack.package), 496
pytestmark (spack.test.config.TestConfig attribute), 419
print_section() (in module spack.config), 461
pytestmark (spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
print_status()
(spack.filesystem_view.FilesystemView
attribute), 423
method), 480
pytestmark (spack.test.mirror.TestMirror attribute), 426
print_status() (spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemView
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pytestmark (spack.test.packages.TestPackage attribute),
427
pytestmark (spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag attribute),
431
pytestmark (spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
attribute), 432
pytestmark (spack.test.stage.TestStage attribute), 436
pytestmark (spack.test.tengine.TestTengineEnvironment
attribute), 438
python() (in module spack.cmd.python), 377
python()
(spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
method), 361
python() (spack.build_systems.waf.WafPackage method),
364
python_and_extension_dirs()
(in
module
spack.test.test_activations), 438
python_name() (in module spack.cmd), 382
PythonPackage (class in spack.build_systems.python),
358
PythonPackageTemplate (class in spack.cmd.create), 369

Q
qmake()

(spack.build_systems.qmake.QMakePackage
method), 362
qmake_args() (spack.build_systems.qmake.QMakePackage
method), 362
QMakePackage (class in spack.build_systems.qmake),
361
QMakePackageTemplate (class in spack.cmd.create), 369
query() (spack.database.Database method), 462
query_arguments() (in module spack.cmd.find), 373
query_one() (spack.database.Database method), 463
quote() (in module spack.tengine), 518

R
read_buildinfo_file()
(in
module
spack.binary_distribution), 454
read_spec() (spack.directory_layout.YamlDirectoryLayout
method), 469
read_transaction() (spack.database.Database method),
463
read_transaction() (spack.file_cache.FileCache method),
479
read_yaml_dep_specs() (spack.spec.Spec static method),
512
ReadTransaction (class in llnl.util.lock), 579
real_name() (spack.repository.Repo method), 503
RedundantSpecError, 515
refresh() (in module spack.cmd.module), 376
refresh_builtin_mock() (in module spack.test.conftest),
421
refresh_db_on_exit() (in module spack.test.conftest), 421
register() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
method), 361
Index

register()

(spack.multimethod.SpecMultiMethod
method), 485
register_args() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
method), 361
register_callback() (spack.package.PackageMeta static
method), 496
register_interrupt_handler() (in module spack.util.debug),
443
reindex() (in module spack.cmd.reindex), 377
reindex() (spack.database.Database method), 463
relative_path_for_spec() (spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayout
method), 467
relative_path_for_spec() (spack.directory_layout.YamlDirectoryLayout
method), 469
relaxed_disambiguate() (in module spack.cmd.view), 381
release_read() (llnl.util.lock.Lock method), 579
release_write() (llnl.util.lock.Lock method), 579
relocate_binary() (in module spack.relocate), 501
relocate_package()
(in
module
spack.binary_distribution), 454
relocate_text() (in module spack.relocate), 501
remove() (spack.database.Database method), 463
remove() (spack.file_cache.FileCache method), 479
remove() (spack.modules.common.BaseModuleFileWriter
method), 394
remove() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 505
remove_compiler_from_config()
(in
module
spack.compilers), 390
remove_dead_links() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 574
remove_extension() (spack.directory_layout.ExtensionsLayout
method), 468
remove_extension() (spack.directory_layout.YamlExtensionsLayout
method), 469
remove_extension() (spack.filesystem_view.FilesystemView
method), 480
remove_extension() (spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemView
method), 481
remove_if_dead_link() (in module llnl.util.filesystem),
574
remove_install_directory()
(spack.directory_layout.DirectoryLayout
method), 467
remove_linked_tree() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 574
remove_options() (in module spack.cmd), 382
remove_path() (spack.environment.EnvironmentModifications
method), 471
remove_prefix() (spack.package.PackageBase method),
493
remove_prefix() (spack.test.install.RemovePrefixChecker
method), 425
remove_provider() (spack.provider_index.ProviderIndex
method), 500
remove_separators() (in module spack.cmd.url), 379
remove_specs() (spack.filesystem_view.FilesystemView
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method), 480
Resource (class in spack.resource), 506
remove_specs() (spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemView
resource() (in module spack.directives), 466
method), 481
ResourceStage (class in spack.stage), 515
remove_standalone() (spack.filesystem_view.FilesystemView
restage() (in module spack.cmd.restage), 378
method), 480
restage() (spack.stage.DIYStage method), 515
remove_standalone() (spack.filesystem_view.YamlFilesystemView
restage() (spack.stage.ResourceStage method), 515
method), 481
restage() (spack.stage.Stage method), 517
remove_whatever_it_is() (in module spack.test.conftest), RestageError, 515
421
reverse_all_dicts() (in module spack.test.spec_yaml), 435
RemoveFailedError, 468
rm() (in module spack.cmd.module), 376
RemovePath (class in spack.environment), 472
root (spack.spec.Spec attribute), 512
RemovePrefixChecker (class in spack.test.install), 425
root_cmakelists_dir (spack.build_systems.cmake.CMakePackage
Repo (class in spack.repository), 502
attribute), 355
repo() (in module spack.cmd.repo), 377
root_path() (in module spack.modules.common), 395
repo_add() (in module spack.cmd.repo), 377
roots (in module spack.modules.common), 395
repo_create() (in module spack.cmd.repo), 377
rows_for_ncols() (in module spack.cmd.list), 375
repo_for_pkg() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 505 RPackage (class in spack.build_systems.r), 362
repo_for_pkg() (spack.test.conftest.MockPackageMultiRepoRPackageTemplate (class in spack.cmd.create), 369
method), 420
rpath (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 493
repo_for_test() (in module spack.test.repo), 430
rpath_args (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 493
repo_list() (in module spack.cmd.repo), 377
rst() (in module spack.cmd.list), 375
repo_path() (in module spack.test.conftest), 421
rst_table() (in module spack.cmd.list), 375
repo_remove() (in module spack.cmd.repo), 378
run_after() (in module spack.package), 496
RepoError, 504
run_before() (in module spack.package), 496
RepoPath (class in spack.repository), 504
run_tests (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 494
required_attributes (spack.fetch_strategy.FetchStrategy
S
attribute), 475
required_attributes (spack.fetch_strategy.GitFetchStrategy sanity_check_is_dir (spack.package.PackageBase atattribute), 476
tribute), 494
required_attributes (spack.fetch_strategy.GoFetchStrategy sanity_check_is_file
(spack.package.PackageBase
attribute), 476
attribute), 494
required_attributes (spack.fetch_strategy.HgFetchStrategy sanity_check_prefix()
(spack.package.PackageBase
attribute), 476
method), 494
required_attributes (spack.fetch_strategy.SvnFetchStrategy satisfies() (spack.provider_index.ProviderIndex method),
attribute), 477
500
required_attributes (spack.fetch_strategy.URLFetchStrategysatisfies() (spack.spec.Spec method), 512
attribute), 478
satisfies() (spack.variant.AbstractVariant method), 523
RequiredAttributeError, 575
satisfies() (spack.variant.MultiValuedVariant method),
requires
(spack.modules.lmod.LmodConfiguration
524
attribute), 396
satisfies() (spack.variant.SingleValuedVariant method),
reserved_oss (spack.architecture.Platform attribute), 453
524
reserved_targets (spack.architecture.Platform attribute), satisfies() (spack.variant.VariantMap method), 525
453
satisfies() (spack.version.Version method), 527
reset() (spack.fetch_strategy.FetchStrategy method), 475 satisfies() (spack.version.VersionList method), 529
reset() (spack.fetch_strategy.GitFetchStrategy method), satisfies() (spack.version.VersionRange method), 528
476
satisfies_dependencies() (spack.spec.Spec method), 512
reset() (spack.fetch_strategy.GoFetchStrategy method), save_env() (in module spack.test.module_parsing), 426
476
save_filename (spack.stage.Stage attribute), 517
reset() (spack.fetch_strategy.HgFetchStrategy method), save_silent_cfg() (spack.build_systems.intel.IntelPackage
476
method), 356
reset() (spack.fetch_strategy.SvnFetchStrategy method), saved_deps() (in module spack.test.spec_dag), 432
477
SConsPackage (class in spack.build_systems.scons), 363
reset() (spack.fetch_strategy.URLFetchStrategy method), SconsPackageTemplate (class in spack.cmd.create), 369
478
script_dir() (in module spack.test.sbang), 430
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ScriptDirectory (class in spack.test.sbang), 430
method), 357
sdist()
(spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage setup_environment()
(spack.package.PackageBase
method), 361
method), 495
sdist_args() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage setup_file() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
method), 361
method), 361
search_flags (llnl.util.filesystem.LibraryList attribute), setup_main_options() (in module spack.main), 483
570
setup_package() (in module spack.build_environment),
search_fn() (in module spack.test.stage), 437
457
section_schemas (in module spack.config), 461
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.activate), 365
section_title() (in module spack.cmd.info), 374
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.arch), 365
set()
(spack.environment.EnvironmentModifications setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.blame), 365
method), 471
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.bootstrap), 365
set_build_environment_variables()
(in
module setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.build), 366
spack.build_environment), 457
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.buildcache), 366
set_color_when() (in module llnl.util.tty.color), 566
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.cd), 366
set_compiler_environment_variables()
(in
module setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.checksum), 366
spack.build_environment), 457
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.clean), 367
set_configure_or_die() (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.clone), 367
method), 353
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.compiler), 367
set_debug() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.compilers), 367
set_dependency() (in module spack.test.spec_dag), 432
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.config), 367
set_executable() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 574
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.configure), 367
set_install_permissions() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.create), 371
574
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.deactivate), 371
set_module_variables_for_package()
(in
module setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.debug), 371
spack.build_environment), 457
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.dependencies), 371
set_or_unset_not_first() (in module spack.environment), setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.dependents), 372
473
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.diy), 372
set_path() (spack.environment.EnvironmentModifications setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.edit), 372
method), 471
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.env), 372
set_stacktrace() (in module llnl.util.tty), 567
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.extensions), 372
set_stage() (spack.fetch_strategy.FetchStrategy method), setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.fetch), 372
475
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.find), 373
set_up_license() (in module spack.hooks.licensing), 390 setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.flake8), 373
set_up_package() (in module spack.test.mirror), 426
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.gpg), 373
set_verbose() (in module llnl.util.tty), 568
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.graph), 374
set_working_dir() (in module spack.main), 483
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.help), 374
SetEnv (class in spack.environment), 472
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.info), 374
SetPath (class in spack.environment), 472
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.install), 374
setup() (in module spack.cmd.setup), 378
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.list), 375
setup() (spack.parse.Parser method), 498
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.load), 375
setUp() (spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest method), setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.location), 375
416
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.log_parse), 375
setUp() (spack.test.make_executable.MakeExecutableTest setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.mirror), 376
method), 425
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.module), 376
setup_custom_environment() (spack.compiler.Compiler setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.patch), 376
method), 458
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.pkg), 377
setup_custom_environment()
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.providers), 377
(spack.compilers.clang.Clang method), 384
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.pydoc), 377
setup_dependent_environment()
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.python), 377
(spack.package.PackageBase method), 494
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.repo), 378
setup_dependent_package()
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.restage), 378
(spack.package.PackageBase method), 494
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.setup), 378
setup_environment() (spack.build_systems.octave.OctavePackage
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.spec), 378
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setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.stage), 378
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.test), 378
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.uninstall), 379
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.unload), 379
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.unuse), 379
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.url), 380
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.use), 380
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.versions), 380
setup_parser() (in module spack.cmd.view), 381
setup_platform_environment()
(spack.architecture.Platform class method),
453
setup_platform_environment()
(spack.platforms.cray.Cray class method),
401
setup_py() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
method), 361
sha256 (spack.patch.FilePatch attribute), 499
shebang_too_long() (in module spack.hooks.sbang), 391
short_description (spack.modules.common.BaseContext
attribute), 393
short_spec (spack.spec.Spec attribute), 512
sign() (spack.util.gpg.Gpg class method), 445
sign_tarball() (in module spack.binary_distribution), 454
signing_keys() (spack.util.gpg.Gpg class method), 445
simplify_name() (in module spack.util.naming), 447
SingleValuedVariant (class in spack.variant), 524
sorted_deps() (spack.spec.Spec method), 512
source_path (spack.stage.Stage attribute), 517
spack.abi (module), 451
spack.architecture (module), 451
spack.binary_distribution (module), 453
spack.build_environment (module), 455
spack.build_systems (module), 365
spack.build_systems.aspell_dict (module), 351
spack.build_systems.autotools (module), 351
spack.build_systems.cmake (module), 353
spack.build_systems.cuda (module), 355
spack.build_systems.intel (module), 355
spack.build_systems.makefile (module), 356
spack.build_systems.octave (module), 357
spack.build_systems.perl (module), 357
spack.build_systems.python (module), 358
spack.build_systems.qmake (module), 361
spack.build_systems.r (module), 362
spack.build_systems.scons (module), 363
spack.build_systems.waf (module), 363
spack.cmd (module), 381
spack.cmd.activate (module), 365
spack.cmd.arch (module), 365
spack.cmd.blame (module), 365
spack.cmd.bootstrap (module), 365
spack.cmd.build (module), 366
spack.cmd.buildcache (module), 366
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spack.cmd.cd (module), 366
spack.cmd.checksum (module), 366
spack.cmd.clean (module), 367
spack.cmd.clone (module), 367
spack.cmd.common (module), 365
spack.cmd.common.arguments (module), 365
spack.cmd.compiler (module), 367
spack.cmd.compilers (module), 367
spack.cmd.config (module), 367
spack.cmd.configure (module), 367
spack.cmd.create (module), 368
spack.cmd.deactivate (module), 371
spack.cmd.debug (module), 371
spack.cmd.dependencies (module), 371
spack.cmd.dependents (module), 371
spack.cmd.diy (module), 372
spack.cmd.docs (module), 372
spack.cmd.edit (module), 372
spack.cmd.env (module), 372
spack.cmd.extensions (module), 372
spack.cmd.fetch (module), 372
spack.cmd.find (module), 373
spack.cmd.flake8 (module), 373
spack.cmd.gpg (module), 373
spack.cmd.graph (module), 374
spack.cmd.help (module), 374
spack.cmd.info (module), 374
spack.cmd.install (module), 374
spack.cmd.list (module), 374
spack.cmd.load (module), 375
spack.cmd.location (module), 375
spack.cmd.log_parse (module), 375
spack.cmd.mirror (module), 375
spack.cmd.module (module), 376
spack.cmd.patch (module), 376
spack.cmd.pkg (module), 377
spack.cmd.providers (module), 377
spack.cmd.pydoc (module), 377
spack.cmd.python (module), 377
spack.cmd.reindex (module), 377
spack.cmd.repo (module), 377
spack.cmd.restage (module), 378
spack.cmd.setup (module), 378
spack.cmd.spec (module), 378
spack.cmd.stage (module), 378
spack.cmd.test (module), 378
spack.cmd.uninstall (module), 378
spack.cmd.unload (module), 379
spack.cmd.unuse (module), 379
spack.cmd.url (module), 379
spack.cmd.use (module), 380
spack.cmd.versions (module), 380
spack.cmd.view (module), 381
spack.compiler (module), 457
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spack.compilers (module), 389
spack.compilers.cce (module), 383
spack.compilers.clang (module), 383
spack.compilers.gcc (module), 384
spack.compilers.intel (module), 385
spack.compilers.nag (module), 386
spack.compilers.pgi (module), 386
spack.compilers.xl (module), 387
spack.compilers.xl_r (module), 388
spack.concretize (module), 458
spack.config (module), 459
spack.database (module), 461
spack.dependency (module), 463
spack.directives (module), 464
spack.directory_layout (module), 466
spack.environment (module), 469
spack.error (module), 473
spack.fetch_strategy (module), 474
spack.file_cache (module), 478
spack.filesystem_view (module), 479
spack.graph (module), 481
spack.hooks (module), 391
spack.hooks.case_consistency (module), 390
spack.hooks.extensions (module), 390
spack.hooks.licensing (module), 390
spack.hooks.module_file_generation (module), 391
spack.hooks.sbang (module), 391
spack.hooks.yaml_version_check (module), 391
spack.main (module), 482
spack.mirror (module), 483
spack.modules (module), 399
spack.modules.common (module), 392
spack.modules.dotkit (module), 395
spack.modules.lmod (module), 396
spack.modules.tcl (module), 398
spack.multimethod (module), 484
spack.operating_systems (module), 400
spack.operating_systems.cnk (module), 399
spack.operating_systems.cnl (module), 399
spack.operating_systems.cray_frontend (module), 399
spack.operating_systems.linux_distro (module), 400
spack.operating_systems.mac_os (module), 400
spack.package (module), 486
spack.package_prefs (module), 497
spack.package_test (module), 498
spack.parse (module), 498
spack.patch (module), 499
spack.platforms (module), 401
spack.platforms.bgq (module), 400
spack.platforms.cray (module), 400
spack.platforms.darwin (module), 401
spack.platforms.linux (module), 401
spack.platforms.test (module), 401
spack.provider_index (module), 500
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spack.relocate (module), 500
spack.report (module), 501
spack.repository (module), 502
spack.resource (module), 506
spack.schema (module), 408
spack.schema.compilers (module), 401
spack.schema.config (module), 403
spack.schema.mirrors (module), 404
spack.schema.modules (module), 404
spack.schema.packages (module), 407
spack.schema.repos (module), 408
spack.spec (module), 506
spack.stage (module), 515
spack.store (module), 517
spack.tengine (module), 518
spack.test (module), 442
spack.test.architecture (module), 415
spack.test.build_environment (module), 415
spack.test.build_system_guess (module), 415
spack.test.build_systems (module), 416
spack.test.cc (module), 416
spack.test.cmd (module), 415
spack.test.cmd.arch (module), 409
spack.test.cmd.blame (module), 409
spack.test.cmd.cd (module), 409
spack.test.cmd.clean (module), 409
spack.test.cmd.dependencies (module), 409
spack.test.cmd.dependents (module), 410
spack.test.cmd.env (module), 410
spack.test.cmd.find (module), 410
spack.test.cmd.flake8 (module), 410
spack.test.cmd.gpg (module), 410
spack.test.cmd.graph (module), 411
spack.test.cmd.help (module), 411
spack.test.cmd.info (module), 411
spack.test.cmd.install (module), 411
spack.test.cmd.list (module), 412
spack.test.cmd.module (module), 413
spack.test.cmd.python (module), 413
spack.test.cmd.test_compiler_cmd (module), 413
spack.test.cmd.uninstall (module), 413
spack.test.cmd.url (module), 414
spack.test.cmd.versions (module), 414
spack.test.cmd.view (module), 414
spack.test.compilers (module), 417
spack.test.concretize (module), 417
spack.test.concretize_preferences (module), 418
spack.test.config (module), 419
spack.test.conftest (module), 420
spack.test.database (module), 421
spack.test.directory_layout (module), 422
spack.test.environment (module), 422
spack.test.file_cache (module), 423
spack.test.flag_handlers (module), 423
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spack.test.git_fetch (module), 424
spack.test.graph (module), 424
spack.test.hg_fetch (module), 424
spack.test.install (module), 425
spack.test.make_executable (module), 425
spack.test.mirror (module), 426
spack.test.module_parsing (module), 426
spack.test.multimethod (module), 426
spack.test.namespace_trie (module), 427
spack.test.optional_deps (module), 427
spack.test.package_sanity (module), 427
spack.test.packages (module), 427
spack.test.packaging (module), 428
spack.test.patch (module), 428
spack.test.pattern (module), 428
spack.test.provider_index (module), 429
spack.test.python_version (module), 429
spack.test.repo (module), 430
spack.test.sbang (module), 430
spack.test.spack_yaml (module), 430
spack.test.spec_dag (module), 430
spack.test.spec_semantics (module), 432
spack.test.spec_syntax (module), 434
spack.test.spec_yaml (module), 435
spack.test.stage (module), 436
spack.test.svn_fetch (module), 437
spack.test.tengine (module), 437
spack.test.test_activations (module), 438
spack.test.url_fetch (module), 438
spack.test.url_parse (module), 438
spack.test.url_substitution (module), 439
spack.test.variant (module), 439
spack.test.versions (module), 440
spack.test.web (module), 442
spack.url (module), 518
spack.util (module), 451
spack.util.compression (module), 442
spack.util.crypto (module), 442
spack.util.debug (module), 443
spack.util.environment (module), 443
spack.util.executable (module), 444
spack.util.gpg (module), 445
spack.util.log_parse (module), 445
spack.util.module_cmd (module), 446
spack.util.multiproc (module), 446
spack.util.naming (module), 446
spack.util.ordereddict (module), 447
spack.util.path (module), 447
spack.util.pattern (module), 448
spack.util.prefix (module), 448
spack.util.spack_json (module), 449
spack.util.spack_yaml (module), 449
spack.util.string (module), 449
spack.util.web (module), 449
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spack.variant (module), 522
spack.version (module), 526
spack_is_git_repo() (in module spack.cmd), 382
spack_module_to_python_module()
(in
module
spack.util.naming), 447
spack_transitive_include_path()
(in
module
spack.cmd.setup), 378
SpackArgumentParser (class in spack.main), 482
SpackCommand (class in spack.main), 482
SpackCommandError, 483
SpackError, 473
SpackJSONError, 449
SpackNamespace (class in spack.repository), 505
SpackWebError, 450
SpackYAMLError, 449
spawn() (in module spack.util.multiproc), 446
Spec (class in spack.spec), 507
spec (spack.modules.common.BaseContext attribute),
393
spec (spack.modules.common.BaseFileLayout attribute),
393
spec() (in module spack.cmd.spec), 378
spec() (in module spack.test.concretize), 418
spec_and_expected()
(in
module
spack.test.optional_deps), 427
spec_externals() (in module spack.package_prefs), 497
spec_file_path() (spack.directory_layout.YamlDirectoryLayout
method), 469
SpecError, 473, 513
SpecHashCollisionError, 468
SpecMultiMethod (class in spack.multimethod), 484
SpecParseError, 513
SpecReadError, 468
specs() (in module spack.test.cmd.find), 410
specs_by_hash() (spack.directory_layout.YamlDirectoryLayout
method), 469
specs_to_load (spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration
attribute), 392
specs_to_prereq (spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration
attribute), 393
spider() (in module spack.util.web), 451
split_url_extension() (in module spack.url), 521
Stage (class in spack.stage), 515
stage (spack.package.PackageBase attribute), 495
stage() (in module spack.cmd.stage), 378
stage_locks (spack.stage.Stage attribute), 517
stage_name (spack.test.stage.TestStage attribute), 436
StageError, 517
std_cmake_args (spack.build_systems.cmake.CMakePackage
attribute), 355
stdcxx_libs (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 385
stdcxx_libs (spack.compilers.intel.Intel attribute), 386
store() (spack.fetch_strategy.FsCache method), 475
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strings_contains_installroot() (in module spack.relocate),
501
strip_extension() (in module spack.util.compression), 442
strip_name_suffixes() (in module spack.url), 521
strip_query_and_fragment() (in module spack.url), 521
strip_version_suffixes() (in module spack.url), 521
subcommand() (in module spack.cmd.module), 376
substitute() (spack.variant.VariantMap method), 526
substitute_abstract_variants() (in module spack.variant),
526
substitute_config_variables() (in module spack.util.path),
447
substitute_rpath() (in module spack.relocate), 501
substitute_version() (in module spack.url), 522
substitution_offsets() (in module spack.url), 522
suffixes (spack.compiler.Compiler attribute), 458
suffixes (spack.compilers.cce.Cce attribute), 383
suffixes (spack.compilers.gcc.Gcc attribute), 385
suffixes (spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration attribute), 393
suggest_archive_basename() (in module spack.mirror),
484
supported() (in module spack.compilers), 390
supported_compilers() (in module spack.compilers), 390
svn (spack.fetch_strategy.SvnFetchStrategy attribute),
477
SvnFetchStrategy (class in spack.fetch_strategy), 477
swap() (spack.repository.RepoPath method), 505
symlink_license() (in module spack.hooks.licensing), 391

template (spack.modules.common.BaseConfiguration attribute), 393
terminal_size() (in module llnl.util.tty), 568
Test (class in spack.platforms.test), 401
test() (in module spack.cmd.test), 378
test()
(spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
method), 361
test()
(spack.build_systems.scons.SConsPackage
method), 363
test() (spack.build_systems.waf.WafPackage method),
364
test() (spack.package_prefs.PackageTesting method), 497
test_005_db_exists() (in module spack.test.database), 421
test_010_all_install_sanity()
(in
module
spack.test.database), 421
test_015_write_and_read()
(in
module
spack.test.database), 421
test_020_db_sanity() (in module spack.test.database),
421
test_025_reindex() (in module spack.test.database), 421
test_030_db_sanity_from_another_process() (in module
spack.test.database), 421
test_040_ref_counts() (in module spack.test.database),
421
test_050_basic_query() (in module spack.test.database),
421
test_060_remove_and_add_root_package() (in module
spack.test.database), 421
test_070_remove_and_add_dependency_package() (in
module spack.test.database), 422
T
test_080_root_ref_counts()
(in
module
spack.test.database), 422
tag_index (spack.repository.Repo attribute), 504
test_090_non_root_ref_counts()
(in
module
TagIndex (class in spack.repository), 505
spack.test.database), 422
tarball_directory_name()
(in
module
test_100_no_write_with_exception_on_remove()
(in
spack.binary_distribution), 454
module spack.test.database), 422
tarball_name() (in module spack.binary_distribution),
test_110_no_write_with_exception_on_install() (in mod454
ule spack.test.database), 422
tarball_path_name()
(in
module
test_115_reindex_with_packages_not_in_repo() (in modspack.binary_distribution), 454
ule spack.test.database), 422
Target (class in spack.architecture), 453
test_add_build_system_flags_autotools()
target() (spack.architecture.Platform method), 453
(spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
target_factory() (in module spack.test.spec_semantics),
method), 423
434
test_add_build_system_flags_cmake()
TclConfiguration (class in spack.modules.tcl), 398
(spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
TclContext (class in spack.modules.tcl), 398
method), 423
TclFileLayout (class in spack.modules.tcl), 398
test_add_multiple()
(in
module
TclModulefileWriter (class in spack.modules), 399
spack.test.namespace_trie),
427
TclModulefileWriter (class in spack.modules.tcl), 398
(in
module
tearDown()
(spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest test_add_none_multiple()
spack.test.namespace_trie),
427
method), 416
test_add_none_single()
(in
module
tearDown() (spack.test.make_executable.MakeExecutableTest
spack.test.namespace_trie),
427
method), 425
test_add_single() (in module spack.test.namespace_trie),
temp_env() (in module spack.test.flag_handlers), 424
427
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test_add_three() (in module spack.test.namespace_trie), test_build_system_flags_cmake()
427
(spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
test_all() (spack.package_prefs.PackageTesting method),
method), 423
497
test_build_system_flags_not_implemented()
test_all_compilers() (spack.test.compilers.TestCompilers
(spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
method), 417
method), 423
test_all_deps()
(spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest test_build_systems()
(in
module
method), 416
spack.test.build_system_guess), 415
test_all_is_not_a_virtual()
test_callable_validator() (spack.test.variant.TestVariant
(spack.test.concretize_preferences.TestConcretizePreferences
method), 440
method), 418
test_canonical_deptype()
test_all_mirror() (spack.test.mirror.TestMirror method),
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
426
431
test_all_versions_are_lowercase()
(in
module test_canonicalize() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
spack.test.package_sanity), 427
method), 434
test_alpha() (in module spack.test.versions), 441
test_canonicalize_list() (in module spack.test.versions),
test_alpha_beta() (in module spack.test.versions), 441
441
test_alpha_with_dots() (in module spack.test.versions), test_ccld_mode() (spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest
441
method), 416
test_ambiguous() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax test_cd() (in module spack.test.cmd.cd), 409
method), 434
test_changed_files() (in module spack.test.cmd.flake8),
test_ambiguous_hash() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
410
method), 434
test_close_numbers() (in module spack.test.versions),
test_ambiguous_version_spec()
(in
module
441
spack.test.spec_yaml), 435
test_cmake_std_args()
(in
module
test_anonymous_specs() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
spack.test.build_systems), 416
method), 434
test_compatible() (spack.test.variant.TestBoolValuedVariant
test_anonymous_specs_with_multiple_parts()
method), 439
(spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_compatible() (spack.test.variant.TestMultiValuedVariant
method), 434
method), 439
test_append_flags() (in module spack.test.environment), test_compatible() (spack.test.variant.TestSingleValuedVariant
422
method), 439
test_arch() (in module spack.test.cmd.arch), 409
test_compiler_add() (spack.test.cmd.test_compiler_cmd.TestCompilerComm
test_args() (spack.build_systems.python.PythonPackage
method), 413
method), 361
test_compiler_child() (spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize
test_as_mode()
(spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest
method), 417
method), 416
test_compiler_flags_from_config_are_grouped()
(in
test_ascii_graph_mpileaks() (in module spack.test.graph),
module spack.test.compilers), 417
424
test_compiler_flags_from_user_are_grouped()
test_basic_version_satisfaction()
(in
module
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
spack.test.versions), 441
417
test_basic_version_satisfaction_in_lists() (in module test_compiler_inheritance()
spack.test.versions), 441
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
test_blame_by_git() (in module spack.test.cmd.blame),
417
409
test_compiler_remove() (spack.test.cmd.test_compiler_cmd.TestCompilerC
test_blame_by_modtime()
(in
module
method), 413
spack.test.cmd.blame), 409
test_composite_interface_calls()
(in
module
test_blame_by_percent()
(in
module
spack.test.pattern), 429
spack.test.cmd.blame), 409
test_composite_no_methods()
(in
module
test_blame_file() (in module spack.test.cmd.blame), 409
spack.test.pattern), 429
test_boolness() (in module spack.test.architecture), 415
test_composite_wrong_container()
(in
module
test_build_system_flags_autotools()
spack.test.pattern), 429
(spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
test_concrete_spec() (in module spack.test.spec_yaml),
method), 423
435
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test_concretize() (spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
method), 417
method), 432
test_concretize_deptypes()
test_constrain_compiler()
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
431
method), 432
test_concretize_mention_build_dep()
test_constrain_compiler_flags()
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
417
method), 432
test_concretize_preferred_version()
test_constrain_dependency_changed()
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
417
method), 432
test_concretize_two_virtuals()
test_constrain_dependency_not_changed()
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
417
method), 433
test_concretize_two_virtuals_with_dual_provider()
test_constrain_multi_value_variant()
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
417
method), 433
test_concretize_two_virtuals_with_dual_provider_and_a_conflict()
test_constrain_not_changed()
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
417
method), 433
test_concretize_two_virtuals_with_one_bound()
test_constrain_variants() (spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
method), 433
417
test_construct_spec_with_deptypes()
test_concretize_two_virtuals_with_two_bound()
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
431
417
test_contains() (in module spack.test.versions), 441
test_concretize_with_provides_when()
test_contains()
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
method), 431
417
test_copy() (in module spack.test.provider_index), 429
test_concretize_with_restricted_virtual()
test_copy()
(spack.test.variant.TestVariantMapTest
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
method), 440
418
test_copy_concretized() (spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
test_conditional_patched_dependencies() (in module
method), 431
spack.test.patch), 428
test_copy_dependencies()
test_conditional_patched_deps_with_conditions()
(in
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
module spack.test.patch), 428
431
test_conflicting_package_constraints()
test_copy_deptypes() (spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
method), 431
431
test_copy_normalized() (spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
test_conflicting_spec_constraints()
method), 431
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method), test_copy_satisfies_transitive()
431
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
test_conflicts_in_spec() (spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize
method), 433
method), 418
test_copy_simple()
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
test_constrain() (spack.test.variant.TestBoolValuedVariant
method), 431
method), 439
test_core_module_compatibility()
(in
module
test_constrain() (spack.test.variant.TestMultiValuedVariant
spack.test.python_version), 429
method), 439
test_cpp_mode()
(spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest
test_constrain() (spack.test.variant.TestSingleValuedVariant
method), 416
method), 439
test_date_stamps() (in module spack.test.versions), 441
test_constrain_architecture()
test_default_queries() (in module spack.test.database),
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
422
method), 432
test_default_variant()
(in
module
test_constrain_changed()
spack.test.optional_deps), 427
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test_default_works() (in module spack.test.multimethod),
(spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
426
method), 434
test_dep_include() (spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest test_duplicate_compiler()
method), 416
(spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_dep_index() (spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
method), 434
method), 433
test_duplicate_dependency()
test_dep_lib()
(spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest
(spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
method), 416
method), 434
test_dep_lib_no_lib() (spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest test_duplicate_variant() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
method), 416
method), 435
test_dep_lib_no_rpath() (spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTesttest_dynamic_dot_graph_mpileaks()
(in
module
method), 416
spack.test.graph), 424
test_dep_rpath()
(spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest test_edge_traversals() (spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method), 416
method), 431
test_dep_spec_by_hash()
test_elf_paths() (in module spack.test.packaging), 428
(spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_env_flags() (spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
method), 434
method), 423
test_dependencies_with_versions()
test_equal() (in module spack.test.provider_index), 429
(spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_equal() (spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag method),
method), 434
431
test_dependency_extensions()
test_exceptional_paths_for_constructor()
(spack.test.packages.TestPackage
method),
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
427
method), 433
test_dependency_match()
(in
module test_exclude_paths_from_inspection()
(in
module
spack.test.multimethod), 426
spack.test.environment), 423
test_dependents_and_dependencies_are_correct()
test_exit_with_failure()
(in
module
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
spack.test.cmd.module), 413
431
test_expand_archive()
(spack.test.stage.TestStage
test_deptype_traversal() (spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method), 436
method), 431
test_extend() (in module spack.test.environment), 423
test_deptype_traversal_full()
test_external_and_virtual()
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
431
418
test_deptype_traversal_run()
test_external_entries_in_db()
(in
module
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
spack.test.database), 422
431
test_external_mpi() (spack.test.concretize_preferences.TestConcretizePrefer
test_deptype_traversal_with_builddeps()
method), 418
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method), test_external_package() (spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize
431
method), 418
test_develop() (spack.test.concretize_preferences.TestConcretizePreferences
test_external_package_module()
method), 418
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
test_dict_functions_for_architecture()
(in
module
418
spack.test.architecture), 415
test_external_spec() (in module spack.test.spec_yaml),
test_dict_order() (in module spack.test.spack_yaml), 430
435
test_different_compilers_get_different_flags()
test_extra_arguments()
(in
module
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
spack.test.environment), 423
418
test_failing_build() (in module spack.test.install), 425
test_dont_add_patches_to_installed_package() (in mod- test_fetch() (in module spack.test.git_fetch), 424
ule spack.test.install), 425
test_fetch() (in module spack.test.hg_fetch), 424
test_double_alpha() (in module spack.test.versions), 441 test_fetch() (in module spack.test.svn_fetch), 437
test_duplicate_architecture()
test_fetch() (in module spack.test.url_fetch), 438
(spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_fetch() (spack.test.stage.TestStage method), 436
method), 434
test_filter_system_paths()
(in
module
test_duplicate_architecture_component()
spack.test.environment), 423
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test_find() (in module spack.test.cmd.module), 413
test_get_module_cmd_from_which()
(in
module
test_find() (in module spack.test.directory_layout), 422
spack.test.module_parsing), 426
test_find_exotic_versions_of_archive_2() (in module test_get_path_from_module()
(in
module
spack.test.web), 442
spack.test.module_parsing), 426
test_find_exotic_versions_of_archive_3() (in module test_getitem_exceptional_paths()
spack.test.web), 442
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
test_find_spec_children()
431
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method), test_getitem_query() (spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
418
method), 431
test_find_spec_none() (spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize test_git_mirror() (spack.test.mirror.TestMirror method),
method), 418
426
test_find_spec_parents() (spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize
test_gpg() (in module spack.test.cmd.gpg), 410
method), 418
test_graph_ascii() (in module spack.test.cmd.graph), 411
test_find_spec_self() (spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize test_graph_deptype() (in module spack.test.cmd.graph),
method), 418
411
test_find_spec_sibling() (spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize
test_graph_dot() (in module spack.test.cmd.graph), 411
method), 418
test_graph_installed() (in module spack.test.cmd.graph),
test_find_versions_of_archive_0()
(in
module
411
spack.test.web), 442
test_graph_no_specs() (in module spack.test.cmd.graph),
test_find_versions_of_archive_1()
(in
module
411
spack.test.web), 442
test_graph_normalize()
(in
module
test_find_versions_of_archive_2()
(in
module
spack.test.cmd.graph), 411
spack.test.web), 442
test_graph_static() (in module spack.test.cmd.graph), 411
test_find_versions_of_archive_3()
(in
module test_handle_unknown_package()
(in
module
spack.test.web), 442
spack.test.directory_layout), 422
test_flags() (spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest method), test_hash_bits()
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
416
method), 431
test_flake8() (in module spack.test.cmd.flake8), 410
test_hash_detection() (in module spack.test.url_fetch),
test_formatted_strings() (in module spack.test.versions),
438
441
test_help() (in module spack.test.cmd.help), 411
test_from_list_url() (in module spack.test.url_fetch), 438 test_help_all() (in module spack.test.cmd.help), 411
test_from_node_dict() (in module spack.test.variant), 440 test_help_spec() (in module spack.test.cmd.help), 411
test_full_specs() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax test_help_subcommand()
(in
module
method), 435
spack.test.cmd.help), 411
test_function_calls() (in module spack.test.cmd.clean), test_hg_mirror() (spack.test.mirror.TestMirror method),
409
426
test_get_all_mock_packages()
(in
module test_immediate_dependencies()
(in
module
spack.test.package_sanity), 427
spack.test.cmd.dependencies), 409
test_get_all_packages()
(in
module test_immediate_dependents()
(in
module
spack.test.package_sanity), 427
spack.test.cmd.dependents), 410
test_get_argument_from_module_line() (in module test_immediate_installed_dependencies() (in module
spack.test.module_parsing), 426
spack.test.cmd.dependencies), 409
test_get_compiler_duplicates()
test_immediate_installed_dependents()
(in
module
(spack.test.compilers.TestCompilers method),
spack.test.cmd.dependents), 410
417
test_import_class_from_package()
test_get_item() (in module spack.test.versions), 441
(spack.test.packages.TestPackage
method),
test_get_module_cmd_fails()
(in
module
427
spack.test.module_parsing), 426
test_import_module_from_package()
test_get_module_cmd_from_bash_parens() (in module
(spack.test.packages.TestPackage
method),
spack.test.module_parsing), 426
427
test_get_module_cmd_from_bash_ticks() (in module test_import_namespace_container_modules()
spack.test.module_parsing), 426
(spack.test.packages.TestPackage
method),
test_get_module_cmd_from_bash_using_modules() (in
427
module spack.test.module_parsing), 426
test_import_package() (spack.test.packages.TestPackage
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method), 427
method), 433
test_import_package_as()
test_invalid_dep()
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
(spack.test.packages.TestPackage
method),
method), 431
427
test_invalid_hash() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_in_list() (in module spack.test.versions), 441
method), 435
test_indirect_unsatisfied_single_valued_variant()
test_invalid_literal_spec()
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
method), 433
431
test_info_fields() (in module spack.test.cmd.info), 411
test_invalid_values() (spack.test.variant.TestVariantMapTest
test_inheritance_of_diretives()
method), 440
(spack.test.packages.TestPackage
method), test_it_just_fails() (in module spack.test.cmd.env), 410
427
test_it_just_runs() (in module spack.test.cmd.env), 410
test_initialization() (spack.test.variant.TestBoolValuedVariant
test_it_just_runs() (in module spack.test.cmd.info), 411
method), 439
test_junit_output_with_errors()
(in
module
test_initialization() (spack.test.variant.TestMultiValuedVariant
spack.test.cmd.install), 412
method), 439
test_junit_output_with_failures()
(in
module
test_initialization() (spack.test.variant.TestSingleValuedVariant
spack.test.cmd.install), 412
method), 439
test_keep_exceptions()
(spack.test.stage.TestStage
test_inject_flags() (spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
method), 436
method), 423
test_keep_without_exceptions()
test_inspect_path() (in module spack.test.environment),
(spack.test.stage.TestStage method), 436
423
test_keys_are_ordered() (in module spack.test.config),
test_install_and_uninstall() (in module spack.test.install),
420
425
test_kv_with_quotes() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_install_conflicts() (in module spack.test.cmd.install),
method), 435
412
test_kv_with_spaces() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_install_dirty_flag()
(in
module
method), 435
spack.test.cmd.install), 412
test_kv_without_quotes()
test_install_from_file()
(in
module
(spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
spack.test.cmd.install), 412
method), 435
test_install_mix_cli_and_files()
(in
module test_ld_deps()
(spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest
spack.test.cmd.install), 412
method), 416
test_install_output_on_build_error()
(in
module test_ld_deps_no_link() (spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest
spack.test.cmd.install), 412
method), 416
test_install_output_on_python_error()
(in
module test_ld_deps_no_rpath() (spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest
spack.test.cmd.install), 412
method), 416
test_install_overwrite()
(in
module test_ld_deps_reentrant() (spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest
spack.test.cmd.install), 412
method), 417
test_install_package_already_installed() (in module test_ld_flags_cmake() (spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
spack.test.cmd.install), 412
method), 424
test_install_package_and_dependency() (in module test_ld_libs_cmake() (spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
spack.test.cmd.install), 412
method), 424
test_install_runtests() (in module spack.test.cmd.install), test_ld_mode()
(spack.test.cc.CompilerWrapperTest
412
method), 417
test_install_with_source()
(in
module test_line_numbers() (in module spack.test.spack_yaml),
spack.test.cmd.install), 412
430
test_installed_dependency_request_conflicts() (in module test_list()
(spack.test.cmd.list.TestListCommand
spack.test.install), 425
method), 412
test_installed_dependents()
(in
module test_list_filter()
(spack.test.cmd.list.TestListCommand
spack.test.cmd.uninstall), 413
method), 412
test_intersect_with_containment()
(in
module test_list_formatter() (spack.test.cmd.list.TestListCommand
spack.test.versions), 441
method), 413
test_intersection() (in module spack.test.versions), 441
test_list_search_description()
test_invalid_constraint() (spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics(spack.test.cmd.list.TestListCommand
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method), 413
(spack.test.flag_handlers.TestFlagHandlers
test_list_tags()
(spack.test.cmd.list.TestListCommand
method), 424
method), 413
test_no_compilers_for_arch()
test_lists_overlap() (in module spack.test.versions), 441
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
test_load_package()
(spack.test.packages.TestPackage
418
method), 428
test_no_keep_with_exceptions()
test_macho_paths() (in module spack.test.packaging),
(spack.test.stage.TestStage method), 436
428
test_no_keep_without_exceptions()
test_make_explicit() (spack.test.make_executable.MakeExecutableTest(spack.test.stage.TestStage method), 436
method), 425
test_no_matching_compiler_specs()
test_make_normal() (spack.test.make_executable.MakeExecutableTest(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
method), 425
418
test_make_one_job() (spack.test.make_executable.MakeExecutableTest
test_no_search_if_default_succeeds()
method), 425
(spack.test.stage.TestStage method), 436
test_make_parallel_disabled()
test_no_search_mirror_only() (spack.test.stage.TestStage
(spack.test.make_executable.MakeExecutableTest
method), 436
method), 425
test_no_unchecksummed_versions()
(in
module
test_make_parallel_false()
spack.test.cmd.versions), 414
(spack.test.make_executable.MakeExecutableTesttest_no_version() (in module spack.test.url_parse), 438
method), 425
test_no_version_match()
(in
module
test_make_parallel_precedence()
spack.test.multimethod), 426
(spack.test.make_executable.MakeExecutableTesttest_no_versions() (in module spack.test.cmd.versions),
method), 425
414
test_minimal_spaces() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_no_virtuals_in_packages_yaml()
method), 435
(spack.test.concretize_preferences.TestConcretizePreferences
test_mpi_providers()
(in
module
method), 418
spack.test.provider_index), 429
test_nobuild_package() (spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize
test_mpi_version() (in module spack.test.multimethod),
method), 418
426
test_nonexistent_hash() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_multimethod_with_base_class()
(in
module
method), 435
spack.test.multimethod), 426
test_nonexisting_package_filename()
test_multiple_matches()
(in
module
(spack.test.packages.TestPackage
method),
spack.test.cmd.uninstall), 414
428
test_multiple_patched_dependencies()
(in
module test_normal_spec() (in module spack.test.spec_yaml),
spack.test.patch), 428
435
test_multiple_specs() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_normalize() (in module spack.test.optional_deps),
method), 435
427
test_multiple_specs_after_kv()
test_normalize_a_lot() (spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
(spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
method), 431
method), 435
test_normalize_diamond_deptypes()
test_multiple_specs_long_second()
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
(spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
431
method), 435
test_normalize_mpileaks()
test_multiple_specs_with_hash()
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
(spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
431
method), 435
test_normalize_twice() (spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
test_my_dep_depends_on_provider_of_my_virtual_dep()
method), 431
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method), test_normalize_with_virtual_package()
418
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
test_name_parsed_correctly()
(in
module
432
spack.test.cmd.url), 414
test_normalize_with_virtual_spec()
test_needs_relocation() (in module spack.test.packaging),
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
428
432
test_no_build_system_flags()
test_num_alpha_with_no_separator()
(in
module
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spack.test.versions), 441
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
test_nums_and_patch() (in module spack.test.versions),
432
441
test_preferred_compilers()
test_one_version_match()
(in
module
(spack.test.concretize_preferences.TestConcretizePreferences
spack.test.multimethod), 426
method), 418
test_ordered_read_not_required_for_consistent_dag_hash() test_preferred_providers()
(in module spack.test.spec_yaml), 435
(spack.test.concretize_preferences.TestConcretizePreferences
test_overlap_with_containment()
(in
module
method), 419
spack.test.versions), 441
test_preferred_variants() (spack.test.concretize_preferences.TestConcretizeP
test_package_class_names()
method), 419
(spack.test.packages.TestPackage
method), test_preferred_versions()
428
(spack.test.concretize_preferences.TestConcretizePreferences
test_package_filename() (spack.test.packages.TestPackage
method), 419
method), 428
test_preferred_versions_mixed_version_types()
test_package_module_compatibility()
(in
module
(spack.test.concretize_preferences.TestConcretizePreferences
spack.test.python_version), 429
method), 419
test_package_name() (spack.test.packages.TestPackage test_preorder_edge_traversal()
method), 428
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
test_package_names() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
432
method), 435
test_preorder_node_traversal()
test_package_output() (in module spack.test.cmd.install),
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
412
432
test_packaging() (in module spack.test.packaging), 428
test_preorder_path_traversal()
test_padded_numbers() (in module spack.test.versions),
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
441
432
test_parse() (in module spack.test.spack_yaml), 430
test_providers_for_simple()
(in
module
test_parse_anonymous_specs()
(in
module
spack.test.provider_index), 429
spack.test.spec_syntax), 435
test_provides_handles_multiple_providers_of_same_vesrion()
test_parse_errors() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method),
method), 435
418
test_partial_install_delete_prefix_and_stage() (in module test_python() (in module spack.test.cmd.python), 413
spack.test.install), 425
test_python_activation()
(in
module
test_partial_install_keep_prefix()
(in
module
spack.test.test_activations), 438
spack.test.install), 425
test_python_activation_view()
(in
module
test_patch() (in module spack.test.versions), 441
spack.test.test_activations), 438
test_patch_in_spec() (in module spack.test.patch), 428
test_python_activation_with_files()
(in
module
test_patched_dependency() (in module spack.test.patch),
spack.test.test_activations), 438
428
test_query_arguments() (in module spack.test.cmd.find),
test_path_manipulation()
(in
module
410
spack.test.environment), 423
test_ranges_overlap() (in module spack.test.versions),
test_perl_activation()
(in
module
441
spack.test.test_activations), 438
test_rc_versions() (in module spack.test.versions), 441
test_perl_activation_view()
(in
module test_read_and_write_spec()
(in
module
spack.test.test_activations), 438
spack.test.directory_layout), 422
test_perl_activation_with_files()
(in
module test_read_config() (spack.test.config.TestConfig method),
spack.test.test_activations), 438
419
test_platform() (in module spack.test.architecture), 415
test_read_config_merge_list()
test_postorder_edge_traversal()
(spack.test.config.TestConfig method), 419
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method), test_read_config_override_all()
432
(spack.test.config.TestConfig method), 419
test_postorder_node_traversal()
test_read_config_override_key()
(spack.test.spec_dag.TestSpecDag
method),
(spack.test.config.TestConfig method), 419
432
test_read_config_override_list()
test_postorder_path_traversal()
(spack.test.config.TestConfig method), 419
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test_recursive_uninstall()
(in
module
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
spack.test.cmd.uninstall), 414
method), 433
test_redundant_spec() (spack.test.spec_syntax.TestSpecSyntax
test_satisfies_dependency_versions()
method), 435
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
test_regression_issue_4492()
method), 433
(spack.test.concretize.TestConcretize method), test_satisfies_matching_compiler_flag()
418
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
test_relocate_macho() (in module spack.test.packaging),
method), 433
428
test_satisfies_matching_variant()
test_relocate_text() (in module spack.test.packaging), 428
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
test_remote_versions()
(in
module
method), 433
spack.test.cmd.versions), 414
test_satisfies_multi_value_variant()
test_remove_and_add_dotkit()
(in
module
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
spack.test.cmd.module), 413
method), 433
test_remove_and_add_tcl()
(in
module test_satisfies_namespace()
spack.test.cmd.module), 413
(spack.test.spec_semantics.TestSpecSematics
test_repo_getpkg() (in module spack.test.repo), 430
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method), 439
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TestMirror (class in spack.test.mirror), 426
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UnsatisfiableDependencySpecError, 515
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UnsatisfiableVariantSpecError, 514, 524
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UnsatisfiableVersionSpecError, 514
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upload()
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verify() (spack.util.gpg.Gpg class method), 445
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method), 361
Version (class in spack.version), 526
url() (in module spack.cmd.url), 380
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url_and_build_system()
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wait() (spack.util.multiproc.Barrier method), 446
warn() (in module llnl.util.tty), 568
when (class in spack.multimethod), 485
which() (in module spack.util.executable), 444
wildcard_version() (in module spack.url), 522
with_or_without() (spack.build_systems.autotools.AutotoolsPackage
method), 353
working_dir() (in module llnl.util.filesystem), 575
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yaml_entry()
(spack.variant.SingleValuedVariant
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468
YamlExtensionsLayout (class in spack.directory_layout),
469
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480
YamlViewExtensionsLayout
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